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PEEFACE

Many of the most important problems of social life, though
their causes have from the first been inherent in human psy-

chology, have originated during the last hundred and fifty years

;

and even in so far as they have been handed down to us from
an earlier epoch, they have of late come to press more urgently,

have acquired a more precise formulation, and have gained fresh

significance. Many of our leading minds have gladly devoted

the best energies of their lives to attempts towards solving these

problems. The so-called principle of nationality was discovered

for the solution of the racial and linguistic problem which, un-

solved, has continually threatened Europe with war and the

majority of individual states with revolution. In the economic

sphere, the social problem threatens the peace of the world even

more seriously than do questions of nationality, and here "the

labourer's right to the full produce of his labour" has become

the rallying cry. Finally, the principle of self-government, the

corner-stone of democracy, has come to be regarded as furnishing

a solution of the problem of nationality, for the principle of

nationality entails in practical working the acceptance of the idea

of popular government. Now, experience has shown that not one

of these solutions is as far-reaching in its effects as the respective

discoverers imagined in the days of their first enthusiasm. The

importance of the principle of nationality is undeniable, and

most of the national questions of "Western Europe can be and

ought to be solved in accordance with this principle ; but matters

are complicated by geographical and strategical considerations,

such as the difficulty of determining natural frontiers and the

frequent need for the establishment of strategic frontiers ; more-

over, the principle of nationality cannot help us where nation-

alities can hardly be said to exist or where they are intertangled

in inextricable confusion. As far as the economic problem is

concerned, we have numerous solutions offered by the different

schools of socialist thought, but the formula of the right to the

whole produce of labour is one which can be comprehended more

readily in the synthetic than in the analytic field ; it is easy to

formulate as a general principle and likely as such to command
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widespread sympathy, but it is exceedingly difficult to apply in

actual practice. The present work aims at a critical discussion of

the third question, the problem of democracy. It is the writer's

opinion that democracy, at once as an intellectual theory and as

a practical movement, has to-day entered upon a critical phase

from which it will be extremely difficult to discover an exit.

Democracy has encountered obstacles, not merely imposed from

without, but spontaneously surgent from within. Only to a cer-

tain degree, perhaps, can these obstacles be surpassed or removed.

The present study makes no attempt to offer a "new system."

It is not the principal aim of science to create systems, but

rather to promote understanding. It is not the purpose of

sociological science to discover, or rediscover, solutions, since

numerous problems of the individual life and the life of social

groups are not capable of "solution" at all, but must ever remain

"open." The sociologist should aim rather at the dispas-

sionate exposition of tendencies and counter-operating forces, of

reasons and opposing reasons, at the display, in a word, of the

warp and the woof of social life. . Precise diagnosis is the logical

and indispensable preliminary to any possible prognosis.

The unravelment and the detailed formulation of the complex
of tendencies which oppose the realization of democracy are mat-

^
ters of exceeding difficulty. A preliminary analysis of these ten-

i dencies may, however, be attempted. They will be found to be

i classifiable as tendencies dependent (1) upon the nature of the
^ human individual

; (2) upon the nature of the political struggle

;

and (3) upon the nature of organization. Democracy leads to

V oligarchy, and necessarily contains an oligarchical nucleus. In
making this assertion it is far from the author's intention to

pass a moral judgment upon any political party or any system
of government, to level an accusation of hypocrisy. The law that

it is an essential characteristic of aU human aggregates to con-

stitute cliques and sub-classes is, like every other sociological law,

beyond good and evil.

The study and analysis of political parties constitutes a new
branch of science. It occupies an intermediate field between
the social, the philosophico-psychological, and the historical dis-

ciplines, and may be termed a branch of applied sociology. In
view of the present development of political parties, the historical

aspect of this new branch of science has received considerable
attention. Works have been written upon the history of almost
every political party in the Western world. But when we come
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to consider the analysis of the nature of party, we find that the
field has hardly been touched. To fill this gap in sociological

science is the aim of the present work.

The task has been by no means easy. So great was the extent
of the material which had to be discussed that the diflSeulties of
concise presentation might well seem almost insuperable. The
author has had to renounce the attempt to deal with the problem
in all its extension and all its complexity, and has confined

himself to the consideration of salient features. In the execution

of this design he has received the unwearied and invaluable help

of his wife, Gisela Michels.

This English translation is from the Italian edition, in the

preparation of which I had at my disposal the reviews of the

earlier German version. Opportunities for further emendation
of the present volume have also been afforded by the criticisms

of the recently published French and Japanese translations. But
the only event of outstanding importance in the political world
since my Political Parties was first drafted has been the out-

break of the war which still rages. The author's general con-

ji elusions as to the inevitability of oligarchy in party life, and
as to the difficulties which the growth of this oligarchy imposes

upon the realization of democracy, have been strikingly confirmed

in the political life of all the leading belligerent nations imme-
diately before the outbreak of the war and during the progress

of the struggle. The penultimate chapter of the present volume,

specially written for the English edition, deals with Party Life in

War-time. It will be obvious that the writer has been com-

pelled, in this new chapter, to confine himself to the discussion

of broad outlines, for we are still too near to the events under

consideration for accurate judgment to be possible. Moreover,

the flames of war, while throwing their sinister illumination upon
the military and economic organization of the states concerned,

leave political parties in the shadow. For the time being parties

are eclipsed by nations. It need hardly be said, however, that as

soon as the war is over party life will be resumed, and that the

war will be found to have effected a reinforcement of the tend-

encies characteristic of party.

ROBERT MICHELS.
Basle, 1915.
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CHAPTER I

DEMOCRATIC ARISTOCRACY AND ARISTOCRATIC
DEMOCRACY

The most restricted form of oligarchy, absolute monarchy, is

founded upon the will of a single individual. Sic volo sic jubeo.

Tel est mon hon plaisir. One commands, all others obey. The
will of one single person can countervail the will of the nation,

md even~to-day we have a relic of this in the constitutional

nonarch's right of_Ee±o. The legal justification of this regime

ierives its motives from transcendental metaphysics. The logical

basis of every monarchy resides in an appeal to God. God is

Drought down from heaven to serve as a buttress to the monar-
3hical stronghold, furnishing it with its foundation of con-

stitutional law—^the grace of God. ' Hence, inasmuch as it rests

ipon a supra-terrestrial element, 'the monarchical system, con-

sidered from the outlook of constitutional law, is eternal and
immutable, and cannot be affected by human laws or by the

luman will. It follows that the legal, juridical, legitimate aboli-

;ion of the monarchy is impossible, a fable of a foolish political

ireamer. Lawfully, the monarchy can be abolished by God alone

—and God's will is inscrutable.

At the antipodes of the monarchical principle, in theory,

stands democracy, denying the right of one over others. In db-

dracto, it makes all citizens equal before the law. It gives to

;aeh one of them the possibility of ascendiHg-4e-4he-iQEofthe

social scale, ami thus facilitates the way for the righLK^BFThe

jommunity, aitnuUing before the law all privileges of birth, and

iesiring that in human society the struggle for preeminence

should be decided solely in accordance with individual capacity.

iV^hereas the principle of monarchy stakes everything upon the

character of a single individual, whence it results that the best

possible monarchical government offers to the people as a whole

10 guarantee for permanently benevolent and technically efficient

nile,^ democracy is, on principle, responsible to the community

'At the end of the eighteenth century this was far more clearly and

1
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at large for the prevailing conditions of rule, of which it is the

sole arbiter.

We know to-day that in the life of the nations the two theo-

retical principles of the ordering of the state are so elastic that

they often come into reciprocal contact, "car la democratic peut

emhrasser tout le peuple, ou se resserrer jusqu'a la moitie;

I'aristocratie, a son tour, peut de la moitie du peuple se resserrer

jusqu'au plus petit nombre indeterminement. " ^ Thus the two

forms of government do not exhibit an absolute antithesis, but

meet at that point where the participants in power number fifty

per cent.

Our age has destroyed once for all the ancient and rigid forms

of aristocracy, has destroyed them, at least, in certain important

regions of political constitutional life. Even conservatism as-

sumes at times a democratic form. Before the assaults of the

democratic masses it has long since abandoned its primitive

aspect, and loves to change its disguise. To-day we find it

absolutist, to-morrow constitutional, the next day parliamentary.

Where its power is still comparatively unrestricted, as in Ger-

many, it appeals exclusively to the grace of God. But when, as

in Italy, it feels insecure, it adds to the appeal to the deity an

appeal to the popular will. In its outward forms it is capable

of the most extensive modifications. In monarchical France the

Franciae et Navarrae Bex becomes the Boy de France, and the

Boy de France becomes the Boi des Frangais.

The life-»f polllicul parties, whcthor-thoBc arc coneegaedjEhiefly

with national r»T ^H-^^y Innni pn1i+i»g ^^•^<^t ^

ir] ihpnrv npr-psaarily

expressly recognized than it is to-day, when the constitutional monarchy
has destroyed the essence of every political principle of government:

—

"Servile dread, dependent upon the dazzling splendour of an inaccessible

throne, upon myriads of satellites, upon innumerable armies, and upon
the ever uplifted sword of vengeance, dependent in a word upon irresistible

power, is the only thing that holds these monarchies together and secures

the safety of the despots and their satraps. At times, indeed, fate sends
a liberator to the unfortunate, a Cyrus who breaks the old fetters, and who
rules a reconstituted kingdom with wisdom and a truly paternal spirit: but
this rarely happens, and the good thus effected is for the most part per-
sonal and transient; for the prime source of the evil, the political struc-

ture, remains, and a succession of stupid or vicious monarchs will speedily
destroy all that has been built up by the one benevolent sovereign" (C. M.
Wieland, Eine Lustreise ins Elysvum, Complete Works, Shrambl, Vieima,
1803, vol. i, p. 209).

" J. J. Kousseau, Le Contrat social, Biblioth6que Nationale, 6th ed., Paris,
1871, p. 91.
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exhibJLaiL^von otjongoii tcndaney towardo dcmocrjicy 4liaBjhat
which-tSTgamfestpfl hy thp. a<:fltP The political party is founded
in most cases on the principle of the ma/joriky, anrl is founded
alwaygT5irthe-pHficiplfi_Qf_t]ifi_^ass. The result of this is that
the parties of the aristocracy have irrevocably lost the aristo-

cratic purity of their principles. While remaining essentially

anti-democratic in nature, they find themselves compelled, at any
rate in certain periods of political life, to make profession of the
democratic faith, or at least to assume the democratic mask.
Whereas the democratic principle, from its very nature, by
reason of the mutability of the popular will and of the fluc-

tuating character of the majority, tends in theory to transform
the jravrapei of HeracUtus into the reality of national and
popular life, the conservative principle erects its edifice upon
certain bases or norms which are immutable in their nature,
determined by the test of experience to be the best or at any rate

the least bad, and consequently claimed as valid sub specie ceter-

nitatis. Nevertheless, the conservative principle must not be
understood in the sense of an unconditional maintenance of the

status quo. If that principle consisted merely in the recognition

of what already exists, above all in the matter of the legal forms
prevailing in a given country or period, conservatism would lead

to its owS-destrnction.^ In periods and among nations wEere the

old conservative elements have been expelled from direct par-

ticipation in power, and have been replaced by innovators fight-

ing under the banner of democracy, the conservative party as-

sumes an aspect hostile to the existing order of the state, and
sometimes even a revolutionary character.* Thus, however, is

Concerning the nature of conservatism, consult the interesting study of

Oakar Stillich, Die Politischen Parteien in Deutschland,, vol. i, Die Konser-

vativen, Klinkhardt, Leipzig, 1909, pp. 18 et seq.

'Or counter revolutionary? A definite historical signification is often

associated with the word revolution, and the prototype of revolution in this

sense is the great French Revolution. Thus the expression revolutionary

is frequently applied simply to the struggle for liberty conducted by in-

ferior classes of the population against superior, if this struggle assumes

a violent form, whereas logically revolution implies nothing but a funda-

mental transformation, and the use of the term cannot be restricted to de-

scribe the acts of any particular class, nor should it be associated with

any definite external form of violence. Consequently every class is revo-

lutionary which, whether from above or from below, whether by force of

arms, by legal means, or by economic methods, endeavours to bring about

a radical change in the existing state of affairs. From this outlook, the

concepts revolutionary and reactionary {reactionary as contrasted with
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effected a metamorphosis of the conservative party, which, from

a clique cherishing an aristocratic exclusivism at once by instinct

and by conviction, now becomes a popular party. The recognition

that ftnlyJJTP massPiS ^'an hflp to rfi^t^"'^nfft t^^" ^nf^i^TTt^flristoc-

racy in its psisdine purity, and to make an end of the democratic

regime, transforms the very advocates of the conservative view

into democrats. They recognize unreservedly the sufferings of

the common people; they endeavour, as did very recently the

royalists in the French Republic, to ally themselves with the

revolutionary proletariat, promising to defend this against the

exploitation of democratic capitalism and to support and even to

extend labour organizations—all this in the hope of destroying

the Republic and restoring the Monarchy, the ultimate fruit of

the aristocratic principle.^ Le Boy et les camelots du Boy—^the

king and the king's poor—are to destroy the oligarchy of the

bloated plutocrats. Democracy must be eliminated by the demo-

cratic way of the popular will. The -democratic method-^ the

nnlr nrifi prnfticnblr by whinh nn nt^ nrintnmify ciin tilhrm to a

renewed dominion. Moreover, the conservatives do not usually

wait until they have been actually driven from power before

conservative), revolution and counter-revolution, fuse into a single whole.

It is moreover utterly unscientific to associate with these terms moral ideas

whose theoretical bearing is purely evolutionary. For example, Baumer,
writing from Paris iu 1830, expressed the matter very well as follows:

"AU these men [the liberals] regard as revolutionary the abolition of
anciently established institutions and evUs, whereas by counter-revolution

they understand the restoration of these or of other abuses. Their ad-
versaries, on the other hand, understand by revolution the aggregate of all

the follies and crimes that have ever been committed, whereas by counter-

revolution they mean the re-establishment of order, of authority, of re-

ligion, and so on" (Friedrich von Eaumer, Briefe aus Paris und Frankreich
im Jahre 1830, F. A. Brockhaus, I^eipzig, 1831, Part II, p. 26).—Of. also

WUhelm Eoscher, Politik, GesdhicMliche Naturlehre der Monarchie, Aris-
tolcratie und Demokratie, Gotta, Stuttgart-Berlin, 1908, 3rd ed.^ p. 14.—Yet
we have to remember that in political matters such judgments of value may
be effective means of struggle towards political and sometimes also towards
moral ends; but they are apt to lead us astray if we use them to aid us in
defining historical tendencies or conceptions.

" Of. the royalist propagandist work by Georges "Valois, a trade unionist,
La Monarchie et la Classe ouvri&re, NouveUe Librairie Nationale, Paris
1909, pp. 45 et seq. Valois pays ardent court to French syndicalism as the
one great movement which now has the support of the masses. His conser-
vatism is quite undisturbed by the contemplation of the idea that his king
can be established on the throne only by means of a revolution, becoming
king no longer by the grace of God, but by the grace of the revolutionary
socialists.
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appealing to the masses. In countries where a democratic regime
prevails, as in England, they spontaneously turn to the working
class wherever this forms the most conspicuous constituent of

the masses.* In other countries, also, where parliamentary gov-

ernment is unknown, but where there exists universal and equal

suffrage, the parties of the aristocracy owe their political exist-

ence toAe chHrirv of t]'iH iim.Hjjes to whom in theory they deny
political rights and political capacity.'^ The very instmcTof self-

preservation foreesTEe~oT3~^oups of rulers to descend, during
the elections, from their lofty seats, and to avail themselves of

the same democratic and demagogic methods as are employed

by the youngest, the widcat, gnd^lhe most uncultured of our

social claaacs, the proletariat. ^

The aristocracy to-day maintains itself in power by other

means than parliamentary ; at any rate in most of the monarchies

"In the violent electoral struggles in England in January 1910, it may
be said that both parties, liberals and conservatives alike, in view of the

manner in which they fought one another, were essentially working for

socialist ideas and for the victory- of the proletariat. The liberals did this

by unfurling the flag of democracy, by working for the suppression of the

House of Lords, and by advocating an extensive programme of far-reaching

social reforms; while the conservatives displayed before the eyes of the

workers all the misery of their existence in capitalist society; both parties

did this by promising more than they could perform, and by recognizing in

the whole conduct of their political agitation that the working class has

become the decisive force in politics. The comments made at the time in

the socialist papers of Germany were extremely apt: "The English con-

servatives do not preach resignation to the workers, but discontent. Whereas
the Prussian conservatives, for example, are in the habit of telling the

working classes that nowhere in the world are they so well off as in Ger-

many, the English conservatives assure their constituents that nowhere

in the world are the workers worse off than in England." Naturally the

aim of these assurances was to persuade the electorate to accept the aboli-

tion of the detested system of free trade, and to establish a protectionist

system which would redound to their advantage. This idea has long been

cherished by the English conservatives, but they cannot put it into practice

except with the aid of the revolutionary labouring class.

' The merit of having recognized this truth with precision and of having

applied it to the practice of the conservative party belongs especially to the

great political leaders of ultra-conservative elements in Germany, Ham-
merstein and Stocker. Hammerstein, from 1881 to 1895 editor of the

''Kreuzzeitung," was the first who clearly perceived the necessity, in order

to save the life of his party, of acquiring the "confidence of the masses"

(cf. Hans Leuss, Wilhelm Freiherr von Hammerstein, Walther, Berlin,

1905, p. 109). At the party congress held in Berlin in 1892, the proposal

by a delegate from Chemnitz that the conservatives should become more

"demagogic" received universal approval.
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it does not need a parliamentary majority in order lo be able to

hold the reins by which is guided the political life of the state.

But it does need, were it merely for decorative purposes and in

order to influence public opinion in its favour, a respectable

measure of parliamentary representation. It does not obtain this

representation by divulging its true principles, or by making

appeal to those who are truly of like mind with itself. A party

of the landed gentry which should appeal only to the members

of its own class and to those of identical economic interests,

would not win a single seat, would not send a single representa-

tive to parliament. A conservative candidate who should present

himself to his electors by declaring to them that he did not

regard them as capable of playing an active part in influencing

the destinies of the country, and should tell them that for this

reason they ought to be deprived of the suffrage, would be a man
of incomparable sincerity, but politically insane. If he is to find

his way into parliament he can do so by one method only. With

democratic mien he must descend into the electoral arena, must

hail the farmers and agricultural labourers as professional col-

leagues, and must seek to convince them that their economic

and social interests are identical with his own."~TBtl5~tfee -ajaatg^

crat is ctmaLidiutd to secure his eltniLiun in viibue uf a prijjiciple

^gllieb-he duuH nut himudf cw;(?ept, and which in hig..soTri he

abhiyrs. His whole being demands authority, the maintenance

of a restricted suffrage, the suppression of universal suffrage

wherever it exists, since it touches his traditional privileges.

Nevertheless, since he recognizes that in the democratic epoch

by which he has been overwhelmed he stands alone with this

political principle, and that by its open advocacy he could never

hope to maintain a political party, he dissemble»-Jiis_irue
tTinngTitir iiriil linmlr with thp f\prr]nor!it\p. wolves in nrdft.r tO
gfi PTivn *ho nmrptf.^'^ta^prit.y

«

'Naumann writes very aptly: "We can readily understand that con-

servatives have no love for universal suffrage. It has an injurious influ-

ence upon their character, for no one can very vrell stand up before an
electoral meeting and frankly enunciate the principle. Authority, not Ma-
jority. . . . It is only in certain privileged bodies, such as the Prussian
Upper House, or the First Chamber of Saxony, that the conservative can
show himself in his true colours. The modern conservative is a living com-
promise, an authoritarian in democratic gloves. . . . An aristocracy en-

gaged in political agitation! If in this alone, we see the influence of the
democratic tendency" (Friedrich Naumann, Demokratie und Kaisertwn,
evn Bandbuch fur innere Politik, Buchverlag der "Hilfe," Berlin-Sehono-
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The influence of popular suffrage upon the outward behaviour
of conservative candidates is so extensive that when two can-
didates of the same political views present themselves in a single

constituency, each of them is forced to attempt to distinguish

himself from his rival by a movement to the left, that is to

say, by laying great stress upon his reputedly democratic prin-

ciples.*

Such occurrences serve to confirm the experience that the con^

servatives also endeavour to regulate their actions in conformity
with the fundamental principle of modern politics, a principle

destined to replace the religious dictum that many are calledj

but few are c^ps^en, and to replace also the psychological theory!

thaLjdeals are accessible solely to a minority of choice^^irits

:

this principle may be summea up m the terms of Uurtlus, who
said that the conservative cannot gain his ends with the aid of

a small and select^BSdy of troops, but must control the masses

and rule through the masses.^" The conservative spirit of the

old master-caste, however deeply rooted it may be, is forced to

assufoc, at Icaat during times nf election^ a specious .dgmocratie

mask^
Nor does the theory of liberalism primarily base its aspirations

upon the masses. It appeals for «jp{ujrt_tQ_iifii±aia--d«finite

classea^ffihich in'other fields of activity have already ripened for

mastery, but which do not yet possess political privileges—ap-

peals, that is to say, to ^^omU^^ypf\ pr,^ pnggQgginfT nlgaaoi^, For
the liberals also, the masSespure and simple are no more than a

necessary evil, whose only use is to help others to the attainment

of ends to which they themselves are strangers. The first great

liberal writer of Germany, Rottect, reproaches the Queen of

Prance for having, during the Eevolution, forced the bourgeoisie

to appeal to the common people for aid. He distinguishes be-

berg, 1904, p. 92). Cf. also Ludwig Gumplowicz (SozialpMlosopMe im
Umriss, Wagner, Innsbruck, 1910, p. 113), who regards the tendencies and

the natural needs of landed property as one of the most essential props

of conservatism.
" This applies equally to France. Cf. Aime Berthod (Sous-chef de cabinet

in MinistSre des Affaires EtrangSres), in a discussion upon Electoral Re-

form which took place at the society "Union pour la vSrite," and was

published in the society's organ "Libres Entretiens," 6th series, iv. La
Bepresentation proportionnelle et la Constitution des Partis poUtiques,

Paris, January 23, 1910, p. 212.

"Friedrich Curtius, Ueber GerechtigTceit und Folitik, "Deutsche Rund-

schau," zxiii, 1897, fase. 4, p. 46.
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tween two kinds of democracy, the rule of representatives and

the rule of the masses." During the revolution of June 1830,

Eaumer, who was in Paris, broke into vigorous lamentation be-

cause the masses possessed power, and said that it would be

extremely difficult "to deprive them of this power without gmng
them offence and without provoking them to a fresh revolt

against their new chiefs"; " at the same time, in words express-

ing the dithyramhic spirit of romanticism, he refers to the con-

ditions that obtain in his Prussian fatherland, where king and

people "truly live in a higher and purer atmosphere," and where

the contented bourgeoisie is not endeavouring to secure additional

rights. From the history of the origin of the North German

Eeichstag we learn that another eminent liberal leader and

advocate of liberal views, the historian Heinrich von Sybel, de-

clared himself opposed to universal, equal, and direct suffrage,

on the ground (which can be understood solely with reference

to the explanations given above regarding the peculiar concep-

tions the liberals have of the masses) that such a right must

signify "the beginning of the end for every kind of parlia-

mentarism"; such a right, he said, was eminently a right of

dominion; and he was impelled to utter an urgent warning to

the German monarchy not to introduce these dangerous elements

of democratic dictatorship into the new federal state.^* The.

inward dislike 6f libexaliiiim Jui the mabSbs is alae appareart in.

the attitude of the liberal leaders to the principles and institu-

tions of aristocracy. Since the inauguration of universal suf-i

frage and the consequent prospect that there will in the near,

future be a majority of socialist tendencies among the electorate

or in the Lower House, many liberals, so Roscher affirms, have

""It was this opposition [of the ultra-monarchical friends of Louis
XVI to the well-disposed liberals] which set itself against the idea of
bourgeois and political freedom that was spreading, not in France alone,

but in an the other civilized countries of Europe, that forced upon the
Eevolution (which otherwise might have been purely beneficial) its evil

and destructive character. It was this which led the representatives of
the people to endeavour to avoid the threatened ruin by calling the masses
to their aid; it was this which led to the unchaining of the rough and
lawless force of the mob, and thus threw open the box of Pandora" (Carl
von Eotteck, Allgemeine GescMchte vom Anfang der historischen Kenntniss
bis auf unsere Zeiten, Herdersche Buchhandlung, Freiburg, 1826, vol ix p
83).

"Friedrich von Eaumer, Briefe aus Paris, etc. Op. cit., vol. i, p. 176.
"Cf. Otto von Diest-Daber, Geldmaeht und Sogialismus, Puttkammer u.

Muhlbrecht, Berlin, 1875, p. 13.
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come to take a different view of the powers of the Crown and
of the Upper House,^* as means by which it is possible to prevent
decisions of the Lower House being immediately realized in legis-

lative measures. The same author contends that an extension

of the suffrage is undesirable "in the absence of a profound
statistical inquiry,

'

' that is to say, in the absence of a laborious

analysis of the numerical relationships that obtain among the

various classes of the population. Eeeently, even in that liberal

group which in Germany stands nearest to the socialists, the

group of "national socialists," there has been evidence of a tend-

ency to consider that it is by no means a bad thing "for
obstacles to be imposed upon the influence in political affairs of

the mutable and incalculable popular will which finds expression

in the Eeichstag, for the national socialists consider it desirable

that there should exist also aristocratic elements, independent of

the popular will, ever vigilant, armed with the right of veto, to

constitute a permanent moderating element. "^^

For an entire century, from the days of Eotteck to those of

Naumann, German writers have laboured in the sweat of their

"Eoscher, op. eit., p. 321.

"Martin Eade, in a leading article {Bas AUgemeine Wahlrecht ein Ko-
nigliches Becht, "Hessische Landeszeitung, " xxUi, No. 25, 1907) favouring

the election of the national-socialist Helmuth von Gerlach at Marburg,
wrote as follows in order to still the alarms of the adversaries of universal

suffrage: "The case would be very different if our Eeichstag were the

actual director of the government, if it alone could decide the internal and
external destinies of our people! But it is merely one among the elements

of our constitution! Beside it, or rather above it, stands the Bundesrat

(Federal Council), and not the most trifling proposition can become law

unless with the assent of the Imperial Chancellor, the Emperor, and the

Princes. Certainly the Federal Council wiU not permanently oppose a
strong and reasonable expression of the popular will which is manifested

in a constitutional manner in the Eeichstag; but such resolutions of the

Eeichstag as it regards as injudicious it wiU reject, and often has rejected.

By this means, precautions are taken to limit the power of universal suf-

frage, just as nature takes care that trees do not grow to touch the skies. It

is well for our legislation that we have these two Chambers, and not the

Eeichstag alone." Such considerations run like a red thread through the

entire history of bourgeois liberalism, of which they are, in fact, a con-

genital defect. Already in the work of Gruizot, which in the literature of

the young bourgeoisie occupies the place taken in socialist literature by the

Communist Manifesto of Karl Marx, we read this praise of the French

House of Peers, that its significance is to be "un privilege placS la. ou il

pent servir" (F. Guizot, Du Gouvernement de la France depvAs la Bestaura-

tion, et chi Mvnistere actuel, Librairie Fransaise de Ladvocat, Paris, 1820,

p. 14).
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brow to effect â theoretical conciliation between democracy and

militarT-mOTSBciiy, andTorTfflltff~l3l5§S'"na:turat'T5ppositdSv in a

higher unity. Hand in hand with their honourable endeavours

on behalf of this loftier aim have proceeded their attempts to

defeudalize the monarchy to the utmost, with the solepurpose

of Rnhititutinc: for thr a i i ii l lii- ^'H'l'VliMi i H '' '1 ' ^^ Himnpi fVilar-

dians-^jspeaking witfa-prPfessi&nal authority. The task they set

themselves was to lay the theoretical foundations, if not of the

so-called social monarchy, at least of the popular monarchy. It

is evident that such an objective involves a political tendency

which has nothing in common with science, but which is not in

necessary opposition to or in contradiction with science (it is the

method which must decide this) , being a political tendency which

is, qua political, outside the domain of science. It cannot be

made a reason for blaming German men of science that there

exists in Germany a tendency towards the construction of some-

thing resembling the July Monarchy, for this tendency rests

within the orbit of politics. But it is plainly a matter for his-

torical censure when we find an attempt to identify the monar-
chical principle which has for some decades been dominant in

Prussianized Germany with the cherished idea of the popular (or

social) monarchy. In committing such an error, the majority of

German liberal theorists and historians mistake dreams for real-

ity. In this confusion rests the organic defect of all German
liberalism, which since 1866 has continually endeavoured to dis-

guise its change of front (that is to say, its partisan struggle
against socialism and its simultaneous and voluntary renuncia-
tion of all attempts to complete the political emancipation of
the German bourgeoisie), by the fallacious assertion that with
the unification of Germany and the establishment of the empire
of the HohenzoUerns all or almost all the aspirations of its demo-
cratic youth havA >ippti rpalizpd TTip fundamental juiaeiple of
modemjxuaiacehy (hereditary monarch^' ) is absohrtgly-irfe^con-
cilable-^with.- Ihe pi'ilicipltia of demee^a^iy-even-Tdl^TES'se are
understood in the mubl blastic atftise. Csesarism is still democracy,
or may at least still claim the name, when it is based upon the

gjjilar will; but automatic monarchy, never.

We md.v ^um uu Ihu di'atmieniLbv saying tTiat. it; pinf^agn party -

life aTi5tPci'aey-glaidl^_presents iteelf in democratic gijjse, whilst
the -sxib8tairoe-t>f-d^tTnr?aI'j{J^tirmtiaLed with _ajastQe^tic-R^fw
m^ts. On the one side we have aristocracy in a democratic

i-form, and on the other democracy with an aristocratic content.
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Tba^emocratic extemaJ-Jowu wliicli cIiaractoriHos-tho li£»-ef

political parties may Tpat^ily vpiT^-Frnyp nnpfirfirinl nhfirrTora the

,

tendexiey towai'dfel arlstocJ'acvT?^''^^^^'^^ tnwarrls oligarfiliv.jBzhicTi ^

is inherent in all party organization. If we wish to obtain light

upon this leliSincy, the best field of observation is offered by the

intimate structure of the democratic parties, and, among these,

of the socialist and revolutionary labour party. In the conserva-

tive parties, except during elections, the^endency to_

Tnanifpgfg ifgplf w^l.ti tint rpnntnTinnnn Tn'fi^mir anri
f^ logrneSS which

corresponds with the essentially oligarchical character of these

pqjdilS ±sut tne parties which are subversive in tkeir aims ex-

hibit the like phenomena no less markedly. The study of the

oligarchical manifestations in party life is most valuable and
most decisive in its results when undertaken in relation to the

revolutionary parties, for the reason that these parties, in respect
[

of origin and of programme, represent the negation of any such '

tendeijcy, and have actually come into existence out of opposition
,

thereto. Thus t^e-Appottiuucc uf uli^ai uhicui-pligiiflmenajn the

t very bosom of the rPYnlntinTTnTmrnrti^^ i^ ^ r'^v^wvp' j'^wxiTn'f

the existence 6riimagnent""pligarchjcal tendenciesJn owy kind,

of 'h^^^Tlafi~T^^ga^llzatlQn--Jl^hich jj Liivuu fur the ullSiSment of

flp.fiT)itft finds.

iwtV^pOTy^ tliA prinn'pln of ninrinl "^id dprnngcfltir. pnrtian i«-

the »HmpF|-1ft aprainst oliyarchv in all its-Jorms. The-qttestion

therefore arises how we are to explain the development in-sndi

paBti^_6f the very tendencies-asainpt which-they havu dudarcdr-

war. To furnish an unprejudiced analytical answer to this ques-

tion°constitutes an important part of the task the author has

undertaken.

In the society of to-day, the state of dependence that results

from the existing economic and social conditions renders an ideal

democracy impossible. This must be admitted without reserve.

.

But the further question ensues, whether, and if so how far,

within the contemporary social order, among the elements which

are endeavouring to overthrow that order and to replace it by .

a new one, there may exist in the germ energies tending to ap-

proximate towards ideal democracy, to find outlet in that direc-

tion, or at least to work towards it as a necessary issue.



CHAPTER II

THE ETHICAL EMBELLISHMENT OF SOCIAL
STRUGGLES

No one seriously engaged in historical studies can have failed

to perceive that all classes which have ever attained to dominion

have earnestly endeavoured to transmit to their descen^aQts-euch

politTt!a»=ftCTffiT!a.<atlTPYlia5z&^mn to acquire,.

transmission^ei-iaeiiiUual uuwtil' haa {ilWays"16een""tlie-TBefit-effica-

cious means of maintaining class rule. Thus there is displayed

in this field the same historical process which in the domain of

the sexual life has given rise to the bourgeois family-order and
its accessories, the indissolubility of marriage, the severe penal-

ties inflicted upon the adulterous wife, and the right of primo-

geniture. In so far as we can draw sound conclusions from the

scanty prehistoric data that are available, it seems that the bour-

geois family owes its genesis to the innate tendency of man, as

soon as he has attained a certain degree of economic well-being,

to transmit his possessions by inheritance to the legitmate son

whom he can with reasonable certainty regard as his own. The
same tendency prevails inthg fisld ^f

[

ifiliiinM n1 ir nvppt.

actiy4::te-alJLjre-pet!nfe[r'aSSlnherent instincts of mankind, and
where it is vigorously nourished by an economic order based
therefore, by a nartural and psychological analogy, politit^al pTOer
ommpv ninn tn ho fnngirlprprl

f^g^an object of privatf» >|OTP>^i"taT.y

owneratjp. In the political field, as everywhere else, the paternal
instinct to transmit this species of property to the son has been
always strongly manifest throughout historic time. Tph^ has
been-ggp nf the principal-eansgs of the yetjla^eftrenL of-jfeeiEi've
monarchjUbjLiereditarymonarchy. The desire to maintain a
position acquired by the fa^y in society has at all times been
so intense that, as Gaetano Mosca has aptly noted, whenever
certain members of the dominant class have not been able to
have sons of their own (as, for example, was the case with the
prelates of the Roman Church), there has arisen with spon-
taneous and dynamic force the institution of nepotism, as an

12
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extreme manifestation of the impulse to self-maintenance and to
hereditary transmission.^

In a twofold manner aristocracy has introduced itself quite
automatically in those states also from which it seemed to he
excluded by constitutional principles, by historical considera-
tions, or by reason of the peculiarities of national psychology

—

alike by way of a revived tradition and by way of the birth of
new economic forces. The North Americans, democrats, living

under a republican regime and knowing nothing of titles of
nobility, by no means delivered themselves from aristocracy when
they shook off the power of the English crown. This phenome-
non is in part the simple effect of causes that have come into

existence quite recently, such as capitalist concentration (with
its associated heaping-up of the social power in the hands of

the few and consequent formation of privileged minorities), and
the progressive reconciliation of the old and rigid republican
spirit with the ideas, the prejudices, and the ambitions of ancient

Europe. The existence of an aristocracy of millionaires, railway

kings, oil kings, cattle kings, etc., is now indisputable. But eVen
at a time when the youthful democracy and the freedom of Amer-
ica had only just been sealed with the blood of its citizens, it

was difficult (so we learn from Alexis de Tocqueville) to find a
single American who did not plume himself with an idle vanity

' upon belonging to one of the fiT;gt ^'gTn^"1^"p^ wbip.Ti bari ^^nlrmizprl

American soil.^ So livelv-wg:g''^.a£3atQ.cratic pre.iudiee-^-'-S^ng

these primitive republicans! Even at the present day the old

families which are Dutch by name and origin constitute in the

State of New York a stratum whose aristocratic preeminence is

uncontested, a class of patricians lacking the outward attributes

of nobility.

When, in the latter half of the seventeenth century, the French

bourgeoisie was vigorously pressing upward, it knew no better

how to adapt itself to its changed environment than by aping

the usages, the mode of life, the tastes, and even the mentality

of the feudal nobility. In 1670 Moliere wrote his splendid

comedy, Le Bourgeois gentilhomme. The Abbe de Choisy, who
belonged to the noilesse de roie, and whose ancestors had filled

the distinguished ofSces of Maitre des Bequetes and Conseiller

' Gaetano Mosca, II Principio aristocratico e il democratico net passato e

nel' avvenwe (inaugural address), Stamperia Paravia, Turin, 1903, p. 22.

^Alexis de Tocqueville, Be la dSmooratie en AmSrique, Gosseling, Paris,

1849, Part II, vol. ii, p. 19.
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d'Etaf, relates that his mother had given him as a maxim of

conduct that he should be careful to frequent none but aristo-

cratic salons.* With the fervour of the novice, the new arrivals

assimilated the spirit and the principles of the class hitherto

dominant, and the distinguished members of the bourgeoisie who
had entered the service of the state, which was still predomi-

nantly feudal, hastened to take new names. The Fouquets, the

Le Telliers, the Colberts, the Phelippeaux, and the Desmarets,

became the Belle-Isles, the de Louvois, the de Seignelays, the de

Maurepas, the de Maillebois, and the de Lavrillieres.* In modem
Germany, under our very eyes, there has for the last forty years

been proceeding an absorption of the young industrial bour-

geoisie into the old aristocracy of birth, and the process has of

late been enormously accelerated.^ The German bourgeoisie is

becoming feudalized. Here the only result of the emancipation

of the roturier has been to reinvigorate his old enemy the noble

by the provision of new blood and new economic energy. The
enriched bourgeois have no higher ambition than to fuse with

the nobility, in order to derive from this fusion a kind of legiti-

mate title for their connection with the dominaait class, a title

which can then be represented, not as acquired, but as existing

by hereditary right. Thus we see that the hfreditary principle

(even when purely fictitious) greatly accelerates the proces§. of

R?^;riarl~iiti-a.im'Ti{
jr/

' accelerates, tffat iS t6 say, tne adaptation of

the new social forcesto thB-okUirintociSic environment,.

In the violent stroggle'bgtweea-tbe-acw claaa of those who are

rising and the old stratum of those who are undergoing a deca-

dence partly apparent and partly real—a struggle at times

waged with dramatic greatness, but often proceeding obscurely,

so as hardly to attract attention—moral considerations are drawn
into the dance, and pulled this way and that by the various con-

tending parties, who use them in order to mask their true aims.

In an era of democracy, ethics constitute a weapon which every-

one can employ. In the old regime, the members of the ruling

class and those who desired to become rulers continually spoke

'AbbS de Choisy, Memoires pour servir d, I'Histoire de Louis XIV, Van
De Water, Utrecht, 1727, p. 23.

•Pierre Edouard LSmontej, Mssai sur I'etablissement monarcMgue de
Lov/is XIV, Appendix to Nouveaux memoires de Damgeaa, republished by
the author, Deterville, Paris, 1818, p. 392.

"Cf. the striking examples furnished by Werner Sombart, Vie deutsche
Volkswi/rtschaft im XIX JdhrTmndert, Bondi, Berlin, 1903, pp. 545, et seq.
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of their own personal rights. Democracy adopts a more diplo-
matic, a more prudent course. It has rejected such claims aa
unethical. To-day, a^^^^h1>r-SMiavli nf piihii» lifp npcak and
struggle in_i,hp Tiame ..of_the people, of the community at large.
The gofw-nment and rebels against the governrnSni^'lings and
party-leaders, tyrants by the grace of God and usurpers, rabid
idealists and calculating self-seekers, all are "the people," and
all declare that in their actions they merely fulfil the will of the
nation.

Thus, in the modern life of the classes and of the nations,
moral considerations have become an accessory, a necessary fic-
tion. Every government endeavours to support its power by a.

general ethical principle. The political forms in which the^
various social movements become crystallized also assume a phil-
anthropic mask. There is not a single one among the young class-

parties which fails, before starting on its march for the conquest
of power, to declare solemnly to the world that its aim is to
redeem, not so much itself as the whole of humanity, from the
yoke of a tyrannical minority, and to substitute for the old and
inequitable regime a new reign of justice. Democracies are
always glib talkers. Their terminology is often comparable to a
tissue of metaphors. The demagogue, that spontaneous fruit of
democratic soil, overflows with sentimentality, and is profoundly
moved by the sorrows of the people. "Les victimes soignent
leurs mots, les bourreaux sont ivres de philosophic larmoyante,

'

'

writes Alphonse Daudet in this connection." Every new social

class, when it gives the signal for an attack upon the privileges

of a class already in possession of economic and political power,
inscribes upon its banners the motto: "The Liberation of the

entire Human Eace ! " When the young French bourgeoisie' was
girding its loins for the great struggle against the nobles and the

clergy, it began with the solemn Declaration des Droits de
I'Homme, and hurled itself into the fray with the war-cry
Liberie, EgaUte, Fraternite! To-day we can ourselves hear the

spokesmen of another great class-movement, that of the wage-
earners, announce that they undertake the class-struggle from no
egoistic motives, but on the contrary in order to exclude such

.motives for ever from the social process. For the refrain of its

Hymn of Progress modem socialism ever reiterates the proud

'Leon A. Daudet, Alphonse Daudet, BibliothSque Charpentier. E.

rasqueUe, Paris, 1898, p. 142.
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words: "Creation of a humane and fraternal society in which

class win be tmknown!"
The victorious bourgeoisie of the Droits de VEomme did, in-

deed, realize the republic, but not democracy. The words Liberie,

Egalite, Fraternite may be read to this day over the portals of

all French prisons. The Commune was the first attempt,

crowned by a transient success, at a proletarian-socialist govern-

ment; and despite its communistic principles, and under the

pressure of extreme financial stringency, the Commune respected

the Bank of France as faithfully as could have done any syn-

dicate of inexorable capitalists. There have been revolutions, but

the world has never witnessed the establishment of logical de-

mocracy.
Vn\i+inal parties, howevcr much thev Tnaj bn #mniilt^.(l upon

Tia|-rny p^f\fss intprpsfs^flTuj howcvcr evidently thpy •"
"l

^' "

; against the intereRts oflilie maioritv. love to identify t-bf^mselves

;

ingr yyifVi fill thr riti?:PT7«8 nf t.hfi stat.p. and t.n prn<^1aiTn thflt th^^
firr firbtiTi ^;^ in ihr, ngme^of all ana lor tne good of_^.^ It is

only the socialist orators who are sometimes found to proclaim

that their party is specifically a class party. But they tone down
this assertion by adding that in ultimate analysis the interests of

their party coincide with those of the entire people. It is, indeed,

true that in protesting that it enters the lists in the interests of

the whole of humanity the socialist party, representing the most
munerous class of the population, is nearer to the truth than
are the bourgeois parties when these make the same claim, for

they by their very nature are parties of the minority.^ But the

'The adherents of pessimism in sociology, -writing for the most part in-

dependently of one another, have drawn express attention to the confu-

sion, in part conscious and in part unconscious, characteristic of aU revo-

lutionary and reforming movements, between the interests or aims of class

and of party and the interests or aims of the human race. Cf . more par-
ticularly Gaetano Mosca, Mlementi di Sdema politica, Bocca, Turin, 1896,

pp. 75 et seq.; Ludwig Gumplowicz, op. eit, pp. 23, 70, 71, 94, 123; VUfredo
Pareto, Les Systemes Soeialistes, Giard et Bri6re, Paris, 1892, voL i, p.
59 ; Ludwig Woltmann, Politische Anthropologie, Thuringische Verlagsan-
stalt, Leipzig, 1903, pp. 299 et seq. Moreover, this confusion is not peculiar
to democracy. Aristocracy also claims to represent on principle, not the
interests of a small social group, but those of the entire people without dis-

tinction of class (as far as the German conservatives are concerned cf.

Oskar StUlich, op. cit., p. 3). But it is here easier to recognize the true
nature of the democratic mask.

'An extremely elaborate and able description of the intimate relation-
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socialist claim is also far from the truth, seeing that the two
term^jMrnanity aad-JMO%-ai-e far from heriItJ-ldenLl(JH:i-nT4ag|:f>Ti-

sion, even if the party under consideration should embrace, or
believe itself to embrace, the great majority of humanity'. When
for opportunist reasons the socialist party declares to the electors
that socialism proposes to give to all, but to take nothing from
any, it suffices to point out that the enormous differences of
wealth which exist in society render it impossible to keep any such
promise._ The^ giving presupposes a taking away, and if the
proletarians wish to bring about an equality of economic status
between themselves on the one hand and the Rothschilds, Vander-
bilts, and Rockefellers on the other, which could be done only by
socializing the means of production and exchange to-day owned
by these various millionaires, it is obvious that the wealth and
power of these great bourgeois princes would be considerably
diminished. To the same opporLuulsL pai Lj'-fe^tdenc^L-gfi.-must

ascribe the formulation of th o-sncialiRt, thpnry whip.h, in app^rpnt.
accordance with the funda TnentaJ—pwju;JjilP-_i:if the Marxist
political economy, divides the population into owners of the
means of production and non-owners dependent upon tihese, pro-
ceeding to the contention that all the owners must be capitalist in

sentiment while all the dependents must be socialists, that is to

say, must desire the triumph of socialism. This view is utterly

fallacious, for it regards as the unique or most certain criterion

for determining the class to which an individual belongs the
amount of his income, which is a purely external characteristic,

and then proceeds (in a manner which is perhaps effective in

political life, but which is eminently contestable on theoretical

grounds) to enlarge the concept of the proletariat so that all

employees, governmental or private, may be claimed for the

party of labour. According to this theory the directors of

Krupp or the Minister-Presidents of Russia, since as such they

are non-owners and employees, are dependents upon the means of

production, ought to espouse with enthusiasm the cause of social-

ships between party and collectivity will be found in an essay by Karl
Kautsky, Klasseninteresse, Sonderinteresse, Parteiinteresse, "Neue Zeit"
xxi, v-ol. li, Nos. 34 and 35. I may also refer those who care to study the

relationship between the interests of humanity as a whole and the interests

of the proletariat as a social class, to the consideration put forward in my
own Das Proletariat m der Wissenschaft und die OeTconomisch-Anthropolo-

gische Synthese, published as preface to the German translation of Nice-

loro's work Anthropologie der nicMbesiteenden Klassen, Studien und Vn-

tersucJmngen, Maas und van Suchtelen, Leipzig-Amsterdam, 1909.
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ism—ought to do so, at least, in so far as they imderstand their

true position in society, in so far as they have become what
the socialists term "class-conscious."'

The ifloal impptnngity of ynnt.Tifi^] jnmri^mi^nf^fi ninn'n^ at P.man-

cipatinn is depintpd by anti-democratic writers as a pious illusion,

as the pursuit of a will-o '-the-wisp^_arising from fhe need to

make the particular good assume the aspect of the general

good.^" In the world of hard fact, every class-movement which
prnfpgspg +n'7,^m af fha frnr^^ fff Thft prT^TgTrmrrrlllllJI.V JiTsTamped
iTiQ.T7i'<-Q]^]Y ,1,0 ""If-^ontradictory . TTnTngnit.y paTmnf. d ispeTTse with '

'

' politi£fj^^sses. " but rromr4heiiLyery nature these-efasses-are

bat-fractions of society.

°The relationships between socialism and industrial bureaucracy were
discussed by the present writer at considerable length in a paper read at
the Italian Congress of the Sciences held at Florence in 1908, Sulla deca-

denza della Classe media industriale antica e sul sorgere di una Classe media
industrials moderna nei Paesi di economia spiceatamente capiialista. This
paper was published in the '

' Giornale degli Economisti, '
' voL xvxvii, Series

2, 1909.

" Cf. Gaetano Mosea, op. cit., p. 75.



PAET ONE

LEADERSHIP IN DEMOCRATIC
ORGANIZATIONS





A. TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE CAUSES
OF LEADERSHIP

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY—THE NEED FOR ORGANIZATION

'Democracy is. inconceivalilejffiithoTit orgamzation. A few words
wiU suffice to demonstrate this proposition^

'

A ^ass whieh unfurls in face ofjocietv the banner of^gartain
definite"c!a5ttSr-Ba#=vv]nT44-jLC!piffrto^^ I' ĵ ; m .T^^^^f^^^^m-
pl i^-iT nf if)pg1 ^imq dpriving> frrnn iho Prnnnmin fm i n^rji^^g. yahif-h

that class fulfils^ needs-aB-eraanizatimi:- Be the claims economic
or be they political, nrgrarviTflt.itui np]i....M i.-Hii«-aT.iy r^pQi^^j^ tlie

creation of a oolloctivtfmiir OrganizaJawn, ba&eJ a ij ll !« upon
the prinfiplA nf 1pg|^ti "ffn^t

,

+Tin* .; » 1« ,.
, ^^ ^^^r.f^ |}i p, j^^ f

-^trnt
possible economy of energy, is the wp.apmi nf tImjffftaJr in their
struggle Willi thu'Strong.^

The chances of success.in-aay strng-gle wjU dgp^d-TTpmr-tfay
(jpfrrw) tn whipTi t.hisL^iJiyHewrlp is rarried^outjrpon^a-hnnipi -ftf wol i-

dari^^between individuals whosejulejests-ape-idg&tical. In oh-

jecting, therefore, to the theories of the individualist anarchists

that nothing could please the employers better than the disper-

sion and disaggregation of the forces of the workers, the social-

ists, the most fanatical of all the partisans of the idea of or-

ganization, enunciate an argument which harmonizes well with

the results of scientific study of the nature of parties.

We live in a time in which the idea of cooperation has

* Moreover, the literature of this subject is exhaustive. Here we will

refer merely to the following: Victor Griffuelhes, L'Action syndicaliste,

EiviSre, Paris, 1908, p. 8. Henriette Eoland-Holst, Generalstreik und 80-

eialdemokratie, Kaden u. Co., Dresden, 2nd ed., 1906, pp. 114 et seq. Attilio

Cabiati, Le Basi teoriche dell' organizzasione operaia, Office of the "Critica

Sociale," MUan, 1908, p. 19. ^
' A detailed study of the relations between the various aspects of booper-

ation and of the law of the minimal expenditure of effort wiU be found ~

in an essay by the present writer, L'TJomo economieo e la Cooperasione,

Society Tip. Editr. Naz., Turin, 1909.
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become so firmly established tbat even millionaires peree'tve the

necessity of common action. It is easy to understand, then, that

organization has become a vital principle in the working class,

for in default of it their success is a priori impossible. The
refusal of the worker to pailidiiate_in the collective life of his

plass p:5rmQi-fai1 tn"pTit.ai1 rlisastrous consgouences. In reject of

culture and of economic, physical, and phj^iological conditions,

the proletarian is the weakest element of our society.* In ftbt,

the isolates^ niember of the working classes "is defenceless in iihe

hands of those who are economically stronger. It-is oaly by; com-

binn tinn tn fnm .ii mtrnptural aggregate that the proletarians can

acquiie the fduulL> ' uf pullLituL^sistanceand attainto_a_sflcial

djgnitv. The importance^and the influence ot" th£jaTvr^^g ^Jagg

are directly proportion^LtaJ±s-Ji3merical-«ti«pgtfc—Btit_fQ£<4iie

representation dniEatniimerical strength organization and co-

ordination are indispprisabli^. The principle olorgamzaSbn is

an absolutely essential condition foFthe political struggle d| the

masses^

Yet this politically necessary principle of organization, while

it overcomes that disorganization of forces which would be

favourable to the adversary, brings other dangers in its train.

We escape Scylla only to dash ourselves on Charybdis. (Qi:=^

.ganization is. in fact, the source frnm which f.Tifi cnnRprvatwp

'currents flow over the plain of democracY ^
npY^aginning ther'^

Jdisantrnn r, flnndg—gnd rpTidsring t.Tip plain iTnri°"Vgmif;a>-}f

' The inferiority of the proletarian alike in his anthropological and his

cultural aspects is displayed by Niceforo in the work mentioned in a pre-
vious note.



CHAPTER II

MECHANICAL AND TECHNICAL IMPOSSIBILITY 01^
DIRECT GOVERNMENT BY THE MASSES

It was a Rhenish. Democrat, Moritz Rittinghausen, who first

made a brilliant attempt to give a real basis for direct legislation

by the people.^

According to this system the entire population was to be
divided into sections, each containing a thousand inhabitants, as
was done temporarily for some days in Prussia during the elec-

tions of the years 1848 and 1849. The members of each section
were to assemble in some pre-arranged place—a school, a town-
hall, or other public building—and to elect a president. Every
citizen was to have the right of speech. In this way the intelli-

gence of pvpry iTiHivirlnal wnnlH TtP p1p|pqd_at the Service of the
fatherland. "When the discussion was fiinshed, eacli oae--^ould
record his vote. The president would transmit the result to the
burgomaster, who would notify the higher authorities. The will

of the majority would be decisive.

No legislative proposal was to come from above. The govern-
ment should have no further initiative than to determine that

on a given day all the sections should discuss a given argument.
Whenever a certain number of the citizens demanded a new law
of any kind, or the reform of an existing law, the ministry con-

cerned must invite the people to exercise its sovereignty within a

stated time, and to pass for itself the law in question.^ The law

* Moritz Eittinghausen, Veber die Organisation der di/rekten Gesetsgebunff

durch das Folk, Social. Demokrat. Sehriften, No. 4, Cola, 1870, p. 10.

The merit of having for the first time ventured to put forward practical

proposals of this nature for the solution of the social problem unquestion-

ably belongs to Eittinghausen. Victor Considerant, who subsequently re-

sumed the attempt to establish direct popular government upon a wider

basis and with a more far-reaching propagandist effect, expressly recognized

Eittinghausen as his precursor (Victor Considerant, La Solution ou Le
Gouvernement Direct du Feuple. Librairie Phalansterienne, Paris, 1850, p.

61).

"In the American constitution those states only are termed federalist

[(the name being here used to imply a democratic character) in which the

23
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takes organic form from the discussion itself. First of all, the

president opens the debate upon the principal question. Subse-

quently subordinate points are discussed. Then comes the vote.

That proposition which has received the majority of votes is

adopted. As soon as all the returns of the voting have been sent

to the ministry, a special commission must edit a clear and simple

text of the law, formulating it in a manner which is not open to

different interpretations, as is the case with most of the laws pre-

sented to modern parliaments, for these, as Eittinghausen sarcas-

tically adds, would seem to incorporate a deliberate intention to

favour the tendency of lawyers to ambiguity and hair-splitting.

The system here sketched is clear and concise, and it might
seem at the first glance that its practical application would
involve no serious difficulties. But if put to thq test it would
fail to fulfil the expectations of its creator.

! The praptifal iripal nf c\pmnpra p,y consists in the self-govern-

mpTiT. pf t.hft TnflHqps in poThfiMii ii l ^' wJl lf Ww Hppimnnn nf pnpniR^

assemblies. But while this system limits the extension of the
priTiP.V|4««-frf ilHltifJ'kl.inii, iHv-faila-injvrnyirlp any frnarantpp against

the formatiftU of an-ahgarchical
'

camarilla. Undoubtedly it de-

prives the natural leaders of their quality as functionaries, for

this quality is transferred to the people themselves^—TheT^rowd,

by thp. p1nqnp.Ticp.„Qf grpfl.t. pnpnia.r nratnrs ; Tnnrp^Y^r, fli>ppt gov-

ernment by the penplp
,

'flm ittiTlcr_"f ti" serious diHrrrrsRimia or

thou^ful deliberations, greatly-Jacilitates cou;ps-d&main of all

_
kin^ by men wh" nrf f^iff«"[ii iHi'i^llyT??!.!, UinriyB44a_.^ji(^ qflr<Yit..^

Jilt ji; rininr tn dnmiTiiili ii ^A\l},i rrnTrrl Tiirni iri'iimll uiiiliciKc

The adliesion of the crowd is tumultuous, summary, and tifacon-

ditional. Once the suggestions have taken effect, the crowd does
not readily tolerate contradiction from a small minority, and still

less from isolated individuals. A great multitude assembled
within a small area is unquestionably more accessible to panic

people assemble for such a legislative purpose, whUst the states with rep-

resentative popular government are called republics.

'It often happens that by such a coup de main one leader wiU surprise
and defeat the other. Thus Arturo Labriola, the well-known leader of the
Italian syndicalists, during the general strike of 1904 at Milan induced
the great meeting in the Arena to vote for the continuation of the strike,

securing this by the sole power of his inflammatory eloquence, and in
opposition to the desire of the representatives of the local labour organi-
zations. (I Gruppi Socialisti Milanesi al Congresso Socialista Naeionale
di Boma, October 7-9, 1906. Gruppi Socialisti, MUan, p. 11.)
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alarms, to unreflective enthusiasm, iand the like, than is a small
meeting, whose members can quietly discuss matters among them-
selves (Eoscher).*

It is a fact of everyday experience that enormous public meet-
ings commonly carry resolutions by acclamation or by general
assent, whilst these same assemblies, if divided into small sec-

tions, say of fifty persons each, would be much more guarded in
their assent. Great party congresses, in which are present the
elite of the membership, usually act in this way. Words and

' actions are far less deliberately weighed by the crowd than by
[the individuals or the little groups of which this crowd is com-

! ogy of Lhti ei'uwd.^ The individual disappears in the multitude,
and therewith disappears also personality and sense of responsi-

bility." .

The most fnrmirlablR arffmtw ril . mumI iimI . H im sjniitJ i-t^t.y. nf .tliJ
masses is, hnwnvor; derived Irum Ihe mechanical and fcechuMl]

imp̂ sibility of its realizatieg-.

The sovereign ma^s are altogether incapable of undertaking
the most necessary resolutions. The impotence of direct democ-
racy, like the power of indirect democracy, is a direct outcome
of the iriflnpTipp nf TmiyibPT- In a polemic against Proudhon
(1849), Louis Blanc asks whether it is possible for thirty-four

millions of human beings (the population of France at that

time) to carry on their affairs without accepting what the pettiest

man of business finds necessary, the intermediation of representa-

tives. He answers his own question by saying that one who
declares direct action on this scale to be possible is a fool, and

'Eoscher, op. cit., p. 358.
" This matter has been luminously discussed by French and Italian soci-

ologists. Cf. Gabriel Tarde, Les crimes des foules, Storck, Lyons, 1892;

Seipio Sighele, I delitti della folia, Fratelli Bocca, Turin, 1902. See also a

discussion of the same question conducted with especial reference to the

Chamber of Deputies, Seipio, Sighele, Contro il parlamentarismo. Saggio

di psicologia eollettiva, Treves, Milan, 1905.

°"It seems that the simple fact of aggregation brings out the sheeplike

character of human beings, for wherever we observe great assemblies,

whether in pubUe meetings or in parliament, whether we have to do with

shareholders' meetings, corporate meetings, or university convocations, we

everywhere find that the majority is content to accept the leadership of

single individuals, acting no longer in accordance with its own convictions,

but enslaved by the phrases employed by the leaders" (Ludwig Gumplowicz,

op. cit., p. 124).
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that one who denies its possibility need not be an absolute oppo-

nent of the idea of the state/ The same question and the same
answer could be repeated to-day in respect of paJrtyjirga^ization.

Above all in the great industrial centres, where the labour p^rty

sometimes numbers its adherents by tens of thousands, it is im-

possible to carry on the affairs of this gigantic body without a

system of representation. The great socialist organization of

Berlin, which embraces the six constituencies of the city, as well

,as the two outlying areas of Niederbarnim and Teltow-Beeskow-

Charlottenburg, has a member-roll of more than ninety thou-

sand.*

It is obvious that such a gigantic number of persons belonging

to a unitary organization cafinordo any practical wu£l^r-a(;on a

system of directdiseujsipn? The regular holding of deliberative

assenrblies ot a thousand members encounters the gravest difficul- -

ties in respect of room and distance ;
^^ while from the topo-

graphical point of view such an assembly would become alto-

gether impossible if the members numbered ten thousand. Even
if we imagined the means of communication to become much
better than those w^i**^ ^i"'^ p-rit'tj Vinw nr.nHM—ffrtip'pnggiTilo to

assemble such ^^ TTmltJimlti jn [ niyi'n pliMMi, .il, j^^Miilid tme,
and -withliEfilfrequency demanded bv the eyigf^tiiuSTfOL-jgWy
life? In addition must be considered the physiological impossi-

bility even for the most powerful orator of making himself heard

'Louis Blanc, "L'gtat dans une d^mocratie, " Questions d'aujourd'hui
et de demain, Dentu, Paris, 1880, vol. iii, p. 150.

'Bduard Bernstein, Die DemoJcratie in der SozialdemoTcratie, "Sozialist.
Monatshefte," 1908, fasc. 18-19, p. 1109.

° '
' Quiconque voudrait appliquer a une sooifite nombreuse le premier prin-

cipe (celui de faire coneourir les individus a la formation des lois par eux-
memes), sans employer 1 'intermediare, la bouleverserait infailliblement"
(Benjamin Constant, Cours de politique constitutionnelle, Soci^tS Typ.
Beige,' Brussels, 1851, vol. iii, p. 246).

"Especially in northern climes, where the weather makes it impossible
to hold open-air meetings for the greater part of the year, and yet it is in
these very regions that political life attains its highest development. In
some countries, again, as in Germany, the reactionary governments are most
unwilling to concede to the populace the right of public meeting in the
open air, and the use of the theatres for political purposes (as in Italy),
or of the town halls (as in England), is forbidden. Bernstein is therefore
right when he says that in most towns it would be impossible, owing to the
absence of a sufficiently large hall, to unite in a general assembly even a
considerable proportion of the members of a party or society (Eduard
Bernstein, Die Arbeiterhewegung, Riitten u. Loening, Frankfort-on-the-
Main, 1910, p. 151).
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by a crowd of ten thousand persons.^^ There are, however, other
reasons of a technical and administrative character which render
impossible the direct self-government of large groups. If Peter
wrongs Paul, it is out of the question that all the other citizens

should hasten to the spot to undertake a personal examination
of the matter in dispute, and to take the part of Paul against

Peter.^^ ^y parit];_2f T-Pagrming^ iti thr mnd nrn rlpni li i
y

part^ jt is impossililf f"T thr rnll rrtiTity tn nnd rrtnko tho dirrpt

settlpTTiPTit nf
f},11 fhp AnntrnvPTgipq t>mt wMiy-arigP

Hence the need for_delegatien, for the system in which dele-

gates-sepresent the mass and cai'l'y ouL its ^11. Even in groups
sincerely animated with the democratic spirit, current business,

the preparation and the carrying out of the most important

actions, is necessarily left in the hands of individuals. It is

well known that the impossibility for the people to exercise a

legislative power directly in popular assemblies led the demo-

cratic idealists of Spain to demand, as the least of evils, a sys-

tem of popular representation and a parliamentary state.^^

OTaffrnflllY the chief is merely the servant, of the mass. The^ -.

organization is based upon the absolute equality nf all itsjiieTn-

-ja^s.. Equality is here understood in its most general sense, as

an equality of like men. In many countries, as in idealist Italy

(and in certain regions in Germany where the socialist move-

ment is still in its infancy), this equality is manifested, among
other ways, by the mutual use of the familiar "thou," which is

employed by the most poorly paid wage-labourer in addressing

the most distinguished intellectual. This generic conception of

equality is, however, gradually replaced by the idea of equality

among comrades belonging to the same organization, all of whose

members enjoy the same rights. The dpmncrati(i.yiw4ple_auns

a.t guaranteeing to ajLf^ egi^gl influence and an ecmalBarticipa-

finri jp tTio TPgrilat.irmnf the commou interests. All are^fcetors,

"^and all are^eligiblgjoxjaffice. 'i'helundamental postulate of the

Declaration des 'Droits ls~l'Homme finds here its theoretical

application. All the offices are filled by election. The officials,

executive organs of the general will, play a merely subordinate

part, are always dependent upon the collectivity, and can be

" Eoscher, op. cit., p. 351.

" Louis Blane, op. cit., p. 144.
, . , t

" Cf . the letter of Antonio Quiroga to King Ferdinand VTI, dated Janu-

ary 7, 1820 (Don Juan van Halen, Mimoires, Eenouard, Paris, 1827, Part

II, p.' 382).
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y

deprived

is ommpeteiit.

At the outset, the-attempiis-mad^ to-d^aEt-aaJitlie.^_sjpossible •

from pure democracy by snhnrdiiwrJriiifj Lire delep'atres altogether

to the will nf th f masa hy tpjaff-ih<»m.JiaTid arrj-foot- In the

early days of the movement of the Italian agricultural workers,

the chief of the league required a majority of four-fifths of the

votes to secure election. "When disputes arose with the employers

about wages, the representative of the organization, before under-

taking any negotiations, had to be furnished with a written

authority, authorized by the signature of every member of the

corporation. All the accounts of the body were open to the

examination of the members, at any time. There were two rea-

sons for this. First of all, the desire was to avoid the spread of

mistrust through the mass, "this poison which gradually destroys

even the strongest organism." In the second place, this usage

allowed each one of the members to learn bookkeeping, and to

acquire such a general knowledge of the working of the corpora-

tion as to enable him at any time to take over its leadership.^*

It is obvious 'that democracy in this sense is applicable only on
a very small scale. In the infancy of the English labour move-
ment, in many of the trade-unions, the delegates were either ap-

pointed in rotation from among all the members, or were chosen

by lot.^° Gradually, however, the delegates '-duties become more
complicated ; some individual ability becomes essential, a certain

oratorical gift, and a considerable amount of objective knowl-
edge. It thus becomes impossible to trust to blind chance, to the
fortune of alphabetic succession, or to the order of priority, in the
choice of a delegation whose members must possess certain pecul-

iar personal aptitudes if they are to discharge their mission to

the general advantage.

Such were the methods which prevailed in the early days of
the labour movement to enable the masses to participate in

party and trade-union administration. To-day they are falling

into disuse, and in the development of the. m(jdern m^ical
gggrpga tfi t.tiprp ifaa^endencv in shniAen and stereotvpe the
procegyTvhiuh LiansfoTmij the k>d~inia.a_leader—a procp^^-Hfl^inh

has Tii|,}i<>rf:n developed bv ihp. n a t.nT-al course of events. Here

" Egidio Bernaroli, Manuale per la costitusione e il funsionamento delle
leghe dei contadini, Libreria Soc. Ital., Rome, 1902, pp. 20, 26, 27 52.
"Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Industrial Democracy (German edition)

Stuttgart, 1898, vol. i, p. 6.
'
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anrl there voices make themselves heard demanding a sort of

official consecration for the leaders, insisting that it is necessary

to constitute a class of professional politicians, of approved and
registered experts in political life. Ferdinand Tonnies advo-

cates that the party should institute regular examinations for the

nomination of socialist parliamentary candidates, and for the

appointment of party secretaries.^" Heinrich Herkner goes even
farther. He contends that the great trade-unions cannot long

maintain their existence if they persist in entrusting the manage-
ment of their affairs to persons drawn from the rank and file,

who have risen to command stage hy stage solely in consequence

of practical aptitudes acquired in the service of the organization.

He refers, in this connection, to the unions that are controlled

by the employers, whose officials are for the most part university

men. TTa fftypsppsj fhat in th a npar^ i i l.i i i'r. . 1.1] l .liH 1nl li] iift>-nr-

pgniyatinnp
^ff^^^ hr fomnil to nhDiTldon proletarian PYplmaiveness.

a rij
l
in t.ViP phoicc of Lhulr ufflcMls lu give Lh>?-pi!e£e¥eHCg to per-

sons >jii an education that is f iip '

'
'Ti" '' mI 'I'^ •jti ponnnrmo.^ Ipg"!,

trrhnirni, and pmmmrTnnT respects.^'^

Even to-day, the candidates for the secretaryship of a trade-

union are subject to examination as to their knowledge of legal

matters and their capacity as letter-writers. The socialist or-

ganizations engaged in political action also directly undertake

the training of their own officials. Everywhere there are coming

into existence "nurseries" for the rapid supply of officials pos-

sessing a certain amount of "scientific culture." Since 1906

^ there has existed in Berlin a Party-School in which courses of

ijistruction are given for the training of those who wish to take

office in the socialist party or in the trade-unions. The instruc-

tors are paid out of the funds of the socialist party, which was

directly responsible for the foundation of the school. The

other expenses of the undertaking, including the maintenance of

the pupils, are furnished from a common fund supplied by the

party and the various trade-unions interested. In addition, the

families of the pupils, in so far as- the attendance of these at

the school deprives the families of their bread-winners, receive

an allowance from the provincial branch of the party or from

the local branch of the union to which each pupil belongs. The

" Ferdinand Tonnies, PoliUlc wnd Moral, Neuer Prankf. Verl., Frankfort,

" Heikrieit Herkner, Die Arbeiterfrage, Guttentag, Berlin, 1908, 5th ed.,

pp. 116, 117.
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third course of this school, from October 1, 1908, to April 3, lJi)09,

was attended by twenty-six pupils, while the first year there ''aad

been thirty-one and the second year thirty-three. As pupiils,

preference is given to comrades who already hold office in tJhie

party or in one of the labour unions.^* Those who do not alreadji^

belong to the labour bureaucracy make it their aim to enter that

body, and cherish the secret hope that attendance at the school

will smooth their path. Those who fail to attain this end are

apt to exhibit a certain discontent with the party which, after

having encouraged their studies, has sent them back to manual
labour. Among the 141 students of the year 1910-11, three

classes were to be distinguished: one of these consisted of old

and tried employees in the different branches of the labour move-
ment (fifty-two persons) ; a second consisted of those who ob-

tained employment in the party or the trade-unions directly the

course was finished (forty-nine persons) ; the third consisted of

those who had to return to manual labour (forty persons) .^'

In Jjaly, L'Umamtaria, a philanthropic organization run by
the socialists, founded at Milan in 1905 a "Practical School of

Social Legislation," whose aim it is to give to a certain number
of workers an education which will fit them for becoming,factory

inspectors, or for taking official positions in the various labour

organizations, in the friendly societies, or in the labour ex-

changes.^" The course of instruction lasts for two years, and at

its close the pupils receive, after examination, a diploma which
entitles them to the title of "Labour Expert." In 1908 there

were two hundred and two pupils, thirty-seven of whom were
employees of trade unions or of co-operative societies, four -were
secretaries of labour exchanges, forty-five employees in or mem-
bers of the liberal professions, and a hundred and twelve working
men.^^ At the outset most of the pupils came to the school as a
matter of personal taste, or with the aim of obtaining the
diploma in order to secure some comparatively lucrative private
employment. But quite recently the governing body has deter-

mined to suppress the diploma, and to institute a supplementary

^ProtokoU des Farteitags zu Leipzig, 1909, "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1909,
p. 48.

"Heinrich Schulz, Fimf Jahre Farteischule, "Neue Zeit," Anno xxix,
vol. ii, fasc. 49, p. 807.

"Scvala Prat, di Legislaz. Sociale (Programma e Norme), anno iii, Soc.
TJmanitaria, Milan, 1908.

'^ Ibid., anno iv, Milan, 1909, p. 5.
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course open to those only who are already employed by some
labour organization or who definitely intend to enter such em-
ployment. For those engaged upon this special course of study
there will be provided scholarships of £2 a week, the funds for
this purpose being supplied in part by L'Umanitaria and in part
by the labour organizations which wish to send their employees
to the school.22 In the year 1909, under the auspices of the
Bourse du Travail, there was founded at Turin a similar school
(Scuola Pratica di Cultura e Legislazione Sociale), which, how-
ever, soon succumbed.

In England the trade-unions and co-operative societies make
use of Euskin College, Oxford, sending thither those of their
members who aspire to office in the labour organizations, and
who have displayed special aptitudes for this career.^* In Aus-
tria it is proposed to found a party school upon the German
model.2*

It is undeniable that all these educationjIjiistitutiona-Em' the
' officials of thfi_paaiy3a^JBfcftE3aESr organizations tend, above
all^ Igwards the artificial^ f^reatinn nf^ pn eUte' of t^" worT^^^^r:-

claSS^^Fa"caste of Padptamrripnaprl nf.p£rS0BS who aSpi^-P -t^" tlio

coTUTTiaTid
,
nf the,

prol etarian rank and file. Without wishing
it, there is thus effected a c»Tit^"^^""" rnlfiirrrmfmt n£_thr_ni1f
;which dJyideSTEe leaders from the masses.

The'"^T%fanicd,l hpWilalT:at]rm thgf I'TiPvitflhIy rpfjulta fynm-^n

extensiv^o'rganlziffTnn rend nr rj iTc ucr-'jar;'^ what ic etrllHd-tilpert
leaderships Consequently the power of determination comes to

'be considered one of the specific attributes nf 1.ead<>r?rhip^ and is

gradufflV Wlthdi'ii'wn ^omTlre;:m^^B-J3gJte::Go5eeatrated" in the

handii of tho loadoTyalone.^^ Thus the leaders, who were at first

^Einaldo Eigola, / funsionari delXe organizsasioni, "Avanti," anno xiv,

No. 341.

^See the admirable description given by Lily Brann in her Londoner
Tagebuch, "Nene Gesellsohaft, " anno ii, fasc. xxix, 1906.—More recently,

in England, another body with similar objects to Euskin College, but more
definitely socialist in tendency, has come into existence, and is known as the

Central Labour College. It was founded in Oxford in 1909, to some extent

in opposition to Euskin College, since the education given at this latter was
regarded as being unduly influenced by the Oxford outlook, by the views

of the dominant class. The Central Labour College insists on the labour

point of view in all its educational work. Owing to the opposition of the

University landowners it was removed to London in 1911.

"Otto Bauer, Hine ParfeiscJmle fiir Oesterreich, "Der Kampf," Vienna,

anno iii, fasc. 4.

* " In intimate connection with these theoretical tendencies, there results
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no more than tTis RyppntiYP ftrfjanR ftf U i m I'llr- l ivH wm , soon

j
emancipate themselves from the masg,a,nfl hecomp. independent

V of its-coatrol.

O^frarnTigtinn I'TTVjVI^Pg +Ttp fpndPTipy t.n nlippTnhy In every Or-

ganizationT^heLher it be a political party, a professional union,

or any other association nf t^o ^^'^'l,
•^^° g-r-igtnf.TQtij>-^i&TiHpTif»Y

manifests itselfver^^_slfiariyr^^he mechnnifim of tbp nrgnniza-

tinTi_,^ TOhiin nnn f^rrvn
g
r t| solidity of Structure, induces serions

xchangfis-m llie uigdjHzsd_iaass,\cpinpletgl3z:-iayorting the rcspec- •

jtive pn.tj;it.inTi of t>io ipg>1prg anrl thp Igrj 1 As a result of organiza- /

uion, every party or professional union becomes divided into d?

'iminorit> of dirrottms and n TTiRJnrity .^-dTrBcted. ,|

It has been remarked that in the lower stages of civilization

tyranny is dominant. Democracy cannot come into existence

until there is attained a subsequent and more highly developed

stage of social life. Freedoms and privileges, and among these

latter the privilege of taking part in the direction of public

a change in the relationship between the leaders and the mass. For the

comradely leadership of local committees with all its undeniable defects

there is substituted the professional leadership of the trade-union officials.

Initiative and capacity for decision thus become what may be called a pro-

fessional speciality, whilst for the rank and file is left the passive virtue of
discipline. There can be no doubt that this seamy side of officialism involves

serious dangers for the party. The latest innovation in this direction, in

the German social democratic party, is the appointment of salaried secre-

taries to the local branches. Unless the rank and file of the party keep
very much on the alert, unless they are careful that these secretaries shall

be restricted to purely executive functions, the secretaries will come to be
regarded as the natural and sole depositaries of all power of initiative, and
as the exclusive leaders of local party life. In the socialist party, however,
by the nature of things, by the very character of the political struggle,
narrower limits are imposed upon bureaucracy than in the case of the trade-
unions. In these latter, the technical specialization of the wage-struggle
(the need, for example, for the drafting of complicated sliding scales and
the like) often leads the chiefs to deny that the mass of organized workers
can possess "a general view of the economic life of the country as a
whole, '

' and to deny, therefore, their capacity of judgment in such matters.
The most typical outcome of this conception is afforded by the argument
with which the leaders are accustomed to forbid all theoretical criticism of
the prospects and possibilities of practical trade-unionism, asserting that
such criticism involves a danger for the spirit of organization. This reason-
ing starts from the assumption that the workers can be won for organization
and can be induced to remain faithful to their trade-unions only by a blind
and artless belief in the saving efficacy of the trade-union struggle" (Eosa
Luxemburg, Massenstreik, Partei u. Gewerhschaften, Erdmann Dubber,
Hamburg, 1906, p. 61).
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affairs, are at first restricted to the few. Recent times have
been dLaracterized-by^-tbe giaJual exleusioii ul these ffltyileges

to a -widem'TTjir t^ircle. This is what w^ Tmnw us the era
,

of
democfSey. But if^e pass j^om the sphere of the state to the

sphere of party, we may observe that as democracy continues to

develop, a baekffiasiLgets in. "WiiHi-thr ndvniTipr nf nrgnni^ion,
deigocracy tends to decline. Democratic evolution has a para-

;

bolig course. At the present tim e,
ftt.

anJFrafe as-iaiilaa. j)arty

life is concerned, democracy is in the descending- phase. jIt may
be- ^nunciated as a n-PTipral i-nlp t^pt t^<^ inprpggp in tTiP-yompr

of the leaders is directly pr'^p"^t^"Mnfi1 with the eytpnsinn nf^lip'

organizatipn. In the various parties and labour organizations'

of different'countries the influence of the leaders is mainly deter-

mined (apart from racial and individual grounds) by the vary-

inp; d']yp1^pm"Tit ^f ftrfTnnijVl'iftTi "Where organization_is^tronger,

we find'^Rrairtiiere is a Tp^ftiinf^^|^w_nf-«fLpii>fi {i&rr\r,praoj

Every solidly constructed organization, whether it be a demo-

cratic state, a political party, or a league of proletarians for the

resistance of economic oppression, presents a soil eminently

favourable for the differentiation of organs and of functions.

TPIie more extended and the more ramified the official apparatus

of the organization, the greater thepttmher of its members, the

filler its treasury, and the more jyidely circulated its press, the

Tpsg'fiffip.ipTit Lppnrppa the direct control exfiUfiand bv tho rank-ajid

file,_and the more is this control replaced by the increasing

pgww-el-^Qmaltteeh^'*^ Into all parties there insjauates itself

l^at ^rti^iTPot pleCtOTal svstem which in pnbhV. life thP r'°^"°^<^^'"

-paTt^'op figrTit flpaiTT^witb all pnssiM p ingnnr Yet in party life

the "influence of this system must be more disastrous than in the

far more extensive life of the state. Even in the party con-

gresses, which represent the party-life seven times sifted, we

find that it becomes more and more general to refer all important

questions to conunittees which debate in camera.

jstratioTi^bpcnTine mo^difficnilt and-more-eomplieated^-bTrCiur-
j

ther, its duties become enlarged and specialized to"such a degree,'

that it is no longer possible to take them all in at a single glance.'

""Here we see the beginning of a danger which is imminent in all popu-

lar administration, namely, that in place of true democracy there should

develop an omnipotent influence of committees" (Wolfgang Heine, Demo-

Jcratische SandbemerTcungen zum Fall Gohre, "Sozialistiache Monatshefte,

"

viii (x), fasc. 4, p. 254).
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In a rapidly progressive moTement, it is not only the ŝsMh in

the -number ol-d^rtJesrtmir^o'fM'BIphgj.amlit^jaij^

imposes a^moreextensive differentiation of fnncjipn. Nominally,

iand according to "the letter of the rules, iall the acts of the leaders

.are subject to the ever vigilant criticism of the rank and file.

In theory the leader is merely an employee bound by the instruc-

tions hgjeceiyes. lie haa to carr-y-out tho (w^deya-e^-tha^ass,

«f which ho is no morgHl'an the executive organ. BTit-in--aCTual

fact^ as the organization increases in size, this control_b£somes

purely fictitious. The membersr-EaAte.4a.grvi up Tne"ldea7tf°

selves eonduCt!hg or even supervising the wh^" administration,

aTidjiTf^'cmTTi^nMTo han^ tEgglasEsoYer to trustworthypersons

specially Bom^inat-ed-f-er—-fee-purpose," to-^salaTied; ofllciater^he

rank and file must content themselves with summary: rgpprt^ and

with the. appointment of occasionalspeeiaLcprnmittefiSXif inquiry.

Yet this does not derive from any special change in the rules of

the organization. It is by vpry nf"°RRitiy f'^?i " giTnplt. pTnjTTnypft

gradually becomes a "leader," acquiring arfrccdom-oflacfiion
Tyln'f^TrTZ"7;i"^^gTrF Tint, to posscss,- The chief then becomes accus-

tomed- to dcapatch important business on his own rcsponsibiliry,

p Tj.^ t" ^gpirlc irarjmiti qnortinTiP rp1qting -tn ihp lifp nf the, party

^n'tb^nt ?1Tiy -qi^jH^ii l . I ll i fVTHmXfc-JjMuxanlr anfi fil e. It is obviouS

that democratic control thus undergoes a progressive diminution,

and is ultimately reduced to an infinitesimal minimum. In all

the socialist parties there is a continual increase in the number
of functions withdrawn from the electoral assemblies and trans-

ferred to the executive committees. In this way there is con-

structed a powerful and complicated Edifice. The principle of

division of labour coming more and more into operation, execu-

tive authority undergoes division and subdivision. There~r»-tbus

f^r St^tnt"^ n r.i'frnTinnnlY flnfiTiini.1 nnrl Tiioyf^yp
,

]iincf1 l^nT<oQi^»T.f)»y 2T

In the catechism of party duties, the strict observance of hi^ar-

" Aohille Loria has drawn attention to the numerous resemblances be-

tween administrative hierarchy and economic. The chief point of resem-

blance is found, according to him, in the echeloned pyramidal structure of
both. He writes: "Just as in the executive we have a limited number of
chiefs commanding a larger number of sub-chiefs, and these a still larger

number of subordinates, down to the lowest employees who exhibit the
maximum numerical density, in the same way a small handful of the great-

est recipients of income rules a larger number of less wealthy recipients of
income, these rule a stiU greater number of recipients of more modest in-

comes, and so on down to the incomes of the lowest degree, which are the
most numerous" (Aehille Loria, La Sintesi economica, Bocea, Turin, 1909,
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ehical rules becomes the first article. Tliis__MerareIiy comes int^
existence as tKeliuteome, oj^^nicaljcpjiditionsj m
tion is an essentM postulate tff"1rh^ regular-JHiieiioning of the
party- machine.

dencji^ of party organization is a m^ttPT f)f tiechmcaTSBrlnpi^StiBa'l
' necessjiyi it is tiiejnevitable prodjict-ot^the very principle of

orgagkatioa! Not e-vcerT the most radical-wing QiL-fiEgTvariDus
sot^alisL^arties^ raises an^_dbjp'it.ion tn this rfttr'^tT-PRFiiyp pvnln

tion, the continEion beiB^that democracy is only a form of

orga5iaft^6&-affldJha±_ffihfireJ±-«easfiajo_b^^

demoCracyjdiJi-orsg3iizatio.ii,JtJa_beltfir to abandon-ibe-fafmer
thait^fljejattej'. Organization, since it is the only means of at-

taining the ends of socialism, is considered to comprise within
itself the revolutionary content of the party, and this essential

content must never be sacrificed for the sake of form.^^

I

lii all times, in all phases of developmentpin~^ll branches

|of human activity, there have been leaders.^' It is true that cer-

tain socialists, above all the orthodox Marxists of Germany, seek

to convince us that socialism knows nothing of "leaders," that

the party has "employees" merely, being a democratic party,

and the existence of leaders being incompatible with democracy.

But a false assertion such as this cannot override a sociological

law. Its only result is, in fact, to strengthen the rule of the

leaders, for it-aegvoo to nOTgcgaTIromlihe'niass. a danger which

ronUy throatena dGmgcracy.
For technical and administrative reasons, no less than for

p. 348.—Eng. trans.. The 'EconomAc Synthesis, Allen, Loudon, 1914, p. 317)

.

Loria might have added that the two species of hierarchy differ in respect

of their apices, for one terminates in a point, being dynastic, while in the

other the apex is truncated, the hierarchy being plutocratic. The adminis-

tration of political parties does not come into the scope of Loria 's consid-

erations. As far as the pyramid of the party hierarchy is concerned, its

apex is certainly less conspicuously pointed than that of a monarchical

regime, but none the less in the political party the administration is in the

hands of chiefs whose number is comparatively restricted, so that the apex

of this pyramid is more acute than that of the pyramid which represents

the hierarchy of economic powers in a country far advanced in capitalist

development.
^ Of. Hans Block, Veberspannung der Demokratie, "Neue Zeit," xxvi, No.

8, pp. 264 et seq.

™Eben Mumford (^The Origins of Leadership, University Press, Chicago,

1909, pp. 1-12) has developed this thesis especially in relation to primitive

(times.
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tactical reasons, a strong organization needs an equally strong

leaSfiJsliip. Asiong as an organization is loosely constructed and

vague in its outlines, no professional leadership can arise. The

anarchists, who have a horror of all fixed organi^iation, have no

^regular leaders. In the early days of German socialism, the

Vertrauensmann (homme de confiance) continued to exercise his

ordinary occupation. If he received any pay for his work for

the party, the remuneration was on an extremely modest scale,

and was no more than a temporary grant. His function could

-

never he regarded hy him as a regular source of income. The

employee of the organization was still a simple workmate, sharing

the mode of life and the social condition of his fellows.^" To-day

he has been replaced for the most part hy the professional

politician, Berzirksleiter (U.S. ward-hoss) , etc. The more solid

the structure of an organization hecomes in the course of thel

evolution of the modern political party, the more marked be-i

comes the tendency to replace the emergency leader by the pro-^-

fessional leader. Every party organization which has attained

to a considerable degree of complication demands that there

should ,]jg„a_certain miTifTVipvnf. ppT-s"Tig w^f^ devote all their

J

activitiestcrthirworK o± The"par^ The mass^pgevidoO ' tnoc&-by

niaaeHt-¥epresentalTres-«f^e-m97SS--fep-#ie-dn^tion of its aiiairs.

'" For ^^ •i 'U' i"-i"y 1 fj +Tio firqt npppava
,
Ti(ip n^ pTr.faggir.ni)1^

IpafWahip TnarTrH thft hpgiTiTimg of the crif\. and t>n'g ahnvp all, nn

'; acnnnnt. nf t.hft 1op
;
ical impossibility of the "representative" sys-

tem^Jzdie±h£iua-parl^mejpLtary.lifejc^^ JeaiT

Jacques Eousseau may be considered as the founder of this

aspect of the criticism of democracy. He defines popular govern-

ment as "1 'exercice.de la volonte generale," and draws from this

the logical inference, "elle ne pent jamais s'aliener, et le

souverain, qui n'est qu'un etre coUectif, ne peut etre represente

que par lui-meme." Consequently, "a I'instant qu'un peuple se

donne des representants, il n'est plus libre, il n'est plus."^^ A
mgss wmcn aeiegates ita jjcrw-rnifrntiL. that is to say transfers its

" Cf . Eduard Bernstein, Die Arheiterbewegung, Eiitten u. Loening, Frank-
fort-on-the-Main, 1910, p. 141. For the historical coxmterpart that is of-

fered by the evolution of officialdom within the state, ef. Gustav Sehmoller,

Umrisse u. Untersuchungen eur Verfassungs- Verwaltungs- u. Wirtschaftsge-^

schichte, Dunker u. Humblot, Leipzig, 1898, p. 291.

" Jean Jacques Eousseau, Le Contrat social (lib. cit., pp. 40 et seq.)

.
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erei^JuBctitJ^s.^^ For the will of the people is not transferable,
nor even the will of the single individual. However much in
practice, during the confused years of the Terror, the doctrine
was abandoned by the disciples of the philosopher of Geneva, it

was at this time in theory universally admitted as incontro-
vertible. Robespierre himself accepted it, making a subtle dis-

tinction between the "representant du peuple," who has no
right to exist, "parce que la volonte ne peut se representer, " and
"le mandataire du peuple, a qui le peuple a donne la premiere
puissance. '

'

The experience of attentive observers of the working of the*
first attempts at a representative system, contributed to estab-
lish more firmly the theory of the limits of democracy. Towards
the middle of the nineteenth century this theory, the outcome of

an empirical psychology, was notably enlarged, its claim to

general validity was sustained, and it was formulated as the
basis of definite rules and precepts. Carlo Fisacane , the theorist,

too soon forgotten, of the national and social revolution in Italy,

expounds in his Saggio sulla Bivoluzione how the men in whose
hands supreme political power is placed must, from their very
nature as human beings, be subject to passions and to the phy-
sical and mental imperfections therefrom resulting. For this

reason the tendency and the acts of their rule are in direct con-

trast with the tendency and the acts of the mass, "for the latter

represent the mean of all individual judgments and determina-

tions, and are therefore free from the operation of such influ-

ences." To maintain of a government that it represents public

opinion and the will of the nation is simply to mistake a part

for the whole.^^ He thus .considers delegation to be an absurdity.

Victor Considerant, a contemporary of Pisacane and the repre-

sentative of a similar tendency, also followed in the tracks of

Rousseau: "Si le peuple delegue sa souverainete, il I'abdique.

Le peuple ne se gouverne plus lui-meme, on le gouveme. . . .

Peuple, delegue done ta souverainete ! Cela fait, je te garantis,

a ta souverainete le sort inverse de celui de Saturne : ta souve-

rainete sera devoree par la Delegation, ta fille. '
'^-^ The theorists

'^ Quite recently some of the most notable of the revisionists have eome

to hold this opinion. Cf., for example, EugSne Fournifere, La Sociocratie.

Essai de Politique positive, Giard et BriSre, Paris, 1910, pp. 98 et seq.

"Carlo Pisacane, Saggio sulla Bivoluzione, with a preface by Napoleone

Colajanni, Lib. Treves di Pietro Virano, Bologna, 1894, pp. 121-5.

"Victor Considerant, op. cit., pp. 13-15.
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[
of democracy are never tired of asserting that, when voting, the

i people is at one and the.£am-e-titafcjexercising its soversigB^ and

[renoujociog-it. The great democrat Ledru-RoUin, the father of

universal and equal suffrage in France, goes so far as to demand

the suppression of president and parliament, and the recognition

of the general assembly of the people as the sole legislative organ.

If people, he continues, find it possible in the course of the year

to waste so much time upon public entertainments, holidays, and

loafing, they could surely make a better use of their time by de-

voting it " a cimenter son independance, sa grandeur et sa pros-

perite."^^

Victor Considerant fiercely opposed the theory that popular

sovereignty is guaranteed by the representative system. Even
if we make the) theoretical admission that in absiracio parlia-

mentary guvg'rnment does indeed embody government by the

,
masses, in practical life it is nothing but a continuous fraud on

^;the part of the dominant class. Under representative govern-

ment the difference between democracy and monarchy, which

are both rooted in the representative system, is altogether insig-

nificant—a difference not in substance but in form. [The etrver-

rirn p^ripl f' rlrntn
.
in plnrp.of a king, a number of kiafflefe~'^fet

possessing sufficient freedom and independence to direct the life

of the state, it tamely allows itself to be despoiled of its funda-

mental right. The one right which the people reserves is the
;" climaterique et derisoire" pw'ilcgc of choosing fi'umr4ime^ to

I time a. -new set, nf masitaiai^s To this criticism of the represeiita-

\tive system may be appended the remark of Proudhon, to the

effect that the representatives of the people have no sooner been
raised to power than they set to work to consolidate and rein-

force their influence. They continue unceasingly to surround
their positions by new lines of defence, until they have succeeded
in emancipating themselves completely from popular cmtrol.
jAU power thus proceeds in a natural cycle: issuing from the

I

people, it ends by raising itself above the people.^^ In the forties

"of the last century these ideas were widely diffused and their

truth was almost universally admitted, and in France more par-
ticularly by students of social science and by democratic states-

°°A. A. Ledru-EoUin, Plus de President, plus de SeprSsentants, ed. de
"La Voix du Proscrit," Paris, 1851, 2nd ed., p. 7.

°° Victor Couaidfirant, op. cit., pp. 11-12.

" Cf . P. J. Proudhon, Les Confessions d'un Mevolutionnaire. Pour servir
d, la Revolution de Fevrier, Verboeckhoven, Paris, 1868, new ed., p. 286.
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men. Even tlie clericals mingled their voices with those which
condemned the representative system. Louis Veuillot, the
Catholic, said: "Quand j'ai vote, mon egalite tombe dans la

boite avee mon bulletin; ils disparaissent ensemble. "=* To-day
this theory is the central feature of the political criticism of the
various schools of anarchists, who often expound it eloquently
and acutely.^" Finally Marx and his followers, who in theory
regard parliamentary action as but one weapon among many,
but who in practice employ this weapon alone, do not fail to rec-

ognize incidentally the perils of the representative system, even
"

when based upon universal suffrage. But the Marxists hasten

to add that the socialist party is quite free from these dangers.*".

Popular sovereignty has recently been subjected to a profound
criticism by a group of Italian writers conservative in their

tendency. Gaetano Mosca speaks of "the falsity of the parlia-

mentary legend." He says that the idea of popular represen-

tation as a free and spontaneous transference of the sovereignty

of the electors (collectivity) to a certain number of elected per-

sons (minority) is based upon the absurd premise that the mi-

TinritT pnTriT?''tTrrTmd to thn cnllectivfi will by unbreakable-bonds.'^"^

In actual fact, directly the election is finished, the power of the

mass of electors over the delegate comes to an end. The deputy
regards himself as authorized arbiter of the situation, and really

is such. If among the electors any are to be foimd who possess

some influence over the representative of the people, their num-
ber is very small ; they are the big guns of the constituency or of

the local branch of the party. In other words, they are persons

who, wTiilat hplnngipfr V-y crioii^J pr^ci+WM""
^^tSl^^ZS.^ *^® ruled,

have in*!rScL e^oa-jo, form part of the ruEog-QSgafcBy.*^

—

"^ Louis Veuillot, Qa et Id, Caume PrSres et Duprey, Paris, 1860, 2nd ed.,

vol. i, p. 368.

"Ct., for example, Enrico Malatesta in two pamphlets: L'anarchia (Casa

ed. Pensiero, Eome, 6tli ed., 1907) , and La PoMtica parlamentare del Partito

sooialista (ediz. deU' "AUarme," Turin, 1903). Of. also Ferdinand Do-

mela Nieuwenhuis, Set Parlamentarisme in gijn Wezen en Toepassing, W.
Sligting, Amsterdam, 1906, pp. 149 et seq.

" Cf . Karl Kautsky, Eosa Luxemburg, and others. In the works of Karl

Marx we find traces here and there of a theoretical mistrust of the repre-

sentative system; see especially this writer's ^.evolution u. Kontre-Bevolu-

iion in Deutschland, Dietz, Stuttgart, 1896, p. 107.

"Cf. G-aetano Mosca, Questioni pratiche di Diritto costitxizionale, Fra-

telli Bocca, Turin, 1898, pp. 81 et seq. Also Bulla Teorioa dei Ooverni e

ml Governo parlamentare, Loesoher, Eome, 1884, pp. 120 et seq.

•"'An electional system simply places power in the hands of the most
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This criticism of the representative system is applicable above

all in our own days, in which political life continually assumes
more complex forms. As this complexity increases, it becomes
more and more absurd to attprnpt. inJ ' n i > i i!gRTit^j_j, h etfirngen e-

^

Qus mass in all tho iHnunitiraDl(jpf=Ml)ltifliS whicE^-isfi-joitt^ the

increasing differentiation of our political H"d pfuw>fflj«^fA To
represent^in this sense, comes to mean_tIiat-the''pijrfiIy4iiaiTidual
desir£_masquerades and_ia,fl^fipptpd gg -KliP-jgaLnf jj^P mass.*^

Tn p.ertflTrT~'Tg??ratprl fa sTh^wTi prp tTi a qnpgtirmg . invnlvrrl nn^-t^^-
tremely simple, and where the delegated

tion jrall always be tantamofljit-to the cxoroioo e^' '^""linif^

the representatives over the I'epresented

skilful electioneers" (H. Gr. "Wells, Artticipations of the Beaetion of Me-
chanical and Soientifio Progress upon Human Life and Thought, Chapman
and Hall, London, 1904, p. 58). Of course, this applies only to countries
with a republican-democratic constitution.

*" Eouillee writes aptly in this connection : " Si j 'use personnellement de
mon droit civil d'aller et de venir pour me rendre de Marseille a Paris,
je ne vous empeohe pas, vous, d'aller de Paris a Marseille; I'exerciee de ma
liberty civile ne vous enlSve rieu de la votre. Mais, quand j 'envoie k la
Chambre uu depute qui appliquera a vos depens des mesures centre les-

quelles vous avez toujours proteste, cette fagon de me gouvemer impUque
une fagon de vous gouverner qui vous est pgnible et qui peut etre injuste.
Le droit civil est une liberty pour soi et sur soi; le droit politique est un
droit sur autrui et sur le tout en meme temps que sur moi-meme" (Alfred
PouillSe, Erreurs sociologiques et morales de la Sociologie, "Bevue des deus
Mondes," liv, p. 330).
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and oli-

Vs to

CHAPTER III

THE MODERN DEMOCRATIC PARTY AS A FIGHTING
PARTY, DOMINATED BY MILITARIST IDEAS AND
METHODS

Louis XIV understood the art of government as have few princes
either before or since, and this was the case above all in the first

half of his reign, when his spirit was still young and fresh. In
his memoirs of the year 1666, he lays down for every branch
of the administration, and more especially for the conduct of
military affairs, the following essential rules: "que les resolu-

^ tions doivent etre promptes, la discipline exact, les commande-
ments absolus, I'bbeissance ponctuelle. " ^ The essentials thus
enumerated by the Boi Soleil (promptness of decision, unity of
command, and strictness of discipline) are equally applicable,

mutatis mutandis, to the various aggregates of modern political

life, for these are in a perpetual condition of latent warfare.
The modern party is n fip^Titinfi- nv; ii m m i ii im i ! ii n iiii».^i:iiiti»gi I

sensp of Tihpjerm. jjQcL muafcas such conform to the laws of tac-
/t^ Now the first article nf thpse laws ig fatuity nt-TfriTTrftT.z^_

tJOfij. Ferdinand Lassalle, the founder of a revolutionary labour
party, recognized this long ago, contending that the dictatorship

which existed in fact in the society over which he presided was
as thoroughly justified in theory as it was indispensable in prac-

tice. The rajtL.imd filt;, hu Laid, m»st.follow their chief bjJBdly,

and the wholp nrg-anizat.inn Tpngt. hp. 1ik?q~'tiflTnTnpr m tiiphgTida

of its president.
This view of the matter was in correspondence with political

necessity, especially in Lassalle 's day, when the labour move-

ment was in its infancy, and when it was only by a rigorous

discipline that this movement could hope to obtain respect and
consideration from the bourgeois parties. Centralization guar-

anteed, and always guarantees, the rapid formation of resolu-

tions. An extensive organization is per se a heavy piece of

^MSmoires de Loms XIV pour I'instruction dv, Dauphin, annotles par

Charles Deyss, Paris, 1860, vol. ii, p. 123.
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Thiso-'

all in-nism, and one difficult to put in operation. "When we have

mrdo with a mass distributed over a considerable area, to con-

sult the rank and file upon every question would involve an

enormous loss of time, and the opinion thus obtained would

moreover be summary and vague. But the.problems^^^^te-^eay

need a sDeedvLdecisieBr-aBdr thisis why-demuadu> iiSSfm lougtr

function iiTits prlmiJlvLti-aml genuine form, unlcas tho policy

IS tft b^ t^Tnp'^T'iriTlg', iTT^^l'giJig' th6~tos8~of the mogt fa-

vourable opportunities for -actj<wr- - TTnder such ^idanee, the

party becomes incapable of acting in alliance with others, and

Joses its palitical_^ast*city. A fighting pj,ily nccda a hJSrar-

rchiealstrueture. In the absence of such a structure, the party

"mrTBecomparable to a savage and shapeless negro army, which

is unable to withstand a single well-disciplined and weU-drilled

battalion of European soldiers.

In the daily struggle, nothing but a certain degree of csesar-

ism will ensure the rapid transmission and the precise execution

of orders. The Dutch socialist. Van Kol, frankly declares that

true democracy cannot be installed until the fight is over. Mean-

while, even a socialist leadership must possess authority, and
sufficient force to maintain itself in power. A provisional des-

potism is, he contends, essential, and liberty itself must yield

to the need for prompt action. Thus the submission of the

masses to the will of a few individuals comes to be considered

one of the highest of democratic virtues. "A ceux que sont

appeles a nous conduire, nous promettons fidelite et soumission

et nous leur disons : Hommes ennoblis par le choix du peuple,

montrez nous le chemin, nous vous suivrons."^ It is such ut-

terances as this which reveal to us the true nature of the mod-
ern party. In a party, and above all in a fighting political party,-

democracy is not for home consumption, but is rather an article

made for export. Every political organization has need of "a
light equipment which will not hamper its movements." De-
mocracy is utterly incompatible with strategic promptness, and
the forces of democracy do not lend themselves to the rapid
opening of a campaign. This is why political parties, even when
democratic, exhibit so much hostility to the referendum and to

all other measures for the safeguard of real democracy ; and this

is why in their constitution these parties exhibit, if not uneondi-

"Eienzi [van Kol], Sodalisme et Liberie, Giard et Bri6re, Paris, 1898,

pp. 243-53.
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tional cffisarism, at least extremely strong centralizing and oli-

garchical tendencies. Lagardelle puts the finishing touches to
the picture in the following words: "Et ils ont reproduit k
I'usage des proletaires les moyens de domination des capitalistes

;

ils ont constitue un gouvernement ouvrier aussi dur que le gou-
vemement bourgeois, une bureaucratic ouvriere aussi lourde que
la bureaucratic bourgeoise, un pouvoir central qui dit aux
ouvriers ce qu'ils peuvent et ce qu'ils ne peuvent pas faire, qui
brisent dans les syndicats et chez les syndiques toute indepen-
dance et toute initiative et qui doit parfois inspirer a ses vic-

times le regret des modes capitalistes de I'autorite."*

The close resemblance between a fighting democratic party
• and a military organization is reflected in socialist terminology,

which is largely borrowed, and especially in Germany, from mili-

tary science. There is hardly one expression of military tactics

iand strategy, hardly even a phrase of barrack slang, which does

not recur again and again in the leading articles of the socialist

press.* In the daily practice of the socialist struggle it is true

that preference is almost invariably given to the temporizing

tactics of Fabius Cunctator, but this depends upon special cir-

cumstances, which will be subsequently discussed (Part VI, chap.

"Hubert Iiagardelle, Le Parti Socialiste et la Confederation du Travail,

Discussion aveo J. Guesde, Riviere, Paris, 1907, p. 24.

*As typical may be instanced the expressions used by Kautsky in his

article Was nun?, "Neue Zeit," xxviii. No. 29, p. 68. "Like all other

strategy, the Fabian strategy is dependent upon certain conditions which

alone make it possible and appropriate. It would be foolish to wish to apply

it in all circumstances, and the fact that we have for many years used it

with brilliant success is no reason why we should continue to use it for all

time. When circumstances change, a new strategical method may be neces-

sary. In war, the Fabian strategy becomes impossible or undesirable when
the enemy is threatening to cut us ofE from our base or even to occupy that

base. Direct attack then becomes a matter of self-preservation. Similarly

the Fabian strategy must be abandoned when it demoralizes and discourages

our own troops, when it threatens to induce cowardice and desertion, and

when only a policy of vigorous attack can hold the army together. It also

becomes impossible to avoid assuming the offensive when we are caught in

a bUnd alley, where our only choice is between giving battle and a shameful

capitulation. Finally, the change to an offensive strategy is indicated when

the enemy himself is in a tight corner, so that the situation is favourable to

our side, and by a rapid and energetic use of our opportunity we can deliver

a vigorous and perhaps fatal blow. The transference of these considerations

from the military to the political field does not require lengthy explana-

tions." It is perhaps worthy of note that the French socialists of anti-

militarist tendency "are in the habit of referring to their leader Gustavo

^perve as "notre Gen&aL"
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i) . The intimate association between party life and military life

is manifested also by the passionate interest which some of the

most distinguished leaders of German socialism take in military

affairs. During his residence in England, the German merchant

Frederick Engels, who had once served in the Guards as a

volunteer, devoted his leisure to the simuli;aneous exposition of

socialist and of militarist theory.^ To Bebel, the son of a Prus-

sian non-commissioned officer, the world is indebted for a number
of ideas of reform in matters of military technique which have

nothing in common with the theoretical socialist anti-militarism.®

Bebel and Engels, and especially the latter, may even be con-

sidered as essentially military writers. This tendency on the '

part of socialist leaders is not the outcome of mere chance, but

depends upon an instinct of elective affinity.

° See in particular Engels' works: Fo und Shew, (1859) ; Savoyen, Nisza

und der Bhein (1860) ; Die preiissische Militdrfrage und die deutsche Ar-

ieiterpartei (1865) ; Der deutsche Bauernkrieg (1875, Vorwarts-Verlag, Ber-

lin, 1909, 3rd ed. edited by Mehring) ; Kann Europa abriisten? (Nuremberg,
1893).

" Of., for example, the pamphlet Nicht stehendes Heer, sondern Volkswehr,
Dietz, Stuttgart, 1908, p. 80; also a large number of speeches in the Eeichs-

tag on the military estimates, in which he is never tired of discussing the

minutise of army reform, and in which in especial he advocates changes
in military equipment to render the army more efficient.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ESTABLISHMENT OP A CUSTOMAEY RIGHT TO
THE OFFICE OF DELEGATE

One who holds the office of delegate acquires a moral right to

that office, and delegates remain in office unless removed by ex-

traordinary circumstances or in obedience to rules observed with

exceptional strictness. An election made for a definite purpose
becomes a life incumbency. Ciistom he.camp.s a. riP-bt. One who

' has for a certaiii time held The office of delegate ends by re-

;

p-gyrW^Lff that, nffice as his own property. If refused reinstate-/

-ment, he threatens reprisals (the threat of resignation being the!

least serious among these) which will tend to sow confusion,

among his comrades, and this confusion will continue until he is

victorious.

Resignation of office, in so far as it is not a mere expression

of discouragement or protest (such as disinclination to accept a

candidature in an unpromising constituency), is in most cases

a means for the retention and fortification of leadership. Even
in political organizations greater than party, the leaders often

employ this stratagem, thus disarming their adversaries by a

deference which does not lack a specious democratic colour. The

opponent is forced to exhibit in return an even greater, defer-

ence, and th^ above all when tae leader who~makes use of the

method is Tpgliy iTiHi^'ponPfihln-ni- JH pnnsiderefl indispensable by

the mass. The recent history of Germany affords numerous

examples showing the infallibility of this machiavellian device

for the maintenance of leadership. During the troubled period

of transition from absolute to constitutional monarchy, during

the ministry of Ludolf Camphausen, King Frederick William

IV of Prussia threatened to abdicate whenever liberal ideas were

tending in Prussian politics to gain the upper hand over the

romanticist conservatism which was dear to his heart. By this

threat the liberals were placed in a dilemma. Either they must
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accept the king's abdication, which would involve the a,ecession

to the throne of Prince William of Prussia, a man of ultra-reac-

tionary tendencies, whose reign was likely to be initiated by an

uprising among the lower classes; or else they must abandon
their liberal schemes, and maintain in power the king now be-

come indispensable. Thus Frederick William always succeeded

in getting his own way and in defeating the schemes of his

political opponents.^ Thirty-five years later Prince Bismarck,

establishing his strength with the weapon of his indispensability,

consolidated his omnipotence over the German empire which he

had recently created, by again and again handing in his resigna-

tion to the Emperor William I. His aim was to reduce the old

monarch to obedience, whenever the latter showed any signs of

exercising an independent will, by suggesting the chaos in in-

ternal and external policy which would necessarily result from
the retirement of the "founder of the empire," since the aged
emperor was not competent to undertake the personal direction

of affairs.^ The present president of the Brazilian republic,

Hermes da Fonseca, owes his position chiefly to a timely threat of

resignation. Having been appointed Minister of War in 1907,

Fonseca undertook the reorganization of the Brazilian army.
He brought forward a bill for the introduction of universal

compulsory military service, which was fiercely resisted in both

houses of parliament. Through his energetic personal advocacy,

sustained by a threat of resignation, the measure was ultimately

carried, and secured for its promoter such renown, that not only
did he remain in ofSce, but in the year 1910 was elected Presi-

dent of the Republic by 102,000 votes against 52,000.

It is ih^L^ame in all political parties. Whenever an obstacle
is f!nronn +,r,rfiA-JJielea(t?TT'fr{ire apt tO oJTej:' LP resi^..,|Mi<»hJl5

'&mg
that they ata wpar^_ofoffice, but really aimmgto show to. the
dJ-imtinntT thr indr^^^nhiritT nf thnr mm InrlnlTip In
1864, when Vahlteich propT^d a change in the rules of the- Gen-
eral Association of German Workers, Lassalle, the president, was
very angry, and, conscious of his own value to the movement,
propounded the following alternative: Either you protect me

'Konig Friedrioh Wilhelm IV, Briefwechsel mit Ludolf Camphausen,
edited and annotated by Erich Brandenburg, Gebr. Paetel, Berlin, 1906, pp.
112 et seq.

' DenkwurdigJceiten des Fiirsten Chlodwig zu EoTienlohe-ScMllingsfurst,
ed. by Friedrich Curtius, Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, Stuttgart and Leipzig,
1907, vol. ii.
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from the recurrence of such friction as this, or I throw up
my office. The immediate result was the expulsion of the impor-
tunate critic* In Holland to-day, Troelstra, the Dutch Lassalle,

likewise succeeds in disarming his opponents within the party

by pathetically threatening to retire into private life, saying that

if they go on subjecting his actions to an inopportune criticism,

his injured idealism will force him to withdraw from the daily

struggles of party life.* The same thing has occurred more than

once in the history of the Italian socialist party. It often hap-

pens that the socialist members of parliament find themselves

in disagreement with the majority of the party upon some ques-

tion of importance, such as that of the opportuneness of a gen-

eral strike ; or in the party congresses they may wish to record

their votes in opposition to the views of their respective branches.

It is easy for them to get their own way and to silence their

opponents by threatening to resign. If necessary, they go still

further, and actually resign their seats, appealing to the electors

as the only authority competent to decide the question in dispute.

In such cases they are nearly always re-elected, and thus attain

to an incontestable position of power. At the socialist congress

held at Bologna in 1904, some of the deputies voted in favour of

the reformist resolution, in opposition to the wishes of the ma-

jority of the comrades whose views they were supposed to repre-

sent. When called to account, they offered to resign their seats,

and the party electors, wishing to avoid the expense and trouble

of a new election, and afraid of the loss of party seats, hastened

to condone the deputies' action. In May, 1906, twenty-four out

of the twenty-seven members of the socialist group in the Cham-

ber resigned, their seats, in consequence of the difference of views

between themselves and the rank and file on the subject of the

general strike, which the deputies had repudiated. All but

three were re-elected.

Such actions have a fine democratic air, land yet hardly serve

to conceal the dictatorial spirit of those who perform them. The

leader who asks for a vote of confidence is in appearance submit-

ting to the judgment of his followers, but in reality he throws

into the scale the entire weight of his own indispensability, real

"Julius Vahlteich, Ferdinand Lassalle und die Anfange der deutschen

Arbeiterbewegunff. Birk, Munich, 1904, p. 74.

* This occurred at the party congress at Utrecht in 1906. Cf. the account

given in the "Nieuwe Arnhemsche Courant," vol. vii, No. 4639, and P. J.

Troelstra, Insaken Fartijleiding, Wakker, Eotterdam, 1906, pp. 103-4.
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or supposed, and thus commonly forces submission to his will.^

The leaders are extremely careful never to admit that the true

aim of 1^1r t.Virm t tn Tipmw ii i M i .ii i . I'Hiiiriii I'mnent ni T.ndtf-power

nvpr tlio ranTr aj
ifl,

flip « They declare, on the contrary, that their

conduct is determined by the purest democratic spirit, that it is

a striking proof of their fineness of feeling, of their sense of

personal dignity, and of their deference for the mass. Yet if

we really look into the matter we cannot fail to see that, whether

they desire it or not, their action is an oligarchical demonstration,

the manifestation of a tendency to enfranchise themselves from

the control of the rank and file. Such resignations, even if not

dictated by a self-seeking policy, but offered solely in order to

prevent differences of opinion between the leaders and the mass,

and in order to maintain the necessary harmony of views, always •

have as their practical outcome the subjection of the mass to the

authority of the leader.

' Schweitzer knew this very well when he declared to the general assembly

of the AUgemeiner Deutscher Arbeiterverein that he would resign his posi-

tion if he were not allowed to call a congress of the association in order

to discuss the foundation of trade-unions. His biographer writes very

justly: "Schweitzer must have felt his position to be extremely' strong.

Otherwise he would never have ventured to deliver such an ultimatum, for

his defeat on a vote would have made it almost impossible for him to retaia

his office, to which he was greatly attached. He had not, however, overesti-

mated his iniluence, and when he was reproached with exercising an im-

proper pressure on the delegates, this was iu itself an indirect recognition

of his indispensability. This time, in fact, he got his own way" (Gustav
Mayer, J. B. von Schweitzer und die Sozialdemocratie, Fischer, Jena, 1909,

p. 223).

"In the tactical struggles in the Italian party during the year 1904, the
Florentine reformist socialist. Professor Gaetano Pieraccini, declared that

he would not withdraw the resignation of his position as a party-leader un-
less the adherents of the revolutionary tendency were expelled from the
party ("Avanguardia Socialista," anno ii. No. 76).



CHAPTER V

THE NEED FOR LEADERSHIP FELT BY THE MASS

A piSTiNGxnsHED French dramatist who devoted his leisure to
writing prose studies of serious social questions, Alexandre Du-
mas fils, once observed that every human advance was, at its

outset, opposed by ninety-nine per cent of humanity. "Mais
c'est sans aucune importance puisque ce centieme auquel nous
appartenons, depuis le commencement du monde a fait faire aux
quatre-vingt-dix-neuf autres toutes les reformes dont ils se trou-
vent tres bien aujourd'hui tout en protestant contre celles qui
restent a faire." In another passage he adds : "Les majorites
ne sont que la preuve de ee qui est," whereas "les minorites
sont souvent le germe de ce qui sera. " ^

I

There is no exaggeration ia the assertion that {n^m^ tl'" "it^-i

' zens ^fcEaOmnv political rights thp. nnmher nf thnsp who-have
a IiVpItt intprpgt in pnl^ii» offoir-p. jp insignifirrgTit In the majority
of human beiugs the sense of an intimate relationship between
the" gOfldj>f the individual and the good of the coUectivityJsJmt
little developed . Most people are altogether devotd of^der-
standing of the actions and reactions between that organism we
caU the state and their private interests, their prosperity, and
theij life. As de Tocqueville expresses it, they regard it as far

more important to consider "s'il faut faire passer un chemin
au bout de leur domaine"^ than to interest themselves in the

gengral work of public administration. The majority is content,

witli Stirner, to eaU out to the state, "Get away from between
me and the sun!" Stirner makes fun of all those who, in ac-

cordance with the views of Kant, preach it to humanity as a

"sacred duty" to take an interest in public affairs. "Let those

persons who have a personal interest in political changes con-

cern themselves with these. Neither now nor at any future time

will 'sacred duty' lead people to trouble themselves about the

^ Alexandre Dumas fils, Les Femmes qui tuent et les Femmes qui votent,

Caiman L6vy, Paris, 1880, pp. 54 and 214.

' Alexia de TocqueviUe, op. eit., vol. i, p. 167.
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state, just as little as it is by 'sacred duty' that they become men
of science, artists, etc. T^g-m'sm, ^}nn(i can spur people to-aa in-

.4weat in
];
inhHc affiaw-sr-ana Will ijuur Lhtjiu—wheu mAllei'S grow

a-sofld deal worse.
'

'
^

In the life of modern democratic partipa -wp. may phseryB j^igna '

nf siT-niTar inrlitfpurence. It is only a minority whjcTi parti(^p{ites

in pa*^zL-deeisi©BS5-andIlQmetm^Sj^tha^

small. The most important resolutions tafeen by ^e most demo-

cratic of aU parties, the socialist party, always emanate from a

handful of the members. It is true that the renouncement of

the exercise of democratic rights is voluntary; except in those

cases, which are common enough, where the active participa-

tion of the organized mass in party life is prevented by geo-

graphical or topographical conditions. Speaking generally, it is

the urban part of the organization whlcfa-deeidgK PiypTTtViiTiff;

the- d Lilies ui' the iiiembe¥s-4i-ving in country diuLriclLl UUC^T re-

mote proVimiicil Luvvna arc greatly restrinterl ; thpy are expected

to pay their subscriptions and to vote during elections in favour

of the candidates selected by the organization of the great town.

There is here at work the influence of tactical considerations as

well as that of local conditions. The preponderance of the towns-

men over the scattered country members corresponds to the neces-

sity of promptness in decision and speed in action to which allu-

sion was made in an earlier chapter.

Within the, large towns there goes on a process of spontaneous

se[oei.io\S,'m vii tue oi' which there is senar^tpri fTrmi jh ritii^an-

izea mass a certain number ot members_y'hn pQT-+i^^p^7r'Trffy>

diligently than the others m tne work of Tlie nrp-aTiiTg^tioTi. This

inner group is composed, like that of the pious frequenters of

the churches, of two very distinct categories: the category of

those who are animated by a fine sense of duty, and the cate-

gory of those whose attendance is inerely a matter of habit.

In all countries the number of this inner circle is comparatively

small.* The majority of the members are as indifferent to the

' Max Stirner (Kaspar Schmidt), Der Einsige und sein Eigentum, Eeelam,
Leipzig, 1892, p. 272.

*Here is a typical example. The deputy Leonida Bissolati, a leading
Italian socialist and one of the founders of the party, was on November 5,

1905 (with other distinguished members), expelled from the party. The
expulsion was effected at a meeting of the Eoman branch. The fiJl mem-
bership of this branch was seven hundred, but only one hundred were pres-

ent at the meeting;, of these fifty-five voted for the exclusion and forty-five

against ("Azione Soeialista,'' i, No. 28). In May 1910, the same branch,
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OPgftBigatiofl a§lJig-maj«3?ity of the clcctoro aro to - pariiament.'
Even in countries like France, where collective political educa-
tion is of older date, the majority renounces all active partici-
pation in tactical and administrative questions, leajcmg these to
the Uttlfe-group which makes a practice of attending~TTt?pTnTa;s^

The great struggles wliich.""go on among the leaders on hehSf
of one tactical method or another, struggles in fact for supre-
macy in the party, but carried out in the name of Marxism,
-reformism, or syndicalism, are not merely beyond the under-
standing of the rank and file, but leave them altogether cold.

In almost all countries it is easy to observe that meetings held
to discuss questions of the hour, whether political, sensational,

or sentimental (such as protection, an attack upon the Govern-
ment, the Eussian revolution, and the like), or those for the
discussion of matters of general interest (the discovery of the
North Pole, personal hygiene, spiritualism) , attract a far larger

audience, even when reserved to members of the party, than do
meetings for the discussion of tactical or theoretical questions,

although these are of vital importance to the doctrine or to the
organization. The present writer knows this from personal ex-

perience in three typical great cities, Paris, Frankfort-on-the-

Main, and Turin. Notwithstanding differences of atmosphere,

there was observable in each of these three centres the same in-

difference to party affairs and the same slackness of attendance

at ordinary meetings.® The great majority of the members will

not attend meetings unless some noted orator is to speak, or un-

tiien containmg about six hundred members, passed a resolution fiercely

condemning the socialist deputies on account of their being too friendly

with the ministry. The resolution was carried by forty-one votes against

twenty-four ("Stampa," Hv, No. 134).
° In trade-union circles loud complaints are also heard regarding this hu-

man, all-too-human, tendency. Thus, of the bakers' tmion we read: "In
every strike we have the same experience, that in the distribution of leaflets,

in picketing, in the whole work of agitation which a strike necessitates, it is

only a few of the members who do their share, while the great mass of the

strikers, and especially the younger ones, shirk all these duties" (0. All-

mann. Die EntwioTclung des Verbandes der Backer und Berufsgenossen

Deutschlands und die Lohnbewegungen und Streiks vm Bdckergewerhe, Ver-

lag von O. Alhnann, 1900, p. 68).

"The same phenomenon is seen in the trade-union movement. "In Ger-

many the Bourses du Travail numbering 5,000 members think themselves

happy if they can get together 500 of these at a meeting. The other nine-

tenths of the organized workers habitually lack all interest in the intimate

life of tJievr corporation" (Bernhard Schildbach, Verfassungsfragen w den

Gewerhschaften, "Neue Zeit," xxix, fase. 10).
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less some extremely striking war-cry is sounded for their attrac-

tion, such, as, in France, "A has la vie chere!", or, in Germany,
"Down with personal government!" A good meeting can also

be held when there is a cinema-show, or a popular scientific lec-

ture illustrated by lantern-slides. In a word, the ordinary mem-
bers have a weakness for everything which appeals to their eyes

and for such spectacles as will always attract a gaping crowdJ
It may be added that the regular attendants at public meetings

iand committees are by no means always proletarians—especially

where the smaller centres are concerned. When his work is fin- >

ished, the proletarian can think only of rest, and of getting to

bed in good time. His place at meetings is taken by petty bour-

geois, by those who come to sell newspapers and picture-post-

cards, by clerks, by young intellectuals who have not yet got a

position in their own circle, people who are aU glad to hear
themselves spoken of as authentic proletarians and to be glorified

as the class of the future.®

The same thing Tnapppng ^r, pn .

rty li'fo-nr, Tn
y
^pmri n in flio f^f^fo

Iit-betiiy-tiig""9emang" for monetary supplies is upqn a coercive

f"npdfitf'^^fiTntth^_^j^tftral Ryntrm bnn nn rntnbliihcS'^anction.

An-^tectTJrarrigETexistsTbut no electoral duty. Until this duty •

is superimposed upon the right, it appears probable that a small

minority only will continue to avail it.splf r>f fhp. ri o-ht which the

'

j

wayg ^iP+ato igwa fpf fTip iTidiff^rpTit nTriTlirnthoti> mass. The
consequence is that, in the political groupings of democracy,
the participation in party life has an echeloned aspect. The
extensive base consists of the great mass of electors; upon this is

superimposed the enormously smaller mass of enrolled members
of the local branch of the party, numbering perhaps one-tenth

or even as few as one-thirtieth of the electors ; above this, again,

comes the much smaller number of the members who regularly
attend meetings ; next comes the group of officials of the party

;

and highest of all, consisting in part of the same individuals as

the last group, come the half-dozen or so members of the execu-

tive committee. Effective power is here in inverse ratio to the
number of those who exercise it. Thus practical democracy is

represented by the following diagram :

—

' Cf., as far as Italian conditions are concerned, Giulio Casalini, Crisi di

Jmpreparazione, "Critiea Sociale," 1904, xiv. No. 1.

' Cf. the vigorous criticism of Filippo Turati, Ancora la Propaganda irrir

produttiva, "Critiea Sociale," 1903, siii, No. 14.
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I

Cominittee.

Officials.

Habitues of
meetings.

Enrolled

members.
Voters."

Tbough it grumbles occasionally, the majority is really de-
lighted to find persons who will take the trouble to look after its

affairs! TTr-#>« rmfg
,
nnrl nTTm>-^; ii ll iu iiii»«j7oH

ly^ fji^p; ^f thlH a-

bour.^artics. there itt ah Jiiii i mi i yiH-swed for direp.tinti^iWTTf-jjTiifl-

ance.'^This^aeed-is-aeccanpanied hy a. fyeTinine nnlt, for^the lead-

ers, who af^-KgantfTd h,» heroes. Mlijoneiam, ttie rock upon which
so many serious reforms have at"all times been wrecked, is at
present rather increasing than diminishing. This increase is

explicable owing to the more extensive division of labour in mod-
ern civilized society, which renders it more and more impossible

to embrace in a single glance the totality of the political organi-

zation of the state and its ever more complicated mechanism.
To this misoneism are superadded, and more particularly iu the

popular parties, profound differences of culture and education

among the members. TTieao r\iffor>mnoon gnVn tn-JiTiff Tipprl ff)j»Jpnfl-

ership felt bj' |]ir__nMi^ijiii'i ,> I'liiiliiiiiilllj iiii ii ii'liiij^ <1j'iiiiiiiii' ten?

dencK.^ " ^

This tendency is manifest in the political parties of aU^onn-
tries.^J£^3EHS~ffifi,t-4fet-iirtegsity vanes as between one nation

and another,-~ig~agEIIlfl2nee-wiEh' ctmUugcuoioo of -aJiistorical

"^iTi-jj^r nr irith ^^'^ ^nfliipn^'"' "^ T?aflija-^.5yi'ln^ngy The Ger-

man people in especial exhibits to an extreme degree the need

for some one to point out the way and to issue orders. This

peculiarity, common to aU classes not excepting the proletariat,

furnishes a psychological soil upon which a powerful directive

hegemony can flourish luxuriantly. There exist among the Ger-

mans all the preconditions necessary for such a development : a

psychical predisposition to subordination, a profound instinct

for discipline, in a word, the whole still-persistent inheritance

of the influence of the Prussian driU-sergeant, with all its advan-

tages and all its disadvantages; in addition, a trust in authority

which verges on the complete absence of a critical faculty." It

• This figure must not be regarded as intended to represent such relation-

ships according to scale, for this would require an entire page. It is purely

diagranunatie.

"Native and foreign writers alike have referred to the influence of these
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is only the Rhinelanders, possessed of a somewliat more con-

spicuous individuality, who constitute, to a certain extent, an ex-

ception to this generalization.^^ The risks to the democratic

spirit that are involved by this peculiarity of the German char-

characteristics of German racial psychology upon the development of the Ger-

man socialist party. Karl Diehl goes so far as to ascribe to them the origin

and importance of the German labour party. He writes: "If we find that

in Germany a socialist party has come into existence greater than that found

anywhere else in the world, this is dependent upon the whole historical evo-

lution of the labour movement. ... A certain political immaturity, and
the ease with which the Germans are disciplined and subordinated, were

the factors which enabled socialism to gain in this country so extraordinary

a number of adherents" (Karl Diehl, Veber Sozialisrrms, Kommunismus und
AnaroMsmus, Fischer, Jena, 1906, p. 226). Another writer well acquainted

with the German labour movement, rightly points cut the contradiction be-

tween the official doctrine of historic materialism and the actual overvalua-

tion of great men in the movement: "However earnestly German socialism

has desired, however fundamentally its philosophy of history has laboured,

to undermine the influence of great personalities, the members of the social-

ist party have in practice paid little attention to such theories. From
1860 down to our own day, the masses have always sworn by their masters.

If it has been made a just reproach to the German people that there exists

among us an excessive belief in authority, to the labour movement, even in

its international dress, there must attach considerable responsibility for

this error" (Gustav Mayer, Die Losung- der deutschen Frage im Jahre 1866
und die Arbeiterbewegung, "Festgaben fur Wilhelm Lexis," Fischer, Jena,

1906, p. 227). A Portuguese socialist describes with great acuteness the
authoritarian leanings of the German. party : "In Germany, the militarist

tendencies which may be observed in the other camps are, with greater or
less intensity, reflected in the socialist party. This is especially noticeable

in the congresses, where, at a simple sign given by the deputy Singer, aU
the delegates approve or disapprove in accordance with the instructions they
have received. The same military discipline extends to the parties and to
the political groupings. And woe to him who transgresses' these rules: he
runs the risk of being expelled without chance of appeal" (Magalhaes Lima,
O primei/ro de MaAo, Typ. de la Companhia Nacional Editora, Lisbon, 1894,
p. 40).
" In the Ehenish districts, the active and vivacious character of the popu-

lation is, according to many trade-union leaders, a matter of considerable
significance: "More inclined to form societies for recreation than for seri-

ous undertakings, the Ehenish workers are difficult to organize. Those who
have been induced to join a union can be retained in that body only when
led by some one whose personality is sympathetic to them, and who under-
stands on suitable occasions to flavour seriousness with humour. If the
central organization of the trade-union brings about a change in the local
leadership without paying due attention to this consideration, the anti-au-
thoritarian tendency of the Ehinelanders comes into play, and the mem-
bership falls ofe greatly" (Walter Troeltsch and P. Hirschfeld, Die deutschen
'SozialdemoTcratischen GewerTcschaften. Untersuchungen u. Materialen iiber
ihre geographisohe Verlreitwng, Carl Heymanna Verlag, Berlin, 1905, p. 71).
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acter were well known to Karl Marx. Although himself a party
leader in the fullest sense of the term, and although endowed to

the highest degree with the qualities necessary for leadership, he
thought it necessary to warn the German workers against en-

tertaining too rigid a conception of organization. In a letter

from Marx to Schweitzer we are told that in Germany, where the

workers are bureaucratieally controlled from birth upwards,
and for this reason have a blind faith in constituted authority,

it is above all necessary to teach them to walk by themselves.^^

The indifference which in normal times the mass is accustomed

to display in ordinary political life becomes, in certain cases of

particular importance, an obstacle to the extension of the party
' influence. The crowd may abandon the leaders at the very mo-

ment when these are preparing for energetic action. This hap-

pens even in connection with the organization of demonstrations

of protest. At the Austrian socialist congress held at Salzburg

in 1904, Dr. Ellenbogen complained: "I am always anxious

when the party leaders undertake any kind of action. It seems

simply impossible to arouse the interest of the workers even in

matters which one would have expected them to understand.

In the agitation against the new military schemes, we found it

impossible to organize meetings of a respectable size."^* In

Saxony, in 1895, when it was proposed to restrict the suffrage,

the socialist leaders vainly endeavoured to arouse a general

agitation, their attempts being rendered nugatory by the gen-

eral apathy of the masses. The language of the press was in-

flammatory. Millions of leaflets were distributed. Within the

space of a few days a hundred and fifty meetings of protest were

held. All was without effect. There was no genuine agitation.

The meetings, especially in the outlying districts, were very

scantily attended." The leaders, alike the Central Committee

and the district organizers, were overwhelmed with disgust at

the calm indifference of the mass, which rendered serious agita-

tion altogether impossible.^= The failure of the movement was

" Letter from Karl Marx to J. B. von Schweitzer, dated London, October

13, 1868, published, with comments, by Ed. Bernstein of '

'
Neue Zeit, '

'
xv,

1897, p. 9. Bernstein himself appears to share the views of Marx. (Cf. Ed.

Bernstein, Gewerlcscliaftsdemokratie, "Sozial. Monatshefte," 1909, p. 83.)

" FrotoTcoll der Verhandlungen, etc., J. Brand, Vienna, 1904, p. 90.

" Edmund Fischer, Der Widerstand des deutschen VoVces gegen WaMen-

trechtungen, "Sozial. Monatshefte," viii (x), fase. 10.

"^Edmund Fiacher, Die Sadhsische Probe, "Sozial. Monatshefte," viu

(x), fase. 12.
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due to an error of omission on the part of tlie leaders. The
rank and file did not recognize the importance of the loss they

were to suffer because the leaders had neglected to point out

all its consequences. AecusfSe€lr-to4)eiitg-TuleTjE^^^^^ ^^^

'

file nejd-a-fi«SsitLtiiable ^ Wiii'kM- p.il!Sjjara Lloff^Eil^e-they- can be

set in-mcttion. In default- of thia, and when si^g^^g^ch the

rank and file dn not und pr,<;tflTirl arft^wygprmteiTrymade by the

IpadpT-g tVipy pfiILJ2^ attention.

The most striking proof of the organic weakness of the mass

is furnished by the way in which, when deprived of their leaders •

in time of action, tlipy Qh^ndnn fhp fipld nf Viattlp in f}ignrfWprl

fligift; they seem to have no power of instinctive reorganization,

and are useless until new captains arise capable of replacing

those that have been lost. The failure of innumerable strikes

and political agitations is explained very simply by the oppor-

tune action of the authorities, who have placed the leaders under
lock and key.^^ It is this experience which has given rise to the

view that popular movements are, generally speaking, artificial

products, the work of isolated individuals termed agitators

(Aufwiegler, Hetzer, Meneurs, Sobillatori) , and that it suffices

to suppress the agitators to get the upper hand of the agitation.

This opinion is especially favoured by certain narrow-minded
conservatives. But such an idea shows only the incapacity of

those who profess to understand the intimate nature of the mass.

" The most conspicuous example of this is furnished by an episode in the

history of the Danish labour movement. The condemnation and subsequent

exile in America of the socialist leader, Louis Pio, in the seventies, sufficed

to check for years the growth of the labour movement, then in its infancy

(Eud. Meyer, J)er Sosialismus m Vanemark, Aug. Schindler, Berlin, 1875,

pp. 13 et seq.) . Gustav Bang describes the collapse of the movement in the

following terms: "He [Pio] had become fatigued, and was too weak to

continue the struggle. In the spring of 1877 he allowed himself to be bribed

by the police, who induced him to leave the country for ever ; with him went
Geleff, who had also been bribed. Pio died in America in 1894. This was
disastrous for the party. It had trusted Pio too blindly, believed in him
too earnestly, ta be able to stand on its own feet. . . . There were no
new men to fill the empty place, and the party was too loosely constructed,

too weakly combined, to be able to hold together. The unions dissolved

or faded out of existence" (G. Bang, Ein BUch auf die Geschichte der

danisahen Sozialdemocratie, "Neue Zeit, " December 25, 1897, xvi, vol. i,

No. 13, pp. 404-5). Another notable example, and a more recent one, be-

longs to the history of the labour movement in France, where in 1909 the

attempt at a general strike of railway men failed because Briand, the •

Prime Minister, had suddenly imprisoned some of the most influential lead-

ers of the railway workers.
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In collective movements, with rare exceptions, the process is nat-
ural and not "artificial." Natural above all is the movement
itself, at whose head the leader takes his place, not as a rule of
his own initiative, hut by force of circumstances. No less natural
is the sudden collapse of the agitation as soon as the army is de-
prived of its chiefs.

The need which the mass feels for guidance, and its incapacity
for acting in default of an initiative from without and from
above, impose, however, heavy burdens upon the chiefs. The
•leaders of modern democratic parties do not lead an idle life.

Their positions are anything but sinecures, and they have ac-

quired their supremacy at the cost of extremely hard work.
Their life is one of incessant effort. The tenacious, persistent,

land indefatigable agitation characteristic of the socialist party,

particularly in Germany, never relaxed in consequence of casual

failures, nor ever abandoned because of casual successes, and
which no other party has yet succeeded in imitating, has justly

aroused the admiration even of critics and of bourgeois oppo-

nents.^'' In democratic organizations the activity of the profes-

sional leader is extremely fatiguing, often destructive to health,

and in general (despite the division of labour) highly complex.^*

"In a controversial article directed against a Catholic periodical of con-

servative tendencies, the "Germania" of Berlin, another Catholic paper,

the "Westdeutsche Arbeiterzeitung, " the organ of the Catholic workers of

the Ehineland, publishes the following appreciation of its socialist oppo-

nents: "We could wish that our own party would take example by the

sentiment of sacrifice for the party welfare with which the socialist workers

are animated. We cannot venture to assert, as does the ' Germania, ' that in

the socialist party there is a larger number of arrivists than in any other,

for we must confess that we lack materials to prove such a proposition. It

is indeed our own impression, based upon considerable experience, that the

socialist workers demand from their paid employees a notable amount of

intellectual labour and of propagandist activity. In fact, the leaders com-

monly fulfil the desires of the mass" (quoted from the "Frankfurter

Volksstimme, " 1910, No. 248, 5th supplement). In the same vein writes

the Catholic priest Engelbert Kaeser, Der Sozialdemohrat hat's Wort!,

Herder, Freiburg i. B., 1905, 3rd ed., p. 201.

" The capitalist press. is in the habit of describing socialist leaders as de-

bauchees and parasites who batten upon the funds extracted from the toilers.

The first part of the accusation is absurd. The second is, of course, sub-

stantially true, but does not, to the sociologist, involve condemnation on

that account. Certainly the leaders live at the cost of the workers, but with

the full knowledge of these, and, in so far as the workers are organized, by

their deliberate will. The leaders are selected and paid to render in return

inestimable service. Another reflection may be made in passing. The fact

that the workers are able permanently to maintain out of their savings so
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He has continually to sacrifice Ms own Yitality in the struggle,

and when for reasons of health he ought to slacken his activities,

he is not free to do so. The claims made upon him never wane.

The crowd has an incurable passion for distinguished orators,

for men of a great name, and if these are not obtainable, they

jinsist at least upon an M.P. At anniversaries and other celebra-

ptions of which the democratic masses are so fond, and always

'during electoral meetings, demands pour in to the central organi-

zation, and close always on the same note, "we must have an

M.P. !"i^ In addition, the leaders have to undertake all kinds

- of literary work, and should they happen to be barristers, they

must give their time to the numerous legal proceedings which

are of importance to the party. As for the leaders of the highest

grade, they are simply stifled under the honorary positions which

are showered upon them. Accmnulation of functions is, in

fact, one of the characteristics of modern democratic parties.

In the German socialist party we not infrequently hna tnaTthe

same individual is a town-councillor, a member of the diet, and

a member of the Eeichstag, or that, in addition to two of these

functions, he is editor of a newspaper, secretary of a trade

union, or secretary of a co-operative society ;
^° the same thing

is true of Belgium, of HoUand,^^ and of Italy. AU this brings

enormous a party-apparatus as that of the German social democracy, con-

tradicts the Theory of Increasing Misery, and contradicts even more plainly

Lassalle's theory (now, indeed, almost universally abandoned) of the Iron

Law of Wages. (Cf. the present writer's address to the third Italian Con-

gress of the Sciences held at Padua in 1909, Bilucidagioni sulla teoria dell'

immiserimento, "Giornale degli Economisti, " xxxix, series 2, 1909.)
^' In Italy, requests for an M.P. are often sent to the head ofBee when the

matter in question is no more than the proclamation of a strike. One of the

country branches once asked for the exclusive services of a socialist deputy
for an entire fortnight. He was to study the local working conditions of

the agricultural labourers, to discover possibilities of improvement, to draft

a memorial to the local landowners, and so on (Varazzani and Costa, Bela-

zione della Di/rezione del Partito al Congresso d'Imola, September 1902, Co-

operativa Tip.-editrice, Imola, 1902, p. 7).
"" Oehme, referring to the labour movement in Bremen, writes: '

' My posi-

tion was certainly not one to be envied, for I was publisher, editor, distribu-

tor, advertising agent, and cashier, not to mention maid-of-all-work.

Throughout the year I had not a single Sunday free, for I spent all my
Sundays running up and down stairs in order to collect the monthly sub-

scriptions to the paper, a task not accomplished without difficulty." This
refers to an earlier date when the anti-socialist laws were still in force, and
when the division of labour in the movement had not attained its present
degree ("Bremer Burger-Zeitung, " September 23, 1904, xv, No. 225).

'^In Holland, Willem Hubertus Vliegen was at one and the same time
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lifiTjjpv t.n
t|
|ie leader, glvpi Tn'm nnwor ovor tho mnjnn. -JoaVpg Tiim

mnrft pnrl mnvp jnrliHppTiRahlpi ; h^it. it also iD-^^lyflP ^nntinnrMic,

overwork; for those who are not of exceptionally strong consti-

tuti6n it is aut to involve a premature_death.^^

socialist deputy, editor in chief of the central organ of the party ("Het
Volk"), county councillor of N. Holland, municipal councillor of Amster-

dam, president of the party executive, and chairman in ordinary in all the

congresses—six functions in all (Leeuwenburg, "Nieuwe Arnhemsche Cou-

rant," No. 4659).
^ It is remarkable how large a percentage of socialist agitators and or-

ganizers have succumbed to mental disorder. Carlo Cafiero, Jean Volders,

Bruno Schonlank, Georg Jaeckh, died in asylums. Lassalle was on the verge

of physical and mental coUapse when he determined to devote his life to

Helene von Donniges. This predisposition to insanity is a result of the over-

work which the party life imposes upon its leaders.



CHAPTER VI

THE POLITICAL GRATITUDE OP THE MASSES

In addition to the political indiff^encg_Q£.4hc maoociJ and to

/^tTiptr-TT^d Piw {I' uiilH iim; M inrtrliraTmthftr iaGtegr-fmd-Qne of Sk

C^lnftiPirjTiftrRl gnnility, whi^h p f^nfT-iyipt^p tr>^.im u'ii|.iPii mi i

y of the-

leaders, and this is i;hpi latitude felt by the crowd for those

who pr°aS: ^T^'^ w^''t°' "" ^;^nf^^!-heha^f The leaders acquire fame

as defenders and advisers of the people; and while the mass,

economically indispensable, goes quietly about its daily work, the

leaders, for love of the cause, must often suffer persecution, im-

prisonment, and exile.'-

These men, who have often acquired, as it were, an aureole of

sanctity and martyrdom, ask one reward only for their services,

gratitude.^ Sometimes this demand for gratitude finds written

'"It is the privilege of the leaders to march in the van, and to be the

first to receive the blows directed against the party by our adversaries"

(Auguste Bebel, Em Nachmort zur Viseprdsidentenfraffe und Verwandtent,

reprint from "Neue Zeit," 1903, p, 21). Naturally this applies chiefly to

times of comparative political calm.

''The appeal to gratitude is an effective means of domination, an ad-

mirable platform upon -which to base further claims. The poet aptly puts

in the mouth of a spokesman of the masses the following words, directed

against a victorious leader who is vaunting his own merits: "Neither the

money in our money-boxes, nor the words in our mouths, nor the wine in

our cellars, nor the wives in our beds, will be safe from him. He -will always
be telling us, 'I delivered you from the Grenoese, I am the victor of Alis-

eampo' " (Eudolph Lothar, Konig HarleTcin, G. H. Meyer, Leipzig-Berlin,

1900, p. 39) .—The part which gratitude has played in the political life of

great national organizations still lacks adequate recognition. The omnipo-
tence of Bismarck, the founder of the modern German Empire, an omnipo-
tence which endured for nearly thirty years, was largely based upon this

sentiment. Max Nordau -writes with perfect justice: "Unprincipled ad-

vantage is taken of the most touching and amiable characteristic of our
nation, its gratitude" (Max Nordau, Die KranVheit des Jahrhunderts, B.
EUscher, Leipzig, 1888, p. 247).—^In Italy, many patriots who had rendered
great services in the struggles on behalf of United Italy were, after the con-

Btitution of the kingdom, elected deputies, and were subsequently re-elected

again and again, simply out of gratitude for their ancient services. (Cf.

Pasquale Turiello, Governo e Governati in Italia, Fatti, N. Zanichelli, Bo-
logna, 1889, 2nd revised edition, p. 325.)

60
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expression.' Among the masses themselves this sentiment of

gratitude is extremely strong.* If from time to time we encoun-

ter exceptions to this rule, if the masses display the blackest

ingratitude towards their chosen leaders, we may be certain

that there is on such occasions a drama of jealousy being played
beneath the surface. There is a demagogic struggle, fierce,

masked, and obstinate, between one leader and another, and the

mass has to intervene in this struggle, and to decide between the

adversaries. But in favouring one competitor, it necessarily dis-

plays "ingratitude" towards the other. Putting aside these ex-

ceptional cases, the mass is sincerely grateful to its leaders, re-

garding gratitude as a sacred duty.^ As a rule^-fcfais s^atiment

of gratitua5"'1s-displayed in the continual re-electiou of the

°Cf. a cateeMsm for the use of the Belgian, workers (Alphonse Octors,

De Caiechisrtms van den WerTcman, Volksdrukkerij, Ghent, 1905, p. 6), in

which we read, in reply to the question, "Has there not been eonsiderahle

change for the better of late?" the answer, "Yes, thanks to the unwearying

propaganda of De Paepe, Jean Volders, G. Defuet, Leon and Alfred De
Fuisseaux, Vandervelde, Anseele, and many others, the workers have secured

the legal recognition of their civil equality."

*The leaders often maintain that the democratic masses are ungrateful,

but this is far from being true. Eoscher writes of democracy in the life

of the state, that whereas the ingratitude of the monarchy and of the aris-

tocracy is conscious and deliberate, when the democracy is ungrateful, this

usually arises from an involuntary forgetfulness, dependent upon the fre-

quent party changes characteristic of democratic government, and is alto-

gether uncaleulating and devoid of personal intention (Eoscher, op. cit., p.

396). In the internal life of the democratic party, since here "party

changes" are much rarer than in the national life of democracy, there

is far less likelihood of the display of ingratitude.

" The German socialist party showed a fine spirit of gratitude towards the

elder Liebknecht, appointing him, when his intellectual powers were already

beginning to fail, to the editorship of "Vorwarts," and voting him, though

not without opposition, a salary of £360 (ProtolcoU des sosialdemoTcratischen

Parteitags su FranTcfurt, 1894, p. 33). When Liebknecht died and his

family was left badly ofE, the party provided funds for the continuance of

his sons' education.

Eduard Bernstein considers that it was simply on account of a sense of

gratitude that Max Schippel, the deputy, was not expelled from the party

at the Bremen Congress of 1904. "A fine human sentiment, whose work-

ing has been seen in earlier congresses, was here once more manifest. I

refer to the obvious disinclination to pass a political death-sentence upon

one who has done important services for the party. . . . These are cer-

tainly among the choicest feelings of which the human heart is capable:

respect for merit, and antipathy to the idea of brutal expulsion" (Eduard

Bernstein, Was Bremen gebraoht hat, "Neue Montagsblatt, " i, No. 22,

September 26, 1904,
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leaders,-wbe^ai=6-4es€¥^ed.-well-e#-the party, «o EBat leadership •

pnmTrmnly ftoonvnc^a pfti?pet]«>V-n'f jgjjie-gcncral fCcKr^""oF the

mass-tbal-it-ATO-uld be '-'-aBg¥at-efBJ:^Hf"Hiey~fgiIe3"to confirm in

°It is to this sentiment that Bernstein refers the indignation which was
displayed at the Dresden Congress (1903) by the majority of the dele-

gates, when it was reported that a number of the more revolutionary ele-

ments had decided to vote against the re-election of the reformist Ignatz

Auer as a member of the Executive Committee. The general feeling in

the party was that of eternal gratitude towards Auer because he had been

one of the JEounders of the party, and because to the rank and file he seemed
the personification of a most interesting period in the history of the social

democracy (Eduard Bernstein, Die Demokratie in der SosialdemoJcratie,

"Sozial. Monatsh.," September 3, 1908, p. 1109). In the opinion of the

present writer, the case of Auer manifests also, gratitude apart, the gen- '

eral disinclination of the masses to change their leaders. (Of. Part 11,

Chap. I.)



CHAPTER VII

THE CULT OF VENERATION AMONG THE MASSES

The socialist parties often identify themselves with their leaders
±n the extent of adnptinrr +>in i^ndrrri' nniTlfii Thus, in Ger-
many from 1863 to 1875 there were LassaUists and Marxists;
whilst in France until quite recently there were Broussists, Al-
lemanists, Guesdists, and Jauresists.^ The fact that these per-
sonal descriptive terms tend to pass out of use in such coun-
tries as Germany may be attributed to two distinct causes : in the
first place, there has been an enormous increase in the member-
ship and especially in the voting strength of the party; and
«Pf»r»nf11y TOitTiiTi +ha pgT-+y

,

^I'n+i+nvpMp Tn^
^f

. giypTi pin i f i | || (jtj

nMrfhy
,

ffm- thr Tnir1n"i nf ihh nliCiiTrhT nrr irinpirr rl by nrnti

ments of mutual jealousy. As a supplementary cause may be
mentioned tne general lack of leaders of conspicuous ability,

capable of securing and maintaining an absolute and indisputa-

ble authority.^

The English anthropo-sociologist Frazer contends that the

•mnintannnpn nf thr nrirr nnd nnthnrity nf thn ntatn in tn n 1 n r~n

extent dependent iip"" the supsiistit.ious ^rlri'i "f thn jirf'^i

thiO)eiBffr4B-htti vieiy. a ba *^ ryioang ^^al^f\ T,^> ft , f
rnnA end. Among

such superstitious notions, Frazer draws attention to the belief

so frequent among the people that their leaders belong to a

^ In this we see the analogy of party with religious sects and monastic

orders. Yves Guyot rightly points out that the members of the modern
party imitate the practice of the medieval monks, who, while faithfully fol-

lowing the teachings of their respective masters, called themselves after

St. Dominic, St. Benedict, St. Augustine, and St. Francis (Yves Guyot, La
CotiiSdie socialiste, Bibl. Charpentier, Paris, 1897, p. 111).

'' According to Sombart, there has occurred in the German socialist party,

concurrently with its numerical increase, a decline in quality. He writes:

"The socialist democracy found it necessary to reduce to impotence the

men of real talent, and to replace them by vigorous routinists. What could

Marx do to-day as editor of the 'Neue Zeit' or even of the ' Sozialistische

Monatshefte'; what could Lassalle do in the Reichstag?" (Werner Som-

bart, Die Deutsche VoVcswvrtschaft im 19 Jahrlmndert, Bondi, Berlin, 1903,

p. 528.)
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higher order of humanity than themselves.^ The phenomenon
is, in fact, conspicuous in the history of the socialist parties

s,durina-tbfr4ast fifty years. The supremacy of the leaders over

ithe ntaas-depfinds^not-solely-ftpon -the factors alreaJ^ JIgcussed,

(but also upon the widespread superstitious reverence paid_ta-the

fleadf^a^W-aecount of their superiority irLJimjaat-'Clilture'—for
-^hinh j^ rm-fnTr, ^patPT' T-Pgppf>t iq pnrmnnnljr Mt thin frn- tjnfi

^iHtuiuJcluiil worth.
The adoration of the led for the leaders is commonly latent.

It reveals itself by signs that are barely perceptible, such as

the tone of veneration in which the idol's name is pronounced,

the perfect docility with which the least of his signs is obeyed,

and the indignation which is aroused by any critical attack upon
his personality. But where the individuality of the leader is

truly exceptional, and also in periods of lively excitement, the

latent fervour is conspicuously manifested with the violence of

an acute paroxysm. In June 1864, the hot-blooded Rhinelanders

received Lassalle like a god. Garlands were hung across the

streets. Maids of honour showered flowers over him. Intermina-

ble lines of carriages followed the chariot of the "president."

"With overflowing and irresistible enthusiasm and with frenzied

applause were received the words of the hero of the triumph,

often extravagant and in the vein of the charlatan, for he spoke

rather as if he wished to defy criticism than to provoke applause.

It was in truth a triumphal march. Nothing was lacking—^tri-

umphal arches, hymns of welcome, solemn receptions of foreign

deputations.* Lassalle was ambitious in the grand style, and,

as Bismarck said of him at a later date, his thoughts did not

go far short of asking whether the future German Empire, in

which he was greatly interested, ought to be ruled by a dynasty
of HohenzoUerns or of Lassalles.® We need feel no surprise that

all this adulation excited Lassalle 's imagination to such a degree

that he soon afterwards felt able to promise his affianced that

he would one day enter the capital as president of the German
republic, seated in a chariot drawn by six white horses.^

^ J. G. Frazer, Psyche's TasTc, Macmillan, London, 1909, p. 56.

*See the accounts in. the contemporary papers, which appear as preface

to the speech delivered by Lassalle at Eonsdorf, May 22, 1864, in Ferdinand
Lassalles Gesamtwerken, edited by Erich Blum, Pfau, Leipzig, vol. ii, p. 301.

"Bismarck, in the Reichstag, September 17, 1878 (Fiirst Bismarck's Be-
den, edited by Philippe Stein, Beclam, Leipzig, vol. vii, p. 85).

°3. Vahlteieh, op. cit., p. 58.
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In Sicily, ia 1892, when the first agricultural labourers'
unions, known as fasci, were constituted, the members had an
almost supernatural faith in their leaders. In an ingenuous eon-
fusion of the social question with their religious practices, they
often in their processions carried the crucifix side by side with
the red flag and with placards inscribed with sentences from the
works of Marx. The leaders were escorted on their way to the
meetings with music, torches, and Japanese lanterns. Many,
drunk with the sentiment of adoration, prostrated themselves be-

fore their leaders, as in former days they had prostrated them-
selves before their bishops.'' A bourgeois journalist once asked
an old peasant, member of a socialist fascio, if the proletarians

did not think that Giuseppe De Felice Giuffrida, Garibaldi
Bosco, and the other young students or lawyers who, though of

bourgeois origin, were working on behalf of the fasci, were not
really doing this with the sole aim of securing their own election

as county councillors and deputies. "De Felice and Bosco are

angels come down from heaven!" was the peasant's brief and
eloquent reply.®

It may be admitted that not all the workers would have re-

plied to such a question in this way, for the Sicilian populace

has always had a peculiar tendency to hero-worship. But
throughout southern Italy, and to some extent in central Italy,

the leaders are even to-day revered by the masses with rites of a

semi-religious character. In Calabria, Enrico Ferri was for some
time adored as a tutelary saint against governmental corruption.

In Rome also, where the tradition of the classic forms of pa-

ganism still survives, Ferri was hailed in a public hall, in the

name of all the "proletarian quirites," as "the greatest among
the great." The occasion for this demonstration was that Ferri

had broken a window as a sign of protest against a censure ut-

tered by the President of the Chamber (1901).» In Holland,

in the year 1886, when Domela Nieuwenhuis was liberated from

prison, he received from the people, as he himself records,

'Adolfo Eossi, Die Bewegung m Sicilien, Dietz, Stuttgart, 1894, pp. 8

and 35.

* Eossi, op. cit., p. 34. Even to-day, De Felice is venerated as a demigod,

especially in Catagna, where, as Syndic, he has carried on an extensive and

many-sided activity in the field of municipal socialism. (Cf. Gisella Micheis-

Lindner, GescMchte der modernen Gemeindebetriebe in Italien, Dunke u.

Humblot, Leipzig, 1909, pp. 77 et seq.)

'Enrico Ferri, La Questione meridionale, "Asmo," Eome, 1902, p. 4.
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greater honours than had ever been paid to any sovereign, and

the halls in which he addressed meetings were profusely adorned

with flowers.^" Such an attitude on the part of the mass is not

peculiar to backward countries or remote periods; it is an ata-

vistic survival of primitive psychology. A proof of this is

afforded by the idolatrous worship paid to-day in the depart-

ment of the Nord (the most advanced industrial region in

France) to the Marxist prophet, Jules Guesde. Moreover, in

certain parts of England, we find that the working classes give

their leaders a reception which recalls the days of Lassalle.^^

The 'adora£ion-TrH;-h«~^i^lk.si3jmv^_thei^^ The great-

tmi JT7i]m^^=q;sarifl~rp jQa^^jrti^--^^ of Lassallc,

the AUgemeiner Deutscher^&beiterverein, of which he had been

absolute monarch, broke up into two sections, the "fraction of

the Countess Hatzfeld" or "female line," as the Marxist ad-

versaries sarcastically styled it, and the "male line" led by J.

B. von Schweitzer. While quarrelling fiercely with one another,

these two groups were at one, not only in respect of the honour

they paid to Lassalle's memory, but also in their faithful ob-

servance of every letter of his programme. Nor has Karl Marx
escaped this sort of socialist canonization, and the fanatical zeal

with which some of his followers defend him to this day strongly

recalls the hero-worship paid to Lassalle.^^ Just as Christians

used to give and still give to their infants the names of the -

founders of their religion, St. Peter and St. Paul, so socialist

parents in certain parts of central Italy call their boys Lassallo

and their girls Marxina, as an emblem of the new faith. More-
over, the zealots often have to pay heavily for their devotion, in

quarrels with angry relatives and with recalcitrant registration-

officials, and sometimes even in the form of serious material in-

jury, such as loss of employment. Whilst this practice is at

times no more than a manifestation of that intellectual snobbery
from which even the working-class environment is not wholly
free, it is often the outward sign of a profound and sincere ideal-

" Ferdinand Domela Nieuwenhuia, Van Christen tot Anarchist, Gedenk-
schriften, Van Holkema en Warandorp, Amsterdam, 1911, p. 198. Cf. also

P. J. Troelstra, "De Wording der S.D.A.P.," Na tien jaar (1894-1904)
Gedenkschriften, Soep, Amsterdam, 1904, p. 97.

"Cf. a report by H. M. Hyndman of his visit to Burnley, "Justice,"
1910, xxviii. No. 1355.

"An analogous spirit is manifested by the phrase long current among
the militant Italian democracy, "He spoke evil of Garibaldi," signifying
"He committed the most horrible of crimes."
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ism.i* What.fiyeiuiia-£ausfi._it_Droves the ^A^y^^i'^r^ foi+ Ky thf-

masses for &e leaders_aB-adtrration tEaagfiending JJie-JJmts of
a ampig-smsH iTfiihtigatiea-iQr services rendered. Sometimes
this sentimentof hero-worship is turned to practical account by
speculative tradesmen, so that we see in the newspapers (espe-
cially in America, Italy, and the southern Slav lands) adver-
tisements of "Karl Marx liqueurs" and "Karl Marx buttons";
and such articles are offered for sale at public meetings.^* A
clear light is thrown upon the childish character of proletarian
psychology by the fact that these speculative activities often
prove extremely lucrative.

The- masses experience a profound need to prostrate them-j

- selvesTnOt tSimplv beiore great ideals, but also hetore tlip. iiiJ

raiv^rlnq]^ -mlin in their eycs incgrpwate such ideals. Their ado-

l isation for these temporal divinities is t'tie "more blind in propor-y

\tion as their lives are rude. There is considerable truth in the
• paradoxical phrase of Bernard Shaw, who r1rfini--| rlrniriiTITy as

a -goJlection of idolators. in contradistinction to aristoeracv.

which is a. conection ol ioois.^- This"need to pay adoring wor-

ship is often the sole permanent element which survives all the

changes in the ideas of the masses. The industrial workers of

Saxony have during recent years passed from fervent Protestant-

ism to socialism. It is possible that in the case of some of

them this evolution has been accompanied by a complete reversal

of aU their former intellectual and moral valuations; but it is

certain that if from their domestic shrines they have expelled the

traditional image of Luther, it has only been in order to replace

it by one of Bebel. In Emilia, where the peasantry has under-

gone a similar evolution, the oleograph of the Blessed Virgin

has simply given place to one of Prampolini; and in southern

Italy, faith in the annual miracle of the liquefaction of the blood

of St. Januarius has yielded before a faith in the miracle of the

superhuman power of Enrico Ferri, "the Scourge of the Ca-

morra." Amid the ruins of the old moral world of the masses,

there remains intact the triumphal column of religious need.

They often behave towards their leaders after the manner of the

sculptor of ancient Greece who, having modelled a Jupiter To-

"Cf. the articles by Saviuo Varazzani, Una famiglia socialista, and Beo

di leso-Socialismo, "Avanti della Domenica," ii, Nos. 67 and 68.

"Eobert Michels, Storia del Marxismo in Italia, Mongini, Kome, 1910, pp.

148 et seq.

"Bernard Shaw, The Bevolutionist's Sandboolc.
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nans, prostrated himself in adoration before the work of his own
hands.

In tTiP nhJAf^t nf gnpTi ^(^pyotinn TnorfglnmaTiio I'a opt ta.oncnol°

The immeasurable prpsirnrptinn, whir^h ia nnt. withoH4-fbr-7'rtTniA

sidepfffnTTCjiTii^Rs"ffvun3lS^ popular leaders^Jsjot, depend-

~*¥3so-upon the atmos-

This over-

ent sol^Jx Mi their bfij

phere of_adulation in wfaich-they live and breathe.

w-eft]:iing ..self ostooDa^-on^thejBiart of the Ieade^g_^i#aggs'a power-

ful suggestive influence, y^ereby the masses axe-«^nfl^aed=j^

their-^ffiwat^g=f^itfiiiHEHdiiv^Tld'1t"thu^

"George Sand writes: "J'ai travaill6 toute ma vie a @tre modeste. Je
declare que je ne voudrais pas vivre quinze jours entouree de quinze per-

sonnes persuadees que je ne peux pas me tromper. J'arriverais peut-§tre a
me le persuader k moi-meme" (George Sand, Journal d'un voyagew pen-
dant la guerre, M. Levy Freres, Paris, 1871, pp. 216-17).



CHAPTER VIII

ACCESSORY QUALITIES REQUISITE TO LEADERSHIP

In the opening days of the labour movement, the foundation
of leadership consisted mainly, if not exclusively, inorato^ieal

^11 _ It is impossible for the crowd to escape the feslHetitr^nd

emotional influence of words. The fineness of the oratory ex-

ercises a suggestive influence whereby the crowd is completely

subordinated^to_thBwilljif.*irg~57^tor Now the essential char-

acteristic of democracy is found in the readiness with which it

succumbs to the magic of words, written as well as spoken. In
a democratic regime, the bom leaders are orators and journal-

ists. It suffices to mention Gambetta and Clemenceau in Prance

;

Gladstone and Lloyd George in England ; Crispi and Luzzatti in

Italy. In states under democratic rule it is a general belief that

oratorical power is the only thing which renders a man com-

petent for the direction of public affairs. The same maxim
applies even more definitely to the control of the great demo-

cratic parties. The influence of the spoken word has been ob-

vious above all in the country in which a democratic regime

first came iato existence. This was pointed out in 1826 by an

acute Italian observer: "The English people, so prudent in

the use of its time, experiences, in listening to a public speaker,

^The suggestive force of the oratory of the cultured leader is described

in the following terms by one who was himself a master in its exercise:

"In a political orator the principal matter is neither his command of the

subject nor the mode in which he presents it; his power is established

from the moment when he begins, no longer to speak, but rather to be

carried forward upon a thousand glances, friendly it may be or hostile,

but always vibrant with a metallic sheen, and launched by a thousand pal-

pitating hearts. There is always in the orator's mind, even in that of

the greatest, a sense of extreme tension . . . until at last the moment
comes when one's blood suddenly warms up, and one sails on a cloud, or

soars lite a lark, higher, always higher. . . . The orator on the platform

reacts to the gaze of the audience. He sees the red hearts of the crowd

palpitating towards him, their thoughts concentrating towards him like

a thousand threads uniting in one" (Adolf Koster, Die sehn Schornsteine,

Langen, Munich, 1909, p. 113).
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the same pleasure which it enjoys at the theatre when the works

of the most celebrated dramatists are being played. " ^ A quar-

ter of a century later, Carlyle wrote: "No British man can at-

tain to be a statesman or chief of workers till he has first proved

himself a chief of talkers."* In France, Ernest-Charles, mak-

ing a statistical study of the professions of the deputies, showed

that, as far as the young, impetuous, lively, and progressive par-

ties are concerned, almost all the parliamentary representatives

are journalists and able speakers.* This applies not only to the

socialists, but also to the nationalists and to the antisemites. The
whole modern history of the political labour movement confirms

the observation. Jaures,^ Guesde, Lagardelle, Herve, Bebel,

Perri, Turati, Labriola, Eamsay Macdonald, Troelstra, Henriette

Eoland-Holst, Adler, Daszynski ^—all, each in his own fashion,

are powerful orators.

On the other hand, it is the lack of oratorical talent which

largely explains why, in Germany, such a personality as that of

Eduard Bernstein has remained in comparative obscurity, not-

withstanding the vigour of his doctrinal views and his great

intellectual influence; why, in Holland, Domela Nieuwenhuis

has in the end lost his leading position ; why, in France, a man
possessed of so much talent and cultivation as Paul Lafargue,

"Giuseppe Peeehio, Vn' Elezione di Membri del Parlamento in IngJiXl-

terra, Lugano, 1826, p. 109.

' Thomas Carlyle, Latter Day Pamphlets, No. V, '
' Stump-Orator, '

'

Thomas Carlyle 's Works, "The Standard Edition," Chapman and Hall,

London, 1906, vol. iii, p. 167.

*J. Ernest-Charles, Les Lettres du Parlement, "La Eevue," 1901, voL
xxxix, p. 361.

°A critic says of Jaurfes that he "governs by eloquence.^' " Jaur6s est

orateur; c'est un vaste orateur, et son Eloquence est lyrique, s'etale en

larges periodes, pour I'essort desquelles il faut de larges amphitheatres.

La societe, 1 'universe, toute la societe, si possible, dans sa majestueuse

unite, et 1 'universe dans sa prodigieuse immensite, ce serait mieux encore,

sont les amphitheatres naturels, les auditoires necessaires, devant qui

Jaurfes se sent de taille a discourir" (Edouard Berth, Les discours de

Jauris, "Mouvement Soeialiste," series 2, iv. No. 144, December 1, 1904,

pp. 215 and 218). Another biographer believes that in JaurSs' skull he
can recognize the anthropological type of the '

' born orator " :
" il a la tete

faite pour parler au loin et regarder en I'air" (Gustave Tery, JeanJawres,

le poHe lyrique, "L'OEuvre," Paris, 1904, viii, p. 11). Cf. also the view

expressed by XJrbain Gohier, Histoire d'une trahison, 1899-190S, SociitS

Parisienne d 'Edition, Paris, 1903, pp. 28-9.

'Richard Chamarz, Charalcterslcizsen Oesterreichischer Folitiker, "Die
Zeit," Naumann, 1902, p. 493.
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closely connected by family ties with Karl Marx, failed to attain
such a position in the councils of the party as Guesde, who is

far from being a man of science, or even a man of very power-
ful intelligence, but who is a notable orator.

Those who aspire to leadership in the labour organizations
fully recognize the importance of the oratorical art. In March,
1909, the socialist students of Kuskia College, Oxford, expressed
discontent with their professors because these gave to sociology
and to pure logic a more important place in the curriculum than
to oratorical exercises. Embryo politicians, the students fully
recognized the profit they would derive from oratory in their
chosen career. Eesolving to back up their complaint by ener-
getic action, they went on strike until they had got their own
way.'

r~^heLarestige f\ .mmre.(\ hv the nratnr in the mindr. of t.hp. r.rnwd
is almost unlimited. "What the masses_aPj3rooiata above-tdlr-are

oratorical gifts as such, beauty ^nd ^treTirth of ynirr, rinpplnTmriM

se'condary importance. A spouter wh6, as if bitten by a taran-

tula, rushes hither and thither to speak to the people, is apt to

be regarded as a zealous and active comrade, whereas one who,
speaking little but working much, does valuable service for the

party, is regarded with disdain, and considered but an incom-

plete socialist.^

pngupntifmably
,

f.^p ff^st^iTigtinTi exercised by the beaijiy of a
aonnrmTR-ftlftq-Hpn p.fi—isL-ia£te.Ti^lTvrTFieJi H.s.ggs^^r^^ pi

• prelade-lo a long sprips n£-#ifHJliiRinnmp,ntSj,.f¥HiTTrr'-JM!g.ajiiw^-1^ .

sppalft^H.Za-pjap+ipq] pf^ti^ntjps bpar iiQj)roportion tfljds-oeateriaal

abjjJfeSf-QT simply becaiise he is a pejson of altomtbex common
charaetec—In most cases, however, the masses, intoxicated by
the s ueakBi''iJ uovrera. arc hiaiaotized to sudra~depri&-ihat>foK
^"•^^-p^'j^ftds tn ""T"° thpy no" in bim n m n gnified image ofJheir^
sQWfi~^e.® Their admiration and enthusiasm for the orator arcy/

in ultimate analysis, no more than admiration and enthusiasm

for their own personalitJesi, and these, sentim^feare fostered by

'Cf. a notice ia "The Westminster Gazette," March 30, 1909.

" Adolfo Zerboglio, Ancora la Propaganda improduttiva, "Critica So-

ciale, " xiii. No. 14.

' Cf . regarding the emotional relationships between leaders and the masses

a sketch by J. K. Kochanowski, TJrzeiikldnge und Wetterleuohten Ge-

scMohtlicher GeseUe in den Ereignissen der Gegenwart, Wagner, Innsbruck,

1910, p. 19.
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the orator in that he undertakes to speak and to act in the name

of the mass, in the name, that is, of every individual. In re-

sponding to the appeal of the great orator, the mass is imcon-

seiously influenced by its own egoism.

Numerous and varied are the personal qualities thanks to

which certain individuals succeed in ruling the masses. These

qualities, which may be considered as specific qualities of lead- ^

ership, are not necessarily all assembled in every leader. Among
them, the chief is-the forec of wiU which roducea to obedience

less powerful wills. Next in importance come the foUowingT-aK;^

widpT PYTpTrT^f Irnnyled jo-e which impresses the members of the

leaders' environment; a catonian strengt]i-©f-eeasdc±ion, a force

of-idea,s often verging on fanaticism, and which arouses the re-

spect of the masses by its very intensity ; selfcsoffici^y, even if

accompanied by arrogant-piade, so long as the leader snows how
to make the crowd share his own pride in himself ;

^^ in excep-

tional cases, finally, ^nndnpsa nf hear

j

^ and disinteiestedaess.

qualities which recall in the minds of the crowd the figure of

Christ, and reawaken religious sentiments which are decayed

but not extinct.

The quality, however, which most of all impresses the crowd

is the prestige of celebrity. As we learn from modern psy-

chology, a notable factor in the suggestive influence exercised by

a man is found in the elevation to which he has climbed on the

path leading to the Parnassus o^selstllj^- Tarde writes: "En
realite, quand un esprit agit sur notre pensee, c'est avec la col-

laboration de beaucoup d'autres esprits a travers lesquels nous

le voyons et dont 1 'opinion se reflete dans la notre, a notre insu.

Nous songeons vaguement a la consideration qu'on a pour lui

... a I'admiration qu'il inspire. . . . S'il s'agit d'un

homme celebre, c'est en masse et confusement que le nombre
considerable de ses appreciateurs nous impressionne, et cet in-

fluence revet un air de solidarite objective, de realite imperson-

nelle, qui fait le prestige propre aux personnes glorieuses."*^

It suffices for the celebrated man to raise a finger to make for

himself a political position. It is a point of honour with thev

masses to put the conduct of their afEairs in the hands of a ce-

"Cf. Rienzi (H. van Kol), op. eit., p. 250; Gabriel Tarde, L'Action in-

termentale, "Grande Eevue," Paris, 1900, iv. No. 11, p. 331; Ettore Cio-

cotti, Psicologia del Movimento socialista, Laterza, Bari, 1903, p. 128; B,

Fourni&re, op. eit., p. 128.

"G. Tarde, L'Action intermentale, p. 334.
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lebrity. The crowd always submits willin^X-to-tlie-coiite^ oi
dfsQuguMiEjJt^^^^ttais:—TlTfTjiwr wTin appfiars hp.fnr-P ^^ ptti

crowned with, laurels is considered a priori to be a demi-god.
If he cousp.nts tn plppp hinnself at. their hpad it mattefsTJttlft

"wb^*&-ire-ias--gaiiifid_his_Jaurels_i for he can count upon their

applftag5=aBt2iilh]jgiasm; ft was "IBecause Lassalle was cele-

brated at once as poet, philosopher, and barrister that he was
able to awaken the toiling masses, ordinarily slumbering or
drawn in the wake of the bourgeois democracy, to group them
round his own person. Lassalle was himself well aware of the
effect which great names produce upon the crowd, and for this

reason he always endeavoured to secure for his party the adhe-
sion of men of note.^^ In Italy, Enrico Ferri, who while still a
young man was already a university professor, and had at the
same time acquired wide distinction as the founder of the new
Italian school of criminology, had merely to present himself at

the Socialist Congress of Eeggio Emilia in the year 1893 to

secure the leadership of the Italian socialist party, a leadership

which he retained for fifteen years. In like manner, Cesare Lom-
broso, the anthropologist, and Edmondo De Amicis, the author,

had no sooner given in their adhesion to the socialist party than
they were immediately raised to positions of honour, one becom-
ing the confidential adviser and the other the official Homer
of the militant Italian proletariat. Yet not one of these distin-

guished men had become a regular subscribing member; they

had merely sent certain congratulatory telegrams and letters.^*

"Lassalle, who had a keen sense of theatrical pomp, and wished to dis-

play the results obtained by his energies, endeavoured to introduce as many
bourgeois as he could into the Allgemeiner Deutscher Arbeiterverein. In his

famous last speech he plumed himself upon having in the union a con-

siderable number of men "who belong to the bourgeois class . . . a whole

series of authors and thinkers" (Ferdinand LassaUe, Die Agitation des

Allgemeinen Deutschen Arbeitervereins und das Versprechen des Konigs

von Preussen, a speech at Eonsdorf, 1864. Edition "Vorwarts," Berlin,

1892, p. 40). Even Bernstein, whose judgment of Lassalle is otherwise

so extremely favourable, admits the president's excessive inclination for the

attraction of brilliant names into the Verein (Eduard Bernstein, Ferdi-

nand Lassalle und seine Bedeutung fur die ArieiterJclasse. Edition "Vor-

warts," Berlin, 1909, p. 55).

"Eegarding the relationships of these two distinguished men with Italian

socialism, consult Eobert Michels, Edmondo De Amicis, " Sozialistisehe

Mouatshefte, " 1909, fasc. 6, p. 361; and Cesare Lomhroso, Note suW Uomo
politico e suW Uomo privato, Archiv. di Anthrop. Criminale, xxxii, fase.

iv-v.
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In France, Jean Jaures, already distinguislaed as an iacademic

philosopher and as a radical politician, and Anatole France,

the celebrated novelist, attained to leading positions in the'

labour movement as soon as they decided to join it, without hav-

ing to undergo any period of probation. In England, when
the poet William Morris, at the age of forty-eight, became a

socialist, he immediately acquired great popularity in the social-

ist movement. Similar was the case in Holland of Herman
Gorter, author of the fine lyric poem Mei, and of the poetess

Henriette Eoland-Holst. In contemporary Germany there are

certain great men, at the zenith of their fame, who are intimate

sympathizers with the party, but have not decided to join it.

It may, however, be regarded as certain that if Gerhard Haupt-

mann, after the success of his Weavers, and Werner Sombart,

when his first published writings had attracted such wide at-

tention, had given in their official adhesion to the German so-

cialist party, they would now be amongst the most honoured

leaders of the famous three million socialists of Germany. In

the popular view, to bear a name which is already familiar in

certain respects constitutes the best title to leadership. Among
the party leaders will be found men who have acquired fame'

solely within the ranks of the party, at the price of long and
arduous struggles, but the masses have always instinctively pre-

;ferred to these those leaders who have joined them when already

'full of honour and glory and possessing independent claims to

immortality. Such fame won in other fields seems to them of

greater value than that which is won under their own eyes

and solely in the field of socialism.

Certain accessory facts are worth mentioning in this connec-

tion. History teaches that between the chiefs who have acquired

high rank solely in consequence of work for the party and those

who have entered the party with a prestige acquired in other

fields, a conflict speedily arises, and there often ensues a pro- -

longed struggle for dominion between two factions. As motives

for thio otrugglo, wc have, on the one aidu, unvji ftajj^jealousy, •

and, nn ttip ith"T| r^"^i
'

'^rtinTi and ambition. In addition to

these subjective factors, objective and tactical factors are also

in operation. The great man who has attained distinction solely

withiad^hc partycommonly possesses, when compki'tjd
'wi^j—the

'

' outsider," the advantage of a T^ppnpr HpnsiTTJTir Lhti Immgdmtelsr

-i!>ra:ettcaI7 a better understanding of mass-psychology, a fuller

knoWleage of the history~irf^e-4afeQttrLiaQiement, and in many
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cases clearer ideas concerning the doctrinal content of the party
prograname.

"" ~~
"

In this struggle between the_two_g:ronps of leaders, twa phases

may almost always' bs_distinguished. The new arrivals begin

by detaching the masses from the power of the old leaders, and
by preaching a new evangel which the crowd accepts with de-

lirious enthusiasm. This evangel, however, is no longer illu-

minated by the treasury of ideas which as a whole constitute so-

cialism properly so-called, JaaJLby ideas drawn from the science

or from the art in whicb.4htiaiCSJ^ ^J^l- m (i**-]iaEe-jrevrously"~5c'-

quiretl idiiih, audTTisgiven a suggestive weight owing to the ad-

miration of the great amorphous public. Meanwhile, the old

leaders, filled with rancour, having first organized for defence,

end by openly assuming the offensive. They have the.jtg,tural

advantageqf^ numbers. It often happens thaTtEe new leaders

lose their headslbecause, as great men, they have cherished the

illusion that they are quite safe from such surprises. Are not

the old leaders persons of mediocre ability, who have acquired

their present position only at the price of a long and arduous ap-

prenticeship ? In the view of the new-comers, this apprentice-

ship does not demand any distinguished intellectual qualities,

and from their superior platform they look down with miagled

disdain, and compassion. There are, however, additional reasons

why the men of independent distinction almost invariably suc-

cumb in such a struggle. ^ Poets, aesthetes, or men of science, they

• refuse to submit to the general discipline of the party, and at-

tack the external forms of democracy.^ But this weakens their

position, for the mass cherishes such forms, even when it is ruled

by an oligarchy. Consequently their adversaries, though no

more truly democratic, since they are much cleverer in preserv-

ing the appearance of democracy, gain credit with the crowd.

It may be added that the great men are not accustomed to

confront systematic opposition. They become enervated when

prolonged resistance is forced upon them. It is thus easy to un-

derstand why, in disgust and disillusion, they so often abandon

the struggle, or create a little private clique for separate political

action. The few among them who remain in the party are in-

evitably overthrown and thrust into the background by the old

leaders. The great Lassalle bad already found a dangerous

competitor in the person of the simple ex-workman, Julius Vahl-

teich. It is true that Lassalle succeeded in disembarrassing

himself of this opponent, but had he lived longer, he would have
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had to sustain a merciless struggle against Liebknecht and Bebel.

William Morris, after he had broken with the old professional

leaders of the English labour movement, was reduced to the

leadership of his little guard of intellectuals at Hammersmith.

Enrico Ferri, who at his first entrance into the party had to

'eSeounter the tenacious mistrust of the old leaders, subsequently

committed theoretical and practical errors which ended by de-

priving him once for all of his position as official chief of the

jcalian socialists. Gorter and Henriette Eoland-Holst, after hav-

ig for some years aroused intense enthusiasm, were finally over-

thrown and reduced to complete impotence by the old notables of

/the party.

Thus the dominion dependent upon distinction acquired out-

side the party is comparatively ephemeral. But age in itself-

is no barrier whatever to the power of the leaders. The ancient

Greeks said that white hairs were the first crown which must
decorate the leaders' foreheads. To-day, however, we live in an
epoch in which there is less need for accumulated personal ex-

perience of life, for science puts at every one 's disposal efficient

means of instruction that even the youngest may speedily become
thoroughly well instructed. To-day everything is quickly ac-

quired, even that experience in which formerly consisted the

sole and genuine superiority of the old over the young. Thus,

not in consequence of democracy, but simply owing to the tech-

nical type of modem civilization, age has lost much of its value,-

and therefore has lost, in addition, the respect which it in-

spired and the influence which it exercised. It might rather

be said that age is a hindrance to progress within the party, just

as in any other career which it is better to enter in youth be-

cause there are so many steps to mount. This is true at least

in the case of well organized parties, and where there is a great

influx of new members. It is certainly different as far as con-

cerns leaders who have grown old in the service of the party.;

Age here constitutes an element of superiority. Apart from the

gratitude which the masses feel towards the old fighter on ac-

count of the services he has rendered to the cause, he also pos-

sesses this great advantage over the novice, that he has a better

knowledge of his trade. David Hume tells us that in practical

agriculture the superiority of the old farmer over the young
arises in consequence of a certain uniformity in the effects of the

sun, the rain, and the soil upon the growth of plants, and be-

cause practical experience teaches the rules that determine and
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guide these influences.^* Ijuparty li^'° tlig n\(\ >iqT)d has a sim-

^^T Q^^TaTyfa^a ffo pQgsesses a profouuder understanding of the
l't^1n l .ili r iWlli[>M llM l.W I T II C J II IMP-ajJfl PTTPPT. whlch rr*^-^ th^~TT-f,mQ-

wfyf^nt prrpw^ft^i pnlitinni lifp anrj the substance of popular psy-

chology..

—

Tiio TPgnU- it^ ^;V|t^
,t his conduct is gui"3i5 by aJiEeness

of ^pEfcepTioSTo~wTneh-i)he-youngJiaji£uiQt-ye^

M < < "Why is the aged husbandman more skilful in his calling than the

young beginner but because there is a certain uniformity in the operation

of the sun, rain, and earth towards, the production of vegetables; and

experience teaches the old practitioner the rules by which this operation

is governed and directed" (David Hume, Enquiries Concerning the Human
Understanding, viii, i, 65, Ed. Clar. Press, Oxford, 1902, p. 85).



CHAPTER IX

ACCBSSOET PECULIARITIES OF THE MASSES

To enable us to understand and properly to appreciate the su-

periority of the leaders over the mass it is necessary to turn our

attention to the characteristics of the rank and file. The ques-

tion arises, what are these masses?

It has already^ hppn shfiBgt-dTal a, general sffPtiiaflBt. of

diBgESnce towards-ibe management a£-ilu own affairo io natural
to th&-ciu3wd. evPT\ when organized to fnrm po1it.ip.a1 part.iea.

f The vpry p.mnp^s^t^"" ^^ thft maf^.cj is F|npb °j <" Tmnr^nn. i* ^^ji

.

ahl^tn rpsist. fh(^ pnwpv nf ^y^' ord"^ "^' Inirlnro' iTTrnrn. nf its

' own strength. An analysis of the Gferman trade unions 'in re-

speuL of "the age of their members gives a sufficiently faithful

picture of the composition also of the various socialist parties.

The great majority of the membership ranges in age from 25

to 39 years.^ Quite young men find other ways of employing

their leisure; they are heedless, their thoughts run in erotic

channels, they are always hoping that some miracle will deliver

them from the need of passing their whole lives as simple wage-

earners, and for these reasons they are slow to join a trade

union. The men over forty, weary and disillusioned, commonly
resign their membership (unless retained in the union by purely

personal interest, to secure out'of-work pay, insurance against

illness, and the like). Consequently there is lacking in the or-

ganization the force of control of ardent and irreverent youth'
and also that of experienced maturity. In other words, the lead-

ers have to do with a mass of members to whom they are superior

in respect of age and experience of life, whilst they have noth-

ing to fear from the relentless criticism which is so peculiarly

characteristic of men who have just attained to virility.

Another important consideration as to the composition of

the rank and file who have to be led is its fluctuating character.

It seems, at any rate, that this may be deduced from a report

'Adolf Bravrn, Organisierbarkeit der Arbeiter, "Annalen fur soziale

Politik und Gesetzebung, " i, No. 1, p. 47.

78
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of the socialist section of Munich for the year 1906. It contains
statistics, showing analytically the individual duration of mem-
bership. The figures in parenthesis indicate the total number
of members, including those members who had previously be-
longed to other sections.

Membeeship Classihed Accoeding to Dueation.

Less than 6 months 1,502
From 6 months to 2 years 1,620

684

1,020

507
270
127
131

833

" 2 to 3
" 3 to 4
" 4 to 5
" 5 to 6



C. INTELLECTUAL FACTORS

CHAPTER X

SUPERIORITY OF THE PROFESSIONAL LEADERS IN
RESPECT OF CULTURE, AND THEIR INDISPBN-
SABILITY; THE FORMAL AND REAL INCOMPE-
TENCE OP THE MASS

In the infancy of the socialist party^ wlien the organization is

still weak, when its membership is scanty, and when its princi-

pal aim is to diffuse a knowledge of the elementary principles of

socialism, professional leatipT-g pfp Ipsp TmnriRrnnR than are leaders

whose work-JgTETs department is no more than an accessory^ oc-

cnpation . "Rnt -with thr fnrthf'r pri i jr n i PT' ''

^-n^^^atiiff^ j

new needs continually arise, at once within the party and in re-

spppt. n_r it,s reiatioTisliips with flip. nntPT wnT-1d. Thus the moment
inevitably comes when npither the iflealism ^T(]{i pnt]inriitmn-nf

the intenpptngla nnr ypt tbp gnndwill wit.b wTiiph tho prolp-

tfl^^Rr'fi '^Pynt
iP t^ipi^ fT-nQ-timn nn ;S!nT^.^flyj;j fn +>1P wnrV pf

J

;hp

parly ,

~5TiflIce-aHy longeg-^O- Tn^pt. th^ rp^ixirPTn puts' nf thn-pasp.

The-prnyifiiflnaLjaiiaL-thm give p1af,p, to thft-pe-nnanenJ^ and -

dileftantism^muSt~yieldr4o-^ofessioaalism.
With the appparanpp nf professional leadership, there ensues

a great accentuation of the cultural differences between the lea^T"

ers and the led. Long experience has shown that among theiac-

tors which sBeure the dominion of minorities over majorities

—

money and its equivalents (economic superiority), tradition and
hereditary transmission (historical superiority)—^the first place

must be given to the formal instruction of the leaders (so-called

intellectual superiorit.yy-..>J!fe« tfa»Kinst-^irinT^fflHi1.i.nb,'Fipryntiffn

shows that in the parties of the proletariat the leaders are, in
Tngtif.T- ai r,f of^nnation. grcatlv supcrior to the led.

•Figgaatiglly^ thitj f^i^pPTiOT-ity is pnrply ff)|-Tr>j<1 _ Ttp existCUCe

is plainly manifest in those countries in which, as in Italy, the

course of political evolution and a wide-spread psychological

predisposition have caused an afflux into the labour party of a

SO
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great number of barristers, doctors, and university professors.
' The deserters from the bourgeoisie become leaders of the prole-
tariat, not in spite of, but because of, that superiority of formal
instruction which they have acquired in the camp of the enemy
and have brought with them thence.

It is obvious that the dynamic influence of jji eHftTiPWf^nTnprs
- over the^ass_of workers wilLjiimin]ihIi.n prnpovtTfm~arT:ViPiT-
ownju^SerJacEeaafis, that a small nucleus of doctors and bar-
risters in a great popular party will be more influential than a
considerable quantity of intellectuals who are fiercely contending
for supremacy.! In other countries, however, such as Germany,
whilst we find a few intellectuals among the leaders, by far
the greater number of these are ex-manual workers. In these
lands the bourgeois classes present so firm a front against the
revolutionary workers that the deserters from the bourgeoisie
who pass over to the socialist camp are exposed to a thorough-
going social and political boycott, and, on the other hand, the
proletarians, thanks to the wonderful organization of the state,

and because highly developed capitalist manufacturing industry
demands from its servitors high intelligence, have attained to
the possession of a considerable, if elementary, degree of scholas-
tic instruction, which they earnestly endeavour to amplify by
private study. But the level of instruction among the leaders
of working-class origin is no longer the same as that of their
former workmates. The party mechanism, which, through the
abundance of paid and honorary posts at its disposal, offers a
career to the workers, and which consequently exercises a power-
ful attractive force, determines the transformation of a number
of proletarians with considerable intellectual gifts into employees
whose mode of life becomes that of the petty bourgeois. This
change of condition at once creates the need and provides the

opportunity for the acquisition, at the expense of the mass, of

more elaborate instruction and a clearer view of existing social

relationships.^ Whilst their occupation and the needs of daily

life render it impossible for the masses to attain to a profound
knowledge of the social machinery, and above all of the working

'In the earliest days of the Dutch socialist movement, the leaders, all

of bourgeois origin, were extremely restricted in number. For this very

reason, it seems, they resisted in every possible way the adhesion to the

party of new intellectuals whose competition they might have reason to

fear. (Cf. Prank van der Goes, Van de Oude Partij, "Na Tien Jaar^" pp.
52 et seq.)

'Cf. Partly, Chap. V.
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of the political machine, the leadei' uf tv oi'liiug-clctss urt^ is

familiar with all the technical details of pnMi'e lif^^ gjiij^tlmg

tn-fTToT-pflga Tiiff snpf^"-^ity "^'o>- t^? -fanV 13tiH fila- Jn prOpOPtiOU

as the profession of politician becomes a more complicated one,

and in proportion as the rales of social legislation become more
numerous, it is nrfpnifn-y-fnr nnn who would understajtdr^olitica

to possess wider expe '̂°^"ft
^pr^i :t»»MnrgYTovipiTro b-T1^»w[or^^^o Thus

the gulf between the leaders and the rest of the party becomes
fiver wider , until the moment arrives in which the leaders lose

alUirnA ppnHpTvT'RnliflaTify with t.hp nlasH t"r""7 w*^^"*^ t^"y fcnyp'

PDr"^frj ^^'^ the^^ p^RUpg g T1PW <^lR,ss-division between ex-prole-

tarian pflptains and proletarian common soldiers? WhenTEe
wnrker-n nTinhun I nndnrr. fnr~FlT5ai.gfelgfe£!^tTrpy arft withJJiaicJTWTt

lianrlff nrpiting np-ar Tnggtprs whnsp pr-iTipipgl mpang nf-dowwninri^

is -fmiTirl in tTipiy hpttPT- ingfTnP<;prl T^ inrlg

It is not only in the trade-union organization, in the party
administration, and in the party press, that these new masters

make their influence felt. Whether of working-class or of bour-

geois origin, they also monopolize the party representation in

parliament.

An Darties to-day have a parliamentary aigL.^ (There is only

one exception^ that of the anarchists, who~"^Tfe almost without
political influence, and who, moreover, since they are the de-

clared enemies of all organization, and who, when they form or-

ganizations, do so in defiance of their own principles, cannot
be considered to constitute a political party in the proper sense

of the term.) They pursue legal methods, appealing to the elec-

tors, making it their first aim to acquire parliamentary influence,

and having for their ultimate goal "the conquest of political

power." It is for this reason that even the representatives of

the revolutionary parties enter the legislature. Their parlia-

mentary labours, undertaken at first with reluctance,* but sub-

" Cf . Part VI, Chap. I.

*It is well known that in all countries the socialists at first took part
in elections almost in spite of themselves, and full of scruples and theo-

retical reserves which have nothing in common with the conception of par-
liamentarism held by socialist deputies to-day. Thus in Germany, in 1869,
some years after the first participation of the socialists in the elections to
the Eeichstag of the North German Federation, Wilhelm Liebknecht
thought it necessary to justify this action in special writings, in which
express reference was made to the fact that, notwithstanding this participa-
tion in the elections, parliament was for the socialists an institution of
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sevjjuently with increasing satisfaction and increasing profes-

sional zeal, remove them further and further from their elec-

tors. The questions which they have to decide, and whose effec-

tive decision demand on their part a serious work of preparation,

involve an increase in their own technical competence, and a con-

sequent increase in the distance between themselves and their

comrades of the rank and file. Thus the leaders, if they were
not "cultured" already, soon become so. But culture exegeises

a^uggestive influexice-e-viiv Ihte ludbhes.

In proporiionas they becomeinitiaiedristoriite-4etails of po-

litical life, as they beetHare^^fSImllaiiaed •

yv ilh Ihn dlffeieuL ast>ects

of the-fewal prnblpm and with q«estiofls of foreignT^tdky^the
• leaders gain an iTnpnrt.a.np.e whiV.h^3ieTwfpT!rt^^TfrTTTT^4«T'WP<m^ so

long as thjeij:-B€b¥ty upnLmues Lo pracLiHe a parliaimjUlalV 'tactic.

and which will perhaps render them important even should this

tactic be abandoned. This is perfectly natural, for the leaders

cannot be replaced at a moment's notice, since all the other

members of the party are absorbed ia their every-day occupa-

tions and are strangers to the bureaucratic mechanism.^ This

quite subordinate importance. In Italy, in 1882, when the extension of

the suffrage induced the Italian workers to abandon the policy of ab-

stention from voting which they had hitherto practised, Enrico Bignami
published a similar apologia. Liebknecht wrote: "By our speeches in

the Beichstag we cannot diffuse among the masses any truths that could

not be much better diffused in some other way. Then what 'practical'

purpose have we in speaking in the Beichstag? None whatever! And to

speak without purpose is folly. We gain no advantage, whilst we incur

the obvious disadvantage of sacrificing our principles, of debasing our seri-

ous political struggle to the level of the parliamentary game, and of en-

couraging the people to cherish the illusion that the Bismarckian Eeich-

stag is destined to solve the social problem" (Wilhebn Liebknecht, Veber

die poUtische Stellung der SosialdemoTcratie insbesondere mit Bezug auf den

Beichstag, Vorwarts-Verlag, Berlin, 1893, p. 15). Bignami 's view was a

very similar one. In recommending electoral activity, he contended that

the socialist deputy should always refrain from active participation in

legislation, and that the only purpose of his presence in parliament should

be to proclaim from this lofty tribune the annihilation of the very privilege

in virtue of which he had himself mounted that tribune (Enrico Big-

nami, II Candidato socialista, Plebe, Milan, 1882, p. 3). It will readilly

be understood that so long as the socialist deputies continued to hold such

views of their parliamentary position they could take no part in "practical

politics. '

'

"It must not be supposed that the technical competence of the leaders

is necessarily profound, and it may be quite superficial. It has been

justly observed that the deputies (especially in countries in which the

government is responsible to parliament) have to spend a great deal of
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'special competence, this expert kaoadedgc, whidi_fche leader

qiiirnn in rmi llt^rH lit}i,<',(!HbisiMe-Jir almost ioaeeeflsible. Lu Lbe-

^[^rcn Tiim n sipfnnty ^^ fnTinva wiiiph p^nflirts y^Jipm u^ijuiifi?ij

>^rinciples of democracy^
Till' li 1 1iiii(-Tl I iiiiifiifniiju^ich definitely elevates the leaders

above t.h p- m!\g^ and i-inhityt^ tfTft mass trF-JEa-lftariers, has its

influence reinforced by certain other factors, such as wmline,

the sociaI_fid]icatjpn which the deputies gain in the chamber,

and their speciaLtraining in the work of parliamentary commit-

tees.® The leaders naturally endeavour to apply in the normal

life of the parties the manoeuvres they have learned in the parlia-

mentary environment, and in this way they often succeed in di-

verting currents of opposition to their own dominance.'' The
parliamentarians are past masters in the art of controlling

meetings, of applying and interpreting rules, of proposing mo-

their valuable time in intrigues, and that just as journalists must often

write, so deputies must often speak, impromptu, discussing subjects with

which they are very little aequaioted. "Pour qui examine, salt eeouter

et observe, ce n'est pas uniquement le cabinet actuel qui chancelle; la

desaffection, une certaine disaffection, il ne faut rien exagerer, s'adresse a
I'outil parlementaire lui-meme. Les republicains devraient renoncer, do
leur propre initiative, a ce regime, use de palabres, oil un depute passe tout

son temps k harceler uu Ministre lequel emploie tout le sien, meme ses

veilles, k ne pas se laisser desar^onner. Toute minute se depense en recep-

tions, en paroles, et en preparation de discours. Nul n'a le loisir de con-

troler, de refleehir, de diriger. La quality premiere d'un depute et d'un
Ministre est de posseder I'organe et le talent d'un avocat capable de causer

de tout, S. toute heure, en tons lieux. De ce regime qui a succ6d6 au
noble rSgne de I'epee et qui precSde celui du travail, de ce rSgne de la

parlotte, 1 'opinion a d6j4 donne une forte preuve de dugout" (Paul
Brousse, "Petit Meridional," April 12, 1909).

"Cf. Ettore Ciccotti, Montecitorio. Noterelle di uno che c'S stato, Mon-
gini, Rome, 1908, pp. 44, 45, and 74. Ciccotti regards the committees as

the seat or as the point of origin of an oligarchy within parliament, that is

to say, of an oligarchy within an oligarchy.

'Bearing upon this point, a striking passage may be quoted from the

London correspondence of the socialist " Volksstimme, " of Prankfort-on-

the-Main, of February 2, 1909, concerning the Ninth Congress of the

English Labour Party. '
' All expectations to the contrary notwithstanding,

the two closing days of the Congress were peaceful, and were marked by
no great discussions. This shows above all how united are the principal

party leaders upon matters of tactics; but it shows also the extraordinary
adroitness of the party executive, which had arranged the Agenda in such
a way that it was possible for the chairman to steer the Congress past
all the danger points almost without attracting attention. . . . The first

preventive measure adopted by the standing orders committee was to rule

out of the Agenda certain resolutions whose discussion was regarded aa
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tions at opportune moments ; in a word, they are skilled in the
Ttse of artifices of all kinds in order to avoid the discussion of
controversial points, in order to extract from a hostile majority
a vote favourable to themselves, or at least, if the worst comes
to the worst, to reduce the hostile majority to silence. There
is no lack of means, varying from an ingenious and often am-
biguous manner of putting the question when the vote is to be
taken, to the exercise on the crowd of a suggestive influence by
insinuations which, while they have no real bearing on the ques-
tion at issue, none the less produce a strong impression. As
referendaries^ (rapporteurs) and experts, intimately acquainted
with all the hidden aspects of the subject under discussion, many
of the deputies are adepts in the art of employing digressions,

periphrases, and terminological subtleties, by means of which
they surround the simplest matter with a maze of obscurity
to which they alone have the clue. In this way, whether acting
in good faith or in bad, they render it impossible for the masses,
whose "theoretical interpreters" they should be, to follow them,
and to understand them, and they thus elude all possibility of
technical control. -. TbRj arf> ma.gters of the situation.*

The intangibility of the deputies is increased and their privi-

leged position is further consolidated by the renown which they
acquire, at once among their political adv^rsariesand among
th^ig^wTi partisans; byJ;heir_oidl^inal taleuj^ byllieirjpecial-

izfig^ptitudes, or byjh^r^harrn of |.liei" ><<\'^'^"
\\WPFm~^ifri' rtf

thei^^hysicai pefsSialitigs. The dism issal by fh^-anirarmpA

masses o?a universa|iy-esteeHagd!'Sder wuuM dij ui'udjt thr pnrty
throughout the country._3rot only would the party suffer from
being deprived of its leaders, if matters were thus pushed to an
extreme, but the political reaction upon the status of the party
would be immeasurably disastrous. Not only would it be neces-

sary to find substitutes without delay for the dismissed leaders,

needless or undesirable." Neitlier the correspondent nor the editor of the
" Volksstinune " thought it necessary to make any comment on this pro-

cedure.

'It is interesting to note that the developing bourgeoisie of the seven-

teenth century found itself in relation to the monarchy in the same state

of inteUeotual inferiority as that in which to-day are the democratic

masses in relation to their leaders, and for very similar reasons. The in-

genious Louis XIV expressed the point in the following words: "Toute
I'autoritS se trouvait alors [en Franche Comte] entre les mains du Parle-

ment qui, comme une assemblfie de simple bourgeois, serait facile et 3.

tromper et h. intimider" (Dreyss, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 328).
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who have only become familiar with political affairs after many
years of arduous and unremitting toil (and where is the party

which between one day and the next would be able to provide

efficient substitutes?) ; but also it has to be remembered that it is

largely to the personal influence of their old parliamentary chiefs

that the masses owe their success in social legislation and in the

struggle for the conquest of general political freedom.

The democratic masses are thus compelled to submit to a

restriiKtiQii-eiHrhbrr^wn wilis wEen tTTFy--awPPorppfrf?r'r '''°
t^^^

their leaders an authority whichls in the long run destructive to

*the- very-^winetple" of democracy. TJia leador.!su4iiincipai source^
>of power is found fn his i"^"i°p°"°gT^iiity One who is indispBn-

sable has in his power all the lords and masters of the earth.*

The history of the working-class parties continually furnishes

instances in which the leader has been in flagrant contradiction

with the fundamental principles of the movement, but in which

the rank and file have not been able to make up their minds to

draw the logical consequences of this conflict, because they feel

that they cannot get along without the leader, and cannot dis-

pense with the qualities he has acquired in virtue of the very

position to which they have themselves elevated him, and be-

cause they do not see their way to find an adequate substitute.

Numerous are the parliamentary orators and the trade-union

leaders who are in opposition to the rank and file at once theo-

retically and practically, and who, none the less, continue to

think and to act tranquilly on behalf of the rank and file. These

latter, disconcerted and uneasy, look on at the behaviour of the

"great men," but seldom dare to throw off their authority and

40 give them their dismissal.

'Rie iiIPOffljpetence-Q£lhe_masses is almost universjal tt!'vnnfyTimit_
t.tuR dnmains nf pnlit.ical l ifp

,

anH fhis c.onst,it,utfia-J^ mnkl.'"Hlitid

fpnnrlatinn nf t.TiP pnwPT nf tbp Iparlprs The incompetenceXur-

'

nishes_the leaders with a, jvpactical and to s^me^glaaL-with a

moral juotifieatien . Since S^janfc' tmd lilo aro-iaeapaJiIfijrf look-

ing after their-awn intere.sts,-44^-4«-nef^i',i-iMM.i;v llnnrThey sbnnid'

' One who is indispensable can submit even the hereditary leader to hia

will. Eoscher relates that a despotic prince in North Germany, when one

of his best officials was offered a position in a neighbouring state, asked
the minister who advised the prince to retain the official in his own
service, "Is he indispensable?" When the minister replied in the affirma-

tive, the prince said, "Let him go then, for I have no use for an indis-

pensable servant" (Eoscher, op. cit., p. 359).
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tave eypw:ts-tD attend to their affnira , From ttiia -pm-ni-. nf view
it cannot be always considered a bad thing that tbs-leaders
shQHld-wjaHy-tead. The free election of leaders by the rank and
file presupposes that the latter possess the competence requisite
for the recognition and appreciation of the competence of the

• leaders. To express it in French, la designation des capacites

suppose elle-meme la capacite de la designation.

The recoffliition of the political iTYinifitiirify nf +h<^ magg ^Tirl

of ^Se^^possibiiity of a ^eomplcte practical application, o£ the
principle of mass-sovereignty^ has led ^cerjaio—distingTiished
tbmke^^ propose that" democracy"" should ^a lim^+oH hy Hp-

moeiacy itself.^" . Condorcet wished that the mass should itself

decide in what matters it was to renounce its right of direct con-

trol.^*- This would be the voluntary renunciation of sovereignty

on the part of the sovereign mass. The French Kevolution,

which claimed to translate into practice the principle of free

popular government and of human equality, and according to

which the mutable will of the masses was in the abstract the su-

preme law, established through its National Assembly that the

mere proposal to restore a monarchical form of government
should be punishable by death.^^ In a point of such essential

importance the deliberative power of the masses must yield to

the threat of martial law. Even so fanatical an advocate of

popular sovereignty as Victor Considerant was forced to ac-

knowledge that at the first glance the machinery of government
seemed too ponderous for it to appear possible for the people as

such to make the machine work, and he therefore proposed the

election of a group of specialists whose duty it should be to

elaborate the text of the laws which the sovereign people had
voted in principle.'^* Bernstein also denies that the average man
has sufficient political competence to render unrestricted popu-

lar sovereignty legitimate. He considers that a great part of the

questions that have to be decided consist of peculiar problems

concerning which, until all men become living encyclopaedias, a

"Cf. Part III, Chap. IV.

"Condorcet, Progris de I'Esprit humain, ed. de la Bib. Nat., p. 186.

"Adolphe Thiers, Sistoire de la Bevolution Frangaise, Brockhaus, Leip-

zig, 1846, vol. ii, p. 141. The same spirit of illogical amalgamation of un-

limited popular sovereignty with the most rigid and despotic tutelage ex-

ercised over this alleged sovereign by its leaders, dominates most of the

speeches of the Jacobins. (Cf., for example, (Euvres de Danton, recueilliea

et annotees par A. Vermorel, Cournol, Paris, pp. 119 et seq.)

"Victor Considerant, op. eit., p. 41.
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few only will have interest and knowledge. To attain to an ade-

quate degree of information regarding such, questions, so that a

carefully considered judgment can be given, requires a rare

sense of responsibility such as cannot at present be attributed to

the majority of the citizens.^* Even Kautsky could not but rec-

ognize the difficulty of the problem thus presented to the labour

movement; he has pointed out that it is not every province of

social life which is suitable for democratic administration, and

that democracy must be introduced gradually, and wiU not be

completely realized until those interested shall have become

capable of forming an independent judgment upon all decisive

questions ; and he shows that the possibility of realizing demo- •

cratie administration will be greater in proportion as the co-

operation of all the persons concerned in the decision of the is-

sues becomes possible.^^

The iaeompetence of the masses, which is in last analysis al-

ways recognized by the leaders, serves t.n pvnvi<if> a. fTipnT-etical

justSuiTtSTTTui lliij-rtoremiion nf tbese. In England, which owes

to Thomas Carlyle the theory of the supreme importance of

great men, or "heroes," and where that theory has not, as in

Germany, been utterly expelled from the ofScial doctrine of

socialism by the theory of historical materialism, even socialist

thought has been profoundly influenced by the great-men theory.

The English socialists, in fact, including those of the most vari-

ous tendencies, have openly declared that if democracy is to be

effective it must assume the aspect of a benevolent despotism.

"He [the leader] has a scheme to which he works, and he has

the power to make his will" effective. " ^^ In all the affairs of

management for whose decision there is requisite specialized

knowledge, and for whose performance a certain degree of au-

thority is essential, a measure of despotism must be allowed, and

thereby a deviation from the principles of pure democracy.

From the democratic point of view this is perhaps an evil, but

it is a necessary evil. P^ogiali^Tn dnfts r\n\ sipniP ii yl l iiiL^ J)if

the people, but everything for the peoiale.^^ Consequently the

"Bduard Bernstein, Zur . GesahicMe und Theorie des Sozialisimis, Bdel-

heim, Berlin, 1910, p. 204.

"Karl Kautsky, Consumvereine und Arheiterbewegung, Ignaz Brand,

Erste Wiener Volksbuchhandlung, Vienna, 1897, p. 16.

"James Eamsay Maedonald, Socialism and Society, Independent Labour
Party, London, 1905, pp. xvi, xvii.

" Ernest Belfort Bax, Essays in Socialism New and Old, Grant Richards,

London, 1906, pp. 174, 182.
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English socialists entrust the salvation of democracy solely to
the good will and to the insight of the leaders. The majority
determined by the counting of heads can do no more than lay
down the general lines; all the rest, which is tactically of greater
importance, devolves upon the leaders. The result is that quite
a small number of individuals—three, suggests Bax—effectively

controls the policy of the whole party. Social democracy is not
democracy, but a party fighting to attain to democracy. In
•other words, democracy is the end, but not the means.^^ The
impossibility of the means' being really democratic is conspicu-
ously shown by the character of the socialist party as an under-
taking endowed with certain financial characteristics, and one
which, though created for ideological aims, depends for its suc-

cess, not only upon the play of economic forces, but also upon
the quality of the persons who have assumed leadership and re-

sponsibility.

Here, as elsewhere, the saying is true that no undpTtaVing

can RHr.i'.HHil mil.linnl. Ih.i.iIi i!<,-!uLil.1i(>i]l-
,

rnn.t iagers. in parallelism

with the corresponding phenomena in industrial and commer-
cial life, it is evident that with the growth of working-class

organization there must be an accompanying growth in the

value, the importance, and the authority of the leaders.^" The-
pT-iTlf>jp1o nf fho A^'^\^\^,r^ nf InVinmi nvnni-nr

, fipffTTlllfaTn, pnd i t. is

mitb gnnd rpaaatUJiat. the TiPCPSsitvLfrir expert IpfirlprsVn'p li^s bffy
compared with that whifh g"^°° ^^sp +" stppfialism JutTiP ipric^^^mA

profeesieB-fmdr in toohuical ohcmiati-y.'"'
I

' Specialisnij bnwp.ypr^ implips finthnrity Jus^^^S_the patient

^obeys 1fr°-d""tnr, bernii se the doptnt- ]rnA-nTP TinttnT- tTran the

1 patient, hayiflg. made a . special-study of the hum§ja' body iii

1 health and diseasftrggnffTTfi^ the pnlitirnl pnitient fiuhiniti tn thh

^guidance of his party lead pfg ,

wTin pnacogg g pnKtlmJ.< potcnni^
lyrnpftogjiilp nf att,ainment bv the rank nnd f^lf' S^

Thus democracy ^y^" ^y imrlpT-
p
rmTip; tranefnTmntinn JTitn^S

fona~Qf government bytha-^ot, into f\r\ fixistnpracy. At oitce'

mnitrriniHy"ninfrTi i nt
'MTIjvi!]T^ ^re th ftf"^

•°^^" TnTna±-fef>-TP-

ga iid'prl a
,f!

thp_mr.gt pfippbl" a"*^ ^Iip nmnt Twn .tUT-e.

IslTn^t, thCTcfore. their duty a&-JPeH-as their right to put

"Bax, ibid.
" Fausto Pagliari, Le organizzazione e i loro Impiegati, relazione al VII

Congresso Nazionale deUe societa di resistenza, Tip. Coop., Turin, 1908, pp.

3, 5, 8.

=»Eienzi (H. van Kol), op. cit, p. 250.
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th^is^Jves at the head, and to lead not merel'p^ "« r<?p-rps°Titat,i|Y^g_

of th r ikI ttj, hnt n n indiTidnn l^ prondly f.migm»nsi of thpir own
personal value !

^^

""^ -^

'^Sueh was in actual fact the thesis of a Milanese politician, Guglielmo
Gambarotta. Cf. his article La Funzione dell' Uomo politico, "Eivista
critica del Socialismo," Eome, 1899, anno I, fasc. 9, p. 888. Gambarotta,
not having succeeded in beeoniing a socialist deputy, abandoned the social-

ists to join the bourgeois radicals.
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AUTOCRATIC TENDENCIES OF LEADERS





CHAPTER I

THE STABILITY OF LEADERSHIP

No one who studies the history of the socialist movement in Ger-
many can fail to be greatly struck by the stability of the group
of persons leading the party.

In 1870-71, in the year of the foundation of the German Em-
pire, we see two great personalities, those of Wilhelm Lieb-
knecht and August Bebel, emerge from the little group of the
faiffiful to the new socialist religion to acquire leadership of

the infant movement by their energy and their intelligence.

Thirty years later, at the dawn of the new century, we find them
still occupying the position of the most prominent leaders of the

German workers.^ This stability in the party leadershipJn Ger-
many is very striking to the historian when he compares it with
what has happened in the working-class parties elsewhere in

Europe. The Italia£_soeiali&t_party, indeed, for the same rea-

sons as in Germany, has exhibi±ed_a similax stability. Elsewhere,

however, among the members of the Old International, a few in-

dividualities only of minor importance have retained their faith

in socialism intact into the new century. In Germany, it may
• be said that the socialist leaders live in the party, grow old and
die in its service.

We shall subsequently have occasion to refer to the smallness,

in Germany, of the number of deserters from the socialist camp
to join the other parties.^ In addition to these few who have

^In the minutes of the Congress of Unification held at Gotha in 1875,

at which the existing German socialist party was born, we find among the

seventy-three delegates the following names of persons, who all remained
faithful to the party, and of whom those yet alive are still prominent and
active workers on its behalf: Auer, Bock, Bios, Geib, Grillenberger, Lieb-

knecht, Loewenstein, Dreesbach, A. Kapell, Molkenbuhr, Hoffmann, Bebel,

Motteler and Stolle. (Of. ProtokoU reissued by the Frankfort "Volks-

stimme," Waffenkavvmer des Sozialismus, eine Sammlung alter und neuer

Propagandasehriften. Sixth half-yearly issue, January to June, 1906, p.

122.)—The facts recorded on p. 85 show that the stability in the rank and
file of the party is far less marked than the stability of the leadership.

'Vide infra, pp. 107 et seq.
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completelyc abandoned socialism, there iare some, who, after work-

ing on behalf of the party for a time, have left politics to devote

their energies to other fields. There are certain men of letters,

who rose in the party like rockets, to disappear with corre-

sponding rapidity. After a brief and sometimes stormy activity,

they have quitted the rude political stage to return to the peace-

ful atmosphere of the study; and often their retirement from
active political life has been accomplished by a mental estrange-

ment from the world of socialist thought, whose scientific content

they had perhaps never assimilated. Among such may be men-
tioned: Dr. Paul Ernst, at one time editor of the "Volkstrib-

iine
'

'
; Dr. Bruno Wille, who led the section of Die Jungen (the

Young Men) to the assault upon the veterans of the iparty who
were captained by Bebel and Liebknecht (1890) ; Dr. Otto Erich

Hartleben, once dramatic critic of "Vorwarts," but never a

conspicuous member of the party ; Dr. Ludwig "Woltmann, dele-

gate of the Ehenish manufacturing town of Barmen to the Con-

gress of Hanover in 1899, where he was engaged in the defence

of Bernstein, and who, after writing some socialist books which
constitute notable contributions to sociology, subsequently de-

voted himself entirely to "political anthropology" with a strong

nationalist flavour ; ^ Ernst Gystrow (Dr. Willy Hellpach) ; and
several others, for the most part talented and highly cultured

men who have made names for themselves in German belletristic

literature or in German science, but who were not suited for en-

during political activities. It has also happened more than once

in the history of the social democracy that men dominated by a
fixed idea, and inspired by the hope of concentrating upon the

realization of this idea the whole activity of socialist propaganda,
or of simply annexing socialism to the service of this obsession,

"We owe to Paul Ernst a little work on social science. Die Gesellschaft-

licTier ProdiUction des Kapitals bei gesteigerter ProduTctivitat der Arbeit

(1894), and also two literary studies, Lumpenbagasch and Im CJiambre
separie, which belong to socialist imaginative literature.—To the socialist

phase of Otto Erich Hartleben belong the interesting description of social

life TJm den Glauben, ein Tagebuoh (known also under the title Die Se-

renyi), published in. "Zwei Novellen," Wilhelm Eriedrich, Leipzig, 1887.—^Ludwig Woltmann wrote Die Darwinsche Theorie und der Sozialiswms,

Beitrag eur (Haturgeschichte der menschlichen Gesellschaft (Diisseldorf,

1889), and Der historisohe Materialismus, Darstellung und Kritik der Marx-
istisohen Weltanschauung (Diisseldorf, 1900). His brief but able and bold
defence of Bernstein will be found in the Protokoll of the Congress of
Hanover (Buchhandlung "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1899, pp. 147 et seq.).
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have rushed into the party, only to leave it as suddenly with a
chilled enthusiasm as soon as they perceived that they were at-

tempting the impossible. At the Munich Congress of 1902, the
pastor Georg Welker of "Wiesbaden, a member of the sect of
Freireligiosen (Broad Church), inspired by all the ardour of a
neophyte, wished to substitute for the accepted socialist principle
that religion is to be considered as a private matter the tactically

dangerous device Eerases I'infame. Again, at the first Congress
of Socialist "Women, which was held contemporaneously with the
Munich Socialist Congress, Dr. Karl von Oppel, who had re-

cently returned from Cape Colony and was a new member of

the socialist party, emphasized the need for the study by social-

ists of foreign languages, and even foreign dialects, to enable

them to come into more intimate contact with their brethren in

other lands, and in his peroration insisted that the use of the

familiar "thou" should be made universal and compulsory in

the intercourse of socialist comrades. Such phenomena are char-

acteristic of the life of all parties, but are especially common
among socialists, since socialism, exercises _a_naturaLforce. .of at-

traction for cranks of all kinds. E^ecyvigorous poUtjcaL^rty
' wTn'<4i-ia Hiibvf^^^'^^P' JTI ''tif pi!2;;g.''iS T^y^^^^fTfrpr^^t^^^m^nrn^^^fr^Ti- a
time m exercise srround for all sorts of innovators f^^"^ r^uftak--

sabfflrs. for itfiiaoTli=! W^" ^^"^ *f\ fure the iUs of travailinfr Tin-

manitjr bgjkg'use of their chotjm specifics, emplu^ed exelubively

in smaller or larger doses—^the substitution of friction with oil

for washing with soap and water, the wearing of all-wool under-

clothing, v^getapanism. Christian science, neo-Malthusianism,
andjjtherJEantasies.
More serious than the loss of such casual socialists were the

losses_whiclL the .party sustained during the period of the early

and fierce application of the anti-socialist laws. At this time, in

the period of reaction from 1840 to 1850, a large proportion of

the leaders were forced to emigrate to America.* Still more seri-

ous were the losses sustained by the party during the,Bismarck-

ian regime. Bebel declares that at this time the number of those

* Among these refugees, in the early fifties, was F. A. Sorge, one of

the founders of the "Neue Zeit." When by the influence of Marx the

General Council of the International had in 1872 been transferred from

London to New York, Sorge assumed the largely imaginary function of

secretary of the Council, and subsequently, after the extinction of the Old

International, devoted himself entirely to music. Another refugee was the

poet Eobert Schweichel, who returned to Germany after fifty years in

America,
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who were deprived of their means of livelihood and were forced

to seek work and asylum on foreign soil ran into several hun-

dreds. Of the nucleus of those who before the passing of the

anti-socialist laws which unchained the tempest against the so-

cialists, had worked actively in the party as propagandists, edi-

tors, and deputies, more than eighty left Germany, which most

of them never revisited.
'

' This involved a great draining of our

energies. " ^ In the worst years the exodus was particularly

strong. Thus in the year 1881, just before the elections had dem-

onstrated the indomitable vitality of the German socialist party,

Friedrich Wilhelm Fritzsche (ob. 1905) and Julius Vahlteich,

the critic of Lassalle, both of them at one time leaders in the

party of Lassalle and socialist deputies to the Reichstag, crossed

the Atlantic never to return.® Notwithstanding the storm which

raged for more than ten years against the socialist party, the

number of those whose socialist activity survived this period of

terror was very large. Obviously, then, in times of comparative

calm the^jtability of the Tpadpra mnst b^ cnw^TrlHrFitiTy—ymit^r.

Tbe-artllhor has exafflJCSS'The lists of those present at the con-

gresses held in 1893 by three of the international socialist parties,

namely, the German social democrats, the Parti Ouvrier (Gues-

distes) in France, and the Italian socialist party, in order to as-

certain the names of thos6 who in the year 1910 were still in the

first rank of the fighters on behalf of socialism in their respective

countries. The results of this enquiry, which cannot claim abso-

lute scientific precision, but which have none the less consider-

able practical value, are as follows. Of the 200 delegates to the

Congress of Cologne, 60 were still fighting in the breach in 1910

;

of the 93 delegates of the Congress of Paris, 12 ; and of the 311

delegates to the Congress of Reggio Emilia, 102.' This shows a

very high percentage of survivals, above all for the proletarian

parties of Italy and Germany, but to a less extent for the Parti

' Protokoll der Verhandlungen des Parteitags eu Salle a/S., 1890, p. 29.

"Vahlteich, however, though lost to the German labour movement, was
not lost to socialism, for as editor of the German socialist daily published
in New York he continued to play an active part in the life of the party
until his death in 1915.

'Of. the lists of delegates published in the Frotokoll iiber die Verliand-

lungen des Parteitages zu Coin (Verlag Vorwarts, Berlin, 1893, pp. 280

et seq.) ; Onzi&me Congres National du Parti Ouvrier tenu a, Paris du
7 au 9 octobre, 1893 (Imp. Ouvriere S. Delory, Lille, 1893, p. 9) ; II Con-
gresso di Beggio Emilia, Ferbale stenografico (Tip. degU Operai [Society,

Cooperativa], Milan, 1893, p. 57).
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Ouvrier.^ The bourgeois parties of the left on the Continent will

hardly find it possible to boast of a similar continuity in the

personnel of their leaders great and small. -^-Iii-the-werking-elass

• parties we find that the personnel of the officials is even more
stable than that of the leaders in general. The causes_Q£-tfeis
sf.abilitfe-iTS-wi-11 ho ghnwn -in 1.1 .mT| iiii1^ i 1 i.|ifiMfi iipr.T^ i^

,
pr^mplp -g-

nf numcrnunjibninmrnn
Long tenure of office involves dangers fnf dpninprafy For

this reason those Organisations which are anxious to retain their

democratic essence make it a rule that all the offices at their dis-

posal shall be conferred for brief periods only." If we take into

account the number of offices to be filled by universal suffrage

and the frequency of elections, the American citizen is the one
who enjoys the largest measure of democracy. In the United
States, not only the legislative bodies, but aUthe^^her adminis-

trative and judicial officials arfi_eli^"'^ ^y jiopular vote.l IThas
been caleuratedth'at every American citizen musfolTan average

exercise his function as a voter twenty-two times a year.^" ' The
members of the socialist parties in the various countries must
to-day exercise similarly extensive electoral activities: nomina-
tion of candidates for parliament, county councils, and munici-

*It would obviously be altogether erroneous to deduce from this the

existence in the French national character of any particular fickleness or

instability. The reasons for the comparative instability of the French
leadership are connected with various tendencies of historical tradition

and political democracy in France, the discussion of which would lead

us too far from our subject.
'

° The third French Republic, wishing to guard against the danger of a
military dictatorship and a new Cassarism, has decreed that no general

shall remain in command of an army corps for more than three years in

succession.—^In periods especially inspired with democratic ideas the very

chambers of commerce have been moved to similar preventive measures.

In the time of Napoleon, the Cologne chamber of commerce made a rule

that all the officers must be re-elected annually, except the president, who
must be changed every three months. It soon appeared, however, that the

strict application of such a system was impossible. The frequent changes

in the presidency were extremely injurious to the conduct of business,

and deprived the chamber of commerce of the services of its best elements,

thus reducing all reformatory energy to impotence (Mathieu Schwann,

GescMchte der Kolner Handelskammer, Neubner, Cologne, 1906, p. 444).

SchmoUer considers that this election to ofSces in rotation is a peculiar

blessing of urban civilization, municipal in its origin. (Cf. SchmoUer, Vm-
risse und Untersuohungen sur Verfassungs-, Verwaltungs- und Wirtschafts-

geschiohte, 1898, p. 291.)

"Werner Sombart, Warum gieht es m der Vereinigten Staaten Tceinen

Sosialismus?, J. C. B. Mohr (Siebeck), Tubingen, 1906, p. 43.
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palities; nomination of delegates to local and national party con-

gresses ; election of committees ; re-election of the same ; and so

on, da capo. In almost all the socialist parties and trade unions

the officers are elected for a brief term, and must be re-elected at

least every two years. TEfr-km^erthe tenum-of officMhe.Fr''ftaJ^<^i'

becomes the influence of theleaa5r-Wf>?r ,
tho-«ggsgs]and^the

greater^therefore his independence. (JohiJequenlly"ClSeqiient

I'irnrrtitinn nf rl prtinn i fii fm nlpmpiitary precaution onj^ejaEt- of

IjdemQciaey-agaiirst the Vii'ua of ollgiaFutty;
^

"''

Since in the democratic parties the leaders owe their position

to election by the mass, and are exposed to the chance of being

dispossessed at no distant date, when forced to seek re-election, it

would seem at first sight as if the democratic working of these

parties were indeed secured. ( A persevering and logical appli-

cation of democratic principles should in fact get rid of all per-

sonal considerations and of all attachment to tradition. Just as

in the political life of constitutional states the ministry must

consist of members of that party which possesses a parliamentary

majority, so also in the socialist party the principal offices ought

always to be filled by the partisans of those tendencies which

have prevailed at the congresses.^^ Thus the old party digni-

taries ought always to yield before youthful forces, before those

who have acquired that numerical preponderance which is repre-

sented by at least half the membership plus one. It.£ft«st7Tnore-

Over, 1i< r> n nnturil prrlnmrmiT rint tn Ipavp thp. samp, mmrajps tOO

long in occupation of important offices^^st-tbe-^lderg&f- these

shojjld^ick intiieir_gToa££Sy-ajid should comeJua-r^ard them-

selvesas Ood^^v-^i-leaders. But in those parties which are sol-

idly organized, the actual state of affairs is far from correspond-

ing to this theory. Th e sentiment nf trfir'^^^'"";
"" "" npPT-gfipTi

wi^an instinptivp npf^rl fnr st.ahi1i<:y, has an itp rf»<^rilftTT^t. the

imparlorjjJTjp rpprpgQDta -alwayc thc paslLrg;ttier than the present.
J,{eadg^fepJs indefinitely rpt.ained. not becauaeJtjsJJT^p.-iamgthlR

PTprps'iinn nf tbp rplnf^innships hptwppn -tih o. forces existmg in

tbe^ party at any given TnoTiKj'Tit, but fiimplvJwmwmp it^a alyj^y
piflflnstituted. It is through gregarious idleness, or, if we may em-
ploy the euphuism, itJa-j-n virtug-gf^'fe«4aw .of i-noirtiay-that the)

\leaders ar^ so "ft.pT) pnnfirrn.^,djn_their office as kng asthej^ like.

These tendencies are particularly evident in the~"©ermansocial
democracy, where the leaders are practically irremovable. The

" This ha3 recently been laid down as a rule by the Dutch socialist party.
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practice of choosing an entirely new set of leaders every two
years ought long ago to have become general in the socialist party,

as prototype of all democratic parties. Yet, as far as the Ger-

man socialists are concerned, not merely does no such practice

exist, but any attempt to introduce it provokes great discontent

among the rank and file. It is true that one of the fundamental
rules of the party, voted at the Mainz congress in 1900, lays

down that at every annual congress the party must "renew," by
baUot and by absolute majority, the whole of the executive com-
mittee, consisting of seven persons (two presidents, two vice-

presidents, two secretaries, and a treasurer). This would be the

true application of the democratic principle, but so little is it

commonly observed in practice, that at every congress there are

distributed to the delegates who are about to elect their new lead-

ers printed ballot papers bearing the names of all the members
of the retiring committee. This proves; not merely that the re-

election of these leaders is taken as a matter of course, but even

that a certain pressure is exercised in order to secure their re-

election. It is true that in theory every elector is free to erase

the printed names and to write in others, and that this is all

the easier since the vote is secret. None the less, the printed

ballot paper remains an effective expedient. There is a French

phrase, corriger la fortune; this method enables the leaders to

corriger la democratie.^^ A change in the list of names, although

this is simply the exercise of an electoral right established by the

rules, is even regarded as a nuisance by most of the delegates,

and is censured by them should it occur. This was characteristi-

cally shown at the Dresden congress in 1903.^^ "When the report

spread through the congress that the revolutionary socialists of

Berlin intended to remove from among the names on the ballot

paper the name of Ignaz Auer, of whom they disapproved on

account of his revisionist tendencies (an accusation which they

subsequently repelled with indignation), the widespread anger

aroused by the proposed sacrilege sufficed to overthrow the

scheme.^*

It i" in tln'i nnnurv th'nt th^ i^^o/^nT-a r.f an cTniT)py^ti1y ^'^ynn.

,»r.pti» j\f\r-fYj T^nr"^^"?^^'^'^ by indir^'^-t suffrage, prolong throu^jout

"Regarding identical practices employed by the "party machine" in

America, cf. Ostrogorsky, La Demooratie et I'Organisation des Partis po-

litiques, Caiman L6vy, Paris, 1903, vol. ii, p. 200.

"See p. 62, note 6.

" Cf. ProtoJcoll des PaHeitages su Dresden, pp. 361, 373 et seq., 403.
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their lives the pOffi-eT-s wit.Ti which, ihey have onpp honn iriTfitpfi

)
Th^ >-"-Q'"ctiiop demanded by the rules becomes a eiiT'P

fr>vmaMirj

,'The temporary commission becomes a permaneTi t ono , and 4im^

[

tenure of oiBce an established right . TheaemTrcfatiaJfiadfirs are •

more firndy established ^" tViQiV f^^ats thaTT wereever-lbe-lftaders

hl-aj3_a.ristop,ratic. bndv. Their term of ^2ice c'omes greatly to

exceed the mean duration of ministerial life in monarchical

states. It has been calculated that in the German Empire the

average official life of a minister of state is four years and three

months. In the leadership, that is to say in the ministry, of the

socialist party we see the same persons occupying the same posts

for forty years in succession.^° Naumann writes of the demo-
cratic parties: "Here changes in the leading offices occur less

rapidly than in those of the secretaries of state and of the min-

isters. The democratic method of election has its own peculiar

loyalty. As far as individual details are concerned it is incalcu-

lable, and yet on general lines we can count upon its activity

with more certainty than upon the policy of princes. Threugh
all democracy there runs a current of slow-moving tradition, for

the Idoaa o£~ti3£.jiiaasie&:;^KUig{»^^eH^rrgfgp;B^Beptaa^^y:^entle

^adarti'ons. While in the monarchical organism there is an
abundance of ancient forms, we find no less in the democratic
organism that the longer it exists the more does it become domi-
nated by tenaciously established phrases, programmes, and cus-

toms. It is not until new ideas have been in progress up and
down the country for a considerable time that these ideas can
penetrate the constituted parties through the activity of par-

ticular groups that have adopted them, or as an outcome of a
spontaneous change of opinion among the rank and file. This nat-

ural tenacity of parliaments which are the outcome of popular
election is indisputable, be it advantageous or disadvantageous
to the community. '

'^^ In democratically constituted bodies else-

where than in Germany a similar phenomenon is manifest. In
proof of this, reference may be made to a paragraph in the rules

drawn up on February 3, 1910, by the Italian General Confeder-
ation of Labour as to the proclamation of the general strike.

'°"We hear a great deal of the capriciousness and fickleness of popular
favour. But it is certain that a leader who does his duty conscientiously ia

more secure in his position in the labour movement than is a minister in
the Prussian monarchy founded upon the grace of God" (Eduard Bern-
stein, Vie Arbeiterbewegung, ed. cit., p. 149).
" Friedrich Naumann, Vemokratie und Kaisertum, ed. cit., p. 53.
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The rule begins by declaring, in perfect conformity witb demo-
cratic principles, tbat the declaration of a general strike must
always be preceded by a referendum to the branches. To the

terms of this referendum were to be appended the minutes of

the session at which the Confederation of Labour had decided to

submit the question. But the rule adds that if there should be

disagreement between the executive council of the Federation

and the results of the reference to the branches, if, for instance,

the council had rejected the general strike while the referendum
showed that the rank and file favoured it, this difference must
not be taken to imply a vote of censure on the leaders.^^ This

" shows that in the working-class organizations' of Italy ministerial

responsibility is not so strongly established as in the Italian

state, where the ministry feels that it must resign if, when it

has brought forward a bill, this bill is rejected by the majority

of the Chamber. As far as concerns England, we learn from
the Webbs that the stability of the ofScials in the labour organi-

zations is superior to that of the employees in the civil service.

In the Amalgamated Association of Operative Cotton-Spinners

we actually find that there is a rule to the effect that the officials

shall remain in office indefinitely, as long as the members are

satisfied with them.^*

A»-e;BplanatiQBre£-this ;ghenomeQon is-dtiubtlei»s Lu 4)0 faund in

thg^fon^rif tra -
rlTti""^ wfif^^^l^TTTr^ncp ipwrnilitps'

,

iti this respect.

t.Tlft-rPY"b]tinTlary \r]oaaoa^ i l lm .i rmnnVTTntiTrnn- A Contributory

cause is one to which we have already referred, the noble human
sentiment of gratitude.^' Tl;e-iailure_to_re:£leefr-«--eefiarad£ who
has assisted in the birth of the party, who has_sufffire4-with it

maE^;_adTersitaes, and hasrendj]:ed-a;t-a-th£ugandj£j3dees7Tft5uld

be regardecTai'arTnttglfy^nd-as-aa-actiCSnEo^ condemned. Yet

it"S'^t so much the deserving comrade as one who is tried and
expert whom the collectivity approves above all others, and whose

collaboration must on no account be rmnmiff^fl^ if'rrtTiin JTidi

viduals.jumrly f'"' '^ '" ' " ' ^ ' " ' '^ ' ^.'^ ^""^*^ ^^^^ inyested_with
dptprTr)inat.A f^^TlptJ"""; ^nfl^^mp ^r^c^rr^a^chlp^ ny gf If^jtlgt. AiffinnU

to Ji^Elace, Every-dp-Twnnrali'^ cff^a-nivatimn rf^pts, by its verg na-

ture, ujam frdi-JH riinn nf labour. Butjvhprever divifiiinn^Q£4«:bnnr
' pT.o-n^Q^1f^vtWi|o^a^f.r.nofiTi1y pponTaliTntinn fl.nd f]\P fippmaliatg

become indispensable. This is especially true of such states as

""Stampa," February 3, 1910.

"Sidney and Beatrice Webb, op. cit., vol. i, p. 16.

"Cf. supra, pp. 60 et seq.
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Germany, where the Prussian spirit rules, where, in order that

the party may be safely steered through all the shoals and break-

ers that result from police and other official interference and

from the threats of the penal laws, the party can be assured of

a certain continuity only when a high degree of stability charac-

terizes the leadership,

There is an additional motive in operation. In the working-

class organization, whether founded for political or for economic

ends, just as much as in the life of the state, it is indispensable

that the official should remain in office for a considerable time,

sn ihat. Tip jps^j fa-m^^\av^7.p Tiirngplf witTi fViP wpy]^ hft l*"" *" do,

.

may gain_jiracticaJ,..expieriene€^5-Joi" he cannot become a useful

officialTTntil hie has been given time to work himself into his new
office. Moreover, he will not devote himself zealously to his task,

he wiU not feel himself thoroughly at one with the aim he is in-

tended to pursue, if he is likely to be dismissed at any moment

;

he needs the sense of secupJy-pruvided by-the. thoughtthat n^th-

iiTg hnf. pirmiTngt.anAPgnfjj,p nnfnrnrnnn nnrl a1t.ngp.t.TiBr_gytmnr-

dmary charactHT'Wirr3eprrve_him^f_his_pQsi±io^ A^poirrtiiaent

to office for^Horneims^s democratic, but is quite unpractical'

'alJKe on technical and ps^chulugical gruundiJ: Since-iLJIajls to

arouse in the gmjiloyee. a prnppr Beesg^t responsibiIlty;4t.tm'ows

the flflpT- nppTi tn arlTniTiiHt.r.atm—a-narpby In the ministries of

lands under a parliamentary regime, where the whole official

apparatus has to suffer from its subordination to the continuous

changes in majorities, it is well known that neglect and disorder

reign supreme. Where the ministers are changed every few
months, every one who attains to power thinks chiefly of mating
a profitable use of that power while it lasts. Moreover, the con-

fusion of orders and regulations which results from the rapid

succession of different persons to command renders control ex-

traordinarily difficult, and when abuses are committed it is easy

for those who are guilty to shift the responsibility on to other

shoulders. "Rotation in~T^66e,-ll_as the Americans call it. no
rlnnht pnlil'iiUpHiiilu In -l-twa_pnT-a pvippiplp nf dR]nnp.rapy ^p^O S,

certain point it is adapted to check the formatioii of a bureau-

cratic spirit of caste. But this advantage is more than eompen-
sated by the exploitive methods of ephemeral leaders, with all

their disastrous consequences. On the other hand, one of the

great advantages of monarchy is that the hereditary prince, hav-^
ing an eye to the interests of his children and his successors, fj'^-
sesses an objective and permanent interest in his position, y'and
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almost always abstains from a policy whicli would hopelessly

impair the vital energies of his country, just as the landed pro-

prietor usually rejects methods of cultivation which, while pro-

viding large immediate returns, would sterilize the soil to the

detriment of his heirs.

Thus, no less in time of peace than in time of war, the rela-

tionships between different organizations demand a certain de-

gree of personal and tactical continuity, for without such con-

tinuity the political authority of the organization would be im-

paired. This is just as true of political parties as it is true of

states. In international European politics, England has always

been regarded as an untrustworthy ally, for her history shows

that no other country has ever been able to confide in agree-

ments concluded with England. The reason is to be found in

this, that the foreign policy of the United Kingdom is largely

dependent upon the party in power, and party changes occur

with considerable rapidity. Similarly, the party that changes its

leaders too often runs the risk of finding itself unable to con-

tract useful alliances at an opportune moment. i^Jiff *'^n fyr''''^°°^"',

(^ffania jQf genuine d ^iT'"''^''^y, T±a-tac> f?f stahili-ty {perpetuum

mobile democraticum) and its difSculty of mobilization, aie-dt!-

poTi(^oMJ^nT|j4Tojppr>r.gni72ri right of thp snyPTPiCTf ^^0°'^"° tn -t^Vo

tn pT2.£a.i>..faa-TM"Tiri +Tno jogr^oT ^'0 t^ B wiU of thc mags-aad-to-Ee-
dnp.ft^1ii-m TTf.*Lp IpvpI nf^ simple executive organ'or'tfae'^ass,

certain primitive democracies have at ail times sought to apply,

in addition to the means previously enumerated,^" measures of

ign. In Spain, the patriotic revolutionary Junta of

ISOFTnsistedthat thirty proletarians should accompany the gen-

eral who was to negotiate with the French, and these compelled

him, in opposition to his own convictions, to reject all Napo-

leon's proposals.^^ In modern democratic parties there still pre-

vails the practice, more or less general according to the degree

of development these parties have attained, that the rank and

file send to the congresses delegates who are fettered by definite

instructions, the aim of this being to prevent the delegate from

giving upon any decisive question a vote adverse to the opinion

of the majority of those whom he represents. This precaution

may be efficacious in certain cases, where the questions con-

cerned are simple and clear. But the delegate, since he has no

" Supra, p. 28. " Boscher, op. eit., p. 392.
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freedom of choice, is reduced to the part of puppet, and can-

not allow himself to be influenced by the arguments he hears at

the congress or by new matters of fact which are brought to

light in the course of the debate. But the result is, that not only

is all discussion rendered superfluous in advance, but also that

the vote itself is often falsified, since it does not correspond to

the real opinions of the delegates. Of late fixed instructions have

less often been given to the delegate, for it has become manifest

that this practice impairs the cohesion so urgently necessary to

every party, and provokes perturbations and uncertainties in its

v^ leadership.
.'' In proportion as the chiefs become detached from the mass
" they show themselves more and more inclined, when gaps ia

.•^ their own ranks have to be filled, to effect this, not by way of

popular election, but by co-optation, and also to increase their

own effectives wherever possible, by creating new posts ^ipon

their own initiative. TJaea°c arises_in the leadera_a-t^tdeney to

>sal,a4ift-^t#^frm^lves.T7r--f«mn a sort o^ "Ftrtpl, P^^*^ +jr-gm.wM,i3ifl

themselves^pg it wpre,-with a igall, within which they.will admit

those (ply.jwhn-jaxe^sxLih^jLjmalMa^- nf Thinking! Instead of

allowing their successors to be appointed by the choice of the

rank and file. -fee, leadersdo all in thf^ir pnwe¥-4e;jbg^&-t]iege
sTuwgf^

nT-g fnr tliPTnspTvPH^ htiiT Ir ) :fiH-ii-p-ggrps in t,^f nwn_raTlltS

dirPftly nr indirp^tly y,j t^^" p-g^^T-figP nf fhp^r-^-am -gQlitinn

This is what we see going on to-day in all the working-class

organizations which are upon a solid foundation. In a report

presented to the seventh congress of Italian labour organizations,

held at Modena in 1908, we find it stated that the leaders jpaust

recognize capable men, must choose them, and must in general

exercise the functions of a government.^^ In England these

desiderata have already received a practical application, for in

certain cases the new employees of the organization are directly

chosen by the old officials.^^ The same thing happens in Ger-

many, where about one-fifth of the trade-union employees are

appointed by the central power. Moreover, since the trade-union

congresses are composed almost exclusively of employees, the

only means of which the individual organized workers can avail

themselves for the expression of their personal opinions is to be

^Fausto Pagliari, Le Organizeasioni e % loro Impiegati, Tip. Coop.,

Turin, 1908, p. 8.

''Sidney and Beatrice Webb, The History of Trade Unionism, new
edition, Longmans, London, 1907, vol. i, p. 87.
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found in contributions to the labour press.^* In the French la-

bour movement, which claims to be the most revolutionary of all,

the secretary of the Confederation Generale du Travail possesses

the right of nomination when there is a question of electing new
representatives to the executive committee of the federation. He
exercises this right by sending to those Bourses du Travail which
are not represented on the executive, a list of the comrades whom
he considers suitable for this position, recommending the elec-

tion of these.^^

In the German socialist party, the individual Landesvorstdnde,
or provincial committees, and the central executive claim the

right of veto over the selection of candidates. But this right of

veto gives them a privilege of an essentially oligarchical char-

acter, elevating the committees to the rank of a true government,
and depriving the individual branches of one of the fundamental
rights of all democracy, the right of individual liberty of action.^®

In Holland, again, the socialist candidatures for parliament must
be approved by the party executive, and this executive is as ir-

removable as that of the German party. It rarely happens that

an old member of the executive whose term of office has expired

fails to obtain re-election should he desire it. It is in Holland
also that we see such conspicuous pluralism among the party

officials.

In the nomination of candidates for election we find, in addi-

'*C£. Paul KampfEmeyer, Die EntwicTclung der deutsdhen Gewerkschaften,

"Annalen fur soziale Politik u. Gesetzg.," vol. i. No. 1, p. 114.

^Pernand Pelloutier, Histoire des Bourses du Travail, Schleicher Fr6res,

P.aris, 1902, p. 150.

^ W. Heine writes in this connection :
*

'We desire that the people should

rule themselves; our party programme demands that in the most impor-

tant and most difficult problem thejjeople should decide by direct voting

and direct legislation; is it right then that in the most immediate and
simplest of questions, namely, in what men is the people to put its con-

fidence, the decision of the people should be subject to the goodwill and

pleasure of a superior authority? ... If the party officials are allowed

to decide for themselves who is to enter their charmed circle, the danger

arises that fresh blood and new ideas will more and more be refused admit-

tance, and that the party will tend to undergo that ossification which is

characteristic of all oligarchies and bureaucracies. Further consequencea

of such a tendency are shown in the slackening of the spirit of initiative

and in the decline of interest in the intellectual life of the party, and also

in an inclination to an obstinate or unrefiective clinging to traditional

formulas, in a tendency to stick in a groove. From this point of view, a

good bureaucracy is more dangerous than a, bad one" (Wolfgang Heine,

op. cit., pp. 282, 284).
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tion, another grave oligarchical phenomenon, nepotism. The

choice--o£-tb»Trr6aHdidartes "almosriJ^fliyg Hpppn^^T'rip^m—a- M^ia

clique, consisting of the local leaders and their assistants, which

suggests suitable names to the rank and file.^^ In many cases

the constituency comes to be regarded as a family property.^^ In

Italy, although democratic principles are greatly honoured, we
not infrequently find that when a representative dies, or can no

longer continue in office, the suffrages of the constituency are

transferred without question to his son or to his younger brother,

so that the position is kept in the family.

Those who love paradox may be inclined to regard this process

as the first symptom marking the passage of democracy from a

system of plebiscitary Bonapartism to one of hereditary mon-
archy.

""Trois ou quatre personnes au plus redigent les programmes et choi-

sissent les noma des futurs repr^sentants dans ehaque departement. Ces
personnes font de la politique une carriere: elles veulent surtout et avant

tout, je ne dirai pas le pouvoir, mais les places. Ces politiciens trouvent

plus commode de se faire agents 61ectoraux pour arriver aux fonctions

publiques que de s'7 preparer par de longues etudes." This description

of the conditions of French political life is from the pen of Germain,

quoted by J. Novicow, Consoienee et VolontS sociales, Giard et BriSre, Paris,

1897, p. 65.

'^Cf. supra, p. 13.



CHAPTER II

THE FINANCIAL POWER OF THE LEADERS AND OF
THE PARTY

In the German socialist party desertion and treason on the part

of the leaders have been rare. This is conspicuous in contrast

with what has happened in the French socialist party, especially

as regards the parliamentary group of the latter. The elections

of August 20, 1893, sent to the Palais Bourbon six socialist depu-

ties: Paulin Mery, Alphonse Humbert, A. Abel Hovelacque,

Alexandre MiHerand, Pierre Richard, and Ernest Roche. Of
these, one only, the distinguished linguist and anthropologist,

Hovelacque, remained faithful to the party to his death; the

other five are now declared enemies of the socialist party. The
part played by Millerand in socialism, a great one as is well

known, came to an end in 1904. In his electoral address of May,
1906, the term "socialist" had passed into the background; he

was running in opposition to the official socialist candidate, the

sociologist Paul Lafargue, the son-in-law of Marx; his role was
now that of an anti-colleetivist and patriotic bourgeois reformer.

The other socialist ex-deputies in the above list had deserted their

colours at an even earlier date. The trifling political shock

which is associated with the name of General Boulanger sufficed

to overthrow the house of cards which represented the socialist

convictions of these warriors on behalf of the revolutionary prole-

tariat of France. To-day they are all vowed to the service of

the clerico-nationalist reaction. Paulin Mery became one of the

Boulangist leaders ; in May, 1906, when, in the second ballot, he

was opposed to the bourgeois radical, Ferdinand Buisson, the

socialists of his constituency unhesitatingly cast their votes in

favour of his opponent. At the time of the Dreyfus afEair, Al-

phonse Humbert was one of the most ardent defenders of the

general staff of the army. Ernest Roche, at one time a disciple

of Auguste Blanqui, and then, in conjunction with Edouard Vail-

lant, one of the most noted leaders of the Blanquists, is now the

lieutenant of Henri Rochefort ; in a recent parliamentary election

in the seventeenth arrondissement of Paris he was defeated by
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the reformist socialist Paul Brousse, although Brousse, the some-

time anarchist and theoretical father of the propaganda by deed

in western Europe, had recently forfeited the good-will of the

more revolutionary section of the workers (Brousse, as President

of the Paris municipal council, had received Alfonso XIII as

guest at the Hotel de Ville, and this conduct was hardly in con-

formity with socialist principles). It is true that even to-day

Koche stUl belongs to a Parti Blanquiste ni Dieu m Maitre which

announces week by week in the "Intransigeant" meetings of a

more or less private character, but this party is really fictitious,

for though it has a few branches it does not count in political

life; in all practical political questions this petty group works

hand in hand with the antisemites and the nationalists, and in

matters of theory, whenever Roche has occasion to allude to them,

he proclaims himself le champion incorruptible de la Bepublique,

du Socialisms et de la Patrie, his anti-capitalism being extremely

tame, but his jingoism fanatical.*

In contrast with this, the German socialist party shares jyith

the Italian and the Belgian parties the good fortune of possess-

ing t'aiJJTATgiTJ[_rievotefl--k'..iflrirn. The -leaderahipofthe German
party has beenagain and again reinforeed l^ vaiuapig'-aeees-

sions frnTrr'flTrnTllT7TTiWffTT'TTTM4tr~Tp^ rufh n in~A~i"i
'gTrrt^"FUJtf1,

the bourgeois democrat. Max Quarck and Paul Bader, of the

"Frankfurter Zeitung," Paul Gohre and Max Maurenbrecher,

who had previously founded the national socialist party in op-

position to the socialists. On the other hand, it has suffered no
extensive losses of significant personalities by desertion to the

bourgeois camp. The only exceptions to this generalization re-

late td leaders of minor importance, such as Max Lorenz,^ ex-

editor of the "Leipzige Volkszeitung, " who subsequently passed

through the gate of national socialism to gain a secure position

as editor of the "Antisozialdemokratische Korrespondenz"; the

young Count Ludwig Reventlow, who in 1906 became a deputy
in the antisemite interest ; and a few other academic personalities

of minor importance,* besides one or two exceptional converted

^Cf. Michels, Die deutsche Sozialdemocratie im internationalen Ver-
hande, "Arch. f. Sozialw.," voL xxv, pp. S13 et seq.

' Max Loreuz has written a number of small socialist works, and is author
of the reformist book Die marxistische Sozialdemokratie, Wiegand, Leipzig,
1896.

"Among these may be mentioned: Louis Viereck, formerly an official

in the Prussian service, subsequently socialist deputy to the Keichstag, and
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proletarians, such as the basket-maker Fischer.* It would not be
right to regard as treason in the strict sense of the term a simple

- passage from the socialist party properly so-caUed to some other

form of militant socialism, such as happened in the case of social-

ists as fervent and convinced as the deputy Johann Most, the

noted binder of Augsburg, and "Wilhelm Hassebnann, the chem-
ist, another deputy, who after 1890 broke openly with the party,

to adhere first to anti-parliamentary socialism and subsequently

to anarchism. To speak of these men as "deserters" would be to

identify the notion of desertion of the organized party with de-

sertion of the idea of working-class emancipation. But even if

we count as deserters from socialism those who have gone over

to the ranks of the anarchists, we are compelled to admit that

among the apostates from the German socialist party there has

not been one of those who have occupied a leading position in

the party.

The fighting proletariat in Germany has hitherto been spared

the spectacle of its former representatives seated on the Govern-

ment benches surrounded by the enemies of the socialists. There

has in Germany been no such figure as Aristide Briand, yester-

day advocate of the general strike and counsel for the defence

of men prosecuted for anti-militarism, who had expressly de-

clared himself in full sympathy with the anti-militarist theory

plutot I'insurrection que la guerre, and to-day, as Minister of

Public Instruction, approving no less vigorously and explicitly

now correspondent of bourgeois newspapers in Kew York; Max Pfund,

at one time an ardent socialist, author of Unsere XaktiTc, ein ehrliches Wort
eur Klarung (Mauerer & Dimmiak, Berlin, 1891—^whieli closes with the

words, "Let us see to it that we have a firm standing-ground when the

storm begins to rage"), now on the staff of the "Lokal Anzeiger," of

BerUn; Dr. Franz Liitgenau, who formerly played a leading part as a so-

cialist in the political life of Westphalia, and was the author of a number

of books published by Dietz, and of a work entitled Darwin und der Stoat

(Thomas, Leipzig), but now on the staff of a bourgeois journal at Dort-

mund; Heinrieh Oberwinder, the author, one of the original disciples of

Lassalle, but who, during the days of the anti-socialist law was unmasked

at Paris as a spy of the German government. (Cf. Franz Mehring, Ge-

schicMe der deutschen SozialdemoTcratie, Dietz, Stuttgart, 1904, 2nd ed.,

vol. ii, p. 300); Fernand Bueb, of Miilhausen, elected in 1893, when

twenty-eight years of age, as socialist deputy to the Eeichstag, but who

has since deserted the party and disappeared from the political stage.

*In order to make a parade of his proletarian origin, Fischer, who has

now joined the conservative party, ostentatiously signs his articles "Fischer,

the Basket-Maker."
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the measures of repression enforced by his (eolleagiies in the Cab-

inet against anti-militarists. Germany has not known a John

Burns, who as a labour leader in 1886 played a prominent part

in the organization of huge demonstrations of the unemployed,

at which open reference was made to the possible need for de-

stroying the palaces and sacking the shops, and whose activities

had led to a panic in the bourgeois world of the English capital,

but who a few years later as President of the Local Government

Board, when a motion was brought forward in Parliament at the

instance of the Labour Eepresentation Committee demanding the

intervention of Parliament on behalf of the unemployed, replied

that he was neither a public-house politician nor a soft-hearted

philanthropist prepared to squander the money of hard-working
• citizens upon the so-called unemployed, and who advised the

workers to save their money in good times and not to spend it

upon unworthy objects/ Such disillusionments, experienced at

the hands of men in whose sincerity and firmness of character the

organized wpnTrprs Tiarl an ingpnnnns p.pnfirlf^Tip.R . have a Politically '

f1igpn7n»agnrig-iw<-T- iiiiiinnjj prhPTOia.t.ing pffpp.t. Tlipy jpt]^ t.n Iparl

"itrr-wnrker fi tn inrlifPrTr intirmi, nv l u irii"-ni'b".1 Wi>
'^iR li7:R titrngjPU"h

as-tti£,new- uaioiiismj or an exclusive .bfilie£.Ja_the co-operative

movement, or, again, to ee^m"^ltrs-t)f libcrtarian--agpi£aiion,

and -to.-alienatg4beia;:^pea-fefr-^fe^SEl3yf'T?sritical oiFgamzatjon
,

and from a considered and measured parliamentary activity? aVc

see this, above all, in Prance, where the case of Briand was
merely a sequel to that of Millerand, and the case of Millerand

a sequel, if you will, to the case of Louis Blanc, and where the

great mass of the manual workers are split up into the two sec-

tions of those who advocate the most defiant abstentionism and
of those whose minds are dominated by the spirit which the

[

French aptly term jemenficJiisme.^ The fact that the socialist

" Quite recently a number of the most eminent socialist leaders in France
have passed over into the governmental camp and are thus in violent con-

flict with their former comrades. Among these may be mentioned Een6
Viviani, now Minister of State; the university professor V. Augagneur, at

one time socialist mayor of Lyons and subsequently governor of the Island

of Madagascar; Gabriel DevUle, disciple of Marx, and one of the founders

of the Parti Ouvrier; Alexandre Zevafes, formerly one of the ablest of

the Guesdist leaders and at that time a strict Marxist; Joseph Sarraute;

and many others. De Pressense writes very truly, "Combien d'hommes n'a-

t-elle pas vus [la classe ouvriSre frangaise], qui, aprSs lui avoir prodigufi les

paroles de revolte, aprSs avoir seme les excitations, aprfes avoir pratiquS

sans relache le verbalisme revolutionnaire, k peine arrives au pouvoir,
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parties of Germany, Italy, and Belgium have hitherto been free

from the disturbing and demoralizing effects of such episodes

furnishes the chief if not the only reason for the unlimited and
often blind confidence which is displayed, as no unprejudiced ob-

server of the members of these parties can fail to notice, in the
"friprl nnrl tTmatPfl " 1pf)HAT-g In Germany, indeed, the autho]^-

ity which this spirjt-giirps to thft..mr^ leadfiJ^V^d 'wh\oh_o.nn-

t^^n^lly p"~QTitn^+^f>ia tPTirlpTipy.^wn ,
rrtgPont

,y^H 7ation. is enor-

mqusly reinforced by- the ppirit ftf org^anizatinTi, by tbftJTvheTisflj

leed^ t̂ r giiidan (

iompa ira ,tivfl poverty nf tbp pnrtv inmSividTl

e-eminence and of those possessing economic xu-j

deiaeiiSeDce. Owing to these exceptional conditions, the leaders

are preserved from the disintegrating influence of personal and

tactical dissensions, which would otherwise have led them into

conflicts with the masses of the party similar to those that have

raged with such violence in Italy and in Holland, notwithstand-

ing the stability and the authoritative position of the socialist

leaders in these latter countries.

It may be said of the German socialist leaders that they have

not yet lost contact with the masses; that there still prevails

complete harmony between the form and the content of their

tactics even when there should be a conflict between these ; that

the community of ideas between leaders and led has not yet been

broken; and, to sum up, that the executive committee of the

party, and also (though perhaps less perfectly) the parliamen-

tary socialist group, still represent the average opinion of the

comrades throughout the country* The confidence which the

organized German workers give to those that represent them in

the complex game of politics is based upon the security which

the leaders offer at once from the moral and the political point

of view. This security incontrovertibly exists. The manner ini

which the masses entrust their interests to the leaders is, histori-

cally at least, legitimate and explicable. But the causes of the

se sont cyniquement retoumis contre leur propre passS et centre leurs dupes,

leur ont fait un crime d 'avoir garde foi k leurs predications et se sont faits

les ordonnateurs sans meroi et sans scrupule des hauts et basses oeuvres

de la rgaetion sociale. . . . II me semble pourtant que rien ne serait plus

deraisonnable et plus funeste que de se livrer, pour cette cause, k une apa-

thie seeptique, a un poeocurantisme gouailleur, qui ferait le jeu de ces

viles politiciens au moins autant que le fit jadis la naive creduIitS d'uu

enthousiasme sans critique" (Francis de Pressense, L'Affaire Durant, ou

la nouvelle Affcmrg Dreyfus, "Le Mouvement Socialiste," xiii, No. 227).
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stability of the leaders are naturally, like all causes, complex.

Among various explanations, it has been suggested that all the

virtue of the German labour leaders lies ia the fact that they

have never been exposed to serious temptations, so that it resem-

bles that of a young woman who has never been courted. There

is a certain element of truth in this explanation, in so far as we
have to do with that special political virtue which consists in

the faithful defence of the party flag. In a state where parlia-

mentary government does not exist, where the ministers of state

are chosen by the sovereign from among the leading officials of

the administration without any regard to the parliamentary ma-

jority, and where consequently no direct path to office is open to

popular representatives, the possibility of intellectual corruption,

that is to say of a more or less complete change of front on the

part of the socialist leaders under the influence of a desire for

ministerial office, is ipso facto excluded, just as is excluded an

adhesion to the party of bourgeois social reform of the revolu-

tionary socialists- who aim at changing the very base of the ex-

isting economic order. On the other hand, Arturo Labriola,

who has followed the German movement with keen interest and
lively sympathy, is undoubtedly right in his caustic prediction

that as soon as the day comes when the German Government is

willing to afford itself the luxury of a lukewarm liberal ministry,

since the socialists are really not difficult to satisfy, the "reform-
ist infection" will spread far even in Germany. He adds that

the germs of this infection are already widely diffused.®

Yet although it is true that the feudal structure of the Ger-

man Empire, which is still reflected in the laws and in the col-

lective mentality of the country, imposes necessary limits upon
the ambition of the labour leaders, it must be admitted that the

fact we..a-pe now cousldbi'

iuti' de^ ^tj^t fi"d nn adfjinntr explana-

tion-ia-4fee-mere lacfc-^f-tPinptation. Moreover, temptation, in

the vulgar and material sense of the term, is no more lacking in

Germany than elsewhere. No government, however autocratic,

has ever neglected a chance of corrupting the austere virtue of

the leaders of any movement dangerous to authority, by the

distribution of a portion of those secret service funds which
every state has at its disposal, and which have been voted by
the popular representatives themselves. Nevertheless, it may be
affirmed that the leaders of the German labour movement, even

" Arturo Labriola, Biforme e Bivolusione Sociale, Soe. Edit. Milan, Milan,

1904, p. 17.
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if they do not possess that evangelical morality of whicli we find

so many examples in the early days of the Italian labour move-
ment, have yet always resisted any attempts to corrupt their in-

tegrity by bribes. We need hardly reckon as an exception, the
case which has not yet been fully cleared up of the president of
the Allgemeiner Deutsche Arbeiterverein, Johann Baptist von
Schweitzer, in the year 1872, for it seems probable that the fiery

Bebel, who secured Schweitzer's condemnation and expulsion
from the party, was in reality altogether in the wrongj ^en
the subordinates in the leadership of the party, those whjsin we
may speak of as the non-commissioned officers, have Aisually
proved altogether inaccessible to the blandishments of the police.

They have sometimes accepted bribes, but always to hand them
over at once to "Vorwarts" or some other socialist paper, in

which there has then appeared an invitation to the owner of the
money to come and claim it personally within a certain number
of days, since if unclaimed it would be handed over to the party
funds.

'''

The unshaken fidelity of the German socialist leaders restsi

upon powerful reasons, and some of these are ideal in nature.'

The ehajacteristic love of the German for his chosen vocation,
j

devotionf4^^f«ijc, years of proscription and oi jpUiiuuttUaadSared

;

with other comrades, thie isolation from the bourgeois world oij

the workers and their representatives, the invincible conviction'

that only a party of a compact and solid structure will be able

to translate into action the lofty aims of socialism, and the consel

quent aversion for any socialist struggle conducted by free-lances

outside the ranks of the organized party—such are some of the

numerous reasons which have combined to produce in the minds
of the German socialists a love for their organization enabling it

to re^Ll Lhc mu,'jL vluIbuL btorms. This^tachment to the party,*?

'Although, so far as is known, Bebel continued to the end of his life

to maintain the justice of the accusation he brought in 1872 (cf. August
Bebel, Aiis meinem Leben, Dietz Nachf., Stuttgart, 1911, Part II, p. 130),

the official historian of the party, Franz Mehring (GescMchte, der deutschen

Sosialdemokratie, ed. cit., vol. iv, pp. 66 et seq.), takes the opposite view.

Commenting on Schweitzer 's declaration after his exclusion from the Verein,

Mehring remarks: "We cannot read without emotion the wise and dig-

nified leave-taking of the man who in difficult times had so firmly steered

the ship of the social democracy, who had rendered so many invaluable

services to the class-conscious proletariat, and who, enmeshed in the con-

sequences of his own best actions, committed more than one unjust action,

but suffered far greater injustice in return."
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Y
r\ftf^r\Tman\fpst0t\ hy firie and movin^ actions, eertaioloepresents

one nT^MrmnFlt finlid HomPTltR i'tI thf fonnrlpHniTjipnTi arhioTJ Tiag

tbeen-egected tbe-edifica-oi-jjgrman^gocialism. It enables ns to

understand the conduct of the socialist leaders during and after

numerous crises which, in the view of the profane, would neces-

sarily terminate in the open abandonment of the party by a

number of its leaders. It is their love for the party, with which

the great majority of the comrades feel themselves to be identi-

fied, which has led such men as Eduard Bernstein and Kurt
Eisner to retain their membership after violent conflicts which

had almost led to their expulsion. It is proper to add that in

the coursejof-this^truggle'^hese'TiienTave always"preserve4 the

personal dignityl^itEouF'whieE^]a311£-ie^ecting'"MaTi cannot

possibly- remain- among his eompanions-at-arms. -j

Thfi.t!e ideal ]nnt.ivpa iajip Trinfopp.rd by nintivpn . Tin Inffirtmpnr- •

y\ant, of a materiaLxiiider. The practice of'^pa^H^ for the serv-

cJcegT"endered to the party by its employees creates a bond which
many of the comrades hesitate to break, and this for a thousand

reasons. The pecuniary remuneration for services to the party

which is given by the German social democracy immunizes the

party employees against the grosser forms of temptation. Where-
as in Prance, England, Holland, Italy, and elsewhere, socialist

propaganda, spoken and written, is effected chiefly by volunteers,

in the German socialist party gratuitous propaganda is practi-

cally unknown. Elsewhere than in Germany, socialist activity •

is based upon individual enthusiasm, individual initiative, and
individual devotion; but in Germany it reposes upon loyalty,

discipline, and the sentiment of duty, encouraged by pecuniary

remuneration. In the history of the non-German socialist parties,

for example, we find important periodicals, such as the "Avan-
guardia Socialista" of jyiilan and the "Nieuwe Tijd" of Amster-

dam, which have been founded by individual initiative, and
which are maintained by the political idealism of a few individ-

uals. These continue to carry on their work although the ex-

penses of the venture often exceed the income, and although

those who write for the papers in question are unpaid or almost

wholly unpaid. In Germany, on the other hand, the
'

' Vorwarts"
of Berlin, the "Leipziger Volkszeitung" and the "Neue Zeit"

were founded and sustained by the party as a whole, and have a

paid editorial staff and paid contributors. It would nevertheless

be quite wrong to suppose that socialist propagandists and so-

cialist officials are paid on a scale which enables them with the
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hard-earned pence of the workers to lead that luxurious exist-

ence which, with an ignorance bordering on impudence, is often

ascribed to them by the "respectable" press and the loungers of

the clubs. The life of a socialist journalist is far from resem-

bling that of a spendthrift or a libertine ; his day's work is by no
means an easy one, his labours demand an abundance of self-

denial and sacrifice and are nervously exhausting; whilst the

remuneration he receives is a modest one when compared with

the gravity and the difficulty of his task.* No one will deny
this who has even an elementary acquaintance with the condi-

tions of work and pay in the socialist press and with the life led

by the employees of the party. Men of the ability and education

of Karl Kautsky, Max Quarck, Adolf Miiller, and a hundred
others, would have been able, had they chosen to devote them-

selves to some other service than that of the workers, to obtain

a material reward much greater than that which they secure in

their present positions.

fJ^is reference to the practice of the Germaa-socialist-party of

reTifi^iTliera,T,mgall_Sf;rvices rpTidpypiH was ripppssarv t.n pna.hlp the

readesHitninderstand rightly certain peculiarities of German so-

, cialist life. But it must not be supposed that there is no unpaid

socialist work in Germany. In country districts where the organ-

ization is still poor, and in the case of small weekly -papers whose

financial resources are inconsiderable, much gratuitous work is

done by the socialists. In not a few places, moreover, the local

comrades do not receive pay for any of thei speeches they make.

A witness to the idealism which, despite all difficulties, continues

to flourish in the working class is the way in which during elec-

tions and at other times many working-class socialists sacrifice ,v»"

their Sunday rest in order to do propagandist work in the coun-

ti'y; XJ£°ES^b^.distributing leaflets, electoral addresses, socialist,

calendars, etc. This gratuitous ^ork is often carried out, not >

only under conditions involving the patient endurance of expo-

sure and privation, but also in face of aU kinds of abuse and of

the danger of arrest on the most trivial pretexts, and of attacks

made by excited antisemitic or clerical peasants.

In general, however, the German practice is to pay for aU

services to the party, from the most trifling notice contributed to

a newspaper to the lengthiest public discourse. Whilst this de-

prives the party to a large extent of the spirit of heroism and

« Cf. pp. 57 et seq.
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enthusiasm, and of work done by voluntary and spontaneous

collaboration, it gives to the organization ^^om arVMp pohgl^on,

and an authority over the personnel which, though doubtless

detraetiag from its elasticity and its spirit of initiative, and, in

essence, tending to impair the very socialist mentality, constitutes

none the less one of the most important and indispensable bases

of the party life/

Able critics of socialist affairs, such as Ernst Giinther, have

endeavoured to explain the fact that persons of recognized abil-

ity and worth have preferred as a rule to subject themselves to

the party-will rather than to break completely with the organiza-

tion, by the suggestion that had they decided otherwise they

would have imperilled their political existence, and would have

renounced "the possibility of continuing to represent efficiently

the interests of the workers."" It is unquestionable that the

socialist platform is now the best one from which to advocate

the interests of the workers, and is historically the most appro-

priate, so that the renunciation of this platform almost always

involves the loss of the opportunity for defending working-class

interests. But it is no less indisputable that "to the average man
the close association of his own economic existence with his de-

pendence upon the socialist party seems a sufficient excuse" for

the sacrifice of his own convictions in order to remain in a party

with which he is in truth no longer in full sympathy.^"

It has been written

:

Staatserhaltend sind nur jene.

Die vom Staate viel erhalten."

For all their exaggeration, there is a nucleus of truth in these

words, and the criticism applies with equal justice to the party as

' ,t0 the state. TTin pra^tirn nf pnyriru' fnv all gPTTTToag rPTiHprprlj

I t»n'^g in Tin sTTinll deg^pe to reinforce the party bureaucracy, and

I fiivfir^T
""TitToi^'r^p^^ power. Jj'mancial' aepeilJktree-~JipQii"Tfie

' Ernst Giinther, Vie Bevisionistiche Sewegung in der deutschen Sozial-

demohraiie, Jahrbueh fiir Gesetzgebung (Schmoller, anno xxx (1906), fasc.

1, p. 253).

"Giinther, op. cit.

. "There is a word-play here which renders a literal translation impossi-

ble. The general significance is that those only can be counted upon to

support the state who receive much at the hands of the state.—Much in

the same way as in England the reactionaries are accustomed to say

(though here without any intention to gibe) that those only who have a

"stake in the country" can be trusted to care for its interests I
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party;_ftat.ig tr, pay npnn t.Tie leaders whn rpjwpumt tTiPi TTigjgT-

ityrttashackieB-tbe-eeganization as w]' t,li iron p.ha.ins. The most
tenaciously conservative members of the organization are, in

fact, thosg-Jffho arc mont dofinJtely"depenaept--tipaiL it. When
this dependence attains to a certain degree of intensity, it exer-

cises a decisive influence upon the mentality. It has been noted

that in those countries in which members of parliament are not

salaried, but where the party organizations themselves provide

for the support of their parliamentary representatives, the dep-

uties have a very strong sense of dependence upon the members
of their organizations. Where, on the contrary, members of par-

'liament are remunerated by the state, they feel themselves be-

fore all to be parliamentarians, even thought they may owe their

election exclusively to the socialist party.

It is well known that the numerical strength of the trade

unions depends to a very considerable extent upon the economic

advantages which the unions offer to their members. The suc-

cess of the trade-union movement from this point of view has

suggested to the German socialists that the socialist party should

extend to the rank and file of the membership some of the ad-

vantages which have hitherto been the exclusive privilege of the

party bureaucracy. Otto Gerisch, treasurer of the party and

member of the executive committee, referred to this possibility in

a speech on the problem of organization, made at the Bremen
Congress of 1904.^^ After quoting facts proving the superiority

of the trade-union organization over that of the party, he stated

that in his view the real reason of this superiority was to be

found ia the "accumulation of benefits" which the unions pro-

vided for their members. He added that the workers did not

prove faithful to their unions until these organizations under-

took the practice of mutual aid on the large scale, but that there-

after the membership increased enormously and became far more

stable. Continuing this train of thought, he said : "It is char-

acteristic that the Konigsberg comrades, who, in view of the ad-

vanced position they occupy in the German socialist movement,

must certainly be held to possess extensive experience in matters

of organization and propaganda, provide subsidies to members of

the party to meet funeral expenses.^^ This practice has been

"ProtoTcoll iiier die Verhandlungen des Parteitages der sozialdemohra-

tischen Partei DeutscMands, abgehalten zu Bremen, Sept. 10-U, 1904, Ver-

lag "Vorwarts," Berlin, p. 272.

"A similar institution is found also in Giessen. Here eveiy member of
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introduced for a very good reason. We are at a disadvantage in

the socialist party as compared with, the trade unions, in that we
cannot offer any direct advantages to our members. But this

will not always be the case." It seems doubtful if these words

are to be interpreted as a direct announcement of the intention

to introduce a system of mutual life-insurance, or whether Ger-

isch merely intended a warm recommendation of such a measure.

Oda Olberg, who was present at the congress on behalf of the

Italian socialist paper "Avanti," interpreted the words in the

former sense, and described the speech as a "menace of degener-

ation."^* It is certain that in the German socialist party ten-

dencies exist towards laying greater stress upon such material

advantages, tendencies which might lead to the transformation

of the party organization into a socialistically tinged proletarian

assurance society. It is evident that an evolution in this direc-

tion would attract to the party hundreds of thousands of new
members, so that there would be a considerable accession of

strength. At the same time the apparatus of the socialist bu-

reaucracy would be greatly developed. The effects which such

an evolution would have upon the real strength of the party

vis-a-vis the state, upon its moral impetus, its internal unity, and
its tactical cohesion, are questions which cannot be discussed

here. For our purpose it has been enough to draw attention to

the influence which the practice of paying for services rendered

has upon the maintenance and the reinforcement of the organi-

zation.

In aristocratic regimes, so long, at least, as the aristocracy

retains its-essentially—plotocratic charac^efT'tfafc pi'^''^ officials

are usuaHy-jmpaid. Their functions are purely honoi'ary, even
wTiPTi tlipy rpqiijvpThp^^roTT^iS-lTriTrnl' tliTi5g^whn''rw-MaST^Qj>t. them.

They are member|_of_theJjajinina.nt c1a.ss, ara^^jSsumedJp be rich,

toTSake it'aTpointorESnour to spend-money-fur the public good,

the local braneh of the socialist party pays a monthly subscription of 25
pfennigs. Five pfennigs out of this sum are paid in to a special funeral ac-

count, and from this account is made a disbursement of 20 marks for the

funeral expenses of every member, or of his wife.

"Cf. leading article, II Congresso di Brema, "Avanti," anno viii. No.
2,608. Oda Olberg writes: "Frankly, we cannot conceive a socialist party
which attracts and retains its members by ofEering them economic ad-

vantages. We consider that it would be far better to have a handful of

devoted comrades who have joined our ranks, not for lucre, but impelled

by the socialist faith, ready for every sacrifice, willing to give themselves,

rather than a whole army of members who have entered the party regarding
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and to oeeupy, even at considerable pecuniary sacrifice, eminent
positions in the service of the state. A similar practice prevails

even in modern democracies. The Lord Mayor of London and
his colleagues in the other great cities of England are unpaid.
The same is true of the Italian Syndics. Inasmuch as the enter-

tainment allowances, etc., are usually altogether inadequate, the

holders of such offices must be men of considerable private means
to enable them to support the necessary charges, and they must
therefore be either wealthy parvenus or men born to wealth.

Similar considerations apply to Italian parliamentary represen-

tation. In Italy the government opposes the idea of paying sal-

aries to members of parliament, on the ground that it would be
improper for the elected of the nation to receive base money for

their activities.^^ The consequence is that in Italy, since the

Italian socialist party is a poor one, the manual workers are

a priori excluded from parliament. Among the thirty-six social-

ist deputies in the Italian chamber during 1909, two only had,^'-'

been manual workers (trade-union leaders) . In such conditions

it<jS^fceiy"Thafr4Ji£4iarly-EepEPSPTitjjt.inTi in t.hA_WTg1at.nT-P will be
resfedctedr^:t) petsons witn private-^teaua^jot^sepffiaTis to say,

^l!" }}f\y'^
*^^°

fiTldmonev which they are aEle to aevote to an ,\

unrepjHeeiwlive Occupation^ and one whiciT duuiuudu fi-uyxient '

,

changes oj^-g^sM^cei In France7nioreover,"wEere the salaries

of The deputies are on a liberal scale, it has been noted that the

poorest constitugB^s aie reprsgErrted-ia parlia:ment,by-tlie rich-

est jaeeabers:**^

Even in certain democratic parties the assumption of official

it as a mutual aid society." This view is estimable from the moral and
socialist outlook, but its utterance shows that Oda Olberg has an inadequate

understanding of the most conspicuous quality of the masses; unless it be
that she has abandoned her Marxism, that after the Blanquist manner she

is willing to renounce the democratic criterion of majority rule, and that

she looks to find salvation solely from the action of a small but intelligent

minority.
^ Giolitti, replying in the year 1909 to a proposal that the Italian depu-

ties should be salaried, expressed again and again his clear conviction that

the payment of members would tend to weaken the repute of parliament

throughout the country. In his view, the representative function is a free

gift from the people (cf. Atti del Parlamento Italiano, Camera dei Bepu-

tati, sessione 1909, Tip. della 0am. dei Dep., Eome, 1909, vol. i, pp. 518 and
913).—in the year 1885 Bismarck, apropos of a paragraph in the Prussian

civil code, went so far as to describe the salary paid to the members of the

Beichstag as "a dishonourable gain."

"EugSne FourniSre, op. cit., p. 109.
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positions in the party may be regarded as an honorary office,

especially where the organization is not well supplied with means.

Thus there not infrequently arises within the party a peculiar

form of financial authority, since the comrades who are better

endowed with means^ gain and retain influence through the pe-

cuniary services which they render. A plutocratic supremacy of

this nature exists in the press of those parties which, lacking

means for the independent maintenance of their own organs, are

forced to depend upon the pecuniary assistance given by well-to-

do comrades. The result, of course, is that these latter, as prin-

cipal shareholders in the newspaper, possess a natural right of

controlling its policy. A typical example of this is found in

France, where for a time "rHumanite" was supported by a syn-

dicate of wealthy Jews. Again, in choosing delegates to the

party congresses, the preference is often given to those who are

able and willing to pay their own travelling expenses. In this

way it results that the congresses, which constitute the supreme
authority of the party, often come to be chiefly composed, like

the parliamentary group in certain countries, of persons who are

comparatively well-to-do. This is what happens in Italy, France,
Holland, etc.^^ As far as Germany is concerned, this is less likely

to occur, partly because very few members of the socialist party
are well off, and partly because of the flourishing condition of

the party finances. In Germany, therefore, the financial superi-

ority of the rich comrade over the poor one is often replaced by
the superiority of the rich branch. It is naturally very difficult

for the organizations that are short of money to send delegates to

the party congress, especially if this is held in a distant city.

Consequently these poor branches, when they are unable to ap-

point as delegate some one who has the time, the means, and the

will to undertake the journey at his own expense, are compelled"

to abandon the idea of being represented at the congress. It

should be added that public opinion within the party has often

shown itself strongly adverse to the practice, stigmatizing the

delegates who are appointed on these terms as "mandataries by
accommodation, '

' and regarding the conferring and the. accept-

ance of such a mandate as a treason to the party and as a form
of corruption. At the Bremen congress of 1904, in the case of

Fehndrich, it was loudly denounced as a veritable crime.^* Such

" As regards France, cf. A. Jobert, Impressions de Congres, '
' La Guerre

Soeiale, " anno ii, No. 45.

" Protolcoll, pp. 116 et seq., 265 e.t seq. Cf. also the discussion upon the
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aecusasions "are often unjust, for more spirit of sacrifice and
love li'ii duty are commonly needed to induce a comrade to at-
tend i, congress at his own cost than would be the case if he had
a wejik's holiday at the expense of his local branch^-s. V^

N/, vertheless it remains true that as regards representation iat'

ipar^y congresses, the smaller sections are in a position of serious|

inferiority. Numerous proposals have been made for the remedy
of |,his state of affairs. For instance, in order to realize the
deniiocratic postulate of the equal representation of all districts, ''

in the years 1903 and 1904 the section of Marburg proposed that v-'

.il the costs of delegation should be defrayed by the central
treasury. This proposal was not accepted, and consequently an-
other attempt was made to find a remedy, and this has taken the
form of uniting numerous local branches into provincial feder-

ations. Thus the rules of the provincial federation of Hesse-
Nassau contain a clause to the following effect: "Those local

branches of the federation which are unable to pay the costs of
delegation to the congress will draw lots every year to select

one among their number, and the branch thus chosen will have
the right to send a delegate to the congress at the expense of the
federation. " It may be noted in passing that five of the branches
out of the ten of which the federation consists have to avail

themselves of this privilege,

A party which has a well-filled treasury is in ia position, not
• only to dispense with the material aid of its comparatively af-

fluent members, and thus to prevent the acquirement by these

of a prepopdnrnnt influence^in the party, but also to provide
itself ^»m a body of officials~who are~tDyaLand devoted because

the;^_are.xntireljz-d^endcnt on Lhu par Ly for Iheir m"e5nguf"

STIb-

siOTence. Before the year 1906, when the payment of members
was conceded by the German state, the German socialist party
had provided the salaries of its deputies. In this way the party
leaders, poor men for the most part, were enabled to enter

parliament without being in a position to emancipate themselves

from the party, or to detach themselves from the majority of

the parliamentary group of socialists—as has happened in France
with the formation of the group of "independent socialists."

The French socialist party has been forced to recognize the

danger involved in the existence of leaders who are not economi-

similar case of Lily Braun at the Munich congress of 1902 {Frotokoll, p.

250).
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cally dependent on the party. In those countries in wy office,

representatives of the people are not paid by the governmaneans.

salaried by the party, the danger of plutocracy arises frcipuliar

fact that the members of parliament must necessarily be n^etter

means ; but in France such a danger arises in the opposite e pe-

for here not only are the deputies paid, but they are paid aby of

high rate of £600 a year. Consequently it has occurred t(feing

French socialists to adopt a measure which shall at once re| are

the financial supremacy of its representatives at the P;|l-to-

Bourbon and provide a steady accession to the party funds, irin-

they have decreed that every deputy elected under the aegis o£

the party must pay over one-fifth of his salary, £120 per annum,

to the party treasury. Many of the French socialist deputies,

in order to elude this obligation, have simply resigned their mem-
bership of the party. Among the causes which in the year 1905

led to the formation of the new parliamentary socialist group,

the so-called independent socialists, the chief was certaialy the

desire to escape this heavy tax, and to preserve intact for them-

selves the fine round sum paid as salary by the state. Even in

the case of the deputies who, in order to preserve their seats,

have found it expedient to accept as a matter of principle their

liability to the party treasury, the majority have shown little

alacrity in the discharge of this liability. Year after year, in

fact, at the party congresses, there have been interminable dis-

cussions as to the means to be adopted to compel the recalci-

trant socialist deputies to discharge their financial obligations.

And yet (and here is one of the ironies of history) it has not

taken long to discover that to despoil the deputies of a portion

of their salary does not after all constitute the most efficacious

means of preventing the formation within the party of an oli-

garchy of plutocrats. From the report made to the congress of

Nimes (1910) by the executive committee it appears that of the

128,000 francs which constitute the party revenue, more than

half, 67,250 francs to be precise, was made up by the contribu-

tions of the socialist members of parliament.^" Such a state of

affairs is eminently calculated to favour the predominance of the

deputies, who become the financial props of the party administra-

tion, and thus are persons of importance whom the rank and file

must treat with all possible respect.

Speaking generally, when the manual workers become employ-

" Letter contributed by Grumbach to the "Volksstimme" of Tranl^fort,

March 1, 1910,
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accusag ^ot found that they are easy masters. They are prone
love 'jtrust, and are extremely exacting.^" "Were it not that
tend; employees have as a rule abundant means of escaping from
^ '*^^,.fluence of their many-headed masters, they would be worse

•^ted—so runs the complaint—than by any private employer.
'Par^lation to the salaried officials, every member of the organi-
infe,ji considers himself a capitalist and behaves accordingly.
^^ "'cover, the manual -^^.T^y^r^^^ff"^ t^^v any

f.
|-it.prinn fnr th p,

deDVeCTatBBi of lftt6lteiEttial"Tabour.

3^ t"" Eome, many societies-foK. co-operative production make it a
principle to pay their commercial and technical managers on
the same scale as their manual workers.^^ In Germany, too, for

a long time the same tendency prevailed. At the assembly of

the Christian miners held at Gelsenkirchen in 1898, the demand
found expression that Brust, one of the leaders, should continue

manual work as a miner, since otherwise he would forfeit the

esteem of his comrades.^^ At the socialist congress held at Berlin

in 1892 a motion was discussed for many hours in accordance

with which no employee of the party was to be paid a salary ex-

ceeding £125 per annum f^ whilst at the congress of Frankfort

in 1894 the proposal to increase the salary of the two party sec-

retaries by £25 had to be withdrawn, since the voting was inde-

cisive, although the ballot was taken several times.^* For a long

time in the German socialist party there continued to prevail the

erroneous view that the salaries paid to the party employees, and
even the disbursements made to propagandists on account of ex-

penses and time lost, were a sort of gratuity, a "pourboire."^^
*^ «

'"'Cf. Heinrich Herkner, Die Arbeiterfrage, ed. eit., p. 116; Richard Cal-

wer, Prmsipien und Meinungsfreiheit, "Soz. Monatsh.," x (xii), faac. 1.—
In an inquiry instituted in Italy by the General Federation of Labour con-

cerning the wages paid to the employees of trade unions, one of the wit-

nesses, when asked, "How are the employees paid in your union?" replied

bitterly, "With frequent votes of censure! " (Fausto Pagliari, Le Organiz-

zazioni e i loro Impiegati, ed. cit. p. 11).—In England it has been said:

"Socialist advocates in England are disgracefully sweated. Heaven help

those who throw their bread upon socialist waters; from no mundane source

will help come" (S. G. Hobson, Boodle and Cant, "International Socialist

Eeview," vol. ii. No. 8, p. 587).
^ Lamberto Paoletti, Un Cimitero di Cooperative, "Giornale degli Eco-

nomisti, " September 1905, p. 266.

^ Heinrich Herkner, op. cit., p. 114.

Trotolcoll, pp. 116-131.
'^ ProtoTcoll, pp. 69 et seq.
=" Cf. speech by Richard Fischer at the congress of Berlin in 1892, Pro-

toTcoll, p. 127.
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In the case of the socialist newspapers, the editor waiHich the
worse paid than the business manager and even than tht->nt nor
positors.^" Matters have changed since then, but there aim the
exists a tendency on the part of the..naanual^wo^CT^ whicl en of
duces them to endeavour to keep down the salaries of the p way,
officials to theI]e^r;^rwhat~is-paid°to"'aTactory hand. A^j tj^g

years ago a trade union passed a motion to the effect that tht^. the

ployees of the union should be paid by the hour, and on the Siiuce

scale as that which prevailed in the branch of industry to wh|ais
they belonged as trade unionists. Even now, in fixing the ^1-"

aries of their own employees, many of the comrades adopl< as a
principle that the remuneration ought to be less than that which

is paid for the same work by capitalist employers.^' Speaking

generally, however, it may be said that the German working class

is now accustomed to pay its employees liberally. This improve-

ment is explicable, in part, from the improved financial position

of the trade unions and of the socialist party. But there is an-

other reason. The employees have succeeded in withdrawing the

question of their salaries from the publicity of the congresses

and of reserving the discussion of this question for private com-

mittees.

In France, on the other hand, the tendency among the workers •

to stint their employees has gained ground, especially of late,

since the deputies to the Chamber have been allotted salaries of

£600 a year. The indignation against the "Quinze Mille"

(15,000 francs) has been so great that in many cases the man-
ual workers have been unwilling to pay their employees in the

trade unions more than the tenth part of this sum, the modest
annual salaxy of £60.^" During 1900-1901, the three employees
of the Confederation Generale du Travail (the secretary, the

treasurer, and the "organizer") received in all only 3,173 francs

(i.e., a little over £40 a year each).^* The two chief employees
of the Printers' Federation receive an annual salary of £144

^ Cf. Richard Calwer, Das Kommunistisohe Manifest und die heutige So-

eialdemolcratie, Giinther, Brunswick, 1894, p. 38; also E. Fischer, FrotokoU,

p. 129.

"Bernstein, Arbeiterbewegung, ed. cit., pp. 142 et seq.

"EnquSte sur la crise sindicaliste ; reponse de E. ClemczynsM, "Mouve-
ment socialiste, " vol. xi, Nos. 215-216, p. 302.

^Paul Louis, Bistoire du mouvement syndical en France (1789-1906),
Aloan, Paris, 1907, p. 244. From March 1901 the salary of the "perma-
nent," Georges Yvetot, was raised to 8 francs a day, £116 a year (Fernand
Pelloutier, op. cit., p. 152).
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each, whilst the treasurer receives £48 a year. The Metalworkers
Federation regards itself as extraordinarily liberal in engaging

three employees at a salary of £112 per annum, and (in 1905)

seven district secretaries at salaries of £95 eaeh.^°

In Italy there has not yet come into existence a numerous gen-

eral staff of employees salaried by the socialist party and the

trade-union organizations. This is chiefly explicable by lack of

funds. For many years it has been necessary to improvise sec-

retaries, administrators, and treasurers of trade unions and local

branches, to find them from day to day by appealing to the good-

will and devotion of the comrades.^^ Before 1905, the Printers'

Federation was the only one which had special employees for

bookkeeping and for the administration of the funds^^ Even
to-day the life of the labour organizations is extremely rudimen-

tary and is exposed to great vicissitudes. Of late years, indeed,

the number of permanent employees of the federations and the

Bourses du Travail has undergone a continuous inci-ease, but

these employees are still very badly paid. We are told by Rigola,

that the salary has been raised from 100 lire to 200 lire a month,

and that "no self-respecting organization wiU. now offer less."

But this increase does not suffice to provide a remedy, for 200

lire will not induce a skilled workman to abandon his trade to

become a trade-union leader.^^ Notwithstanding this, if we are

to believe the trade unionists, even in Italy some of the trade-

union leaders are already manifesting that tendency to grow fat

and idle for which the leaders of the rich English labour organ-

izations have sometimes been reproached*

The meagreness of the salaries paid to their employees by the

socialist party and the trade unions is not due solely to that em-

ployers' arrogance and arbitrariness from which the working

class is by no means exempt when it becomes an employer. Where
'the younger organizations are concerned, the trouble may arise

simply from lack of means. Moge&yeiyiBr'pa^ing-at-ar^Kw rate

there is a prnftical fnd in -i4»Ty, f^^" /T^STpp hpirTg- that the em-
pinyopff-piinni/i poyyp fny invf. of thfl causc. and not with an eye

F ' '

'
'" "" ~' ' "

'
'

=»Paul Louis, op. cit., pp. 198-9.

^Alessandro Schiavi, II Nerio delle Associazioni operaie, "Critica So-

ciale, " anno xv. No. 10.

^^Eenato Brocchi, L'Organizzazione di Sesistenza in Italia, Libr. Bditr.

Marchigiana, Macerata, 1907, p. 137.

^Einaldo Eigola, I Funzionari dell' Organiszazione, "Avanti," anno

xiv, No. 341.
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to the material advantages attaching to their office. It was hoped

that in this way the idealism of the leaders would be artificially

fostered, and that it would be possible to prevent them from

raising themselves above the social level of their proletarian com-

rades. During the early and revolutionary period of the labour

movement, whether economic or political, such attempts were

made in every country of the world. The labour organizations

have not always been satisfied with paying their employees on a

stingy scale, but members of the party or the union have even

been forbidden to accept the money which the state paid to those

who became members of parliament. Among the reasons which

in the year 1885 induced the socialists of Berlin to abstain from

participation in the elections to the Prussian Landtag, the chief

was the consideration that the fifteen marks a day which the

members of this body receive would tend to lift the socialist

members out of their class.^*

In practice, however, the grudging payment of the leaders

which at least in the early days of the trade-union movement was
a deliberate policy, has proved to be a very tintrustworthy safe-

guard against possible breaches of duty.

Forthe great_mfljor-H.y uf muu, idealibm alone ip- a'" ^" fl*^"-

qnJlM iTTpt'wAijiA fn^- t>ip fJ^^^]Y|^p^lt..af^^^iJ Enthusiasm is not

an article which can be kept long in store. Men who will stake

their bodies and their lives for a moment, or even for some
months in succession, on behalf of a great idea often prove in-

capable of permanent work in the service of the same idea even
when the sacrifices demanded are comparatively trifling. The
joy of self-sacrifice is comparable to a fine gold coin which can
be spent grandly all at once, whereas if we change it into small

coin it dribbles imperceptibly away. Consequently, even in the
.-labour meyettrtint, ib is necessiii'y iLuL Lhti Itudex'ij tjhtraM-Jecejve

g.nfl fVip satiafpntipn of a good conscience. Quite early in the his-

"* The following passage may be quoted from the resolution voted in this

connection: "Finally, seeing that every member of the Prussian House
of Representatives is paid an allowance of 15 marks a day, we cannot escape
recognizing that by participating in the elections we may be opening the
way for a renunciation of principles, and may be creating a forcing-house
for professonal parliamentarians (our principles are sacred to aU of us
and our representatives are men of honour, but man is a product of cir-

cumstances, and it is better to intervene now than when it is too late!)"
(Eduard Bernstein, Die Geschichte der Berliner Arieiteriewegung, Buch-
handL "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1907, vol. ii, p. 160),
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tory of the organizations formed by the Italian agricultural

workers we find in a manual written for the guidance of these

that if the capolega or chief of the union is to do his duty it

would be well to pay him for his work.'^

For two additional reasons itjg_nfi£cs sin,ry that the employees
a mural c»;h"n"ij^'W ?i'^°q^^'^°'y V^^ '^^^^ ^"''^

'

** P'"^'"
'
'-

' n " • •^
<^f\^ one,

bpTrmg-ijn^; tA the depa.rt.mpTit rf R""^'fl1ist^^^'"R The-fehourer is

worthy^of-feisjiire. In Marxist terminology, the worker who"39es

not receive pay correspondent to the social value of his work is

' being exploited. The other reason belongs to the sphere of prac-

tical politics. To pay the leaders poorly as a matter of principle

is dangerous precisely because it stakes everything upon the

single card of idealism. Eduard Bernstein is right in contend-

ing that underpayment leads to corruption and demoralization.^'

Thfi.leaderj?ho is poorly paid is more likely to succumb tq^ temp-
tation, moreEke^vTio betray thejMrtv for gain, than one who,
being'lTeli paia, nnds m his occupation a safe and sufficient in-

come. Moreover, the paymenTof'thB leaders at a low rate ren-
' ders difficult the application of another preventive means against

the establishment of an oligarchy, for it hinders frequent changes

in the personnel of the leading employees, and thus indirectly

favours the formation of an oligarchy. In France, where it is

still the rule to pay the trade-union leaders very small salaries,

there is lacking a new generation of leaders ready to take the

place of the old, and for this reason at the trade-union congresses

the same members continually appear as delegates.^'

If, however, the non-payment of the party leaders or their

remuneration on a very moderate scale does not afford any safe-

guard for the observance of democratic principles on the part of

the officials, we have on the other hand to remember that an in-

crease in the financial strength of the party, which first renders

liberal payment of the officials possible, contributes greatly to

nourish the dictatorial appetites of the members of the party

bureaucracy, who control the economic forces of the party in

virtue of their position as administrators. In the history of

Christianity we learn that as the wealth of the Church increased,

there increased also the independence of the clergy, of the ec-

clesiastical employees, vis-a-vis the community. As representa-

""Egidio Bernaroli, op. cit., p. 27.

'"Eduard Bernstein, Die DemoTcratie in der Sozialdemokratie, "Sozial.

Monatsh.," September 3, 1908, p. 1108.

"E, Clemczynskij op. cit., p. 301.
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tives of the community they were in charge of the goods. Con-

sequently all those who had need of these goods, or wished in

any way to speculate upon them, were dependent upon the

clergy. This applied not only to mendicants and to all kinds

of receivers of alms, but also to those whose aim it was to swell

the ranks of the clergy, or to succeed to the positions of these,

all aspirants to sacerdotal honours. For the administration of

the funds and for the conduct of affairs, Christianity needed a

graded corps of employees. This was the origin of the hierarchy

which changed the inner meaning of Christianity and perverted

its aims. A similar danger is encountered by all democratic

parties which possess an elaborate financial administration.^*

This danger is especially marked in the case of the German so-

cialist party, whose central organization in the year 1908 em-

ployed merely in its printing office 298 persons,^" and all of these,

having no share whatever in the net profits, nor any rights in the

management of the social property, depend upon the party just

as they might depend upon any ordinary private employer. lo^
tlie.liaTirla nf tlip party bnrpanprapy arp t.Tif» pPT-inrlipal prpss^ thp.

pTTKMpqtinTi anrl pqle of the partv literatuEfi,.^anjd_th£-^H?oiment

oForators in the list of paid propagand^ts. All these sourcgs^of i

income can-at-any^mie be Closed^-tajindesirablejcompBtitor^or to

dissatisfied.m£mbers of the Tanlr cji^f] fiii*^ "ttj tMs-powcr is uti-

lized in"actual practice.*" The concentration of power in those

'^ This danger has been recognized by Ettore Cieeotti, notwithstanding

the optimist tendency of his views on the relationship of the leaders to the

masses. Cf. Psicologia del Movimento socialista, ed. cit., p. 127.
"" Bduard Bernstein, Die Natur und die WirJcungen der capitalistisehe

Wirtschaftsordnung, Buehhandlung '
' Vorwarts, '

' Berlin, 1909, p. 12.

*° During the struggle between the party leaders and the so-called "Jung-
en," the executive committee forbade the sale in the bookshops of the

party of works by Dr. Bruno Wille (youthful writings and poems), since

Wille himself belonged to the opposing faction, although the work in ques-

tion was not written to voice the views of the opposition. In defence of the

leaders' action Richard iPiseher, a member of the executive, wrote to Wille

under date November 6, 1891: "Our party is no mere vague ideal com-
munity, but a practical body, with such and such organs. However little

we are inclined to exclude from intellectual participation any one from
the realm of Cuckoo Cloudland, the party has to take every care that within

the framework of the organization its adherents yield to the will of the

community in matters of tactics and discipline. One who will not submit
himself to these principles of subordination, and who combines with others

who are declared to be unworthy to belong to this organization, in order

to work against the party, renounces ipso facto all claim to make use of the

organs and of the advantages which the organization has created and
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' parties which preach the Marxist doctrine is more conspicuous

,

than the concentration of capital predicted by Marx in economic^

life. For some years past the leaders of the German socialist

party have employed numerous methods of oppression, such as

the threat to give no aid either in men or money on behalf of

the electoral propaganda of a candidate from whose views they

dissent, although the local comrades give this candidate their

full confidence. It is hardly necessary to say that sueh a prac-

tice as this accords ill with the principles of liberty and frater-

nity.'*^ In this way have come into existence strict relationships

-of dependence, of hierarchical superiority and inferiority, engen-

dered by the invisible force of the great god Money, and this

within the bosom of the working-class party which has taken as

its motto Blanqui's phrase, ni Dieu wi Maitre.
j

Brief allusion may be made in conclusion to another kind of

economic pressure which labour organizations are able to exer-

cise. Publicans whose houses are frequented chiefly or exclu-

sively by members of the working class, or small shopkeepers

whose customers consist mainly of working women, are indirectly

if not directly dependent, in the economic sense, upon the party

and upon the trade union. They are dependent, that is to say,

upon the leading personalities in these organizations, who, by
> declaring a boycotV«an- involvejftiem in absolute ruiiy

which it safeguards for its members. One of these organs is our book-

selling business, and consequently it was a matter of course that we came

to the decision of which you complain" (Hans MiiUer, Der Klassenkampf

in der deutschen demoTcratie, Verlagsmagazin J. Schabelitz, Zurich, 1892,

p. 119). Cf. also a speech made by Yon Elm at the Mannheim congress

of 1906 {Frotokoll, p. 300).—The pecuniary effect of sueh a boycott as that

of Wille's book is naturally greater in proportion as aU the workers have

become accustomed to accept only such intellectual nutriment as has

been ofScially prepared in the party kitchens and is guaranteed as thor-

oughly wholesome. Above all, then, this applies to Crermany.

•^Wolfgang Heine, op. cit., p. 283.



CHAPTER III

THE LEADERS AND THE PRESS

The press constitutes a puLeul msLx
i
umeulrfegjhp fmgvi£gi<the

preseFVHtien, OBd tlie cms (Ŝ ^^t^^wr^rff~[)o:wfrori tTurr rrrtr-ef tlie

Ipprlp-pg The press is the most suitable means of diffusing the

.

fame of theiiamduaXIcagorrafflOBg-tfae masse%Jor-;^pulariz-
ing their names. The labour press, and this applies equally to

the trade-union journals and to those which devote themselves

predominantly to political ends, is full of panegyrics concern-

ing the personalities of the leaders, of references to their "disin-

terestedness and self-sacrifieingness, " to their "ardent idealism,

conjoined with a vigorous force of conviction and with invincible

tenacity," qualities which, we are told, have alone made it pos-

sible for them to create the great working-class organizations.^

Such flattering phrases as are from time to time used of the so-

cialist leaders by the capitalist press (mostly dictated by mo-

tives of electoral opportunism) are complacently reproduced by
socialist journals, and whether taken at par value or not they

serve, ,by their diffusion among the socialist rank and file, to in-

crease the prestige of the leaders.^

^Cf. the article entitled Die Gewerksohaften Deutschlands in the "Schwa-
bische Tagwaeht," anno xxvii. No. 191 (August 17, 1907).

.^A typical example of this is furnished by an article Loi aus gegnerischen

Munde [Praise from the Enemy] which was circulated among the electors

of Giessen apropos of an election to the diet, and from which the following

passages may be quoted. "Now that the elections to the diet are ap-

proaching, we may remind our readers that the activity of our comrades
in the Diet of Hesse has been recognized and praised by the leading

organ of the national liberals. Six years ago, just before the then elec-

tions, an article was published in the 'Kolnische Zeitung,' dealing with'

the conditions in Hesse and the parties in the diet, judging these last from
a thoroughly ob|jective standpoint. The writer, who was obviously well

acquainted with his subject, opened by a strongly adverse criticism of

the leaders of his own party, the national liberals, who were then pre-

dominant in the Hessian diet. Turning them to consider our comrades, he

continued: 'The Hessian social democrats in the diet are remarkable men.

Not only do they work very hard, indeed harder than all others, in the

fulfilment of their parliamentary duties, but they often play a leading
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It is true that the press cannot exert the immediate influence

which the popular propagandist exercises over his audience in

public meetings, debates, and party congresses.^ In compensa-

tion for this defect, however, the circle of influence of the writ-

ten word is far more extensive. The press can be used with

effect to influence public opinion by cultigating a
"

-sensation"

—

a poiat in which modern party democracy exhibits a fundamental
trait which it shares with Bonapartism. This means is fre-

quently employed by ttie leaders in ord^^ tng-gin or to retain

the sympathy:oJ-th^^Ha^eirand to enah^ecffienrttrgeep the guid-

ance of the movementjnJiieiE-ewirEands. The democratic press

part Many membe]/s of the constitutional parties would do weU to

take example at the manner in which the socialist locksmith Ulrich of

Oilenbach performed his duties as secretary of the finance committee, the

way in which he examined the demand for universities and schools, showing
himself as a. rule to be the most zealous and the most friendly to the

government of all those who desire to favour a progressive culture. He
was supported in this activity by his colleague Dr. David, who, although

his views are somewhat more doctrinaire and Utopian, none the less greatly

excels most of the representatives in point of general culture. Such'

socialists as these are all the more dangerous because of their moderation,

and it is not surprising that they have to be reckoned with.' Again,

'Strongly in contrast with the socialists are the antisemites and the

peasant-leagues, for these have always displayed themselves as the bitter-

est enemies of the government; they are incapable of being influenced by
reason, utterly unteachable, rude blusterers, unpractical and barren poli-

Ijicians, insanely particularist, and often positively ludicrous. . . .' "
("Mitteldeutsche Sonntagszeitung," xii, No. 46). The article concludes

with a vigorous appeal to the electors to vote for the socialist candidates,

because of all the parties the socialist is the one most friendly to the

(Grand Ducal government!

'The powerful stimulus which the personality of Singer exercised over

the masses was described by Kurt Eisner in the following terms: "With
a sort of jovial energy and with a never failing sureness of touch he

knew how to tame and to lead the rude multitude. . . . Specially remark-

able was Singer in the small of5cial speeches, in the ' addresses to the throne

'

with which he was accustomed to conclude the labours of the 'socialist

parliamentary session.' Then it became apparent how importance is con-

ferred upon the individual by the greatness of the cause in which he

is as it were rooted. Naturally in such addresses he did not rise above

that level of daUy commonplace which is appropriate to all official utter-

ances, but he knew so well how to polish his phrases until they shone; his

voice, almost completely losing its Berlin twang, then rose to its full

strength; pale words and ansemie emotion became transfused with red blood;

and he always closed with some word of power, with one of those turns

of phrase intermediate between the trivial and the sublime, which are

characteristic of the gifted public speaker" (Kurt Eisner, Taggeist,

Kulturglossen, Dr. John Edelheim Verlag, Berlin, 1901, pp. 107-108).
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is also utilized by the leaders in order to rngke-attaf^ (more or

less masked) upon their adversartes-nrrtolaunch grave accusa-

tions against persons of note in the world of polities or finance.

These attacks may or may not be established upon a sufficient

foundation of proof, but at any rate they serve to raise a dust-

storm.* Sometimes, again, the leaders endeavour to ingratiate

themselves with the masses by employing in respect of their capi-

talist opponents, coarse and insulting language which recalls the

proverbial
'

' Billingsgate.
'

' All means are good to the popular- •

ity-hunter, and he varies them to suit his environment.

The manner in which the leaders make use of the press to se-

cure their domination naturally varies from one country to an-

other in accordance with variation in national customs* Where
the party organization and the force at its disposal are still weak,

the influence of the leaders is direct and personal. The conse-

quence is that in France, in England, and in Italy, where the

popular character still presents a strongly individual stamp, the

democratic leader presents himself as personally responsible for

what he writes, and signs his articles in full. An article which

appears in "Le Socialiste" in Paris will attract attention, not so

much on account of its own merits, but because at the foot it

displays in large type the signature of a Jules Guesde. The

leader imposes his influence upon the masses directly, manifest-

ing his opinion openly, often giving it the form of a decree, pub-

lished in the most conspicuous part of the paper. From the

aesthetic and ethical points of view, this is, moreover, the best

form of journalism, for the reader has a right to know the source

of the wares which are offered him, and this altogether apart

from the consideration that to all public activity there should be

applied the fundamental moral principle that each one is respon-

sible to all for his conduct. For the aspirants to leadership,

again, the practice of signing newspaper articles has the incon-

testable advantage that ' it makes their names known to the

*Iii the winter of 1904 "Vorwarts" came out with the sensational

news of alleged homosexual misconduct at Capri on the part of Frederick

Krupp, of Essen. Shortly afterwards the same journal published details

of a plan which the emperor was supposed to have drawn up with his

own hand for the construction in Berlin of a fortified castle for defence

against the workers. In the winter of 1905, "Avanti" published at-

tacks upon the personal and official honour of Admiral Bettolo, Minister of

Marine—attacks which some years later, when they had attained their

end, were withdrawn by the editor-in-chief, Enrico Ferri. Similar examples

could be quoted by hundreds from the socialist press.
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masses, and this facilitates their gradual rise in the scale of rep-
resentative honours until they attain to the highest.

In other countries, as for instance in Germany, the faith of
' the masses in authority is so robust that it does not require to be
sustained by the prestige of a few conspicuous individualities.

Hence journalism is here almost always anonymous. The indi-

vidual contributor disappears behind the editorial staff. The
journal does not serve to diffuse the writers' names far and wide,

and regular readers are often totally ignorant of the individuali-

ties of the staff. This explains the comparative unimportance of
the personal role played by German publicists when compared
with those of most other countries; it explains their small part
in public life, and the trifling social consideration they enjoy.

But this must not be taken to mean that the anonymous press
fails to serve the leaders as an instrument of domination. Since
the German journalist is identified with the whole editorial staff,

and even with the entire party, the result is that his voice ap-
peals to the public with the entire force of this collective author-

ity. His personal ideas thus acquire a prominence and attain

an influence which would otherwise be lacking.^ What the indi-

vidual member of the staff loses through his anonymity, in respect

of direct influence upon the masses, is gained by the journalist

leaders as a group. The editorial "we," uttered in the name of

a huge party, has a much greater effect than even the most dis-

tinguished name. The "party," that is to say the totality of

the leaders, is thus endowed with a special sanctity, since the

crowd forgets that behind an article which thus presents itself

under a collective aspect there is concealed in the great majority
of cases but one single individual. In Germany it is not difficult

to observe that the anonymous polemical and other articles of
"Vorwarts," the central organ of the party, are regarded by
the rank and file, and especially in Prussia, as a sort of periodical

gospel, as a Bible in halfpenny numbers. It is more especially for

the publication of violent personal attacks that anonymous jour-

nalism furnishes convenient and almost tempting opportunities,

guaranteeing moral and legal impunity. Behind the shelter thus

°In order to avoid this danger a portion of the German socialist press

seeks to render the personality of its writers distinguishable by having

the articles signed by one or more initials, whose significance is known at

any rate to an inner circle of initiates. Unfortunately this prophylactic

measure is not extended to those ofScial journalistic utterances which are

apt to contain the most venomous attacks upon certain members of the party.
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afforded by anonymity those of base and qflffiardty nature are apt

to lurk in order that they may launch thence~i]i>,§aietyj}jeir

poisofietr ai'

i
'ows agaiiitJL Lheii'' pei'tJOnal or political actvCTgaries.

The victim of aggression is thus for four separate reasons placed
'

in a position of inferiority. The rank and file consider the cen-

sure which has been expressed against him as having been ut-

tered in the name of a principle or a class, as emanating from

a superior and impersonal region, and as consequently of an

extremely serious character and practically indelible. On the

other hand, the whole editorial staff feels itself responsible for

what has been published, for the anonymous article is regarded

as published with the unanimous consent of the collectivity ; the

result is that the whole staff makes common cause with the ag-

gressor, and this renders it almost impossible to secure any

reparation for the wrong which has been committed. Further,

the person attacked does not know who is the aggressor, whereas

if he knew the latter 's name he might be able to understand the

motives for the attack instead of being forced to fight a shadow.

Finally, if he is by chance able to unveil the personality of the

aggressor, journalistic etiquette forbids him to undertake his

defence on lines directed against the aggressor individually, and

he is thus deprived of one of the most efficient methods of de-

fence. It recently happened that a writer in the German social-

ist press, who had attacked another member of the party, when
this latter made a reply which unquestionably demanded a re-

joinder, refused to continue the discussion because the person

attacked had addressed his reply, not to the editorial stafi gen-

erally, but "to one single member of that staff," who was in

fact the aggressor. The reason given for this refusal was that in

thus replying to an individual instead of to the staff the second

writer had "infringed the most elementary decencies of party

life.""

The obliteration^ of-pessonalifaL-in German—jenmalism ^as
favniireO'^rreTTTstTtiitinri in (vvrmg£jj^ "with the socialist press of

that country, of what are known^ ''

' corresSpoudenee bureaux.
"•

These organizations, which are managed^By~Eome of the writers

of the party, transmit every day to the socialist press informa-

tion relating to special branches, such as foreign politics, coopera-

tive questions, and legislative problems. The bureaux owe their

origin in great part to the spirit of intense economy which domi-

"" Frankfurter Volksstimme, " 1909, No. 175.
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nates the party press. They confer upon this press a stamp of

- great uniformity, since dozens of newspapers receive their in-

spiration from the same source.'' Further, they insure the su-

premacy of a small closed group of official journalists over the

independent writers—a supremacy which is manifested chiefly

in the economic sphere, since those who write for the correspond-

ence bureaux seldom play any notable part in the political life

of the party.

In aU cases the press remains in the hands of the leaders and
is never controlled by the rank and file. There is often inter-

calated between the leaders and the mass an intermediate stratum
of press commissaries who are delegated by the rank and file

to exercise a certain supervision over the editorial staff. In the

most favourable circumstances, however, these functionaries can-

not aspire to more than a very small share of power, and consti-

tute merely a sort of inopportune and unteehnical supplementary
government. Speaking broadly it may be said that it is the

• paid leaders who decide aU the political questions which have to

do with the press.^

'Cf. Heinrich Strobel, Ein sozidlistisches Echo?, "Neue Zeit, " anno
xxvii, vol. ii, No. 45.

= Cf . supra, pp. 24, 25, 26, 39-40.



CHAPTER IV

THE POSITION OF THE LEADERS IN RELATION TO
THE MASSES IN ACTUAL PRACTICE

In the political-ogganigationo of LLu iutcrualiouai proletariat,

the Tn'gfTiPHtjYrflpT- nf fhp Iparlprs consists chi'pflY nf Tnpmfeers of

padiamOTt. In proof of this it suffices to mention the names of

a few men who were or are the most distinguished socialist

leaders of their day, and at the same time men of note as par-

liamentarians : Bebelj Jaures, Guesde, Adler, Vandervelde, Troel-

stra, Turati, Keir Hardie, Macdonald, Pablo Iglesias. Hyndman
is an exception only because he has never succeeded in winning

an election. The section of the English party to which he be-

longs is unrepresented in parliament.

The fact here noted indicates the essentially parliamentary

character of the modern socialist parties. The socialist members
of parliament are those who have especially distinguished them-

selves in the party by their competence and by their capacity.

But in addition to this superiority, recognized and consecrated

by the party itself, there are two reasons for the great authority

exercised by the socialist parliamentarian. In the first place,

in virtue of his position, he largely escapes the supervision of

'

the rank and file of the party, and even the control of its execu-

tive committee. He owes his comparative independence to the!

fact that the parliamentary representative is elected for a con-

siderable term of years , and can be dispossessedb2_no_aQ^o long

as he retains the conM^cejoi-tfee-^ectofs! In the second place,

and even" at" the moment of his election, his dependence on the

party is but indirect, for his power is derived from the electoral

masses, that is to say, in ultimate analysis from an unorganized

body. It is true that, in certain countries the independence of

the party organization thus enjoyed by the parliamentary depu-
ties is subject to limits more or less strict according to the degree

of organization and cohesion of the party. But even then the

respect and the power enjoyed by the parliamentarians remain
unquestioned, since it is they who within the party fill_tlie prin-

ciEfli=«ii«€B=®a--wfaese-pojEeiLEredominates to a notable degree

]ii6~ '
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in the party executive. This is true, ahove all, of Germany.*
Where the rules forbid the deputy to function also as a member

• of the executive committee (in Italy, for example, only one dep-
uty, chosen by the parliamentary group, can sit on the party
executive),^ much friction is apt to arise between the two groups
of leaders, impairing the authority of both. But, for the reasons
expounded above, the influence of the parliamentary group com-
monly predominates.

TTiP inflnpnpp nf pgr-riamPTitaT-igTr. ig p.ifif<Tr^|.]y ^y^fyf jn the
German social democracy. This is clearly shown by the attitude

towards the party commonly assumed by the socialists in parlia-

ment. There is no other socialist party in the world in which
the conduct of its representatives in parliament is subject to so

little criticism. The socialist members of the Reichstag fre-

quently make speeches in that body which might be expected to

give rise to the liveliest recriminations, and yet neither in the
party press nor at the congresses is to be heard a word of crit-

icism or of disapproval. During the discussions in the Reichstag
concerning the miners' strike in the basin of the Ruhr (1905),
the deputy Hue spoke of the maximum programme of the party
as "Utopian," and in the socialist press there was manifested
no single symptom of revolt. On the first occasion on which the
party departed from its principle of unconditional opposition to

all military expenditure, contenting itself with simple abstention

when the first credit of 1,500,000 marks was voted for the war
against the Hereros, this remarkable innovation, which in every
other socialist party would have unquestionably evoked a storm
from one section of the members, even if there might have been
manifested cheerful approval by another, aroused among the

German socialists no more than a few dispersed and timid pro-

tests. Subsequently, at the Bremen congress of 1904, when the

deputies had to give an account of their conduct, very few dele-

gates were found to express disapproval. It is, further, remark-
able to what a degree the power of the parliamentary group be-

comes consolidated as the party increases throughout the country.

^In France, until 1914, the right of the deputies to enter the executive

committee of the socialist party was restricted by the rules, but in the be-

ginning of that year the restrictions were relaxed, enabling the deputies

to exercise a predominant influence in the councils of the party.
^ Two deputies may be members of the executive committee if one of these

two is chairman of the central organization, and thus ex officio member
of the executive.
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In earlier days, far less important questions aroused much more
acute struggles between the party and the parliamentary group.

To-day, the socialist masses in Germany have accustomed them-

selves to the idea that the decisive struggle on behalf of the aims

they have at heart will be carried out in parliament, and for this

reasea-Aey scrupulouslv avoid doing anything whisk "ij^t make
difficulties for their parliamentary_reErfiseBtetivS§^ TEtg~e®n-

viction rxfmgtaTTtiv n ^.tprTTi rn rrT thr rrmrln rt nf thr mjlnnrninrr"

taon~t?5^^^n£aders! Henc»4a_iiian^_jguestions theconduct of

the paJt^arnpTrFSTTT^-gecQiip ih rf^ally rlaf.isive, SM;prgm»4fiaj. AU vig-

orous criticism, though made in accordance with the basic prin-

ciples of socialism, is at once repudiated by the rank and file if it

tends to weaken the position of the parliamentary group. Those

who, notwithstanding this, venture to voice such criticism are

immediately put to silence and are severely stigmatized by the

leaders. Two examples may be given in illustration. The "Leip-

ziger Volkszeitung, " in the year 1904, in a leading article en-

titled The Usury of Bread, vented its anger in somewhat violent

terms upon the political leaders of the capitalist parties. There-

upon in the Eeichstag certain orators of the right and of the

centre, when Prince Biilow had himself read this article to the

house, adducing it as an evil example of journalistic methods,

made a great display of indignation against the socialists. When
this happened, Bebel, who had hitherto been a declared friend of

the "Leipziger Volkszeitung," did not hesitate to repudiate the

article in open parliament, though his conduct was here in fla-

grant contradiction with the best established traditions of democ-
racy, and with the essential principle of party solidarity.* At
the congress of Bremen in 1904, Georg von Volhnar openly con-

demned the first attempts at anti-militarism made in Germany
by certain members of the party. He did this with the express

'It is true that the early history of the German socialist party con-

tains one or two precedents for Bebel 's action. In 1881, Hasenclever
and Bios made use of certain expressions in the Eeichstag which amounted
to a disavowal of the central party organ of that day, the "Sozialdemo-
krat. " Still better known is the dispute between the parliamentary group

'

and the "Sozialdemokrat" of Zurich apropos of the debate concerning the
'

Steamship Subsidy in 1885, in the course of which the group published a !

declaration to the effect that the party organ must in no case set itself
i

in opposition to the group, while the group was responsible for the party
'

press: "It is not the journal which has to determine the conduct of the
parliamentary group, but the latter which has to control the journal".
(Franz Mehring, op. cit., vol. iv, pp. 214 and 267).
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approval of most of the delegates and without arousing any dis-

approval from the others. Yet anti-militarism is a logical con-

sequence of socialism, and for such a party as the socialist, anti-

militarist propaganda must surely be a matter of primary im-

portance. VoUmar, however, justified his attitude by remarking

that if a systematic anti-militarist propaganda were to be un-

dertaken, the Minister of War would have a pretext ready to his

hand for disregarding all the protests and complaints which
might be made by the socialist deputies on account of the dif-

ferential treatment of soldiers known to hold socialist views.

If, for example, the party representatives in parliament were to

take action against the secret inquiries which the authorities are

accustomed to make and to transmit to the district commanders,
sending in the names of recruits who before enlistment have
been in the habit of frequenting socialist meetings and have
even been known as local leaders, the minister could readily

reply, and with effect, that socialists, being anti-militarists, are

enemies of their country and as such deserve to be handled with

aU possible rigour. VoUmar concluded by saying: "Anti-
militarist propaganda will make it impossible for the socialists

in parliament to continue to assert that socialists fulfil their mili-

tary duties no less patriotically than non-socialists, and that for

this reason it is unjust to subject them to exceptional treat-

ment."*
It is well known that great efforts have been made by the par-

liamentary socialist groups in every country to secure for their

members ex-officio the right to vote at the party congresses. In
Germany this right was recognized in 1890 by the congress of

Berlin, with the unimportant restriction that in questions con-

cerning their parliamentary activities the rights of the members
of the group in congress should be purely deliberative. Despite

some opposition, this right was confirmed in the new rules of

the party which were passed at the Jena congress in 1905. It

is obvious that the deputy, even if he does not as such possess the

right to vote, will not find much difficulty in securing delegation

to the congress. Auer once said that those deputies who were

not thus delegated must be poor fellows indeed.^ Nevertheless

,
* Protokoll des Parteitags zu Bremen, p. 186.

1 ""In any case, since, in view of their responsibilities to the party, their

presence at the congress may be indispensable, it should not be made
necessary for them to go about begging for a mandate" (Frotokoll des

Parteitags eu Berlin, 1890, p. 122).
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they have been saved this trifling trouble. Thus the members
of the parliamentary PT'^oup are admitted to an active partici-

pa^on-JHrthe musL lnLimat-e"dBiibefatioiis""oJ: tfie~party, nSt as

rlplogratpg app^oYPfl ]iy a, yntn ftf thp hranch to whichthexbelong,
but as^Tcpi ChunLalivm^ ol Lbe-^eBtire electorate oftheir constit-

ueBcy-ibr-thc whole period- for li^ioE^oy are eieeteerfoThe leg-

islatiwe^ TEis involves an express-^eeo^ition of their potion
as leadeK^and a further admission that this leadersJIiprowes its

origin in part to non-party sources), ancj^djvinusly. rajges t"

to ^TiAjTiQpiti ftT^ n£-pn ,ppT' nmnrpHpg indep&ri3gSt33£^e--ri5K^nd

^orma^esJhem^k£fiiiTT^aaEfe^elggatfis-fg? so long

as they ma5c--*OTaariHr-ra6nib«S^5f[Jte~iieiehstagr^^ institu-

"tion is certainly peculiar to German^:—fe-rrther countries iden-

tical rules apply for the appointment of all delegates to the con-

gress, whether these may happen to be parliamentary representa-

tives or not.® In France and Holland, for instance, the deputies

can take part in the congresses, and are able to vote in these only

if they are specially delegated for the purpose. In Italy, the

members of the executive committee and the members of the

parliamentary group cannot speak in the congress unless they
are charged by the executive committee to present a report of

some kind. In Italy, as in France and Holland, they can vote
only when regularly delegated.

Yet in view of their greater competence in various questions,

the socialist parliamentary groups consider themselves superior
even to the congresses, which are in theory the supreme courts
of the party, and they claim an effective autonomy. The mem-
bers of the parliamentary group obey a natural tendency to re-

strict more and more the circle of questions which must be sub-
mitted to the congress for decision, and to make themselves the
sole arbiters of the party destinies. In Germany, many of the
socialist deputies put forward a claim in 1903 to decide for them-
selves, independently of the party congresses, whether the par-
liamentary group should or should not accept the vice-presidency
of the Keichstag for one of its members, and whether, if this post
were accepted, the socialist vice-president should conform to the
iisage attaching to this office, and put in appearances at court.'

'"Avanti," No. 3433. Kevertheless, in these other countries the lead-
ing rSles ia the socialist congresses are played by the parliamentary repre-
sentatives.

' This claim was endorsed by certain aspirants to parliamentary honours
who had recently failed to secure election. Bebel wrote ironically in
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In Italy, the socialist and tlie republican parliamentary groups
have secured complete independence of the executives of their

respective parties. The socialist group has even been accused at

times of accepting deputies who are not even regular members
of the party, men who contend that their electors would look

askance should they adhere officially to the local socialist organi-

zation^

The parliamentary leaders of the socialist as well as those of

the capitalist parties assume the right to constitute a closed cor-

poration, cut off from the rest of their party.® The parlia-

mentary group of the German socialists has on more than one

occasion, and of its own initiative, disavowed the actions of con-

siderable sections of the party. The most notable of such dis-

avowals have been those of the article The Usury of Bread, in the
'

' Leipziger Volkszeitung" (1904 )
,® and that of the anti-militarist

agitation of Karl Liebknecht (1907). In the former instance,

the "Leipziger Volkszeitung" could very well console itself for

the disapproval of the "fifty-seven comrades" (i.e. the members
of the parliamentary group) as that of an infinitesimal minority

of the party—^in accordance with the historic and typically dem-
ocratic utterance of the Abbe Sieyes on the eve of the French
Revolution, when he said that the rights of, the king bore to

this connection: "Eemarkable logic! If H. had secured a seat at the

last election he would have regarded himself as competent to decide upon
this question. But since he has been beaten at the polls he is incompetent.

One must therefore be elected deputy in order to secure the necessary

mental illumination."

'"In this atmosphere of bourgeois parliamentarism, which is so foreign

to the essential nature of socialism, the social democracy, involuntarily

and unconsciously, has assumed many of the customs of this parliamentarism

which harmonize ill with the democratic characteristics of socialism. In
the writer's view, the appearance of the parliamentary group as a closed

corporation (not merely vis-a-vis the capitalist parties, which is necessary,

but also vis-^-vis our own party) is such a development of bourgeois parlia-

mentarism, and may lead to grave inconveniences" (Eosa Luxemburg,

Sozialreform oder Revolution? Appendix, MiUz und Militarismus, ed. of

the "Leipziger Volkszeitung," Leipzig, 1899, p. 75).
° The declaration made by the party executive in the affair of the "Leip-

ziger Volkszeitung" begins as follows: "On Saturday, the 10th inst., when,

after the speech of comrade von VoUmar, the Imperial Chancellor brought

up for discussion the subject of the article in the 'Leipziger Volkszeitung'

of December 2nd, those members of the parliamentary group who were

present agreed to instruct comrade Bebel to state in his speech that the

group regretted the publication of this article and repudiated responsibility

for it."
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those of Ms subjects the ratio of 1 : 30,000,000. As a matter of

pure theory, and considering the democratic principles of the

party, the paper here hit the right nail on the head ; but in prac-

tice its contention had no sigjiifiria,Tic£,-fe¥H:q~Ihgjrteff^ctive right

of prlaei^e-there maa-trpposed-"the right of thootTonger, hmna-

idcrshipr"

The local branches of the party follow their deputies. In the •

congresses the great majority of the delegates accept as a matter

of habit the guidance of the men of note.^" At the Bremen con-

gress in 1904 the German socialists rejected the idea of the gen-

eral strike as a general absurdity; at Jena, in 1905, they ac-

claimed it as an official weapon of the party; at Mannheim, in

1906, they declared it to be Utopian. AU the individual phases

of this zigzag progress were hailed with the conscientious ap-

plause of the mass of the delegates in the congress and of the

comrades throughout the country, who exhibited on each occa-

sion the same lack of critical faculty and the same unthinking

enthusiasm. In France, the little handful of men who consti-

tuted the general staff of the French Marxists when these still

formed a separate party under the leadership of Jules Guesde
was so permeated with the authoritarian spirit that at the party

congresses the executive committee (Comite National) was not

elected in due form, but was appointed en bloc by acclamation; ^'•

" Cramer, deputy to the Hessian diet, in his report concerning a divisional

conference in the Grand Duchy, deplores the comparatively slight demo-
cratic value which the party congresses have for the mass of the delegates,

and how little these assert themselves in opposition to the despotic con-

duet of the leaders. "In the press of business" a proposal sent in before
the opening of the session that the conference should last for two days
instead of one was completely ignored. "I feel compelled to say that the
propagandist value of the last conference must be regarded as infinitesimal.

The work was done in such a hurry, freedom of debate was suppressed
so roughly by the chair, and there were so many other disagreeable features,

that the conference was in truth a painful spectacle" ("Mainzer Volks-
zeitung," September 16, 1903).

"This practice continues to the present day in the Unified French
Socialist party. At the Amiens congress in January 1914, the election

of the executive committee (Commission Administrative Permanente) was
postponed until the very end of the congress, when a large proportion of

the delegates had already left and when those who remained were tired out.

The re-election en bloc of the executive was then proposed, with the sub-

stitution of one name for that of Francis de PressensS, recently deceased,
and the most important administrative act of the congress was thus effected

under conditions which made any discussion of the personnel of the execu-
tive quite impossible.
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it was impossible for the eliiefs to conceive that the rank and
file of the party could dream of refusing to follow their leaders.

Moreover, the congresses were conducted in camera}^ Eeports
were published in an extremely condensed form so that no one
could check the speakers. In the German socialist congresses, and
in the reports of these assemblies, it is easy to distinguish between
a higher and a lower circle of delegates. The report of what is

said by the "ordinary" delegates is greatly abbreviated,^^ whilst

the speeches of the big guns are reproduced verbatim. In the

party press, too, different measures are applied to the comrades.

In the year 1904, when '

' Vorwarts, '
' then edited by Eisner, did

not publish a letter sent by Bebel, the latter moved heaven and
earth with his complaints, saying that freedom of opinion was
being suppressed in the party and that it was "the most ele-

mentary right" for all the comrades to have their letters printed

in the party organs. Yet it is hardly possible to ignore that the

"right" which Bebel thus invoked is in practice proportional to

a comrade's degree of elevation in the party. The excitement

over the non-appearance of Bebel's letter shows that his case

was an exceptional one.

El the trade-union movement, the authoritative character'or"

the IrndrrnaTifl thnir tnndrnr^r ttLruIr democratic organizations

on nliVfrt^TiTp.Jinnn
,

ni-p. orvor^ TnnrAlprnnr)nTipp<T-t-TTgT
[ ir> f.1iM-p4if-

icaL organizations.^*

TnriHTTiprable ffi^^^"
r'^n^.r-A^^ ^r, fiio v^ifitnry "^ tr-a^p-mn^nn nr-

ganizations show to what an extent centralized bureaucracy can
divert from<democracy a __i,ii iiii.ii ilji ili iiiiii'i iiiii' u'iii1iilT[i i l.i 1

1

. moveiBgfili! in tne trade union, it is even easier than in the polit-

ical labour organization, for the ofScials to initiate and to pursue

a course of action disapproved of by the majority of the workers

they are supposed to represent. It suffices here to refer to the

two famous decisions of the trade-union congress at Cologne in

1905. In one of these the leaders declared themselves to be

"^ Georges Sorel, Dove va il marxismo?, "Eivista Critica del Socialismo,"

i, p. 16 (1889).

"Eduard David, Faktion und Farteiiag, "Vorwarts," anno xxii, No.
131.
" " In the socialist party, owing to the nature of the matters with which

it has to deal and owing to the characteristics of the political struggle,

narrower limits are imposed upon bureaucracy than in the case of the

trade-union movement" (Eosa Luxemburg, Massenstreik, Partei, und
Gewerlcsohaften, ed. cit., p. 61). This cautious expression of the differ-

ences may be accepted.
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opposed (in opposition to the views of the majority) to the con-

tinued observance of the 1st of May as a general labour demon-

stration of protest. In the second, the discussion of the general

strike was absolutely forbidden. By these and similar occur-

rences the oligarchical practices of the leaders are sufficiently

proved, although some writers continue to dispute the fact.^'*

For a good many years now, the executive committees of the

trade-union federations have endeavoured to usurp the exclusive

right to decide on behalf of the rank and file the rhythm of the

movement for better wages, and consequently the right to decide

whether a strike is or is not "legitimate."^'' Since the leaders

of the federation are in charge of the funds, which often amount
to a considerable sum, the dispute reduces itself in practice to a

question as to who jgjtg__decide whether a strike shall or shall not

be sabstdiiidT^ This question is one which involves theory life

of the democratic right of the organized masses in the trade

unions to regulate their own affairs. When the leaders claim

that they alone have a right to decide in a matter of such impor-

tance, and still more when they already largely possess this right,

" Heinrich Strobel, for instance, a writer on the staff of '
' Vorwarts. '

'

"We at least do not believe that the majority of trade-union members
favour tactics differing from those pursued by the trade-union officials.

Unfortunately the majority of the trade unions, owing to the 'neutrality'

which they have observed for some years, have become politically indiffer-

ent, and judge the trade-union movement in practice only from the out-

look of the petty and immediate interests of their respective trades" (H.

Strobel, GewerJcschaften und sozialistische Geist, "Neue Zeit," xxiii, vol.

ii, No. 44).
" This has recently happened also in Italy (cf . Einaldo Eigola, Ventun

mesi di Vita della Confederazione del Lavoro, Tip. Coop., Turin, 1908, pp.
62 et seq.).

" In practice, the executive committees have been able, to a large extent,

to make good their claim to decide this matter. To-day the decision

whether a strike is or is not to take place rarely depends upon local groups,
but is in the hands of the central executives. One well acquainted with
labour organizations. Otto Geithner of Berlin, a carpenter by trade, quotes
the argument employed by the trade-union leaders to justify this tendency,
which runs as follows: "Since the executive committees of the unions have
to supply the financial means it is necessary that the decision should be
in their hands" (" Korrespondenzblatt der Generalkommission der Gewerk-
schaften Deutschlands, " anno vii, No. 28). Geithner makes the apt com-
ment that this seems to imply that the poor officials have to pay the cost

of the strike out of their own pockets, that the funds of the union are
ends in themselves, and that the movement to secure better wages is an
unimportant accessory (Otto Geithner, zur Taktilc der SosialdemoTcratie,

Betrachtungen eines Lohnarbeiters, "Neue Zeit," anno xxiii, No. 47).
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it is obvious that the, most essential democratic principles are

gravely infringed. The-learlprs hayr npnTily frnivrrtrfl^ thrm
gAlvpgjTrtn__gTi-^a4gprp}iy:j Inmrinrr tn +Iip mqfagpg wVif^_j;];f^i7ifJ£_^>ia

f^n^sno more than the duty of acaeptiitg''tge'"g!eCi»ieBS~pf''fEat

oligarcEy/* 'I'his abuse of power may perhaps find justification

OTTtaeSaed grounds, the leaders alleging in defence of their proce-

dure the supreme need that a strike should be declared cau-

tiously and in unison. They claim the right to decide the merits

of the question on the sole ground that they know better than
the workers themselves the conditions of the labour market
throughout the country and are consequently more competent to

judge the chances of success in the struggle. The trade-union

leaders add that since the stoppage of work in a town necessarily

impairs the financial strength of the union in that town, and
sometimes disturbs the conditions of work of a whole series of

organized workers, it is for the leaders to decide when and where
a strike should be declared. Thus they consider that their action

is justified by the democratic aim of safeguarding the interests

of the majority against the impulsive actions of the minority.^'

"Some time ago a notice went the rounds of the socialist press in Ger-

many, under the headline The View Taken 'by Employers of Trade-union

Officials. This was an extremely characteristic document. It runs as fol-

lows: "The federation of employers in the building trade of Greater

Berliu is opposed to the foundation of conciliation boards, but has made a
notable proposal in the event of these being instituted by law. The em-

ployers demand that in this ease it shall be ordained by the law that the

officials of the professional associations of the employers and also those of

the trade unions shall be eligible for appointment to the boards. It is

alleged as a reason that it is much easier and more fruitful to negotiate with

the trained employees of the unions than with workers who are still engaged
in manual labour and who lack the necessary ability and independence

("Frankische Tagespost," February 26, 1909). Two considerations may
be deduced from this notice: 1, that in the view of the more intelligent

among the employers the trade-union leader is independent of his union,

in other words, that he leads it; 2, that this independence has already be-

come so considerable that the leaders do not hesitate to admit it openly

before the led, and even make a parade of their power.—Regarding the

omnipotence of the leaders of the English unions cf. Fausto Pagliari: "In
the unions . . . there has come into existence a bureaucracy which is prac-

tically irresistible and which rules the organization as an absolute master,

and the unity and efficiency of the admiaistration are enhanced by the

sacrifice of democratic guarantees and of the education of the rank and

file in the methods of trade-union action" (L'orffaniezazione operaia in

Europa, SocietS, Umanitaria, Milan, 1909, 2nd ed., p. 54).

"This was the principal argument employed by the German Metal-

workers' Federation against the metal-workers' strike at Mannheim in
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"We are not here concerned, however, with the causation of the

oligarchy which prevails in the trade unions. It suffices to point

out how little difference exists between the tendencies of prole-

tarian oligarchies and those of such oligarchies as prevail in the

life of the state—governments, courts, etc. It is interesting to

note that in Germany, as elsewhere, the socialist leaders do not

hesitate to admit the existence of a well-developed oligarchy in

the trade-union movement ; while the leaders of the trade unions,

in their turn, draw attention to the existence of an oligarchy in

the socialist party ; both groups of leaders unite however in de-

I daring that as far as their own organizations are concerned these

( are quite immune to oligarchical infeetionv^"
^'

Nevertheless, the trade-union leaders and the leaders of the

socialist party sometimes combine upon a course of action which,

were it undertaken by either group of leaders alone, those of the

other group would not fail to stigmatize as grossly undemocratic.

For example, in the serious question of the 1st of May demon-

stration, one of primary democratic importance in the year 1908,

the executive committee of the socialist party and the general

committee of the trade unions issued by common accord an an-

nouncement definitely decreeing from above the conduct of the

separate political and trade-union organizations. In a question

thus profoundly affecting the individual trade unions and local

socialist committees, the executives regarded it as quite unnec-

essary to ask these for their opinion. ^^ Such conduct shows how
much justification there is for the criticism which each of the

two branches of the working-class movement directs against the

othei^ Moreover, the question which has been debated whether
the local trades councils might not be directly represented at the

trade-union congresses is after all merely one of the enlargement
of the oligarchical circle.

Let us next briefly consider the third form of the working- >

class movement, cooperative organizations, and in particular the

October 1908 (Adolf Weber, Der Kampf zwischen Kapital und Arbeit,

Mohr, Tubingen, 1910, p. 30).

"°Cf. articles by K. Kautsky, H. Strbbel, Eoaa Luxemburg, Parvus, and
Anton Pannekoek, on the one hand, and, on the other, those which have
appeared in the trade-union press discussing the eternal politics of the

socialist party (for example, those published during the dispute that
broke out in December 1905 in the matter of the editorship of "Vor-
warts"); here tliere will be found innumerable documents to sustain what
has been said in the text.
" '

' Volksstimme '
' of Frankfort, anno xix, No. 22, supplement 3.
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organizations for cooperative production, as those whieli in their
very nature should incorporate most perfectly the democratic
principle.

As far as concerns distributive cooperative societies, it is easy
to understand that these cannot be directly governed by the
mass of the members. As Kautsky has shown, we are here con-
cerned with an enterprise whose functions are essentially com-
mercial, and therefore outside the competence of the rank and
file. For this reason, the principal business activities of these

' societies must be entrusted iaJtli£_emEloyees and to a few ex-

,-perts:-^*' Unless we consider buying as cooperation, m whicn case

the customers of an ordinary shopman are also cooperators with
the shopman, the members of a cooperative society have nothing
more to do with the management than have the shareholders of

a limited company ; they choose their managing committee, and
then leave the machine to run itself, waiting till the end of the
year to express their approval or disapproval of the management,
and to pocket their dividends. " ^^ In actual fact, the distribu-

tive cooperative societies present in general a monarchical aspect.

Read, for example, what was written by a well-disposed critic

concerning the cooperative society "Yooruit" of Ghent, which
is led by Bdouard Anseele, the socialist, and which is definitely

socialist in its tendency: "Cette prosperite et cette bonne ad-

ministration ne vont pas sans quelques sacrifices a la sacrosaiute

liberte ouvriere. Le 'Vooruit' tout entier porte I'empreinte de
la forte personalite qui I'a cree. . . . Une volonte puissante,

avide a revendiquer des responsabilites, alors que d'autres recu-

lent sans cesse devant les responsabilites, s'enivre presque tou-

jours d'eUe-meme. M. Anseele, grand industriel de fait, a vo-

lontiers les manieres impetueuses, imperieuses et brusques des

capitaines d 'Industrie les plus bourgeois, et le 'Vooruit' n 'est rien

moins qu'une republique anarchique. II repose plutot sur le

principe d'autorite." ^^

Societies for cooperative production, on the other hand, and
' especially the smaller of these, offer in theory the best imag-

inable field for democratic collaboration. They consist of homo-
geneous elements belonging to the same stratum of the working
class, of persons following the same trade, and accustomed to

the same manner of life. In so far as the society needs a man-

" Karl Kautsky, Konsumvereine und Arbeiterbewegimg, ed. cit., p. 17.

"°"Pourquoi pas?" Brussels, anno ii, No. 97.
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agement, this management can readily be effected by all the

members in common, since all possess the same professional com-

petence, and all can lend a hand as advisers and coadjutors. In

a political party it is impossible that every member should be

engaged in important political work, and it is for this reason

that in the political party there necessarily exists a great gulf

between the leaders and' the rank and file. But in a society for

cooperative production, for boot-making for example, all the

members are equally competent in the making of boots, the use

of tools, and knowledge of the quality/cj^l^ather. There do not

exist among them any essential differences in matters of tech-

nical knowledge. Yet despite the fact that the circumstances

are thus exceptionally favourable for the constitution of a demo-

cratic organism, we cannot as a general rule regard productive-

cooperatives as models of democratic auto-administration. Eod-

bertus said on one occasion that when he imagined productive as-

sociations to have extended their activities to include all manu-
facture, commerce, and agriculture, when he conceived all social

work to be effected by small cooperative societies in whose man-

agement every member had an equal voice, he was unable to avoid

the conviction that the economic system would succumb to the

cumbrousness of its own machinery.^* The history of productive;

cooperation shows that all the societies have been faced with the

following dilemma: either they succumb rapidly owing to dis-

cord and powerlessness resulting from the fact that too many in-

dividuals have the right to interfere in their administration;

or else they end by submitting to the will of one or of a few

persons, and thus lose their truly
. cooperative character.^? In

almost all cases, such enterprises owe their origin to the personal

initiative of one or a few members. They are sometimes minia-

ture monarchies, being under the dictatorship of the manager,

who represents them in all internal and external relations, and
upon whose will they depend so absolutely that if he dies or re-

signs his post they run the risk of perishing.^® This tendency on

^Karl Eodbertus, Offener Brief an das Komitee des deutschen Arbeiter-

vereins su Leipzig, in F. Lagsalle's Politische Beden und Schriften, ed.

cit., vol. ii, p. 9.

^°Cf. the identical judgment expressed by Frederick van Eeden, the

founder and for many years the manager of a cooperative colony in the

neighborhood of Amsterdam. His views were expressed in an interview

published by the cooperative newspaper '
' De Volharding, '

' anno v, No. 8.

="Lomberto Paoletti, op. cit., pp. 273-274.
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the part of the productive cooperative societies is further ac-

centuated by their character as aggregates of individuals whose
personal advantages decrease in proportion as the number of the

members increases. Thus from their very nature they are sub-

ject to the same immutable psychological laws which governed

the evolution of the medieval guilds. As thoy becumtj
' mui 'e'pros-

perous,J;hey become also more pya1i]S7vP
|

"T^d
.
tan^ .

.aWovs to

monopolize for"T;he benefit-ofTte exisLing'members the advan-

tages4hey.havBbeenat!l&4©-^cure. For example, by imposing

a high entrance-fee tEey put indirect obstacles in the way of the

entry of new members. In some cases they simply refuse to ac-

cept new members^ or pass a rule establishing a maximum mem-
bership. When they have need of more labour-power they sup-

ply this need by engaging ordinary wage-labourers. Thus we
not infrequently find that a society for cooperative production

becomes gradually transformed into a joint-stock company. It

even happens occasionally that the cooperative society becomes

the private enterprise of the manager. In both these cases Kaut-

sky is right in saying that the social value of the working-class

cooperative is then limited to the provision of means for certain

proletarians which will enable them to climb out of their own
class into a higher.^^ Kodbertus described labour associations as

a school for the education of the working class, in which the man-
ual workers could learn administration, discussion, and within

limits the art of government.^' We have seen to how small an
extent this statement is applicable.

In tigrtieBmsratic movemegt>fefae"personal factor thS"^iays-a

very considerable part, in the smaller associations it is often ;

pr^^SSS^^ Tn the larp;er organizations, larger^questiima
j

i>mm^nnn^Y 1"'-" tTin^^m^TynoT^i^l^^ pettv charaftRriRtics which thev
j

originally possesspd^ h^t all the Rame the individuals who bring
tjippp'qnpntinnn fnTTTT(HTt7-,H*d-iirTir> in a sense o.rtmo tn perwMiifv

j

" Karl Kautsky, Konsum/vereine und Arbeiterbewegung, ed. cit., p. 6.

—

More recently the socialist professor, Gaetano Salvemini, speaking of the

extensive and in many respects noteworthy movement towards cooperative

production in Central Italy, has referred to it as a leech applied to the

body of the proletariat and as a buttress of the dominant parasitism, and

has declared that its aim is to enrich the minority at the expense of the

collectivity. (Cf. the series of articles Cooperative di Lavoro e Movvmento

socialista, "Avanti," anno xiv, Nos. 174 et seq.)

''Eodbertus, op. cit., p. 9.

" This statement is confirmed by the testimony of the German socialist

Otto Geithner, who says: "He who like myself has had some experience
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[
them, retain their inflrp"^^ ^^^^ ^mpnri!ir\o,t^. In England, three

or four men, Macdonald, Keir Hardie, Henderson, and Clynes,

for instance, enjoy the confidence of the socialist masses so un-

restrictedly that, as an able observer declares, it is impossible to

exercise an influence upon the rank and file except by influencing

these leaders.^" In Italy, the first among the leaders of the trade-

union organizations has affirmed that those only which are headed

by a good organizer can continue in existence. "Categories of

the most various trades, found in the most diverse environments,

have been unable to secure organization and to live through

crises, except in so far as they have been able to find first-class

men to manage their affairs. Those which have had bad leaders

have not succeeded in establishing organizations ; or the organi-

zations if formed have proved defective. " ^'^ In Germany, the

supreme authority of Bebel was manifested by a thousand signs/^

from the joy with which he was hailed wherever he went, to the

efforts always made in the various congresses by the representa-

tives of different tendencies to win him over to their side. More-

over, the working-class leaders are well aware of their ascend-

ancy over the masses. Sometimes political opportunism leads

them to deny it, but more commonly they are extremely proud
of it and boast"T)f4t^ In Italy, and in other countries as well,

the socialist leaders have always claimed that the bourgeoisie and
the government are greatly indebted to them for having held

I'the masses in cheeky and as having acted as moderators to the

ji impulsive crowd. This amounts to saying that the socialist

I
leaders claim the merit, and consequently the power, of prevent-

l ing the social revolution, which, according to them, would, in

i'
default of their intervention, have long ago taken place.^* Dis-

union in parties, although often evoked by objective necessities,

(and I have been an observer of the labour movement for nearly fifteen

years), cannot fail to be aware that in small organizations questions of

fact are almost always overshadowed by personal considerations, to which
an exaggerated importance is attached" (Discussion in "Vorwarts," anno
xxiii. No. 137).

'"M. Beer's report on the 9th annual congress of the British Labour
Party, "Frankische Tagespost," anno xli, No. 28 (1909).

°*Einaldo Eigola, I Funsionari delle Organissasioni, "Avanti," anno xiv,

No. 341.

'''Of. the excellent description given by Albert Weidner, Bebel, "Der
Arme Teufel," anno ii, No. 21 (1903).

^''Cf. the well-known speech of Camillo Prampolini in the Chamber of

Deputies March 13, 1902 (Tip. Op., Beggio EmiUa, 1902, p. 24); also
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is almost always the work of the leaders. The masses never

oppose the reconciliation of their chiefs, partly, no doubt, he-,

cause the differences between the leaders, in so far as they are of

an objective character, are for the most part outside the narrow
circle of interests and the limited understanding of the rank
and file.^*

The ^stee5nrf-thejeaders for the TjiasseH is not as a rule very

profound, even though there axe--SQffi»^^5a5~thmi whajrofess

our which these render. In the majority of cases the veneration

is a one-sided affair, if only for the reason that the leaders have

had an opportunity of learning the miseries of the crowd by first-

hand experience. Fourniere said that the socialist leaders re-

garded the crowd, which had entrusted them with the fulfilment

of its own aspirations and which consisted of devoted followers,

as a passive instrmnent in their own hands, as a series of ciphers

whose only purpose was to increase the value of the little figure

standing to the left. "N'en a-t-il qu'un a sa droite, il ne vaut

que pour dix; en a-t-il six, il vaut pour un million." ^^

The fdifferences in education and competenco which-^ctually
exi nt. .imnng thr. iTKvvnlmrs'frf-^^, partv'arfl rpflp"t"d in th e djf-

fgrences in their functions. It is onthe^ound of the incompe-

tenoe-of the masspH that the lRadRr"R~;)ustifv fEJlesetesJoiTof these

from the conducTTjf-fbffaiis.—^They contend that it would be con-

trary to the interests of the party if the minority of the com-

rades who have closely followed and attentively studied the ques-

tions. nnrlPT nnngirlpratinn Tihrinld br ovnrrulfirl by thiLmMJnrity

which does not reall^possesa any reasoned omnioa-of its own
upon the~maHeW:^«^=igStI5: TKisTs~why the chiefs are opposed

to. the referendum, at any rate as far as concerns its introduction"

into party life. "The rjjnirr nf thr ri"ht TnnmpTit facaotiow

dpmnTida. n rnmprrh( iiniu i i i i i nliirh rmly a frw indiYJdvifilR in

numerous articles and speeches hj Filippo Turati, as for example II partita

socialista e I'attuale momento politico ("Critica Soeiale, " Milan, 1902, 3rd

edition, p. 15), and his speech to the 7th Italian Socialist Congress at

I!nola in 1902 (Bendiconto, Lib. Soc. Ital., Eome, 1903, p. 54).

"Mermeix (La France socialiste, Notes d'un contemporain, Petseherin et

Chuit, Paris, 1886 3rd ed., p. 138) wrote as long ago as 1886 with ref-

erence to the struggle between the Marxists and the possibilists which

occurred in 1875: "Si les chefs pouvaient se donner la main, 1 'union serait

parfaite dans le parti ouvrier." As every one knows, this prophecy was
fulfilled in 1904.
" E. roumiSre, La sodooratie, ed. cit., p. 117.
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the mass can ever possess, whilst the majority are guided by mo-

mentary impressions and currents of feeling. A limited body of

officials and confidential advisers, in closed session, where they

are removed from the influence of coloured press reports, and

where every one can speak without fearing that his words will

be bruited in the enemy's camp, is especially likely to attain

to an objective judgment."^'

To justify thf finh'itHntion of the irfiirppt -^'"^^° ^'"^ %'' flirAnt

piif^ntH fitrnftnrf -^f t^" yn'^Y "^^a^^atinn Yet for the state

organization, which is infinitely more complicated, direct legis-

lation by means of the initiative and the referendum is an in-

tegral part of the socialist programme.^'' The antinomy which

underlies these different ways of looking at the same thing ac-

cording as it presents itself in the politics of the state or in

those of the party pervades the whole life of the latter.

The working-class leaders sometimes openly avow, with a sin-

cerity verging on cynicism, their own superiority over the troops

they command, and may go so far as to declare their firm inten-

tion to refuse to these latter a^y ''''ifii^'t^r fnr dictating thejeaders

'

cojui«efe The leaders even reserve to themselves the right of

''Eduard Bernstein, GewerTcschaftsdemohratie, "Sozial. Monatsh.," 1909,

p. 86.

''Cf., for example, Hans Block, Ueberspannung der Demokratie, "Neue
Zeit," xxvi. No. 8, p. 266. The author himself sees very clearly how the

reasons applied by him to combat democracy within the party are equally

appUoable against democracy in the state. He therefore takes occasion

to cleave democracy in two, and to make a distinction between its applica-

tion in party life and in the life of the state. He writes: "Our pro-

gramme, however, demands direct election, rejecting indirect. It also con-

tains the demand for direct legislation by the people through the initiative

and the referendum. But elections and votes which concern the life of the

state cannot be compared with those which concern party organization.

The circumstances are altogether different. In the case of the state, the

matters under consideration have taken shape long before the time comes

for the vote; the persons involved have already assumed definite positions.

The problem is plain and is plainly formulated from the first. Very different

is the matter in party life, where even in the last weeks before the annual

congress important proposals and recommendations come up for discussion

of which an organization which insisted upon employing the ponderous

mechanism of the direct vote could not possibly take account" (p. 265).

—

This distinction is in truth utterly fictitious. It is incomprehensible that

the affairs of a party, whose organization when compared with that of the

state is small and simple, can be more complicated than those of the state

itself, and that therefore a violation of democratic principles can be

more readily justified in the case of the party than in the case of the state.
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rebeUin£,,ag»iBa±,,Jheorders the£_receive. A typical example,

among many, is the opinion expressed on this subject by Pilippo

Turati, an exceptionally intelligent and well-informed man and
one of the most influential members of the Italian socialist party,

in a labour congress held at Rome in 1908. Referring to the

position of the socialist deputy in relation to the socialist masses,

he said: "The socialist parliamentary group is always at the

disposal of the proletariat, as long as the group is not asked to

undertake absurdities."^^ It need hardly be said that in each

particular case it is the deputies who have to decide whether the

things they are asked to do are or are not "absurd." ^'

^This speech was made in a Convegno pro Amnistia on March 31, 1908,

reported in the Turin "Stampa," xvii. No. 92.

"Essentially this view is held also by Eduard Bernstein, who, however,

in correspondence with his thoughtful and amiable character, expresses it

more mildly, and endeavours to justify it by serious reasons. He tella

us that the leader is not the mere mouthpiece of the masses, but has to

decide on behalf of the masses what are their true interests. To quote

his actual words: "Bebel contends that the leaders should follow the

masses. This is not my view. I consider that the so-called ' leaders, ' that is

to say the confidential agents of the workers, hold the position of experts

on behalf of the working class. Unquestionably they must cooperate

harmoniously with those from whom they derive their power, but above all

they must act in accordance with their own best convictions of what

the interests of the working class really demand; when it is needful they

must oppose the views of the workers, and make their own opinions prevail.

We must not allow ourselves to be carried away by transitory currents.

Bebel laughs at the idea of reserving certain questions for the decision

of the parliamentary group. But is it not quite right to hold that the

deputies, who are always in the Eeichstag, can judge certain questions

better than those who are not members of this body? Unless it be in-

tended to pass a vote of no-confidence in the group, the question with

which we are now concerned can surely be left to its judgment" (Eduard

Bernstein, speaking at the socialist party congress, Dresden, 1903, Frotokoll

iiber die Verhandlungen des Farteitages, Buchh. '
' Vorwarts, '

' Berlin, 1903,

p. 309). Some years earlier Bernstein expressed the view that the control

of the masses over their leaders must be restricted to those questions which

profoundly concern the interests of the masses and which are not of too

specialized a character—^but he fails to give us any more precise indication

as to the nature of these questions (Eduard Bernstein Zur GesoMchte und

Theorie des Sozialismus, Edelheim, Berlin, 1901, p. 205). Other leaders

believe that they can attain the same end, and effect in a less honour-

able way what in German journalistic language is described as "shepherd-

ing the masses." A German trade-union leader has actually declared in

writing that the leaders must sometimes say things which are contrary to

their own opinions simply because they thus please the masses, "because

the masses become wise only after they have burned their own fingers";

and tbat it is easier fgr them to act in this way, because "it is always
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The accumulation of power in the hands of a restricted niim-
-^er Ttf^^pftTfwns-snch as ensues in the labour movementto^ay/"

necessarily pelves rise to numerous abuses. The '
' reprpsentativp, '

'

rg^-*^ Q-fli^g inHiapongghinTy^ rparliiy fippp^es transformed from

I

a seryitor of the people into their master.^^ The leaderSj mho
Tngyo >innmn Tny TininfT nni^PT f>T>1 i ggtionS tO fhp.iv snhnrdlTiajySj

hffnTne in thf lonc-mn the lords of these: such is ihp.^arwipi^t

truth wMclL_was-reeo^ized-by-<iF06th6-wbeH:-ie-Biade-Mephisto-

pheles say that man always allows himself to be ruled by his own
creatures. The very party \ifhirh figTita ngginFit thf usurpatiftUFi

"i^ tlin rnnstitiited anthnrity of the state submits-as-J)y Iia±Bml
Tif^rrnnity tn iho nmrpgtirmg pfpp.etflfl by itn nwTi nnn r,tit]itpii|-Tm-

^orities.—Th^i-masspg nrp far mnrp snhjep.t tn t.b£ip-4<^ftAarR thaii

to "their goVei'
jlmujLiLs, and Limy beai from the former abusesof

power which they would never tolerate from the latter.*' The
lower classes sometimes react forcibly against oppression from
aboye, and take bloody reprisals, as happened in the French Jac-

queries, in the German Peasants' Wars, in the English revolts

under Wat Tyler and Jack Cade, and more recently in the revolts

of the Sicilian Fasci in 1893 ; whereas they do not perceive the

tyranny of the leaders they have themselves chosen. If at length

the eyes of the masses are opened to the crimes against the demo-
cratic ideal which are committed by their party leaders, their ~

astonishment and their stupor are unbounded. If, however, they

then rise in rebellion, the nature of their criticisms shows how
little they have understood the true character of the problem.

Far from recognizing the real fount of the oligfi^"T-'^"Fil "vil in'

tW^^P'Jli!^atioa.fll.power within the party, they often con^der
th-a^T-thp hpst. mpans of p.nirnTaszdanfJ nli|ifniY4TYTg::^5^4ri+PT>«5y-HT4s

yej:g_centralization/^

Wthin their power as masters to do what their own enlightened intelligence

suggests without the masses understanding what they are about" (Tischen-

dorfer in the " Korrespondenzblatt der G-eneralkommission der Gewerk-
sohaften Deutschlauds, " quoted by Otto Geithner, Zur TaTctik der Sosial-

demokratie, "Neue Zeit, " anno xxiii, vol. ii, p. 657).
" Cf . p. 64.

" This possibility has been admitted even by Kautsky (Karl Kautsky,
Wahlkreis und Partie, "Neue Zeit," xxii No. 28, p. 36).

"""It is well known that the people finds it far easier to get the

better of kings than of legislative assemblies" (Karl Marx, "Neue Eheinis-

che Zeitung," November 11, 1848).
" This ineptitude was conspicuously displayed in the debates which took

place in Germany concerning the 1st of May demonstrations (see p. 146).

Shortly after the official orders upon this subject had been issued, a meet-
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ing of the socialist branch of Leipzig, a branch noted for its revolutionary

spirit and subject to the influence of Marxist extremists such as Mehring and
Lensch, took up a definite position in favour of the 1st of May celebration.

In this year (1908) certain concessions had been made by the Leipzig

police in the matter of the procession, so that the celebration promised"

to be more imposing than ever. Consequently in the socialist branch at
Leipzig vigorous protests were made against the executive committee of

the party, which, in agreement with the executive of the trade-union

organizations, had decided that in future the workers who were discharged

by their employers in consequence of the 1st of May celebrations should

not have any right to out-of-work relief from the central treasury of the

socialist party or from that of the general federation of trade unions, but
that it would be necessary for special local and voluntary funds to be
founded to subsidize the 1st of May manifestants. The resolution passed

by the Leipzig socialists, in. criticism of this decision, ran as follows: "The
Leipzig comrades regard this as an attempt to limit by indirect measures

the cessation of work on the 1st of May, and to exercise such an in-

fluence upon the trade unions as to lead the individual trade unions to

revoke their resolutions in favour of the support of those who are dis-

missed by their employers because of participation in the celebration. The
further attempt to throw upon the local organizations responsibility for

and execution of the determinations made by the central organizations is

regarded by the Leipzig comrades as an infringement of the principle of

centralization. The comrades express their profoundest regret that the

local branches of the party were not consulted, as were the leaders of the

federations, before this decision was arrived at, and they look to the next

party congress to regulate the question of the 1st of May demonstration."

In this resolution, which in the main is identical with the resolutions adopted

by the committees of the party and trade-union branches in Prankfort-on-

the-Main, and which was accepted by the committees of the party and
trade-imion branches in Flensburg, Schleswig ("Volkstimme," Frankfurt

a/M. xix, 79), the comrades, revolting against the oligarchico-autocratie

consequences of centralization, seriously proposed a more vigorous carrying

out of the principle of centralization.



CHAPTER V

THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN THE LEADERS AND THE
MASSES

Those who defend the arbitrary acts committed by the democ-

racy, point out that the masses have at their disposal means

whereby thpy oan react against the violation
_
of their rights.

These means consist in the right of controlling and dismissing

their leaders. Unquestionably this defence possesses a certain*

theoretical value, and the authoritarian inclinations of the lead-

ers are in some degree attenuated by these possibilities. In states

with a democratic tendency and under a parliamentary regime,

to nbta.JTi^the fall of a detested minister it suffices, in theory, that

the neople sh niilrl hn •TyrnTf'~^rf~'Him Tn thfi-fflTTTTSwRy, once

more in theory, the ill-humour and the .opposition of a socialist

group or of an election committee is enough to effect the recall

of a deputy 's mandate, and in the same way the hostility of the

majority at the annual congress of trade unions should be enough
^to secure the dismissal of a secretary. In j)raotioo , howo^'Ct, the

exQgeise of"this Ihtoi'c Liiial i
'lg'hl is iatcrfcrcd with b-y tte-ffierk-i

"^ ff t^" w>in1(. peries of c^"''°rY!itiYf t"Tiflmf'ies to which allu-|
pinp Vip^ prnYimslv been made, so that the supremacy o?]^Rl

autoflnmmis find oovoroign mnnnos! i n rnadtirml yurti^- i l to'iory.

The dread by which Nietzsche was at one time so greatly dis-

turbed, that every individual might become a functionary of the

mass, must be completely dissipated in face of the truth that

while all have the right to become functionaries, few only pos-

sess the possibility.

"With the institution of leadership there simultaneously begins,

owing to the long tenure of office, the transformation of the

leaders into a closed caste.^

Unless, as in France, extreme individualism and fanatical po-

litical dogmatism stand in the way, the old leaders present them-

selves to the masses as a compact phalanx—at any rate whenever
the masses are so much aroused as to endanger the position of the

leaders.

^Cf. p. 104.
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The election of the delegates to congresses, etc., is sometimes
regulated by the leaders by means of special agreements, whereby
the masses are in fact excluded from all decisive influence in the

management of their affairs. These agreements often assume the

aspect of a mutual insurance contract. In the German socialist

party, a few years ago, there came into existence in not a few
localities a regular system in accordance with which the leaders

nominated one another in rotation as delegates to the various

party congresses. In the meetings at which the delegates were
appointed, one of the big guns would always propose to the com-

rades the choice as delegate of the leader whose "turn" it was.

The comrades rarely revolt against such artifices, and often fail

even to perceive them. Thus competition among the leaders is

prev^ted,. in this,.d(5mBifi^Fleastj.-a3id:raC^«--sam^ there

is T-pTi(Wft«J-4KLpnRsiKla-imyt.>iiTig mnvp -hbaTi pflAgivp pprt.ipipia-finn

of th^ank and file in the higher functioBs-«#~tbe'-Jafe~iTf that

party whieh^they alfTia-^gfTstain^ith their su^gciiptiofis.^ Not-

withstanding the violence of the intesthiSstruggles which di-

vide the leaders, in all the democracies they manifest vis-a-vis

the masses a vigorous solidarity. "lis congoivent bien vite la

necessite de s'accorder entre eux, afin que le parti ne puisse pas
leur echapper en se divisant."^ This is true above all of the

German social democracy, in which, in consequence of the excep-

tional solidity of structure which it possesses as compared with

all the other socialist parties of the world, conservative tenden-

cies have attained an extreme development.

WheB.4JieEfc48^a tJLruggle-betfficcn the Icaders-ajid tIie~Srasses,

thft^'fwmpr '\ rp. always vip.t.nrimig-4f nnlv fliSV Tpmftm-nTiit.fid.*

At least it rarely happens that the masses succeed in disembar-

rassing themselves of one of their leaders. At Mannheim, a few
years ago, the organized workers did actually dismiss one of

their chiefs, but not without arousing intense indignation among
the leaders, who described this act of legitimate rebellion as a

' Similar phenomena have been observed in party life in America (Ostro-

gorsky. La Democratie, etc., ed. cit., vol. ii, p. 196).

'Antoine Elisee Cherbuliez, Theorie des Garantis constitutionelles, Ab.

Cherbuliez, Paris, 1838, vol. ii, p. 253.

*DomeIa Nieuwenhuis once compared the organization of the socialist

party to a flock of sheep with dogs and shepherds. When any member of the

flock endeavours to stray he is immediately driven back by the barking

dogs (Debat tusschen F. Domela Nieuwenhuis en K. Gorter over Sociaal-

Demohratie of AnareMsme, held at Ensehedfi, October 8, 1904, "Nieuwe
Tijd," p. 17).
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crime on the part of the rank and file, and were careful to obtain

another post for the poor victim of popular anger.^ In the course

of great political agitations and in extensive economic struggles

undertaken by the masses against the will of their leaders these

soon reacquire the supremacy which they may for a moment

have lost. Then it often-^arppeus tha;t-tbe4eaders, mer the heads

of the crowd and in opposition to its expressed will, ((ontraven-

ing the fundamental principles of democracy, and ignaring^allthe

IpgpT^ ]n^ c.a], anrl economic bonds which unite the paidjeaders
tn jTiP paying masisps^ mflkp peace with-the..enemy:-ftadr-oydecJ3ie

close-_of the agitation or the resumption M-work. This is what

happened in the last Italian general strike, and also in the great

strikes at Crimmitschau, Stetten, Mannheim, etc. The masses in

such cases are often sulky, but they never rebel, for they lack

power to punish the treachery of the chiefs. After holding tu-

multuous meetings in which they declare their legitimate and

statutory displeasure, they never fail to provide their leaders

with the democratic fig-leaf of a biU of indemnity. In 1905 the

miners of the Euhr basin were enraged against their leaders when
these had taken it upon themselves to declare the great miners'

strike at an end. It seemed as if on this occasion the oligarchy

was at length to be called to account by the masses.® A few weeks

" Adolf Weber, Zapital und Arbeit, ed. cit., p. 380.

'Cf. the series of articles Streikeindrucke, by Conrad Haenisch, in the

"Sachsische Arbeiterzeitung, " xvi, Nos. 51-58, and the series in the "Leip-

ziger Volkszeitung, " 1905, Nos. 41-44 and 61-63. Haenisch reports: "I
shall never forget the moment when it was announced to the rank and

file that their leaders had suddenly come to a decision without consulting

them. The speech was interrupted by a general shout 'Continue the

strike !
' and a number of excited miners endeavoured to storm the plat-

form by a side door. Yet it was only a momentary disturbance, for the

stewards soon reduced the 'mutineers' to order. But all the more fiercely

now flamed the wrath of the masses in the street, who had expected any-

thing rather than such a decision. The cart carrying the 255,000 leaflets

announcing the resumption of work, which the committee of seven had had
printed the previous day at an ultramontane printer's, was taken by
assault. Sachse (socialist deputy, president of the miners' federation, and
one of the principal leaders of the strike) was followed to the station

by at least 300 desperately raging miners. From the whole of Essen there

arose but one cry, 'Treason!' However absurd and unjust this cry may
have been, the fact that it was uttered gives us a profound insight into the

intensely disturbed popular mind" ("Sachs. Arbz.," xvi, 58). Again:

"Old and tried comrades came to lie editorial offices at Dortmund, in

tears, in an emotional state that I should never have deemed possible to

our sober-minded Westphalians, overwhelming us with desperate accusations
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later, tranquillity was completely restored, as if it had never
been disturbed. The leaders had defied the anger of their fol-

lowers, and had nevertheless remained in power. In Turin, in

October, 1907, on the third day of the general strike, the workers
had decided by a large majority that the strike should be contin-

ued, but the leaders (the executive committee of the local branch
of the party and the committees of the local trade unions) went
counter to this decision, which ought to have been valid for them,

by issuing a manifesto in which they counselled the strikers to

return to work.'' In the meetings of the party and of the trades

council which followed upon these events the breach of discipline

was condoned. The rank and file dreaded the resignation of the

leaders and the bad appearance which their organizations would
have displayed in face ofjthe bourgeoisie when deprived of their

best known and most highlvestiemed men. Thus-tbe-gogerning
-TindjjiHr^ve-dpTnnf^ratif nnd fiofialinf^fnrFiT' n ftin in r n n n n f-fTpofT act
antirply

f^f.
flipir nwn discretion, maintaining a virt^fil inrlaponrl-

PTipp nf tlip. fnllpptivitv they i-ppTpgpnt, a^H in practice making
flipTnoplT7pp r^T^y^jpntpTvt 8

which I cannot bring myself to transcribe. The fate of the 255,000 leaflets

destroyed by the tumultuous crowd at Essen was shared by innumerable

pamphlets of the organization. This may give the reader some idea of the

emotions of the organized masses, unaccustomed to discipline! I have
said enough, and shall not attempt to describe the scenes of Thursday and
Friday at all the mass meetings" ("Leipz. Volksz.," 1905, p. 41).

' Whilst the prefect forbade that the decision of the workers to continue

the strike should be put into effect, the local authorities, acting on hia

instructions, did everything they could to secure the adoption of the leaders'

proposal that work should be resumed.

'It is a remarkable psychological phenomenon that the leaders of great

organizations exhibit in private life weaknesses and other deficiencies which

are in singular contrast with the qualities of leadership. The great organizer

Lassalle perished shamefully through his incapacity for conducting to a

happy end an engagement to marry, too lightly undertaken. The domestic

relationships of the great majority of the socialist leaders (nomina sunt

odiosa) are extremely unhappy. The talent for organization and com-

mand often becomes transformed into its opposite within the four walls

of the house. "lis semblent incapables de reflechir et de se couduire dans

les circonstances les plus simples, alors qu'ils savaient si bien conduire

les autres" (Grustave Le Bon, Fsychologie des Foules, Alcan, Paris, 1899,

p. 110). The marriages contracted by most of the socialist leaders are of a

typically bohemian character. Among these leaders those who have been

divorced and those who practise the so-called free love constitute a high

percentage. A happy and retired family life like that of a few of the most

noted among the leaders (Karl Marx, August Bebel, Enrico Ferri) is so

exceptional in the case of socialist marriages that the socialists are in the
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Such a condition of affairs is essei

fnl fl afpTts f'nnsf43TP2Tffg_JTi12l.gjjinYPT^°^tn t^nt Tn^T^n ^f^n itit'.

tiated under the banner of deniQpracy. One of the chief of these

consists in the daily infringement on the part of the executive

of the tactical resolutions whose fulfilment is entrusted to the

executive as a sacred charge by the numerous leaders of the sec-

ond rank who make up the congresses and assemblies of the

party ; ® hence arises the practice which becomes continually

habit of trumpeting these exceptions widely, referring to them for propa-

ganda purposes in order to repel the accusation so often levelled that they

aim at the disorganization of the family.
" The discipline prescribed for the narrower circle of leaders (executives)

by the resolutions of the wider circle of leaders (congresses) is very

frequently infringed. It was by a breach of discipline that Ulrich was the

first socialist to enter the Hessian chamber, for he came forward as a
candidate although his party had forbidden any socialist participation in

the elections which were effected by a system of indirect suffrage. In many
instances the socialists of Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, and Baden openly disre-

garded the decisions of the congresses forbiding alliances with the liberals

or with the clericals, and in the various diets they often voted the budget
although the national congresses had expressly ordained that no support
was ever to be given to any ministry. The central executive of the party
has also frequently disregarded the decisions of the congresses. - Tor ex-

ample, this was done in the second ballots for the Eeichstag in 1903, when
the executive committee decreed that the votes of the socialists might be
given to any one who was opposed to restriction of the suffrage, thus violat-

ing the resolution of the Munich congress of 1902, which laid down that
support at the second ballot given to a bourgeois candidate of the left who
was running in opposition to a candidate of the right must depend not
only on the candidate's attitude to the question of universal suffrage but
also upon his declared opposition to an imperialist colonial policy. Siioilarly,

again, after the congress of Jena (1903), the executive (in accord with the
general committee of the trade-union organizations) effected profound
modifications in the decision taken at Jena concerning the general strike. In
Italy, at the socialist congress of Florence in 1896, it was decreed that no
member of the party should under any circumstances fight a duel (cf.

Alfredo Angiolini, Cinquant' Anni di Socialismo in KaZia, Nerbini, Florence,

1904, 2nd ed., p. 346). Notwithstanding this, every year some half dozen of
the most conspicuous leaders of the party have sent or accepted challenges.
Again, the various votes against freemasonry have had no effect what-
ever, the socialist freemasons remaining in the party and in their lodges.
Even in Germany, where discipline is professedly far more strict, the pro-
cedure is extremely lax when authoritative comrades are accused of having
transgressed the laws of the party. Thus the parliamentary socialist group
of the Grand Duchy of Baden ignoring the decision of the previous national
congress of Nuremberg, participated in a vote of confidence in the govern-
ment (1910). On this occasion the party executive, by failing to censure the
group for its action, rendered itself an accessory after the fact. Often
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more general of discussing en petit comite questions of the great-

est importance, and of confronting the party subsequently with,

accomplished facts (for example, electoral congresses are not

summoned until after the elections, so that the leaders decide on
their sole responsibility what is to be the electoral platform).

Again, there are secret negotiations among different groups of

leaders (as happened in Germany in the case of the 1st of May
demonstration and in that of the general strike), and secret un-

derstandings with the government. Once more, silence is often

maintained by the members of the parliamentary group upon
matters which have been discussed by the group and upon deci-

sions at which they have arrived, and this practice is censured by
members of the executive only when they themselves are kept in

the dark, but is approved by them when it is merely the masses

who are hoodwinked.

There is no indication whatever that the power possessed by
the oligarchy in party life is likely to be overthrown within an

' appreciable time. The independence of the leaders increases con-

currently with their indispensability. Navxaore, jheinflii^ce

wlueh they -asgrdse and the financial secuHty^of then: position

b^QOTno TTioTn tyn fTlliurB lamiiii'dlin^^to tne "masses, stimakbting

the amhitinTi nf a]\ fhp rngT-f talpnt.pri oloTnoTita +n ontoT ting jvrpn-

Ifigred bureaucracy of the laboux mnypTripnt. Tbtw the rank^nd
file -beconies continually more impotent to provide new and intel-

ligpnf fftT-ces capfi,blp »f Ifiading the opposition which ma^^t-be la-

tenJLamong the masses.^" fEven to-daytbe-ma§ses_rajreJy move ex-

enough the leaders actually pride themselves on their disregard of the most
elementary principles of democracy. When the socialist group of the

Badenese chamber was reproached for having voted the budget, in defiance

of the rule established at the Nuremberg congress of 1908, the deputy

Ludwig Frank declared: "It would go iU with the party if it lacked

men with the courage to ignore congress resolutions when these are al-

together impracticable" (reported in the " Volksstimme, " Frankfort, anno
ytH, No. 168). No one can faU to see that this explanation is invalid. It

may well happen that certain resolutions adopted by the congresses are

inopportune, and may be so inopportune that to carry them out would

be an act of madness, or would at least involve serious harm to the party.

But this would merely signify that the delegates responsible for passing such

impossibUist resolutions were characterized by great political immaturity.

He who win not admit this must at least recognize that the frequent in-

fringement by the leaders of the determinations of the party congresses

constitutes a grave lack of democratic sentiment and discipline. lertwim

non datur.

"Thus Pareto writes: "Si les B [nouvelle elite] prennent peu h peu la

place des A [ancienne filite] par une lente infiltration, et si le mouve-
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cept at tlie command ofthsu^Jcadgcg. "When the rank and file

dDes~4afee-a«tien-4tt-Tn^9iet with the wishes of the chiefs, this

is almost always the outcome of a misunderstanding. The
miners' strike in the Euhr basin in 1905 broke out against the

desire of the trade-union leaders, and was generally regarded as

a spontaneous explosion of the popular will. But it was sub-

sequently proved beyond dispute that for many months the lead-

ers had been stimulating the rank and file, mobiliziug them
against the coal barons with repeated threats of a strike, so that

the mass of the workers, when they entered on the struggle,

could not possibly fail to believe that they did so with the fuU
approval of their chiefs.^^

It cannot be denied that the masses revolt from time to time,

but their revolts are always suppressed. It is only when the

dominant classes,_jitm r'k by Rnflden b1iTi'ln°"'r-]THr^nenjpn1i>7

whichTstrains SOCia^l relat.innsbipa fn t.bp. breaking-pnint/tngs^^"

party masses appear actively on the stage of history and over-

throw the power of the oligarchies. Every autonomous move-
ment of the masses signifies a profound discordance with the will

of the leaders.^^ Apart fanm snob tTansient. interruptions, '(ihe

ment de circulation sociale n 'est pas interrompu, les C [la masse] sont prives

des chefs qui pourraient les pousser k la rgvolte" (Vilfredo Pareto, Les
Syst&mes socialistes, ed. eit., vol. i, p. 35).
" Of. p. 158, note 6.

" The outbreak of the great railway strike in England in August 1911
has been considered by some to have been such a victory on the part of the

masses over their leaders. Those who take this view contend that this

strike was a sudden transition from the "sluggish and pacific" tactics of

the trade unions, whose funds are ample and the "respectability" of

whose leaders is indisputable, to a vigorous and revolutionary policy; this

change of tactics they suppose to have been due to the impatience of the

crowd, rebelling simultaneously against the yoke of the railway companies
and that of their own officials. But those who hold such a view have not

given due weight to the most conspicuous characteristics of the movement.
If ever a strike was conducted by tried and powerful leaders, it was this

one. The supreme command of the forces of the "northern army" of the

strikers (at the Liverpool headquarters) was in the hands of Tom Mann,
one of the boldest and most energetic figures of the modern labour move-
ment, a man who in London in 1889 was one of the leaders of the dockers

in their famous and successful strike, and who subsequently, inspired by the

sentiment of the class struggle, was an organizer of socialism in Australia.

Nay more, the aims of the strike were such that the trade-union leaders

were profoundly interested in its success. Not only was their amour propre

involved, but it was a question of giving a more solid foundation to the

economic organization of the workers. If we are to understand the sociology

of the English railway strike of 1911, we must not forget that the com-
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natural and TinTTnnil rlnrrlnpni PTit nf t.1ip< nrjjgriiza.t.ion will im-

le most reYolutionaiy of partiefTaTi iniipiifilp stamp

of conservatism.

panies were unwilling to meet the representatives of the labour organization

and to negotiate with these. But the Amalgamated Society of Railway
Servants had unanimously resolved "to give twenty-four hours to the com-

panies to make up their minds that they would at once meet the representa-

tives of the trade unions in order to discuss a basis of agreement." Thus
the question was one of recognition of the working-class leaders by the

employers' organizations, which amounts to saying that it was one touching

the personal interest of the employees of the trade unions. Accounts of

the strike written from very various points of view suffice to establish

this. Cf., for instance, that of the syndicalist James Barrison in the

"Internazionale" of Parma (anno v, No. 18), and that published by the

central organ of the Catholic trade unionists of Germany, the '
' Centralblatt

der Christlichen Gewerkschaften Deutachlands" X^i> ^o. 19).



CHAPTER VI

THE STEUGGLE AMONG THE LEADEES THEMSELVES

^ The thesis of the unlimited powerofJhBjead£lsJiiuiemocratic

«

partresTgcprirear-hewevey; a certainTimitation. Theoretically the •

Ipat^PT- T^^-'tifmTTrl-bjg-f.liP vt[\]] ^f thi^ TnaPfi, TYh^"h ^^R "^^7 t" fT''^° a

sign and^be-leadfiT is forced to withdraw . He can be discharged

and replaced at any moment. 'Rnf jri^jvrflpt.ip.e, as wr havi^

Iparnrrl^ fnv Tirinng rpaann s the lead ^^s ^'"j'^Y ^ J^^P^h (jefyree of

indepefid^ce. It is none tiiplpsg tmp that, if the dprnnrvratic-

paa±sr cannot dispense with autocratic leaders, it is at least able

m change these. Consequently the mosT'dS'ugeiuuis defect in a

Aeader is that he should possess too blind a' confidence in the

masses. T'ho gyigtnpratjA leader is more secure than the demo-

cratic againsL yuipiises at Lhe huiidy uf Lhe rank' and uTer^It is

an essential characteristic of democracy that every private car-

ries a marshal's baton in his knapsack. It is true that the mass

is always incapable of governing ; but it is no less true that each

individual in the mass, in so far as he possesses, for good or for

ill, the qualities which are requisite to enable him to rise above

the crowdj can attain to the grade of leader and become a ruler.

Now this ascent of new leaders always involves the danger, for

'

those who are already in possession of power, that they will be

forced to surrender their places to the new-comers.—Tite-<ild.

leadfiZmust therefore keep hj' "'^'^ll' '" j'"i innnnnt tnnrh Tritji the

npiiwrns anrl fpc14r^ga fif tliP TnasHpg "ii?rwTrt7TlT-be OWeS his position.

Formally, at least, he must act in unison with the crowd, must
admit himself to be the instrument of the crowd, must be guided,

in appearance at least, by its goodwill and pleasure. Thus it-

often seems as if the mass really controlled the leaders. But
whenever the power of the leaders is seriously threatened, it is

in most cases because a new leader or a new group of leaders

is on the point of becoming dominant, and is inculcating views

opposed to those of the old rulers of the party. It then seems as

if the old leaders, unless they are willing to yield to the opinion

of the rank and file and to withdraw, must consent to share their

power with the new arrivals. If, however, we look more closely
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into the matter, it is not difficult to see that their submission is

ia most cases no more than an act of foresight intended to ob-
viate the influence of their younger rivals. The submission of
the old leaders is ostensibly an act of homage to the^grewd, but
in intention jt.js_jjaeaBS of -p-rephylasis againsf^^feguperil by
which they are threatened—tlieJormatiofr-ef-a-TiEw elite.

The semblaiice~nf-nbeai^^ft-lin 1,1 I H ii mfi.ii wbiri1i_is e'j^lphit.p.rl by
the leaders assume&ju the caau uf Lhe feeblei dCOEe inore cun-
ning amerng-tEem7the form of demagogy. Demagogues are the
courtesansTif Qm popular wiH. "TSstea^l of raising the massesit().

their own level, they debase themselves to the level of the masses. \

Even for the most honest among them, the secret of success con-

sists in "knowing how to turn the blind impulsiveness of the

crowd to the service of their own ripely pondered plans." ^ The
stronger leaders brave the tempest, well-knowing that their power
may be attacked, but cannot be broken. The weak or the base, on
the other hand, give ground when the masses make a vigorous on-

slaught ; their dominion is temporarily impaired or interrupted.

But their submission is feigned ; they are well aware that if they

simply remain glued to their posts, their quality as executants

of the will of the masses will before long lead to a restoration of

their former dominance. One of the most noted leaders of Ger-

man socialism said in a critical period of tension between the

leaders and the masses, that he must follow the will of the masses

in order to guide them.^ A profound psychological truth is hid-

den in this sarcasm. He who wishes to command must know how .

to obey.
-'^

It has b6eo-alSrme"d that popufar-^eatglutions usually end by
' destroying their leaders. In proof there have beeiiquoted the

names of Eienzi, Masaniello, and Michele di Lando, for Italy, and
of Danton and Robespierre, for France. For these and many
similar instances the observation is a true one. It would, how-

ever, be an error to accuse the crowd of rising against its lead-

ers, and to make the masses responsible for their fall. It is not

"the masses which have devoured the leaders: the chiefs have de-

voured one another with the aid of the masses. Typical examples

are that of Danton, who was overthrown by Eobespierre, and that

of Eobespierre, who was destroyed by the surviving Dantonists.

* Kochanowski, Urseithldnge, etc., ed. eit., p. 10.

"'Ich bin ihr Fiihrer, also muss ieh Umen folgen." (Cf. Adolf "Weber,

Ver Kam'Bf svnschen Eapital u. Arieit, ed. cit., p. 369.)
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T1in ^trn^glo Trliirh n n'-rr; TirtrrrrTi thr JkjTJnri^iiTuM'hn'r nra-

tna| jfialnnsifia, induce them to employ afilivp measures R.ti^^en

to have recourse to artifices^ Democratic deputies endeavour to

disarartEeir adversarieswuliin the party, and at the same time

to acquire a new prestige in the eyes of the masses, by displaying

in parliament "a formidable activity on behalf of the common
cause." This is regarded at once as a democratic duty and as a

measure of personal precaution. Since the great majority of

the deputies, electors, and comrades have no precise ideas con-

cerning the functions he exercises, and are continually inclined

to accuse him of slackness, the deputy is from time to time forced

to recall himself to their memories.* It is this need which has

given rise to not a few of those speeches to which the Germans
give the name of Datierreden (interminable speeches), and it

has ialso been the cause of more than one "scene" in the various

parliaments of Austria, France, England, and Italy. It is, in

fact, held that the most efScacious means for retaining the atten-

tion of the masses and of rendering them proud of their leaders

is to be found in the provocation of those personal incidents

which are far more interesting to the great public and far more
within the scope of its intelligence than a report upon the utiliza-

tion of water power or upon a commercial treaty with the repub-

lic of Argentina. Moreover, it has to be remembered that in

many countries, and above all in Italy, such scenes are recorded

in the capitalist press with the greatest abundance of detail,

whilst serious speeches are summed up in a few lines, and with

especial brevity when the speaker is a socialist. Thus even in

normal times the oratorical activity of the parliamentary repre-

sentatives of the democratic parties is considerable. In Italy,

the socialist deputies have boasted that between March 25 and
July 10, 1909, they spoke in the Chamber 212 times. The figure

represents 20.4 per cent, of all the speeches made in parliament

during the period, whilst the socialist deputies at this time con-

stituted only 8 per cent, of the members.'' Such loquacity serves

not merely to maintain the prestige of the party in the eyes of

' Concerning the varied character and the intensity of such activities, the

socialist deputy Guido Podreeca has written a charmingly humorous sketch

entitled The Joys of a Deputy (Le Gioie del Veputato, "Avanti," anno xiv,

No. 44, Eome, 1910).

*Cf. Pio Viazzi, Le Gioie delta Beputasione, "Rivista Populare," anno

XV, No. 11.

" Cf. the account given by Oddino Morgari, '
' Avanti, '

' August 12, 1909.
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its opponents, but is also a matter of personal interest to each
deputy, being a means to secure his re-election in competition,

not only witli enemies in other parties, but also with jealous

rivals belonging to his own organization.

The differences which lead to struggles between the leaders

arise in various ways. Reference has previously been made to

the inevitable antagonism between the "great menJ2_35dio have
acquired a reputation inother nelds, and who now^make adhe"sion

to the party, offering it their services as generals, and the old-

established leaders, who have been socialists from the first."

Often conflict arises simply between age and youth. Sometimes
the struggle depends upon diversity of social origin, as when
there is a contest between proletarian leaders and those of bour-

geois birth.'' Sometimes the difference arises from the objective

needs of the various branches of activity into which a single

movement is subdivided, as when there is a struggle between the

political socialist party and the trade-union element, or within

the political party between the parliamentary group and the

executive. In some cases there is a horizontal stratification, caus-

ing a struggle between one stratum of the bureaucracy and an-

other ; at other times the stratification is vertical, as when there

occurs a conflict between two local or national groups of leaders

;

between the Bavarian socialists and the Prussian ; between those

of Frankfort and those of Hanau ; between the French followers

of Vaillant, Jaures, and Herve, and the German adherents of

Bebel and von VoUmar (in the anti-militarist discussion at the

international congress of Stuttgart). Often enough struggles

' among the socialists are the outcome of racial differences. The
unceasing contests in the international congresses between the

German socialists and the French afford in more than one re-

spect a parallel with the Franco-German "War of 1870. In these

same congresses there participates a third group, misunderstood

and heterogeneous, the representatives of English socialism, hos-

tile to all the others and encountering the enmity of all. In

most cases, however, the differences between the various groups

of leaders depend upon two other categories of motives. Above

aU there are objective differences and differences of principle in

general philosophical views, or at least in the mode in which the

proximate social evolution is conceived, and consequent diver-

•Cf. pp. 74-5.

' A special chapter (Part IV, chap, vi) will be devoted to this question.
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gences of opinion as to the most desirable tactics : this leads to

the manifestation of the various tendencies known as reformist

and Marxist, syndicalist and political socialist, and so on. In

the second place, we have the struggles that depend on personal

reasons: antipathy, envy, jealousy, a reckless attempt to grasp

the first positions, demagogy. Enrico Ferri said of his opponent

Filippo Turati: "He hates me because he thinks there is not

room for two cocks in the same fowl-house,' ' * In most cases the

two series of motives are somewhat confounded in practice ; and

in the long run we find that those of the former series tend to be

replaced by those of the latter, inasmuch as differences of prin-

ciple and of the intellectual order soon become personal and lead

to a profound hostility between the representatives of the various

theories. Conversely it is clear that motives of the second series,

since those who are influenced by them are ashamed to display

them in their true colours, always endeavour to assume the

mantle of theory; personal dislike and personal hostility pom-
^pously masquerade as differences of views and tactics.

The oligarchy which issues from demQcrary in mmnrrd bj^^rn

gf^e^'gangers: the j;6^t-.4£ 'tbe-maase%-and_£iS--i"*'^^"^ft '^°^"-

tio'^^jp^mth this revolt, of which it is oft^r* ^^P ^f&''^*XJii^
traffsTfi^tn q, jjjrrt^iiim^lp wTipn nnp. aTnQrLg..the_flliga.rchs SUC-

cSeHs^m_fi]itaiiiitt£_supreme power. Of these two dangCT^^SEe

""cofaies_£rnm belnw
, wbiTrl' thc'Othoi' ari BC fi j£ithin^thever>4iosom

of tli p nUp-qrpTiyiwn Timrn T-nlipnif^T^ pp pne side.~anct usurpation
onjhe other.' The consequence is that in all modern popular

parties a^s^rit of genuine fraternity is conspicuously lacking;

'

we do not see sincere and cordial mutual trust; there is a con-

tinual latent struggle, a spirit of irritation determined by the

reciprocal mistrust of the leaders, and this spirit has become one

of the most essential characteristics of every democracy. The
mistrust of the leaders is directed above all against those who
aspire to command their own organizations. Every oligarchy is

full of suspicion towards those who aspire to enter its ranks,

regarding them not simply as eventual heirs but as successors

who are ready to supplant them without waiting for a natural

death. Those who have long been in possession (and this applies

just as much to spiritual and psychical possession as to mate-

rial) are proud of their past, and are therefore inclined to look

'Speech made by Ferri at Suzzara, reported in "Stampa," anno xlvii,

JSTo. 358 (December 27, 1909).
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down upon those whose ownership is of more recent date. In
certain Sicilian towns, struggles go on between two parties who
in popular phrase are ironically termed i ricchi and gli arricchiti

(the wealthy and those who have attained to wealth^^ The
former consists of the old landed gentry; whilst the latter, the

parvenus, are merchants, contractors for public works, manu-
facturers, and the like.' A similar struggle makes its appear-

ance in modern democratic parties, although it is not in this case

characterized by any flavour of economic distinction. Here also

we have a struggle between the detenteurs d'emploi et les cher-

cheurs d'emploi, or as the Americans put it, between the "ins"
and the "outs." The latter declare war on the former, osten-

sibly on the ground of eternal principle, but in reality, in most
cases, because in such opposition they find the most effective

means of forcing their way into the circle of the chiefs. Conse-

quently in meetings they display themselves as implacable the-

oretical adversaries, "talking big" solely in order to intimidate

the accepted leaders, and in order to induce them to surrender a
share of the spoil to these turbulent comrades. Often enough,

the old leaders resist, and maintain their ground firmly ; in such

cases their opponents, changing front, abandon the attitude of

struggle, and attach themselves to the triumphal car of the men
in power, hoping thus to attract favour, and, by a different route,

to realize their own ambitions.^"

The struggle between the old leaders and the aspirants to

pfrB^^^rrnii fititiitP ii II j iii ii iii|l iii l iiii i im i In Tii i iliiiiTTiT jTuili mil

thougStT We rnnn iiii h i lli i ii ii mnn rr in mrrn' ijemocratic organ-

ization in so far as it is well ordered and_soLirl^ g>TminHoH^ gl^H

in so far as it "iK upei'Uliiig in the (MS: oi party politics (for in

the wider life of the state, in which the various parties are in

continual reciprocal concussion, it is necessary to leave intact a

certain liberty of movement) }^ The leaders, those who already

hold the power of the party in their hands, make no conceal-

' Giacomo Montalto, La Questione sociale e il Fartito socialista, Society.

Editrice Lombarda, Milan 1895, p. 81.—The description of the landed

gentry as "the rich" is a striking confirmation of the truth of Sombart'a

view, that, in the case of a hereditarily gentle class, wealth is a natural

attribute, psychologically and socially congenital, qualitative rather than

quantitative (cf. Sombart, Die deutsohe VoXkswirtschaft, etc., ed. cit., p.

542).
" Ostrogorsky, Organisation de la Demoeratie, ed. cit., vol. ii, pp. 203,

206, and 363.
" '

' Experience shows only too clearly that, wherever democracy is tending
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ment of their natural inclination to control a:} strictly as pos-

sible the freedom of speech of those of theii' colleagues from

jwhom they differ.

The conscquonQG-Ja_tLat those in office are great zealgts- for

difipjplinp nnd riuhnrdinat.ion, declaring- that thpgp qna1iti^>»^ are

indispensa^lp' t." the very existence nf thft party. They go so

"Tar as to exercise a censorship over any of their colleagues

whom they suspect of rebellious inclinations, forcing them to

abandon independent journals, and to publish all their

articles in the official organs controlled by the leaders of

the majority in the party. The prohibition, in the German
socialist party, of collaboration on the part of its members with

the capitalist press, is in part due to the same tendency; whilst

the demand that the comrades should have nothing to do with

periodicals which, though socialist, are founded with private cap-

ital and are not subject to the official control of the party exec-

utive, arises solely from this suspicion on the part of the leaders^

In the struggle against the young aspirants, the old leader can ,

as a rule count securely upon the support of the masses. The
rank and file of the working-class parties have a certain natural

distrust of all new-comers who have not been openly protected

or introduced into the party by old comrades ; and this is above

all the case when the new-comer is derived from another social

class. Thus the new recruit, before he can come into the open

with his new ideas, must submit, if he is not to be exposed to

the most violent attacks, to a long period of quarantine. In the

German socialist party, this period of quarantine is especially

protracted, for the reason that the German party has been longer

established than any of the others, and because its leaders there-

fore enjoy an exceptional prestige. Many of them were among
the actual founders of the party, and their personalities have

been consecrated by the baptism of fire which they suffered dur-

ing the enforcement of the anti-socialist laws. A socialist who
has had his party card ia his pocket for eight or ten years is

often regarded in his branch as a "young" member. This ten-

dency is reinforced by the respect for age which is so strong

among the Germans, and by the tendency towards hierarchy of

to degenerate, freedom of speech and the press are the first to perish"
(Eosoher, PoliWk, ed. cit., p. 324).

"Cf. the discussions of the congresses of the German socialist party at

Munich {Frotolcoll, pp. 255 et seq.) and at Dresden {Protokoll, pp. 158

et seq.)
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which even the democracy hias not been able to divest itself.

Finally, it may be added that the bureaucracy of the German
labour movement, like every strongly developed bureaucracy,'
tends instinctively towards exclusivism. Consequently in the
German social democracy, in contradistinction to other socialist

parties which are less solidly organized, we find that not merely
the recently enrolled member of the party (the so-called Fuchs),
but also the ordinary member who does not live in the service

and by the service of the party but has preserved his outward
independence as a private author or in some other capacity, and
has therefore not been incorporated among the cogwheels of
the party machine, very rarely succeeds in making his influence

felt. There can be no doubt that this fact plays a large part in
the causation of that lack of a number of capable young men,
displaying fresh energies, and not greatly inferior to the old
leaders, a lack which has often been deplored. The annual con-

gresses of the socialist party have even been spoken of as "con-
gresses of the party officials." The criticism is not unjust, for
among the delegates to the socialist congresses the percentage of

party and trade-union officials is enormous.^^ It is above all in

the superior grades of the organization that the tendencies we
are here analysing are especially conspicuous. In Germany, the

management of the socialist party is not entrusted to young men,
as often happens in Italy, or to free publicists, as in France, but
to old members, des anciens, elderly officials of the party. More-
over, the conservative psychology of the masses supports the as-

pirations of the old leaders, for it would never occur to the rank
and file to entrust the care of their interests to persons belong-

ing to their own propt . sphere, that is to Say, to those who have
no official position in the party and who have not pursued a

regular bureaucratic career.^*

Often the struggle between the old leaders in possession of

power and the new aspirants assumes the aspects of a struggle

" Cf. pp. 120, 127.

"In Frankfort-Nordend the list proposed for the election of delegates

to the congress of Nuremberg, 1908, drawn up in accordance with the

express wishes of the district assemblies of the party, contained, among
eleven names, those of eight officials of the labour movement (two socialist

journalists, one party secretary, one secretary of trades council, one organ-

izer, one trade-union employee, one insurance-bureau employee, and one

cooperative salesman) as compared with three simple wage-earners who were
not dependent upon working-class organizations (Frankfort '

' Volksstimme, '

'

Supplement 188, 1908).
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between responsible and irresponsible persons.^^ Many criti-

cisms levelled by the latter against the former are beside the

mark, because the leaders have grave responsibilities from which

the aspirants are free. This freedom gives the aspirants a tacti-'

cal advantage in their conflict with the old leaders. Moreover,

precisely because they are irresponsible, because they do not

occupy any ofi5cial position in the party, the opponents are not

subject to that simulacrum of democratic control which must in-

fluence the conduct of those in office.

In order to combat the new chiefs, who are still in a minority,

the old leaders of the majority instinctively avail themselves of a •

series of underhand methods through which they often secure

victory, or at least notably retard defeat. Among these means,

there is one which will have to be more fully discussed in an-

other connection. The leaders of what we may term the "gov-

ernment" arouse in the minds of the masses distrust of the lead-

ers of the "opposition" by labelling them incompetent and pro-

fane, terming them spouters, corrupters of the party, dema-

gogues, and humbugs, whilst in the name of the mass and of

democracy they describe themselves as exponents of the coUec-

'tive will, and demand the submission of the insubordinate and

even of the merely discontented comrades.

In thg..st¥trggle among the leaders an appeal is oftenmade^to
loftiTer-motiYos.

—

When Ihu MeMbtii'a of the executive claimthe

right to intervene in the democratic functions_oUh£rfedi^idual

sectiOIfei of the mgdui^dtiuu; Lhe^ base Lhis "claim upun-t-h^eir

mere-compreh:eBsi¥e-gia,.sp of a ,l1 th p. i^ircumstanQoo of the case,

t.Tipir j^rnfnnTiflpv insigbt.^ t.Tipir snppriQr socialist culture and
-^ -frpnupr ^nnialist sentiment. They often claim the right ot refus-

ing to accept the new elements which the inexpert and ignorant

masses desire to associate with them in the leadership, basing

their refusal on the ground that it is necessary to sustain the

moral and theoretical level of the party. The revolutionary so-

cialists of Germany demand the maintenance of the centralized

power of the executive committee as a means of defence against

the dangers, which would otherwise become inevitable as the

"In socialist and trade-union literature this aspect of the problem has

often been discussed. Cf. Filippo Turati, II Partita socialista e I'attuale

Momenta politica, Uffiei della "Critiea Sociale," Milan, 1901, 3rd ed.,

p. 19; Paul KampflEmeyer, Die Entwichlung der deutschen Gewerkschaften,

"Annalen fiir Soziale Pplitii; und Gesetzgebung, " vol. i, fasc. 1, pp. 114

et seq.
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party grows, of the predominant influence of new and theoreti-

cally untrustworthy elements. The old leaders, it is said, must
control the"masses^st these should "E)rce~unaeijli'aliItiJmtleasrues

upon the.m,.^-HEg^"TlieY ^Ija^'^i ^hat thg pnngtitnp.nmpg miigt not

nbmihate~parliamentary candidates without the previous ap-
proval of the party executive.^"

"Kautsky defends this claim. "The greater the increase in our voting
strength, the greater the dearth of candidates, the more remote from the

great centres of economic, political, and intellectual life are many con-

stituencies with socialist majorities, the more essential does it become that
the party organizations in the individual constituencies should not possess

absolute sovereignty in the choice of candidates, but that the right of selec-

tion should be vested in the party as a whole. The best way of securing

this is that in the case of candidates for the diet the constituencies should
secure the approval of the territorial executive or territorial congress, and
in the case of candidates for the Eeichstag that of the territorial executive

and of the central executive. In 1876 the party congress decided the various

candidatures to the Eeichstag, in so far as time permitted. But in the case

of a number of candidatures it was necessary that the selection should

be entrusted to the electoral committee appointed by the congress. It is

obvious that there are several different ways in which the party as a whole
may exercise a determinative influence in the choice of candidates. Which
of these ways is the most practical need not here be discussed. The
point of immediate importance is to recognize, in principle, that the selection

of a candidate for the Eeichstag is a matter which concerns the party

as a whole quite as much as it concerns the individual constituency." The
expression "the party as a whole" is naturally to be understood as synony-

mous with "the party executive." Kautsky continues: "Of course the

choice of candidates must not be exclusively in the hands of the party
executive or of a central electoral committee. The comrades in the con-

stituencies have to shoulder most of the electoral work and it is upon
them that success in the election mainly depends. It would certainly be

preposterous to force upon them a candidate whom they did not want. But
on the other hand the constituency must not have the right to force upon
the party a parliamentary representative whom the majority in the party

has serious reasons to dislike. The local organizations must choose their

own candidates in the first instance. But the candidatures must always be

approved by the party aa a whole. ... It may, indeed, sometimes be de-

sirable that the party, or its executive, should itself nominate the candidate.

This will be the case especially in those states in which the number of safe

constituencies is extremely small. Here the selection of candidates must
not be left solely to the play of local influences. The party has a right

to demand that in the safe constituencies those candidates shall be run

whose presence in parliament is absolutely indispensable. It is owing to

the unrestricted autonomy of the constituencies that in Austria such a man
as Victor Adler has been excluded from the house of representatives for

two parliaments in succession, and it is doubtful if he will secure a seat

at the forthcoming elections. But as far as the German Empire is con-

cerned, the number of safe constituencies is so large, that these considera-
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The old leaders always endeavour to harness to their own
chariot the forces of those new movements which have not yet

found powerful leaders, so as to obviate from the first all com-

petition and all possibility of the formation of new and vigorous

feitellectual currents. In Germany, the leaders of the socialist

party and the trade-union leaders at first looked askance at the

Young Socialist movement. When, however, they perceived that ,

this movement could not be suppressed, they hastened to place

themselves at its head. There was founded for the guidance of

the socialist youth a "Central Committee of Young German
Workers," comprising four representatives from each of the

three parties, that is to say, four from the executive of the social-

ist party, four from the general committee of trade unions, and

four from the Young Socialists (the representatives of the lat-

ter being thus outnumbered by two to one).^'^ The old leaders

endeavour to justify the tutelage thus imposed on the Young
Socialists by alleging (with more opportunist zeal than logical

acuteness) the incapacity of the youthful masses, if left to their

own guidance, of wisely choosing their own leaders and of exer-

cising over these an efficient control.^*

We have by no means come to an end of our enumeration of •

the weapons at the disposal of the old leaders in their conflict

with the new aspirants to power. Charlemagne effected the final

subjugation of the Saxon tribal chiefs by making them counts.

In this way he not only increased the brilliancy of their position,

but also gave them a restricted share in his own power. This

means has been practised again and again in history, where an
old ruler has wished to render harmless, insubordinate but influ-

ential chiefs, and thus to prevent a rebellion against his own
authority. Oligarchies employ this stratagem with just as much
success as monarchies. The feudal state of Prussia appointed to

the privy council the most defiant among the leaders of its bour-

geoisie. At a time when the youthful German bourgeoisie was
still filled with a rebellious spirit towards the nobility and to-

wards the traditional authority of the state, this tendency aroused

tions hardly apply" (Karl Kautsky, Wahlkreis und Partei, "Neue Zeit,"
xxii. No. 28, p. 36).
" " Frankische Tagespost," anno xxdx. No. 191, Supplement 2.

""The associations of the Young Socialists are impotent vis-a-vis their

leaders, lacking the force and adroitness which would enable them to

avoid the arbitrary rule of these" (Max Kette, Die JugenAhewegung,
"Neue Zeit," xxviii. No. 9).
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much bitterness. Thus Ludwig Borne wrote in 1830: ""Wher-
ever a talented force of opposition has made itself apparent and
has secured respect from those in authority, it is chained to the

professorial chair, or is controlled by being harnessed to the gov-

ernment. If the governmental ranks are full, so that no place

can be found for the new energies, a state livery is at least pro-

vided for the authors by giving them titles and orders. In other

cases the dangerous elements are isolated from the people by
immuring them in some noble's castle or princely court. It is

for this reason that nowhere else do we find so many privy coun-

cillors as in Germany, where the courts are least inclined to take

any one's advice." ^^ In the Spanish elections of 1875, we learn

that so great was the popular indifference that the government
had matters altogether in its own hands, but in order to be se-

cure in any event it thoughtfully selected a certain number of

opposition candidates.^" It seems that things are much the same
in Spain even to-day.^"- These tactics are not confined to states

that are still permeated by feudal conceptions. Where pluto-

cratic rule is supreme, corruption persists unchanged, and it is

only the corrupter who is different. This is plainly shown by
Austin Lewis when he writes: "The public ownership contin-

gent in politics being composed of the middle and subjugated

class have neither the political ability nor thfe vital energy nec-

essary for the accomplishment of the task which they have under-

taken. The brains of the smaller middle class have already been

bought by the greater capitalists. Talent employed in the serv-

ice of the chiefs of industry and finance can command better

prices than can be obtained in the uncertain struggle for eco-

nomic standing which members of the middle class have to wage.

The road to professional and political preferment lies through

the preserves of the ruling oligarchy, whose wardens allow no

one to pass, save servants in livery. Every material ambition of

youth is to be gratified in the service of the oligarchy, which

shows, generally, an astuteness in the selection of talent that

would do credit to a bureaucrat or a Jesuit,^^

Of late years the ruling classes in the countries under a demo-

" Ludwig Bome, Aus meinem Tagebuche, Eeclam, Leipzig, p. 57.

^ DenTcwiirdigkeiten des Fiirsten HoJienlohe, ed. cit., p. 376.

'^Nicolas Salmeron y Gargia, L'etat espagnol et la SolidaritS catalane,

"Le Courier Europeen," iv. No. 23.

^Austin Lewis, The Else of the American Proletarian, Charles H. Kerr

& Co., Chicago, 1907, pp. 189-190.
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cratic regime have hoped to impose obstacles in the way of the

revolutionary labour movement by conceding posts in the min-

.

istry to its most conspicuous leaders, thus gaining control over

the revolutionary impulse of the proletariat by allowing its lead-

ers to participate in power, though cautiously and in an ex-

tremely restricted measure. The oligarchy which controls the

modern democratic party has often employed the same means

to tame the opposition. If the leaders of the opposition within

the party are dangerous because they have a large following

among the masses, and if they are at the same time few in num-

ber, the old party-leaders endeavour to hold them in check and

to neutralize their influence by the conciliatory methods just de-

scribed. The leaders of the opposition receive high offices and

honours in the party, and are thus rendered innocuous—all the

more so seeing that they are not admitted to the supreme offices,

but are relegated to posts of the second rank which give them

no notable influence, and they are without hope of one day be-

coming a majority. On the other hand, they divide with their

ancient adversaries the serious weight of responsibility which is

gPTiPrat.pH

J

^y pnTrnnnn-dftlih^rtlliHns! t^^lf>-n»a^ffff^j^a^wr»«-''Rn that

their activities beeoHieconfeunded'WitIfthose of theold leaders.^'

In order to avoid having to divide their power with new ele-

^The history of the socialist party alike in Austria and in Germany
affords numerous examples of minorities which were at first pugnacious and
rebellious, but which have allowed themselves to be disarmed in this man-
ner. The leaders of the opposition to the party executive at the Salzburg

congress of the Austrian socialists in 1904, and also those at the Bremen
congress of the German socialists held in the same year, have since then

become members of the superior order of leaders and have been elected

deputies to the parliaments of their respective countries. Simultaneously

they have abandoned their attitude of opposition. The most typical ex-

ample, however, occurred among the Dutch socialists in the spring of

1909. Here the reformist majority endeavoured to gain control of

the party executive through the criticism which was levelled against the re-

formists by some of the particularly hardy members of the opposition.

These latter, the so-called Marxist group of the "Niewe Tijd, " had their

own organ, an independent and private review; now the reformist leaders

of the party proposed to create a joint review, edited by the party and
therefore subject to the control of the party, on condition that the Marxists
should renounce the "Niewe Tijd." This was an extremely ingenious

scheme for drawing their opponents' teeth. The democratic parties in

America exhibit analogous phenomena. Ostrogorsky writes: "La machine
est prete a tout faire, meme k faire aux recalcitrants une place sur le

tiquet" (Ostrogorsky, Organisation de la DSmocratie, etc., ed. cit., vol. ii, p.

363).
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ments, especially such as are uncongenial by tendency or mental
characteristics, the old leaders tend'^veEjadifire-with greater or

less su^eesij to accu]jxfi_the right of choosing their own colleagues,

thps depri-viBg LLe JnaMHes^oJ! tEfr^^^p^wlege nf-appomtiBg-tfae

leaders they themselves prefer.^*—The path of" the ilHW aspirants to power is always beset with

difficulties, bestrewn with obstacles of all kinds, which can be

overcome only by the favour of the mass. Very rarely does the

struggle between the old leaders and the new end in the com-

plete defeat of the former. The result of the process is not so

' touch a circulation des elites as a reunion des elites, an amalgam,
that is to say, of the two elements. Those representing the new
tendency, as long as their footing is still insecure, seek all sorts

of side paths in order to avoid being overthrown by the powers-

that-be. They protest that their divergence from the views of

the majority is trifling, contending that they are merely the

logical advocates of the ancient and tried principles of the party,

and express their regret that the old leaders display a lack of

true democratic feeling^ Not infrequently it happens that they

avert the blows directed against them by craftily creeping be-

hind the backs of their established and powerful opponents who
are about to annihilate them, solemnly declaring, when wrathful

blows are directed against them, that they are in complete ac-

cord with the old leaders and approve of all their actions, so

that the leaders seem to be beating the air. On many occasions

in the recent history of the socialist parties, the reformist minor-

ities, in order to avoid destruction, have bowed themselves be-

neath the yoke of the so-called revolutionary majorities by voting

(with a fine practical and tactical sense, but with an entire lack

of personal pride and political loyalty) resolutions which were

drafted precisely in order to condemn the political views dear to

the minority.^^ In two cases only does it sometimes happen that

""The reader's attention may be recalled to what has been said on pp.

103, 104.
"= At the Dresden congress, 1903, the German reformists found no difS.culty

in voting for the so-called "Dresden resolution," which subsequently at-

tained an international status, having been brought forward by the French

Marxists at the international congress of Amsterdam, 1904, where it was

solemnly reconfirmed. It is indisputable that this motion was directed

against the reformists, since it expressly condemns all participation by

socialists in the government. Eleven only among the 268 reformist delegates

bad a sense of duty and political honesty or personal rectitude sufficiently

Strong to induce them to vote against the resolution. (Of. the remarks on
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the relationships between the two tendencies become strained to

the breaking-point. In the first-plaee-thisTiray4ra-pp€Hr-when the

leaders of one ef-tfariryro-i-aetionajossess a profonnrl faifr in

theH"owii-ideas7'aild' are characterized at onceiby Laelicatfanati-

dmjad-theereticailrreconcilabiHty—or, in other words, when
"tEeobjective reasons which divide them from their opponents are

felt with an unaccustomed force and are professed with an un-

wonted sincerity. In the second_p]a£e-it-nia^JiaEEg5J^^^^ one of

the parties, in ernispgnpnce of nffended dignjt^gjorjreasonaBIg'mis-

ceptibility. finds it psynhnlngi'^aliy iTnpocffaiiuiTrTTmTiiifwii |n-1v^>o

with the other, and to carry on within the confines of the same
association a continued struggle for dominion over the masses.

The party will then break up into two distinct organisms, and
in each of these there will be renewed the oligarchical phenomena
we have been describing.

One of the most interesting chapters in the history of the strug-

gles between leaders deals with the measures which these leaders

adopt within their own closed corporations in order to maintain
discipline—^that is to say, in order to preserve the cementing
force of the will of the majority. In the struggle which the va-

rious groups of leaders carry on for the hegemony of the party,

the concept of democracy becomes a lure which all alike employ.

this matter of Lily Braun, Memoiren einer Sosialistin. Kampfjahre,
Langen, Munich, 1911, p. 512). The Austrian socialist, Victor Adler, whose
views are most closely akin to the reformists of the German party, wrote
in the Viennese "Arbeiter Zeitung" concerning the stratagem adopted by
the majority of the reformists: "Secondly, the vote means that those
who are termed reformists regard the moment as unfavourable for the

decisive and open declaration of their opinions and still more unfavourable
for the display of the smallness of their numbers. They are indeed so few
that the minority has preferred to hide itself by mingling with the major-
ity" (from the reprint in the "Mainzer Volkszeitung, " 1903, No. 225).
A counterpart to this is furnished by the action of the Italian reformists

at the socialist congress at Rome, 1906. Here the reformists avoided a de-

feat only by associating themselves (although their adhesion was repu-

diated by the majority) with a resolution brought forward by the integral-

ists under the leadership of Ferri, a resolution which was expressly directed
against them and which contained various matters irreconcilable with the

reformist theory. Thus they met the attack against them by running
away. Among the Italian reformists there were not wanting some who
regarded this action as inconsistent and politically dishonourable (Besoconto
stenografieo del IX Congresso Nasionale a Soma, 1906, Mongini, Rome,
1907, pp. 275 et seq.). Among those who voted against the resolution

were such men as Antonio Graziadei and Alessandro Tasca di Gutd, be-

longing to the old aristocracy of birth, and perhaps for this reason in-

clined to take a more elevated view of human dignity.
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All means are good for the conquest and preservation of power.
It is easy to see this when we read the discussions concerning
the system to be employed for the appointment of the party ex-

ecutive. The various tendencies manifested in this connection

all aim at the same end, namely, at safeguarding the dominance
of some particular group. Thus in France the Guesdists, whose
adherents are numerous but who control a small number only

of the groups, advocate a system of proportional representation

;

the Jauressists, on the other hand, who are more influential in

respect of groups than of members, and also the Herveists, op-

pose proportional representation within the party, for they fear

that this would give the Guesdists group too great a facility for

the enforcement of its own special methods of action, and they

propose to maintain the system of local representation or of rep-

resentation by delegation.^*

In the American Congress,^ach party possesses a special com-
mittee which exercises a control over the attendance of its mem-
bers at the sessions, and which on the occasion of decisive votes

issues special summonses or "whips." When an interesting bill

is before me house, the party committee also summons a caucus,

that is to say, a private meeting of the parliamentary group, and
this decides ho^ the congressmen are io vote. All members of

the party are behind by the decision of such a caucus. Naturally

no immediate punishment is possible of those who rebel against

the authority of the caucus; but^at_fee.JS£5.t ®^^^tionJthe_inde-_

pendent congressman is sure to lose his seat, ?orThe party-man-

agers at W^ashlngtonr'wiitTaoriEairtcr report to their colleagues,

the bosses of the local constituency, the act of insubordination

committed by the congressman concerned. The most vital of all

the caucuses is that which precedes the election of the speaker

of the congress. The ideas and sympathies of the speaker have

a decisive influence upon the composition of the committees and
therefore upon the whole course of le^^^lation/ For this reason

his election is of fundamental importance, and is preceded for

several weeks by intrigues and vote-hunting, campaigns. Doubt-

less it is not in every case that the votes are decided in advance

at a meeting of the group. Where laws of minor importance are

concerned, every member of Congress is free to vote as he pleases.

But in times of excitement obedience is exacted, not only to the

decisions of the caucus, but also to the authority of the party

"Cf. the Paris corre^ondence of "Avanti," anno xv, No. 16.
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leaders. This last applies especially to Congress, for in the Sen-

ate the members are extremely jealous of their absolute equality.

On the other hand, the caucus has an even greater importance in

the case of the Senate, for here the groups are smaller and the

caucus can therefore function more efficiently. The groups in

Congress may number more than two hundred members, whereas

those of the Senate rarely exceed fifty.^''

The parliamentary group of the German social democracy is

likewise dominated, as far as its internal structure is concerned,

by a most rigorous application of the principle of subordination.

The majority of the parliamentary group decides the action of

all its members on the various questions submitted to the Eeichs-

tag or to the diets, exercising what is known as the PraktioTi-

szwang (group coercion). No in^iyidual member has the right

to independentjvaction. "TteisLiJifi^^^HaffiSilaJFygroupvotes-^s

E^siirgle entity,"and^flris not merely in questions of a distinctively

socialist bearing, but also in those which are independent of so-

cialist ideas, and which each might decide according to his own
personal conceptions. It was very different in the French parlia-

ment during the fratricidal struggle between the Jauressists and

the Guesdists before the attainment of socialist unity in France,

for at that time each deputy used to vote as he pleased. But

the German example shows that liberty of opinion no longer ex-

ists where the organization demands common action and where

it has some force of penetration in political life.

In certain cases, however, all these preventive measures fail

of their effect. This happens when the conflict is not simply be-

tween a minority and a majority within the group, but between

the group and one single member who possesses outside parlia-

ment, in certain sections of the party, the full support of the

subordinate leaders/ When a conflict occurs in such conditions,

the deputy, though isolated, is sure of victory. The electors, in

fact, usually follow with great docility the oscillations and evo-

lutions of their parliamentary representatives, and they do this

even in constituencies where socialist voters predominate. The

ministers Briand, Viviani, and Millerand have been expelled

from the French socialist party, but the former members of the

socialist organizations in their constituencies have remained faith-

ful to these leaders, resigning from the socialist party, and con-

tinuing as electors to give the ex-socialists their support. Anal-

" Bryce, The American Commonwealth, abridged ed., Macmillan, New
York, 1907, pp. 152-3.
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ogous were the eases of John Burns in England (Battersea) and
of Enrico Ferri in Italy (Mantua). It was enough in Ferri's

case that at an appropriate moment he should reveal a new truth
to produce immediately a collective change in the political opin-

ions of an entire region. Having first been, with Ferri, revo-

lutionary and irreconcilable, this region became converted in a
single night, always following Ferri, to the principle of class

co-operation and of participation in ministerial activity.^* In
Germany, the party executive had to make use of all its author-

ity ia order, at the last minute, to induce the comrades of Chem-
nitz to withdraw their support from their deputy Max Schippel,

and those of Mittweida from Otto Gohre, when these two depu-
ties had displayed heterodox leanings.

The te^pAwuiy nftTTejjejj^ity tn Rpt him Fiplf nhfti^" hin party is
mnst.]Tl^TTl^jTiarnVpa^prppigpW^liArp tlift partv is stronglv or-

gaoiged ; especially, therSforg^ m the modern labour ppT-tipg ; ar^
withitt-these. again, more particu lgT-ly in tha i irfav iii irit. gpptwiH

The reformist deputies, as long as they have not upon their side

a majority within the party, carry on an unceasing struggle to

withdraw themselves from the influence of the party, that is to

say, from the mass of the workers who are organized as a party.

In this period of their evolution they transfer their dependence

upon the organized mass of the local socialist section to the elec-

tors of the constituency, who constitute a grey, unorganized, and
more or less indifferent mass. Thus from the organized masses,

who may be under the influence of their opponents within the

party, they appeal to the mass of the electors, with the conten-

tion that it is to these latter alone, or at least chiefly, that they

have to give an account of their political conduct. It is right

to recognize that this appeal to the electorate as the body
which has conferred a political mandate is frequently

based upon genuinely democratic sentiments and principles.

Thus, at the international socialist congress of London (1893),

the four French socialist deputies refused to make use of the

"Ot. a polemic article whereia Giovaniii Zibordi gives an account of a

visit made by Ferri to Mantua after his political volte-face. Zibordi speaks

of the '
' triumphal tour '

' of the adored leader, and deplores how Ferri and

Gatti "passed through the region of Mantua. . . amid the hurrahs of the

workers who knew no better, while accompanied by the impotent disdain and

grief of the socialists who saw thus installed a dangerous dictatorship, a

personal dominion which is the negation of our principles and our methods"

(Giovanni Zibordi, Quel che suooede nel Mantovano, "Avanti," anno

XV, No. 119).
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mandates which had been conferred upon them by political or

corporative groups, thus defying the rules of admission to the

congress. After extremely violent discussions they were ulti-

mately admitted simply as deputies, having raised the question

of principle whether an important constituency capable of re-

turning a socialist deputy to the Chamber should not have the

same rights which are granted to a local socialist or trade-union

branch, especially when it is remembered that such a branch may
consist of a mere handful of members.^' It is true that in cer-

tain circumstances a constituency inspired by socialist sentiment,

even if it be not socialistically organized, constitutes a better ba-

sis, in the democratic sense, for political action than a small so-

cialist branch whose members are mostly petty bourgeois or law-

yers
J
^° and even if a large local organization exists, the constit-

uency as a whole is a better basis than a badly attended party

meeting for the selection of a candidate.^^

From our study of the intricate struggles which proceed be-

tween the leaders of the majority and those of the minority, be-

tween the executive organs and the masses, we may draw the

following essential conclusions.

Notwithstanding the youth of the international labour move-

ment, the figures of the leaders of that movement are more im-

posing and more imperious than those displayed in the history

of any other social class of modern times. Doubtless the labour

movement furnishes certain examples of leaders who have been

deposed, who have been abandoned by their adherents. Such

cases are, however, rare, and only in exceptional instances do

they signify that the masses have been stronger than the lead-

ers. As a rule, they mean merely that a new leader has entered

into conflict with the old, and, thanks to the support of the mass,

"Hubert Lagardelle, Les Origines du Syndicalisme en France, "Mouve-
ment Socialiste," anno xi, Nos. 215-216, p. 249.

'° It is well to remind English readers that on the Continent, and especially

in Prance and Italy, barristers play a conspicuous part in the oligarchy of

socialism, corresponding with that which in England they play in the old

political parties.

—

Tkanslators' Note.
^ Einaldo Eigola, the socialist secretary of the Italian General Confedera-

tion of Labour, describes the socialist party as an oligarchy, and therefore

contests its right to present candidatures for the elections and to decide

the policy of the proletariat. In his view, these functions should rather

be allotted to the labour organizations, whose membership is far more ex-

tensive and which could constitute themselves into a Labour Party (Einaldo

Eigola, Discutendo di un Partito del Lavoro, " Avanti," anno xiv, No. 172).
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has prevailed in the struggle, and has been able to dispossess and
replace the old leader.^^ The profit for democracy of such a sub-

stitution is practically nil.

"Whenever the Catholics are in a minority, they become fer-

vent partisans of liberty. In proof of this we need merely refer

to the literature issued by the Catholics during the Kulturkampf
under the Bismarckian regime and during the struggle between

Church and State which went on a few years ago in France. In

just the same way the leaders of the minority within the social-

ist party are enthusiastic advocates of liberty. They declaim

against the narrowness and the authoritative methods of the

dominant group/ ^ displaying in their own actions genuine demo-

cratic inclinations.^*

°^ Richard Calwer, in a declaration to the socialist press, gives the fol-

lowing account of his dethronement as a party leader :
" ' Vorwarts ' and

the 'Leipziger Volkszeitung ' accept as a matter of principle the resolution

of the party, conference of the third Reichstag-constituency of Brunswick,

by which it was decided to repudiate my candidature in future. They do

this without reflecting upon the moral poverty which the decision exhibits

for the party. The dissatisfaction of the comrades in the constituency

with my economic views is supposed to have increased gradually, and at

length to have become overwhelming. It is strange that during the entire

sixteen years during which I have been a candidate in this constituency

there was not until about a year ago the slightest manifestation of dis-

satisfaction among the comrades in the electorate. Yet never throughout

this period have I made any secret of my views. The local comrades have

been familiar with them from the first and have never, for this reason,

wished to remove their confidence. The alleged divergencies 'in matters

of priaciple' date from no more than a year back, having begun precisely

at the moment when comrade Antrick came to Brunswick as secretary.

What reasons there were to induce this comrade to attack me ' on principle,

'

I do not know. In any case, I neither had nor have inclination or time

to trouble myself about personal quarrels and to dispute with comrade

Antrick" ("Volksstimme," August 15, 1907).

'"Of., for example, the pamphlet issued by the displaced members of

the stafE of "Vorwarts," Der Vorwartskonfliht, Gesammelte Aktenstudke

(Birk, Munich 1905), in which we read: "We are not here concerned

merely with the moral position of the journalists within the party; the

present conflict is a matter of decisive importance to the internal wellbeing

of the German labour movement. The question at issue is that of the

dignity of all the responsible persons in the confidence of the democracy.

What has to be decided is whether a system of absolute publicity is

to be replaced by a secret method of jurisdiction; whether open discus-

sion is to yield to the crafty dissemination of suspicions; whether obscure

intrigue is to oust comradely confidence; whether blind caprice is to be

» Of. p. 18.
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Ah gnnn ng t.Tiq npw leaders have attained their ends, as soon as

they t!aVe auuuuudcd (in the uamu Uf the iuj ui'cd-figlits of the

anonymous masses) in overthrowing the odinns tyranny of their

predecessors andln iJtUlnllityTfTpnw&r-ln their turn, we sep^theTn

\ und:eTgo"a transformation which renders them in evervjaspect

I similar to the dethroned tyranis.-"' Such metamorphoses as

these are plainly recorded throughout history. In the life of

monarchical states, an opposition which is headed by hereditary

princes is rarely dangerous to the crown as an institution. In

like manner, the opposition of the aspirants to leadership in a'

political party, directed against the persons or against the system

the old leaders, is seldom dangcrousi—I!Iifi.revolutionajiefe of "fof

\to-

more effective than reasoned conviction; whether arbitrary opinion ig to

be more influential than established fact—^whether, in a word, a regime

of glib demagogy, of personal ambition, and the most unscrupulous place-

hunting, is to be established in the German social democracy ! '

'

86 (
< \y^]ign lie has the power in his own hands, he ignores the laws which

were made for his restraint" (Giambattista Casti, Gli Animali parlanti,

Poema, Tip. Vanelli e Comp., Lugano, 1824, vol. i, p. 30).



CHAPTER VII

BUEBAUCRACY. CENTRALIZING AND
DECENTRALIZING TENDENCIES.

The organization of the state needs a numerous and compli-

cated bureaucracy. This is an important factor in the complex
of forces of which the politically dominant classes avail them-
selves to secure their dominion and to enable themselves to keep
their hands upon the rudder.

The instinct of self-preservation leads the modern state to as-

semble and to attach to itself the greatest possible number of

interests. This need of the organism of the state increases pari

passu with an increase among the multitude, of the conviction

that the contemporary social order is defective and even irra-

tional—in a word, with the increase of what the authorities are

accustomed to term discontent. The state best fulfils the need
for securing a large number of defenders by constituting a nu-

merous caste of officials, of persons directly dependent upon the
- state. This tendency is powerfully reinforced by the tendencies'

of modern political economy. On the one hand, from the side of

the state, there is an enormous supply of official positions. On
the other hand, among the citizens, there is an even more exten-

sive demand. This demand is stimulated by the ever-increasing

•precariousness in the position of the middle classes (the smaller

manufacturers and traders, independent artizans, farmers, etc.)

since there have come into existence expropriative capitalism on

the grand scale, on the one hand, and the organized working

classes on the other—for both these movements, whether they

wish it or not, combine to injure the middle classes. All those

whose material existence is thus threatened by modern economic

developments endeavour to find safe situations for their sons,

to secure for these a social position which shall shelter them from

the play of economic forces. Employment under the state, with

the important right to a pension which attaches to such employ-

ment, seems created expressly for their needs. The immeasur-

able demand for situations which results from these conditions, a
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demand which is always greater than the supply, creates the so--

called "iatoHeetual prelctapiat. " The numbers of this body are

subject to great fluctuations. From time to time the state, em-

barrassed by the increasing demand for positions in its service,

is forced to open the sluices of its bureaucratic canals in order

to admit thousands of new postulants and thus to transform

these from dangerous adversaries into zealous defenders and par-'

tisans. There are two classes of intellectuals. One consists of'

those who have succeeded in securing a post at the manger of

the state, whilst the other consists of those who, as Scipio Sighele

puts it, have assaulted the fortress without being able to force

their way in.^ The former may be compared to an army of slaves

who are always ready, in part from class egoism, in part for per-

sonal motives (the fear of losing their own situations), to under-

take the defence of the state which provides them with bread.

They do this whatever may be the question concerning which

the state has been attacked and must therefore be regarded as the

most faithful of its supporters. The latter, on the other hand,

are sworn enemies of the state. They are those eternally restless

spirits who lead the bourgeois opposition and in part also assume

the leadership of the revolutionary parties of the proletariat. It

is true that the state bureaucracy does not in general expand as

rapidly as do the discontented elements of the middle class. None'

the less, the bureaucracy continually increases. It comes to as-

sume the form of an endless screw. It grows ever less and less

compatible with the general welfare. And yet this bureaucratic

machinery remains essential. Through it alone can be satisfied

the claim of the educated members of the population for secure

positions. It is further a means of self-defence for the state.

As the late Amilcare Puviani of theTJniversity of Perugia, the

political economist to whom we are indebted for an important

work upon the legend of the state, expresses it, the mechanism of

bureaucracy is the outcome of a protective reaction of a right

of property whose legal basis is weak, and is an antidote to the

awakening of the public conscience.^

The political party possesg^n mnny ftf- l l i i"i i l i ii i l i i i in i i inTrrmn

witlTIEe" state. Thus the party injibiclrtlre- oirrin nf ihc^lifc
ig^ynaSly rf;stn cted; or m wTviph in otVioT- w/^i-jj^fho oligarchy" is

composed of too small a number of individualsTruns tTO-^k of

^Scipio Sighele, L'IntelKgenza della Folia, Bocca, Turin, 1903, p. 160.

^Amilcare Puviani, Teoria della Illusione finanziaria, E. Sandron, Milan-

Naples-Palermo, 1903, pp. 258 et seq.
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being swept away by the massesja-armgrncnt of deinScratic effer-

ves^nce. "Sence the modern party^Jilse-Ao modern stateT^n-
deawara to gi ve to iLij uv>^n jwgaiulillciii the widesl posijltTTe base,

ves^nce. "Sence the modern party^Jilse-Ao modern stateT^n-
leawara to gi ve to iLij ow iiiU'ga

and to attagb-tn itself in.fipancial bonds the largeaLpossiWe num-
bet^oioadividiials.^ - Thus arKGn the nood for a-sfepeag-bureau-

> PTflpyLr-trrwl tllAtaP tPTlrfwHaiag avf rplTlforced by +^f^ jtinrpagp in jfcViP

tasks ^ imposed bv modern organizaJion.°

As ^iiQ_Qajiby^\ireavi(iP&(iy meroapoC) tw&-clementg which consti-
• tnte the essential pillars of every socialist conception undergo an
inevitable weakening r~a"n~understanding of the wjderana m_ore

idaal-cnltnral aims o^ZaQClalism, and an^adfirataading of_the
iTitprjifltmna T TTm1t.ip1i(vij;^_fifjtg Tn.n Tiifpytiitifw»s Mechanism be-

comes an end in itself. The capacity for an accurate grasp of the

peculiarities and the conditions of existence of the labour move-
ment in other countries diminishes in proportion as the individ-

ual national organizations are fully developed. This is plain

from a study of the mutual international criticisms of the social-

ist press. In the days of the so-called
'

' socialism of the emigres, '

'

the socialists devoted themselves to an elevated policy of prin-

ciples, inspired by the classical criteria of internationalism. Al-

most every one of them was, if the term may be used, a special-

ist in this more general and comprehensive domain. The whole

course of their lives, the brisk exchange of ideas on unoccupied

evenings, the continued rubbing of shoulders between men of the

most different tongues, the enforced isolation from the bourgeois

world of their respective countries, and the utter impossibility of

any "practical" action, all contributed to this result. But in

•proportion as, in their own country, paths of activity were

opened for the socialists, at first for agitation and soon after-

wards for positive and constructive work, the more did a recog-

nition of the demands of the everyday life of the party divert

' The governing, body of Tammany in New York consists of four hun-

dred persons. The influence of this political association is concentrated

in a sub-committee of thirty persons, the so-called Organization Committee

(Ostrogorsky, La Demoeratie etc., ed. cit., vol. ii, p. 199).

* Cf . pp. 33 et seq.

' Inquiries made by Lask have shown how deeply rooted in the psychology

of the workers is the desire to enter the class of those who receive pensions.

A very large number of proletarians, when asked what they wished to do

with their sons, replied: "To find them employment which would give

right to a pension." Doubtless this longing is the outcome of the serious

lack of stability characteristic of the social and economic conditions of

the workers (Georg v. Schulze-Gaevernitz, Nochmals: "Marx oder

Kant?," "Archiv fur Sozialwisa., " xxx, fasc. 2, p. 520),
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their attention from immortal principles. Their vision gained in -

precision but lost in extent. The more cotton-spinners, boot and

shoe operatives, or brush-makers the labour leader could gain

each month for his union, the better versed he was in the tedious

subtleties of insurance against accident and illness, the greater

the industry he could display in the specialized questions of fac-

tory inspection and of arbitration in trade disputes, the better

acquainted he might be with the system of checking the amount
of individual purchases in co-operative stores and with the meth-

ods for the control of the consumption of municipal gas, the

more difSeult was it for him to retain a general interest in the

labour movement, even in the narrowest sense of this term. As
the outcome of inevitable psychophysiological laws, he could find

little time and was likely to have little iuclination for the study

of the great problems of the philosophy of history, and all the

more falsified consequently would become his judgment of inter-

national questions. At the same time he would incline more and
more to regard every one as an "incompetent," an "outsider,"

an "unprofessional," who might wish to judge questions from
some higher outlook than the purely technical ; he would incline

to deny the good sense and even the socialism of all who might

desire to fight upon another ground and by other means than

those familiar to him within his narrow sphere as a specialist.

This tendency towards an exclusive and all-absorbing specializa-

.

tion, towards the renunciation of all far-reaching outlooks, is a

general characteristic of modern evolution. "With the continuous

increase in the acquirements of scientific research, the polyhistor

is becoming extinct. His place is taken by the writer of mono-
graphs. The universal zoologist no longer exists, and we have
instead ornithologists and entomologists ; and indeed the last be-

come further subdivided into lepidopterists, coleopterists, myrme-
cologists.

To some of the "non-commissioned officers" who occupy the

inferiflr-^iadBS uJ Hn^ \^U^,y ^Htfr^^iininifty Tinny-+M-.fl,pf]y f,ppHa,i

what Alfred Webber said of bureaucracy in generan^"^ con-

gress of the Verein fur SozialpoliUk held at Vienna in 1909.'

•Of. ProtoTcoll, pp. 283 et seq.—The Dutch Christian socialist S. J.

Visser has made a scientific attempt to defend the bureaucracy which would
be installed by the socialist state, basing this defence upon the dangers
inherent in private bureaucracy; but his defence must be considered a
complete failure (S. J. "Visser, Over Socialisme, M. NyhofE's Gravenhage.
See Chap. II, " Functionnarisme en DImokratie," pp. 116-165).
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• bold^jiitiative in matters of internal, policy. The dep«i4ence
upon supcITpr-TlutEoritie&Ichaiaiiteristicjif the average employee
suppresses_^uU^fidaali1y-_.an,d gives to thesociej"^ " —

'
"
^

ployee^IpXfidoaH'H'ate a n;tgEa3E:;;getty::15o5fgeois andghilistine
stamp. The buxeaucratic smritjorrupts pTTaraivfSr'and 'engen^

• der^jODsai-^oVerfyT Ineyg^^^bureaucraej^jfffi.ffia^i^trbsei've-piae^

huntiitgp-arT5atna--fe¥ promotion/ and
thnsp npnn whnm prnmntifm d'^gri^g-J^iPrpja^gr-iw^r^" t^Wflrd^'

inferiors and servility towardsjnperiSs^ Wolfgang Heine, who
in the German socialist party is one of the boldest defenders of

the personal and intellectual liberty of the members, who is al-

ways in the breach to denounce "the tendency to bureaucracy
and the suppression of individuality," goes so far, in his strug-

gle against the socialist bureaucracy, as to refer to the awful
example of the Prussian state. It is true, he says, that Prussia

is governed in accordance with homogeneous principles and by a

bureaucracy which must be considered as a model of its kind;

but it is no less true that the Prussian state, precisely because of

its bureaucratic characteristics, and notwithstanding its external

successes, is essentially retrogressive. If Prussia does produce
any distinguished personalities, it is unable to tolerate their ex-

istence, so that Prussian politics tend more and more to degener-

ate into a spiritless and mechanical regime, displaying a lively

hostility to aU true progress.'' "We may even say that the more
conspicuously a bureaucracy is distinguished by its zeal, by its

sense of duty, and by its devotion, the more also will it show
itself to be petty, narrow, rigid, and illiberal.

Like fesery central i^iTip- pyatpTn hnvpanoranv finds its justifica-

tion i^i the fact of experience tnat a cerram aaministratiyeunity

is essennStjFg'the rapid and eiSsJent-coaduct of^giiairg: iS'^eat

many functions, such as tne~caTry1Sg out ofimpoftant statistical

inquiries, can never be satisfactorily effected in a federal system.

The outward form of the dominion exercised by .the leaders

over the rank and file of the socialist party has undergone numer-

ous changes pari passu with changes in the historical evolution

of the labour movement.

In Germany, the authority of the leaders, in conformity with

the characteristics of the nation and with the insufficient educa-

tion of the masses, was at first displayed in a monarchical form

;

'Wolfgang Heine Demokratische Bandbemerleungen sum Fall Gohre,

"Soz. Monatsh.," viii (x), fasc. 4.
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there was a dictatorship. The first labour organization on Ger-

man soil was the Allgemeiner Deutscher Arbeiterverein of Ferdi-

nand Lassalle. This organization was founded in 1873 and lasted

until 1875, when it became fused with the internationalist and
Marxist section of German socialism, the " Eisenachers. " The
personal creation of a man of extraordinary force of character,

it received even in its smallest details the stamp of his personal-

ity. It has been contended that Lassalle 's association was
founded upon the model of the Nationalverein, a German national

league which was extremely influential at that epoch. This may
be true in respect of the base of the Arbeiterverein, but is cer-

tainly not true of its summit. The Arbeiterverein, like the Na-

tionalverein, was a unitary society whose members were dispersed

throughout Germany and did not form any properly organized

local branches. The membership was not local but national, each

member being directly dependent upon the central organization.

But whereas in the Nationalverein the central executive was a

committee of several members, the Arbeiterverein was autocrati-

cally ruled by a single individual, Ferdinand Lassalle, who exer-

cised, as did his successor Johann Baptist von Schweitzer, as

president of the party of German workers, a power comparable

with that of the doge of the Venetian Republic, and indeed a

power even more unrestricted, since the president's power was
not, as was that of the doge, subject to any kind of control

through oligarchical institutions. The president was an absolute

monarch, and at his own discretion nominated his subordinate

officials, his plenipotentiaries, and even his successor. He com-

manded, and it was for the others to obey. This structure of the

organization was not the outcome merely of the personal quali-

ties of Lassalle, of his insatiable greed for power, and of that

egocentric character * which made him, despite his genius, so

poor a judge of men ; it corresponded also to his theoretical view

" Already in his student career Lassalle displayed a thoroughly imperioua

and egoistic character. In Berlin he offered a distant relative, a young man
of slender means, the privilege of sharing a dwelling whose cost was be-

yond his own purse, but in which he had a great desire to live. Subsequently

he boasted of having found a "sort of valet" in this unlucky youth. He
threatened the young man (who was as far as his means permitted paying

his share towards the expenses of the joint establishment) that he would

evict him without ceremony if he should prove lazy or ill-behaved, or should

in any way provoke Lassalle 's displeasure. (Cf. a letter from Lassalle to

his father, dated Berlin, April 24, 1844. Intime Briefe Ferdinand Lassalles

an Eltern u. Schwester, Buchhandlung '
' Vorwarts, '

' Berlin, 1905, p. 23.)
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of the aim of all party organization. In his famous speech at
Ronsdorf he said: "Wherever I have been I have heard from
the workers expressions of opinion which may be summarized as
foUows: 'We must forge our wills into a single hammer, and
place this hammer ia the hands of a man in whose intelligence,

character, and goodwill we have the necessary confidence, so

that he can use this hammer to strike with!' . . . The two
contrasts which our statesmen have hitherto believed incapable
of being united, freedom and authority, whose union they have
regarded as the philosopher's stone—^these contrasts are most
intimately united in our Verein, which thus represents in minia-

ture the coming social order!" ^ Thus in the eyes of the presi-
• dent his dictatorship was not simply a sad necessity temporarily
forced upon a fighting organization,^" but dictatorship was the

' ultimate aim of the labour movement.^^ In the days of Lassalle,

the labour movement in Germany was still weak, and, like a
little boy, was still urgently in need of paternal guidance. When
the father came to die he made testamentary arrangements for

the provision of a guardian (for the German labour movement
could still be an object of testamentary depositions). After
Lassalle 's death, the decisive executive power, the quintessence

(if the term be permitted) of the structure of the young labour

movement, continued to rest at the almost absolute disposal of a
single individual, Schweitzer.^^ This authoritative tendency was
an outcome, not so much of the historical necessity of the mo-
ment,^s of the traditions and of the racial peculiarities of the

German stock. With the lapse of time this characteristic has

been notably attenuated by theoretical and practical democracy,

and by the varying necessities of the case ; above all, by the ap-

pearance of a typically southern socialism, less rigid than that of

Prussia and of Saxony, and jealous of its own autonomy. But
the tendency has not disappeared, nor can it disappear.

Whilst there was thus forming in Germany the massive organ-

ization of the followers of Lassalle, the leaders of the Interna-

tional Association adopted a different form of organization. The
International Workingmen's Association was characterized by

•Ferdinand Lassalle, Bie Agitation des Allgemeinen Deutsdhen Arheiter-

vereins u. das Versprechen des Konigs von Preussen, ed. oit., p. 40.

" Cf . pp. 41 et seq.

" Cf . Gustav Mayer, J. B. von Schweitzer, etc., ed. cit., p. 256.

"Cf. also Hermann Oncken, Lassalle, Frommann (E. Hauff), Stuttgart,

1904, p. 397.
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mutual jealousy on the part of the various national sections, and

this was a potent obstacle in the way of any tendency towards

dictatorship. Thus there came into existence in London the

General Council, the supreme authority of the International,

'

consisting of a handful of members belonging to the different

countries represented in the organization. But the powers of

this executive were in many respects hardly less restricted than

those of the president of the AUgemeiner Deutscher Arbeiter-

verein. The General Council forbade the associations which were

affiliated to it to elect presidents, regarding this as contrary to

democratic principles.^^ Yet as far as concerned itself, it proudly

asserted, through the mouth of the most conspicuous among its

members, that the working class had now discovered a
'

' common
leadership. " ^* It nominated from among its own members the

officers necessary for the general conduct of its business, such as

the treasurer, the general secretary, and the corresponding sec-

retaries for the different countries,^^ nor did it hesitate, on occa-

sions, to allot several offices to the same individual. Bngels,

though a German, was for some time secretary for four different

countries—Spain, Italy, Portugal, and Denmark.^^ It may be

added that the secretariat carried with it important prerogatives,

such as the right of recognizing newly constituted sections, the

right to grant or refuse pecuniary subsidies, and the adjustment

of disputes among the comrades.^' It is unquestionable that for

several years the General Council was subject, in respect of all its

most significant practical and theoretical manifestations, to the

iron will of one single man, Karl Marx*^* The conflict in the

" Of. Compte-Bendu du 4b Congris International tenu d Bale en sept. 1869,

D. Brismee, Brussels, 1869, p. 172.

" (Marx), L'AlUanoe de la Democratie Socialiste et I'Association Int.

des Travailleurs, Eapports et Documents, London-Hamburg, 1873, p. 25.

"Karl Stegmann and C. Hugo (H. Lindemann), Handbueh des Sooialis-

mus, J. Schabelitz, Zurich, 1897, p. 342.

"Letter from F. Engels to Sorge, March 17, 1872 (Briefe u. Ausguge

aus Briefen von Joh. Phil. BecJeer, Jos. Dietsgen, Fried. Engels, Karl
Marx, u. A. an W. A. Sorge u. A., Dietz Nachf., Stuttgart, 1906, p. 54).
" Compte-Bendu du i« Gongrhs, p. 172.

" "A provisional General Council was elected, and the soul of this body,

as of all subsequent General Councils down to the Hague congress of 1872,

was Marx himself. Their history is related elsewhere. In this place it

suffices to say that Marx edited almost all the documents issued by the

General Council, from the inaugural address of 1864 down to the address

dealing with the civil war ia France in 1871" (Stegmann u. Hugo, op.

cit., p. 500).
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General Council between the oligarchy de jure and the mon-
archy de facto was the inner cause of the rapid decline of the
Old International. The General Council and especially Marx
were accused of being the negation of socialism because, it was
said, in their disastrous greed for power, they had introduced the

principle of authority into the politics of the workers.^" At
first these accusations were directed from without, coming from
the groups that were not represented on the General Council : the

accusers were Bakunin, the Italians, and the Jurassians. The
General Council, however, easily got the upper hand. At the

Hague congress in 1872, the "authoritarians," making use of

means characteristic of their own tendencies (the hunting of

votes, the calling of the congress in a town which was little ac-

cessible to some of the opponents and quite inaccessible to

others),^" obtained a complete victory over the anti-authorita-

rians. Before long, however, voices were raised within the Coun-
cil itself to censure the spirit of autocracy. Marx was aban-

doned by most of his old friends. The French Blanquists osten-

tatiously separated themselves from him when he had arbitrarily

transferred the General Council to New York. The two influen-

tial leaders of the English trade unions who were members of

the General Council, Odger and Lucraft, quarrelled with Marx
because they had not been consulted about the manifesto in fa-

vour of the Paris Commune to which their signatures were at-

tached. The German refugees in England, Jung and Eccarius,

declared that it was impossible, to work with persons as dicta-

" torial as Marx and Engels. Thus the oligarchs destroyed the

larval monarchy.

In 1889 the so-called New International was founded. The
socialist parties of the various countries agreed to undertake

"James Guillaume, L'Intemationale, Documents et Souvenirs, Cornely,

Paris, 1907 vol. ii.

"Idem, p. 327; cf. also a letter from Marx to Sorge, dated London, June

21, 1872, in which Marx begs Sorge to send him a number of blank voting

cards for certain friends in America whom he mentions by name {Brief

e

M. Auseiige aus Briefen, ed. cit., p. 33).—The locale of the congress was a

convenient one for the English, the French, and the Germans, who were

on the whole favourable to the General Council, but extremely inconvenient

for the Swiss, the Spaniards, and the Italians, who were on the side of

Bakunin. Bakunin himself, who was living in Switzerland, was unable to

attend the congress, for to reach. The Hague he must have crossed Ger-

many or France, and in both these countries he was liable to immediate

arrest.
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common deliberations, and to meet from time to time in con-

gresses for this purpose. Therewith the "idea of international-

ism" (to quote a phrase employed by Jaeckh) underwent a trans-

formation. The Old International had worked along the linesj)f

the greatest- pessible'cenlralization of the Intefnational-^role-

tariat, "so that it might be possible, at any place at which the

eeonomie-Tjlass^struggle-became-espeeiaHy active, tcihrow there

immediately into the scale the organized power of the working
class. "^^ The New International, on the other hand, took the

form of an extremely lax system, a union of elements which were
strangers one to another; these elements were national organi-

zations of a very rigid form, each confined within the limits of

its own state. In other words, the New International is a con-

federation of autonomous states, and lacks any unitary and
homogeneous organization ^^ The Old International was an iadi- •

vidual dictatorship, masquerading as an oligarchy. The New
International may be compared to the old States General of the

Netherlands ; it is a federal Republic, consisting of several inde-

pendent oligarchies. The General Council of London was all-

powerful. The modern Secretariat Socialiste International,

whose seat is in Brussels, is nothing but an ofSce for the exchange

of letters, devoid of all authority. It is true that the interna-

tional socialist congresses have sometimes furnished an oppor-

tunity for thoroughly self-conscious and vigorous national oli-

garchies to attempt usurpations in the international field. Thus,

in particular, the German social democracy, when forced upon
the defensive at the Stuttgart congress of 1907, endeavoured, and
not without success, to impose upon the other socialist parties its

own particular tactics, the verbal revolutionarism which had
originated in the peculiar conditions of Germany.^^ The inter-

national unification of tactics has always been limited by the

varying needs of the different national oligarchies. In other

words, whilst national supremacies are still possible in the con-

"' Gf . Gustav Jaeckh, Die Internationale, Leipz. Buclidr. Akt. Ges., Leip-

zig, 1904, p. 218.
^^ Of. speech by Wilhelm Liebknecht to the Int. Cong. Paris, 1889 (Proto-

Tcdll, deutsche TJebersetzung, Worlein, Nuremberg, 1890, p. 7).
^Cf. B. Michels, Vie deutsche SosialdemoTcratie im Internationalen Ver-

iande, "Arch, fur Sozialwiss., " anno 1907). This is a detailed study
of the conditions of fact and the complex of causes which rendered it

possible for the German party to exercise such a pressure upon the other

parties in the International; it deals also with the subsequent decline of its

hegemony.
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temporary socialist International, it is no longer possible for the
socialist party of one country to exercise a true hegemony over
the other national parties. The dread of being dominated in-

creases in each national party in proportion as it becomes firmly

established, consolidating its own existence and rendering itself

independent of other socialist parties. International concentra-

tion is checked by the competition of the various national concen-

trations. Each nationaLparty stands on guard to prevent the

others from extending theirjpEfe~OfTnfluence/* The result is

that the international'efficiency of the resolutions voted at the

international congresses is almost insignificant. At the inter-

national socialist congress of Amsterdam, in 1904, the Belgian

Anseele made it clear that he would not regard himself as bound
by an international vote forbidding socialists to participate in

bourgeois governments.^^ Thus, again, VoUmar, with the ap-

proval of the Germans, speaking at the international socialist

congress at Stuttgart in 1907, repudiated any interference on
the part of the French in the military policy of the German
socialists, protesting in advance against any international reso-

lution regulating the conduct of the socialists of all countries in

case of war.^* Considered from close at hand the international

German principalities of the eighteenth century, consisting of

nobles, ecclesiastics, and a few burgomasters, assemblies whose

chief preoccupation was to avoid yielding to the prince a jot of

their "freedoms," that is to say of their peculiar privileges. In

just the same way, the various national socialist parties, in their

international congresses, defend with the most jealous care all

their prerogatives and their national particularism, being all

determined to yield not an inch of ground in favour of His Maj-

esty the International.^'

**Eduard Bernstein expressed himself similarly as long ago as 1893.

Cf. Zm Gesehiehte u. Theorie des Sozialisrmis, Edelheim, Berlin-Berne, 1901,

p. 143.
" Cf . speech by Edouard Anseele, FrotoTcoll des intemat. Sos. Congress,

1904, "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1904, pp. 47-9.

=* Cf. speech by Georg von Vollmar, FrotoTcoll des internas. 80s. Congress,

1907, "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1907, p. 93.

"Hence all coherency of tactics is lacking to international socialism, ao

that alike theoretically and practically every national "section" works

in accordance with its own will and pleasure. One advocates protection,

another free trade; one adheres to the KuUurTcampf, whilst others agitate

for the repeal of the laws against the Jesuits. (Cf. R. Miehels, Le In-

coerenze internasionali nel Socialismo oontemporaneo, "Kiforma Sociale,"

xiii, fase. 8.)
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The national oligarchies are willing to recognize the authority

of international resolutions only when by an appeal to the au-

thority of the International they can quell a troublesome faction

in their own party. Sometimes the leaders of the minority se-

cure an international buU to authenticate the purity of their so-

cialist sentiments as contrasted with the majority, whom they

accuse of heresy. Sometimes, on the other hand, it is the leaders

of the majority who endeavour, on the international field, to gain

a victory over the leaders of the minority, whom they have been

unable to subdue within the limits of their national organization.

A typical example of the former case is furnished by the action

of the Guesdist minority, at the congress of Amsterdam in 1904,

which endeavoured to discredit in the opinion of the Interna-

tional the ideas of their great cousin Jaures in matters of internal

policy. The manoeuvre proved effective, for the Guesdists suc-

ceeded in attaching Jaures to their chariot, and in holding him
prisoner within the serried ranks of the unified French party.^^

An example of the second mode of action is afforded by the con-

duct of the Italian and German socialist parties in appealing to

the decisions of the international congresses (Paris, 1889; Zu-

rich, 1893 ; London, 1895) in order to get rid of their anti-parlia-

mentary and anarchist factions.

Side by side with this international decentralization, we see.

to-day a vigorous national centralization. Certain limitations,

however, must be imposed on this generalization.

In the modern labour movement. witMn th° limits of the na-

tionaJ-or^Bizations. we see decentralizing aswell a.s centrali^ftig

tendfiTicies"aTPWQiilr TVio i^of|--n£..iar.7^Trff;jtry^|Su7 pi|..TJ«>t^-/^f^TitJTvn-

ous..E£ogi'6SS, together with a revolt against the supreme author-

ity ofthe central executive. Jiiit^it would be 'a serious eri-or to

irna girie that such centrifugaLmpvements are the oiitcnme pf iha

deni,oci:gtic tendencies of the masses, or that these are rjpe^er
indepgndj^ 'l'h°ir "ausaTWrjLLrpnlly~nt"~!in opposite char-

an*«3!^ Tbp dfCPTifralJ^tinTTTRTTi^ work of a compact minority of

'

leaders who, when forced, to jjUbOi'dlnate theittselves"in thelmi-

t'ral exBcutive'qf'Lhe uaitTrasTt-whole. prefer to^^___ Iraw to their

. local spheresfaction (minor state, province, Ok. commune).
A^ogp uf leddeii) whieh finds itself in a-minoxity hal9-..no love

foHlsSingf national ^ienU'aliza-Llurr:—Kfellig Unable ""tCTaK'the

wh'nt?Tnii nlry.i it-Trrrlmi Tn~~rTrii' !i li lnTmr, f'nnfiid nrirr;_jt bpttf^r

^'Cf. the explanations of Bebel at the German congress of Bremen,~~I904

{Protolcoll, Berlin, 1904, p. 308)

.
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tojeign in hoU than servp in heaven. VoUmar, for example, who
S his own land possesses so great an influence that he has been
called the uncrowned king of Bavaria, cannot consent to play-
second fiddle in the German national organization. He would
rather be first in Munich than second in Berlin

!

The_rall£iiig cry of tha-majority is centralizafeion. while-that
of tSfe. minnritv is antoTinTny TTinao nf the minority, in order
tn ffpin ^hfii^ "TT^gj arp forced to carry on a struggle which often
assumes the aspent nf g gAnuine fight for liberty, and this is

rpfloftod in th r .tP^aJBofagy uf lhcleftdeBV_ffiho _^^declare~them-
s^ves_ta-be- waging war-ttgaimL Lhij -Bgw-_t^EanjiyI WEeD-febe
leaders of the minority feel themselves exceptionally strong, they
push their audacity to the point of attempting to deny the right
to existence of the majority, as impersonated in the central ex-

ecutive. At the Italian socialist congress held at Imola in 1902,
the leader of the Italian reformists, Filippo Turati, joined with
his friends in putting forward a formal proposal to suppress the
central executive. It was necessary, he said, to substitute for
this obsolete, dictatorial, and decrepit institution the complete
autonomy of the local organizations, or at least to replace it by
a purely administrative and executive organism consisting of
three specialist employees. He added that it was a form of
jacobinism to wish to govern the whole party from above. The
opponents of this democratic conception rejoined with an effec-

tive argument when they pointed out that if the central execu-
tive were abolished, the parliamentary deputies would remain
the sole and uncontrolled masters of the party. Consequently,
whenever it became necessary to take action upon some urgent
question, when time was lacking to make a direct reference to

the party as a whole, it would be the parliamentary group, de-

riving its authority not from the party but from the electorate,

which would decide upon the line of conduct to be pursued.^' If

we' accept the hypothesis that a true democracy may exist within
- the party, the tendency to the subdivision of powers is unques-

tionably anti-democratic, while centralization is, on the other

hand, the best way of giving incontestable validity to the will of

the masses. From this point of view, Enrico Ferri was per-

fectly right when he told the reformists that the proposed abo-

^Such was the view put forward by Ferri, Longobardi, and others.

When a vote was taken, the numbers were equal, and the central executive

was retained (Sendiconto del VII Congresso Nasionale del P. S, I., Imola,

Setterribre, 190S, Libr. Soc. Ital., Eome, 1903, p. 79).
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lition of the central executive would be equivalent to the sup-

pression of the sovereignty of the members in general, since the

executive is the legitimate expression of the mass-will, and de-

rives its rights from the party congresses/"

T'lii iP r]'^nar,i^jiiizms movemeut which manifests itself within

tiif Trovimig TiaTirmTil iiljnt parties does not conflict withxthe*

essential pr-iwiiplr, of-pligarchv. The mmority* in OMPSsition.

wMdHtaaboon thug oaroful to withdxarW^ itaclf faoxaJAg-ccmtrol

o£ the central amautivc. ui-occcda within itaumn, t3phcre-o£-dg-
TniTiinn tr. fQTIRtitll t'^ itgplf in*! I H i'PWi l aV\ JMi] [^OW car nfl ^.SSTlTI-

TPgfa-if^tprl tlifin t.TiP 0Tia^n.Ti"iiiFf wTiipTi it hfl R bpPU figT^t^'ng' ThuS

such movements as we have been considering represent no more

than an attempt to effect a j^ajJation_ of authoi^t^j,>aBd-fco- split

up- thp CT'fint nli^nr''hips iTitft^TniiTriher ot smalleroligarchies/ In

France and in Italy every~soCialiHL deputy fendeavours to be-'

come as independent as possible of the central executive of his

party, making himself supreme in his local organization. A sim-

ilar process may be observed in Germany, where the persistence

of numerous petty states, mutually independent, and each gov-

erned by its own parliament, has hitherto prevented the consti-

tutional and administrative unification of the party throughout

the country, and has greatly favoured decentralizing tendencies."

In consequence of this state of affairs we find in Germany that

all the parties in the separate states, from Bavaria to Hesse, de-

sire autonomy, independence of the central executive in Berlin.

But this does not prevent each one of them from exercising a

centralized authority within its own domain.

The decentralizing currents in German socialism, and more

particularly those of the German south, are adverse to centraliza-

tion only as far as concerns the central executive of Berlin, whilst

within their own spheres they resist federalism with the utmost

emphasis.^^ Their opposition to the centralization in Berlin

"Idem, p. 79.

"Certain theorists cover these decentralizing tendencies with the mantle

of science. Cf. Arthur Schulz, Oelconomische und politisehe EntwicTdungs-

tendensen in Beutschland, Birth, Munich, 1909, p. 95. The sub-title of this

interesting work is Ein Versuch die Autonormeforderung der suddeutsch-

en sozidldemoJcratischen Landesorganisationen fheoretisoh su Begriinden.

Thus the work is in effect an attempt to provide a theoretical foundation

for the claims to autonomy advanced by the socialist organizations in

the various states of southern Germany.
"^ This was pointed out by Adolf Braun at the Bavarian socialist congress

held at Schweinfurt in 1906.
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takes the form of a desire in the local parties to retain financial

independence of the central treasury. At the Schweinfurt con-

gress in 1906, Ehrhart, socialist deputy to the Bavarian diet,

said: "It comes to this, the central executive has the manage-
ment of the money which goes to Berlin, but it is for us to decide

how we shall spend the money which is kept here.
'

'
'* Hugo

Lindemann of Wiirtemherg, one of the most ardent adversaries

of the Prussianization of the party and an advocate of federal-

ism, has declared that it is undesirable to deplete the local

finances of the South German states in favour of the central

treasury in Berlin, where the executive is always inclined to a

policy of hoarding money for its own sake.^*

The-ste^gleij wiLhln the modern demotiralio parties oyeiLihis
prnKhiHa^nf n.entralization versus dpcentrali^atinTi arp nf g-]-pgt.

scientific impnT-taricftfTniTi several pointsoJj»ewr It would be

wrong to deny that~ffie"advotaLes of Lumtendencies bring for-

ward a notable array of theoretical considerations, and occasion-

ally make valid appeals to moral conceptions. "We have, how-
ever, to disabuse our minds of the idea that the struggle is really

one for or against oligarchy, for or against popular sovereignty

or the soygcoignty-OLljhe party masses. The tgndmsj^-to- decen-

tralizSSon of the partyrule, the~opposlLluJi Lu iiiTErJiiaLiunal-een-

tiiiliaation (to the far-reaching authority of international bu-

reaux, committees, congresses), or to national cenfcialization (to

• theauthority^ the party executives), has mo-lliing Lo du With

^he desire lui' muie individual liberty^

The democratic tendency may be justified by practical rea-

sons, and in particular by differences in the economic or social

situation of the working classes in the various districts, or by
other local peculiarities. The tendencies to local, provincial, or

regional autonomy are in fact the outcome of effective and in-

eradicable differences of environment. In Germany, the social-

ists of the south feel themselves to be divided as by an ocean

from their comrades of the north. They claim the right of self-

government and participation in government because they live

in countries where parliamentarism already possesses a glorious

history dating from more than a century back, whereas Prussia

is stiU thoroughly imbued with the authoritarian and feudal

spirit. They claim it also because in the south agriculture is

'^"Volksstimme" of Frankfort, Marct 6, 1906.

" Hugo Lmdemann, Centralismus u. Foderalismus m der Sosialdemokratie,

"Soz. Monatsh.," viii (x), No. 4.
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carried on mainly imder a system of petty proprietorship, where-

as in the central and eastern provinces of Germany large landed

estates predominate. The result is that class differences, with

their consequent differences of mental outlook, are less conspic-

uous in the south than in the north, so that the opposition to

the socialists is of a different character in the two regions. In

the struggles hetween the northern and the southern leaders

within the socialist party, struggles which are often lively and

at times extremely violent, each section levels the same accusa-

tion against the other, declaring it to helong to a country in

which civilization is comparatively backward and where theoret-

ical conceptions are obsolete. The socialists of the north con-

tend that those of the south are still living in a petty bourgeois,

pacific, countrified environment, whereas they themselves, in the

land of large-scale manufacture, represent the future. The men

of the south proudly reply that it is they who live in conditions

to which their comrades of the north have yet to attain, by abol-

ishing the large landed estates and by suppressing the class of

junkers.^'

Similar environmental differences divide the Italian socialists."

Here also the socialists of the south demand complete autonomy,

contending that the theoretical basis of socialism in the south is

different from that in the north. They say that in the former

kingdom of Naples the actual conditions of production and dis-

tribution are not such as to establish a sharp distinction between

the two classes which according to classical socialism exist every-

where in strife. Consequently the introduction into this region

of the Marxist revolutionary propaganda would marshal against

socialism, not the great and medium landowners alone, but also

the petty proprietors.^^ Whilst the socialists of the plain of the

Po fiercely oppose a duty upon grain because this would increase

the cost of living for the labouring masses agglomerated in great

cities, the socialists of the south have on several occasions de-

clared in favour of the existing protectionist system, because its

suppression would bring about a crisis in production in a region

where proletarians and employers all alike live by agriculture."

*" Arthur Schulz, Oekonomische u. PoUtische EntwicMunffstendemen, ed.

cit, pp. 11, 25, 67.

""Francesco Ciccotti, Sodalismo e Cooperativismo agricolo neW Italia

Meridionale, Nerbini, Florence, 1900, p. 8.

" Of. a speech by Gaetano Salvemini at the socialist congress of Florence,

September 21, 1908 (Beioconto, p. 122).
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Again, in the north, where manufacturing industry is dominant,
the socialists disapproved of the Tripolitan campaign, whereas
in the south, where they are for the most part agriculturists, an
enthusiastic sentiment in favour of territorial expansion pre-

vailed. In addition to these reasons, which may be termed in-

trinsic because they derive from the objective differences between
the north and the south, we find that an opposition between the

socialists of the two areas arises from the attitude of the govern-

ment in the respective regions. The Italian Government is dou-

ble-faced, being liberal in the north, but often very much the

reverse in the south, for here it is largely in the hands of local

coteries which, in a region where the voters are scattered, become
the sole arbiters in times of election. In the year 1902, when
Giolitti was in power, this duplex attitude of the government
gave rise to a serious difference within the socialist party, for

the socialists of the north did not disguise their ardent desire to

participate in government, whilst those of the south (although

their tendencies were rather reformist than revolutionary) a1^

tacked the government fiercely.^*

Tvaj-ft-a-d pppntT-al i zajjfvnwTi ip.b manifest themselvesJn,j,kaO§F"a]l

, the Tigtinngl pjjTJJ^rwTnTarffipy^Riiffip.pi trTpT-Pvent the foTTnatinn

of a SJBgfe-gigantlC Ob f^irphYi ii'"r'n1t mnTinly in thp, prpafinia--nf a

number frP-«ma.11pr nligaroliinn nnoh nf wTiipTi if^ nn Ipsa pnwpnfnl
" withi&4t&-«WTrsiphere. The-d^BMBancajaE-oligarchy in party^:ife

''Of. Alessandro Tasca di Cuto, Dell' Opera antisociale del Ministero net

Mezzogiorno, and Smcerita, "Avanti," December 4 and 11, 1902.
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CHAPTER I

PSYCHOLOGICAL METAMORPHOSIS OF THE
LEADERS

THE_apatfaV of the masses-aad. their vco fl for eruidanoo hiic, as its

^nnntoTpcTf ip fiio loarioT.^
f^ Tiatural sT^A foT -Bgwer. Thus the

deTelojjmgnt_Df--the--demQC£atic oligafdiy is accelefated by the

generaJ-rharacfpristiVs of hnman imttrre^^Vhat was igitiatod by
j

' the need for orgaiiizatiQiir-edmiuiyLi'ation^ and^strategy-Js^om-
\

Tife average leader of the working-class parties is morally not
• lower, bat on the wholejiigher, in quality than the average leader

of the other parties.^ This has sometimes been unreservedly ad-

mitted by the declared adversaries of socialism.^ Yet it cannot

be denied that the permanent exercise of leadership exerts upon
the moral character of the leaders an influence which is essen-

tially pernicious. Yet this also, from a certain point of view, is

perhaps good. The bitter words which La Bruyere applied to the

great men of the court of Louis XIV, that the imitative mania
and veneration exhibited towards them by the masses would have

grown into an absolute idolatry, if it had occurred to any of

them to be simply good men as well as great ones—^these words,

mutatis mutandis, could be applied with equal truth to the lead-

ers of the vast democratic movements of our own days.*

In the majority of instances, and above all at the opening of

his career, the leader is sincerely convinced of the excellence of

the principles he advocates. Le Bon writes with good reason:

"Le meneur a d'abord ete le plus souvent un mene. II a lui-

^ For documentary proof of this assertion as far as the Italian labour

movement is concerned cf. E. Michels, II Proletariato e la Borghesia nel

Movimento socialista Italiano, Bocea, Turin, 1908, pp. 28-58, 68-76, 106-14,

265-391; also E. Michel^, Der ethisdhe Faktor in der Farteipolitik Italiens,

"Zeitschrift fur Politik," vol. iii, fasc. 1, pp. 56-91.

' Vilfredo Pareto, Les SystSmes socialistes, ed. cit., vol. i, p. 61 ; W. Som-

bart, Bennooh! zwr Theorie u. GeschicMe der gewerkschaftlidhen Arbeiter-

iewegwng, Fischer, Jena, 1900, p. 107.

'La Bruyfire, CaracUres, Penaud, Paris, p. 156.
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meme ete hypnotise par I'idee dont il est ensuite devenu
I'apotre."* In many eases the leader, at first no more than -a

single molecule of the mass, has become detached from this in-

voluntarily, without asking whither his instinctive action was
leading him, without any personal motive whatever. He has

been pushed forward by a clearer vision, by a profounder senti-

ment, and by a more ardent desire for the general good ; he has

been inspired by the elasticity and seriousness of his character

and by his warm sympathy for his fellows.^ It is obvious that

this will be true above all where the leader does not find already

established a solid organization capable of offering remunerative

employment, but where his first step must be to found his own
party. But this must not be taken to mean that wherever a

well-organized party already exists the leader seeks at the out-

set to gratify his personal interests.

It is by no means alwayp })j ^'=^^y^or•af'^ domrt^ thnt jm^jI^ 'be-

come officers "o3nEe masses. Using familiar French terms, we
may express this more clearly by saying that not every arrive

was at first an arriviste. But he who has once attained to power
wiU not readily be induced to return to tlie comparatively ob-

scure position which he formerly occupied." The abandonment
of a public position obtained at the cost of ^eat efforts and
after many years of struggle is a luxury which only a "grand
seigneur" or a man exceptionally endowed with tl^e spirit of self-

sacrifice can afford. Such self-denial is too hard for the average

man. ,'

The conBciousMPSs nf pmv u i' jlwSjs pro4uces_variiiy,_«n undue
belief in~~peiaaaal-gea±iress:—T^l3Jesi.^S_to_dosiBat8,-^er^ood
or for pvil, is-^l^vef§^al.'^ These are eJementary psychological

facts. In the leader, the consciousness of his personal worth,'

* Gustave le Bon, Fsychologie des Foules, ed. c it., p. 106. Of. also 8. Gr.

Hobson, Boodle and Cant, "International Socialis."i Eeview," Chicago, 1902,

ii, No. 8, p. 585.

^Ettore Ciccotti, Monte&itorio, ed. cit., p. 54.

°Pio Viazzi, one of the most trusted deputies in the Italian Chamber, a
member of the republican party, has declared that any one who has once
been elected to parliament will henceforward do nil he can to secure re-

election (Pio Viazzi, Le Gioie delta Deputazione, '
' jBivista Populare, '

' anno
XV, No. 9).

'"L 'amour de la puissance ainsi que I'amoun de 1 'independance et de
la liberty, sent des passions inh^rentes a I'homme" (Holbafih, Systemes
sociales, on Primcipes naturelles de la Morale et de la Politique, Niogret,
Paris, 1822, vol. i, p. 196). i

'"Beyond question individuality is indispensttble wherever it is requi-
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land of the need whicli the mass feels for guidance, combine to

induce in his mind a recognition of his own superiority (real or

supposed), and awake, in addition, that spirit of command which
exists in the germ in every man born of woman.^ We see from
this that every human power seeks"* to enlargg_Jtsprerog§±ives.

He whojias acquired puwei w ill ahi^osfalwaysendeavour to

consolidate_jt_and-tTT extend Ttrto muH:ii.''ly the ramparts which
rIpfpTiH bif pnnifinn nnrUrn wifht^rajgHhirnsglf from the COntroTof

the TTOage§.r Bakunin, the founder of anarchizing'~soCiaiisfia7^on-

tended that the possession of power transformed into a tyrant

even the most devoted friend of liberty.^" It is "ertain that the

exercise of power produces a profound and inefEaecixble change in

the character. This is admirably described by Alphonse Daudet
when he writes: "Bien vite, s'il s'agit de I'affreuse politique,

nos qualites tournent au pire : I'enthousiasme devient hypoerisie

;

1 'eloquence, faconde et boniment; le sceptieisme leger, escro-

querie; 1'amour de ce qui brille, fureur du lucre et du luxe a

tout prix; la sociabilite, le besoin de plaire, se font lachete, fai-

blesse, et palinodie." ^^ To retain their influence over the masses

site to incite deliberately to conscious acts of volition. Man derives pleas-

ure from the expression of his individuality in the activities which, thanks

to it, are brought to pass. We should none of us be willing to exchange

our own individualities for those of others, just as we should be unwilling

to change our physiognomy. This inclination results in part from habit,

but in part from self-love. The individual is used to his own defects and
would not like to be deprived of his merits" (Eduard von Hartmann,

GedanTcen iiher Individualismus, " Tiirmer-Jahibueh, " Stuttgart, 1903, p.

215).

°Cf. the psychological reflections of TJgo Foscolo on the evolution of

Napoleon I, Vltime Lettere di Giacopo Ortio, Perino, Eome, 1892, p. 143.

"Bakunin, 11 Socialismo e Mazzini, F. Serantoni, Eome-Florence, 1905,

p. 22.—Similarly Herzen writes: "Donnez a Proudhon le portefeuille des

finances, ou faites-le president, et il sera une espece de Bonaparte" (Alex-

andre Herzen, De Vautre Bive, Geneva, 1871, 3rd ed., p. 186) .—Shelley 's

lines on this subject are singularly apposite:

—

"... The man
Of virtuous soul commands not, nor obeys.

Power, like a desolating pestilence.

Pollutes whate'er it touches; and obedience,

Bane of all genius, virtue, freedom, truth.

Makes slaves of men, and, of the human frame,

A mechanized automaton." —Queen Mob, J iii, 11. 174-80.

"Leon Daudet, Alphonse Daudet, ed. cit., p. 179.
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the leaders study men, note their weaknesses and their passions,

and endeavour to turn these to their own advantage.^^

"When the leaders are not persons of means and when they

have no other source of income, they hold firmly to their posi-

tions for ecanQmio reasons, coming to regard the functions they

exercise as theirs by inali^^nable right. Especially is this true of

manual workers who, since becoming leaders, have lost aptitude

for their former occupation. For them, the loss of their posi-

tions would be a financial disaster, and in most cases it would be

altogether impossible for them to return to their old way of life.^'

They have beer spoiled for any other work than that of propa-

ganda.^* Th^ir hands have lost the callosities of the manual
toiler, and are likely to suffer only from writer's cramp.

Those leaders, again, who are refugees from the bourgeoisie

are used up after having devoted a few years to the service of

the socialist party. It was as youthful enthusiasts that they

joined the organized workers and soon attained to dominant po-

sitions. The life they then had to lead, however great may have

been its advantages in certaiu respects, was one full of fatigue

and hardship, and, like all careers in which fame can be ac-

quired, was extremely exhausting to the nervous system. Such
men grow old before their time. What are they to do? They
have become estranged from their original profession, which is

altogether out of relation with their chosen vocation of profes-

sional politician. A barrister, indeed, can continue to practise

his profession, and may even devote almost all his time to it,

without being forced to abandon the party. The political strug-

gle and the life of the lawyer have more than one point of con-

tact, for is not the political struggle a continuous act of ad-

vocacy? The barrister who plays a leading part in public life

will find many opportunities for the gratification of his love of

oratory and argument, and will have no lack of chances for the

display of the power of his lungs and the expressiveness of his

" Ostrogorsky, La Demoeratie, etc., ed. cit., ii, p. 344.

,
"Cf. Part rv, chap. v.

" This is not merely true of '
' those lazy fellows who are good for noth-

ing more than the parrot-like repetition of a few phrases culled from the

party literature, and of those whose only equipment is to have a voice

like that of a bull," from whose influence Sombart would like to see

the workers freed, and for whose eradication he recommends, in especial,

attention to the practical work of the trade unions (Werner Sombart, Den-
noch!, ed. cit., p. 91)—but it applies with equal force to the trade-union

ofScials destined to replace the type to which he objects.
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gestures. It is very different with men of science. These, if

they play an active part in the life of the party, be it as journal-
ists, as propagandists, or as parliamentary deputies, find that

their scientific faculties undergo a slow hut progressive atrophy.
Having become absorbed in the daily political round, they are

dead for their discipline, for they no longer have time for the

serious study of scientific problems and for the continuous de-

velopment of their intellectual faculties.

There are, however, additional reasons for the mental trans-

formation which the leaders undergo as the years pass.

As far as concerns the leaders of bourgeois origin in the

working-class parties, it may be said that they have adhered to

the cause of the proletariat either on moral grounds, or from en-

thusiasm, or from scientific conviction.^'' They crossed the Rubi-

con when they were still young students, still full of optimism

and juvenile ardour. Having gone over to the other side of the

barricade to lead the enemies of the class from which they

sprang, they have fought and worked, now suffering defeats and
now gaining victories. Youth has fled; their best years have

been passed in the service of the party or of the ideal. They
are ageing, and with the passing of youth, their ideals have also

passed, dispersed by the contrarieties of daily struggles, often,

too, expelled by newly acquired experiences which conflict with

the old beliefs. Thus it has come to pass that many of the lead-

ers are inwardly estranged from the essential content of social-

ism. Some of them carry on a difficult internal struggle against

their own scepticism; others have returned, consciously or un-

consciously, to the ideals of their pre-socialist youth.

Yet for those who have been thus disillusioned, no backward

path is open. They are enchained by their own past. They

have a family, and this family must be fed. Moreover, regard

for their political good name makes them feel it essential to

persevere in the old round. They thus remain outwardly faith-

ful to the cause to which they have sacrificed the best years of

their life. But, renouncing idealism, they have become oppor-

tunists. These former believers, these sometime altruists, whose

fervent hearts aspired only to give themselves freely, have been

transformed into sceptics and egoists whose actions are guided

solely by cold calculation.

As we have previously seen, these new elements do not join the

" Cf. Part rv, chap. ii.
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party with the declared or even the subconscious aim of attain-

ing one day to leadership; their only motives have been the

spirit of sacrifice and the love of battle. Visionaries, they see a

brother in every comrade and a step towards the ideal in every

party meeting.^® Since, however, in virtue of their superiority

(in part congenital and in part acquired), they have become

leaders, they are in the course of years enslaved by aU the appe-

tites which arise from the possession of power, and in the end

are not to be distinguished from those among their colleagues

who became socialists from ambition, from those who have from

the first deliberately regarded the masses as no more than an

instrument which they might utilize towards the attainment of

their own personal ambitions.

It cannot be denied that the factor of individuality plays its

part in all this, for different individualities react differently to

the same environment. Just as women and girls in similar erotic

situations act differently in accordance with their varying de-

grees of congenital sexual irritability and with the differences

that have been induced in them by moral education, remaining

immaculate, becoming demi-vierges, or yielding to advances, so

also the specific qualities of the leaders, in so far as these are

acquired and not immanent, manifest themselves differently in

different individuals in face of the numerous temptations to

which they are exposed in party life.^' The sense of satiety

which arises in those who have attained their end varies greatly

in intensity from person to person. There are similar variations

in adaptability to a new and anti-democratic environment, or to

" This may be seen in the accounts which many socialists have given of

their first adhesion to the party. For instance: "And from these as-

semblies come forth the new converts from the bourgeoisie, freed from
their last doubts, having attained to a new state of mind, to a peace hitherto

unknown; the younger men full of thoughts unfamiliar to their heedless

youth; the older ones rejuvenated in heart and spirit; all filled with a
profound sense of complacency, as if in the meeting they have attended
there had not been talk merely, but action, labour for the good of the

world, dispersing for the future the blessed seed of truth, benevolence,

and justice" (Edmondo de Amicis, Le Discordie sooialiste, "Avanti,"
anno viii. No. 2665, 1907). As regards Holland, F. Domela Meuwenhuia
writes in similar terms in Van Christen Tot Anarchist, ed. cit., p. 100. As
Turati well expresses it, this is

'
' the golden age, the age of apostolic, pure,

and immaculate spirits" (Filippo Turati, II Partito sooialista italiano, ed.

cit., p. 10).
" This is admitted by Arturo Labriola, Siforme e Bivolusione sociale, ed.

cit, p. 225.
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an environment hostile to the ideas which the individual has at

heart. Some socialists, for instance, are so greatly intimidated

by the parliamentary milieu that they are ashamed in that

milieu to make use of the expressions "class struggle" and "col-

lectivism,
'

'
^* although it is to the unwearying insistence upon

these ideas that they owe their present position. Others among
their comrades find amid all the circumstances of their new life

that right feeling and that old courage of conviction which can-

not be prescribed by any formal rules. It is absurd to maintain,

as does Giuseppe Prezzolini, that in the parliamentary atmos-

phere it is as impossible for a deputy to preserve his socialist

purity as it would be for a Joseph to remain chaste while fre-

quently visiting brothels.^" Such a view is false, if only for the

reason that here, as in all social phenomena, we have to consider

the personal as well as the environmental factor. It. is neverthe-

less true that in the course of party evolution, as the led becomes

a subordinate leader, and from that a leader of the first rank, he

himself undergoes a mental evolution, which often effects a com-

plete transformation in his personality.^" When this happens,

the leader often sees in his own transformation nothing more
than a reflex of a transformation in the surrounding world. The
times have changed, he tells us, and consequently a new tactic

and a new theory are necessary. A greater maturity of judg-

ment corresponds to the greater maturity of the new age. The
reformist and revisionist theory in the international socialist

party is largely the outcome of the psychological need to furnish

an explanation and an excuse for the metamorphosis which has

taken place in the leaders. A few years ago, one of the leaders

of the Italian clericals, after declaring that triumphant reform-

^' Cf . Ettore Ciccotti, Psieologia del Movimento socialista, ed. cit., p. 292.

"G. Prezzolini, La Teoria sindacalista, Perrella, Naples, 1909, p. 65.

"At the German socialist congress of Frankfort (1894) it was above

all the present leaders of the great German trade unions, such as Bomel-

burg, Legien, and Timm, who contended that the salaries of the employees

of the labour movement should be restricted to a very moderate figure (Pro-

tokoll, p. 69). In the seventies, EugSne Fourni^re actively opposed Louis

Blanc, the former maintaining the socialist principle that the socialist

deputies ought to pay over to the party treasury the whole of the 9,000

francs which was at that time the deputy's salary (Jean AUemane, Le
SociaHsme en France, Imp. Ouviere, rue St. Sauveur, Paris, 1900, p. 7).

Thirty years later, this same Fournifere, now himself a deputy, when a
party congress decided that a portion of the salary of the socialist depu-

ties (meanwhile increased to 15,000 francs) must be paid over to the

party treasury, declared that he could not spare any of it.
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ism, having an evolutionary and legalist character, was in these

respects preferable to strict syndicalism, went on to say that in

his view the basis of reformist socialism was still the materialist

conception of man, of life, and of history, but further corrupted

by contact with the utilitarian and Epicurean spirit of the free-

thinking bourgeoisie, and that it was consequently even more
profoundly anti-Christian than the ideas of the ultra-revolution-

ists.^^ There is a kernel of truth in this idea. However much
we are forced to recognize that reformism sometimes manifests

itself as a sane rebellion against the apriorism of orthodox Marx-
ist dogma, and as a scientific reaction against the phraseology of

pseudo-revolutionary stump-orators, it is nevertheless incontest-

able that reformism has a logical and causal connection with the

insipid and blase sciolism and with the decadent tendencies which

are so plainly manifest in a large section of the modern bour-

geois literary world. In many instances, in fact, reformism is

no more than the theoretical expression of the scepticism of the

disillusioned, of the outwearied, of those who have lost their

faith ; it is the socialism of non-socialists with a socialist past.

It is above all the sudden passage from opposition to partici-

pation in power which exercises a powerful influence on the men-
tality of the leaders. It is evident that in a period of proscrip-

tions and persecutions of the new doctrine and its advocates on
the part of society and of the state, the morality of the party-

leaders will maintain itself at a much higher level than in a
period of triumph and of peace, if only for the reason that in

the former conditions those of egotistic temperament and those

inspired by narrow personal ambition will hold aloof from the

party since they have no desire for the martyr 's crown.^^ These

considerations apply, not merely to the old leaders who have been

members of the party during its days of tribulation, and whose

qualities, if not completely corrupted by the sun of governmental

'''Filippo Meda, 11 Partito socialiata in Italia deW Internazionale al

Hiformisw.o, Lib. ed. Elorentina, Florence, 1909, p. 46.

^In troublous times the socialists are glad to avail themselves of refer-

ences to the high ethical qualities of their leaders as a means of agitation.

A pamphlet issued in 1894 by the Ehenish socialist Wilhelm Gewehr, Wamm
der Kampf gegen die Sosialdemolcratie? (Grimpe, Elberfeld, p. 32), closes

with the words: "Let him who has honourable and loyal intentions

towards the poor place himself on the side of the socialists, who are fighting

and sacrificing themselves on behalf of the ideal !
" In times of struggle

Buch utterances have no ludicrous flavour.—Regarding Italian conditions,

cf. E. Michels, Der ethische Fdktor, etc., ed. cit., pp. 68 et seq.
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favour (so as to lead them to abandon the cause of the prole-

tariat) , are yet so greatly changed as to render them almost un-
recognizable by the masses; but it is equally true of the new
leaders who do not put in an appearance until the sun has begun
to shine upon the party.

As long as the struggle on behalf of the oppressed brings

to those engaged in it nothing more than a crown of thorns,

those members of the bourgeoisie who adhere to socialism must
fulfil functions in the party exacting great personal disinter-

estedness. Bourgeois adherents do not become a danger to

socialism until the labour movement, abandoning its principles,

enters the slippery paths of a policy of compromise.

At the international congress of Amsterdam, Bebel exclaimed

with perfect truth, in answer to Jaures: "When a socialist

party forms an alliance with a section of the bourgeoisie, and
institutes a policy of co-operation with the government, not only

does it repel its own best militants, driving them into the ranks

of the anarchists, or into isolated action, but it also attracts to

itself a swarm of bourgeois of very dubious value." ^^ In Italy,

during the period of persecutions, all scientific investigators

bore striking witness to the high moral qualities of the socialist

leaders. No sooner, however, had the socialist party (towards

1900) begun to display friendship for the government than

voices were heard on all hands deploring a deterioration in the

composition of the party, and denouncing the numerous elements

entering the party simply because they regarded it as the best

means by which they could secure a share in the loaves and
fishes of public administration.^*

Wherever the socialists have gained control of the munici-

^'From the report in "Het Volk," v, No. 1341. In the German Pro-

toTcoll (which, he it remarked in passing, is extremely inadequate) this

passage is not reported. Betel's observation is in flat contradiction with

what he has frequently said in the Reichstag, that in his view the carrying

of socialism into effect after the victory would be greatly facilitated by
the inevitable adhesion to the various branches of the new administration

of numerous competent elements from the official bureaucracy. (Cf.

August Bebel, Zukunftstaat wnd Sozialdemokratie, p. 13; speech in Reichs-

tag, February 3, 1893.)

=»Cf. R. Michels, II Frdletariato e la Borghesia, etc., ed. cit., p. 348;

Romeo Soldi, Die poUtische Lage in Italien, ' ' Neue Zeit, '
' xxi, No. 30, p.

116; Giovanni Lerda, SuW Organiszazione politica del Partita socialista

italiano, a report to the Italian socialist congress of 1902, Coop. Tip.-Ed.,

Imola, 1902, p. 10; Filippo Turati, II Partita socialista e I'attuale Momenta
politica, "Critica Sociale," Milan, 3rd ed., 1901.
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palities, wliereve? tire)' run people Vi)3Hfe-aH4r-distrihutive co-

operative^societies. wherever they have renmnerative posts at

their dispQsaly-Jger;!^^^^^^"^^^"^ ohsoj^g-a-natable decline in

theig-moral level, anrl to see that the ignoranF^ffiSHite'^elf-

seekiagjaog_coBStitute the majority jimQTig them.



CHAPTER II

BONAPAETIST IDEOLOGY

Napoleon I, as head of the state, desired to be regarded as the
chosen of the people. In his public activities, the emperor
boas*edn;nat fiTtwe'd his power to the French people alone.
After the battle of the Pyramids, when his glory began to at-
tain its acme, the general imperiously demanded that there should
be conferred on him the title of premier representant du peuple,
although hitherto the style of "popular representative" had been
exclusively reserved for members of the legislative bodies.^
Later, when by a plebiscite he had been raised to the throne of
France, he declared that he considered his power to repose ex-

clusively upon the masses.^ The Bonapartist interpretation of
popular sovereignty was a personal dictatorship conferred by
the people in accordance with constitutional rules.*

The Csesarism of Napoleon III was founded in still greater
measure upon the principle of popular sovereignty. In his letter

to the National Assembly written from London on May 24, 1848,
the pretender to the crown recognized the French Eepublie which
was the issue of the February revolution and was founded upon
universal suffrage. At the same time he claimed for himself, and
at the expense of the exiled king Louis Philippe, a hereditary

right to insurrection and to the throne. This recognition and
this claim were derived by him from the same principle. With
simultaneous pride and humility he wrote: "En presence d'un

* Louis NapolSon Bonaparte, Idees napolSoniennes, 1839, Italian ed.,

Pelazza, Turin, 1852, p. 74.

'Ibid., p. 119.

'At times, indeed, a casuistical significance was given to the term "popu-
lar sovereignty" which deprived it of all practical meaning. Thus in St.

Helena Napoleon said: "Le premier devoir du prince est de faire ce que
veut le peuple; mais ee que veut le peuple n'est presque jamais ce qu'il dit;

sa volontfi, ses besoins doivent se trouver moins dans sa bouche que dana
le coeur du prince" (Emmanuel Augustin Dieudonne Las Cases, Memorial
de SteSSlene, Paris, 1821, voL ii, p. 82). This note is often sounded in

the public utterances of modern party leaders (cf. pp. 152, 153).

215
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roi elu par deux cents deputes, je pouvais me rappeler etre

I'heritier d'un empire fonde sur Tassentiment de quatre millions

de frangais ; en presence de la souverainete nationale (resultante

du suffrage universel), je ne peux et ne veux revendiquer que

mes droits de citoyen frangais."* But Napoleon III did not

merely recognize in popular sovereignty the source of his power,

he further made that sovereignty the theoretical basis of all his

practical activities. He made himself popular in France by de-

claring that he regarded himself as merely the executive organ

of the collective will manifested in the elections, and that he

was entirely at the disposition of that will, prepared in all

things to accept its decisions.^ With great shrewdness, he con-

tinually repeated that he was no more than an instrument, a

creature of the masses. "While still president he declared in a

speech that he was prepared as circumstances might dictate

either for abnegation or for perseverance, or, in other words, that

he was ready to go or to remain.* It was the pure Bonapartist

spirit which was expressed by OUivier, the keeper of the seals,

when in the Chamber, in one of the stormy sittings of the sum-

mer of 1870, he declared: "Nous vous appartenons; vous nous

reprendrez quand vous voudrez, nous serons toujours la pour

subir vos reproches et vos anathemes." ^

Bonapartism recognized the validity of thepomijar will to

such an ^xtromo degrpe am to concede (.u mat will tne right of

.apt'f-glRgt.rnpt.iqn: popular sovereifyntv c.milil snpprpss it.splf. Yet
if we look at~flie matter from a purely human point of view,

popular sovereignty is inalienable. Moreover, if we think of

succeeding generations, it seems illogical and unjust that those

of this generation should claim the moral right of renouncing on

behalf of their descendants. Consequently the democrats of the

Napoleonic epoch insisted most energetically that the power of

popular sovereignty was limited to this extent, that it did not

carry with it anv right nf ;^>./ii»o+n'^T. « -p^^^^p^^^-^^ -^ ^-[^^ thf"rr

of indmdual dOimmon originating iu. the uullefijive will , but

*EugSue Tenot, Paris en Decerribre 1851. Etudes Jiistoriques sur le Coup
d'Etat, Le Chevalier, Paris, 1868, p. 10.

"Victor Hugo, NapoUon le Petit, Jeffs, London, 1852, p. 54.
° E. Tenot, Paris en Bicembre 1851, ed. cit., p. 26.

'Gamier Pages, L'Opposition et I'Empire. Demiere Seance du Corps

Legislatif, 1870. Bibl. Democratique, Paris, 1872, p. 157.
' G. B. A. Godin, La SouverainetS et les Droits du Peuple, Bibl. D&m.,

Paris, 1874, pp. 115 et seq.
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tendingLJo emancipate itself of that will and to become sovereign
iir-its-turn. In its democratic past it finds a shield against the

dangers which may threaten its anti-democratic present." In
Bonapartism, the rule of Caesar (as was said by a wit of the last

years of the second empire) becomes a regular organ of the pop-
ular sovereignty. "II sera la democratic personnifi^e, la nation

faite homme."^" It is the synthesis of two antagonistic con-

cepts, democracy and autocracy.^^

"Emile Littre, in hia Dictionnaire de la Langue frangaise (Hachette,

Paris, 1863), under the word C^sarisme, speaks of "princes portSs au gou-

vernement par la dSmocratie, mais revetus d'un pouvoir absolu" (vol. i,

p. 534).

"C£. Edouard Laboulaye, Paris en AmSrique, Charpentier, Paris, 1869,

24th ed., p. 381.—The Bonapartist conception, of popular sovereignty is

not democratic, while, ou the other hand, it in no way corresponds with the

political conception of legitimate monarchy. Jurieu, a Protestant pastor,

endeavoured in the seventeenth century to find a theoretic foundation for

absolute monarchy in popular sovereignty, but without success. Bossuet,

the greatest writer on the idea of the state in the days of Louis XIV,
paraphrased the ideas of Jurieu in the following ironical sentences: "Le
peuple fait les souverains et donne la souverainet6 : done le peuple possede

la souverainete et la possSde dans un degre plus Eminent; car celui qui com-

munique doit posseder ce qu'il communique, d'une maniere plus parfaite,

et quoiqu'un peuple qui a fait un souverain ne puisae plus exercer la sou-

verainetS par lui-meme, c'eat pourtaut la souverainete du peuple qui est

exereee par le souverain; et I'exercice de la souverainete, qui se fait par
un seul, n'empeche pas que la souverainete ne soit dans le peuple comme
dans sa source, et comme dans son premier sujet" (Bossuet, Cinquieme
Avertissement aux Protestants sur les Lettres de M. Jurieu contre I 'Histoire

des Variations, Qiluvres, Paris, 1743, vol. iv, p. 280).—Only in quite recent

times, in which, as we have seen, certain opportunists have endeavoured to

justify monarchy from a democratic standpoint, has the attempt of Julieu

been revived, although in a somewhat difEerent form. In Germany, Fried-

rich Naumann issued the watchword "Democracy and Emperordom"
(Demokratie und Kaisertum). In Italy, Ettore Sacchi, the leader of

the bourgeois-radical party, has based hia acceptance of the monarchy upon
the opinion that (in Italy) it is a democratic institution, in the first place

because it has been expressly sanctioned by the people, and in the second

place because the monarchy is now tacitly accepted by all (Giuseppe Rensi,

GU, "Aneien Segime" e la Democrazia dvretta, Colombi, Belinzona, 1902,

p. 7). It may, however, be pointed out that in the plebiscite of 1861, in

which the people who had been freed from their princes declared themselves

in favour of the rule of the House of Savoy, the question had really been

" Hohenlohe relates that in 1874, when he was ambassador in Paris, some
one said to him that the Frenchman is democrate and authoritaire. Con-

sequently the empire was the best form of government for the French and
was the hope of the future, for this form of government satisfied both
these popular needs (JDenhwiirdigTceiten, ed. cit., vol. ii, p. 126). Napo-
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Once elected, the chosen of the people can no longer be op-

posed in any way^__JI& porsonifics tho niajority7-agg~^all resist-

ance to his will is antidemocratic. The leader of such a democ-

racy isj]^emova^7^rjffi5|^nati^^ once spokpif, ca:nnot

contcadieiltself." Hp ia^ -mrivpi^ypv^ iTi4iauiTi^iy;--frTr-*''1'Fi1ii de six

millions de suffrages execiite les volontes du peuple, il ne les

trahi pas." It is reasonable and necessary that the adversaries

of the gOYcrnment should be exterminated in the name of popular

sovereignty, for the chosen of the people acts within his rights

as representative of the collective will, established in his position

by a spontaneous decision.^^ It is the electors themselves, we
are assured, who demand from the chosen of the people that he

put in such a way as to leave no other choice, for the alternatives proposed

were the kingdom versus nothing at all. Further, if we were to accept the

principle that tacit endurance signifies approval, every political situation

would, apart from open rebellion of the ruled, be established upon a granite

foundation of democracy. But such an idea of democracy is illogical, as

false as is the logic of those bad governments which, as Maeaulay says in

one of his speeches, justify themselves by appealing^ the aphorism: if

the people is unruly, it is not ripe for liberty; while if it is quiet, it does

not desire liberty.

leon III admirably characterized the nature of Bonapartism when he de-

clared of his system that it was based on democracy, since all its powers
were conferred by the people, whilst in organization it was hierarchical,

since such an organization was essential to stimulate the capacities slum-

bering in the various degrees of society (Idees Napoleoniennes, ed. cit., p.

83).

"In the time of Napoleon I a subtle distinction was made between the

terms emaner and resider. In 1814, Count Mole remarked to the emperor
that in the declaration of the Council there were certain dangerous words
which recalled nothing so much as the principles of 1793: "Elle com-
mence par 'toute souverainete reside dans le peuple.' Avec ee principe le

peuple pent changer de gouvernement et de monarque tous les jours; il

donne et retire a son gre la couronne, il pourra la refuser a votre fils;

encore, s'il y avait Smane; on pourrait dire qu'en deleguant h jamais S, un
homme et k sa race la souverainetS il ali&ne le droit de la lui retirer, mais
riside ne laisse pas de homes a 1 'instabilite des institutions et du trdne."—'

' Votre observation est trfes juste, j 'en suis frappS, '
' replied the em-

peror (Comte Mol§, Les Cent-Jours. Documents inSdits, "Eevue de la Efivo-

lution," 1888, vol. xi, p. 95).

"Such were the expressions used by Louis Napoleon in a speech at

Lyons, immediately after he had been elected Life-President of the Be-

public (E. Tenot, Varis en Decerribre 1851, ed. cit., p. 26).—^When he first

assumed the presidency in December 1848, Louis Napoleon, speaking to the

Chamber, solemnly enunciated the principle: "Je verrai des ennemis de
la Patrie dans tous ceux qui tenteraient de changer par des voies lll€gales ce

que la France enti6re a fitabli" (V. Hugo, NapoUon le Petit, ed. cit., p. 16).
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should use severe repressive measures, should employ force,

should concentrate all authority in his own hands.^* One of the
consequences of the theory of the popular will being subsumed
in the supreme executive is that the elements which intervene

betsveen the latter and the former, the public officials, that is to

say, must be kept in a state of the strictest possible dependence
upon the central authority, which, in its turn, depends upon
the people.^" The least manifestation of liberty on the part of

the bureaucracy would be tantamount to a rebellion against the,,

sovereignty of the citizens. The most charaeteristixj—Eeatjire of i

this view is the idea (tEat the~ UiimjiLJ^^'l^^^'^]^^^ the state/

rests exclusively upon the direct wiU.ef'tfe'nationii^lBonapartisnii
does not recognise any intermediate links. The coup d'etat of

December 2, 1851, was represented as an emancipation of the

people from the yoke of parliament, and as having for its nec-

essary coroUary a plebiscite. Victor Hugo compared the rela-

tionship between the parliament and the ministry under Na-
poleon III to the relationship between master and servants, the

master (the ministry) being appointed by the emperor, and the

servants (the parliament) being elected by the people.^* This

affirmation, though incontestable in fact, is theoretically inexact^

In ttiony
j,

p^7QTy ^n^ r.f pSouapartism was nerfeetly legitimate.

eYeTi,-^f!^-WM,ii' l,1ii^~shedding of the blood_fif thn PitiVtinft—-Tbf
plebiscite was a purifying ba^ ytrhjph gavZ^P^f^msiitr-SS^^>t^nn

to g-i?pTy illegality-, Nflpnlpnn TTT, when he received the formal^

announcement of his triumph in the plebiscite, declared that if

in the coup d'etat he had infringed the laws it was only in

order to reenter the paths of legality: "Je ne suis sorti de la

legalite que pour rentrer dans le droit." He was granted abso-

lution by seven million votes.^^ This sanction by plebiscite,

three times repeated by the French people, and given to the

illegal government of the third Napoleon—confirmed as it was
by innumerable and noisy demonstrations of popular sympathy
—gave to accommodating republicans a ready pretext for passing

from the side of the opposition to that of the monarchy. "Was

"Napoleon III maintained that it was only on account of the demo-

cratic instincts of the first Napoleon that the emperor had not abolished

the legislative bodies. The people would have had no objection to their

abolition (Idees Napoleoniennes, ed. cit., p. 71).
" Ibid., p. 38.

" V; Hugo, Napoleon le Petit, ed. cit, pp. 79, 80.

" E. Tenot, Paris en Decembre, 1861, ed. cit., pp. 206, 207.
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not this plebiscitary Csesarism established upon the same foun-

dation as the republic of their dreams? Emile OUivier divided

the forms of government into the two great categories of per-

sonal and national government. The ruler in the case of a na-

tional government is no more than "un delegue de la nation

pour rexereice des droits soeiaux."^^ In this manner his re-

publican conscience was tranquillized and his conversion to

Bonapartism could present itself as logical and in conformity

with his principles.

The history of modern democratic and revolutionary parties

and trade unions exhibits phenomena similar to those we have

been analysing. The reasons are not far to seek. In demo- •

cratic crowds, Bonapartism finds an eminently favourable soil,

for it gives the masses the illusion of being masters of their

masters; moreover, by introducing the practice of delegation it

gives this illusion a legal colour which is pleasing to those who
are struggling for their "rights." Delegation, and the abdi-

cation by the people of the direct exercise of power, are accom-

plished in strict accordance with all the rules, by a deliberate

act of the popular will, and without that metaphysical divine

jntervention vaunted on its own behalf by the detested heredi-

tary and legitimate monarchy. The choseiL.of_tt^e_jpeopie thus

seema_to-be-iMt£steSUBrJii4 functions by a spontanepns-act of

Jhe popular ^ill; he appeaTOoIEe]^e]^iiEirelQE^ie--peD,ple.

Thisway of looking at m&~T?ela,^ons between the masses and

the leaders is agreeable to the amour propre of^eyery citizen,

who says to himself : -^^-Without me he would not be what he is

;

I havC^otod-hiTTi : .he-befamgs to me7^ ^

There is anothef reason, at once psychological and historical,

why the masses accept without protest a certain degree of tyr-

anny on the part of their elected leaders : it is because the crowd

submits to domination more readily when each one of its units

shares the possibility of approximating to power, and even of

acquiring some power for himself. The bourgeois and the

French peasants in the middle of the nineteenth century, im-

bued with democratic ideas, detested legitimate monarchy, but

they gladly gave their votes to the third Napoleon, remembering

how readily many of their fathers had become great dignitaries

under his glorious uncle.^°

^^ Emile OUivier, Le 19 Janvier. Compte Bendu aux Electeurs de la III^

Circonscription de la Seine, Paris, 1869, 7th ed. p. 119.

'"Alexandre Herzen, De Vautre Sive, Geneva, 1871, 3rd ed., p. 119.—la
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SinyfSfly in~t!re--ea6€-jif_ political partiea.-fee--WeiglLt of an
oligarCh3Hs-i"a*eI#:jelt_when the ri^tsji£_&e-inasSes~af5-cc>di-
fied. agd whoa eachmciinjer'RBgjnjSeabstract partioiijate^iii

power.

In virtuegf the domooraticaatwi'L oJ lii ij (ilfection, the leader
of a dejmapfatlC Organizati^^haS Tnnrp_r

j
g-|it tTian thp hcum-leaHpr

of the aristgcraey-tcrregard himself aslhe emanation of the col-

lective wJHTanBlTfaer-eforg to demand obedience.,aBd-i5Trbmi§sion
to ^is-^er-sonaL-roill:—As^lTsociaiist newspaper puts it: "The
party executive is the authority imposed by the party as a whole
and thus incorporating the party authority. The first demand
of democratic discipline is respect for the executive. " ^^ The
absolute obedience which the organized mass owes to its leaders

is the outcome of the democratic relationships existing between
the leaders and the mass, and is merely the collective submis-
sion to the collective will.^^

Th^ 1fia ,dfirs themaetv^S; whengyetLUxey-^tre-Tepi-oacned lor an
' fl^t^"-d°"iOPrait'" attitude, appeal to the masn wil] frnm Trbirh

their p^fr vf 'I'-ivH liy pl""tifm ,
snyi nig-- '^^ince the masRes

have ele^tedjis^iid-uei^lsctedus as leaders, we are the legiti-i

TTTate p-ypr-atawTTTl AP l.ll(jft»-.wTTrggg2Zgfcj"'ly-*^ '^'^''' ''M^ii'UkiPiTrS^-f

ij^es, " ^^ It was a tenet of the old aristocracy that to disobeyi-

the orders of the monarch was to sin against God. In modern
democracy it is held that no one may disobey the orders of the

oligarchs, for in so doing the people sin against themselves, de-

fying their own will spontaneously transferred by them to their

representatives,^' and thus infringing democratic principle. In

the light comedy ie Gamin de Paris by Bayard and Vanderburgh the words
of the general typify the role of Napoleonism among the French common
people: "Nous etions des enfanta de Paris . . . des imprimeurs . . .

des fils de charrons, nous avions du cceur . . . nous voulions faire notre

chemin . . . nous serious peutetre restfis en route . . . sans I'Empereurl

. . . qui s'est trouvg la . . . qui nous a emportes dans son tourbillon.

... La chance etait tout!" (Velhagen, Bielefeld, 1861, 4th ed., p. 77).
2° " Diisseldorfer Volkszeitung, " November 13, 1905.

"This idea is admirably expressed by Eienzi (Van Kol), Socialisme et

Liierte, ed. cit., p. 249.

" This argument is repeatedly employed by socialist speakers. Their

reasoning is that the very fact that the leaders are still leaders proves that

they have the support of the masses—otherwise they would not be where

they are. (Cf. Karl Legien's speech at the socialist congress of Jena
(ProtokoU, "VoTwarts," Berlin, 1905, p. 265); also P. J. Troelstra, In-

take Partijleiding. Toelichtingen en Gegevens, ed. cit., p. 97.)

2' During the second empire the like reasoning was applied to defend
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cjp-mnpv^pipg t.TiP Ipflders base their ri^ht jo_command upon the

'f\pm(^PTaiip. mrmipotence of tllP rn^^f^^""- Every eiHf)lnyeR nf the

npOTi fhpir gnodjEJlL

—

We lud.v Lliutj !jd.y that in a dcmQcracy
pafli_jTiHiviflna1 himself JssTies. th miffh inrliroptly the—orders
whiVh poTTie tn hini from ahnve.^^ Thus the reasoning by which

the leaders' claim to obedience is defended and explained is,

in theory, clear and unanswerable . In->cractice, howfis^egy^he
election of the leaders, and above all their re-election, is effected

by such methods aridrmdpr t.Tip inflnencc nf RuggpHtinns; flnrl

nf^ipy mothnHa nf fnp"^^f^ pn powerfn] that, thn fronHnm nf nhmpp

^f the masses is considornbly impniirod.^° In-theiistorxJii-pTrrty

1ife<it^TsjTTTJeriiaJiUv4hftJ;-thp demnnrntin rj^-fitpm isf^rednced.
) in

ultimate analysis, to the right of the masseS;,j±_s±a±eiintervals,

obedience.

Under these conditions, there develops everywhere in the

leaders, alike in the democratic political parties and in the trade

unions, the same habit of thought. They demand that the masses

shnnld not mprHy rpTi'^"r nb"'l'>n<"'i but thfltJJT°y sh'^uTdHjpJly

and w^jOwixt. Trmrnmrinff. p..nrT-y ernt the orders~which tEey, the

leaders, issue deliberately and with full understanding of the

circumstances. To the leaders it is altogether inconceivable that

the actions of the supreme authority can be subjected to criti-

cism, for they are intimately convinced that they stand above

criticism, that is to say above the party. Engels, who was en-

dowed with an extremely keen sense of the essence of democracy,

regarded it as deplorable that the leaders of the German socialist

party could not accustom themselves to the idea that the mere
fact of being installed in office did not give them the right to

be treated with more respect than any other comrade.^"

the plebiscitary emperordom. For instance, Edmond About, one of the

few distinguished democratic writers who had gone over to the Napoleonic

camp, wrote: "Ce n'est pas obeir que de se conformer aux lois qu'on a

faites, de remplir sea engagements envers les chefs qu 'on a choisis : c 'est se

commander k soi-meme" (Edmond About, Le Progrds, Hachette, Paris,

1864, p. 67).

^We owe to Georges Sorel the rediscovery of the relationships between

democracy in general and absolutism, and their point of intersection in

centralization. Cf., for instance, his Les Illusions du Frogris, Eivifere,

Paris, 1908, pp. 9 et seq.

==Cf. pp. 156 et seq.

'"r. Engels, in a letter dated March 21, 1891; also Karl Marx, in a let-
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It is especially exasperating to the leaders when the com-
. rades are not content with mere criticism, but act in opposition
to the leaders' advice.^'' "When they speak of their differences
with those whom they regard as inferiors in education and in-

telligence, they are unable to restrain their moral indignation at
such a profound lack of disciplined^ When the masses "kick
against the advice of the leaders they have themselves chosen,"
they are accused of a great lack of tact and of intelligence. In
the conference of trade-union executives held from February
19 to 23, 1906—a conference which marks an important stage in
the history of the German labour movement—Paul Miiller, em-
ployee of a trade union, complained bitterly that his revolu-

tionary comrades of the socialist party were endeavouring "to
estrange the members of the unions from the leaders they had
chosen* for themselves. They have been directly incited to rebel-

lion. They have been openly urged to breaches of discipline.

What other expressions can be used when in meetings we are
told that the members ought to fight against their leaders ? " ^'

ter dated September 19, 1879 (Briefe u. Aussiige aus Briefen, etc., ed. cit.,

pp. 361 and 166).

"Sometimes the members of the rank and file are of&cially exhorted to

respect the authority of their elected representatives. In a Belgian trade-

union journal we read among the "Ten Commandments" drawn up for
the organized workers the following admonitions: "1. De la propagande
tu feras, pour grouper les indiffereuts; 2. Aux assembles tu assisteras, pour
devenir intelligent; 3. Ta cotisation tu payeras, tous les mois reguli^rement;

4. Dans les cabarets tu ne critiqueras, ce qui n'arrive que trop souvent"
("Journal des Correspondances, " Organe offieiel des Syndicats afifiliSs a la

Commission Syndieale, Brussels, 1905, ii. No. 9).
^ Here is a typical example. The socialist leaders of Chemnitz in Saxony

had proposed to raise the price of subscription to the local organ of the
party, but the majority of the socialist assembly of the constituency re-

jected this proposition. Here are the remarks upon the subject made by
one of the leaders: "An increase in the monthly price of subscription

by 10 pfennig would have saved the situation. But the great moment did
not find those ready to seize it. Neither the detailed report of the business
manager, Comrade Landgraf, nor yet the magnificent expositions of Com-
rades Noske and Heldt, of Zeisig and Eiemann, the members of the press
committee, and others, who in the course of many years' active work have
acquired a profound knowledge of journalistic enterprise, suflSoed to con-

vince the majority of the assembly that it was absolutely essential to in-

crease the monthly subscription by 10 pfennig. The leaders had to submit
to the indignity of seeing their proposal voted down" (" Volksstimme"
of Frankfort, anno xxi. No. 37).
"Partei u. Gewerkschaften, textual reprint from the J J P. and Gr. of the

ProtoTcoU, p. 4,
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Whenever a newjinT-vpnt nf opposition manifeatq it,sfilf-^w#n'n

therpSfly, the leaders immediately endeavour to^djscredJIrilrwith

t]ir"5irargB=Bf=8eSfgogy; II! lliOHe oi' Ihe comrades who are dis-

fcontented with the leaders make a direct appeal to the masses,

this appeal—^however lofty may be its motives, however sincere

the convictions of those who make it, however much they may
be justified by a reference to fundamental democratic rights

—

is repudiated asjnexpedient , and is even censured as n^ wifkpri

atteinpfTo~5reafe-a^-4h€-pajt.y, and «« t.bp wmJr nf vnTc»ar in-

triguers.^" We'have to remember, in this connection, that the

leaders, who hold in their hands all the mechanism^fpojyer.

Jia v e Lhe advantage of being aoie to assume an d,m eule-e>f legal-

-ity^-jvhereas the masses, or the subordinate leaders who are in

rebellion, can always be placed in an unfavourable light of ille-

gality. The magic phrase with which the leaders invariably suc-

ceed in stifling embarrassing opposition in the germ is "the gen-

eral interest." In such circumstances they exhibit a notable

fondness for arguments drawn from the military sphere. They
maintain, for instance, that, if only for tactical reasons, and in

order to maintain a necessary cohesion in face of the enemy,

the members of the party must never refuse to repose perfect

confidence in the leaders they have freely chosen for themselves.

It is in Germany, above all, that in the trade-union organizations

the authoritarian spirit is developed with especial force, and
that the leaders are prone to attribute to their adversaries the

"criminal intention" of attempting "to dissolve trade-union

discipline. " ^^ Even the socialist leaders make similar charges

against their opponents. If we translate such an accusation

from the language of the trade-union leaders into that of gov-

ernment officials, the charge becomes one of "inciting to revolt

against constituted authority." If the critics are not officials

of the party, if they are mere sympathizers or friends, they are

then in the eyes of the attacked leaders intrusive and incompe-

tent persons, without any right whatever to form an opinion on

the matter. "On no account must the faith of the people be

disturbed! Such is the principle in accordance with which all

»»Cf. pp. 171, 172.

"At the conference of the trade-union executives, February 19 to 23,

1906, Rexhauser said :
'

' The poison which spreads in this way through the

masses corrodes everything, and when one day you want to unite for some

decisive action, you find that discipline has gone to the devil, and that

the rank and file will not obey their leaders" (Frotokoll, pp. 23-4),
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lively criticism of the objective errors of the movement are stig-

matized as an attack on the movement itself, whilst the elements
of opposition within the party are habitually execrated as ene-

mies who wish to destroy the party.
'

'
'^

The general conduct of the leaders of democratic parties and
the phraseology typically employed by them (of which our ex-

amples might be multiplied a hundredfold) suffice to illustrate

how fatal is the transition from an authority derived from '

' the

favour of the people" to a right based upon "the grace of God"
—in a word, to the system which in French history we know by
the name of Bonapartism . A._dght of aovereigntv-bej'g-of the

plebiscite g22I!
^'^"^^'^^ f|_permanent and mviolable dommion.

'^Eosa liuxemburg, writing of the trade-union leaders in Massenstreik,

Partei u. Gewerhschaften, ed. cit., p. 61.



CHAPTER III

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PARTY "WITH THE LEADER
("LB PARTI C'EST MOI")

Ve . have shown that_ia^ thoir otrugglc aga ^'^
fft thp^^ enemies

tfrotiV aTi(^ a.d£!I!JL.aT1 att.i^'i^'^P i^iffprinfr vprj littlp frnm tlins^p nf

thevj' bourgeois" goveKTiTnpTit in itg Rt^i^clP ¥ith "sT^tQiersive
'

'

elements. The terminology which the powers-that-be employ is,

^~WMtatis mutandis, identical in the two cases. The same accusa-

tions are launched against the rebels, and the same arguments

are utilized in defence of the established order: in one case an

appeal is made for the preservation of the state; in the other,

for that of the party. In both cases, also, there is the same
confusion of ideas when the attempt is made to define the rela-

tionships between thing and person, individual and collectivity.

The authoritarian spirit of the official representatives of the

German socialist party (a spirit which necessarily characterizes

every strong organization) exhibits several striking analogies

with the authoritarian spirit of the official representatives of

the German empire. On the one side we have William II, who
advises the "malcontents," that is to say those of his subjects

who do not consider that all is for the best in the best of all

possible empires, to shake the dust off their feet and go else-

where. On the other side we have Bebel, exclaiming that it is

time to have done once for all with the eternal discontents and

sowings of discord within the party, and expressing the opiaion

that the opposition, if it is unable to express itself as satisfied

with the conduct of affairs by the executive, had better "clear

out.
'

' ^ Between these two attitudes, can we find any difference

other than that which separates a voluntary organization (the

party), to which one is free to adhere or not as one pleases,

from a coercive organization (the state), to which all must be-

long by the fact of birth ?
^

^August Bebel, speech to the Dresden congress, Frotokoll, p. 308.

'In the text, the writer has repeatedly mentioned the name of Bebel

226
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It may perhaps be said that there is not a single party leader

who fails to think and to act, and who, if he has a lively tempera-
ment and a frank character, fails to speak, after the example of

Le Eoi SoleU, and to say Le Parti c'est moi.^

when he has wished to illustrate by typical examples the conduct of the

leaders towards the masses. Yet it would be erroneous to regard Bebel
as a typical leader. He was raised above the average of leaders, not only

by his great intellectual gifts, but also by his profound sincerity, the out-

come of a strong and healthy temperament, which often led him to say
things openly which others would have left unsaid and to do things openly

which others would have left concealed. It was for this reason that

"Kaiser Bebel" was frequently exposed to the suspicion of being excep-

tionally autocratic in his conduct and undemocratic in his sentiments.

Nevertheless, a thorough analysis of Bebel 's character and of his conduct
on various memorable occasions would establish that, side by side with a
marked tendency to self-assertion and a taste for the intrinsic forms of

rule, he exhibited strong democratic leanings, which distinguished him
from the average of his colleagues, just as much as he was distinguished

from them by the frankness with which he always displayed his dictatorial

temperament. This is not the place for such an analysis, but the writer felt

it was necessary to guard against a false interpretation of his references

to Bebel by a brief allusion to the complexity of character of this re-

markable man. In ultimate analysis, Bebel was no more than a represen-

tative of his party, but he was one in whom the individual note was never

suppressed by the exigencies of leadership or of demagogy.
'We learn this from a study of all the great party leaders. As regards

Marx, cf. Michels, Storia del Marxismo in Italia, Bocca, Turin, 1909, pp.
19 et seq.—As regards Lassalle, cf. Julius Vahlteich, Ferdinand Lassalle,

ed. cit., pp. 42 et seq.—^Liebknecht's official biographer tells us that he
was not always able, owing to his strong and lively individuality, to dis-

tinguish between persons and things (Kurt Eisner, Wilhelm Liebkneeht,

"Vorwarts," Berlin, 1906, 2nd ed., p. 100).—Of Bebel, von Gerlach, one

of his admirers, wrote: "He lives only for the party, identifying himself

fully with the party. This is his strength, but often also it is his weakness.

Just as Bismarck regarded every attack upon Bismarck as an attack upon
the well-being of the German empire, so Bebel sees in every attack upon
Bebel an attack upon the party interests. Thus his intervention is ex-

traordinarily weighty, but often it is extremely unjust. Very rarely has

he been fair to his opponents, and least of all to his opponents within the

party. . . . He always regards himself as the guardian of the party in-

terests, and his personal adversaries as the enemies of the party. His
subjectivity is really terrible" (Helmuth von Gerlach, August Bebel. Bin
hiographische Essay, Albert Laugen, Munich, 1909, pp. 59, 60). Cf. also

the speech against Bebel delivered by VoUmar at the Dresden congress,

1903 (ProtoTcoll, pp. 321 et seq.).—VoUmar 's speech reminds us of Zi-

bordi's bitter criticism of Enrico Ferri: "This man speaks of himself,

of himself, of himself; of his mother, his wife, his children, always with

reference to himself; of his own talents, of his own career, of his enemies,

of his forecasts, of his goodness, of his health. The workers, socialism,
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The bureaucrat itleritifies TiitnselL-cmnpletelv with the_organi-

ziv^rmj-c'Tmfnnn^fnr h in nvm iTitfrrnfn yrith--4tf! lutfr^RtF! i^l
nhjpnjjvpj^TjtjpigTTi f)f tlip party is_:taken by him as a^firgoaal

n^rftTlt This is tliP nangp nf tJTP nbvions inpapRpity of aH-^Tafty

Iea4ei-S't(7tabe-ar acrcnc and just view ef-Imstilfi-^ritreiHn.^ The

leader declares himself personally offended, doing this partly in

good faith, but in part deliberately, in order to shift the battle-

ground, so that he can present himself as the harmless object of

an unwarrantable attack, and arouse in the minds of the masses

towards his opponents in matters of theory that antipathy which

is always felt for those whose actions are dictated by personal

rancour.^ If, on the other hand, the leader is attacked per-

sonally, his first care is to make it appear that the attack is di-

rected against the party as a whole. He does this not only on

diplomatic grounds, in order to secure for himself the support

of the party and to overwhelm the aggressor with the weight of

numbers, but also because he quite ingenuously takes the part

proletarian polities, the nation, are always discussed by him as centering

in his own personality" (G. Zihordi, Lg, " Tournee" oratoria di E. Ferri,

"Secolo," April 25, 1911). Yet this way of speaking must not be at-

tributed to personal vanity; it is rather the inevitable consequence of

Ferri 's absolute conviction of his sovereign power over the masses.

•Here are typical examples. The leaders of the Italian socialists in the

early part of 1870, well-to-do idealists ready for sacrifice and for martyr-

dom, derived for the most part from the upper bourgeois and aristocratic

circles, were described by Marx as a crowd of rascally students seeking

careers in the International. The reason for this outburst of spleen was
that the Italians had without exception supported Bakunin and opposed

Marx (of. E. Michels, Proletariato e Borghesia, ed. cit., pp. 63-76). Engels,

again, speaking of the opposition within the party, of the group known as

die Jungen, to which Hans Mliller, Paul Ernst, Bruno Wille, Paul
KampfEmeyer, O. E. Hartleben, etc., belonged, qualified them in the fol-

lowing terms: "Unquestionably there are some among them in the pay
of the police; others are masked anarchists who wish to make recruits

from among our ranks; the rest are blockheads, students swollen with con-

ceit, would-be candidates, and self-seekers of aU kinds '
' (Briefe u. Aus-

eiige, ed. eit., p. 370).
" In a polemic against the Marxists of the party, the trade-union leader

H. Jochade writes :
'

'We have to ask ourselves seriously what is the mean-

ing of this new campaign. Is it dictated by the love of scandal, by the

excess of zeal of a few quill-drivers, or have malice and cunning anything

to do with the matter? There can be no doubt that all these influences are

at work in originating the attack upon the trade-union employees" (Krieg

gegen die Qewerkschaftsbeamten, " Korrespondenzblatt der Generalkom-

mission der Gewerkschaften Deutsohlands, " anno xviii, No. 51, December
19, 1908, p. 8i0).
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for the whole. This is frequently the outcome, not merely of

blind fanaticism, but of firm conviction. According to Netcha-
jeff, the revolutionary has the right of exploiting, deceiving,

robbing, and in case of need utterly ruining, all those who do
not agree unconditionally with his methods and his aims, for

he need consider them as nothing more than chair a conspiration.

His sole objective must be to ensure the triumph of his essen-

tially individual ideas, without any respect for persons

—

La
Revolution c'est moi! Bakunin uttered a sound criticism of this

mode of reasoning when he said that its hidden source was to

be found in NetchajefE's unconscious but detestable ambition.®

The d£q)otism- of the lea4£ra_does not arise solfijxjrop ^ vul-

gar lust ofpower nr from uncontrolled egoism, but is^ftelTEhe

out,oflTmrfTf"a!!yyHTTrrnrtTmd sinrpyA-gmiviatinn nf thgir-oww-^ffaJ^ne

and ofthe services which \M^^_Jnssf rfud^red tn thftfinTmnnTi

cause. The bureaucracy^ whichis most faithful andm^t~Effi-

cient in the discharge of its duties is also the most dictatorial.

To quote "Wolfgang Heine: "The objection is invalid that the

incorruptibility and efficiency of our party officials, and their

love for the great cause, would suffice to raise a barrier against

the development of autocracy within the party. The very op-

posite is true. 0£^eials-jj£_high t̂ hnical efficiency •^\\<[\ uTl"'^^^-

ishJT'aim^t the general goo^Tl^EelhQse-whom w i»-axe fortunate

enough to possess in the party, are more than ^}^ ntliAvs) inr'lmprl

bping wpii qware nf tj
i p iTiTj)ortance of the^ own services, to

TocrgWI ;^g_jT-ip2tPT-g2)1o laws wlitftmrPT gpprn g tiirTTTpTrr-rTpfrrraTirl

p^«<po|. t".p^r^ "'-r ^nnfli nfinrT foi^f^pyi/^io^ f
^n fTio pv.aijTi/^ of thC

gPTipral intprgaf and thus to imposfi-peHilraluLs upon the healthy

progress of the party. "^ Similarly, where we have to do with

excellent and incorruptible state officials like those of the Ger-

man empire, the megalomaniac substitution of thing for person

is partly due to the upright consciences of the officials and to

their great devotion to duty.* Among the members of such a

•James Guillaume, L'lnternationale, ed. cit., vol. ii, p. 62.

'W. Heine, DemolcraUsche Bandbemerlcungen z«m Fall Gohre, "Soz.

Monatsh.," viii (x), fasc. iv, p. 284.
' '

' The [Prussian] state tends to become a republic of official employees,

in which the employees are the only fully qualified citizens, whilst all oth-

ers, notwithstanding the apparent possession of constitutional rights, exist

simply in order to be ruled and to provide the cost of working the govern-

mental machine. The danger is not lessened by the fact that the bureau-

cracy does not merely make a profession of working for the general good,

but is honestly convinced that it is endeavouring to secure it. Every official
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bureaucracy, there is hardly one who does not feel that a pin-

prick directed against his own person is a crime committed

against the whole state. It is for the same reason that they all

hold together comme les doigts de la main. Each one of them
regards himself as an impersonation of a portion of the whole

state, and feels that this portion will sufEer if the authority of

any other portion is impaired.' Further, the bureaucrat is apt

to imagine that he knows the needs of the masses better than

these do themselves/" an opinion which may be sound enough in

individual instances, but which for the most part is no more
than a form of megalomania. Undoubtedly Ihejai'ly official is,

lesscExpose4=thaiirrttter3tate official totni^da^^^w-beeemiiig
lOssilized, loFln-mest^easesrhgTias work as^ a pubLkirigg^CTj-aad
in^ ^is wayJ i

P maiutflins a cortam-deffree of contact with- the

masses. On the other hand, the applause which he seeks and
receives on these occasions cannot fail to stimulatgjiis-pft'sonal

vanity.

.*^Wbea-4a-any-efgailization {Ee-oKgareh;'- hao attameil.jg_ad-
vaTippd

fitapp. of dpyplnrmpntj thr Irndprf, hp^'n tn idnTHfy witli .

tViajmialgpg Tint, mpfply tint, party institntioiua-Jjnt. pvgn t.Tip pgrty
property^ this phpnoTnennn beir^ commap-both to4ho party^ad
to-fee-starte. In the conflict between the leaders and the rank
and file of the German trade unions regarding the right to strike,

the leaders have more than once maintained that the decision

in this matter is morally and legally reserved for themselves,

because it is they who provide the financial resources which en-

able the workers to remain on strike.^^ This view is no more
than the ultimate consequence of that oligarchical mode of

thought which inevitably leads to a complete forgetfulness of

true democratic principles. In Genoa, one of the labour leaders,

whose influence had increased pari passu with the growing
strength of the organized proletariat of the city, and who, en-

who seeks to maintain his own power persuades himself that he does this

for the benefit of the ruled" (W. Heine, Die Beamten Bepublik, "Marz,"
anno iii, fase. 21, p. 175).

'Edmond About, Le Frogres, Hachette, Paris, 1864, p. 232.

"Max Weber, for instance, in a discussion upon municipal enterprise at

the Vienna congress of the Verein fiir Sozialpolitik declared: "I should

think myself a very poor bureaucrat indeed, if I did not believe myself to

know better than these blockheads what is really good for them" (Fro-

foJcoll, p. 285).

"Of. " Korrespondenzblatt der Gewerkschaften Deutschlands, " anno vii,

No. 28,
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joying the unrestricted confidence of his comrades, had acquired

the most various powers and had filled numerous positions in

the party, regarded himself as justified, when as a representa-

tive of the workers he made contracts with capitalists and con-

cluded similar affairs, in feathering his own nest in addition to

looking after the workers' interests.^^

" This was the barrister, Gino Murialdi, who in youth had made many
sacrifices for the movement. He was in receipt of a regular salary from
the trade unions and cooperative societies, but this did not prevent him
from accepting money from the employers when he was negotiating with

them as the workers' representative. When taken to task on this account,

he said that by his exertions he had obtained such brilliant advantages for

the workers, that he saw no reason why he should not secure for himself

a little extra profit at the cost of the employers. Murialdi 's actions led

to a violent quarrel between him and the other leaders in Genoa, and ul-

timately caused his expulsion from the socialist party. Cf.
'

' Avanti, '
' anno

xiu (1909), Nos. 1 and 24.
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SOCIAL ANALYSIS OF LEADERSHIE





CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY. THE CLASS STRUGGLE AND ITS
DISINTEGRATING INFLUENCE UPON THE

BOURGEOISIE

The TTiassfis are, nnt, easily stirred. Great events pass before
their eyes and revolutions are accomplished in economic life

without their minds' undergoing profound modifications. Very
slowly do they react to the influence of new conditions.

For decades, and even for centuries, the masses continue to

endure passively outworn political conditions which greatly im-
pede legal and moral progress.^ Countries which from the eco-

nomic point of view are fairly well advanced, often continue to

endure for lengthy periods a political and constitutional regime
which derives from an earlier economic phase. This is espe-

cially noteworthy in Germany, where an aristocratic and feudal
form of government, the outcome of economic conditions which
the country has outlived, has not yet been able to adapt itself

to an economic development of the most advanced capitalist

character.

These tiigtnripal ptipT)nninTin . TTrytTTTi q^ fiTef^.j^^j-<f^ppof^T. para-

doxicaI,-agise from ca.nRes_<»j-4woLjiifferent ordersT In the first

place it may happen that^classesTn^'-SHltcla^seg^regresenJang an
extinct econoj^e^O^ff-may survive from a time in which they

were the authentic expoTOiXils ofthe then dominant economic re-

lationshipfT^hey have b^en able to save from the wreck a suffi-

ciency of moral prestige and effective political force to maintain

their dominion in the new phase of economic and civil develop-

ment, and to do this even in opposition to the expressed will of

the majority of the people. These classes succeed in maintain-

'" Unreflectingly, sometimes with a sigh, but often without a thought

of the possibility of better things, the nations have borne for centuries, and
continue to bear, all the burdens and all the shames imposed upon them
by tyranny, like the lower animals, who with satisfaction and even grati-

tude accept a bare subsistence, from the hand of the master to whom they

belong, and who makes use of them and chastises them at his will" (Carl

von Eotteck, Allgemeine Gesehiehte, etc., ed. cit., p. 81).
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ing themselves in power by the strength of their own political

energy and with the assistance of numerous elements essentially

foreign to themselves, but which they can turn to their own ad-

vantage by suggestive influences. Most commonly, however, we

find that the classes representing a past economic order continue

to maintain their social predominance only because the classes

representing the present or future economy have as yet failed

to become aware of their strength, of their political and eco-

nomic importance, and of the wrongs which they suffer at the

hands of society. Moreover, a sense of fatalism and a sad con-

viction of impotence exercise a paralysing influence in social life.

As long as an oppressed class is influenced by this fatalistic •

spirit, as long as it has failed to develop an adequate sense of

social injustice, it is incapable of aspiring towards emancipgiion.
It inTOl~tii (. ji i LLulr_rxi"^^i^ ^ fl of npprrr.nivn rmT rl itinrin^TT^ itrii

the repognition ofthesej^cmditionB hy-^e oppresaedy which in

the-n;oiwse-fl£.b.istory has constituted-^fce'^ime factor of class

struggles.^

The mere existence of the modern proletariat does not suffice -

per se to produce a "social problem." The class struggle, if it

is not to remain a nebulous theory, in which the energy is for

ever latent, requires to be animated by class consciousness.

It is the involuntary work of the bourgeoisie to arouse in the

proletariat that class consciousness which is necessarily directed

against the bourgeoisie itself. History is full of such ironies.

It is the tragical destiny of the bourgeoisie to be instructor of

the class which from the economic and social point of view is

its own deadly enemy. As Karl Marx showed in his Communist
Manifesto, the principal reason for this is found in the unceas-

ing struggle which the bourgeoisie is forced to carry on " at once

with the aristocracy, with those sections of its own class whose

interests are opposed to industrial progress, and with the bour-

geoisie of all foreign countries." Unable to carry on this strug-

gle effectively by its own unaided powers, the bourgeoisie is

continually forced "to appeal to the proletariat, to demand its

aid, and thus to launch the proletariat into the political melee,

thus putting into the hands of the proletariat a weapon which

'This is now generally recognized, as, for instance, even by so guarded

a writer as Johannes Conrad in his Grundriss ZMm Studium der politischen

OekonomAe, Part II, Volksmrtschaftspolitik, Fischer, Jena, 1898, 2nd ed.,

p. 48,
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the latter will turn against the bourgeoisie itself.^ Under yet
another aspect the bourgeoisie appears as the instructor, as the

' fencing-master of the working class. Through its daily contact

-with the proletariat there results the detachment from its own
body of a small number of persons who devote their energies to

the service of the working classes, in order to inflame these for

the struggle against the existing order, to make them feel and
understand the deficiencies of the prevailing economic and social

regime. It is true that the number of those who are detached

from the bourgeoisie to adhere to the cause of the proletariat is

never great. But those who thus devote themselves are among
the best of the bourgeoisie ; they may, in a sense, be regarded as

supermen, raised above the average of their class^ it may be by
love of their neighbours, it may be by compassion, it may be by
moral indignation against social injustice or by a profound the-

oretical understanding of the forces at work in society, or,

finally, by a greater energy and logical coherence in the transla-

tion of their principles into practice. In any case, they are ex-

ceptional individualities, these bourgeois who, deserting the class

in which they were born, give a deliberate direction to the in-

stincts still slumbering in the proletariat, and thus hasten the

emancipation of the proletarian class as a whole.

The proletarian mass is at first aware by instinct alone of the

oppression by which it is burdened, for it entirely lacks the in-

struction which might give a clue to the understanding of that

historical process which is in appearance so confused and laby-

rinthine. It would seem to be a psychologico-historical law that

any class which has been enervated and led to despair in itself

through prolonged lack of education and through deprivation of

political rights, cannot attain to the possibility of energetic ac-

tion until it has received instruction concerning its ethical rights

and politico-economical powers, not alone from members of its

own class, but also from those who belong to what in vulgar par-

lance are termed a "higher" class. Great class-movements have

hitherto been initiated in history solely by the simple reflection

:

it is not we alone, belonging to the masses without education and

without legal rights, who believe ourselves to be oppressed, but

that belief as to our condition is shared by those who have a

better knowledge of the social mechanism and who are therefore

'Karl Marx, The Comrmnist Manifesto, "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1901, 6th

ed., p. 16.
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better able to judge; since the cultured people of the upper
classes have also conceived the ideal of our emancipation, that

ideal is not a mere chimera.*

The socialist theory has arisen out of the reflections of philos-

ophers, economists, sociologists, and historians. In the socialist

programmes of the different countries, every word represents a
synthesis of the work of numerous learned men."* The fathers

of modern socialism were with few exceptions men of science

primarily, and in the second place only were they politicians ia

the strict sense of the term. It is true that before the days of

such men there were spontaneous proletarian movements initi-

ated by an instinctive aspiration towards a higher intellectual

and economic standard of life. But these movements manifest

themselves rather as the mechanical outcome of an unreflecting

though legitimate discontent, than as the consequence of a genu-

ine sentiment of revolt inspired by a clear consciousness of op-

pression. It was only when science placed itself at the service

of the working class that the proletarian movement became

-

transformed into a socialist movement, and that instinctive, un-

conscious, and aimless rebellion was replaced by conscious as-

piration, comparatively clear, and strictly directed towards a

weU-deflned end.

Similar phenomena are apparent in all earlier class struggles.

,

Every great class-movement in history has arisen upon the insti-

gation, with the co-operation, and under the leadership of men
sprung from the very class against which the movement was di-

rected. Spartacus, who urged the slaves to revolt on behalf of

their freedom, was, it is true, of servile origin, but he was a
freedman, a Thracian property-owner. Thomas Miinzer, to

whose agitation the Thuringian Peasants' "War was largely due,

* This sequence of ideas is so obvious that its recognition has been gen-

eral. Otto von Leixner, for instance, notwithstanding the superficiality of

his studies, refers to it in his psychological sketches upon the labour move-
ment in Berlin. (Of. Soziale Briefe aus Berlin, 1888-91, Pfeilstiicker, Ber-

lin, 1891, p. 147.)
° This is admitted even by the opponents of socialism. Oldenberg, for

instance, writes: "From the historical point of view, socialism is an ideal-

ist fantasy, mechanically transplanted into the heads of the proletarian
masses from the highest spheres of philosophical and scientific thought.
It is from the outset a misalliance, described by Lassalle as 'the alliance

between science and the workers' " (Karl Oldenberg, Die Ziele der
deutschen Sozialdemokratie in Evangelisoh-soeiale Zeitfragen, Grunow,
Leipzig, 1891, p. 58).
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was not a peasant but a man of learning. Florian Geier was a
knight. The most distinguished leaders of the movement for the

emancipation of the tiers etat at the outset of the French Eevolu-
tion, Lafayette, Mirabeau, Roland, and Sieyes, belonged to the

privileged classes, and Philippe-Egalite, the regicide, was even

a member of the royal house. The history of the modern labour

movement furnishes no exception to this rule. When the Ger-

man historian, Theodor Lindner, afSrms " that the contemporary
socialist movement is always "called to life" by non-workers, we
must indeed criticize the statement, which recalls to our mind
the working of the necromancer's magic wand: "Let there be

a labour movement ! And there was a labour movement. " Lind-

ner's statement is likewise inexact and incomplete, because it

fails to recognize that this "calling to life" cannot produce

something out of nothing, and that it cannot be the work of one

of those famous "great men" whom a certain school of his-

torians make the corner-stone of their theory of historical causa-

tion—for the coming into existence of the labour movement
necessarily presupposes a given degree of social and economic

development, without which no movement can be initiated. But
Lindner's view, though badly formulated, is to this extent true,

that the heralds of the modem labour movement are chiefly de-

rived from the "cultured classes."^ The great precursors of

political socialism and leading representatives of philosophical

socialism, Saint-Simon, Fourier, and Owen; the founders of

political socialism, Louis Blanc, Blanqui, and Lassalle; the

fathers of economic and scientific socialism, Marx, Engels, and
Eodbertus, were all bourgeois intellectuals. Of comparatively

trifling importance in the international field, alike in respect of

theory and of practice, were Wilhelm Weitling, the tailor's ap-

prentice, and Pierre Leroux, the self-taught philosopher. It is

only Proudhon, the working printer, a solitary figure, who at-

tains to a position of superb grandeur in this field. Even among
the great orators who during recent years have been devoted to

the cause of labour, ex-bourgeois constitute the great majority,

while men of working-class origin are altogether exceptional.

Pages could be filled with the names of leading socialist politi-

• Theodor Lindner, GescUehtsphilosopMe, Cotta, Stuttgart, 1904, 2nd ed.,

p. 132.
' This was pointed out by Heinrich von Sybel as long ago as 1872. Cf.

Die Lehren des hewtiffen Sosialismus u. Eommwnismus, M. Cohen, Bonn,

1872, p. 91,
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cians sprung from the bcmrgeoisie, whereas in a single breath we
could complete the list of political leaders of truly working-class

origin whose names will be immortalized in the history of their

class. We have Benoit Malon, August Bebel, and Eduard An-
seele; but not one of these, although they are great practical

leaders of the working class and potent organizers, is numbered
among the creative theorists of socialism.

The presence of bourgeois elements in the proletarian move-

ment organized to form a political party is a historical fact, and
one which may be noted wherever the political movement of the

international working class is attentively observed.^ This phe-

nomenon reproduces itself wherever the socialist tree throws out

new branches, as may be seen, for example, in Japan and BrazU.'

Moreover, this phenomenon must be considered as a logical

consequence of historical evolution. Nay more, it has been

*In studies relating to individual countries this has been made almost

everywhere apparent. Eegarding Italy, cf. Michels, Proletariato e Borghe-

sia nel Movimento Socialista Italiano, ed. cit., pp. 19-118. Eegarding Eng-
land, cf. Eduard Bernstein, Vie Arbeiterbewegung, ed. cit., p. 144; W. E.

H. Leeky, Democracy and Liberty, Longmans, London, 1899, vol. ii, p. 370.

Eegarding Eussia, cf. Eine geheime Denkschrift uber die nihilistischen

TJmtriebe vom Jahre 1875, compiled from the ofScial reports of the Eussian

Minister of Justice, Count von der Pahlen, "Deutsche Eundschau," anno
vii (1881), fasc. 9; and from the revolutionary side, BericJit an den Inter-

nationalen Sonialistischen Congress in Paris, 1900, Ueber die russische

Soeialdemokratische Bewegung, Geschrieben im Auftrage des Bundes rus-

sischer SosialdemoTcraten von der Bedaktion der Babotscheje Djelo, by Boris

Kricewski, in which we are told that "the propagandist group of the Eus-

sian social democracy during the years 1890-5 consisted almost exclusively

of intellectuals (p. 5). Eegarding France, Mermeix, La France socialiste,

Notes d'un Contemporain, Eetscherin and Chuit, Paris, 1886, 3rd ed., p. 52.

In Holland, the bourgeois elements in the socialist party are so numerous,
that the adversaries of socialism have taken advantage of the fact to

coin a nickname for the party. Its official name is Soeiaal-Demokratische
Arbeiders Partij, knovra for short as S.D.A.P. In the nickname, the ini-

tials are expanded into Studenten Dominees en Advokaten Partij. (Cf.

Schaper, Op. de Bres. Alfabetisch Strijdschrift voor de Sociaal-Bemo-
Tcratie, StufEers, The Hague, 1905, p. 23.)

° Eegarding the origin of socialism in Japan, see the study by Gustav
Eckstein, Die Arbeiterbewegung im modernen Japan, "Neue Zeit," anno
xxii, vol. i, pp. 667 et seq.—In Brazil, at the second congress of the So-
cialist Workers of Brazil held at Sao Paulo in 1902, vehere the party first

became firmly organized and established its programme, of the seven per-

sons constituting the party executive, no less than three bore the title of

"Doctor." (Cf. Paul Lobe, Die sozialistische Partei Brasiliens, "Neue
Zeit," anno xx, vol. ii, p. 529.) As far as the writer is aware, the two
members of the executive of Italian origin were also intellectuals.
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, shown that not merely the presence of ex-bourgeois in the party
of the fighting proletariat, but further the leading role which
these play in the movement for proletarian enfranchisement, is

the outcome of historical necessity.

The question might arise, and it has in fact been mooted,
whether the presence of a large number of bourgeois refugees
among the proletarian militants does not give the lie to the the-
ory of the class struggle. In other words, we have to ask whether
the desired future social order in which all class distinctions are
to be abolished (for this is the common aim, more or less dis-

tinctly formulated, of all socialists and other advanced reform-
ers, ethical culturists, anarchists, neo-Christians, etc.) may not

• come to be realized by a gradual psychical transformation of the
bourgeoisie, which will become increasingly aware of the injus-

tice of its peculiar economic and social privileges. This consid-

eration naturally leads us to ask whether the sharp line of cleav-

age which exists on the political field between class-parties rep-

resenting class-interests is really necessary, or whether it is not

a sort of cruel sport, and therefore useless and injurious. Eu-
dolph Penzig, editor of

'

' Ethische Kultur, " in a controversy with
the present writer, went so far as to claim that the deserters

from the bourgeoisie to the socialist ranks were '

' precursors.
'

'
^^

Now this expression logically involves the belief that these bour-

geois pioneers will be followed by the whole mass of the bour-

geoisie, who will thus come over to the camp of those who eco-

nomically and socially are their moral enemies. We might be

inclined to speak of this as a theory of hara-kiri, did we not

know that hara-kiri is not usually practised as a deliberate vol-

untary act, but is effected in obedience to orders from above, to

coercion from without. Let us briefly examine the soundness of

the theory in question.

The socialist poet Edmondo de Amicis enumerates the factors

which he regards as working most effectively for the ultimate vic-

tory of socialism. There is the general sense of weariness which,

in his opinion, follows a great industrial crisis, and the utter

disgust felt by the possessing classes with the unending strug-

gle; there is the anxiety felt by these same classes to avoid at

all costs a revolution in which they are destined to perish mis-

erably, overcome by fire and sword ; there is, finally, the indefi-

"Eudolph Penzig, Die Unvernunft des KlassenTcampfes, written in an-

swer to E. Michels, Endziel, Intransigent, EthiJc, "Ethische Kultur," De-

cember 26, 1903, xu, No. 52.
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nite need, with which the bourgeoisie is also affected, for rejuve-

nation and idealism, and for avoiding "the horror of living amid
the ruins of an expiring world. " ^^ A similar train of thought

was expressed fifty years earlier by Heinrich Heine, who lacked

to make him a fighter for socialism merely the courage to give

open expression to his political ideas. In his letters from Paris

upon politics, art, and national life he writes, under date June

15, 1843: "I wish here to draw especial attention to the poiat

that for communism it is an incalculable advantage that the en-

emy against which the communists contend has, despite all his •

power, no firm moral standing. Modem society defends itself

simply because it must do so, without any belief in its own
rights, and even without any self-respect^ just like that ancient

society which crumbled to ruin at the coming of the carpenter's

son. "12

In many respects, the views of these two poets may be ac-

cepted. And yet it seems more than questionable whether a dy-

ing bourgeois society would not defend itself to the last, and
endeavour to maintain by force of arms, if need be, its property

and its prerogatives, however greatly these might be undermined
and threatened, in the hope that the final victory of the prole-

tariat might at least be postponed. Unquestionably, too, Heine 's

opinion in 1843 that in the bourgeoisie of his day there was a

widespread lack of confidence, is open to criticism, seeing that,

as we all know, the bourgeois resistance is to this day animated
by a vigorous belief in his own rectitude. But the fundamental
thought of de Amicis and Heine is so far sound, in that a society

which lacks a lively faith in its own rights is already in its

political death-agony. A capacity for the tough and persevering

defence of privilege presupposes in the privileged class the ex-

istence of certain qualities, and in especial of a relentless energy,

which might thrive, indeed, in association with cruelty and un-

eonscientiousness, but which is enormously more prosperous if

based upon a vigorous faith in its own rectitude. As Pareto has

said,^^ the permeation of a dominant class by humanitarian
ideas, which lead that class to doubt its own moral right to exist-

ence, demoralizes its members and makes them inapt for defence.

The same law operates likewise where men are absolutely con- >

"Edmondo de Amicis, Lotte civili, Nerbini, Florence, 1899, p. 294.

"Heinrich Heine, Lutetia in Samtliche WerTce, Hoffmann u. Kampe,
Hamburg, 1890, x, p. 93.

" Vilfredo Pareto, Les Systdmes soeialistes, ed. cit., vol. i, pp. 37 and 57.
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vinced of their sacred right to existence. It is equally valid of
national aggregates. Where a nation lacks the sense of such a
right, decadence and ruin inevitably ensue. We may regard it

as an established historical law that races, legal systems, institu-

' tions, and social classes, are inevitably doomed to destruction
from the moment they or those who represent them have lost

• faith in their own future. The Poles, widely dispersed, and dis-

membered among three separate powers, have preserved their

nationality and their faith in themselves and in their rights. No
power in the world, not to mention the Prusso-Russian micro-

cosm, can annihilate the Polish people whilst their brains still

cherish the consciousness of their right to nationaj existence.

The Wends, on the other hand, a Slav people like the Poles,

owing to the nature of the historical epoch in which they were
subdued and to the peculiar circumstances under which this

historical occurrence took place, did not succeed in retaining in-

tact the consciousness of their national existence—if they ever

possessed one. Even where, as in the Spreewald, they have re-

tained their language, they have been thoroughly absorbed into

the German system, and are in our day, as Wends, completely

expunged from the history of civilization. Although they in-

habit quite a large area of Germany, they have in many cases

so utterly lost all sense of their Slav origin as to have become
the most ardent Pan-Germanists, although they are in reality

Germans only in virtue of the legal fiction of the state and of

the customs and speech which have been imposed upon them by
their ancient conquerors.

No social struggle in history has ever been permanently won
'unless the vanquished has as a preliminary measure been mor-

ally weakened. The French Revolution was rendered possible

only because the ardent pre-revolutionary writers, Voltaire,

D'Alembert, Rousseau, Holbach, Diderot, etc., who made so

plainly manifest the "immorality" of the economic privileges

possessed by the ruling classes of the old regime, had already

demoralized (in the psychological sense of the word) a conspic-

uous portion of the nobility and the clergy. Louis Blanc re-

marked, apropos of the French Revolution :

'

' Sortie vibrante de

I'Encyelopedie, ce grand laboratoire des idees du XVIII^ siecle,

elle n'avait plus en 1789, qu'a prendre materiellement possession

d'un domaine deja conquis moralement. " ^* The unification of

"Louis Blanc, Organisation du Travail, Camille, Paris, 1845, 4tli ed., p.

xiii.
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Italy, previously broken up into seven states, was effected with,

a minimal shedding of blood (if we except the deaths that re-

sulted in the struggle against foreigners), and after the founda-

tion of the kingdom there was hardly a single inhabitant of the

peninsula who shed any tears over the fate of the fallen dy-

nasties, this attitude of mind forming a strong contrast to what

happened in Germany in the corresponding historical period.

The reason for the difference was that in Italy the unification of •

minds had long preceded the unification of administration.^^ In

the war of secession in the United States of America, it was not

merely the armed strength of the Northern states which decided

the issue, but also the consciousness of moral error which to-

wards the end of the war began to spread among a large number
of the slave-owners of the Southern states.^® Examples of this

nature could be multiplied at will.

The aim of agitation is to shake the opponent's self-confidence,

.

to convince adversaries of the higher validity of our own argu-

ments. Socialism can least of all afford to underrate the enor-

mous force of rhetoric, the compelling power of persuasion, for

it is to these means that socialism owes its great successes. But
the force of persuasion has a natural limit imposed by social

relationships. Where it is used to influence the convictions of

the popular masses or of social classes to induce them to take

part in a movement which is directed towards their own libera-

tion, it is easy, under normal conditions, to attain to positive

results. But attempts at persuasion fail miserably, as we learn

again and again from the history of social struggles, when they

are addressed to privileged classes, in order to induce these to

^ In the Pontifical State, even in the last years of its existence, a peti-

tion of the Jewish community against the severity of the taxation imposed
upon them was rejected on the express ground that the Jews deserved to

be specially taxed because they had killed the Saviour of mankind. At
popular festivals the Jews had to furnish a pig, which for the enjoyment
of the people was rolled down from the Testaeeio; until Clement IX gra-

ciously modified the observance, it had been a Jew and not a pig! Not-

withstanding these practices, which bear witness to the contempt felt for

the Jews, the Eomans, immediately after the incorporation of the Pontif-

ical State into the kingdom of Italy, elected a considerable number of

their Jewish fellow-citizens as municipal councillors, provincial councillors,

and parliamentary deputies. "The revolution which had taken place in

opinion was sufScient to remove all obstacles" (Aristide Gabelli, Boma e i

Somani, "Nuova Antologia," anno xvi, p. 420).
"Woodrow Wilson, A History of the American People, Harper, New

York and London, 1903, vol. iv, p. 311.
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abandon, to their own disadvantage, as a class and as individ-

uals, the leading positions they occupy in society.

The individual human being is not an economic automaton.
His life consists of a perennial conflict between his financial

needs and the interests which bind him to a given class or caste,

on the one hand, and, on the other, those tendencies which are

outside class considerations, outside the orbit of social struggles,

and which may arouse in his mind passions capable of diverting

him from a purely economic path, attracting him within the

sphere of influence of some ideal sun, leading him to act in

ways more consonant with his own individual character. But all

•this applies only to the individual human being. The mass, if

we leave out of consideration certain pathological influences to

which it is exposed, and which may lead its members into ac-

tivities conflicting with purely material advantage, is unques-

-tionably an economic automaton. The common manifestations

of Jts members are stamped with the seal of the economic inter-

ests of the mass, just as the individual sheep of a flock bear the

mark of their owner. Consequently the seal need not necessarily

be useful to the individual who bears it, nor correspondent with

his ends; any more than is the imprint upon the back of the

sheep, which often consigns the animal to slaughter. But in the

human herd the economic imprint extends its influence into the

physical life. The kind of work and of interests imposed by
economic conditions makes spirit and body alike dependent on
occupation.

It is doubtless true that the socialist doctrine has won over

many children of bourgeois families, penetrating their minds so

profoundly as to lead them to abandon everything else—^to leave

father and mother, friends and relatives, social position and re-

spect. Without regret and without hesitation they have conse-

crated their lives to the emancipation of humanity as conceived

by socialism. But we have here to do with isolated instances

only, and not with compact groups representing an entire eco-

nomic class. The class to which the deserters belong is no wise

weakened by the desertion. A class considered as a whole never

spontaneously surrenders its position of advantage. It never

recognizes any moral reason sufficiently powerful to compel it

to abdicate in favour of its "poorer brethren." Such action is

prevented, if by nothing else, by class egoism,^^ a natural attri-

"Prom class egoism arises the only form of solidarity known to us in
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bute of the proletarian as of other social classes, with the dif-

ference that, in the case of the proletariat, class egoism comes

in ultimate analysis to coincide

—

in ahstracto, at least—with the

ideal of a humanity knowing nothing of classes.^' It will not be

denied that in the various strata of the dominant and possessing

classes there are considerable differences in the extent to which

this class egoism is developed. There are certain representatives

of landed property, and above all the Prussian junkers, who
bluntly declare even to-day that we should treat as criminals or

lunatics all who claim political, economic, or social rights by
which their own class-privileges are endangered. There are

other classes in modern society less hostile to reforms and less

crassly egoistic than the numerically small class of the Prussian

junkers; but these too are not accessible to considerations of

social justice, except in so far as no sensible injury is offered

to their instinctive class-interests.^® Thf^rnlrtnrint in thcxc^'"^''

addition to the eoereive (that of the state, the army, etc.). Collective life

arises only out of the need for defence against common enemies. (Cf.

Michels, La SoUdaritS en Allemagne, a report to the International Congress
of Sociology held at Berne, August, 1909, and published in "Annales do
I'Institut International de Sociologie," Giard et Briere, Paris, 1910, vol.

xii.)—At the same time it is unquestionable that with increasing class con-

sciousness the social sentiment becomes narrowed in aU classes, and that
the morality of conduct towards the members of other classes diminishes,

whilst morality towards other members of the same class is enhanced. This
was pointed out quite recently by one of the Dutch socialists, amid storms
of dissent from bourgeois and even from socialist moralists (Herman
Gorter, Set Sistorisoh Materialisme, Voor Arbeiders verhlaard, "De Tri-

bune," Amsterdam, 1909, p. 72).

""All earlier classes which attained to dominion endeavoured to secure
the position they had conquered by subjecting the whole of society to the
conditions of their system of exploitation. The proletariat, on the other
hand, can effect a conquest of the social productive forces only by abol-

ishing the existing mode of appropriation and therewith all previously
existing modes of appropriation. Proletarians have no property of their
own to safeguard" (Marx, Communist Manifesto, ed. cit., p. 17).
" It is by this that firm and unalterable limits are imposed upon so-called

social reforms. The Prussian conservatives, constituting the party of the
great landed proprietors, favoured laws for the protection of the workers
untU they perceived that an increase in the number of manufacturing oper-
atives was leading to a dearth of labour in the rural districts. Thencefor-
ward they showed themselves hostile to all measures for the improvement
of the condition of the industrial workers. (Cf. the brief but brilliant
essay by the Baroness Elisabeth von Eichthofen, at one time factory inspec-
tor at Heidelberg, Ueber die historisohe Wandlung in der Stellung der
autoritdren Farteien zur Arbeiterschwtzgesetegebnng, und die Motive dieser
Wandlungen, Bossier, Heidelberg, 1901.)
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' perfectIzJogif,a1 iTi ..cQnstitTitiigitselfinto3_filaas partyy and
in con^erJQgJJiatjthe stoug^Ie

"

^gainstTEeTourge"isip i" nil itg

grad^M»95-^we3E£d_aa_a.singleelass, is the only possible means of
realizing a-SOeial nydr.r iM^SiTpTi Irnnw leilfye , hea lthy nnH prnpprt.y
shalInT>t4»e,_asJi£X-arejto-day, the monopolies of a minoEite.

There is no contradiction whateveFI&etweeinhe necessity

which leads the prnlptariat ff^ %]it the bourgeoisie on the lines

of the class struggle and the necessity which londa it to Iny^o
mnfcL stress npnn t,h£_genCTjlprincipIe-o£-hHmara-^ghts. Un-
questionably, in pursuitoriEe^eonquest of powe¥y-p£rsiiasion

is aa-cxQollont means to -eaaptey-^-for, an has alreadyijECTt-pointed
out, a class which has been cnnvinced even against itswill that

itsjadversary's ideal is based upon better reasonsth^Litst-ewn
and ig~riiBpii?eA-^L4oSxgiLM0i'al alius, will certainlylack force

to continue the struggle; it will harelost that faith in its own
rights which alone confers upon resistance a moral justification.

Persuasion, however, does not sufSce, for a class, even if par-

tially paralysed by its recognition of the fact that the right of

the hostile class is superior to its own, would none the less, hyp-

notized by its own class egoism, continue the struggle, and
would in the end yield to the force, not of words, but of facts.

The writer believes that all these considerations suffice to es-

tablish as an axiom that the entrance of bourgeois elements into

the ranks of the workers organized as a class party is determined

mainly by psychological motives, and that it represents a process

of spontaneous selection. It must be regarded as a logical con-

sequence of the historical phase of development through which

we are now passing, but in view of the special conditions whichj

induce it there is no reason to interpret it as a preliminary

symptom of a spontaneous and general dissolution of the bour-

geoisie. To^sum,,t^7^he issue oJ: tne struggle wMcfe-is-p^eceed-

ing_betweeii-tbu Lwu arua t classes reureseatiat? cunllictmg eco-

nomir intornti rnnnnt pnnfliWy-jfi decided by the passage of

indjwidudl ui LsulatCa molecules from oiiti sidu Lu the uther.



CHAPTER II

ANALYSIS OF THE BOURGEOIS ELEMENTS IN THE
SOCIALIST LEADERSHIP

Socialist leaders, considered in respect of their social origin,

may- be divided into two classes, those who belong primarily to

the proletariat, and those derived from the bourgeoisie, or rather

from the intellectual stratum of the bourgeoisie. The lower

middle class, that of the petty bourgeois, the minor agricultur-

ists, independent artisans, and shopkeepers, have furnished no

more than an insignificant contingent of socialist leaders. In

the most favourable conditions, the representatives of this lower

middle class follow the labour movement as sympathetic onlook-

ers, and at times actually join its ranks. Hardly ever do they

become numbered among its leaders.

Of these two classes of leaders, the ex-bourgeois, ialthough at

the outset they were naturally opposed to socialism, prove

themselves on the average to be animated by a more fervent

idealism than the leaders of proletarian origin. The difEerenee

is readily explained on psychological grounds. In most cases the

proletarian does not need to attain to socialism by a gradual

evolutionary process ; he is, so to speak, bom a socialist, born a

member of the party—at least, this happens often enough, al-

though it does not apply to all strata of the proletariat and to

all places. In the countries where capitalist development is of

long standing, there exists in certain working-class milieux and
even in entire categories of workers a genuine socialist tradi-

tion. The son inherits the class spirit of the father, and he

doubtless from the grandfather. With them, socialism is "in

the blood." To this it must be added that actual economic re-

lationships (with the class struggle inseparable from these, in

which every individual, however refractory he may be to so-

cialist theory, is forced to participate) compel the proletarian to

join the labour party. Socialism, far from being in opposi-

tion to his class sentiment, constitutes its plainest and most con-

spicuous expression. The proletarian, the wage-earner, the en-

248
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rolled member of the party, is a socialist on the ground of di-

rect personal interest. Adhesion to socialism may cause him
grave material damage, such as the loss of his employment, and
may even make it impossible for him to gain his bread. Yet
his socialist views are the spontaneous outcome of his class ego-

ism, and he endures the hardships to which they may lead all

the more cheerfully because he is suffering for the common
cause. He is comforted by the more or less explicit recognition

or gratitude of his comrades. Th& action of the socialist prole-

tarian is a class action, and in many eases it may notably favour
the immediate interests of the individual.^

Very different is the case of socialists of bourgeois origin.

Hardly any of these are born in a socialist milieu. On the con-

trary, in their families the tradition is definitely hostile to the

workers, or at least full of disdain for the aspirations of modern
socialism. Among the bourgeois, just as much as among the
proletarians, the son inherits the spirit of the father, but in this

case it is the class spirit of the bourgeoisie. The young bour-

geois has "in the blood" not socialism, but the capitalist men-
tality in one of its numerous varieties, and he inherits in addi-

tion an inteUectualism which makes him proud of his supposed
superiority. "We have further, on the one hand, to take into ac-

count the economic conditions in which the bourgeois child is

born and grows to maturity, and on the other the education

which he receives at school, all of which predisposes him to feel

nothing but aversion for the struggles of a working cl^ss pur-

suing socialist aspirations. In his economic environment he

learns to tremble for his wealth, to tremble when he thinks of

the shock his class will one day have to sustain when attacked

by the organized masses of the quatrieme Stat. Thus his class

egoism becomes more acute, and is even transformed into an
implacable hatred. His education, based upon official science,

contributes to confirm and to strengthen his sentiments as a

member of the master class. The influence which the school and
the domestic environment exercise upon the youthful scion of

the bourgeoisie is of such potency that even when his parents

are themselves socialist sympathizers and on moral and intellec-

tual grounds devoted to the cause of the workers, it most com-

monly happens that his bourgeois instincts gain the upper hand
over the socialist traditions of his family. We learn from actual

»Cf. Part IV, chap. iv.
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experience that it is very rare for the children of socialists,

when they have received the education of intellectuals, to fol-

low in their parents' footsteps. The cases of the children of

Marx, Longuet, Liebknecht, and Molkenbuhr, remain altogether

exceptional. It cannot be doubted that the rarity of such in-

stances is due to the methods of education which usually prevail

in a socialist family, methods which have nothing in common
with socialism. Even when it is otherwise, when the immediate

family environment is not opposed to the development of the

socialist consciousness, the young man of bourgeois origin is

strongly influenced by the milieu in which he is brought up.

Even after he has joined the socialist party, he will retain a
certain solidarity with the class from which he has sprung; for

example, in his relations with the servants in his household he

will remain always an employer, an "exploiter," in the sociologi-

cal if not in the coarser sense of the latter term. For the bour-

geois, adhesion to socialism signifies an estrangement from his

own class, in most cases extensive social and ideal injury, and
often actual material loss. In the case of the petty bourgeois,

the evolution towards socialism may occur peacefully, for by his

intellectual and social conditions the petty bourgeois is closely

approximated to the proletarian, and above all to the better paid

manual worker, from whom he is in many cases separated by
purely imaginary barriers composed of all kinds of class preju-

dices. But the wealthier the family to which the bourgeois be-

longs, the more strongly it is attached to its family traditions,

the higher the social position that it occupies, the more difficult

is it for him, and the more painful, to break with his surround-

ings, and to adhere to the labour movement.

For the son of a wealthy capitalist, of an oflScial in the higher

ranks, or for a member of the old-established landed aristocracy,

to join the socialists is to provoke a catastrophe.^ He is free to

give himself up to vague and harmless humanitarian dreams,

and even in private conversation to speak of himself as a "so-

cialist." But as soon as he displays the intention of becoming

an active member of the socialist party, of undertaking public

work on its behalf, of enrolling himself as an actual member of

the "rebel" army, the deserter from the bourgeoisie is regarded

^Cf., for example, the first volume of Memoiren einer Sozialistin, by
Lily Brauu, the daughter of the German general von Kretschmann (Lan-

gen, Munich, 1909), where we find an admirable description of the con-

ditions to which reference has been made in the text.
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by his own class as either a knave or a fool. His social prestige
falls below zero, and so great is the hostility displayed towards
him that he is obliged to break off all relations with his family.
The most intimate ties are abruptly severed. His relatives turn
their backs upon him. He has burned his boats and broken
with the past.

What are the motives which may lead the intellectual to de-
sert the bourgeoisie and to adhere to the party of the workers?
Among those who do this we may distinguish two fundamental
types.

There is first of all the man of science. The ends which he
pursues are of an objective character, but to the vulgar these
seem at first sight devoid of practical utility, and even fantasti-

cal and extravagant. The stimulus which drives him is ideal-

istic in this sense, that he is capable of sacrificing aU other goods
to science and its gains. In thus acting, he obeys the powerful
impulse of his egoism, though it is an egoism ennobled. Scien-

tific coherency is an inborn need of his nature. Psychology
teaches us that in human beings every free exercise of faculty

produces a sentiment of pleasure. Consequently the sacrifices

which the socialist man of science makes for the party serve to

increase the sum of his personal satisfaction. Notwithstanding
all the material injuries he will suffer as a bourgeois in joining

the socialist party, he will have gained a greater inward content

and will have a more tranquil conscience. In some cases, too,

his sentiments will take the form of an ambition to render signal

services to the cause. In his case, of course, this ambition is

very different from the grosser ambition of those who look

merely for an increase in personal well-being—for a career,

wealth, and the like.

The second category consists of those who are inspired with
an intense sentimental attachment to socialism, who burn, so to

speak, with the sacred fire. Such a man usually becomes a so-

cialist when he is quite young, before material considerations and
precautions have erected a barrier in the way of obedience to

the impulses of his sanguine and enthusiastic temperament. He
is inspired with the ardour of the neophyte and the need for

devoting himself to the service of his kind.^ The principal mo-

' There are numerous Italian novels describing the conversion of the

young man of family to the principles of modern socialism, and in these

the conversion is always attributed to sentiments of generosity and com-

passion. Cf, Edmondo de Amieis, Lotte civili (Nerbini, Plorence, 1899),
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tives which, animate him are a noble disdain for injustice and a
love for the weak and the poor, a delight in self-sacrifice for the

realization of great ideas, for these are motives which often give

courage and love of battle to the most timid and inert charac-

ters.* With all this, there is usually found in the socialist en-

thusiast of bourgeois origin a considerable dose of optimism, a

tendency to overestimate the significance of the moral forces of

and especially the admirable sketch in this volume (pp. 53 et seq.) entitled

A una Signora; Gr. B. Bianohi (pseudonym of the psychiatrist Pietro

Petrazzani) in his romance of Emilian life II prima Maggio (La Poligra-

fica, Milan, 1901) ; Vincenzo Vacirca in his novel L'Apostata ("Parola dei

Soeialisti," Eavenna, 1905).—In the best-known Dutch socialist novel,

entitled Barthold Meryan, by Baroness CorneUe Huygens (Van Kampen,
5th ed.), the hero is a yoimg bourgeois intellectual inspired by a lofty spirit

of self-denial.—To the same motive has been attributed the adhesion to

socialism comparatively late in life of the Swedish poet Grustaf af Geijer-

stam. Under date July 11, 1910, the "Frankfurter Zeitung" writes as
follows: "What, then, were the motives that led Geijerstam, a man of
thoroughly conservative spirit, and proud of his rank, into the socialist

camp? On the one hand, unquestionably there were operative the influ-

ences of Strindberg's circle, to which Geijerstam belonged in his youth;
but his priucipal reason was his tenderness of conscience. There has been
a general awakening of the social conscience in all countries, but in Sweden
and in the work of Geijerstam this awakening attained its climax."—The
generous impulse of the receptive youthful mind is often extremely strong.

It is true that sometimes the direction of this impulse becomes transferred
to some smaller but nearer goal which has nothing in common with the orig-

inal aim. Bead, for example, the description given in his lagebuch (Lan-
gen, Munich, 1907) by Otto Erich Hartleben of his own development, a de-

scription in which he confesses himself with perfect frankness. "Por a
long period in my life I was ashamed of my natural love of pleasure. I
was never indeed a Christian, but I sometimes believed it to be my duty
to become a socialist, and regarded it as essential to devote my energies
to the service of some good cause. I have put aU this behind me. I have
learned that one is one's own good cause, and I now endeavour to employ
my energies in my own service" (p. 228). This is termed by Hartleben the
"inner evolution towards the ultimate acquif'ement of a joyful faith in one-
self."

*"As you see, I have the physique neither of an athlete nor of a lion.

In the moral sphere, too, I lack the qualities of the fighter. In the bottom
of my soul I love peace and quietness, and I should remain utterly inactive
if it were not that the socialist faith forces me in spite of myself to take
part in the struggles of our time—that faith which inculcates a profound
hatred of injustice and privilege, a no less strong conviction that they
must be abolished, and an irresistible desire to do all that we can to attain
this end." Such are the confessions of Camillo Prampolini, one of the
most distinguished figures of modern Italian socialism. (Cf. his Besistete
agli Arbitrii! [Cosa avrei detto ai giurati], Libreria Gavagnani e Pagliani,
Modeua, 1900, p. 11)
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the movement, and sometimes an excessive faith in his own self-

abnegation, with a false mode of conceiving the rhythm of evo-
lution, the nearness of the final victory, and the ease with which
it wiU be attained. The socialist faith is also in many eases

nourished by aesthetic sensibilities. Those endowed with poetical

aptitudes and with a fervent imagination can more readily and
intuitively grasp the extent and the depth of human suffering

;

moreover, the greater their own social distance from the imag-
ined objects, the more are they able to give their fancies free

rein.^ It is for this reason that among the ranks of those who
are fighting for the emancipation of labour we find so many
poets and imaginative writers, and so many persons of fiery, im-

passioned, and impulsive dispositions.®

The question arises, which category is the more numerous,
' that of those who become socialists from reasoned conviction, or

that of those who are guided by sentimental considerations. It

is probable that among those who become socialists in youth
the sentimentalists predominate,^ whereas among those who go

over to socialism when they have attained maturity, the change

is usually dictated by scientific conviction. But in most cases

mixed motives are at work. Very numerous, in fact, are the

bourgeois who have always given a moral approval to socialism,

who have held that it is the only solution of the social problem
which conforms to the demands of justice, but who do not make
their effective adhesion to the doctrine until they acquire the

conviction (which at times seizes them quite unexpectedly) that

the aspirations of their heart are not merely just and beautiful,

but also realizable in practice.* Thus the socialist views of these

' Of. also Ettore Ciccotti, Psicologia del Movimento Socialista, ed. cit., pp.

45-6 and 85.

'A few only of the most notable of such persons, who are or who have

been active workers on behalf of socialism, may be mentioned here: Wil-

liam Morris, Bernard Shaw, H. G. Wells, Jack London, George D. Herron,

Upton Sinclair; J. B. Clement, Glovis Hu^es, Anatole France, Jules Des-

tr6e; Cornelie Huygens, Hermann Gorter, Henrietta Koland-Holst; Georg

Herwegh, WUhelm Holzamer, Karl HenkeU, Emil Eosenow; Edmondo de

Amicis, Mario Eapisardi, Diego Garoglio, Angelo Cabrini, G. Eomualdi,

VirgiHo Brocchi, Tomaso Monicelli; Maxim Gorki; Gustav af Geijerstam.

' Such is also the opinion of Hubert Lagardelle, as expressed in his pam-

phlet Les Intellectuels devant le Sooialisme, "Cahiers de la Quinzaine,"

Paris, 1900, p. 57.

'"Take the case of an idealist who aims in theory at the triumph of

good, but who through insufficient knowledge of the real state of afEairs ar-

rives at theoretical conclusions and advocates practical expedients which
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persons are a synthesis of sentiment and science. In 1894, an
inquiry was made as to the attitude towards socialism of the

most distinguished Italian artists and men of learning. They
were asked whether their sympathy with socialist aims, their

indifference to socialism, or their hostility to the doctrine, was
the outcome of a concrete investigation of socialist problems, or

whether their feelings were of a purely sentimental character.

The majority of those who replied declared that their attitude

towards socialism was the outcome of a psychical predisposition,

reiaforced by objective convictions.* A similar answer might

tend to consecrate the triumph of evil. Can we say here that he is guided

by the suggestions of personal interest? Where does self-interest come
in? The suggestions at work arise from errors of the intelligence. Sim-

ilarly the increase in the number of thinkers and idealists who in critical

periods devote themselves to the service of the revolutionary classes, may
in part, and in the case of many of them, be due to the conscious or un-

conscious suggestions of self-interest; but to a large extent, and in many,
this action is determined by the influence of ideal aspirations which at one

time they believed incapable of realization, but which now, under the

new conditions, they regard as realizable. ... To the historian of the

social movement, these psychological distinctions may appear of secondary
importance ; not so to the moralist '

' (Benedetto Croce, Materialismo storico

ed Economia marxistica. Saggi Critici, Eemo Sandron, Milan-Palermo,

1900, p. 57). Bernstein gives a similar analysis of the motives which
influence the various adherents to socialism, but touches on the question

rather lightly (E. Bernstein, Zur GeschicMe u. Iheorie des Sosialismus,

Diimmler, Berlin, 1904, 4th ed., vol. iii, pp. 42 et seq.).

'11 Sooialismo giudicato da Letterati, Artisti e Sciensiati italiani. In-

chiesta, con Prefazione di Gustavo Macchi, Carlo Aliprandi, Milan, 1895.

—

Gustavo Macchi, who was himself at one time a member of the Interna-
tional, enquired of twenty-one socialists belonging without exception to

cultured circles, for what reason they had become socialists. Nine de-

clared that they had taken this step solely on ethical grounds, many of
them adding that their socialist convictions had been subsequently rein-

forced by scientific studies; four stated that they had been turned towards
socialism by the "simultaneous" influence of sentimental and scientific

considerations; one (the novelist Giovanni Cena) said simply that he was
himself a child of the proletariat; another (the poet Diego Garoglio) said
that he had received the first impulse towards socialism through observing
the life-activities of his father, who was a judge, but that he had in part
been influenced by Christian considerations; Enrico Perri's answer dis-

played the influence of mixed motives ("humanitarian sentiment by pre-
disposition, progressively reinforced by a study of the question, leading
finally to a profound scientific conviction"); five only claimed to have
attained to socialist convictions chiefly or exclusively upon scientific grounds.
Among the members of this last group one, Arturo Graf, declared that
his adhesion to socialism was solely the outcome of study and conviction,
in conflict with various opposing conditions, and in especial with his per-
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doubtless be given by the Marxists, notwithstanding their superb
disdain for all ideology and sentimental compassion, and not-

withstanding the materialism with which they love to dress
their windows. In so far as they are not completely absorbed in

party life, or rather so long as they have not been completely
overpowered by the ties of party life, they display a strictness of
principle which is essentially idealist.^"

Not all those, indeed, who sympathize with socialism or have
a rational conviction of the truth of socialist principles become
effective members of the socialist party. Many feel a strange

repugnance at the idea of intimate association with the unknown
crowd, or they experience an aesthetic disgust at the thought of

close contact with persons who are not always clean or sweet-

smelling.^^ Still more numerous are those held back by lazi-

ness or by an exaggerated fondness for a quiet life, or, again, by
the more or less justified fear that open adhesion to the party

will react unfavourably upon their economic position. Some-
times the impulse to join the party is given by some external

circumstance, insignificant in itself, but sufficient to give the

last impetus to resolution : it may be a striking instance of social

injustice which stirs a collective emotion; it may be some per-

sonal wrong inflicted upon the would-be socialist himself or upon
one of those dear to him,^^ when a sudden explosion of egoism

finishes the slow work of altruistic tendencies. In other cases

it is a necessity of fate, or the outcome of the ill-will and stu-

pidity of human beings, which forces the man who has been a

sonal inclinations, with his tastes, and hia mode of life; another, Olindo

Malagodi, now editor of the "Tribuna," said that towards socialism, he

was "normally sympathetic" but "pathologically indifferent "; a third,

Giovanni Lerda, made the sound observation that those who become social-

ists exclusively from sentimental reasons and without any scientific under-

standing of the doctrine are undesirable adherents; Filippo Turati eluded

the question with the remark that he had never found it possible "to
separate sentiment from reason."
" '

' lis ont garde la fidelite au but propose, la fidelity quand meme, sans

se soucier des difficultes du chemin 3, parcourir.—'En avant! advienne que

pourra'—disent les materialistes ayant les yeux constamment fixe sur leur

ideal supSrieur. Ce n 'est plus 1 'idealisme verbal, enivrant et sterile. C 'est

1 'idealism en action. C 'est la vie quotidienne elargie, agrandie, eclairee par

uue conception superieure" (Charles Eappoport, La Philosophie de I'Eis-

tovre comme Science de I'Evolution, Jacques, Paris, 1903, p. v).

"The present writer has frequently heard people say: "I have every

sympa,thy with socialism—if only there were not any socialists!"

" Ettore Ciccotti, Psicoloffia del Movimento socialista, ed. cit., p. 47.
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secret socialist to cross the Rubicon, almost by inadvertence.

For example, something may happen which discredits him in

the eyes of the members of his own class, displaying to all the

socialist ideas which he has hitherto jealously concealed. Many
a person does not join the party of the workers until, after some

imprudent manifestation of his own, an enemy has denounced

him in the bourgeois press, thus placing him in a dilemma: he

must either make a shameful retreat, at the cost of a humiliating

retraction, or else must make public acknowledgment of the ideas

which he has hitherto held secret.^^ Such persons become mem-
bers of the socialist party as young women sometimes become

mothers, without having desired it. The Russian nihilist Net-

chajeff made the idea of urmiasking these timid revolutionary-

minded persons the basis of a scheme of revolutionary agitation.

He contended that it was the revolutionist's duty to compromise

all those who, whilst they shared most of his ideas, did not as

yet share them all; in this way he would force them to break

definitely with the enemy, and would gain them over completely

to the "sacred cause.""
It has often been asserted that the receptivity to socialist

ideas varies in the different liberal professions. It is said that

the speculative sciences (in the strictest sense of the term),

such as philosophy, history, political economy, theology, and ju-

risprudence, are so profoundly imbued with the spirit of the

past that those engaged in their study are refractory a priori

to the reception of all subversive ideas. In the legal profession,

in particular, it is contended there is inculcated a love of order,

an attachment to the thing which is, a sacred respect for form,

a slowness of procedure, and, if you will, a certain narrowness

of view, which are all supposed to constitute natural correctives

to the errors inherent in democracy.^^ In a general sense, we

" '
'An article in a newspaper may be for you, as bourgeois, a sentence

of death. Do you regard this as a small matter? Once compromised, you

will find yourself quite alone; you will suddenly become aware that no

one will have anything more to do with you. You may be clever, and hand-

some, talented and free-handed, cheerful and helpful; but once thoroughly

compromised you have become a social leper; everyone who sits beside you
in a public place, who walks with you in the street, who talks with you
in a restaurant, will become compromised in his turn, and for this reason

carefully avoids you" (Max Tobler, Ihr, die Ihr den Weg finden sollt!,

"Polls," anno ii. No. 1, p. 10).

"James Guillaume, L'Internationale, etc., ed. cit., vol. ii, p. 62.

"Eoscher, Politih, ed. cit., p. 385.
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are told, the deductive and abstract sciences are authoritative

and aristocratic in spirit, and those who pursue these paths of
study incline to reactionary and doctrinaire views! Those, on
the other hand, engaged in the study of the experimental and
inductive sciences are led to employ their faculties of observa-

tion, which conduct them gradually to wider and wider generali-

zations, and they must thus be easy to win over to the cause of

progress.^" The doctor, above all, whose profession is a con-

tinued struggle against human misery, must carry in his mind
the germs of the socialist conception.^'

An analysis of the professions of the intellectuals belonging

to the various socialist parties does not confirm this theory. It

is in Italy and France alone that we find a considerable number
of medical men in the socialist ranks, and even here they are

less numerous than the devotees of pure science, and conspicu-

ously less numerous than the lawyers.^* In Germany, the rela-

tions between the socialist workers and those medical men who
are least well-to-do (the doctors of the insurance-bureaux) are

far from cordial. To sum up, it may be said in general terms

that the doctor's attitude towards socialism is colder and more
hostile than that of the abstract philosopher or the barrister.

One reason for this may perhaps be that among doctors, more
than among other intellectuals, there prevails, and has prevailed

for the past forty years, a materialistically conceived and rigidly

held Darwinism and Haeckelism. A supplementary cause may be
found in the cynicism, often pushed to an ego centric extreme,

by which many doctors are affected, as a natural reaction against

the smell of the mortuary which attends their life-work and as

" Michael Bakunin, Les Endormeurs, Imp. Jean Alemane, Paris, 1900^

p. 11.—Ettore Ciccotti, Psichol. del Mov. Soc, ed. cit., p. 51.

"Ciceotti, ibid. p. 52.

" In the parliamentary socialist group in Germany and Holland, although
there wiU be found a fair number of lawyers, there are no medical men
nor any men engaged in the study of natural science. The Italian socialist

group, indeed, contained in 1904 four medical men, but at the same time

there were seventeen lawyers; moreover, among the four doctors, two were
engaged in university teaching, and were thus theorists rather than prac-

titioners. (Cf. detailed examination by Michels, Proletariato e Borghesia,

ed. cit., pp. 90 et seq.) The French parliamentary group of the Socialistes

Unifies contained in the year 1910 : manual workers and employees (for the

most part employees of trade unions), 31; small farmers, 7; schoolmasters,

3; manufacturers and shopkeepers, 5; university professors, 8; journalists,

7; engineers, 1; chemists, 1; barristers, 7; doctors and pharmacists, 6
X"L'Humanitl," June 1, 1910).
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an outcome of their experience of the wickedness, the stupidity,

and the frailty of the human material with which their prac-

tice brings them in contact.

In certain Protestant countries, in Holland, Switzerland,

Great Britain, and America, we find a considerable number of

the clergy among the socialists (but this is not the case in Ger-

many, where the state is vigilant and powerful whilst the Luther-

an Church is strict and intolerant). These ministers, we are

told, make their adhesion to socialism on account of an elevated

sense of duty towards their neighbour,*" but perhaps in addition

there is operative the need which is no less strong in the preacher

than in the popular orator, to be listened to, followed, and ad-

mired by the crowd—it is of little importance whether by be-

lievers or unbelievers.

Here some reference may be made to the abundance of Jews

among the leaders of the socialist and revolutionary parties.

Specific racial qualities make the Jew a born leader of the

masses, a born organizer and propagandist. First among these

qualities comes that sectarian fanaticism which, like an infec-

tion, can be communicated to the masses with astonishing fre-

quency; next we have an invincible self-confidence (which in

Jewish racial history is most characteristically displayed in the

lives of the prophets) ; there are remarkable oratorical and dia-

lectical aptitudes, a still more remarkable ambition, an irresist-

ible need to figure in the lime-light, and last but not least an

almost unlimited power of adaptation. There has not during the

last seventy-five years been any new current agitating the popu-

lar political life in which Jews have failed to play an eminent

part. Not a few such movements must be distinctively consid-

ered as their work. Jews organize the revolution; and Jews

organize the resistance of the state and of society against the

subversive forces. Socialism and conservatism have been forged

by Jewish hands and are impregnated with the Jewish spirit.

In Germany, for example, we see on the one side Marx and Las-

salle fanning the flames of revolution, and on the other, after

1848, Julius Stahl working as the brilliant theorist of the feudal

reaction. In England, the Jew Disraeli reorganized the forces

of the conservative party. "We find Jews at the head of the

movements which marshal against one another the nationalities

" Cf . the interesting study, detailed and well-furnished with evidence by
Karl Vorlander, Sosialdemolcratische Pfarrer, "Archiv fiir SozialwisB.,"

vol. xsx, fasc. 2.
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animated by a reciprocal hate. At Venice, it was Daniel Manin
who raised the standard of liberty against the Austrians. Dur-
ing the Franco-German war, the work of national defence was
organized by Gambetta. In England, Disraeli was the inventor

of the watchword "the integrity of the British Empire," whilst

in Germany, the Jews Eduard Simson, Bamberger, and Lasker,

were the leading champions of that nationalist liberalism which
played so important a part in the foundation of the empire. In
Austria, Jews constitute the advance-guard of almost all the

strongly nationalist parties. Among the German Bohemians,
the Italian irredentists, the Polish nationalists, and in especial

among the Magyars, the most fanatical are persons of Jewish
race. The Jews, in fact, are capable of organizing every kind of

movement; even among the leaders of antisemitism there are

not wanting persons of Jewish descent.

The adaptability and the intellectual vivacity of the Jews
do not, however, suffice to explain the quantitative and quali-

tative predominance of persons of Hebrew race in the party of

the workers. In Germany, above aU, the influence of Jews has

been conspicuous in the labour movement. The two first great

leaders, Ferdinand Lassalle and Karl Marx, were Jews, and so

was their contemporary Moses Hess. The first distinguished pol-

itician of the old school to join the socialists, Johann Jacoby,

was a Jew. Such also was Karl Hochberg, the idealist, son of a
rich merchant in Frankfort-on-the-Main, founder of the first

socialist review published in the German language. Paul Singer,

who was almost invariably chairman of the German socialist

congresses, was a Jew. Among the eighty-one socialist deputies

sent to the Eeichstag in the penultimate general election, there

were nine Jews, and this figure is an extremely high one when
compared with the percentage of Jews among the population of

Germany, and also with the total number of Jewish workers and

with the number of Jewish members of the socialist party. Pour
of the nine were still orthodox Jews (Stadthagen, Singer, Wurm,
and Haase). In various capacities, Jews have rendered ines-

timable services to the party: Eduard Bernstein, Heinrich

Braun, Jakob Stern, Simon Katzenstein, and Bruno Sehonlank,

as theorists ; Gradnauer, Eisner, and Josef Bloch, the editor of

the
'

' Sozialistische Monatshefte, '
' as journalists ; Hugo Heimann,

in the field of municipal politics; Leo Arons, as a specialist in

electoral affairs; Ludwig Frank, as organizer of the socialist

youth. In Austria, the predominance of Jews in the socialist
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movement is conspicuous; it suffices to mention the names of

Victor Adler, Ellenbogen, Fritz Austerlitz, Max Adler, F. Hertz,

Therese ScMesinger-Eekstein, Dr. Diamand, Adolf Braun, etc.

In America we have Morris Hillquit, A. M. Simons, M. Unter-

mann. In Holland, we have Henri Polak, the leader of the dia-

mond workers, D. J. Wijnkoop, the independent Marxist, and

M. Mendels. In Italy, Elia Musatti, Claudio Treves, G. E.

Modigliani, Kiecardo and Adolfo Momigliano, R. L. Foa, and

the man of science Cesare Lombroso. Even in France, although

here the role of the Jews is less conspicuous, we may mention

the names of Paul Louis, Edgard Milhaud, and the shareholders

of "rHumanite" in 1904. The first congress of the Parti

Ouvrier in 1879 was rendered possible by the liberal financial

support of Isaac Adolphe Cremieux, who had been governor of

Algeria under Gambetta.^"

In many countries, in Eussia and Roumania for instance, but

above all in Hungary and in Poland, the leadership of the work-

ing-class parties (the Russian Revolutionary Party excepted) is

almost exclusively in the hands of Jews, as is plainly apparent

i from an examination of the personality of the delegates to the

international congresses. Besides, there is a great spontaneous

export from Russia of Jewish proletarian leaders to foreign

socialist parties: Rosa Luxemburg and Dr. Israel Helphant

(Parvus) have gone to Germany; Charles Rappoport to France;

Anna Kulishoff and Angelica B&labanoff to Italy; the brothers

Reichesberg to Switzerland; M. Beer and Theodor Rothstein to

England. Finally, to bring this long enumeration to a close, it

may be mentioned that among the most distinguished leaders of

the German anarchists there are many Jews, such as Gustav
Landauer, Siegfried Nacht, Pierre Ramus, Senna Hoj (Johannes
Holzmann).
The origin of this predominant position (which, be it noted,

must in no sense be regarded as an indication of
'

' Judaization,
'

'

as a symptom of dependence of the party upon the money of

Jewish capitalist comrades) is to be found, as far at least as

concerns Germany and the countries of eastern Europe, in the

peculiar position which the Jews have occupied and in many re-

spects still occupy. The legal emancipation of the Jews has not

here been followed by their social and moral emancipation. In

large sections of the German people a hatred of the Jews and

""Mermeix, La France Socialiste, ed. cit., p. 69.
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the spirit of the Jew-baiter still prevail, and contempt for the

Jews is a permanent feeling. The Jew's chances in public life

are injuriously affected ; he is practically excluded from the ju-

dicial profession, from a military career, and from official em-
ployment. Yet everywhere in the Jewish race there continues

to prevail an ancient and justified spirit of rebellion against the

wrongs from which it suffers, and this sentiment, idealist in its

origin, animating the members of an impassioned race, becomes
in them more easily than in those of Germanic blood transformed
into a disinterested abhorrence of injustice in general and ele-

vated into a revolutionary impulse towards a grandly conceived

world-amelioration.^^

Even when they are rich, the Jews constitute, at least in east-

ern Europe, a category of persons who are excluded from the

social advantages which the prevailing political, economic, and
intellectual system ensures for the corresponding portion of the

Gentile population. Society, in the narrower sense of the term,

is distrustful of them, and public opinion is unfavourable to

them. Besides the sentiment which is naturally aroused in their

minds by this injustice, they are often affected by that cosmo-

politan tendency which has been highly developed in the Jews
by the historical experiences of the race, and these combine to

push them into the arms of the working-class party. It is owing

to these tendencies that the Jews, guided in part by reason and
in part by sentimental considerations, so readily disregard the

barriers which the bourgeoisie endeavours to erect against the

rising flood of the revolution by the accusation that its advocates

are des satis patrie.

For all these reasons, the Jewish intelligence is apt to find a

shorter road to socialism than the Gentile, but this does not

diminish the obligations of the socialist party to the Jewish in-

tellectuals. Only to the intellectuals, indeed, for the Jews who

^Liebkneeht declared in a speech: "Slavery does not merely demoralize;

it illuminates the mind, elevates the strong, creates idealists and rebels.

Thus we find that in the more powerful and nobler natures among the Jews
a sense of freedom and justice has been inspired by their unworthy situa-

tion and a revolutionary spirit has been cultivated. The result is that

there is proportionately a much larger amount of idealism among Jews than
among non-Jews" (Wilhelm Liebknecht, Veber den Kolner Parteitag mit
besonderer BerucTcsioMigung der Gewerkschaftsbewegung, Buchdruckerei

Volkswacht, Bielefeld, 1893, p. 33).—Regarding the revolutionary-idealist-

fanatical tendencies of Judaism, see also the brilliant analysis by Guglielmo

Ferrero in L'Europa giovane, Treves, Milan, 1897, pp. 358 et seq.
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belong to the wealthy trading and manufacturing classes and

also the members of the Jewish petty bourgeoisie, whilst often

voting socialist in the elections, steadily refuse to join the social-

ist party. Here the interests of class prevail over those of race.

It is very different with the Jewish intellectuals, and a statisti-

cal enquiry would certainly show that not less than 2 to 3 per

cent, of these are members of the socialist party. If the socialist

party has always manifested an unhesitating resistance to anti-

semite sentiment, this is due not merely to the theoretical social-

ist aversion for all "nationalism" and all racial prejudices, but

also to the consciousness of all that the party owes to the Jewish

intellectuals.

"Antisemite socialism" made its first appearance about 1870.

Eugen Diihring, at that time Privatdozent at the University of

Berlin, inaugurated a crusade in favour of a "German" social-

ism as opposed to the "Jewish" socialism of Marx and his col-

laborators.^^ This movement was inspired by patriotic motives,

for Diihring held that the victory of Marxian socialism could

not fail to result in the complete subordination of the people to

the state, to the advantage of the prominent Jews and their

acolytes.^^ Towards 1875, Diihring became the centre of a small

group of Berlinese socialists of which Johann Most and the Jew
Eduard Bernstein were members. The influence of this group,

however, did not survive the great polemic which Diihring had
to sustain with Friedrich Engels, the spiritual brother of "Marx
the Jew."^* Diihring 's influence upon the socialist masses in

fact declined in proportion as his antisemitism became accentu-

ated, and towards 1878 it was extinct. In 1894 another attempt

was made to give socialism an antisemite tendency. This was
the work of Richard Calwer, another socialist of strongly na-

tionalist views, at that time on the staff of the "Braunschweiger
Volksfreund. " "For every good Jewish writer," he declared,

"there will be found at least half a dozen who are altogether

worthless, but who possess an extraordinary power of self-asser-

tion and an inexhaustible flow of words, but no real understand-^

ing of socialism." 2° Calwer 's campaign had, however, no better

•"Cf. Eugen Diihring, Kritische Geschichte der NationalceTconomie u. der

Sozialismus, Th. Grieben, Berlin, 1871, pp. 589 et seq.
"' Eugen Diihring, Sache, Leben u. Feinde, Carisruhe, 1882, p. 207.
" Cf . Engels ' work, Herrn Eugen Diihrings Vmwalzung der Wissenschaft,

first published in 1877 in the Leipzig "Vorwarts.

"

"E. Calwer, Das Kommunistisdhe Manifest, ed. cit., p. 41.
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success than that of Diihring. A year before, when petty bour-

geois antisemitism was spreading through the country as an
anti-capitalist movement which was forming itself into a politi-

cal party and making victims everywhere, the Cologne congress

(October 1893) took up a definite position towards this new po-

litical movement. Bebel's report (which in antisemite circles

had been anticipated with satisfaction), although far from ex-

haustive, was inspired throughout by a sentiment friendly to-

wards the Jews. Bebelsaid: " The Jewish student is as a rule

industrious during the greater part of his university career,

whereas the 'Germanic' student most commonly spends his time

in the drinking-bars and restaurants, in the fencing-schools, or

in other places which I will not here more particularly specify

(laughter)."^® Wilhelm Liebknecht, in his well-known speech

at Bielefeld,^'^ notably reinforced the impression hostile to anti-

semitism produced by the congress. Since that time (if we ex-

cept certain observations made at the Liibeck congress in 1901 by
the barrister "Wolfgang Heine in a polemic against Parvus and
Eosa Luxemburg^*—remarks that were maladroit rather than

expressions of principle, and at the worst foolish reminiscences

of a youth passed as a leader in the Verein deutscher Studenten)

the German socialists have remained immune to the virus of

race hatred, and have shown themselves quite unconcerned when
ignorant opponents have endeavoured to arouse popular preju-

dice against them by speaking of them as a party of "Jews and
their satellites.

"2»

We may now add certain observations upon the frequent ad-

hesion to socialism of members of the plutocracy, an adhesion

which at first sight seems so strange. Certain persons of a gentle

and charitable disposition, abundantly furnished with everything

that can satisfy their desires, are sometimes inspired by the

need of undertaking propagandist activities. They wish, for

example, to make their neighbours share in the well-being which

they themselves enjoy. These are the rich philanthropists. In

most cases their conduct is the outcome of hypersensitiveness or

"ProtoTcoU, p. 234.

"Quoted above, p. 261.
^^ ProtoTcoll, p. 195.

"At election times the German antisemites make it a regular practice

to exploit the barbarous race-prejudices with which the common people

are still animated, endeavouring in this way to render suspect as a Jew,

or at least as a protSg^ of the Jews, every socialist candidate whose name
might suggest a Jewish origin, such as David, or even Auer.
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sentimentalism ; they cannot endure the sufferings of others, not

so much because they experience a genuine pity for the sufferers,

but because the sight of pain arouses pain in themselves and

shocks their esthetic sense. They thus resemble the majority of

human beings, who cannot bear to see pigeons slaughtered but

whose sentiments in this respect do not impair their relish for a

pigeon-pie.

In the sick brains of certain persons whose wealth is exceeded

only by their love of paradox, there has originated the fantastic

belief that in view of the imminence of the revolution they can

preserve their fortunes from the confiscatory fury of the revolu-

tionists only by making profession of the socialist faith, and by

thus gaining the powerful and useful friendship of its leaders.

It is this ingenuous belief which has thrown them into the arms

of the socialists. Others, again, among the rich, hasten to enrol

themselves as members of the socialist party, in the dread lest

their lives should be threatened through the exasperation of the

poor.^° More frequently, however, as has been well shown by

Bernard Shaw, the rich man is drawn towards socialism because

he finds the greatest possible difficulty in procuring for himself

any new pleasures. He begins to feel a disgust for the bourgeois

world, and in the end this may stifle his class consciousness, or

at least may suppress the instinct which has hitherto led him to

fight for self-preservation against the proletariat.^^

It is a very striking phenomenon how large is the percentage

of Jewish rentiers who become members of the socialist party.^^

In part this may be due to the racial characteristics of the Jew
to which reference has already been made. In part, however, it

is the outcome of the psychological peculiarities of the wealthy

man afflicted with satiety. In certain cases, again, the strongly

developed love of acquisition characteristic of the Jews affords

the explanation, where the possibility has been recognized of

making a clever investment of capital even in working-class un-

dertakings.

""'O riches, une solidarite de celeste origine vous enchatne h leur misfere

[la misere des proletaires] par la peur, et vous lie par votre interSt meme
k. leur delivrance future" (Louis Blanc, Organisation du Travail, ed. cit.,

p. 25).

'^Bernard Shaw, Socialism for Millionaires, Fabian Society, London,

1901.
^ This fact has been noted by various writers, among others by G. Sorel,

Illusions du Frogres, ed cit., pp. 206 et seq., and Domela Nieuwenhuis,

Van Christen, etc., ed. citi, p. 322.
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It may, however, be said without fear of error that the great

majority of young bourgeois who come over to socialism do so, to

quote an expression used by Felice Momigliano, in perfect sin-

cerity and inspired by ardent goodwill. They seek neither pop-

ular approbation, nor wealth, nor distinctions, nor well-paid po-

sitions. They think merely that a man must set himself right

with his own conscience and must afSrm his faith in action.^^

These men, again, may be classed in two distinct categories.

"We have, on the one hand, the loving apostles of wide sympa-

thies, who wish to embrace the whole of humanity in their ideal.

On the other hand we have the zealots, fierce, rigid, austere, and
uncompromising.^*

But among the socialists of bourgeois origin we find other and
less agreeable elements. Above all there are those who make a

profession of discontent, the neurasthenics and the mauvais cou-

cheurs. Yet more numerous are the malcontents from personal

motives, the charlatans, and the ambitious. Many hate the au-

thority of the state because it is inaccessible to them.^^ It is the

old story of the fox and the grapes. They are animated by jeal-

ousy, by the unassuaged thirst for power ; their feelings resemble

those of the younger sons of great families who are inspired with

hatred and envy towards their richer and more fortunate broth-

ers. They are animated by a pride which makes them prefer

the position of chief in proletarian Gaul to that of subordinate

in aristocratic Rome.
There are yet other types somewhat similar to those just

enumerated. First of all, there are the eccentrics. It seems

natural that those whose position is low should attempt to

storm the heights. But there are some whose position is lofty

and who yet experience an irresistible need to descend from

the heights, where they feel that their movements are re-

stricted, and who believe that by descending they will gain

greater liberty. They seek "sincerity"; they endeavour to dis-

"' Momigliano, in an article which appeared in the "Eagione" of Eome,

reprinted in " Coenobium, " anno iv, fasc. i, p. 139.

""Le mepris et les persecutions ne les touchent pas, ou ne font que les

exciter d'avantage. Interet personnel, famille, tout est sacrifi6. L 'instinct

de la conservation lui-meme est annulle chez eux, au point que la seule

recompense qu'ils solieitent souvent est de devenir des martyrs" (Gustavo

le Bon, Faychologie des Foules, ed. cit., p. 106).

^Cf. Jules Destr6e, devolution veriale et Revolution pratique, "Le
Peuple," Brussels, 1902, p. 51; also Giorgio Arcoleo, Forme vecchie, Idee

nuove, Laterza, Bari, 1909, p. 196.
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cover "the people" of whom they have an ideal in their minds;

they are idealists to the verge of lunacy.

There may be added all those disillusioned and dissatisfied

persons who have not succeeded in gaining the attention of the

bourgeoisie to an extent proportionate to their own conception of

their genius. Such persons throw themselves on the neck of the

proletariat/® in most cases with the vague and instinctive hope

of attaining a speedier success in view of the deficient culture of

the working classes, of gaining a place in the limelight and play-

ing a leading part. They are visionaries, geniuses misunder-

stood, apostates of all kinds, literary bohemians, the unrecognized

inventors of various social panaceas, rates, rapins, cabotins,

quack-salvers at the fair, clowns—all persons who are not think-

ing of educating the masses but of cultivating their own egos.

The numerical increase of the party, which is associated with

an increasing prestige (in the popular esteem, at least, if not in

the ofSeial world), exercises a great force of attraction. In such

countries as Germany, above aU, where the gregarious spirit is

highly developed, small parties are condemned to a stinted and
rickety existence.^^ But numerous bourgeois believe that they

will "find in the great socialist party what they have not been

able to find in the bourgeois parties," a suitable platform for

political activity upon a vast scale.^* For this reason, and above

all when the party passes from opposition to governmental col-

laboration,^^ there results a great increase in the number of those

who regard the party as a mere means to their own ends, as a

pedestal from whose elevation they can better satisfy their ambi-

tion and their vanity, those who regard success not as a goal to

be attained for the good of the cause, or as the reward for ardu-

ous service in pursuit of ideal aims, but one coveted on its own
account for the enlargement of their own personalities. As Ar-
coleo has well expressed it, we dread the triumph of such per-

sons as if it were the unchaining of hungry wild beasts, but on
closer examination we discover that after all they are no more
than greedy molluscs, harmless on the whole.*" These consider-

°°Cf. Giuseppe Prezzolini La Teoria sindacalista, ed. cit., p. 90.

°'Cf. letter published by Fr. Naumann apropos of the dissolution of the

Nationalsozialer Verein after the elections of 1904.

''August Bebel, Ein Nachwort eur Viseprdsidentenfrage u. Verwandtem,
loc. cit., "Neue Zeit," 1903 (Separatabzug), pp. 20, 21.

°°Cf. also the considerations to which reference has been made on pp.
212-214.

"G. Arcoleo, Forme Vecchie, Idee Nvove, ed. cit., p. 80.
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iations apply to petty affairs as well as to great ones. Whenevef

the party of the workers founds a cooperative society or a peo-

ple's bank which offers to intellectuals an assured subsistence

and an influential position, there flock to the scene numerous

professional socialists who are equally devoid of true socialist

knowledge and genuine socialist sentiment. In democracy as

elsewhere success signifies the death of idealism.



CHAPTER III

SOCIAL CHANGES RESULTING FROM ORGANIZATION

The social changes which organization produces among the

proletarian elements, and the alterations ^hich are effected in

the proletarian movement through the influx of those new influ-

ences which the organization attracts within its orbit, may be

summed up in the comprehensive customary term of the enibour-

npmvtfmP'n.t nf wnrTTino--p1 p,ss Parties . This embourgeoisement is

the outcome of three very different orders of phenomena: (1) '

t>ip grl>ipginn nf petty >>miTp>Pf)ip tr\ the proletarian parties; (2)
lahnnr nT-ganizatinn as thp. c.rpa.tnr of new petty hmirffpftiq'gt^"^^'' ;

(3) capital i.tjl. dnPt^lli'.^t HK lfrfr-ei:ea.tnr_nj_jTSW^et±^ hnnrgpoia

stj:3ta.

1. The Adhesion of Petti/ Bourgeois to the Proleiariarv Parties.

For motives predominantly electoral, the party of the workers
seeks support from the petty bourgeois elements of society, and
this gives rise to more or less extensive reactions upon the party
itself. The labour party becomes the party of the

'

' people.
'

' Its

appeals are no longer nddr°PF"d F^irviply to t]::fj;naTiriFi1jynrkprs,

but to ";j,ll pruJuceih," to the "entire working pppulation,"
these phrases being applied to all the classes and all the strata

of society except the idlers who live upon the income from in-

vestments.^ Both the friends and the enemies of the socialist

party have frequently pointed out that the petty bourgeois
members tend more and more to predominate over the manual
workers. During the struggles which occurred during the early

part of 1890 in the German socialist party against the so-called

"youths," the assertion that during recent years a complete
transposition of power had occurred within the party aroused a

veritable tempest. On one side it was maintained that the prole-

tarian elements were to an increasing extent being thrust into

1 Cf . p. 16.
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the background by the petty bourgeois. The other faction re-

pudiated this accusation as a "calumny." One of the best es-

tablished generalizations which we obtain from the study of his-

tory is this, that political parties, even when they are the advo-
cates of moral and social ideas of profound import, find it very
difficult to tolerate the utterance of inconvenient truths. We
have seen that the most unprejudiced enquiries are apt to be
regarded as the outcome of a vicious tendency to fault-finding.

The truth is, however, that an objective and searching discussion

of the question leads us to recognize the wrongheadedness at once

of those who are content flatly to deny the embourgeoisement of

the socialist party and also of those who are content to sing the

praises of the great socialist petty bourgeois party. Neither

view is sound. The processes at work are too complex for solu-

,
tion by easy phrase-making.

It may sometimes happen (although statistical proof of this is

lacking) that in South Germany in certain socialist branches,

and still more in certain party congresses,-4fee-pe±±j_bourgeoisie,

though not numerically predominant, can ypt q-g-pf^igQ a pre-

pondili'UnL influunuo.

—

ik-nidy even be admitted that under cer-

tain conditions the strength of the petty bourgeois elements and
the respect which is paid to them may at times compromise the

proletarian essence of the party. Even so rigid a Marxist as

Karl Kautsky is of opinion that the attitude of socialists to-

wards distributive cooperative societies must depend mainly
upon their attitude towards the minor distributive trade in gen-

eral, so that, "on political grounds," socialists must oppose the

foundation of cooperative societies wherever, as often happens,

small traders offer a favourable recruiting-ground for socialism.^

Wherever it has been possible to analyse the composition of

the socialist party, and to ascertain the classes and the profes-

' sions of its adherents, it has generally been found that the bour-

geois and petty bourgeois elements, although well represented,

are far from being numerically preponderant. The official' statis-

tics of the Italian socialist party present the following figures :

—

Industrial workers, 42.27%; agricultural labourers, 14.99%;

peasant proprietors, 6.1% ; independent artisans, 14.92% ; em-

ployees, 3.3% ;
property owners, 4.89% ; students and members

of the liberal professions, 3.8%.^ As regards the German soeial-

^Karl Kautsky, Der Farteitag von Hannover, "Neue Zeit," anno xviii,

No. 1.

'Michels, Proletariato e Borghesia, etc., ed. cit., p. 136.
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ist party, the writer has shown elsewhere* that in all the

branches the proportion of proletarians is yet greater than in

Italy, ranging from 77.4% to 94.7%. It may even be said, with

Blank, that if there is a party in which the proletarian element

predominates, it is the German socialist party—^not indeed in re-

spect of its voting strength,^ but pre-eminently in respect of its

inscribed membership. It is this social homogeneity which ren-

ders the socialist party so great an electoral force, giving to it a

cohesion unknown to the other political parties, and especially

to the other parties of the left. German liberalism has always

been (at any rate since the unification of the empire) a multi-

coloured admixture of classes, united not so much by economic

needs as by common ideal aims. Socialism, on the other hand,

derives its human materials from the only class which presents

those economic, social, and numerical conditions requisite to fur-

nish the greatest possible vigour for the struggle to overthrow

the old world and to instal a new one in its place. Blind indeed

must be he who fails to recognize that the spring which feeds

the socialist party in Germany, a spring which shows no signs

of running dry, is the proletariat, the class of wage-labourers.

We must therefore accept with all reserve the statements of

'

those anarchizing socialists and bourgeois radicals who accuse

the socialist party of "embourgeoisement" because it contains a-

certain number of small manufacturers and small traders. The
embourgeoisement of the party is an unquestionable fact, but its

causes will be found in a process very different from the entry

into the organizations of the fighting proletariat of a few hun-
dred members of the middle class. The chief of these causes is

the metamorphosis which takes place in the leaders of working-

class origin, with the resulting embourgeoisement of the whole
atmosphere in which the political activities of the party are

carried on.®

*Micliels, Die deutsche SoeialdemoTcratie. Farteimitgliedschaft u. soziale

Zusammensetzung, "Archiv f. Sozialwiss., " vol. xxiii, pp. 471-559.

°E. Blajnk, Die sociale Zusammensetzung der sosialdemoTcratischen Wah-
lersohaft Deutsdhlands, "Archiv f. Sozialwiss.," vol. xx, fase. 3; but the

author is wrong in drawing the conclusion (p. 535) "that the German
social democracy is not a class party in respect of composition." He
should have said, "In respect of the composition of the socialist elec-

torate. '

'

"Parvus writes: "There is a confusion between two distinct things: the

petty bourgeois existences which are created by the party movement, and
the entrance of petty bourgeois elements into the party. These should
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2, Labour Organization as the Creator of New Petty Bourgeois

Strata.

The class struggle, througli the action of the organs wherehy
it is carried out, induces modifications and social metamorphoses
in the party which has come into existence to organize and con-

trol the struggle. Certain groups of individuals, numerically
insignificant but qualitatively of great importance, are with-

drawn from the proletarian class and raised to bourgeois dignity.

Where, as in Italy, the party of the workers contains a con-

siderable proportion of bourgeois, most of the posts which the

party has at its disposal are in the hands of intellectuals. In
England, on the other hand, and still more in Germany, it is

otherwise, for here the demand on the part of the socialist move-
ment for employees is met chiefly by a supply of persons from
the rank and file. In these countries the party leadership is

mainly in the hands of the workers, as is shown by the follow-

ing table :

—

SOCIALIST GEOUP IN THE EEICHSTAa, 1903-6.

By Oeigin. Bt Peopession.

I. InteUectuala and Bourgeois. . 13 I. Professional men 17

II. Petty Bourgeois 15 II. Independent means 2

— Manufacturers 1

Publishers 2

Bourgeois 5

III. Proletarians: III. Petty Bourgeois:

Textile 3 Innkeepers 6

Tobacco 8 Independent artisans and
Printing 7 working employers .... 6
Tailoring 3 Small shopkeepers 3

Glass-blowing 2 Small manufacturers .... 5

Masonry 1 Owners of printing works. 4
Lithography 1 —
Basket-work 1 Petty lowgeois 24
Glove-making 1

be separately considered '
' (Parvus, Die GewerTcschaften und, die Sozialdemo-

Jaratie Kritischer Bericht uber die Lager u. die Aufgaben der deutschen.

Arbeiterbewegviig, "Sachs. Arbeiterzeitung, " Dresden, 1896, 2nd ed., p.

65).
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III. Proletarians (continued) :

Saddlery 1

Stone-cutting 1

Turning 1

Carpet-weaving 1

Bootmaking 1

Wood-working 10 IV. Employees in the labour

Bookbinding 1 movement 35

Mining 2 —
Metallurgy 6

Brush-making 1

Pottery 1

Manual worlcers 53

By Origin. By Peofession.

%
_

%
13 intellectuals and bour- 17 professional men =20.99

geois =: 16.05 5 bourgeois = 6.17

15 petty bourgeois ^ 18.52 24 petty bourgeois = 29.63

54 proletarians (sMlled 35 employees ^43.21
worlcers) =65.43

Consequently an entry into the party hierarelay becomes an
aim of proletarian ambition.

An ex-member of the German socialist party who some years

ago, having entered the service of one of the bourgeois parties,

amused himself by caricaturing his former comrades, declared

that the whole party organization with all its various degrees of

propagandist activity was "cut upon the military model," and
that the members were "promoted by seniority." ^ There is at

least this much truth in Abel's assertion, that to every member
of the party the possibility of gradual advance remains open,

and that each may hope, should circumstances prove exception-

ally favourable, to scale the olympian heights of a seat in the

Reichstag.

Proletarian leaders of the socialist parties and of the trade

unions are an indirect product of the great industry. At the

dawn of the capitalist era certain workers, more intelligent and
more ambitious than their fellows, succeeded, through indefat-

igable exertions and thanks to favourable circumstances, in rais-

ing themselves to the employing class. To-day, however, in view

of the concentration of enterprise and wealth and of the high

cost of production, such a transformation can be observed only in

'Abel, quoted by "Vorwarts," August 5, 1904.
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certain parts of North and South America (which explains, it

may be mentioned in passing, the insignificant development of
socialism in the New World). As far as Europe is concerned,

where there is no longer any virgin soil to exploit, the "self-

made man" has become a prehistoric figure. Thus it is natural
- that enlightened workmen should seek some compensation for

the lost paradise of their dreams. Numerous are to-day the

workers whose energies and aptitudes are not fuUy utilized in

the narrow circle of their professional occupations, often utterly

uninteresting and demanding purely mechanical labour.^ It is

chiefly in the modern labour movement that such menTDDW^seek
and obtain the-iippuiLuniLj' uf improving Llrcir-siteation, an op-

portunity which industry no longer offers. The movement rep-

resents for them a new and loftier mode of life, and offers at

the same time a new branch of employment, with a chance, which
continually increases as the organization grows, that they will

be able to secure a rise in the social scale. There can be no doubt
that the socialist party, with its posts of honour, which are al-

most always salaried, exercises a potent stimulus upon active-

minded youths of the working class from the very outset of their

adhesion to its ranks. Those who are keen in political matters,

and also those among the workers who possess talent as writers

or speakers, cannot fail to experience the magnetic influence of a
party which offers so rich a field for the use and development of

their talents. Consequently we must accept as a logical truth

what was pointed out by Guglielmo Ferrero, that whilst the ad-

hesion of anyone of proletarian origin to the socialist party al-

ways presupposes a certain minimum of special aptitudes and
favourable circumstances, yet such adhesion must be considered

desirable and advantageous, not only upon ideal grounds and
from motives of class egoism, but also for speculative reasons of

personal egoism. For an intelligent German workman there is

hardly any other way which offers him such rapid opportunities

of "improving his condition" as service in the socialist army."

One of the first persons to recognize the bearing of these possi-

bilities, and to utilize them, with considerable partisan exag-

geration, for his own peculiar political ends, was Prince Bis-

marck. During the violent struggle between the government and
— ; *

'Heinrich Herkner, Die Arbeiterfrage, ed. cit., p. 186; as regards Italy,

Angelo Mosso, Vita moderna degli Italiani, Treves, Milan, 1906, pp. 249,

262-3.

"Guglielmo Ferrero, L'Ev/ropa giovane, ed. cit., pp. 72 et seq.
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the socialist party he declared: "The position of socialist agi-

tator has to-day become a regular industry, just like any other.

A man becomes an agitator or a popular orator as in former

days he became a smith or a carpenter. One who adopts this

new occupation is often much better off than if be had kept at

his old work, gaining a more agreeable and freer life, one which

in certain circles brings him more respect.
'

'
^" The allusion to

the agreeable and free life of the socialist agitator recalls a

phrase used by William II, who, apropos of the Krupp affair,

spoke of the "safe ambush" from which socialist editors could

shoot their carefully aimed arrows of calumny. The emperor's

criticism is unjust, for the socialist editor who departs from the

truth is always exposed to the risk of prosecution and punish-

ment. Bismarck hit the right nail on the head. ^

A gigantic and magnificently organized party like the Ger-

man socialist party has need of a no less gigantic apparatus of

editors, secretaries, bookkeepers, and numerous other employees,

whose sole task is to serve this colossal machine. Mutatis mutan-

dis the same is true of the other great branch of the working-

class movement, the trade-union organizations. Now, for the rea-

sons that have previously been discussed, there are available for

the service of the German labour movement no more than a very

small number of refugees from the bourgeoisie. It is for this

reason that most of the posts are filled by men of working-class

origin, who by zeal and by study have succeeded in gaining the

confidence of their comrades. Tt mnr, thru, br, said-that-fegEe-

pxictf 1 T̂ ^rciMrrrhm-Mi.tp. vfhioh arisea-w[iMrilMiiwur«*U;-hv~a-pi-nr'.ess

I'tf iik l.MrH.1 MHlHi' l .trtTTwithm TTTTT-iwftiaJist pftrtj^ .m i l l.lu il . i l ..
' . ii i i i iii'

here como to potJajTOfoiictions altogether different fromJjLose

A^hieb thpv nriff-inallvexerMMud- To itiake use of a. phrase which

is convenient and comprehensible despite its lack of scientific

precision, we may say that such men have abandoned manual
work to become brain-wor^^s. For those who make such a

change cbnsidertlbla advantages accrue, altogether independent

of the advantages which attach per se to mental work when com-

pared to manual. The manual worker who has become an official

of the socialist party is no longer in a position of strictly per-

sonal and purely mercenary dependence upon his employer or

upon the manager of the factory; he has become a free man,

"Speech in the Reichstag, October 9, 1878. Cf. Furst Bismarck's Beden,

mit verhind gescMcMUcher Varstellvmg von Philipp Stein, Beclam, Leip-

zig, vol. viii, p. 110.
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engaged in intellectual work on behalf of an impersonal enter-

prise. Moreover, he is bound to this enterprise, not solely by
his strongest material interests, but also by the powerful ties of

the ideal and of solidarity in the struggle. And notwithstanding

certain exceptions which may confuse the minds of the profane,

he is treated far more humanely than by any private employer.

In relation to the party the employee is not a simple wage-

earner, but rather a profit-sharing associate—not, of course, a

profit-sharer in the industrial sense, since the party is not a com-

mercial undertaking for the earning of dividends, but a profit-

sharer in the ideal sense. It is not suggested that the party

employee earns his bread in the most pleasant way in the world.

On the contrary, as has been said in earlier chapters,^^ the daily

bread, which with rare exceptions is not unduly plentiful, must
be earned by the fulfilment of an enormous amount of labour,

prematurely exhausting health and energy. Nevertheless the

ex-manual worker can live with dignity and comparative ease.

Since he has a fixed salary, his position is more secure, and
though outwardly more stormy, it is inwardly more tranquil,

than that of the ordinary wage-earner. Should he be imprisoned,

the party cares for him and his dependents, and the more often

he is prosecuted the better become his chances of rapid advance-

ment in his career of socialist official with all the advantages

attaching to the position.

"We may here consider the interesting question. What is the

numerical ratio between the socialist bureaucracy and the organ-

ized masses; how many comrades are there for each party offi-

cial? If we include in the term "official" all the mandataries

of the party in the communes, etc., most of whom are unpaid,

we sometimes attain to surprising results. For example, the

socialist organization of the grand duchy of Baden, with a mem-
bership ( 1905) of 7,332, had more than 1,000 municipal coun-

cillors.^^ According to these figures, every seventh member of

the Badenese party had the honour of being a party representa-

tive. This example, however, was quoted by the executive in its

report to the congress of Jena precisely on account of its abnor-

mality. Even though it may not be unique in southern Ger-

many, it does not in truth bear upon the question we are now
considering, which is the numerical relation between the enrolled

"Cf. pp. 57, 115.

^Protaikoll d. Verhandl. d. Parteitags zu Jena, 1905, p. 16.
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membersliip and the party employees in the strict sense of the

term, considered as a group of persons permanently and directly

engaged in the service of the collectivity. The following figures

give some idea of this ratio. According to a notice which in 1904

went the round of the German socialist press,^^ the party at that

time employed, in addition to 1,476 persons engaged in the party

printing establishment (about two-thirds of whom enjoyed the

benefits of the eight-hour day, whilst many also had the right to

regular holidays), 329 individuals working on the editorial staff

and as delivery agents. The daily socialist press had in 1909 a

circulation of one million, whilst the trade-union journals, weekly

for the most part, had a far higher circulation.^* Alike in the

trade unions and in the socialist party the number of paid em-

ployees is rapidly increasing. The first regularly appointed and

paid leaders in the European labour movement were the officials

nominated in 1840 by the English Ironfounders' Society. To-day

in the trade-union organizations of the United Kingdom there

are more than one thousand salaried employees.^" In Germany,

in the year 1898, the number of trade-union officials was 104;

in 1904 it was 677, of whom 100 belonged to the metal-workers

and 70 to the bricklayers and masons' union. This increase in

the officialdom is accelerated, not merely by the steady increase

in the membership, but also by the increasing complexity of the

benefits offered by the organizations. Almost every meeting of

the central executive discusses and determines upon the appoint-

ment of new officials, rendered essential by the further differen-

tiation of the trade-union functions.^* There are always found

advocates for the creation of fresh specialized posts in the la-

bour movement, to fulfil various technical offices, to keep abreast

of new discoveries and advances in methods of manufacture, to

check the returns made by factory employers, to act as econo-

mists and compile trade statistics.^^

For some years past the same tendency has been manifest in

the German socialist party. According to the. report of the ex-

ecutive for the year 1909, very many district organizations now
employ salaried secretaries. The number of district secretaries

" '
' Mitteldeutsche Sonntagszeitung, '

' xi, No. 14.

"Karl Kautsky, Der Weg zur MacM, "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1909, p. 56.

"Fausto Pagliari, Le Organ, e i loro Impiegati, ed. cit., pp. 8-9.

" Ernst Deinhardt, Das Beamtenelement im den deutschen Gewerhschaf-
ten, "Sozial Monatsh.," ix (xi), fasc. 12, p. 1019.

"Adolph Braun, Gewerkschaftliche Verfassungsfragen, "Neue Zeit,"

xxix. No. 89.
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is 43, whilst in a single year the number of secretaries of con-

stituencies increased from 41 to 62.^* There is a mutual aid so-

ciety for officials of the socialist party and of the trade unions,

and its membership continually increases. In 1902 it had 433
members; in 1905, 1,095; in 1907, 1,871; and in 1909, 2,474. But
there must be officials who are not members of the society.^®

When he abandons manual work for intellectual, the worker
undergoes another transformation which involves his whole ex-

' istenee. He gradually leaves the proletariat to become a member
of the petty bourgeois class. At first, as we have seen, there is

no more than a change in his professional and economic situa-

tion. The salaries paid by the party, although modest, are dis-

tinctly greater than the average wage which the worker gained

before his entry into the socialist bureaucracy, and are calcu-

lated to enable the recipients to lead a petty bourgeois life. In
one of the German socialist congresses, Wilhelm Liebknecht

apostrophized the other leaders in the following terms: "You
are for the most part aristocrats among the workers—aristocrats,

I mean, in respect of income. The workers in the Erzgebirge or

the weavers of Silesia would regard the salaries you earn as the

income of a Croesus." ''° It is true, at least in the majority of

cases, that the career of the party or trade-union employee does

not positively transform the ex-manual worker into a capitalist.^^

Yet this career effects a notable elevation of the worker above

the class to which he primarily belonged,^^ and in Germany there

^Protokoll d. Ver. d. Parteitags zu Leipzig, "Vorwarts, " Berlin, 1909,

p. 20.—Similar phenomena may be observed in Italy, cf. supra, p. 125.

"Adolf Weber, Kapital und Arbeit, ed. cit., p. 389.

" Protokoll des Parteitags zv, Berlin, 1892, p. 122.
'^ It may be noted that the bourgeois aspect of certain positions to which

the former manual worker attaias, thanks to the party, is apparent rather

than real. Thus, certain German socialist leaders are described as being

by civil status '
' owners of printing works, '

' when they are in reality no
more than the legal proprietors of undertakings belonging to the party,

and receive, in addition to the salary properly payable for the work in

which they are engaged, no more than a percentage on the profits of the

undertaking.

^^It is obvious that those proletarians who have become members of the

Reichstag, and whose speeches display a technical knowledge of working-

class life, cannot remain manual workers. It is impossible to be working

as a bricklayer at three o'clock and at four to give a speech in parliament

upon stock-exchange legislation. Parliamentary life requires study and ex-

pert knowledge, and the work of party leadership involves a man's whole

activities. For economic reasons, too, it is impossible for the parliamentary

representative to remain in the working class. The attempt to combine
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is applied to the existence led by such persons the sociologically

precise term of gehoiene Arbeiterexistenz (a working-class life

on a higher scale). Karl Marx himself did not hesitate to class-

ify the working-class leaders under two heads, as hoherklassige

(workers of a superior class, intellectual workers) and Arieiter

(manual workers properly speaking) .^^ As we shall show in

fuller detail in a subsequent chapter,^* the manual worker of

former days becomes a petty bourgeois or even a bourgeois. In

addition to this metamorphosis, and despite his frequent contact

with the mass of the workers, he undergoes a profound psycho-

logical transformation. The paid official, living at a higher so-

cial level, will not always possess the moral strength to resist

the seductions of his new environment. His political and social

education will seldom suffice to immunize him against the new
influences. August Bebel repeatedly drew the attention of the

party to the dangers by which the leaders were beset, the risks

to their class purity and to their unity of thought. The prole-

tarian party-officials, he said, are "persons whose life has be-

come established upon a comparatively stable basis.
'

'
^^

A closer examination will show that the phenomenon here con-

sidered has a profound social significance, and that neither with-

in nor without the party has it hitherto received the attention it

deserves. For the German workers, the labour movement has an
importance analogous to that of the Catholic Church for certain

fractions of the petty bourgeoisie and of the rural population.

In both eases we have an organization which furnishes oppor-

tunities to the most intelligent members of certain classes to

secure a rise in the social scale. In the Church, the peasant's

son will often succeed in achieving social advance, whose equiv-

alent in all the other liberal professions has remained the mo-
nopoly of members of the aristocracy of birth or of wealth. No
one of peasant birth becomes a general or a prefect, but not a
few peasants become bishops. Pope Pius X was of peasant ori-

gin. Now that which the Church offers to peasants and to petty >

manual labour with parliamentary has always failed. Until a few years
ago, until June, 1906, in the Badenese diet there was a member who was
still engaged as a factory hand, but one day his employer said that he
really could not any longer find employment for a representative of the

people.

^'Karl Marx, Briefe u. Aussuge, etc., ed. cit., p. 159.

"Part IV, chap. v.

=* August Bebel, speaking at the Dresden congress, 1903. ProtoTcoll ilher

die Verhandlungen des Parteitags, "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1903, p. 230.
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bourgeois, namely, a facility for ascent in the social scale, is

offered to intelligent manual workers by the socialist party.

As a source of social transformations the socialist party has
many affinities with another institution, namely, the Prussian
military organization. The son of a bourgeois family who adopts

a permanent military career becomes a stranger to his own class.

Should he attain to high rank, he will receive a title from the

emperor. He loses his bourgeois characteristics and adopts the

usages and opinions of his new feudal environment. It is true

that these military officers are only manifesting the tendency to

the attainment of "gentility" in which the whole bourgeoisie is

involved,^® but in their ease this process is greatly accelerated,

and is effected with a full consciousness of its consequences.

Every year hundreds of young men from the upper and middle
strata of the bourgeois class become officers in the army, simply
from the desire to secure a higher position and more social con-

sideration.^^ In the socialist party a similar effect is often the

result of necessity, the individual's social metamorphosis taking

place independently of the will. But the general results are

similar.

Thm thn nnrinlint pnrtj" gives a lift to certain strata of ,lbe
wo-Tkinf

i'

pIpsH Tii fv mriT-Q- eyt,pTisivp anri thp mnrp prnnplinatpH

its hnrpanpratif. TnppTiani.gTn^ +>iq rnffr" nuTtiprms arp th^spraJspd

^y ^'his T"f»>iiTip pfeeve~tfae«~Qriginal social position. It is the

involuntary task of the socialist party to remove from the prole-

tariat, to deproletarianize, some of the most capable andja^st
in fnrrti P/R-irP-itc-mpmhpr.g !NoW, LIL'IJUI l]ill[i Lu llllj BaatenailSt COn-

' ception of history, the social and economic metamorphosis grad-

ually involves a metamorphosis in the realm of ideas.^^ The
consequence is that in many of the ex-workers this embourgeoise-

ment is very rapidly effected. Naturally the change is less speedy

in proportion as socialist theory is more deeply rooted in the

mind of the individual. Numerous are those manual workers

who, having attained a higher social and economic situation,

none the less remain throughout their lives profoundly attached

^° Franz Mehring: "It is distressing that at a time when the army can-

not exist without bourgeois money and bourgeois intelligence, the bourgeois

youth should have no higher ambition than to force his way into the

feudal caste" (Der Krieg gegen die Troddeln, "Leipziger Volbszeitung,

"

xi. No. 4).
" Cf . supra, p. 14.

" Cf. August Bebel 's speech to the Dresden congress to which refer-

ence has already been made (ProtohoU, loc. eit.).
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to the socialist cause. In this case, however, the ex-manual

worker is, just like the ex-bourgeois socialist, an "ideologue,"

since his mentality does not correspond to his position in society.

Sometimes, again, the psychological metamorphosis we are con-

sidering is, as it were, inhibited by a tenacious and vigorous

hereditary socialist mentality: 'here we see the children and

grandchildren following their parents as whole-hearted combat-

ants on behalf of the labour party, notwithstanding the elevated

position to which they have attained. Experience shows, how-

ever, that such cases are exceptional. Even when the deprole-

tarianized socialist remains a sincere advocate of proletarian

emancipation, and grows grey in his position of socialist editor

or deputy, his children, sons as well as daughters, are thorough-

going members of the higher social class into which they have

been removed by the improvement in their father's social posi-

tion, and this not merely in the material sense, but in respect of

their ideas, so that it becomes impossible to distinguish them from
their fellow-bourgeois.^' In most cases the only bond which re-

mains to attach the father to the working class, his faith in the

politico-social dogma of socialism, is slackened in the son to be-

come an absolute indiEEerence and sometimes an open hostility to

socialism. To sum up.-it mav be aaJA-thaJLlhese former working-
rlonri prnplr, rnnnirlnrpd n n famjlies and npt aa inrlivT âlg, are
gVianyl^p.^ gnnnoT nr- ^atoy i]nto~the ngw "^urg£aia..environment.

The children receive a bourgeois education; they attend bettSr

schools than those to which their father had access ;
^° their in-

terests are bourgeois and they very rarely recall the revolution-

ary and anti-bourgeois derivation of their own entrance into the

bourgeoisie. The working-class families which have been raised

by the revolutionary workers to a higher social position, tajr the

''"It need hardly be said that this phenomenon is not universal. We
observe certain eases in which the children of ex-manual workers who have
become officials of the socialist party either desire of their own initiative to

become ordinary wage-earners or are forced to do so by the insufficiency

of their father's salary, which, especially when the family is a large one,

does not suffice to give the children an education "suitable to their new
status." There are certain socialist deputies and journalists whose sons

have to earn their living as factory hands and whose daughters are ballet-

dancers.

'"A German trade-union employee whose education had been greatly

inferior to that of his colleagues, and who, as he himself put it, had
never attained to any ease ia the right use of the dative and accusative

eases, said to me about his son: "I shall be able to send him to the

Bealgymnasium. My means will run to that now!"
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purpose of a more effective struggle ap-ainst tJie bourgeoisie, tTma

come i)efgT^ long to he Tiigwl-udl-h thp hnnrg-enisie."^

Reference has previously been made to a similar phenomenon
in the case of the families of working-class leaders who are refu-

gees from the class of bourgeois intellectuals.^^ The final result

is the same, the only difference being that the children of the

ex-manual workers forget their class of origin, whilst the chil-

dren of the bourgeois intellectuals recall it. The result is that

in the history of the labour movement we may observe a similar

irony to that which may be seen in the history of the boi^g^ois

resistaneg:dB^^he'lTOrler§7~^Tiir'bo5^efei«4^^ to

prevent a numberjaf-the best instrjjgtedr,' most capabBTand most
adroit among-^^^el^men±s=£raaCjiacing_themselves at the head
of the morfefenemies of the bourgeoisie ;" ft~TS"ti^f%e^-4hese ex-

bourgeois who stimulateJ^e-psolfitaHaES-toTesisfanee and organ-

ize them for the struggle. The proletariat "suffers a similar fate.

In the severe struggle it has undertaken for the expropriation

of the expropriators, it elevates from the depths of its own class

those who have the finest intelligences and the keenest vision, by
serious collective sacrifices gives them the pen to use in place

of ruder tools, and in doing so it throws into the arms of the

enemy those who have been selected with the express purpose of

fighting the privileged class. If the chosen combatants do not

themselves go over to the enemy, their children at least will do
so. This is indeed a tragical destiny: ex-bourgeois on the one

side, and ex-manual workers on the other. The imposing politi-

"It ia by no means uncommon to find that the sons of noted socialist

leaders, when they do not avoid all political activity and exhibit a disin-

clination to the discussion of political problems, frequently display them-

selves in public as the most violent opponents of socialism. Among such

opponents, in Germany, we have a son of the socialist deputy Karl Ulrich

(who was a metal-worker before he entered the party bureaucracy) ; a son

of the late socialist leader Wilhelm Bracke, the barrister Bracke of Breslau,

who belongs to the extreme right and is a member of the Eeichsverband

zur Bekampfung der Sozialdemokratie (anti-socialist league) ; and there

are other instances. Sometimes it is doubtless the outcome of unhappy
family relationships that the children of socialists follow other paths than

the fathers: the bourgeois family of the socialist leader persists in its old

anti-socialist views, in which the pater-familias has been unable to effect

any change. The wife and daughter of Jean Jaur^s, the anti-clerical, for

example, are strict Catholics. The daughter for a long time cherished the

idea of entering a convent, hoping by this sacrifice to avert God's anger

which would otherwise be visited upon her father on account of his

political activities.

« Cf. supra, p. 250.
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cal contest between the classe« rpprAppntlaiai-jagpAftivpIv capital

and liEbour ends, however paradoxical this may appear, in a

manner analogous with that wincn in the spher6 of economic

cnrnpe^jtion is determ iTif
^^ t^r^ng^ thf* "pnrnt^"" "^ ^"Tr ^J*^

"'" '^

pTiano-o pin ong the classes. It is hardly necessars>ttrTepeatJ3igt

this interchange of the ripples OD thTTiuxfasglflf the waves- does

nail_^weaEen^ and far less annui7thejpxQfvind.ity..of_sfl£ial antag-

onismiZ it is obvious that the_iico6e8S"Trf social exchange can on

either siSe affect no more than infiniiesimalTSinorifies. But it

a^cts the most influentiaVand hprn'n lies; itR Rocio1fif^"fi^ im-

portan<3eT It affects tne selEmade leaders.

3. Capitalist Defence as the Creator of New Petty Bourgeois

Strata.

Tha-anbourgeoi«PTnPTit. nf opvtair\ strata nf-JJx^-jrnT-Trjrig-plagg

party has other faptnra in addition to the influeTT^p nf^flip h|i-

rpanf^rat.ip. i^ppfiratus of the socialist party,jbe trade unions, and
tmj cuupcid,LlvL aucictioa. - This dpyplnprntrnt^ whinh in n n<<cp'?^-_

gai-y nlmrnptpyi'mfip nf n-gpry TTn^TTPmpnt towa.rds ema.ncJftation, is

tm-i rprtnin mrtmit pnrnnplpd l^y thp prniHtitntinTi nf a petty bougr
gpoisip nf_Rtrn7ig'1y proletarian characteristics, itself a.lsn (Tevel-

oned from below upwards, itself also an accessorv^-ebeBomehon
of the atrnpfrlp nf t.Tip nrgaaized-workersfor social egtancipation,

but which takes place outside the various forms of socialist or-

ganization. We allude to those proletarian elements which be-

come particularly numerous in times of crisis, when the labour

organizations are still weak and persecuted, as was the case in

Germany during the days of the anti-socialist law. At such

times numerous proletarians are victimized, it may be on account

of their passive fidelity to party or trade union, it may be be-

cause their attitude is frankly socialist and "subversive."

Forced by necessity, these victims of capitalist reprisals have
no other resource than to adopt some form of independent enter-

prise. Abandoning their ancient handicraft, they open a small

shop, fruit and vegetables, stationery, grocery, or tobacco ; they

become pedlars, keep a coffee-stall, or the like.^^ In most cases

^Richard Calwer (Das Icommunistische Manifest, etc., ed. cit., pp. 8 et

seq.) inveighs with especial vigour against these petty bourgeois socialists.

He makes the caustic observation :
'

' To-day a man 's every need, from
clothing to cigars, can be supplied at petty bourgeois socialist establish-

ments." No doubt he is aiming also at the cooperatives.
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tHeir ancient associates support them with admirable solidarity,

regarding it as a duty to assist these unfortunate comrades by
giving them their custom. It sometimes happens that some of
these new petty bourgeois find their way definitely into the mid-
dle class. ThaS capitarisTresih-Lalice h^^ autOffiatioally -ecaated

In addition to these victims of the struggle for proletarian
emancipation, there are not a few workers who leave their class,

not from necessity, but influenced to a large extent by the love
of speculation and the desire to improve their social position.

Thus there has come into existence a whole army of ex-prole-

tarians, petty bourgeois and small shopkeepers, who all claim,

in virtue of a superior moral right, that the comrades must sup-
port them by dealing exclusively at their establishments. The
mode of life of these small traders often reduces them, despite
aU their good wishes, to the level of social parasites ; their com-
mand of capital being extremely small, the goods they offer to

their customers, that is to say to the organized workers, are both
bad and dear.

Still more important in German socialism is the role of those

who are termed Parteibudiger, that is to say tavern-keepers who
are members of the party. During the prevalence of the anti-

socialist law their political mission was of incontestable impor-
tance. In many small towns the tavern-keepers belonging to

the party still exercise multifarious and important functions. It

is in their houses that the executive committee meets; often

these are the only places where socialist and trade-union jour-

nals are found on the tables ; and in many cases, since the own-
ers of other halls are hostile or timid, it is here alone that public

meetings can be held. In^aT-weidi^they are necggsaaf^ instru-

ments in tne^teeaL socialist struggle!^ In the more important
centres, however, these places, with their unhygienic environ-

ment, become a veritable curse to the party. It may be added
that the brutal struggle for existence leads the petty bourgeois

"We owe to the pens of foreign observers some vigorous descriptions

of the life of these ParteiJcneipen, a life not devoid of psychological in-

terest. Among these we may refer to La Democratie socialiste allemande,

by Bdgard Milhaud, professor of political economy at the University of
Geneva, a French socialist (pp. 148 et seq.) ; also to the work of Otto Vqn
Leixner, which dates back to the days of the anti-socialist law (Soziale

Briefe, ed. cit., p. 325)—but this writer of feuilletons gives us a picture

which is too highly coloured.
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tavern-keepers to exercise improper pressure upon the socialist

organizations. They enjoy a considerable influence among the

comrades, and this pressure is commonly exerted in a manner
directly injurious to the interests of the proletariat. The at-

tempts which have been made in Germany, especially since 1890,

to induce the workers to abandon the unwholesome rooms of the

old taverns and to frequent the great modern establishments

with fine airy halls, have led, as was inevitable, to "a vigorous

opposition" on the part of the socialist tavern-keepers.^' For
many years the members of the party whose living is made by
tlfr ^filr nf Hrmir h;IVi' I'mTHlil'llHj' ii i itind tbr fnnrKJntinn of

"Ppnplp'p T(naittik"- notwithstanding the sympathy for Such in-

stitutions they may theoretically possess, they dread this new
form of competition, and act in accordance with their immediate
personal interests. In most cases their opposition has proved
ineffectual.^® Not always, however. Even to-day there exist

German towns with from twenty thousand to thirty thousand
inhabitants in which the existence of a Parteikneipe (which de-

spite its name of "Party tavern" is the exclusive property of

some individual member of the party) has proved an insuperable

obstacle in the way of the local labour organizations when they

have desired to build a place of their own, or even to obtain

from other and non-socialist innkeepers the use of a more com-

modious hall for their meetings.

For an additional reason, these socialist taverns are calamitous

in their influence upon the party, in that they oppose a potent

obstacle to the extension of the temperance movement which has

been initiated during recent years.^'^ It is no secret in socialist

""E. Calwer, op. cit., p. 9.

""The "Korrespondenzblatt" of the General Committee published in 1906
(No. 29) statistics regarding the activity of GewerTcschaftshartelle (Trades'
Councils), from which we cull the following details. A Gewerkschaftshaus
(an establishment belonging to the trade unions) exists in the following

localities: Berlin, Brunswick, Breslau, Cassel, Charlottenburg, Cologne, Dres-
den, Elberfeld, Feuerbach, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Hanau, Heidelberg, Kiel,

Leipzig, Liegnitz, Mannheim, Miihlhausen in Thuringia, OfEenbach-on-the
Main, Plauen in Vogtland, Solingen, Stettin, Stralsund, Stuttgart, Treves,

Wilhelmshaven, and Zittau. Even when these places, which are often

called "People's Houses," are not the exclusive property of the Trades
Councils, they owe their existence in great part to the local trade unions,

and in some cases also to the socialist party. It should be observed that
the productive and distributive cooperative societies, being in Germany
strictly neutral in political matters, play no part in these undertakings.
" To the delegates at the socialist congress of Jena was given a number
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circles that long before the congress of Essen (1907) the party

would have declared openly against alcoholism, and that after

this congress it would have applied its decisions with greater

vigour, had not the party leaders been restrained by the fear

of '
' Der abstinente Arbeiter, '

' the official organ of the League of Abstinent

Workers, edited by Georg Davidsohn, from which the following passage may
be quoted: "The Socialist Publicans' Association of Berlin has been asked

on two occasions whether its members desired a conference upon the sub-

ject of public-house reform. No answer was ever received!—Comrade M.
subsequently enquired on three separate occasions whether the Association

would not like to take part in such a conference, imagining that he had
to deal with impartial and objective-minded comrades, who would no longer

continue to ignore a question so closely touching their own interests, unless

they wished grave misunderstandings to arise between two organizations

within the framework of the party. But again no answer was received!
'
' The president of the Charlottenburg section of the League of Free Pub-

licans was in favour of discussion of the subject, but the meeting refused

to consider it! Do the dealers in alcohol then imagine that they can in this

way prevent the spread of the teetotal movement, that they can set back the

hands of the world's clock? This is as little possible to them as it is to

others, and if they continue to shut their eyes to the forward movement,
it is they alone who wHI have to pay the price.

"A most serious incident, which throws a strong light upon the pernicious

influence exercised upon the life of our party by certain socialist publicans,

may be described in a few plain words. On August 22nd was held in Berlin

the party meeting to decide upon the subjects for discussion at the Jena
congress. In the fourth electoral district of BerUn our comrades had been
engaged in an excellent work of preparation, distributing among those

present at the meeting about 600 leaflets and a number of pamphlets upon
the drink question. Here could be observed a thing which three years ago
would have seemed barely conceivable. On almost every table were bottles

of seltzer water and the waiters could hardly get around fast enough to

supply the demand for this beverage. The sentiment of the meeting, there-

fore, could not fail to be favourable to our two proposals (one presented

by district 167A, whilst the other was backed by numerous signatures just
obtained from among those present at the meeting) to have the alcohol

question placed upon the agenda of the next congress. But who can count
upon fortune! One proposal after another was read and discussed, without
any mention being made of ours. I had already risen to propose our
motion. All of a sudden, however, the chairman, a publican, declared that

the discussion of the proposals was concluded and that the delegates to

the congress were now to be elected ! I demanded that our proposals should

be read. But the chairman ruled that it was 'too late' and the names of

delegates were already being sent in. Our proposals, which were differ-

entiated from the others by being printed in a larger format, had (both of
them as luck would have it!) been 'by an oversight' slipped beneath a
newspaper, so that the chairman and his two assessors (all of whom had
read the proposals before the meeting was opened) had overlooked them
and forgotten them ! In answer to my remonstrances the chairman promised
that he would endeavour to bring the matter up for discussion after the
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that the measures recommended, and even a simple temperance

propaganda, would react injuriously upon the interests of an

influential category of the members of the party.

It is impossible to determine with any accuracy the number

of individuals who have become independent petty bourgeois as

the outcome of the struggles of the workers and the political

reprisals of the employers. Tobacconists, grocers, etc., elude

statistical investigation. The only definite information we pos-

sess relates to tavern-keepers. In the parliamentary group we
find that in 1892, of 35 socialist deputies, 4 were publicans

(11.4%); in 1903, of 58 socialist deputies, 5 were publicans

(8.6%) ; and in 1906, of 81 socialist deputies, 6 were publicans

(7.4%). In the local socialist sections, the proportion of tavern-

keepers is considerable. At Leipzig, in 1887, there were 30

Parteikneipen. In 1900, among the socialist branches of the

Leipzig country districts with 4,855 members there were 84 res-

taurant-keepers and publicans (1.7%) ; in Leipzig city, where
the socialists numbered 1,681, there were in 1900, 47 tavern-

keepers, and in 1905, 63 (3.4%). Offenbach, in 1905, 1,668 mem-
bers, 74 publicans and 2 retailers of bottled beer (4.6%). Mu-
nich, in 1906, 6,704 members ; milk-retailers, tobacconists, sellers

of cheese, etc., and publicans (wine merchants not included), 369

(5.5%). Frankfort-on-the-Main, in 1906, 2,620 members, 25

publicans (12 retailers of bottled beer and tobacconists excluded

—approximately 1%). Marburg, in 1906, 114 members, 2 pub-
licans (1.8%). Eeinickendorf-Ost, near Berlin, in 1906, 303

members, 18 tavern- and restaurant-keepers (5.9%). These fig-

ures serve to show that in certain towns there is a socialist pub-
lican for every twenty members. Since the socialist publican

depends mainly upon socialist customers, it follows that these

twenty comrades must provide the chief financial resources of

the enterprise.

The best proof of the numerical strength and the importance

delegates had been elected. But in the circumstances this was impossible;
it was already after midnight, so that when the election was over, and
even before the chairman could close the meeting, the comrades were all

streaming out of the door. The only thing the chairman could answer
to our complaints was: 'Oh, well, such proposals have been brought for-

ward in vain year after year; they would have been rejected again as
usual. ' Such are the arguments used by a comrade who occupies a position
of trust in the labour movement. What a perspective does this open when
we remember that, at any rate here in Bast Berlin, the majority of our
parly officials are publicans!" (Anno iii, No. 18.)
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of this category of the members of the party is that they have
"founded at Berlin a powerful association, thf IRprlin^TiPagmo

of Sn^jpligt p^1jf>pTigI»wriii'i'NUopoT.7 It mustnot be forgotten

that this association has largely come into existence from the

consideration that the socialist publicans have other political

tasks to fulfil from those which devolve upon their "bourgeois"
colleagues, nor can it be denied that its members constitute a

category of chosen socialists of tried fidelity, who have rendered

important services to the party in its political campaigns and
agitations, and whose socialist clientele is actuated by a high

spirit of solidarity in giving these comrades its custom. It is

inevitable, however, that the existence of such an organization,

which represents peculiar economic interests, should in certain

cases involve inconveniences, not merely for its competitors, the

bourgeois publicans, but also for the socialist comrades, and that

it should tend to assume the aspect of a party within the party.

In the summer of 1906, the increase in the cost of production of

beer, which resulted from new taxation by which the breweries

were especially hard hit, led the publicans to raise the price to

the consumers. Thereupon the German workers in a great many
towns protested most energetically, and declared what was
known as the "beer war," boycotting certain breweries and the

publicans who had raised the price—an agitation which led cer-

tain foreign socialists to observe sarcastically that you may take

anything from _th£.-Q@rmaTi wnr1rg>- o-^^ppt Tiia -hoor- in this *

struggle, which was in many places conducted with great ob-

stinacy, the organized workers encountered resistance from a

notable proportion of socialist publicans. These, adopting a

tactical outlook estranged from socialist principles, endeavoured

to alarm the comrades by insisting upon the dangers of their

campaign, and by predicting that if the consumers should suc-

ceed in forcing the producers to bear the new taxes, the govern-

ment, delighted to find that these taxes were not pressing upon
the masses of the people but were borne only by a restricted

class of brewers and factory owners, would hasten to introduce

new and yet heavier taxation, which could not fail to affect the

consumers.

To sem-aiL it mav be saidJ-.hat the petty bourgeoia.>ef-prele-

t^EiaJl_Ctdgin, aJihf^iTgJT^p AnnditTrm g nf ttn^JT—l-ifn -aTR-swt-as- a

riA>-jmtab1v_het,ter tban those of the-proletarian f:trata from
wbieh thev derive, constitute injiore tha.n one resppft, on ac-

t'ffiint nf the pfirtiVnIfir jritfrests thev repreRen.t.-9>-seiiaus-t)b-
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sta£Je-4Q--ttte-JQ£azajaLjnare]i.Qf_the working-claas-lfisieBS^-More-

OV,gf:"it hag t,P ^P T-PTTiPTnhfirp.fl that tlip inflnpripe of this new
R<!«a±nTn impy^w.tiMM i]

t
->mT-4Jnp party frnm ihp. mpntal point nf_vifiw

(in consequence of the new place whi«fe-4heafi_^em^Jt§_occupy

in the^_geiieral-ecaaQmic_ process) a m.arkedly:_pfi±tj^ bourgeois

stamp.



CHAPTER IV

THE NEED FOR THE DIFFERENTIATION OF THE
WORKING CLASS

EvEET individual member of the working class cherishes the

hope of rising into a higher social sphere which will guarantee

to him a better and less restricted existence-__I]ifi>W65]jman's

idearl io to -became a petty bourgeois.^ To non-initiates and to

superficial observers lEeSreTking etess members of the socialist

parties seem always to be petty bourgeois. The proletariat has

not been able to emancipate itself psychically from the social

environment in which it lives. For example, the German
worker, as his wages have increased, has acquired the disease

which is in the blood of the German petty bourgeoisie, the club-

mania. In every large town, and not a few small ones, there

is a swarm of working-class societies : gymnastic clubs, choral so-

cieties, dramatic societies; even smokers' clubs, bowling clubs,

rowing clubs, athletic clubs—all sorts of associations whose es-

sentially petty bourgeois character is not destroyed by the fact

that they sail under socialist colours. A bowling club remains

a bowling club even if it assumes the pompous name of "Sons
of Freedom Bowling Club."

Just as little as the bourgeoisie can the socialist workers be

regarded as a great homogeneous grey mass, although this con-

sideration does not modify the fact that since proletarians all

live by the sale of their only commodity, labour, the organized

socialist workers are, at least in theory, conscious of their own
unity in their common opposition to the owners of the means of

production and to the governmental representatives of these.

'According to Tullio Rossi Doria (Le Forze Democratiche ed il Fro-

gramma socialista, "Avanti," anno xiv, No. 30), every struggle for higher

wages has the same end in view. But as a rule the struggle for higher

wages is carried out by a trade union, and the aim of the trade unions

is to secure a better position for the manual workers, not to make them

petty bourgeois. The organized workers as a whole desire to live like the

petty bourgeois, but not to fulfil the economic function of these. They
wish to remain manual workers.

289
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Yet it cannot be denied that the actual system of manufacture

which unites under the same roof all the different categories of

workers employed in a modern establishment for the production

of railway-carriages, for instance, does not serve to overthrow

the barriers which separate the various sub-classes of workers.^

Nor is it less true, looking at the matter from the other side,

that there exists among the workers the sense of a need for

differentiation which will readily escape those who do not come

in personal contact with them. The kind of work, the rate of

wages, differences of race and climate, produce numerous shades

of difference alike in the mode of life and in the tastes of the

workers. As early as 1860 it was said :

'

' Bntre ouvriers il y a

des categories et un classement aristocratique. Les imprimeurs

prennent la tete; les chiffonniers, les vidangeurs, les egoutiers

ferment la marche. '
'
^ Between the compositor and the casual

labourer in the same country there exist differences in respect

of culture and of social and economic status riiore pronounced

than those between the compositor in one country and the small

manufacturer in another.* The discrepancy between the differ-

ent categories of workers is plainly displayed even in the trade-

union movement. We know, for example, that the policy of the

compositors' unions in Germany, France, and Italy differs from
that of the other unions, and also from that of the socialist

party, exhibiting a tendency towards the right, being more op-

portunist and more accommodating. In Germany, the composi-

tors' union has for its president a Rexhauser, and in France a

Keufer. We observe, too, in the conduct of the diamond-work-
ers in Holland and in Belgium the same unsocialistic, unprole-

tarian, and particularist tendencies. The aristocratic elements of

the working class, the best paid, those who approximate most
closely to the bourgeoisie, pursue tactics of their own. In the ac-

tive work of the labour movement, the division of the organized

masses into different social strata is often plainly manifest.

Working-class history abounds in examples showing how certain

fractions or categories of the proletariat have, under the influ-

ence of interests peculiar to their sub-class, detached themselves

^Rudolf Broda and Julius Deutsch, Has moderne Proletariat, Eeimer,
Berlin, 1910, p. 73.

"Edmond About, Le Progres, ed. cit., pp. 51-2.

' Cf . the interesting communication upon the increasing differentiation of
the working classes made by Hermann Herkner to the congress of the Verein
fiir Sozialpolitik held at Nuremberg in 1911 {Protoholl, pp. 122 et seq.).
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from the great army of labour and made common cause with the

bourgeoisie. Thus it happens, generally speaking, that the work-
ers in armaments factories have little sympathy with anti-mili-

tarist views. In the London congress of the Independent Labour
Party in 1910, the "Woolwich delegate, largely representing the

view of the employees at Woolwich arsenal, expressed strong

dissent from the opinion of those delegates who had brought

forward a resolution in favour of a restriction of armaments
and of compulsory arbitration in international disputes.^ Again,

the check which was sustained at Venice by the general strike of

protest against the Tripolitan campaign was due to the opposi-

tion of a section of the arsenal workers.* The very fact that

the cessation of work on May 1st is but a partial demonstration

renders it possible to divide the workers into two classes. One
consists of those who, thanks to better conditions of life and
other favourable circumstances, "can allow themselves the lux-

ury" of celebrating the 1st of May; the other comprises those

who by poverty or ill-fortune are compelled to remain at work.'

'""Volksstimme, " 1910, No. 76, fourth supplement.
" Exaggeration must be avoided here, and it is desirable to point out that

in the election of March 1912 in the Venetian constituency in whieh the

arsenal is situated, notwithstanding all kinds of adverse pressure, two
thousand electors expressed their definite disapproval of the African cam-
paign by voting for the intransigeant socialist Musatti ("Avanti, " anno
xvi. No. 85).

' The phrase quoted in the text is used by a correspondent of the '
' Volks-

stimme, " of Frankfort (Die Maifeier am ersten Maisonntag, Manifest-

Nummer, 1910, seventh supplement). The same article shows from how
distinctively capitalist an outlook the better-paid workers regard the May
Day celebration. We read as follows: "Now a few words upon the pecuni-

ary and principal question. By my occupation and as son of a socialist

publican I have come much in contact with working-class circles, and have

questioned a great many working men (many of them organized both
politically and industrially, and some of them earning as much as 45s. a
week) as to their attitude towards the May Day celebration. I am con-

vinced that notwithstanding all their idealism and willingness for self-

sacrifice, the more intelligent workers are disinclined to lose a day's wages
on behalf of May Day. The pecuniary sacrifice has no adequate relationship

to any practical or ideal aim! It would even seem that the better-paid

workers would be foolish to abstain from work on the 1st of May; for one

who has a daily earning of six: or seven shillings will, notwithstanding any
subsidy he may receive from the union, have to sacrifice a great deal more
(including what he will lose by being locked out

!
) than one who earns

no more than three or four shillings a day. The money devoted by the trade

unions to the payment of subsidies could be far better employed in giving

a more brilliant and imposing form to the May Day celebration."—The
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The need for differentiation is manifested still mor,e^learly

when^pre^onsider more extended groups of workers. !IIli&-differ-

pTi^~M^'^«>''^''-«^jjiB'''''^^i^""'^T^il'fi^ workers is primarily and^ pre-

/9r.Tnij3f|nt]j)r-gp?^|}^inj and displays itself in a. diffitH?etteerCf">^gk-

ing_ccmdi±ions. As time passes, this difference becCTies trans-

formed irLJa-a^verilvil ihi uLiss ditJllue biiaL

—

'XJM-siaHeSrBihd better

paid workers hold aloof fr"^" t>iP nnskinprl anrl wor-se paid work-

ers;—The-fQrmfir_aEe always organized, while the latter remaia

"free" labourers; and the fierce economic and social struggles

which occur between the two groups constitute one of the most

interesting phenomena of modern social history. This struggle,

which by the physiologist Angelo Mosso is termed ergomachia,

the struggle for the feeding-ground,^ is waged with ever-increas-

ing intensity. The organized workers demand from the unor-

ganized the strictest solidarity, and insist that the latter should

abandon work whenever they themselves are in conflict with the

employers. When this demand is not immediately complied

with, they insult the unorganized workers by the use of oppro-

brious names which have found a place in scientific terminology.

In France, in the days of Louis Philippe, they were called

hourmont and ragusa. At the present day they are in Germany
termed Streikirecher; in Italy, krundri; in England, blacklegs;

in America, scabs; in Hainault, gambes de bos; in France,

jaunes, renards, or bedouins; ' in Holland, onderkruipers; and

so on. It is incontestable that the grievances of the organized

workers against the unorganized are largely justified. On the

other hand, it cannot be denied that in the working class this

ergomachia is not essentially the outcome of differences between

the well-disposed workers and the ill-disposed, as masters and
men naively believe, of course inverting the roles. For the so-

cialists, in fact, the strikers are always heroes and the strike-

breakers are always villains ; whilst for the employers the strike-

breakers are honest and hardworking fellows, whilst the strikers

are idle good-for-nothings. In reality, ergomachia does not con-

sist of a struggle between two categories distinguished by ethical

writer in the "Volksstimme" alludes here to the proposal to abandon the

idea of abstaining from work on May 1st, and to celebrate the occasion

in the evening by a great festival.

'Angelo Mosso, Vita moderna degli Italiani, ed. cit., p. 178.

"Similarly in Italy, towards 1890, the term beduini was employed. Cf.

Sombart, Studien zur Entwiokhmgsgeschichte des italienisohen Proletariats,

"Archiv fiir Soz. Gese'^zg. u. Statistik," vol. vi, p. 235.

\
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characteristics, but is for the most part a war between the better-,

paid workers and the poorer strata of the proletariat. The lat-

ter, from the economic aspect, consist of those who are still eco-

nomically unripe for a struggle with the employers to secure

higher wages. "We often hear the most poverty-stricken workers,

conscious of their inferiority, contend that their wages are high
enough, whilst the better paid and organized workers declare that

the Tinorganized are working at starvation rates. One of the most
indefatigable of French socialist women ^^ has well said: "On
est presque tente d'excuser les trahisons de ces supplanteurs,

quand on a vu, de ses propres yeux vu, tout le tragique du prob-

leme des sans-travail en Angleterre. Dans les grands ports du
sud ou de I'ouest, on voit ranges, le long d'un mur de quale, des

milliers et des milliers d'affames, a la figure have, grelottants,

qui esperent se faire embaucher comma debardeurs. II en faut

quelques dizaines. Quand les portes s'ouvrent, c'est une ter-

rible ruee, une veritable bataille. Recemment, un de ces hommes,
les cotes presses, mourut etouffe dans la melee." The organ-

ized workers, on their side, do not consider themselves obliged

to exhibit solidarity towards the unorganized, even when they

are all sharing a common poverty during crises of unemploy-
ment. The German trades councils often demand that the sub-

sidies which (in accordance with the so-called Strasburg system)

are provided in certain large towns from the public funds to

render assistance in cases of unemployment, should be reserved

for the organized workers, declaring that the unorganized have
no claim to assistance.^^

The more fortunate workers do not only follow their natural

inclination to fight by all available means against their less well-

to-do comrades, who, by accepting lower wages, threaten the

higher standard of life of the organized workers—using in the

struggle, as always happens when economic interests conflict,

methods which disregard every ethical principle. They also

endeavour to hold themselves completely aloof. The union but-

ton is often, as it were, a patent of nobility which distinguishes

"Madame Sorgue, Setour d'Angleterre, "La Societe Nouvelle," xvi. No.

8, p. 197.
" The reader will find a more copious and more detailed study of this

matter in an essay compiled by the present writer in collaboration with his

wife. Michels, Das Froblem der ArbeitslosigTceit unci ihre BeTcampfung

durch die deutschen freien GewerTcschaften, "Archiv f. Sozialw.," xxxi,

September 2, 1910, pp. 479-81.
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its wearer from the plebs. This happens even when the unor-

ganized workers would like nothing better than to make com-

mon cause with the organized. In almost all the large British

and American trade unions there is manifest a tendency to cor-

x)oratism, to the formation of sharply distinguished working-

/ Ilass aristocracies.^^ The trade unions, having become rich and

I

towerful, no longer seek to enlarge their membership, but en-

Ideavour rather to restrict it by imposing a high entrance fee, by

/demanding a certificate of prolonged apprenticeship, and by

'other similar means, all deliberately introduced in order to re-

tain certain privileges in their own hands at the expense of other

workers following the same occupation. The anti-alien move-

ment is the outcome of the same professional egoism, and is es-

pecially conspicuous among the Americans and Australians, who

insist upon legislation to forbid the immigration of foreign

workers.^* The trade unions in such cases adopt a frankly

"nationalist" policy. In order to keep out the "undesirables"

they do not hesitate to appeal for aid to the "class-state," and

they exercise upon the government a pressure which may lead

their country to the verge of war with the labour-exporting

land.^* In Europe, too, we may observe, although here to a less

degree, the formation within the labour movement of closed

groups and coteries (and it is in this that the tendency to oli-

garchy consists), which arise in direct conflict with the theoreti-

cal principles of socialism. The workers employed at the Naples

arsenal, who recently demanded of the government that
'

' a third

of the new places to be filled should be allotted to the sons of

existing employees who are following their fathers' trade, "^^

are in sentiment by no means so remote from the world of our

day as might at first be imagined. As has been well said, "la

" Cf ., inter alia, Daniel De Leon, The Burning Question of Trades Union-

ism, Labour News Co., New York, 1906, p. 13.
1^ This phenomenon has recently been well expounded by an Italian polit-

ical economist, a member of the Conservative party—Giuseppe Prato, II

Protezzionismo operaio e I'Escliisione del Lavoro straniero, Soc. Tip-Editr.

Nazionale, Turia, 1910. This work, however, exhibits a certain tendency to

over-statement, and inclines to ignore the opposing ideological and social-

ist tendencies which are to-day manifest among the organized workers of

continental Europe.

"The American labour organizations have played a notable part in pro-

ducing tension between the United States and Japan, a tension which, a
few years ago, nearly culminated in war.

""Angelo Mosso, Vita moderna degli Italiani, ed. cit., p. 191.
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lutte de classe a pour objeetif de faire monter la classe inferieure
au niveau de la superieure, c'est ainsi que les revolutions reus-
sissent souvent, non a democratiser les eugeniques, mais a eu-
geniser les democrats. '

'
^^

The policy of social reform, whicli finds its most definite ex-
pression in labour legislation, does not entail the same advan-
'tages for all sections of the working class. For example, the
law which raises the minimum age of the factory worker will

have varying effects according as may vary the power of the
labour organizations, the rate of wages, the conditions of the la-

bour market, etc., in the different branches of industry or agri-

culture. Thus in certain categories of workers the effect of the
law wiU be a transient depression of the standard of life, whilst

in other cases it vsdll lead to a permanent elevation in that stand-
ard.^^ There results an even greater accentuation of the differ-

entiation which the proletarian groupings already present as the
outcome of national, local, and technical differences.

To sum up, it may be affirmed that in the contemporary work-
"ing class there is already manifest a horizontal stratification.

Within the quatrieme etat we see already the movements of the

embryonic cinquieme etat. One of the greatest dangers to the

socialist movement, and one which must not be lightly disre-

garded as impossible, is that gradually there may come into ex-

istence a number of different strata of workers, as the outcome
of the influence of a general increase of social wealth, in con-

junction with the efforts made by the workers themselves to ele-

vate their standard of life ; this may in many cases enable them
to secure a position in which, though they may not completely

lose the common human feeling of never being able to get

enough, from which even millionaires are not altogether ex-

empt, they will become so far personally satisfied as to be gradu-

ally estranged from the ardent revolutionary aspirations of the

masses towards a social system utterly different from our own—

;

"Cf. Eaoul de La Graeerie, Les Luttes Sociales, "Annales de I'lnstitut

intern, de Sociologie, " vol. xi, p. 185.

"It is for this reason that in debates concerning the beneficial or in-

jurious character of laws for the protection of labour and for the improve-

ment of housing conditions, it is altogether erroneous to answer the ques-

tions involved with a simple yes or no. In Italy, in especial, the dispute has

been conducted from a restricted outlook, although with great ardour and
brilliancy of thought. Cf., for example, the polemic in the review "II
Socialismo" during the year 1907 between Gina Lombroso and Tullio Kossi

Doria.
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aspirations born of privation.^^ Thus the working class will

become severed into two unequal parts, subject to perpetual fluc-

tuations in their respective size.

" '
' The more the personal well-being of the workman increases, the more

harshly practical does he tend to become. Whilst still paying his theoretical

tribute to the imperishable memory of Marx, what really interests him is

to gtve a more vigorous support to his union" (F. Namnann, Das Schidksal

des Marxismus, "Die Hilfe," xiv, No. 41^.



CHAPTER V

LABOUE LEADERS OF PROLETARIAN ORIGIN

Attempts have not been lacking to solve the insoluble problem,

how to obviate the leaders' dominion over the led. Among such

attempts, there is one which is made with especial frequency,

and which is advocated with considerable heat, to exclude all

' intellectuals from leadership in the working-class movement.

This proposal reflects the dislike of the intellectuals which, in

varying degrees, has been manifested in all countries and at all

times. It culminates in the artificial creation of authenticated

working-class leaders, and is based upon certain general social-

ist dogmas, mutilated or imperfectly understood, or interpreted

with undue strictness—on an appeal, for instance, to the prin-

ciple enunciated at the constitutive congress of the first Interna-

tional held at Geneva in 1866, that the emancipation of the work-

ers can be effected only by the workers themselves.

Above aU, however, such proposals are based upon an alleged

greater kinship between the leaders of proletarian origin and
the proletarians they lead. The leaders who have themselves

been manual workers are, we are told, more closely allied to the

masses in their mode of thought, understand the workers better,

experience the same needs as these, and are animated by the

same desires. There is a certain amount of truth in this, inas-

much as the ex-worker can not only speak with more authority

than the intellectual upon technical questions relating to his

former occupation, but has a knowledge of the psychology and
of the material details of working-class life derived from per-

sonal experience. It is unquestionably true that in the leaders of

proletarian origin, as compared with the intellectuals, we see

conspicuously exhibited the advantages of leadership as well as

the disadvantages, since the proletarian commonly possesses a

more precise understanding of the psychology of the masses,

knows better how to deal with the workers. From this circum-

stance the deduction is sometimes made that the ex-worker, when

he has become immersed in the duties of political leadership, wiU
297
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continue to preserve a steady and secure contact with the rank

and file, that he will choose the most practicable routes, and that

his own proletarian experiences will afford a certain safeguard

against his conducting the masses into regions and by-paths from

which they are by nature totally estranged.^

The central feature of the syndicalist theory is found in the

demand for direct action on the part of the trade union, enfran-

chised from the tutelage of socialist leaders predominantly bour-

geois in origin, the union being self-sufficient and responsible to

itself alone. Direct action means that the proletariat is to pur-

sue its aims without the intermediation of parliamentary repre-

sentation. Syndicalism is described as the apotheosis of prole-

tarian autonomy. Everything is to be effected by the energy,

initiative, and courage of individual workers. The organized

proletariat is to consist of an army of franc-tireurs, disembar-

rassed of the impotent general staff of effete socialist bureau-

crats, unhampered, autonomous, and sovereign.^ Passing, how-

ever, from fiction to fact, we find that the most substantial dif-

ference between syndicalism and political socialism, apart from
questions of tactics, is to be found in a difference of social ori-

gin in the leaders of the respective tendencies. The trade union •

is governed by persons who have themselves been workers, and
from this the advocates of syndicalism infer, by a bold logical

leap, that the policy of the leaders of working-class origin must
necessarily coincide with the policy of the proletariat.^

The syndicalist leaders are to be, both in the intellectual and .

moral sense, chosen manual workers.* The leader of working-
class origin is regarded as the Messiah who will cure all the ills

of proletarian organization; he is, in any case, the best of all

possible leaders.^

'It was this consideration which led the Milanese labour party, in the

year 1882 and subsequently, to decide that it would accept as members
none but manual workers. (Of. Michels, Eine exMusivistische Arieiter-

partei in Italien im Jdhre, 188S, "Archiv fiir Sozialismus, " Karl Griinberg,

Vienna, anno i, fasc. 2, pp. 291 et seq.

^Edouard Berth, Les nouveaux Aspects dv, Socialisme, Eivi6re, Paris,

1908, p. '30.

'EmUe Pouget, Le Parti du Travail, Bibl. Syndicaliste, Paris, No. 3,

p. 12.

* Fernand PeUoutier, Histoire des Bourses du Travail, ed. cit., p. 86.
" Among the great majority of the revisionist and reformist socialists we

find a similar tendency to overestimate the importance of leaders of working-
class origin.
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It is hardly necessary to point out that it is an illusion to
' imagine that by entrusting its affairs to proletarian leaders the
proletariat will control these affairs more directly than if the

1 leaders are lawyers or doctors. In both cases, all action is ef-

' fected through intermediaries. In the modern labour movement
it is impossible for the leader to remain in actual fact a manual
worker. Directly a trade union selects one of the comrades in

the factory to minister regularly to the collective interests in

return for a definite salary, this comrade is, consciously or not,

lifted out of the working class into a new class, that of the sal-

aried employees." The proletarian leader has ceased to be a
manual worker, not solely iu the material sense, but psychologi-

cally and economically as well. It is not merely that he has
ceased to quarry stones or to sole shoes, but that he has become
an intermediary just as much as his colleagues in leadership, the

lawyer and the doctor. In other words, as delegate and repre-

'sentative, the leader of proletarian origin is subject to exactly

the same oligarchical tendencies as is the bourgeois refugee who
has become a labour leader. The manual worker of former days
is henceforward a declasse.

Among all the leaders of the working class, it is the trade-

union leaders who have been most sympatheticaly treated in the

literature of the social sciences. This is very natural. Books are

written by men of science and men of letters. Such persons

are, as a rule, more favourably disposed towards the leaders of

the trade-union movement than towards the leaders of the politi-

cal labour movement, for the former do not, as do so often the

latter, encroach upon the writer's field of activity, nor disturb

his circle of ideas with new and intrusive theories. It is for

this reason that often in the same learned volume we find praise

of the trade-union leader side by side with blame of the socialist

leader.

It has been claimed that service as buffers between employers

and employed has led in the leaders to the development of ad-

mirable and precious qualities; adroitness and scrupulousness,

patience and energy, firmness of character and personal honesty.

It has even been asserted that they are persons of an exception-

ally chaste life, and this characteristic has been attributed to the

comparative absence of sexual desires which, in accordance with

the law of psychological compensation discovered by Guglielmo

Ferrero, is supposed to characterize all persons exceptionally de-

'Cf. supra, p. 277, note 22.
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voted to duty.' Two qualities in which most of the trade-union

leaders unquestionably excel are objective gravity and individual

good sense (often united with a lack of interest in and under-

standing of wider problems), derived from the exceptionally

keen sense they have of direct personal responsibility, and in

part perhaps from the dry and predominantly technical and ad-

ministrative quality of their occupations.* The trade-union

leaders have been deliberately contrasted with the verbal revo-

lutionists who guide the political labour movement, men of the

type of the loquacious Eabagas in Sardou's play, and, not with-

out exaggeration, there has been ascribed to the former a sound

political sense which is supposed to be lacking in the latter—^an

insight into the extraordinary complexity of social and economic

life and a keen understanding of the politically practicable."

The nucleus of truth which such observations contain is that

the trade-union leaders (leaving out of consideration for the

' Arturo Salueoi, La leoria dello Soiopero, Libr. Moderna, Genoa, 1902, p,

151. Salucci goes so far as to affirm that while the trade-union leaders

marry quite young, marriage is for them not so much a union for sexual

purposes as a matter of "comfort to them in their lives of continual

agitation." The analyses produced by many authors of the psychology of

trade-union leaders remind us at times of the reports of travellers in

foreign lands, who tell us of human beings altogether different from those

with whom we are acquainted, and even of actions which appear utterly

opposed to nature. Herein we have a criterion which leads us to doubt the

trustworthiness of such reports, even when they are not adorned with stories

of matters demonstrably false, as of dragons, centaurs, and other mythical
monsters. (Cf. David Himie, Enquiries Concerning the Human Under-
standing, ed. Clar. Press, edited by Selby-Bigge, Oxford, 1902, p. 84).
The exaggeration which is so often manifested in the enumeration and

description of the good qualities of the trade-union leaders can be explained
on political grounds. It arises from the satisfaction felt in bourgeois circles

with the practical tendencies of these leaders, and from the hope that is

placed in them by the opponents of revolutionary socialism.

'Even the opponents of such men in the labour movement do not deny
what is said in the text. For instance, Ernesto Cesare Longobardi, in an
article criticizing the tactics of the Italian General Confederation of Labour,
admits that the members of the executive committee of this body display
technical competence, familiarity with the problems of working-class life,

and unremitting industry {La Crisi nelle Organizzasioni operaie, '
' II Vian-

dante," anno i. No. 29).

"Werner Sombart, Vennoch! Aus Theorie u. Geschichte der GewerTcschaft-
lichen Arbeiterlewegung, Fischer, Jena, 1900, pp. 90-1; Salucci, La Teoria
dello Sciopero, ed. cit., p. 152; Herkner, Die Arleiterfrage, ed. cit., p. 156;
Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Industrial Democracy, ed. cit., p. 152; Paul de
Eousiers, Le Trade-unionisme en Angleterre, Colin, Paris, 1897, p. 368;
Bdu^rd Bernstein, Die Arieiterbewegung, ed. cit., p. 147.
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present those of syndicalist tendency) differ in many respects
from the leaders of political socialism.

Among the trade-union leaders themselves, however, there are
'great differences, corresponding to the different phases of the
' trade-union movement. The qualities requisite for the leadership
of an organisation whose finances are still weak, and which de-

votes itself chiefly to propaganda and strikes, must necessarily

differ from those requisite for the leadership of a trade union
supplying an ahundance of solid benefits and aiming above all

at peaceful practical results. In the former ease the chief re-

quisites are enthusiasm and the talents of the preacher. The
work of the organizer is closely analogous to that of the rebel

or the apostle. According to certain critics, these qualities may
well be associated, above all in the early days of the proletarian

movement, with the crassest ignorance.^" During this period,

propaganda is chiefly romantic and sentimental, and its objective

is moral rather than material. Very different is it when the
• movement is more advanced. The great complexity of the du-

ties which the trade union has now to fulfil and the increasing

importance assumed in the life of the union by financial, tech-

nical, and administrative questions, render it necessary that the

agitator should give place to the employee equipped with tech-

nical knowledge. The commercial traveller in the class struggle

is replaced by the strict and prosaic bureaucrat, the fervent

idealist by the cold materialist, the democrat whose convictions

are (at least in theory) absolutely firm by the conscious autocrat.

Oratorical activity passes into the background, for administra-

tive aptitudes are now of the first importance. Consequently, in

this new period, while the leadership of the movement is less

noisy, less brilliant, and less glorious, it is of a far more solid

character, established upon a much sounder practical compe-

tence. The leaders are now differentiated from the mass of their

followers, not only by their personal qualities as specialists en-

dowed with insight and mastery of routine, but in addition by
the barrier of the rules and regulations which guide their own
actions and with the aid of which they control the rank and file.

The rules of the German federation of metal-workers occupy

forty-seven printed pages and are divided into thirty-nine para-

graphs, each consisting of from ten to twelve sections.^^ Where

'° Fausto Pagliari, Le Organieeazioni e i loro Impiegati, ed. cit., p. 6.

" Herkner, Die Arbeiterfrage, ed. cit., p. 116.—It may be noted that the

abundance of rules and regulations is one of the historical causes of the
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is the workman who would not lose himself in such a labyrinth ?

The modern trade-union official, above all if he directs a federa-"

tion, must have precise knowledge of a given branch of industry,

and must know how at any moment to form a sound estimate of

the comparative forces of his own organization and the adver-

saries'.

He must be equally well acquainted with the technical and

with the economic side of the industry. He must know the

cost of manufacture of the commodities concerned, the source

and cost of the raw materials, the state of the markets, the

wages and conditions of the workers in diEEerent regions. He
must possess the talents at once of a general and those of a

diplomatist.^^

These excellent qualities of the trade-union leader are not

"

always compatible with the democratic regime, and indeed they

often conflict unmistakably with the conditions of this regime.

It is especially in the ex-manual worker that the love of power

manifests itself with the greatest intensity. Having just suc-

ceeded in throwing off the chains he wore as a wage-labourer and

a vassal of capital, he is least of all disposed to indue new chains

which will bind him as a slave of the masses. Like all freed-

men, he has a certain tendency to abuse his newly acquired free-

dom—a tendency to libertinage. In all countries we learn from
experience that the working-class leader of proletarian origin is

apt to be capricious and despotic. He is extremely loath to tol-

erate contradiction. This trait is doubtless partly dependent
upon his character as parvenu, for it is in the nature of the

parvenu to maintain his authority with extreme jealousy, to

regard all criticism as an attempt to humiliate him and to

diminish his importance, as a deliberate and ill-natured allusion

to his past. Just as the converted Jew dislikes references to his

Hebrew birth, so also the labour leader of proletarian origin

distance which has been established between the class of employees and the

mass. Colbert tells us that the French bureaucracy was born out of the

mania for codification. "Son oppression devint inquifete, difEuse, minu-
tieuse, et se perdit dans une telle g6ngration de rfeglements que, par exemple,
le seul code des marchands de bois de Paris egale en volume tout le Corps
du Droit Eomain" (Lemontey, Essai sur I'Etablissement monaroMque de
Louis XIV, ed. cit., p. 339).—Enough has been said to enable us to judge
the value of the opinion sometimes expressed (cf. Octors, De Catedhismus
van den Werlcman, ed. cit., p. 21) that the problem of trade-union organiza-
tion is so simple that any workman can master it.

"C. Pagliari, Le Organizzasioni, etc., ed. cit., p. 7.
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dislikes any references to his state of dependence and his posi-

tion as an employee.

Nor must it be forgotten that, like all self-made men, the

trade-union leader is intensely vain. Although he commonly
possesses extensive knowledge of material details, he lacks gen-

eral culture and a wide philosophical view,^^ and is devoid of

the secure self-confidence of the born leader; for these reasons

he is apt to show himself less resistant than he should be towards

the interested and amiable advances of bourgeois notables. In

a letter to Sorge, Engels wrote of England :
^* " The most re-

pulsive thing in this country is the bourgeois 'respectability'

which has invaded the very blood and bone of the workers. The
organization of society into firmly established hierarchical grada-

tions, in which each one has his proper pride, but also an inborn

respect for his 'betters' and 'superiors,' is taken so much as a

matter of course, is so ancient and traditional, that it is com-

paratively easy for the bourgeois to play the part of seducers.

For example, I am by no means sure that John Burns is not

prouder in the depths of his soul of his popularity with Car-

dinal Manning, the Lord Mayor, and the bourgeoisie in general,

than of his popularity among his own class. Even Tom Mann,

whom I regard as the best of these leaders of working-class

origin, is glad to talk of how he went to lunch with the Lord

Mayor."
In Germany, one of the few "class-conscious" German

workers who have come into personal contact with William

II did not venture in the royal presence to give expression to

his convictions or to manifest his fidelity to the principles of

" The twilight of culture which has been dispersed through the proletariat

through the participation of modern workers in politics and in intellectual

discussions bearing upon political life, often produces in the minds of such

persons an attitude which Sombart rather unhappily terms "dogmatism"
(Werner Sombart, Das Proletariat, Kiitten u. Loening, Frankfort-on-the

Main, 1906, p. 84), but one which ia certainly not apt to contribute to

freedom of the spirit. It is very natural that this should be so. The share

of culture which the modern working man has won for himself at an

incredible cost of physical and mental energy necessarily seems to him

(who lacks leisure and adequate preliminary knowledge to make a good

use of what he has learned, and who lacks the ability to control the ac-

curacy of his own mental acquirements) a noli me tangere, an invaluable

treasure, which must be relentlessly and zealously guarded against all

criticism (his own or another's) precisely because it has been won by so

much labour.
^ Briefe und Aussiige, etc., ed. cit., pp. 324-5.
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his party.^'' There already exists in the proletariat an extensive

stratum consisting of the directors of cooperative societies, the

secretaries of trade unions, the trusted leaders of various or-

ganizations, whose psychology is entirely modelled upon that of

the bourgeois classes with whom they associate.^^

The new environment exercises a potent influence upon the

ex-manual worker. His manners become gentler and more re-

fined." In his daily association with persons of the highest

birth he learns the usages of good society and endeavours to as-

similate them. Not infrequently the working-class deputies en-

deavour to mask the change which has occurred. The socialist

leaders, and the same is true of the democratic-Christians and

the trade-union leaders, if of working-class origin, when speak-

ing to the masses like to describe themselves as working men.

By laying stress upon their origin, upon the characteristics

they share with the rank and file, they ensure a good reception

and inspire affection and confidence. During the elections of

1848 in France it was the mode for candidates to speak of them-

selves as ouvriers. This was not simply a title of honour, but

also a title which helped to success. No less than twenty-one of

these ouvriers thus secured election. The real signification of

""Arbeiterzeitimg" of Dortmund, September 16, 1903: "In the year

1900, the representatives of the Imperial Insurance Institute were com-

manded to an audience at the court, on the occasion of the inauguration of

the new administrative building in Berlin. The stucco-worker Buchholz,

well known in trade-union circles, was present with his colleagues. Buchholz,

who was wearing the iron cross, attracted the personal attention of William
II. The king was apparently aware of Buchholz 's position as a socialist,

and said: 'I believe the socialists are all opponents of the monarchy!!'

Buchholz promptly answered: 'No, Tour Majesty, not all! '
"

" The princes of the anoien regime, being profound psychologists, knew
better than the socialists of to-day how to value at its worth the influence

of environment upon personality. In the political testament of Augustus
II of Saxony, King of Poland, we find a remarkable passage in which he
recommended his successor to change ambassadors frequently, for they were
apt to accommodate themselves to the interests of the court to which they
were accredited, and to allow themselves to be overcome by the influences

of their new environment (Paul Haake, Ein Folitisches Testament Konig
Augusts der StarTcen, "Historische Zeitschrift, " Ixxxvii, fasc. 1, p. 7).
" '

' Among the fifty-eight socialist deputies, there are at least thirty who
come from the factory or the workshop and whose natural temperamental
energy has never been chastened by the discipline of the drawing-room; it

should certainly give occasion for astonishment to the bourgeois that they
are almost invariably well-behaved, that they hardly ever break the con-

ventions" (Maximilian Harden, "Zukunft," anno x, No. 2, December 6,

1902).
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this title may be learned from a study of the list of candidates

presented by the modern socialist party in France, Italy, and
elsewhere; here we find that a master-tinsmith (a man who
keeps a shop and is therefore a petty bourgeois) describes him-

self as a "tinker," and so on. It even happens that the same
candidate will describe himself as a workman in an electoral ad-

dress intended for working-class readers, and as an employer in

an appeal to the bourgeoisie. "When they have entered Parlia-

ment, some of the ex-manual workers continue, more or less os-

tentatiously, to difEerentiate themselves by their dress from
their bourgeois colleagues. But it is not by such external signs

of a proletarian origin that they can hope to prevent the internal

change, which was described by Jaures (before his own adhesion

to socialism) in the following terms: "Les deputes ouvriers qui

arrivent au Parlement s'embourgeoisent vite, au mauvais sens du
mot ; ils perdent leur seve et leur energie premiere, et il ne leur

reste plus qu'une sorte de sentimentalite de tribune."^®

Inspired with a foolish self-satisfaction, the ex-worker is apt

to take pleasure in his new environment, and he tends to become
indifferent and even hostile to all progressive aspirations in the

' democratic sense. He accommodates himself to the existing

order, and ultimately, weary of the struggle, becomes even rec-

onciled to that order.^' What interest for them has now the

dogma of the social revolution? Their own social revolution

has already been effected. At bottom, all the thoughts of these

leaders are concentrated upon the single hope that there shall

long continue to exist a proletariat to choose them as its dele-

gates and to provide them with a livelihood.^" Consequently

"Jean JaurSs, "Depeche de Toulouse," November 12, 1887.

"Max Weber, a few years ago, advised the German princes, if they

wished to appease their terrors of socialism, to spend a day on the

platform at a socialist congress, so that they might convince them-

selves that in the whole crowd of assembled revolutionists "the
dominant type of expression was that of the petty bourgeois, of the

self-satisfied innkeeper," and that there was no trace of genuine revo-

lutionary enthusiasm (Max Weber's speech at the Magdeburg congress

of the Verein fiir Sozialpolitik, stenographic report of the sitting,

October 2, 1907).

"Madeleine Pelletier {La Fin du Quesdisme, "Guerre Sociale," iii,

No. 4), writing of the evolution of the French labour leaders, says:

"Mais I'age, la maladie, gtaient venus et l'an§nergie avec eux. Autour

du MaJtre s'fitaient formes des centaines d'616ves que la lutte des

classes avaient fait deputes, conseillers gen§raux et municipaux, mairea,

secretaires de mairie et qui, enchant§s de I'aubaine, songeaient, sans
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they contend that what is above all necessary is to organize, to

organize unceasingly, and that the cause of the workers will

not gain the victory until the last worker has been enrolled in

the organization. Like aU the beati possidentes, they are poor

fighters. They incline, as in England, to a theory in accordance

with which the workers and the capitalists are to be united in a

kind of league, and to share, although still unequally, in the

profits of a common enterprise. Thus the wages of the la-

bourers become dependent upon the returns of the business. This

doctrine, based upon the principle of what is known as the

sliding-scale, throws a veil over all existing class-antagonisms

and impresses upon labour organizations a purely mercantile

and technical stamp. If a struggle becomes inevitable, the

leader undertakes prolonged negotiations with the enemy; the

more protracted these negotiations, the more often is his name
repeated in the newspapers and by the public. If he con-

tinues to express "reasonable opinions," he may be sure of

securing at once the praise of his opponents and (in most cases)

the admiring gratitude of the crowd.

Personal egoism, pusillanimity, and baseness are often as-

sociated with a fund of good sense and wide knowledge, and so

intimately associated that a distinction of the good qualities

from the bad becomes a difficult matter. The hotheads, who
are not lacking among the labour leaders of proletarian origin,

become cool. They have acquired a conscientious conviction

that it would be a mistake to pursue an aggressive policy,

which would in their view not merely fail to bring any profit,

but would endanger the results hitherto attained. Thus in most
cases two orders of motives are in operation, the egoistic and
the objective, working hand in hand. The resultant of these

influences is that state of comparative calm proper to the labour
leader, regarding which an employee of one of the trade unions
has expressed himself with great frankness: "It is no matter
for reproach, but is perfectly comprehensible, that when we
were all still working at the bench and had to get along as

best we could with our small wages, we had a keener personal
interest in a speedy change of the existing social order than
we have in our present conditions. " ^^ Such a state of mind will

oser I'avouer, que le besoin d'une revolution sociale ne se faisait plus aussi

vivement son tir qu'au temps oi ils gagnaient cent sous par jour."
^ Kloth, leader of the bookbinders ' union, speaking at the conference

of the trade-union executives in Berlin, 1906 {Protoholl, p. 10). In the
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be yet further reinforced if the former manual worker should be,

as he often is, engaged in journalistic work. Although in most
cases he will with admirable diligence have amassed a con-

siderable amount of knowledge, he has not had the necessary

preliminary training to enable him to assemble, re-elaborate,

and assimilate the elements of his knowledge to constitute a

scientific doctrine, or even to create for himself a system of

directive ideas. Consequently his personal inclinations towards
quietism cannot be neutralized, as unquestionably happens in

the case of many Marxists, by the preponderant energy of a

comprehensive theory. Marx long ago recognized this defect in

proletarian leaders, saying: "When the workers abandon
manual labour to become professional writers, they almost al-

ways make a mess of the theoretical side."^^

We see, then, that the substitution of leaders of proletarian

origin for those of bourgeois origin offers the working-class

movement no guarantee, either in theory or in practice, against

the political or moral infidelity of the leaders. In 1848, when
the elections ordered by the provisional government took place

in France, eleven of the deputies who entered the Chamber
were members of the working class. No less than ten of these

promptly abandoned the labour programme on the strength of

which they had been elected.^^ A yet more charactertistic ex-

ample is furnished by the history of the leaders of the Italian

branch of the International (1868-79). Here the leaders, who
were for the most part derived from the bourgeoisie and the

nobility, nearly all showed themselves to be persons of dis-

tinguished worth. The only two exceptions were men of work-

ing-class origin. Stefano Caporusso, who spoke of himself as

"the model workingman," embezzled the funds of the socialist

group of Naples, of which he was the president; while Carlo

Terzaghi, president of the section of Turin, turned out to be

a police spy and was expelled from the party.^* Speaking gen-

erally, we learn from the history of the labour movement that a

socialist party is exposed to the influence of the political en-

ProtoJcoll it is here noted that there were vigorous cries of objection,

and also the remark, "What you say applies still more to the employees

of the socialist party." (Cf. supra, p. 146.)

"Letter to Sorge, October 19, 1877, Briefe u. Aussiige, etc., ed.

cit., p. 159.

"Arthur Arnould, Eistoire populaire et parlementaire de la Com-
mune de Paris, Kistemaekera, Brussels, 1878, vol. ii, p. 43.

^ Cf. MichelSj Froletariato et Borghesia, etc., ed. cit., pp. 72 et seq.
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vironment in proportion to the degree in which it is genuinely

proletarian in character. The first deputy of the Italian socialist

party (which at that time consisted exclusively of manual work-

ers), Antonio Maffi, a type-founder, elected to parliament in

1882, speedily joined one of the bourgeois sections of the left,

declaring that his election as a working man did not make it

necessary for him to set himself in opposition to the other

classes of society.^^ In France, the two men who under the

Second Empire had been the leaders of the Proudhonists, Henri

Louis Tolain, the engraver, and Fribourg, the compositor, and

who at the first international congress in Geneva (1866) had

urgently advocated an addition to the rules to effect the ex-

elusion of all intellectuals and bourgeois from the organization,

when the Commune was declared in 1871 ranged themselves on

the side of Thiers, and were therefore expelled from the In-

ternational as traitors. It may be added that Tolain ended his

career as a senator under the conservative republic. Odger,

the English labour leader, a member of the general council of

the International, abandoned this body after the insurrection

in Paris. It is true that he was in part influenced in this

direction by his objection to the dictatorial methods of Marx.
But Marx could rejoin, not without reason, that Odger had
wished merely to make use of the International to acquire the

confidence of the masses, and that he was ready to turn his

back upon socialism as soon as it seemed to him an obstacle to

his political career. A similar case was that of Lucraft, also

on the general council of the International, who secured an
appointment as school inspector under the British government.^"

In a word, it may said that when the forces of the workers are

led against the bourgeoisie by men of working-class origin,

the attack is always less vigorous and conducted in a way less

accordant with the alleged aims of the movement than when the

leaders of the workers spring from some other class. A French
critic, referring to the political conduct of the working-class

leaders of the proletariat, declares that alike intellectually and
morally they are inferior to the leaders of bourgeois origin,

lacking the education and the culture which these possess. The
same writer declares that the behaviour of many of the leaders

of working-class origin cannot fail to contribute to the intensive

''Alfredo Angiolini, Cinquent'anni di Socialismo in Italia, ed. cit.,

pp. 180-6.

"'Gr. Jaeckh, Die Internationale, ed. cit., p. 152.
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culture of anti-parliamentarist tendencies. "Apres le regne de

la feodalite, nous ayons eu le regne de la bourgeoisie. Apres le

bourgeois, aurons-nous le contremaitre ?—^Notre ennemi, c'est

notre maitre, a dit La Fontaine. Mais le maitre le plus redout-

able, c'est celui qui sort de nos rangs et qui, a force de mensonges

et de roublardises, a su s'elever jusqu'au pouYoir." ^'

It was hoped that the energetic entry of the proletariat upon
the world-stage would have an ethically regenerative influence,

that the new elements would exercise a continuous and un-

wearied control over the public authorities, and that (endowed

with a keen sense of responsibility) they would strictly control

the working of their own organizations. These anticipations

have been disappointed by the oligarchical tendencies of the

workers themselves. As Cesare Lombroso pointed out without',

contradiction in an article published in the central organ of'

the Italian socialist party, the more the proletariat approxi-

mates to the possession of the power and the wealth of the

bourgeoisie, the more does it adopt all the vices of its opponent

and the more does it become an instrument of corruption.
'

' Th^fflr'feerfi.arise-all-t^se subdivisions of our sa:caUed_poBular

parties, which have all thg~vit5es""oOhe bonrgeeS^ftarHiir^whieh

claim'"an3~often__gc^ess a prestige among the peonle, and which

easily>^coma-4be-ieefe-.Q£' ^overninentaIcorruptiofl_5ailktg'^

der TiEeral colours in their name."~^ We have sufficient ex- 1

amplesTn~European history, even in that of very recent date,

of the manner in which the artificial attempt to retain the

party leadership in proletarian hands has led to a political

misoneism against which the organized workers of all countries

have every reason to be on their guard. The complaint so

frequently voiced by the rank and file of the socialists that

almost all the defects of the movement arise from the flooding

of the proletarian party with bourgeois elements are merely

the outcome of ignorance of the historical characteristics of the

period through which we are now passing.

"Flax (Victor M6ric), Coutant (d'lvry), "Hommes du Jour," Paris,

908, No. 32.

« Cesare Lombroso, I Frutti di un Voto, "Avanti," No. 2987 (AprU

27, 1905). The criminologist Kaffaele Garofalo prophesies that the

protelariat wUl follow in the footsteps of the bourgeoisie, "that tiers Stat

which was to substitute its youthful energies for a decadent and degen-

erate aristocracy," but which instead of doing this "has displayed a

hundred-fold the defects and the corruption of its predecessors" (Garo-

falo, La Superstisiione socialista, Turin, 1894, p. 178).
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The leaders of tke democratic parties do not present every-

where the same type, for the complex of tendencies by which

they are influenced necessarily varies in accordance with en-

vironment, national character, climate, historical tradition, etc.

The United States of America is the land of the almighty

dollar. In no other country in the world does public life seem

to be dominated to the same extent by the thirst for gold. The

unrestricted power of capital necessarily involves corruption.

In America, however, this corruption is not merely exhibited

upon a gigantic scale, but, if we are to believe American

critics, has become a recognized institution.^* Whilst in Europe

such corruption gives rise to censure and anger, in America it is

treated with indifference or arouses no more than an indulgent

smile. Lecky declares that if we were to judge the Americans

solely by the manner in which they conduct themselves in

public life, our judgments would be extremely unfavourable

—

and unjust.^"

We cannot wonder, then, that North America should be pre-

eminently the country in which the aristocratic tendencies of

the labour leaders, fostered by an environment often permeated,

as has just been explained, by a gross and unrefined materialism,

" The extent to wMeh, in the States, corruption has progressed among
the representatives of the people would seem to be displayed by a news-

item recently circulated in the principal European papers. In this

we were told that a society had been formed in Washington, known as

the "Private Secretaries' Union," which was to protect its members
against being plundered by the American popular representatives. The
members of the House of Representatives are paid, in addition to their

salary of $7,500 a year, a sum of $1,500 for a secretary. The congress-

men receive this supplement personally, but must furnish documentary
proof that the amount is paid over to a secretary. Many of these states-

men, being of a thrifty disposition, engage a shorthand writer for the

session at a fee of $500, and pocket the balance. Others install relatives

of their own as private secretaries, so that all the money shall be kept in

the family. Another arrangement is for five of the congressmen to combine

to employ a common secretary, who receives $3,000 a year, but each of

the five employers clears $900 by the transaction. Thus there are numerous
variations, but in any case the private secretary fails to secure all the

fruits of his labour.

'"W. E. H. Lecky, Democracy and Liberty, ed. cit., vol. i, pp. 113-14.

According to Eobert Clarkson Brooks (Corruption m American Politics and
Life, Dodd Mead & Co., New York, 1910, p. 54), the corruption existing

in the States is merely the expression of the higher moral level of public

life: "If monarchies are less corrupt than democracies, it is also true

that monarchies do not repose so much faith in the fundamental honesty

of their citizens as do democracies."
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should have developed freely and upon a gigantic scale. The
leaders of the American proletariat have merely followed the
lead of the capitalism by which the life of their country is

dominated. The consequence is that their party life has also

become essentially plutocratic.^^ "When they have secured an
improved rate of wages and similar advantages, the officials of
the trade unions, wearing evening dress, meet the employers in
sumptuous banquets. At congresses it is the custom to offer

foreign delegates, and even their wives, valuable gifts, jewellery,

etc. The special services of the leaders are rewarded by in-

creases of salary, which sometimes attain considerable figures.

We learn from indisputable authority that many of the labour
leaders, and especially of the trade-union leaders, regard their

positions simply as a means for personal advancement. Ac-
cording to the testimony of the well-informed, the American
working class has hitherto produced few leaders of whom it

has any reason to be proud. Many of them shamelessly and
unscrupulously exploit for personal ends the posts which they
have secured through the confidence of their fellow-workmen.
Taken as a whole, the American labour leaders have been
described as "stupid and cupid."^^ "We owe to Gaylord "Wil-

shire, himself also an American and a socialist, the following
unflattering picture of the socialist leader: "He is a man who
often expresses a social dissatisfaction based upon personal
failure. He is very apt to be loud rather than profound. He
is, as a rule, not an educated man, and his demands and urgings
are based too often on ignorance. " ^^ Intelligent and honest
workmen are consequently repelled from the labour organiza-

tions or induced to follow false paths. "We have even been told

that not a few labour leaders are altogether in the hands of

the capitalists. Being uneducated parvenus, they are extremely

sensible to flattery,^* but this seems to be among the least of

their defects. In many cases they are no more than paid

servants of capital. The "Union Officer" then becomes a

"In 1909 the congress of the American labour organizations made
a special grant of $4,000 each to Grompers, Morrison, and Mitchell, who
had been condemned by the Supreme Court for offences connected with
the labour movement.
"Austin Lewis, The Bise of the American Proletariat, ed. cit., p.

200.
°^ Gaylord Wilshire, Wilshire Editorials, WilsMre Book Co., New York,

1906, p. 140.

"Austin Lewis, op. cit., p. 202.
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"boss" in the hands of the enemy, a "scab" or, to use a still

more significant American expression, "a labour lieutenant of

the capitalist class. " ^' It is from the socialists themselves that

we learn almost incredible details regarding certain categories

of American workers who have achieved a privileged position,

but who are utterly devoid of moral sense. Among the best

organized unions there are some which enter into regular treaties

with the capitalists in their respective branches of industry

in order to exploit the consumer and to effect with the capitalist

a friendly division of the spoil.^" In other cases, the leaders

of a federation of trade unions, bribed by one group of em-

ployers, will organize strikes among the employees of another

group. On the other hand, many strikes which are progressing
'

favourably for the workers come abruptly to an end because

the employers have made it worth the leaders' while to caU

the strike off. The absence of socialist tendencies among the

American workers, their lack of class consciousness, have been

noted with admiration by distinguished writers and leading

members of the employing class, who praise these workers for

their exceptional intelligence, and hold them up as examples

to the degenerate and lazy European working men.^^ Yet these

same intelligent American workers are led by the nose by such

men as we have been describing, and appear to be the only

ones who fail to notice the misdeeds of the labour leaders. In-

deed, they favour these misdeeds by refusing to work at the

same bench with those of their comrades who, more perspicacious

than themselves, have attracted the enmity of the leaders by

discovering and unmasking the frauds of the latter.^*

The history of the organized working class in North America
certainly rivals, in respect of the frequent occurrence of cor-

ruption, the history of a part of the capitalist class in the

same country. A historian of the American labour movement
exclaims: "It is in both eases a sordid and dreary tale and,

in the case of organized labour, is unrelieved to a disappointing

degree by the heroism and sentiment which have played such

°° Daniel De Leon, The Burning Question of Trades-Unionism, ed. cit.,

pp. 10-12, 41^3.
" George D. Herron, The Day of Judgment, Kerr, Chicago, 1904, p. 17.

•—See also Werner Sombart, Warum gibt es in den Vereinigten Staaten

Iceinen Sozialismus?, ed. cit., p. 33.

"Of., for example, E. Cauderlier, L'Evolution Seonomique du XIX
sieele, Brussels, 1903, p. 209.

"De Leon, ed. cit., p. 12.
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a conspicuous part in the labour movements of other countries.

The cynicism of a civilization based on cash seems to have
found its way into the bones of both capitalist and proletarian.^"

The American labour movement is the purest in respect of its

proletarian composition and is at the same time the richest in

examples of social perversion. Side by side with the vulgar
and interested corruption to which we have referred, there

exists, indeed, a corruption which arises from idealism, and
the latter must not be confused with the former. It some-

times happens that the leader allows himself to be induced by
pecuniary considerations to attack a given party, the money
being furnished by other parties or by the government. That
he should do this presupposes, indeed, that his point of view
regarding money is non olet; but he acts as he does exclusively

in the interest of his party, and not a penny of the money he
receives goes into his own pocket. An American political econ-

omist has justly pointed out that such corruption sometimes

involves a heroic capacity for self-sacrifice on the part of the

leader who, to secure advantages for the party with the foreign

money, faces the fiercest attacks and the worst suspicions, and
even, if need be, accepts his own political annihilation. He
offers up his honour to the party, the greatest sacrifice that

a man of honour can make.'*" Of this kind, for example, is

the corruption of which the leaders of the political labour move-

ment have frequently been accused by the liberals, namely,

when they have accepted money from the conservatives or from
the government in order to fight liberals or radicals. There

are not a few instances of this kiad in the history of the inter-

national labour movement. Thus, in England, during the gen-

eral election of 1885, the leaders of the Social Democratic

Federation, in order to run two candidates in metropolitan

constituencies, accepted money from the tory party, whose aim

it was to split the votes of its opponents, and thus to secure the

defeat of the liberal candidates ;
*^ the sum payable in this

case was determined by the number of votes given to the

socialist candidate, £8 for every vote.*^ Similarly, Constantino

°° Austin Lewis, op. cit., p. 196.

"Eobert Clarkson Brooks, op. cit., pp. 65 et seq.

"Stegmann and Hugo [Lindemann], Sandbuch des Soz., ed. cit., p.

180.

"Bernard Shaw, The Fabian Society: What it has done: How it has

done it, Fabian Society, Lond., 1892, p. 6.
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Lazzari, leader of the Milanese labour party, accepted from

the government the sum of 500 lire to carry on an electoral

struggle against the bourgeois radicals.*^ In Germany, the

conduct of Schweitzer during the last years in which he was
president of the AUgemeine Deutsche Arbeiterverein, conduct

which led to accusations of corruption in which Bebel joined,

appears to have been dictated by similar considerations. Such
at least is the impression produced by a perusal of the various

references to the matter made by Gustav Mayer.** In none of

these cases is it fair to accuse the party leaders of personal

corruption, since the money was not accepted for personal ends

but for the supposed advantage of the party. Whether such

procedures are politically wise, whether they make for the

general advance of political morality, are different questions.

Indubitably their influence on the mentality of the masses is

not educational in a good sense. They are, moreover, especially

dangerous to the leaders' own morale. Corruption for honour-
able motives is likely to be succeeded by corruption for dis-

honourable. If the method were to be accepted as a regular

and legitimate element of party politics, it would be easy for

able but unscrupulous leaders to put a portion of the price of

corruption into their own pockets, and yet to remain more
"useful" to the party than their disinterested and conscien-

tious colleagues.*^ This would be the beginning of the end,

and would open the door to plutocracy in the party.

It cannot be said that the English labour leaders are in these

respects greatly superior to the American, although in England,
perhaps, corruption assumes a more subtle and less obvious form.
At the Amsterdam congress (1906) Bebel related in a private
conversation what Marx and Engels had said to him once in

London: "English socialism would certainly be far more
advanced than it is to-day had not the capitalists been clever

enough to check the movement by corrupting its leaders."*'
Hyndman, the leader of the English Marxists, a man of bour-
geois origin who sacrificed a diplomatic career for the sake

*' Alfredo Angiolini, Cinquant'anni di Socialismo in Italia, Nerbini,
Florence, 1900, 1st ed., p. 135.

"Gustav Mayer, J. B. Schweitzer, ed. cit, pp. 129, 161, 181, 195, 321,
379.

* Of. also R. C. Brooks, op. cit., p. 66 : and supra, note 12, p. 231.
"Daniel De Leon, Flashlights of the Amsterdam Congress, Labour

News Co., New York, 1906, p. 41.

/
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of socialism, relates in his memoirs that many of the working-
class leaders, and among these the most energetic and the most
gifted, after having acquired a genuine political culture with
the aid of socialists of bourgeois origin, have not hesitated to

sell this new acquirement to the bourgeoisie. Nor do the
workers themselves complain of this, for, full of admiration
for what they call the cleverness of their leaders, they have
by their votes rendered possible the gradual rise of these in

public life.*^ Another writer well acquainted with the Eng-
lish labour movement declares: "A prominent labour leader

remarked recently that the labour movement was a charnel-

house of broken reputations. That puts it too strongly, but,

in essence, how true !" **

Thus in the United States, and also, though to a less degree,

in England, there exists a peculiar category of working-class
leaders of proletarian origin. Among these there are unques-
tionably to be found many men of strong character, and many
who are uninfluenced by selfish considerations, although but
few who take lofty views, who are endowed with a fine theo-

retical insight, or capacity for coherent political work and the

avoidance of opportunities for error. Most of them are excel-

lent organizers and technicians. But apart from these some-
what exceptional categories, there can be no doubt that many
of the labour leaders are half-educated and arrogant egoists.

"We might almost imagine that Diderot had a premonition of

such individuals when he made his ambitious Parisian beggar,

Lumpazius, say: "Je serai comme tons les gueux revetus. Je
serai le plus insolent maroufle qu'on eut encore vu."**

"H. M. Hyndman, The Beoord of an Adventurous Life, Macmillan,
London, 1911, p. 433.

"S. Gr. Hobson, Boodle and Cant, loc. cit., p. 588.

"Diderot, Le Neveu de Eameau, Delarue, Paris, 1877, p, 4A.



CHAPTER VI

INTELLECTUALS, AND THE NEED FOR THEM IN
THE WORKING-CLASS PARTIES

In the early days of the labour movement the bourgeois intel-

lectuals who adhered to the cause of the workers were regarded

by these with profound esteem; but as the movement matured
the attitude of the proletariat became transformed into one of

undue criticism. This antipathy on the part of the rank and
file of the socialists is based upon false presuppositions, and
proceeds from two antithetical points of view. Some, like the

group of the "Neue Zeit" and the "Leipzige Volkszeitung" in

Germany, with the support of the revolutionary-minded work-

ers of Berlin, of the two Saxonies, and of Rhenish Westphalia,

persisting in the maiatenance of intransigent revolutionary

conceptions, think themselves justified in accusing the intel-

lectuals of a tendency to "take the edge off" the labour move-
ment, to "water it down," to give it "bourgeois" characteristics,

to rob it of proletarian virility, and to inspire it with an
opportunist spirit of compromise. The others, the reformists,

the revisionists, who find inconvenient the continued reminder
principiis obsta! with which they are assailed by the revolu-

tionists, in their turn attack the intellectuals,^ regarding •

them as meddlesome intruders, fossilized professors, and
so on, as persons who are utterly devoid of any sound
ideas of the labour movement and of its necessities, dis-

turbing its normal course with their ideas of the study.

Thus whilst the first group of critics regard the intellectuals as

being for the most part reformists, bourgeois-minded socialists

of the extreme right, the other group of critics classes the in-

tellectuals as ultra-revolutionary, as anarchizing socialists of

"Sometimes, even, when these belong to their own tendency. Thus
Eduard Bernstein was attacked by the German trade-union leaders at

the trade-union congress of Cologne on account of his theory of the

general strike, being treated as an incompetent and uninvited intruder.
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the extreme left. In Italy, towards 1902, the intellectuals

found themselves placed between two fires. On one side the

reformists claimed to represent the healthy proletarian energy
of the economic organizations of the peasants as against the

circoletti ambiziosetti ("the self-seeking petty circles"—i.e.

socialist groups in the towns), which were composed for the

most part, so they affirmed, of bourgeois and petty bourgeois.

On the other side, the revolutionists of the "Avanguardia
Socialista" group entered the lists against the employees and
the bourgeois leaders, in the name of the class-conscious prole-

tariat of industrial workers. Thus by both factions alike the

intellectuals were treated as scapegoats and made responsible

for all the mistakes and sins of the party.^ But both sides are

wrong. Above all it is hardly possible to imagine the reasons

which would induce refugees from the bourgeoisie to adhere

to the extreme right wing of the working-class party. It is

rather the adverse thesis which might be sustained by psycho-

logical and historical arguments which are good but not de-

cisive.

1. Let us first consider the psychological arguments. Kaut-
sky, referring to a period when "even by educated persons

socialism was stigmatized as criminal or insane" (a period

which Kautsky wrongly imagines to have passed away), makes
the judicious observation that the bourgeois who adheres to the

socialist cause needs more firmness of character, stronger revo-

lutionary passion, and greater force of conviction, than the

proletarian who takes a similar step.^ The violent internal and
external struggles, the days full of bitterness and the nights

without sleep during which his socialist faith has ripened,

have combined to produce in the socialist of bourgeois origin,

especially if he be derived from the higher circles of the

bourgeoisie, an ardour and a tenacity which are rarely en-

countered among proletarian socialists. He has broken com-

pletely with the bourgeois world, and henceforward confronts it

as a mortal enemy, as one irreconcilable a priori. The conse-

quence is that, in the struggle with the bourgeoisie, the socialist

'Cf. Michels, II Proletariato, etc., ed. cit., pp. 357 et seq. Cf. also,

as regards France, the articles of Charles Eappoport in the "Neue Zeit"

during the years 1909-10-11.

'Karl Kautsky, Die Soziale devolution. 1. Sozialreform u. Sosiale

Bevolution, "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1902, p. 27; also BepuhUk u. SoziaUemo-

cratie m Frankreich, "Neue Zeit," xxiii, No. 11, p. 333.
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intellectual will incline towards the most revolutionary ten-

dencies.*

There is, however, another reason which leads the ex-bourgeois

to make common cause with the intransigent socialists, and
this is his knowledge of history and his intimate acquaintance

with the nature of the bourgeoisie. To the proletarian socialist

it is often difficult to form any precise idea of the power of

his adversaries and to learn the nature of the means at their

disposal for the struggle.^ Often, too, he is inspired with an
ingenuous admiration for the benevolent attempts at social

reform patronized by certain strata of the bourgeoisie. Faced
by the more or less serious or more or less deceitful offer of

panaceas, he is often in the position of the peasant at the fair

who listens open-mouthed while the quack vaunts the miraculous

virtue of his remedies.* Conversely the socialist of bourgeois

origin will interpret more precisely the efforts made by the

bourgeoisie to put the labour movement to sleep. His expe-

rience as a bourgeois will enable him to penetrate more easily the

real motives of the different proceedings of the enemy. That
which to his proletarian comrade seems a chivalrous act and
proof of a conciliatory spirit, he will recognize as an act of base

flattery, performed for the purposes of corruption. That which
a proletarian socialist considers a great step forward towards
the end, will appear to the bourgeois socialist as an infinitesimal

advance along the infinitely extended road of the class struggle.

The difference of intellectual level between those who ad-

vocate the same idea, dependent upon their respective derivation

from a proletarian or a bourgeois environment, must necessarily

reflect itself in the manner in which they represent this idea in
the face of non-socialists, and in the tactics they employ towards

*Cf. supra, pp. 251 et seq.

"Augusto Novelli, the dramatist, at one time a compositor in his na-
tive city ef Florence, was for years an active member of the socialist

party. In one of his comedies, a workman is asked what he and his

comrades have done for their defence in a struggle with their employer
in which they are engaged. The workman replies that a mixed committee
has been chosen to represent the views of the strikers, a committee of
workers and intellectuals. The questioner exclaims: "But why mixed

t

Could you not settle the matter yourselves?" To which the other replies:

"We need a man with some intelligence or else we are likely to be hum-
bugged" (A. Novelli, La Chioociola, L 'Elzeviriana, Florence, 1901, p.

117).
" Of. supra, pp. 303, 308-9, 312.
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adversaries and sympathizers. The psychological process which
goes on in the socialists of these two categories rests upon a
logical foundation. The proletarian adherent of the party who
remains a simple member of the rank and file attentively follows

the progress made in all fields by the idea on behalf of which
he is an enthusiastic fighter; he notes the growth of the party,

and experiences in his own person the increase in wages se-

cured in the struggle with the employers; besides being a mem-
ber of the party, he belongs to his trade union, and often to a
cooperative society as well. His experience in these various

organizations induces a feeling of comparative content. He
regards social evolution in a rosy light, and easily comes to

take an optimistic view of the distance which his class has to

traverse in order to attain to the fulfilment of its. historic mis-

sion. Ultimat-ely social progress is regarded by him as a con-

tinuous rectilinear movement. It appears incredible, even im-

possible, that the proletariat should suffer reverses and dis-

asters; when they actually occur, they seem to him merely
transient phenomena. This state of mind renders him generous
and considerate even towards his adversaries, and he is far from
disinclined to accept the idea of peace with the enemy and of

class collaboration. It need hardly be said that this disposition

is yet more accentuated among those proletarians who attain

to positions of eminence in the party.

2. These considerations do not lack historical corroboration.
' Their truth is confirmed by a study of the activities of those

socialists who were born as members of the aristocracy, or in

the upper strata of the bourgeoisie, such as Bakunin and
Kropotkin, both Eussian nobles and both anarchists, Frederick

Engels,' Karl Marx.® As a rule, in all the great questions with

'Frederick Engels belonged to an old-established and rich family of

manufacturers at Barmen. He performed his military service (1841) in

the select corps of the artillery of the guard, as Minjahrig-FreiwiXliger

(soldier serving one year at his own expense). We learn from the de-

scription given by his old friend Lafargue that the life he led was
that of a well-to-do man, fond of study, but also not averse from sport

and society life (Paul Lafargue, Persbnliche Erinnerungen an Friedrich

Engels, "Neue Zeit," anno xiii, vol. ii, No. 44).

*As is well known, Karl Marx was a Jew, and thus belonged to a

race which was not then, nor is even to-day, admitted to the best society

in Germany. His father, however, belonged to an aristocratic Jewish

family, and was highly respected and well-to-do. It should be noted,

also, that Marx's student life was passed during the critical years of

Jewish emancipation, at a time when social advance was especially
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which the party has to deal the ex-bourgeois socialist is in

actual fact one who gives the preference to the most radical

and intransigent solutions, to those which accord most strictly

with socialist principles. It is of course true, on the other

hand, that the history of the working-class movement shows that

many "reformist" currents have been strongly permeated by

intellectual elements. It is indisputable that even if German

reformism was not actually created by the little phalanx grouped

round "Der Sozialistiche Student" of Berlin, the reformist

tendency was, from the days of its first inception, vigorously

and ostentatiously patronized by the members of this group. A
closer examination, however, shows very clearly that the strong-

est impulse to the reformist tendency in Germany was given

by the trade-union leaders, by persons therefore of proletarian

origin. Moreover, it is the most exclusivist working-class move-

ments which have everywhere and always been most definitely

characterized by the reformist spirit. In illustration may be

mentioned: the French group of the International Working-

men's Association which assembled round Fribourg and Tolain;

the English trade unionists; the "integralists" in France, whose

organ was the "Revue Socialiste," edited by the gentle ex-

manual worker, Benoit Malon (the note of alarm against this

form of socialism was sounded first by the medical student

Paul Brousse, next by the intransigent Marxists under the

leadership of Paul Lafargue, who had just secured his medical

diploma in England, and finally by the man of letters Jules

Guesde) ; the Independent Labour Party with the Labour
Eepresentation Committee; the socialists of Genoa, led by the

varnisher Pietro Chiesa; the peasants of Reggio Emilia. This

tendency has been manifest from the very outset of the modern
labour movement. Bernstein says with good reason that, not-

withstanding all assertions to the contrary, in the English

Chartist movement the intellectuals were distinguished by their

marked revolutionary inclinations. "In the disputes among
the Chartists, the radical or revolutionary tendency was by no
means characteristic of the proletarian elements, or the moderate

tendency of the bourgeois elements. The most notable repre-

sentatives of the revolutionary spirit were members of the bour-

geoisie, men of letters, etc., whereas it was leaders of working-

easy to a Jew. Moreover, by his love-match with Jenny von Westphalen
Marx became connected with the Borussian aristocracy. His wife's brother

was celebrated as a Prussian reactionary minister.
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class origin who advocated moderate methods."" To sum up,

and putting aside the question whether the reformist movement
has been a good or an evil for the working class, it may be

affirmed that generally speaking the working-class leaders of

proletarian origin have a special tendency to adopt the reformist

attitude. In proof of this assertion it suffices to mention the

names of Anseele in Belgium, Legien in Germany, and Eigola

in Italy. The term possiiilisme ouvrier is far from being a

malicious invention.

It is not easy to furnish statistical proof of the statement
' that the socialists of bourgeois origin are more often revolu-

tionaries than reformists. On the other hand, the history of

Italian socialism during recent years offers an interesting dem-
onstration of the adverse thesis (the causes of this peculiarity

will be subsequently discussed). The official socialist organiza-

tion of Milan, the Federazione Milanese, suffering from a

chronic impecuniosity due to the slackness with which the ma-
jority of the members paid their subscriptions, proposed in the

year 1903 an expedient which is frequently adopted by the

Italian socialists. Henceforward the monthly subscriptions were
no longer to be equal for all the comrades, but those who were
better off were invited to pay more in proportion to their means.

This reform, which was inspired by a thoroughly socialist sen-

timent, led the Milanese reformists (who in consequence of their

differences with the revolutionists had for a long time been on

the look-out for an honourable excuse to leave the federation,

in which the revolutionary current was predominant) to resign

their membership, declaring that they regarded the new sys-

tem of payment as altogether unjust. On this occasion it ap-

peared that it was the well-to-do members who resigned, so

that these, the bourgeois, manifested the reformist tendency.^"

It is also to be noted that during recent years (since 1901) the

great majority of Italian socialist intellectuals have definitely

declared themselves to be reformists by a more or less uncondi-

tional adhesion to the opportunism of Turati. The cases just

quoted seem to conflict with the rule previously enunciated that

the refugees from the bourgeoisie are adverse to opportunism.

'Eduard Bernstein, Z^^r Theorie ii. GescMchte des Sozialismus, Ferd.

Diimmler, Berlin, 1904, 4th ed., part ii, p. 18.

"7 Casi di Milane, a memorial presented by the Milanese federation

to the party executive and to the Italian comrades (Stamp, editr. Lom-
barda di Mondaini, Milan, 1903, p. 18.
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But the inconsistency is no more than apparent. It has several

times been pointed out that the intransigence of the ex-bourgeois

socialist depends upon the circumstance that on his way to

join the class-conscious proletariat he has had to make his way

through a thorny thicket, struggling violently and suffering

many injuries, and his courageous progress proves him to be

endowed with an exceptional capacity of sacrifice for the ideal

and with the energy of the born fighter. As the years have

passed, however, this primal source of revolutionary energy has

to a large extent dried up, because the path of the bourgeois

adherent to socialism has become so much easier. It is a gen-

eral law that when we change the soil we change the quality of

the fruit. This is what has happened in Italy."

The recent history of socialism shows that the intellectuals

are distributed in nearly equal proportions among the various

tendencies. Confining ourselves to German examples, we find

that it is a doctor of medicine, Eaphael Friedeberg, who has

inaugurated anarchizing socialism; a similar tendency is ex-

hibited by the Tolstoian-Kantian Otto Buck, doctor of philos-

ophy, and Ernst Thesing, doctor of medicine and at one time

a cavalry lieutenant. If among the reformists we find the

barrister Wolfgang Heine, the former theological student Rich-

ard Calwer, the former student of political science Max Sehippel,

the pastor Gohre, the sometime gymnasium teacher Eduard
David, the doctor of philosophy Heinrich Braun, and many
other intellectuals—we find in the opposite camp, that of the

revolutionaries, the doctor of philosophy Franz Mehring, the

doctor of medicine Paul Lensch, Rosa Luxemburg, Israel Helph-
ant (Parvus), the former student Max Grunwald, the ex-bar-

rister Arthur Stadthagen, the barrister Karl Liebkneeht, and
Karl Kautsky, who escaped only by chance the disgrace of the

doctor's title. "We see, then, that in Germany the intellectuals

cannot be classed exclusively as revolutionists or as reform-

ists.

The struggle against the intellectuals within the^ocialist

party is due to various causes^ It originated as_3>^ruggle for

leadership among +'^^ ]f]f^^^n+^'^\^^Huimn^Urc,~ Then there came
a 'struggle between the representatives of different tendencies:

strict logical adhesion to theory versus criticism, opportunism

" Cf. supra, pp. 214, 266-7.
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versus impossibilism, trade unionism after the English manner
versus doctrinal Marxism as a philosophy of history, reformism
versus syndicalism. From time to time these struggles assume
the form of attacks made by the bulk of the party upon some
small heterogeneous element which has invaded the labour

movement.^^ It is not always the genuine manual workers, or

those who have been such, that are the first to raise the cry of

alarm against the intellectuals. But it is true that the working
class has ever been suspicious of those elements in the party who
were derived from other social camps.^^ Clara Zetkin writes

very justly: "The bourgeois refugee is apt to find himself

lonely and misunderstood among his comrades in the struggle.

He is at once a stranger and a citizen in the vaUey of the

possessing classes, with which he is associated by education

and habits of life; at once, also, a stranger and a citizen upon
the heights of the proletariat, to whom he is bound in a firm

community by his convictions. '
'^* The power of tradition presses

with peculiar force upon persons of culture.^^

The coldness of his reception in the new environment seems

to him doubly hard. The intellectuals, who have entered the

party under the spur of idealism, soon feel humiliated and
disillusioned.^® The masses, moreover, are little capable of

appreciating the gravity of the sacrifices which the intellectual

often accepts when he adheres to the party. "When Paul Gohre
related to the Dresden congress how for love of the cause he
had renounced his profession and his income, his social position,

"Of. supra, p. 167.

"What the present author has written elsewhere concerning the Italian

labour movement (Michels, Proletariato, etc., ed. cit., p. 334) appliea

perfectly, mutatis mutandis, to Germany.
"Clara Zetkin, Geistiges Proletariat, Frauenfrage, u. Sozialismus, a

lecture, Verlag "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1902, p. 82.
" " It is precisely those who are inspired by the impulse to swim in

the full stream of civilization, and not to stray into the backwater of

any sect, that feel with redoubled force the isolation in which they are

placed by opposition to the system prevailing in Germany since 1866.

They suffer liie those who have discarded Christianity and transcendental

religion, and who only when they have done so come to recognise to what

an extent all our institutions, habits of life, and even the forms of our

speech, are permeated with Christian traditions" (Max Maurenbreeher,

Die Gebildeten u. d. Sozialdemokratie, Leipzig, 1904, p. 26).

"Cf. P. J. Troelstra, Inzake Partijleiding, ed. cit., p. 103; G. Zepler,

SadiTcalismus u. Taktilc, Nachwort zum ForwartsTconflilct, Birk, Munich,

1905, p. 6; Lily Braun, Memoiren eimer Sosialistin, ed. cit., p. 632.
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and even his family, a number of socialist journals answered

that all this was, to put it politely, maudlin sentimentality, and
that the socialist intellectuals, when they made such "sacrifices,"

were not thinking of the cause of the workers but of them-

selves. In a word, the comrades showed themselves utterly ia-

sensible of the greatness of the sacrifice which Gohre had made
for love of them. The truth is that upon this point, as upon
so many others, the intellectuals and the proletarians lack the

capacity of mutual understanding.

In Germany, as in Italy, France, and in some of the Balkan

states, the gravest accusations have been launched against the

intellectuals.^^ There have been times in the history of Ger-

"We are assured by a Eoumanian socialist, B. Librescu, formerly

editor of the socialist journal "L'Uuea Noua" of Bukharest, that his

party, which from 1880 to 1885 was strongly represented at the inter-

national congresses and had then already two deputies in Parliament,

had been so utterly ruined in consequence of the attacks made upon
the intellectuals that hardly a trace of it remained. He reports: "Be-
cause a few intellectuals had left the party in order to secure good

positions, the intellectuals in general were regarded with contempt.

People had no confidence in them, and this sentiment went so far that

the word 'intellectual' became equivalent to a term of opprobrium. But
since our cultured comrades were unwilling to abandon the labouring

masses, they allowed themselves to be maltreated, and did not even

venture to reprove the workers for some of their mistakes. To a working
man everything was permissible. Gradually, however, these tendencies led

. . . into the great and gloomy sea of indifference and death" (B. Librescu,

II Socialismo in Bumenia, sua Vita e sua Morte, "II Socialismo," anno
ii, p. 184). At times the self-inflicted humiliations of the bourgeois social-

ists assume comical forms. There have been periods in the history of the

socialist parties when the ex-bourgeois masqueraded as working men in

order to escape the contempt of their proletarian comrades. It is really

laughable to see how unwilling socialists often are to admit to bourgeois

opponents that there are many ex-bourgeois in their own ranks. A
typical example is recorded in "Het Volk, " the organ of the Dutch
socialists (issue of August 21, 1904). In a sketch entitled Overwegingen
van Jan Balebas over het Internationaal Kongres, we are told of a
peasant to whom certain opponents of socialism have declared that the

leaders of international socialism are all bourgeois. Thereupon the

peasant has the different notabilities in the hall pointed out to him (this

is supposed to be at the international socialist congress of Amsterdam
in August 1904). He then learns that -the accusation is quite untrue.

Por Molkenbuhr is a cigar-maker, Paul Miiller a fore-mast hand, and Clara

Zetkin a gewezen naaister (ex-tailoress) 1 Thus the writer, instead of

admitting frankly that the dominant personalities in the international

proletariat are derived from the bourgeoisie, leads his imaginary peasant

(and the reader
!
) by the nose. He does not poiut out to the peasant
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man socialism in which the educated members of the party have
been exposed to universal contempt. It suffices to recall the
Dresden congress (1903), during which the whole complicated
question of tactics seemed to be reduced to "the problem of the

intellectuals." Even to-day they are often treated as suspects.

There are still intellectuals who think it necessary to demon-
strate to the masses that, notwithstanding the aggravating cir-

cumstances of their social origin and their superior education,

they are nevertheless good socialists. It is surely far from
heroic, this persistence with which the intellectuals are apt to

deny their true social character and to pretend that their own
hands are horny. But we need not be deceived. Merlino hits

the bull's-eye when he ironically warns us that this state of

affairs lasts only until the moment when the intellectuals succeed

in getting control of the working-class movement.^* They now
feel themselves secure, and no longer need wear the mask, at

least in their relations with the masses. If they continue, none

the less, to assume the posture of the humble demagogue, this

is done from a vague fear of beiag accused as tyrants by the

bourgeois parties, but still more in order to ward off the criticism

of their working-class competitors.^^

It is proper to recognize that mistrust of the intellectuals,

although in large part an artificial product, has its good side.

For this mistrust leads no small number of cranky and eccentric

intellectuals, who incline to play a picturesque part in joining

the socialists, to turn towards other pastures.^" Nothing would

the principal orators of the congress, the professors Vandervelde, Ferri,

and Jaures, and the doctors Lnxemburg and Adler, whilst with deliberate

artifice the names of a few leaders less conspicuous than these are

trumpeted as those of "guaranteed proletarians"—and even then the

teacher, Clara Zetkin, is presented to us as a tailoress.

"F. S. Merlino, CoUettivismo, Lotta di Casse e . . . Ministero!, re-

joinder to F. Turati, Nerbini, Florence, 1904, p. 34.

"Cf. supra, p. 165 et seq.
=° "During the second half of the period of anti-socialist legislation,

it was not alone men of the stamp of Hochberg who abandoned the

possessing classes for socialism, in order to warm themselves in the rays

of this rising sun. Misunderstood discoverers and reformers, anti-vao-

cinators, nature-healers, and other cranky geniuses of all kinds, endeavoured

to secure from the working classes, which were displaying so vigorous

an activity, the recognition elsewhere denied. Eager to overthrow an

outworn world, the class-conscious proletariat was not fastidious, and

looked more to the goodwill of those who ofEered help than to the strength

of their loins. Especially vigorous was the current which set towards

socialism from academic circles. The traditions of bourgeois radicalism,
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be more disastrous for the workers than to tolerate the exelusiye

rule of the intellectuals. University study is not possible to

those choice individuals alone who are endowed with excep-

tional natural gifts; it is merely a class privilege of persons

whose position is economically advantageous. Consequently the

student has no right to be proud of his ability and his knowl-

edge. He need not glory in being able to write Dr. before his

name or M.A. after it. Every proletarian of average inteUi-

genee, given the necessary means, could acquire a university

degree with the same facility as does the average bourgeois.

Besides, and above all, it cannot be denied, that for the healthy

progress of the proletarian movement it would be incomparably

better that the mistrust of the workers towards the bourgeois

refugees should be a hundred times greater than necessary,

rather than that the proletariat should be deceived even once

by overconfidence in its leaders. But unfortunately, as we learn

from the history of the modern labour movement, even the total

exclusion of intellectuals would not save the working class

from numerous deceptions.

From the ethical point of view the contempt felt by the non-

intellectuals for the intellectuals is utterly without justification.

It is a positive fact that even to-day, in many countries,^^ the

bourgeois refugee who makes his adhesion to the party of .the

revolutionary workers, the party of "social subversion," or, as

"William II expresses it, "the unpatriotic rout of those who are

unworthy to bear the name of Germans," suffers serious eco-

nomic and social damage. On the other hand, the proletarian

commonly derives advantage in these respects from joining the

party of his own class, and is thus impelled to take this step

from motives of class-egoism. Unquestionably the working class,

struggling on the political field, needs recruits from its own
ranks who can rise to the position of officers in the proletarian

army. It is natural, too, that these leaders should be fur-

wMch had persisted among the students since the days of the old Surschen-

schaft, had become extinguished in the political decay of the progressive

party. Varying in their inborn tendencies and their social origin, some
of the students devoted themselves to a repulsive place-hunting, which
at best waved the antisemite flag, whilst others endeavoured to make
friends with the socialists" (Mehring, GescMdhte der deutschen SosicU-

demohratie, ed. cit., vol. iv, p. 120). Of. also supra, pp. 94-5.
" For example, in northern Germany, Switzerland, the department of

the Nord in France, and, for other reasons, iu Trieste, Japan, and
BO on.
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nished with adequate means, and that they should he firmly-

secured in their positions. But it ill heeomes the working men
who have thus risen in the social scale to look down upon their

ex-hourgeois associates, who have descended in the social scale,

and have thereby become voluntary declasses for love of the

party.

. It results from all that has been said that the campaign
against the intellectuals in the socialist party, however justified

it may be in individual cases, is as a whole utterly unjust, and
often inopportune and absurd. Even the German labour move-

ment, despite the high degree of technical organization to which

it has attained, could not dispense with intellectuals. Although,

as we have seen,^^ its general character is decisively proletarian,

and although it has as authoritative leaders such men of prole-

tarian origin as August Bebel, Ignaz Auer, Johannes Timm,
Martin Segitz, Adolph von Ehn, Otto Hue, etc., it may be

afiSrmed that German socialism would lose much of its prestige

if it were to eliminate the intellectuals.

According to Mehring, the use of the intellectuals to the

proletariat is not so much to serve as fellow-combatants in the

struggle, as to play the part of theorists who illuminate the

road. He writes: "If they wish to be practical fighters and
not theorists, they become altogether insignificant as adherents

to the labour movement; for what could be the import of the

adhesion of a few hundred intellectuals to the working-class

millions, seeing that the latter are already much better equipped

than the former for the rough and tumble of practical life?"

On the other hand, he says, the intellectuals are of great value

to the proletariat in the elaboration of the theory of the class-

struggle; they display the historical nexus between the labour

movement and the world-process as a whole; they take care

that the workers shall not lose sight of the purposive relationship

of individual branches of their movement with the process of

world-transformation which it must be their aim to effect with

all possible speed. Thus the task of the intellectuals consists

in "maintaining the freshness and vigour of the workers in

their movement towards their great goal, and in elucidating for

them the social relationships which make the approaching vic-

tory of the proletariat a certainty.
'

'

^^

"Cf. supra, p. 270.

*' Franz Mehring, Ahademiker u. Froletarier, II, "Leipziger Volks-

zeitung," xi, No. 95.
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It is not necessary here to undertake a defence of the intelli-

gence of the proletariat against those who, seeing that intel-

lectuals are historically necessary to the socialist party, wish

on this account to impugn the political capacity of the manual

workers. Any one who has attentively followed the history of

the international working-class movement will know how much

goodwill and capacity are to be found in that proletarian party

which, permeated with class-consciousness, has conceived the

design of fighting for its own emancipation ; he knows how much

intelligence, devotion to duty, calm and indefatigable energy,

have been displayed in this cause by the workers of every coun-

try. As managers of cooperative societies, employees of trade

unions, editors of socialist newspapers, the proletarians have

from the technical point of view displayed themselves as models

whom the bourgeois who undertake similar activities would do

well to imitate.^* If, notwithstanding all this, we commonly

find in the international working-class parties it is to the bour-

geois refugees that is usually assigned the task of dealing with

theoretical problems and in many cases the supreme guidance

in matters of practical politics (although in the latter sphere

the proletarians always retain great influence), this phenome-

non, far from being a testimonium paupertatis intellectualis on

the part of the fighting proletariat, finds a perfectly natural

explanation in the economic organization of contemporary pro- '

duetion. This organization (whilst it permits the wage-earner,

when conditions are favourable, to cultivate his intelligence),

since it monopolizes the supreme advantages of civilization ad

usum Delphinorum, makes it impossible for the intelligent

worker to become an intellectual. Unquestionably modern pro-

duction needs intelligent workers, such as are found among the

modern proletariat. But it has need also of intellectuals, that

is to say of persons whose natural mental abilities have received

suitable training. Now a sufficient supply of these intellectuals

is furnished by the master class, from among whose relatives

they are recruited. Consequently it is not in the interest of

private industry to open for the proletariat all the sluices of

instruction. Moreover, as far as agriculture is concerned, many
landowners cynically declare that the more ignorant the worker

the better does he serve their turn. The consequence of all

this is that the socialist of bourgeois origin has enjoyed that

" Cf . supra, pp. 299-301.
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which the modern proletarian still necessarily lacks. The former
has had time and means to complete his political education ; he

has had the physical freedom of moving from place to place,

and the material independence without which political activity

in the true sense of the word is inconceivable. It is therefore

not astonishing that the proletariat should still be to some
extent dependent upon bourgeois refugees.

In 1894, at the Frankfort congress of the German socialist

party, a committee was appointed for the study of the agrarian

question, and of the fifteen members of which it was composed
no less than nine were intellectuals. This is a manifest dispro-

portion, especially when we remember that among the leaders

of the German socialist party there is an exceptional numerical

•preponderance of working-class elements. But the committee

in question had to deal with scientific problems, and these could

be solved by those alone who had received a scientific education.

The same thing happens whenever legal, economic, or philo-

sophical problems have to be treated with technical competence
' —in a word, whenever the questions under discussion are not

fuUy comprehensible except by those who have made prolonged

and profound preliminary studies. Cases in which the self-

taught man is incompetent, present themselves daily. The in-

creasing democratization of state institutions and the progres-

sive socialization of the collective life, together with the secur-

ing of better conditions of labour for the workers, may per-

haps gradually render the help of the intellectuals less essen-

tial. But this is a question for the remote future. Meanwhile,

such a movement as that of the modern proletariat cannot afford

to await that degree of maturity which would enable it to

replace the ex-bourgeois among its leaders by men of prole-

tarian origin.

The bourgeois elements in the socialist working-class party

cannot be forcibly eradicated, nor excluded by any resolutions

of party congresses; they are integral constituents of the move-

ment for whose existence it is needless to offer any apologies.

A politicaLIabour movement without deserters__frflm-A»-4>our-

geoisie ^BmSfcorieally as Inconceivable as wouIcTbe such a move-

ment without a class^^SBscious "proletariat.^^fai3-eQnaidmitiQn

appliesT'above all, to"the early days of the labour movement;

but it jfr'stilT applicable to the-.«ervemeTTrtB-arerform~irr-which

we kriQ3S64t to-day.^^

^Cf. supra, p. 238.
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CHAPTER I

THE RBFEEENDUM

In the domain of public law, democracy attains its culminpiing

point in that complex of institutions which exists, iir^witzefland,

where the people possesses the right of the referenduin and that

of the initiative. The use of the referendum is compulsory in

Switzerland upon a number of questions which are statutorily

determined. The legislative measures drawn up by theVepre-

sentative body must then be submitted to a popular vote, for

acceptance or rejection. In addition, the burghers exetcise

the power of direct legislation. "When a certain number of

voters demand the repeal of an existing law or the introduction

of a new one, the matter must be submitted to popuJaX-SStS-

These important popular rights are supplemented by the ^ij^ct

popular election of the supreme executive .authorities, as in the

United States.'^ Although these democratic ordinances have
• often in actual practice proved but little democratic in their

results (the referendum, above all, having frequently shown
that the democratic masses possess less democratic understand-

ing than the representative government), and although leading

socialists have therefore with good reason sharply criticized

these manifestations of democracy,^ other socialists look to

these institutions for the definitive solution of all questions of

public law, and for the practical contradiction of the opinion

that oligarchy arises by natural necessity, contending that by
the referendum and by the initiative the decisive influence in

legislative matters is transferred from the representative as-

sembly to the totality of the citizens.*

^Karl Hilty, Die Bundesverfassung der schweitzerisohen Eidgenossen-

schaft, Berne, 1891.

'Karl Kautsky, Der Farlamentarismus, die Kolksgesetzgebung u. d.

SozialdemoTcratie, Dietz, Stuttgart, 1893; Arturo Labriola, Contro il Befer-

endum, "Critica Sociale," Milan, 1897; J. Eamaay Macdonald, Socialism

and Government, Independent- Labour Party, London, 1910.

'Giuseppe Kenzi, GK "Anoien BSgime" e la Demoerasia dvretta, ed.

eit., p. 231.
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NOTgj3xe-4eBaocratie-pa¥tios> ae far n fi their intprnaLorgamza-
tica3_is-J30iiccrned, have either fa-ile^-to-adept^ i? principles of

direct popular sovereignty, or else have accepted—application

of these only after prolonged hesitation and in exceptional

casesr""Fr6m the democratic point of view they are therefore •

inferior to many of the Swiss cantons. For example, the Ger-

man social democracy does not submit the deliberations of its

congresses to ratification by the party as a whole. Moreover,

and here the German arrangements differ from those which

obtain among the socialists of Italy, France, and England (where

the vote is based upon the number of the adherents in the local

branches whieb the delegates respectively represent), in Ger-

many the decisions at the congress are determined by the simple

majority of the delegates. Thus we have parliamentarism in

place of democracy. It is true that every member of the so-

cialist party has the right of submitting any motion he pleases

to the annual congress. But the initiative thus secured is purely

nominal. The motions sent in by individuals are hardly ever

considered, and they are never passed, and the consequence is

that none but a few cranks avail themselves of this right. When
the congress is actually sitting, if a new resolution is to be

submitted at least ten delegates must demand it. The only

institution in the modern socialist parties which corresponds to

the right of initiative is that in virtue of which the executive is

compelled to summon an extraordinary congress upon the de-

mand of a certain number of the members : in Germany, fifteen

sections ; in Italy, not less than one-tenth of aU the members ;
* in

Belgium, two provincial federations or twenty sections.^

In the Italian socialist party the referendum was practised

for a certain time, especially as regards questions upon which

a preceding congress had not come to a decision, or wbere this

decision had been insufficiently clear. From 1904 to 1906 the

executive council had recourse to this means on four occasions.

In one of these the question submitted was whether in the

local branches the minority had the right of secession to form

.

autonomous branches. Of the 1,458 sections consulted, 778 re-

plied (166 for, 612 against). On another occasion it was neces-

sary to consult the party upon the compatibility of freemasonry

* Statuto del Fartito Sooialista Italiano (1900), Gennaro Messina, II

Manuale del Socialista, Nerbini, Florence, 1901, p. 164.
' Programme et Statuts du Parti Ouvrier Beige, '

' Le Peuple, '
' Brussels,

1903, p. 14.
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with socialism, and to ask whether members of the party could
continue to be members of lodges. The participation of the
members in this referendum was insignificant, but of the replies

received, the majority were adverse to freemasonry.® In the
two other cases in which the referendum was employed, one
related to a local Milanese question and the other to the choice

of seat for a congress. Thus the use made in Italy of the
- referendum has been extremely restricted and the results have
been mediocre. In England, many of the trade unions, after

having for long made use of the referendum, have now discon-

tinued the practice, on the ground that it led to a loss of

tactical stability and was prejudicial to the finances and to

the work of administration.'' In Germany, where, notwith-

standing the hesitation of the majority, the referendum was
introduced in certain districts for the election of the delegates

to the congress, it was soon perceived that those comrades alone

had sufficient knowledge to participate in the election of dele-

gates who had taken part in the meetings upon party questions

and were familiar with the attitude assumed upon these by the

various candidates. Consequently the application of the refer-

endum to the election of delegates came to be regarded as a
dangerous measure, tending to withdraw the electoral act from
the sovereignty of the assembly.* In Holland, where the referen-

dum is obligatory for the election of the executive committee
of the socialist party, in 1909 the participation of the rank and
file in the election was so small that (notwithstanding the

violent internal struggles then agitating the higher centres of

the party) not more than one-half of the members exercised

their right to vote.'

The history of the referendum as a democratic expedient

utilize'd. byTire^soeialisi^^i'Liea llhty-~b«--sujaEaedjlIL-hy^ying

that its applfe;^liun haa been rare, and that ita reaulLs ha^been
nTt£aaH^TigTg-~-qaiAj-Pgri^)fg hgyp^hppnji^fl nwingJ;n_thg^(?nTifnspfl

•manneiLin which the gnestinns llayff^lHHlL ffirmulaltid and (JWJgg

to-thr-mfiidpqnnt'' part^^'piit^'on of the masses. The rare appli-

cation within the socialist party of this direct appeal to the

"Ernesto Cesare Longobardi, 'Relatione morale e politica delta Virezione

del Partito, Stab. Tip. Ital., Frascati, 1906, pp. 5 et seq.

'Fausto Pagliari, Organizsasione operaia in Ewropa, TJmanitaria, Milan,

1909, 2na ed., p. 54.

'"VolksBtimme" ,of Frankfort, 1908, No. 188, first supplement.

•"Het Volk," April 21, 1910.
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members_i^ia_r£markalile-ecm±rast_with the frequent use made

of i^e referendum by the bourgeois naftonal organism of Switzer-

land, and it is in flagrant contradiction with the demand which

all socialists make of the state for direct legislation by the

people through the initiative and right of popular veto. Where

party life is concerned, the socialists for the most part reject

these practical applications of democracy, using against them

conservative arguments such as we are otherwise accustomed

to hear only from the opponents of socialism. In articles written

by socialist leaders it is ironically asked whether it would be

a good thing to hand nver j.he leadership of the party tg^the

•j^fiTTrrmjTnarsaeF^-fflme^^^few-^jL^g^ dcmoCTaj;ic prin-

, eiple-.^'' ""TEe~conaorvativc feas-jaegllwhich ha^^afeg^irerfectly

withrtheJJiQughtJiereexpressed, buthe will speakof^&eJlatate^

instead of the "
party.

^

The referendum is open to criticism to the same extent and

for the same reasons as is every other form of direct popular

govemment.^^ The two principal objections are the incom- •

petence of the masses and the lack of time. Bernstein' has said

with good reason that even if none but the most important

political and administrative questions are to be submitted to

the popular vote, the happy citizen of the future will find every

Sunday upon his desk such a number of interrogatories that

he will soon lose all enthusiasm for the referendum.^^ It is,

however, especially in respect of questions demanding a prompt
decision that the referendum proves impracticable; it con-

flicts with the militant character of the party, interfering with-

easy mobilization. Moreover, in all the more important cases,

as when it is necessary to determine the attitude of the socialist

^"Cf. also supra, pp. 151-2. The same train of thought is developed

by an Italian revolutionist, Arturo Labriola. In the days before his

adhesion to syndicalism he wrote a little work against the referendimi,

in which he said : "In politics, as in everything else, it is not truly demo-

cratic to hand over power to the many on the plea that right must be

on their side; it should be given to those who can best judge the interac-

tion of cause and efEect in social life. It is certainly not a revolutionary

tactic to entrust the part of Brennus in political life to those who are

most attached (as are the peasants) to conservative traditions. But this

is what the referendum does" (Arturo Labriola, Contro il Referendum,
ed. cit., p. 24). In these phrases we have the plainest denial, the most

deliberate denunciation, of democracy.
" Cf . supra, pp. 24 et seq., 43 et seq., 100-1, 151-2.

"E. Bernstein, Zur Geschichte u. Theorie des Sosialismus, Diimmler,

Berlin, 1901, p. 204.
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party towards an imminent war, the use of a referendum would
be rendered impossible by the forcible opposition of the state.

It may be added that it is easy for the chiefs to lead the masses
• astray by clever phrasing of the questions/^ and by reserving

to themselves the right of interpretation in the case of replies

which are ambiguous precisely because the questions have been
ambiguously posed. The referendum, through its absolute char-

racter and its withdrawal from all criticism, favours the dominion
of adroit adventurers. George Sand describes the plebiscite, if

not counterpoised by the intelligence of the masses, as an attack

upon the liberty of the people.^* The power of Bonapartism
was, in fact, based on the referendum.^" The institution of the

referendum demands for its just working a perfectly con-

scientious bureaucracy, for the history of this electoral system
shows with what ease its results are falsified.^^ Even if the

operation should be effected strictly according to rule, the result

of a referendum can never have a truly demonstrative value,

" In 1860, when the unification of Italy was effected by a plebiscite,

the Italian petty states being swept away, the alternative proposed in

the referendum was between the retention of the ancient and detested

petty princedoms and the acceptance of the kingship of Victor Emanuel.
In this manner the numerous Italians who desired the unification of

Italy in republican form were deprived of the possibility of expressing

their true views. (Cf. supra, pp. 91 and 229 note 3.)

"G. Sand, Journal d'un Voyageur, etc., ed. cit., p. 306.

"Eesult of the plebiscitary elections of Napoleon I {Idees Napo-
leoniennes, ed. cit., p. 19, by Louis Napoleon Bonaparte) :

—
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for it always-Jggks the vi-vIJI^mg inilmiuctj ' uJ JigicnSsiflo^ To
concludeTlt may be"said that it can exercise no su^tantial in-

Flebisdtes of Napoleon III

Election to the presidency (1848)

Ee-elected president for 10 years

(1851)
Emperor (1852)

5,500,000

7,500,000

7,800,000

1,590,000

(for

Cavaignac)



CHAPTER II

THE POSTULATE OF RENUNCIATION

iw-doubtless be retarded, if not nompfptply airBafe^T-^ISEft'

influence of intellectual or purely ideological factors. "So long

as the gulilauee tllid representation oi tilti paity remains in the

hands of persons who have grown grey in, the great tradition

of socialism,"^ so long, that is to say, as the party is stUl

dominated by vigorous socialistic idealism, it is possible that

in certain conditions the leaders will retain their ancient demo-
cratic sentiments, and that they will continue to regard them-

selves as the servitors of the masses from whom their power is

derived. "We have already discussed the drastic measures that

have been proposed to prevent the embourgeoisement of the

leaders of proletarian origin.^ ButJiu&juiLsnougbHfeerprevsirt
thp prnlpfariqT^ p]p7npntsaniong the leaders from adoptingrs irom adopjing^^

jgois mode of life ; itls^also essential, on this line nf thnnght.j

to insisTttpontne proleUnaniaaLion oi theJeadoro of bourgcoifi

origjli^^^In ordeF^o render it impossible for the socialist in-

tellectuals to return to their former environment it has been

proposed to-ittsisfr^tliat they should assimilate the Jemour of

their lives to thafT)#-^S-tM4jlci4^i^^ masses, an^^s^ould-^us
descend to the leyeL^f-thfii^-foUoweiint is suppled that their

bourgeois instinCTS would undergo atrophy if their habits were

to be in external respects harmonized as closely as possible with

those of the proletariat.

This thesis is rooted in the records and experimcgs of popular

history. A lifo iT^^-f;nTTim«ni^jMAn<^^ the

senti^en^^^lass opposition, and may culnima^Eg^ their entire

disappearance. In the equalitarian state of Paraguay, which

was founded and administered by the Jesuit order, those who
were under tutelage felt themselves to be at one with the Jesuit

*Heinrich Strobel, Gewerkschaften u. Sosialistische Geist,

dnno xYJii, vol. ii, No. 44.

'Cf. supra, p. 126.
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fatHers who were exploiting them, since there was no distinction

between the leaders and the led in respect of clothing or general

manner of life.^ During the French Revolution, the peasantry-

took the castles of the nobles by storm ; it was only in La Vendee

that the two classes made common cause in the pitiless struggle

with the centralized revolutionary government in Paris, because

the patriarchal life in common, the common festivals and com-

mon hunting parties, had there effected a close psychological

community between the peasants and their lords.* Similarly in

Italian villages we do not usually find a weU-marked hatred of

the clergy, for the local cures, good-natured if uncultured indi-

viduals, are in no way elevated above the rest of the population,

whose habits, and even whose poverty, they usually share.^

Numerous measures, both material and ideal, have been pro-

posed to prevent the formation of an oligarchy within the demo-

cratic parties. Speaking of the Italian students, Bakunia de-

fines in the following terms the role which in his opinion the

young refugees from the bourgeoisie ought to play in the ranks

of the proletariat. "Ni guides, ni prophetes, ni instructeurs,

ni docteurs, ni createurs. Aux jeunes intellectuels il convient

d'etre les accoucheurs de la pensee enfantee par la vie meme
du peuple, et d'elever les aspirations aussi inconscientes que

puissantes du proletariat de I'etat de confusion a celui de

clarte."* Bakunin saw clearly that in certain countries, such

as Italy and Eussia, the working-class movement could not pos-

sibly dispense with the aid of bourgeois intellectuals, but he

desired that those who by birth were the natural adversaries

of socialism should be subjected to a very strict regime when
they adhered to the socialist cause. In this respect he may be

considered a precursor of Tolstoi. "La vie domine la pensee

et determine la volonte." It is by this aphorism, essentially

based upon the materialist conception of history, that Bakunin
defines his attitude to the question under consideration. He
continues: "Si un homme, ne et eleve dans un milieu bour-

• J. Guevara Eistoria de la Conquista de Paraguay, Buenos Ayres, 1885.

'Adolphe Thiers, Sistoire de la BSvolution FranQaise, Brockhaus u.

Avenarius, Leipzig, 1846, vol. ii, pp. 395-6; Karl Kautsky, Die Klas-

sengegensdtze von 1789, Dietz, Stuttgart, 1889, p. 17.

"Cf. the admirable picture given by Bakunin, II Sozialismo e Mazzini,

ed. cit, p. 49.

'Bakunin, Lettre inSdite d Celso Cerretti, 1872, "La Soci§t6 Nouvelle,"

Brussels, February 1896, No. cxxiv, p. 179.
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geois, veut devenir, sincerement et sans phrases, Tami et le

frere des ouvriers, il doit renoneer a toutes les conditions de
son existence passee, a toutes ses habitudes bourgeoises, rompre
tous ses rapports de sentiment, de vanite, et d 'esprit avee le

monde bourgeois, et, toumant le dos a ce monde, devenant son
ennemi et lui declarant une guerre irreconciliable, se jeter en-

tierement, sans restriction ni reserve, dans le monde ouvrier.

S 'iljpM-JEG&ve pas en lui uue pasjiiittn do juslice sufSsante pour
lui i^gireE-eettgTeaehrtioa et op P0iirage, -qa-^tiF5e ae trompe pas
lui^gerine et qu'il ne IromEgpas les ouvriers|£_ne_dfisaeHdra
jamais 1fiur_ami."^ ThusiTwaS atove all for'^easons of a
psychological order that Bakunin demanded from the "bour-
geois socialists," from the "intellectuals," a complete abandon-
ment of their former mode of life. He believed that the outer
world exercises a decisive influence upon the world of mental
life. Self-renunciation, sacrifice, repudiation of all the forms
of bourgeois existence—such were the conditions essential to the

labour leader during the long history of the Russian revolution.

In 1871 Netchajeff wrote his famous revolutionary catechism,

enunciating the principle that the true revolutionary must be
a man "consecrated to the cause." In the first paragraph we
read: "II n'a n'y interets personnels, ni affaires, ni senti-

ments, ni attachements, ni propriete, ni meme un nom.
Tout en lui est absorbe par un seul interet exclusif,

une seule pensee, une seule passion: la Revolution."* Thus
the aim was to attain to an absolute forgetfulness of the former
•bourgeois existence. Even more important than this elusory

internal mortification was the external or environmental mortifi-

cation which, among the Russian socialists, subsequently came
to constitute the substratum of their activities, and which
Bakunin described as "complete immersion in the life of the

people."® The suppression of bourgeois instincts, this was
the postulate which long dominated the history of Russian social-

ism. The apostles of the revolution, who were in many cases

of the highest birth, must effect this suppression, in accordance

'Bakunin, L'Empvre "knouto-germanique et la BSvolution Sociale, (Euvrea

de Michel Bakoimine, P. V. Stock, Paris, 1897, vol. ii, p. 370.

'Le Catechisme Sevolutionnaire, reprinted by Marx, L'Alliance de la

Demooratie Socialiste et I'Association internationale des Travailleurs, A.

Darson, succeaseur Foueault, London and Hamburg, 1873, p. 90.

•"II bagno nella vita del populo" (Bakunin, II Sosialismo e Massini,

ed. cit., p. 24).
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with established c\istom^__^..Jivi3a:g-^'^&mong\he people," by
harnipi3igiHg::4hCTr^ocreoflife with thai ui! Llie proletariat, by

eonfonnding themselves with the latter. Such was the theory

of the "narodniki" or "populists," and its practical conse-

quences were endured with the greatest heroism. Abandoning

their social position, bidding farewell to all the intellectual

comforts of the town, renouncing study and bourgeois career,

men of science, schoolmasters, nobles, Jewish girl-students, and

young women of family, withdrew to remote villages. "Working

as agricultural labourers, wheelwrights, locksmiths, blacksmiths,

etc., they endeavoured to acquire the most intimate knowledge

of the common people, to gain their confidence, and whilst still

keeping always in view the great revolutionary aim, they became

the advisers of the people in the most varied conditions of their

lives.^°

After 1870 an analogous movement, though a somewhat less

extensive one, was manifest among the socialist intellectuals of

other countries, and more especially among those of Italy, who
for this reason were stigmatized by Marx, in a spasm of un-

justified anger, as declasses. This term, used in an insulting

sense, presents the Italian socialists in a false light. Bakunin
spoke of such declassement, not as a historical fact, but as a
psychological postulate of the effective socialist action of those

who were not proletarians by birth. Thus in Bakunin 's view

the declasse was not a social outcast, a bankrupt, an ineffectual

genius, in a word, an involuntary outcast, but the very opposite,

a voluntary outcast, one who has deliberately broken with the

society in which he was born, in order to adapt himself to a
strange environment and one hostile to that in which he was
himself brought up. He is an intentional declasse, and apart

from the end which he pursues he must inspire us with respect

for his spirit of self-sacrifice and for the invincible firmness

of his convictions. It is a historical fact, though one of which
the proof cannot be attempted here, that the bourgeois leaders

of the early Italian labour movement were declasses, but that

they were such almost exclusively in the sense in which the

word is used by Bakunin and not in the sense in which the
word is used by Marx. Carlo Cafiero, the best-known leader

"Adolf Braun, Bussland u. d. devolution, p. 4.—Among numerous docu- •

ments relating to this period of the Russian struggle for liberty, cf.

also Geheime DenhseJirift iiber die NihilistiscJien TJmtriebe im Jahre 1875,
"Deutsche Rundschau."
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of the Italian section of the International, derived from an
aristocratic and wealthy family, placed the whole of his con-
siderable fortune at the disposal of the party, whilst himself
leading the life of a poor Bohemian. He may be considered
the prototype of such idealists." Similar political tactics, of
which perhaps idealists alone are capable (and these only in
periods dominated by strong collective emotion) , are based upon
the psychological experience that the most ominously dictatorial

tendencies of the leaders can be weakened, if not altogether sup-
pressed, by one prophylactic means alone, namely, by the arti-

ficial creation of a social homogeneity among the various strata
and fragments of which the revolutionary socialist party is

composed. It thus becomes a moral postulate that all members
of the party should live more or less in the same manner. This
homogeneity of life is regarded as a safety-valve against the
development of oligarchical forms within the working-class
parties.

In ourjawa^ay the principle that the leaders should pjaefee
economje—remuteia.tflg,.^d should"iHientii^ LheitlijHiv«&-^w4t,h

tbejTin1t,itndp-4» a,dvuc^^.aail£b^_j, few iar.]^ed romanticists

^!^ belong to'

t

he anarcEgt-w'kig.QfJbfi-seeialTSrmovement, and
even by them "only in tiinia~periphrases.^^ A similar principle,

however, continues to prevail in the form of a political postulate,

for the demand is made in certain working-class sections of the
French and German socialist parties • that the leaders should
break off all social relationships with the bourgeois world, should
devote themselves entirely to the party, and should have no other
companions than '

' regularly inscribed members. " In a Guesdist
congress held in the north of France a resolution was passed
that it was the duty of the socialist deputies to spend their

lives among their comrades.^^ In Germany we find traces of

the same order of ideas in the absolute prohibition that mem-
bers of the party shall write for the bourgeois press, or take

"^Cf. Michels, Borghesia e Proletariato, etc., ed. cit., pp. 68 et seq.

"Leda Eafanelli Polli, Italian authoress and anarchist agitator, for-

merly a compositor, maintains in one of her interesting novels that the

inteUeetual cannot become a complete socialist unless he abandon the life

of his class. If he is unwilling to effect this renunciation, we can be sure

that sooner or later he wiU leave the proletariat in the lurch (Polli, Un
Sogno d'Amore, Nerbini, Florence, 1905, pp. 171 et seq.).

^ Compte-rendu officiel du III" Congres departmental de la FedSration
du Nord du Parti Socialiste, tenu d Loos 1907, M. Dhoossehe, LiUe, 1907,

"p. 41.
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any part whatever in bourgeois society. It is obvious that these

attempts, which are iaefficacious and impractical, can succeed •

at most in creating party fanaticism. They cannot establish

identity of thought and action between the leaders and the

proletarian masses.



CHAPTER III

SYNDICALISM AS PROPHYLACTIC

Accoi9ii»€rt©-tt^^yMiealist doetriner-itja^^ential to transfer

the revohrtfonary cenH'e OJ gravit^r o£ the prolgtariat Jima the
' poiitieftt parly to the tradg-rnrtDn. The union is conceived as a
politically neutral organism, one which does not adhere to any
party, but which is socialist in inspiration and aim.

It is the great merit of the syndicalists that they have under-
stood how disastrous would be isolated syndicalist activity,

devoid of any general theory, living simply from day to day;
and to have advocated with much energy the indissoluble union
of the working class, organized in its trade unions, with the

socialist idea as spiritus rector and as ultimate aim. The syn-

dicalists desire (and here, for once, they agree with the Marxist
politicians) to diffuse among the organized workers the convic-

tion that the trade union cannot attain its aim except by the

elimination of capitalism, that is to say, by the abolition of

the existing economic order:^—Put the siynftii'ffTiritF! nlnfTdrfiirf

(and here they are in open conflict with aU the other currents

of contemporary socialism) thgjt-thc trade union ahould<got
merely be an asylum for socialist ideas, but that it should also

directly-^'ffljaete-soeialiat actiTt^Tpursuing not simply a trade-

unionist policy in the amplest sense of the term, but in addi-

tion and above all a socialist policy. Syndicalism is to put an
end to the dualism of the labour movement by substituting for

the party, whose sole functions are politico-electoral, and for

the trade union, whose sole functions are economic, a completer

organism which shall represent a synthesis of the political and
of the economic function.^

Hence it is not the purpose of syndicalism to do away with

organization as the basis of the labour movement. It expressly

recognizes that this basis is indispensable. The syndicalists

hold, and with good reason, that the dangers of organization

'Enrico Leone, Che cosa I il Sindacalismo, Tip. Industria e Lavoro,

Rome, 1906, p. 28.
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cannot be eliminated simply by suppressing the organization,

any more than we can prevent intoxication of the blood or

diseases of the circulation by withdrawing the blood from the

vessels. These would be quack cures, alike fatal in their result,

for the latter would kill the human organism and the former

would kill the political and social organism. The problem rather

is to discover an appropriate means for reducing to a minimum
the chief defect which seems inherent in organization, namely,

the rule exercised by the minority over the majority. Here we
find a political school, whose adherents are numerous, able, well-

educated, and generous-minded, persuaded that in syndicalism it

has discovered the antidote to oligarchy. But we have to ask

whether the antidote to the oligarchical tendencies of organiza-

tion can possibly be found in a method which is itself also rooted

in the principle of representation. Does it not rather seem

that this very principle is in insoluble contradiction with the

anti-democratic protestations of syndicalism ? In other words, is

not syndicalism itself affected by a manifest antinomy?

The great significance of syndicalism is found, above all, in

the clear and penetrating manner in which it has recognized

the dangers of bourgeois democracy. With a genuinely scientific

scepticism it has stripped away the veils which conceal the power
exercised by the democracy in the state, showing that this power

is really no more than the hegemony of a minorit^;_ajid.^mon-

'5t.ratTTig_J.}lH.I, il, tTln a,cut.e fippngitmn with tTTprippdg of the

worSr^class.^ "La democratic pretend continuer 1 'exploitation

des masses productrices par une oligarchic de professionnels de
1 'intelligence. " ^ All the struggles which international syndical-

ism has undertaken against the German social-democracy, against

the Italian and French intellectuals, and against the trade unions

constituted upon a bureaucratic basis, may be reduced in ulti-

mate analysis to a struggle against democratic demagogy.*

Syndicalism is, however, mistaken in attributing to parliamen-

tary democracy alone the inconveniences that arise from the

principle of delegation in general. Mantica is right when he

says that the syndicalists themselves have not succeeded in get-

^ Werner Sombart, in iis Sozialismus u. Sozialhewegung (Fischer, Jena,

6tli ed., 1907, p. 129), attributes great importance to this particular aspect

of syndicalism.
' Georges Sorel, Les Illusions du Progr&s, ed. cit., p. 263.

'Georges Sorel in a letter to Enrico Leone, "Divenire Sociale," v,

fasc. 12, 1909.
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ting rid of the mental impedimenta with which all those are
burdened who belong to any party, whether it participates in

parliamentary elections or rejects such participation on prin-

ciple.^ Nolens volens, the syndicalist party is nothing more
than a socialist party inefficiently revised and corrected. The
syndicalists wish to stop where logically there is no stopping-

place. All that the syndicalists have written upon political

parties in general, and upon their big brother the socialist party
in particular, applies to themselves as well, because it applies

to all organizations as such without exception.

The more syndicalism endeavours to displace the axis of

working-class policy towards syndicalist action, the greater is

the danger it runs of itself degenerating into an oligarchy. Even
in the revolutionary syndicalist groups the leaders have fre-

quent opportunities of deceiving the rank and file. The treas-

urer of a strike, the secretary of a trade union, even the par-

ticipator in a conspiracy or the leader upon a barricade, can
betray those from whom they have received their instructions

far more easily and with much more serious consequences than^

can a socialist member of parliament or municipal councillor.*

French syndicalists have frequently insisted with a certain vio-

lence upon what they speak of as "direct action" as the only

means of bringing the working class into effective operation

as an autonomous mass not represented by third persons, and
of excluding a priori all representation "qui ne peut etre que
trahison, deviation, embourgeoisement. " ^ But they arbitrarily

restrict their one-sided theory to the political party alone, as

if it were not inevitable that like causes should produce like

effects when their action is displayed upon the field of the

syndicalist movement. They reason as if they were immunized
against the action of sociological laws of universal validity.®

'Paolo Mantica, postscript to an article by Fiorino dal Padulo, Elesio-

nismo o AntirElezionismo?, "Divenire Sociale," vi, fasc. 19 and 20,

p. 272.

°We find that ttis is admitted even by a syndicalist. Cf. Angelo

Oliviero Olivetti, Frdblemi del Socialismo Contemporaneo, Cagnoni, Lugano,

1906, vol. i, p. 52.

' Cf., inter at, Edouard Berth, Bourgeoisie et Proletariat dans le Mouve-

ment socialiste italien, "Mouvement Soeialiste," anno ix, series ii, p. 16;

and reply by E. Michels, Controverse socialiste, in the same review, pp.
282 et seq.

'Typical of the ingenuous views of the writer, an ingenuousness which

is characteristic of most of the syndicalists, are the words in which
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The organic structure of tlie trade unions is based upon the

same foundation as that of the political party of the workers,

namely, the representation of the interests of the rank and file

by individuals specially elected for that purpose.® In the

decisive moments of the struggle for higher wages, the masses

do not represent themselves but are represented by others. Trade

unions without representatives, without some kind of executive,

do not exist and are inconceivable.^"

The management of a trade union is sometimes a post of

transition extremely favourable to a political career. In Ger-

many, 35 trade-union leaders sit in parliament, and in England

27. In France the two first permanent secretaries of the Metal-

Gustave HervS deals with the case of Azeff, the Eussian revolutionary

who was unmasked as a spy. In an article entitled L'A'ffaire Azew ("La
Guerre Sociale," iii annee. No. 7), Herv6 first of all expresses the view

that the AzefE revelations are of a nature "a dficourager tout rfivolution-

naire d'entrer jamais dans ume organisation secr&te. " He then goes

on to insist upon the need for the existence of small and secret groups

of leaders, saying, among other things: "II est indispensable qu'une or-

ganisation de combat, quel qu'elle soit, ait S, sa tete un comitS central

aussi peu nombreux que possible, et composS de militants aussi inaccessibles

k la cupidity et k 1 'ambition qu'a la peur et a la neurasthgnie. ... II

faut que ses noyaux soient composes de camarades, ayant fait leurs preuves

de courage, de discretion, de sobrietS, et de d§sint6ressement. " Hervfi

thus consoles himself with regard to the dangers of leadership, which he

does not fail to recognize, through the act of faith by which he is assured

that syndicalism at any rate will have leaders whose qualities vrill be proof

against aU these dangers.

Tor this reason, too, the criticism which the syndicalists direct against

the parliamentary methods of democracy is largely fallaeibus. For ex-

ample, Emile Pouget, in a work upon La Confederation Genirale du
Travail (RiviSre, Paris, 1908, p. 35), speaks of "I'^norme difffirenee de

m6thode" between socialism and syndicalism. Whereas, he tells us, the

activity of syndicalism must be regarded as the outcome of the work
of an enlightened minority, namely that composed of the organized

workers, political socialism, which avails itself of the mechanism of uni-

versal suffrage, puts power into the hands of the unenlightened majority,

or rather of their spokesmen. In reality, however, the activity of the

trade union and the activity of the electoral system are governed by the

same principle, that is to say, by an electoral right freely exercised. It

may be true that the participation of the people in the elections to

representative bodies may be somewhat more extensive than is the par-

ticipation of the organized workers in the election of their leaders, but

it would be rash to deduce from this trifling difference the essential in-

feriority of "political democracy."
" Cf . supra, pp. 298-9.
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lurgical Federation have become deputies.^^ The strike, direct

action by the proletariat, which the syndicalists regard as the

panacea for all the ills affecting the labour movement, offers

to men with a taste for political life, excellent opportunities for

the display of their faculty for organization and their aptitude

for command. The same may be said of the political strike, the

general strike.^^ For the professional leaders of the working-

class, the economic strike is often precisely what war is for

professional soldiers.^* Both present a good opportunity for

rapid and splendid promotion. Many labour leaders have risen

to extremely exalted and lucrative positions because they have
directed a great strike, and have thus attracted the attention of

the general public and of the government.^* The political posi-

tion now [1912] occupied in England by John Bums is largely

due to the celebrity he acquired as a strategist when he led the

great dockers' strike in London during the year 1889. He then

created a solid foundation for his subsequent popularity, and
in particular he then gained the confidence of the most im-

portant categories of organized workers, and thus paved the

way for his elevation from the bench ^jf the working engineer

to the rank of cabinet miaister.^^ This is one example among
many which could be adduced in support of the assertion that

very frequently the strike, instead of being a field of activity

for the uniform and compact masses, tends rather to facilitate

the process of differentiation and to favour the formation of

" Union Federate des Ouvriers MStallurgistes de France, Bourse du
Travail, Paris, p. 16.

" Even the reformist socialist Victor Adler of Vienna accepts the general

strike as a method of public activity suitable for throwing into greater

relief, by its reactions, by the fear and respect it arouses in the ad-

versaries of the socialist party, the work of the labour representatives

in parliament.

"Vilfredo Pareto, Systemes soeialistes, ed. cit., vol. i, p. 71.

"Cf. supra, p. 306.

""In the great dockers* strike of 1889 Burns showed himself to be

a notable organizer. Henceforward he was recognized by all parties as

one of the most important personalities in English public life" (Carl

Stegmann and C. Hugo [Lindemann] Handbuch des Sozialismus, 1897,

ed. cit, p. 101). "The whole labour movement received during 1889

an immense impetus . . ., above all, from the remarkable series of strikes

mostly led and organized by Mr. John Burns."—"The strike [of the

London dock labourers] was admirably led and managed by Burns" (Sid-

ney Webb, Socialism, m England, Swann Sonnenschein, London, 1890,

pp. 48 and 53). (Of. also H. M. Hyndman, The Beeord of an Adven-

turous Life, ed. cit., p. 407.)
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an elite of leaders.^" Syndicalism is even more than socialism

v la fighting party. It loves the great battlefield. Can we be sur-

^prised that the syndicalists need leaders yet more than do the

socialists ?

The syndicalists reject the system of democratic representa-

tion and of bureaucracy. They desire to substitute for it "the
more combative tactics of the revolutionary army of liberty,

tactics founded upon the tried ability of the leaders.
'

' The mod-
ern labour leader, they tell us, must not be a bureaucrat. Al-

ready to-day, they add, the great strike-leaders arise suddenly

from obscurity as did formerly the great leaders of revolution.^^

In so far as it corresponds to historic truth, this conception does

not at the best afford more than a general explanation of the

institution of leadership. Its adequacy would be far greater

were it possible to prove that these strike-leaders, whose necessity

is admitted by the syndicalists themselves, when they have

emerged from obscurity to fulfil a temporary need, were to prove

sufficiently disinterested to undergo a spontaneous eclipse as

soon as the strike was over. We know, however, that in general

they seize the opportunity to secure a position of permanent
influence. No form of strike, however much it may seem to be

inspired by the autonomy of the masses, will be able to kill the

dragon of demagogy, or even to prevent the formation of a class

of independent leaders.^®

Under certain conditions, the mere theoretical propaganda
of the idea of the strike and of direct action has sufficed to

secure power and influence for the popular leader, to lift him
upon the shoulders of the multitude to a position in which he
could pluck at his ease the golden apples of life. Aristide

Briand, born at Nantes of a family of small tavern-keepers, hav-

" During the great strike of the agricultural workers in the Parma
district, which took place during the summer of 1908 and which had
been organized by the syndicalists, the whole Italian press resounded
with the name of a man hitherto unknown, Alceste De Ambris. This
brilliant strike-leader succeeded within a few weeks in obtaining for
himself among the agricultural population of Emilia a position some-
what similar to that which in the beginning of the seventeenth century
MasanieUo acquired among the lassaroni of Naples. The popular leader-

ship of De Ambris came, however, to a speedy end, owing to his con-
demnation for political offences and his flight to America.
"Alfonso de Pietri-Tonelli, II Sindacalismo come Problema delta

Liberty operaia, "Pagine Libere, " anno iii, No. 819.

"Cf. supra, pp. 298-9, 306.
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ing joined the socialist party in Paris, speedily acquired fame
and power among the workers by his defence of the doctrine of

the general strike and the military strike. He soon gained so

great a prestige as to require but a few years to climb to the

position of premier of Prance.^' The starting-point of his

triumphal march was the Nantes congress (1894), where he
secured the acceptance of the idea of the general strike as

part of the official programme of the French trade unions.^"

Syndicalism is hostile to the "democratic" policy of the

socialist party and the "authoritarian" syndicates, for the

syndicalists hold that "democracy" affords a mere caricature of

the fundamental principle of the labour movement, and they

declare that from the democratic soil no fruit can spring but

•that of oligarchy. No other movement bases itself so ener-

getically as does the syndicalist movement upon the right and
ability of the masses for self-government. Where, as in France,

the leadership of the labour movement is in their hands, they

lay great stress upon the fact that their authority is restricted

to carrying into effect the resolutions passed at the sovereign

assemblies of the comrades. They assure us that the Confedera-

tion Generale du Travail, which sits in Paris, is not a directive

organ, but a mere instrument for the coordination and the dif-

fusion of the revolutionary activity of the working class. They
describe this body as equally hostile to "centralization" and
to "authoritarianism."^^ All impulse to action, we are as-

sured, starts from the masses, and the syndicalist leaders are

merely the exponents of this impulse. In strikes, the activity

of the Comite Confederal is not directive in the strict sense of

the term ; this body is a mere intermediary to ensure the solidar-

ity of the workers, to secure an element of suractivite and of

polarization.^^ Such is the theory. In practice, these same

French syndicalists complain that in all decisive questions the

masses wait until those above take the initiative, and that in

default of such initiative the comrades remain with folded

arms.^*

"Flax (Victor MSric), Aristide Briand, "Les Hommes du Jour," Paris,

1908, No. 26.

"Hubert Lagardelle, Les Origines du Syndicalisme en France, "Mouve-
ment Socialiste, ' '' anno xi, Nos. 215-16, pp. 245-6.

^Emile Pouget, La Confederation Ginerale du Travail, ed. cit, pp.

7, 23, 24.

^"Emile Pouget, La Confederation Generale du Travail, ed. cit., p. 30.

"After the sanguinary conflict at Draveil between the strikers and
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As in all groups characterized by an ostensibly democratic

ideology, among the syndicalists the dominion of the leaders

often assumes veiled forms. In France, the trade union leaders

are forbidden to seek election as deputies, for they must be

preserved from all impure contacts. They must remain in con-

stant communication with the masses, and their activities must

be carried on in the full light of day. It is none the less true

that the necessities of their position often oblige them, in the

interest of the trade unions, to enter into relationships with the

organs of state, in such a way that their antiparliamentary atti-

tude is apt to mean no more than that, instead of treating with

the government in the open, from the summit of the parliamen-

tary tribune, where their actions are, in part at least, visible to

the rank and file, they negotiate mysteriously out of sight in ante- •

chambers and passages.^*

The theory of the masses professed by the syndicalists has

a reverse side to which it is well to pay attention. The trade-

union organizations, taken as a whole, do not include in their

membership more than a minority of the workers susceptible

of organization : in Italy, 11 % ; in England, 23 % ; in Sweden
(where the proportion is highest of all), 42.21 %. Among the

the cuirassiers, the expected general strike did not take place. Eegarding
this failure, Emile Pouget wrote as follows in the "Voix du Peuple"
(June, 1908), the chief mouthpiece of the French labour organizations:
" MaUieureusement, il faut bien eonstater que, si, theoriquement, I'idSe

de la gr^ve gSnirale a pris corps en France, pratiquement, nous nous

sonunes laiss§s devancer ne serait ce que par la classe ouvriSre d'ltalie.

Le tort, le tort grave, est de trop regarder au centre et d'attendre de lui

le mot d'ordre. Cette mentalite regrettable decele chez ceux qui s'y

attardent, une superstition ^tatique qui, au point de vue rfivolutionnaire,

est on ne pent plus daugereuse. Au lieu d'agir soi-meme on attend un
indication d 'en haut. . . . Et 1 'occasion propice s 'echappe !

'

'

^The Belgian socialist De Brouckdre, writing against the syndicalists,

says very truly: "Le systSme des Parloirs est assurfiment tr6s inf^rieur

a eelui des Parlements" (Louis Be BrouckSre et C. Huysmans, L'Af-
filiation des Syndicats au Parti Ouvrier. Visoours, Brismge, Brussels,

1907, p. 40). Moreover, in any case, syndicalism is utterly inconsistent

in its attitude towards political democracy. On principle, the syndicalists

regard labour-protection laws as either injurious to the proletariat or

utterly unimportant, and they therefore refuse to raise a finger to secure

the passage of such laws—except in the case of the eight-hours law,

which is warmly advocated by some, though not by all syndicalists. But
whenever labour-protection laws have been actually passed, they do all

they can to maintain them and secure their enforcement. (Cf. A. Keufer,

La Crise Syndicaliste, "Mouvement Socialiste," anno xii, No. 220.)
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organized workers, it is once more only a minority which plays
an active part in trade-union life.^^ The syndicalists at once
lament this fact and rejoice at it, being inspired, in this respect,

by sentiments which are by no means logically consistent. They
rejoice to be rid of the dead weight of those who are still in-

different or immature.^* No doubt this attitude is inspired by
the old Blanquist idea, that masses too vast and intellectually

heterogeneous paralyse all activity by their lack of mobility,

and that only alert minorities are enterprising and bellicose.

If they were logical, the syndicalists would draw the conclusion

that the general movement of the modern proletariat must
necessarily be the work of a minority of enlightened proletarians.

But the democratic tendencies of our time prevent the formula-

tion of such a conclusion, or at least prevent its frank avowal,

for this would bring the syndicalists into open conflict with
the very basis of democracy, and would force them to proclaim

themselves, without circumlocution, partisans of an oligarchical

system. The syndicalist oligarchy, it is true, would not consist

(like that of the socialist party) in the dominion of the leaders

over the masses, but in the dominion of a small fraction of the

masses over the whole. There are a few theorists of syndicalism

who already speak unreservedly of socialism as an evolution

based upon the action of working-class elites."

The oligarchical character of the syndicalist movement is dis-

played most conspicuously in the demand (made for reasons

which have nothing to do with democracy) for absolute obedi-

ence to the orders of the organized elite. "Les indifferents, par

le seul fait qu'ils ont neglige de formuler leur volonte, n'ont

qu'a acquiescer aux decisions prises." ^^ Following the example

of the reformist trade unions of Germany and England, those

French unions that are inspired by the doctrine of revolutionary

syndicalism hold fast to the principle that the organized workers

have the right to issue orders to the unorganized.

It may be admitted that the supreme directive organs of the

French labour movement do not possess that plenitude of powers

which the corresponding hierarchical grades of other countries

" Of. supra, p. 47.

=°Pouget, La Confederation Generale du Travail, ed. eit., pp. 7 and 34.

"Of. the essays of Angelo Oliviero Olivetti and Alfredo Polledro in

"Pagine Libere," 1909-10; especially Polledro 's article Dal Congresso

di Bologna alia Palingenesi Sindacalista (anno iv, 1909, fasc. 14).

"Emile Pouget, La Confederation Generale du Travail, ed. cit., p. 7.
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have at their disposal—above all in Germany. There are various

reasons for this difference, such as the national character of the

French, the weakness of the organizations, etc. But even in

France there is a great difference between theory and practice.

In the first place the leaders exercise a powerful influence upon
the organized comrades through the newspapers, which, as every

one knows, are not edited by the masses. In addition there

exists a whole hierarchy of sub-chiefs. The number of trade

unionists enrolled in the Confederation Generale du Travail is

about 350,000, whilst the number of subscribers to the "Voix du
Peuple,

'

' the central organ of the Confederation, is no more than

7,000. These subscribers are described as "les plus actifs mili-

tants, membres des bureaux et des conseils syndieaux. . . . Par
leur intermediaire se diffuse la pensee confederale. " ^' Here

we have a frank confession that there exists a graduated in-

tellectual subordination which conflicts with the syndicalist

theory. Even the general strike was primarily conceived in

France as a hierarchical procedure. A resolution voted at the

Nantes congress (1894) specified that the general strike must
be accurately prepared in advance by a central committee of

eleven and by a large number of local sub-committees. These

were to give the signal and to direct the movement. To-day the

syndicalists reject this conception on account of its jacobin

character ;
^° but in practice they are compelled to conform to

the idea, notwithstanding the theoretical contradiction in which
they are thus involved. In the works of some of the French
syndicalist writers who have a strong tendency towards
sestheticism, such as Edouard Berth, we find that the jacobin

germs of the theory in question have undergone a full develop-

ment.^^

The more syndicalism gathers power, the more conspicuous

""Ibid., ed. eit., pp. 30 and 33.
°° Lagardelle, Les Origines du Syndicdlisme, etc., p. 247.

"^Eead, for example, the following typical phrases, inspired by a
genuine enthusiasm for the policy of the strong hand and by a profound
admiration for the grandeur of the creative will: "La bourgeoisie a
toujours vu dans I'intfiret de sa classe, I'intSrgt national lui-meme; elle

a toujours identifiS sa richesse propre avee la riehesse nationale, et avee
raison, en dfifinitif: toute volenti forte et er§atrice s'§rige naturellement
en volonte g6n§rale, et confond audacieusement, mais legitimement, son
int§ret avee I'intfiret gen§ral" (Edouard Berth, Revue critique: wn
Marx inedit!, "Mouvement Socialiste, " anno vi, series ii. No. 142, p.

100, November 1, 1904).
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among the syndicalists become the effects which are everywhere
characteristic of the representative system. From the ranks
of the French syndicalists, leaders have already sprung whose
sensitiveness towards the criticisms of their followers can be

equalled only by that of an English trade-union leader.^^ Youth-
ful syndicalism, although born out of opposition to the au-

thoritarianism of the leaders, is thus quite unable to escape the

oligarchical tendencies which arise in every organization. For
the syndicalist leaders, as for others, the preservation of their

own power becomes the supreme law. So far has the process

already gone in France, that they have abandoned the old tactics

of taking advantage of the prosecutions instituted agaiast them
by the government to make propagandist speeches in court and
to employ the language of heroes and prophets. Instead, on
these occasions, they act with extreme prudence and display

diplomatic reserve.^^ Sorel himself speaks of the "degeneres-

cence progressive du syndicalisme. '

' And he has declared : "La

"One of the best known of the French syndicalist leaders, Victor

Griffuelhes, at that time general secretary of the Confederation G6n6rale

du Travail, in an interview published in "L 'Humanity, " described

bluntly as "hraillards" his own opponents, and especially those whose
views were voiced in the "Guerre Soeiale," although they belonged

to his own section of the trade-union movement. He used still more dis-

dainful terms of his opponents, declaring that their conduct was the

outcome of mere "demagogy." "II en est qui se plaisent k parler de

I'opportunisme croissant de la C.G.T. Peu m'importe! J'ai suf&samment

du courage pour braver meme cette d^magogie-la. " Here we have the

very language of every holder of power when his adversaries appeal to

Demos, for he regards such an appeal as extremely inconvenient.

"" During the war in Morocco the antimilitarist propaganda of the

Confederation G^ngrale du Travail was answered by the then premier,

Georges Clemenceau, by the institution of a number of prosecutions

against various noted syndicalist leaders. In the winter of 1907-8, when

Griffuelhes, among others, was prosecuted for antimilitarist views, he

changed his tactics. He gave as a reason for this change the necessity

that he should retain the leadership in his own hands, and that by se-

curing the possibility of an acquittal he should be able to attend the

trade-union congress to be held at Marseilles in the autumn and there

make headway against the reformist tendency. Consequently, in the

proceedings in court the defence was conducted with all that ingenuity

which is calculated to make a good impression on the judge, but which

had hitherto been rigorously eschewed. It was asserted, for example, that

the attacks upon the army had been guided by sentiments similar to those

of the old soldier who declared that in taking part in the war his regi-

ment had been sent not so much to a battle as to a massacre. (Cf.

article in the "Guerre Soeiale," 1908, ii, Nos. 11 and 12.)
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Confederation Generale du Travail prend de plus en plus I'aspect

d 'un gouvemement ouvrier.
'

'
^*

'•Jean Bourdeau, Entre deux Servitudes, Alean, Paria, 1910, p. 94.

—

A typical manifestation of the small respect the syndicalist leaders dis-

play for the masses, and of the absolute freedom of action they claim

whenever their special views do not accord with those of their troops,

is afEorded by the attitude assumed by Arturo Labriola during the

Tripolitan War. In a letter to "L 'Internazionale " of Parma (anno v.

No. 27), Labriola affirms that the manner in which the syndicalist in-

tellectuals pursue their ideals concerns themselves alone. He says fur-

ther: "Working-class syndicalists, confined within their unions, must
understand once for all the position of syndicalists who are not manual
workers, from whom it would be inhuman to demand sacrifices not de-

manded from others. We cannot fail to have opinions upon questions

of civilization, national interests, the moral or religious currents of our

time. Naturally these opinions are not and cannot be (and perhaps it

is better that they should not be) in conformity with the ideas of an
organized manual worker, to whom class questions seem not merely essential,

but determinative of his attitude to all others." With these assertions

Labriola in effect declares that the leaders are independent of the masses,

and discloses a jemenfioMsme which conflicts with all the 3uties of political

consistency and of obedience to democratic principles. Moreover, this open
confession displays the youth (or the senility) of the syndicalist move-
ment. The leader of an ordinary political party might think these things,

but he would keep his thoughts to himself.



CHAPTER IV

'ANARCHISM AS PROPHYLACTIC

A??aitoniaTa woro tho firat to lualhl upon Llie liierai'

tiliietil and
• "H;^oT-»|liff^ f^nngognonnop nf pnnty nrgnnWntmn Their vieW

of the defects of organization is much clearer than that of social-

ists and even than that of syndicalists. They resist authority

as the source of servility and slavery, if not the source of all

the ills of the world. For them eonstraiut is "synonymous with
' prison and police.

'

'
^ TheyJgiow how readily the individualism

»f-tTio laoHoTg /.VipnVt^ fm^^ paralyses the socialism of the led_J^i
order to elude this danger, anarchists, notwithstanding the prac-'

tical inconveniences entailed, have refrained from constituting

a party, at least in the strict sense of the term. Their adherents

are not organized under any stable 'form. They_are not united

by anji-discipliae .—TVipj^oinw nothiTig of ohligatiftTig "^ (Intipg,

such as elections, pecnniarv cnutributions. participation in

TPfailar mpptinpfs, and SO On.

It is a ^iflf'fflRflry "onRo^rioTTnojyPfViogo peculiarities that the

typical anaTcbist-JfiadSE__^J^^J'S c^iderablv from the typical

socialist leader, the ^aracteristie product of the last twenty-

five years. Ann rfjiiffm, ha s nrr party ^TgtiTnVotinn wtiii^fi-vAaTi

offgrlucrative positionsj" noi' does the anarch ist path'way.lgadjo

parKamgalar.y honours, finnnnqucntly th prp are fewer oppjH^^

timities for contagion, fewer tp/nrvpta.t,inTis, and much less-field-for

pers^iai-aiabition. Thus it may be^ expected, as a logic.aX-conse-

- quence-t)i-S«I3E£Q]::^thAL eu vii uingeSit makes character, that

in the average anarchist leader idealism should be more con--^

ipi'TiTrTn-thaTi in thr f^^'T^^^f Rn£l^l4^«^^-t«arlfir The anarchist

lives rpTnotp-^fT^oTO-4feft--praetice of politics, with all its passions,

all its appetites, and all its allurements ; consequently he is more

^binntiivn in hir. Judgment of persons P"'^ f>f things more con-

trmplnitiypj mnrr pelf-enclosed—but also more of a dreamer,

rn^rft r°mf>tft from realitv. Among anarchist leaders we find

^rerdinand Domela Nieuweniuis, Der staatssosialistiscJie Charahter der

SosialdemoTcratie, "Archiv fur Sozialw.," xxviii, fase. i, p. 144.
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many learned, cultivated, and modest men who have not lost

the sentiment of true friendship, and to whom it is a pleasure

to cultivate and nourish that sentiment: sincere and high-

minded men, such as Peter Kropotkin, Elisee Reelus, Christian

Cornelissen, Enrico Malatesta, and many others less famous.^

Rli±. tjh""gh the anarchist leaders are as a rule morally superior

to the leadeff nf thn <v-p°^i?iprl pfirties wnrfrininr in tJia-^vlitical

field, we find in them some of the qualities and pretensions char-

acteristic of all leadership" 'i'hii^ la pi-oved IJy a psyenoiogical

analysis of the cha,racteristies of the individual anarchist leader.

The theoretical struggle against all authority, against all coer-

cion, to which many of the most eminent anarchists have sac-

rificed a large portion of their lives, has not stifled in them the •

natural love of power. All that we can say is that the means

of dominion employed by the anarchist leader belong to an

epoch which political parties have already outlived. These

are the means utilized by the apostle and the orator : the flaming

power of thought, greatness of self-sacrifice, profundity of con-

^viction.* -Their dominion in e-jj-eruised, not over the-wgSSiza-"
+^nr^ bnt. nvpr TYiijwIg it it thn nntfnTTfA . nOt of technical in-

pedority.
"Whilst anarchists repudiate the formation of political parties,

thpy g.mcw>-^^^vrH»^tkft-Jwc tn thn pTJnnipIn nf f>|-gpni7a
,

tT »Ti in

the ecSoofliic field.* Some of them, even, explicitly recognize

the need for the technical guidance of the masses ;
® whilst others

"We find some admiTably drawn character-sketches of anarchist leaders

in the work of Peter Kropotkin, Memoirs of a Revolutionist, Smith, Elder,

London, 1899, vol. ii, p. 196. See also the psychological portrait of an
unnamed anarchist in De Amicis, Lotte civili, Nerbini, Florence, 1904, pp.
128 et seq.

'In some, naturally, we encounter sounding phrases with very little

content. "Un besoin de s'epancher, de convaincre, tombe souvent a
discutailler ou s'ficoule en declamations S. I'honneur de Boci6t6s futures.

Ailleurs c'est pire: une science rudimentaire s'6bat dans des discours

—

preches ou ronronnent les mots d'harmonie, d 'amour, et de maehinisme"
(Zo d'Axa, A Paterson, "La Eevue Blanche," Paris, 1902, No. 222, p.

10).—Eegarding the wealth of empty phrases characteristic of the less

serious and less able among the anarchists, consult the critical work of

a convinced Italian anarchist, Domenico Zavattero, Gli Anarchici nel Movir
mento sociale in Italia, Iniziativa Edit., Eavenna 1906, pp. 30, 84 et seq.

* Of. Christian Cornelissen, Op Weg naar een nieuwe Maatsehappij, Begin-

selen en Taktieh van den Klassentrijd, Becht, Amsterdam, 1902, p. 242.

•8. MerUno, Pro e contro il Socialismo, Treves, Milan, 1897, p. 268.
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declare their conviction that it would suffice to restrict the
functions of the leaders to purely admiaistrative work, to elimi-
nate, once for all, the differences, so dangerous to the organiza-
tion, which arise between the leaders and the led.^ As if the
technical and administrative superiority of the leaders were not
alone sufficient to establish their supremacy over the masses
ia all other respects! Not even Bakunin proposed to exclude
the principles of organization and discipline, but he desired that
they should be voluntary instead of automatic/ He conceived
the anarchist regime as a federation of perpetual barricades,
and proposed to institute a council of the revolutionary com-
mune, consisting of delegates, one or two in number from each
barricade, or from each street or quarter, these delegates hav-
ing an imperative mandate. The communal council thus com-
posed would nominate from among its own members special

executive committees for all the branches of the revolutionary
administration of the commune. The capital, having effected a
successful insurrection and constituted itself as a commune,
would then declare to the other municipalities of the country
that it put forward no claim to exercise any supremacy over
them. But it would invite them to provide themselves also

with a revolutionary organization, and to send delegates to a
meeting-place to be determined by agreement, in order to estab-

lish a federation of insurgent associations, communes, and
provinces, and thus to create a revolutionary power sufficiently

strong to oppose any possible reaction. As Marx justly pointed
out, these executive committees, if they were to do anything at

all, must be furnished with powers, and must be sustained by
public force. The federal parliament would have no reason for

existence unless it were to organize this public force. Besides,

this parliament could, just like the communal council, delegate

its executive power to one or more committees, and each of these

would in fact be invested with an authoritative character which
the needs of the struggle would not fail continually to accentu-

ate. In a word, according to Marx, the whole Bakuninian
scheme would be characterized by an ultra:-authoritarfeiv»-stanip .-

f

"Luigi Fabbri, Sindicalismo y Anarquismo, Traduccion de Jos6 Prat,

F. Sempre, Valencia, 1907, p. 169.

'Baiunin, (Euvres, ed. eit., vol. ii, p. 297.

•Karl Marx, L'Alliance de la Democratie socialiste et I'Association

internationale des Travailleurs, ed. cit., p. 14.—^Regarding the autocratic

tendencies of Bakunin see pp. 3, 9, 10-11, 18, 24-5.
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Like llie syMi(jaliljLlj, Lite duarcliists have ostollfijij,' direct

aetie»r" which, they consider, possesses the value of an, ethical

principle. Diyftetr-ftction, "in fnnt.T-a/lkt.inp.t.ion to-tbe-^fcaetics

Q£,negotiation, ofjojitnal ffinipromisiE^of hierarchical organi^a-

tiwirand of the representatiTg-Bystemr^t^ds to secure-,a.,hi^er

ntniTrhir rl nf lifr fo i
' il ii- TiTirl7n:i; mrrl th n pm nTifiipntinTl oTTh"

pTOlpfgriat fT-nm aapitnli r.m fmH pn1it.if-a1 f^pntraliza.tifm—t^ Se-

cure these ady^tt3ges~by—fog—

i

mmediate sclfJiflljp- of the

w^iers. '

'^

Notwithstanding this, ajiarchism, a movement on behalf of

liberty, founded on the inalienable right of the human being

over his own person, aiccumbs, no less than the socialist party,

to the law of authoritarianism as soon as it abandons the region

of pure thought and as soon as its adherents unite to form

associations aiming at any sort of political activity.^"/ Nieuwen-

huis, the veteran champion of anarchizing socialism with a

frankly individualist tendency, showed on one occasion that

he had a keen perception of the dangers which anarchism runs

from all contact with practical life. At the Amsterdam con-

gress of 1907, after the foundation of the new anarchist inter-

national, he raised a warning voice against the arguments of the

Italian Enrico Malatesta, an anarchist attached to the school

of Bakunin. Malatesta, having dilated upon the strength of

bourgeois society, declared that nothing would suit this society

better than to be faced by unorganized masses of workers, and
that for this reason it was essential to counter the powerful or-

ganization of the rich by a still more powerful organization of

the poor. "Si tel est ta pensee, cher ami," said Nieuwenhuis

to Malatesta, "tu peux t'en aller tranquillement chez les so-

cialistes. lis ne disent pas autre chose." In the course of this

first anarchist congress there were manifest, according to Nieu-

' Erich Muhsam, Die dvreMe Aktion im Befreiungslcampfe der Arbeiter-

schaft, " Generalstreik,
•

' monthly supplement of "Der Freie Arbeiter,"

anno i, October 1905.

"A striking instance of the way in which an anarchist may suffer

from the same lust for power and the use of force which he condemns
in the working-class leaders of other parties is afforded by the following

passage relating to the future socialist state, in which Siegfried Nacht
is referring to Bebel, Legien, and others: "If we are to escape the

danger that the greatest of aU men's struggles for freedom may lead

to a new despotism, the first duty of the genuine revolutionist will be to'

hang to the street-lamps all aspirants to dictatorship" (8. Nacht, Tod
den SchwrTcen!, "Weckruf," Swiss bi-monthly, June 1905).
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wenhuis, the symptoms of that diplomatic mentality which char-

acterizes aU the leaders of authoritarian parties.^^

Ostrogorski has proposed to substitute for party organiza-

tion, which invariably leads to the institution of anti-demo-

cratie forms, a system of ^^gr"r"^"^y
pc,c.noip^^i/MTg--niBiL;/.TT-aiwv»]ri

come into P-giatP.npp mTTy for ih n nttninmnnt nf rlpfiiii±6 pndsy and
shdtdd—be-dissolVe9^s soon as these ends have been secured

{league system) .^^ He considera that the adoption of this sys-

tem wouldj£iid_±a^es&]teJp_:Bo3itlcaLsfiu

honestg. and clarity which tiiey lagk to-day. Now, the analysis

of political parties which has beene&ected authorizes us to doubt

the efficiency of the proposed method. Its adoption would not

secure any real progress, even were it possible to suppress by a

simple decree the organizations which have been brought into

existence by the necessary determinants of historical evolution.

"Whilst anarchism, which presents to us the most abstract and

most idealistic vision of the future, has promised to the world

an order from which all concentration of power shall be ex-

cluded, it has not known how to establish, as a part of anarchist

theory, the logical elements of such an order.^*

"Ferdinand Domela Nieuwenhuis, Die Nieuwe Internationale, "De Vrije

Socialist," Hilversum, September 1907, vol. x. No. 71.

^"M. Ostrogorski, La Demoeratie et VOrganisation des Partis politiques,

ed. cit., vol. ii, pp. 618 et seq.

""Most once said that only the dictatorial and the servile covild be

sincere opponents of anarchism. Even if the use of the 'only' be left

uncriticized, these words seem to me to display a fatal defect in the

psychological foundations of anarchism. For, in view of the natural

endowments of human beings, it seems probable that the majority wiU

always continue to belong to one or other of the two types here char-

acterized by Most" (Walter Borgius, Die Ideenwelt des Anarchisrms,

Dietrich, Leipzig, 1904, p. 58).
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CHAPTEE I

THE CONSEEVATIVE BASIS OF ORGANIZATION

At this point in our inquiry two decisive questions present

themselves. One n^^tlinnn i? wTiPtTioT- +>ip r^\^̂ar•o^^\f>f^J disease of

the^dcmoeratio parties is inourablo. This will be considered in

the next chapter. The other question may be formulated in the

following terms. Is H iTnpf\gdV.1o f^T- a <^OTTir.>»T-gti» pQTty +r,

prarti s" fl i df'mft"rntifi p^^^^T, ^^^ ^ '
rpynlut innnry pnrty tn pnrrrn r

a -revolutionary policy?—Muot wo oay that not eooialiem alone,

but fly^
fl papJaliRtif' 'pf}i^'">j i° ntnpian 1. The-'prcstait chapter"

will attempt k brief answer to this inquiry.

"With 'TI ""rtniTl n nTT"'W limi+f tlm <^r^Tnoprat.if». pg^-ty oimn

wli^n Finbjfftfd tn n1i
[
;'nirfhipnl fnntrnl, pan doubtless act upon'

\\\B. st,g+o in +ViQ democratic sense^ The old political caste of

society, and above all the "state" itself, are forced to undortakpr

the -rovaluation of a oonGidorablc number of vatees

—

a rovalua-

tien both idnn l and practieal. The jmportance attributed to

tb° T^RiRR°q •'nP1-£fll1P ri
,

PY"" TTrlinn tlin InifiPTg ht-a rl pma^

I

i}j
| |

^A^

""^'' tft
^'^gi^g proceeding from above, but also to those proceed-

ing ^Y-mn ^np^o,^^^ Ttiia rnijy give risp, in practice, to ST-p.at in-

nftTiT^PnipTiPPg gn»>i gg wq T-or.ncrni'f^p \r\ i\\ 9 r"""!--! T^ift^^j^ "^ ?^ ^

the Rfatpg nn rlpr a. parliamentary regime ;
^ in theoiyrJuarever,

'Especially where there exists universal, equal, and direct suffrage, and

where the working-class is strongly organized and is awake to its own
interests. (Cf. Franco Savorgnan, Sosiologische Fragmente, Wagner, Inns-

bruck, 1909, p. 105). In this case the leaders have every interest in

exercising upon the state all the pressure they can to render it more

democratic.

^Cf., as far as Italy is concerned, the classic work of Marco Minghetti,

/ Partiti poUtioi e la Ingerensa loro nella Justioia e nell' Armrwms-

trazione, N. Zanichelli, Bologna, 1881, 2nd ed., pp. 17 et seq. In conse-

quence of the intimate relationships between the popular oligarchy

(deputies) and the highest levels of the bureaucratic oligarchy (govern-

ment), the state officials of the second degree of importance, and espe-

cially the prefects, are apt to become entirely dependent upon the popular

oligarchy. The deputy threatens, overtly or tacitly, to go over to the

365
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this new order of things signifies an incalculable progress in

respect of public rights, which thus come to conform better with

the principles of social justice. This evolution will, however,

be arrested from the moment when the governing classes suc-

ceed in attracting within the governmental orbit j^eir,;ffieinies

.of4B5=

[Political organization leads to power, ^ut power is always •

(cimseigatg>eA-lB—aBy-^cagC) the~i5fluence Exercised jjjjon^he

"C^OYnrnmrntnTmnrhine bv an energetic opposition party is neces-

sarily "l'^™, if gn>'ja^t tn pT-pg^nPTiTrfltfirrafifeftBaj a,TnT~is:^l^ya
restricteZ~Bv tiip na.tnrfi nf nlipfarchy.

The recognition of this consideration does not exhaust our

problem, for we have further to examine whether the oligarchical

nature of organization be not-jnesponsible for the creatinn of

bp not. rpspoTisihle for the production of an oligarchical policy.

The analysis here made sho-TO~cIearly~that 1ire~iuLeruaf~p61icy

'

of the party organizations is to-day a^^jiiely conservative, or

is on the way to become" sucK Tentmight happen that the

external policy of these conservative organisms would be bold

and revolutionary; that the anti-democratic centralization of

power in the hands of a few leaders is no more than a tactical

method adopted to effect the speedier overthrow of the ad-

versary; that the oligarchs fulfil the purely provisional func--

tion of educating the masses for the revolution, and that organi-

zation is after all no more than a means employed in the service

of an amplified Blanquist conception.

This development would conflict with the nature of party,

with the endeavour to oryg"i?p t>if> TnasspR upmi the vastest

scale imaginable . As the (JTgaaigation-increases in size, the
fitm cc'l p fftr grentr

pT-infipipg hoommoa impf^^p^l^io It may be
noticed that in the democratic parties of to-day—th« firpqt nem-
fliVtc nf ^r^•pw qtp fmip-li4^ f)i^t. t.n an PvPf-dJaqJTlifjhin^ PirtPTit. in
flip fiplfl nf irlpgg a-nr^ wi+li tha

-vypapoUS of P^t-p flippTyij that

they therefore degenerate more and more into personal struggles

and invectives, to be settled finally upon considerations of a
purely superficial character. The efforts made to cover internal

opposition if the minister will not speedily remove from his constituency

a prefect to whom he (the deputy) has taken a dislike, and the minister,

who has to think of maintaining his majority in the chamber, is apt to

give way. (Cf. also Annibale Marazio, Bel Governo parlementare IMiano,
Unione Tip. Ed. Torinese, Turin, 1904, p. 168.)
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dissensions with a pious veil are the inevitable outcome of or-

ganization based upon bureaucratic principles, for, since the
chief aim of such an ""giTiirrntiftn w, tft ?nrf}] fho _;T£fitj:nt pos-
sible TininhnT nf TinnTn1inT.c.

, "Y^ry ritrH ^^le OTl behalf »f irj pag witVi-

in ^±e-lklits_ofJJTe niigfmizfltimi ig npopgagrily rgggyHpf^ gg_qn

obstacle tC i tho -EeaIimt,i.ftTi o£-4tB-gads^n obstacle, therefore,

which mus
,
be avoided in every possible way. This tendency

is reinforced by the parliamentary character of the political

party. "Party or^aniaaLioii" slgnifles ttic anpiratioiLjOT the

^great^tnurnhfir-of-Biembers. "Parliamentarism" si^dSs^he
aspiration for the greatest number of votes. The principal fields

of party activity are electoral agitation and direct agitation to
secure new members. "What, in fact, is the modern political

party? It is the methodical organization of the electoral masses.

The socialist party, as a political aggregate endeavouring
simultaneously to recruit members and to recruit- votes, finds

here its vitaI_intgrestSr-fer-evei7 decline in membership- .and

every loss_in_VQting_str^igthrdlmin^heS~"its--pQlitical prestige.

Consequently great respect must be paid, not only to new mem-
bers, but also to possible adherents, to those who in Germany
are termed mitlixufer, in Italy simpatizzanti, in Holland geestver-

wanten, and in England sympathizers. To avoid alarming these

intfividuafe, who -are-still,^onjside_^A&-idgar%orlds~oF'sOeialism
m>-rl cTnf>fr«p.Y;-4lux-pLuianit nf a p^lj ^'y bjjgprjfVriRtrict principle

is-fihuaaedr^diile^the considera4iML-is--i^©5e€M<*eS^.^^
TneripJil, inp.rpasp nf ttia -organizatinp tV]ng pfFpptPijMgrirvMjTrply to

be gainedr-at-fttc cgpcnse-of its quality.

The loetj^^"^ in t'^'° If^rig pham of pTimTOTinpna which confer

a profouDiily ftnnnp.Tnrn.tivn nh arsuit^r npnn the iTinmaj;R^^pTip.n

of the political party (even upon that party which bofSsTlself
i-pynii^fi'^TipT.Y') ^'cj ff-nnd in th° r^laticrigjMrqbptwf^Ti party and
state. Generated to overthrow the centralized poWBr-of the

state, starting from the idea that the working class need merely
secure a sufficiently vast and solid organization in order to

triumph over the organization of the state, the party of the

workers has ended by acquiring a vigorous centralization of

its own, based upon the same cardinal principles of authority

and discipline which characterize the organization of the state.'

"Albert Sehaffle believes that socialism needs merely to produce a great

general at the right moment in order to inherit the power of the centralized

military organization (Schafffe, Quintessenz des Soeialismus, Perthes, Gotha,

1879, 7th ed., p. 68).
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jit thus becomes a govemmeiital party, that is to say, a party

/which, organized itself like a government on the small scale,

(hopes some day to assume the reins of government upon the

large scale. The revolutionary political party is a st.^te within •

-tte-staig,* purstringThe avowed aim of destFoying "U^Bxi&ting

state in order to substitute for it a social order ctf a funda-

mentally different character.^ To attain this essentially po-

litical end, the party avails itself of the socialist organization,

whose sole justification is found precisely in its patient but

systematic preparation for the destruction of the organization

of the state in its existing fprm. The subversive .party or-

ganizes the jramework ol Lhe HUciai-¥ev:d3itrffQ: For this reason

it continually endeavours tojitT-PTiptliPTi ita pnsitJQns. to extend
its btireaSeratic_^echanism, to storejap—its—eeergies-and its

fundsr ' "^

* The same is true of the revolutionary trade unions (French style).

"Un etat dans I'etat! C'etait bien la, en effet, le but poursuivi. On
voulait que, dans tons les evfenements, 1 'organisation ouvriere put, a un
signal, adopter una attitude identique et, au besoin, prendre I'ofEensif"

(Eugene Guerard, La Confederation du Travail, "Mouvement Socialiste,

"

May 15, 1899, p. 555).
° Devoting all its energies to the imitation of the outward apparatus of

power characteristic of the "class-state," the socialist party allots no
more than a secondary importance to psychological enfranchisement from
the mentality which dominates this same class-state. This neglect of

the psychical factor is disastrous to the democratic principle, especially

in so far as it springs from psychological sources. Eaphael Friedeberg,

who finds fault with historical materialism because it "starts from the

monstrous error that the mode of production of material life is the sole
'

cause of all sociological happenings," because it leads to the atrophy of

all spiritual faculties, and consequently to the decay of socialist thought,

has opposed this doctrine by that which he calls the doctrine of his-

torical psychism, namely, "the psychical enfranchisement of the proletariat

from all the intrinsic conditions of class dominion" (see his preface to the
German edition of Gustave HervS's work, Leur Patrie [Das Vaterland
der Seichen'], Zurich, 1907, p. vii). But Friedeberg 's charge against

historical materialism is unsound, for the following reason. This doctrine,

based upon the idea of class, teaches the masses of the workers that just

as they exist in a state of economic antagonism to the dominant class,

so also their spiritual and psychical life (the "superstructure") is (or

at least ought to be) in irreconcilable conflict with the spiritual and
psychic life of the bourgeoisie. Another argument against historical

materialism is adduced elsewhere by Friedeberg. It conflicts, he says,

with the class struggle, which depends upon the fact that those who
are removed from the mental environment of their material sphere of
production become psychical dSolasses. He goes so far as to maintain
that the more independent the human brain becomes, the more manifest
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Every new official, every new secretary, engaged by the party
is in theory a new agent of the revolution; in the same way
every new section is a new battalion; and every additional

thousand francs furnished by the members' subscriptions, by
the profits of the socialist press, or by the generous donations of

sympathetic benefactors, constitute fresh additions to the war-
chest for the struggle against the enemy. In the long run, how-
ever, the directors of this revolutionary body existing within
the authoritarian state, sustained by the same means as that

state and inspired by the like spirit of discipline, cannot fail

to perceive that the party nfggniy^liiln mktuta^rpv or^^ronoaa it

may make in the future, will never succeed in becoming^ore

thaj3i^:aii inuiluuLiVt^ nrul TniTnfitnrq copy of the^stete organiza-

tion. For this rea5!fm7-rn-«41-jirrlinary firpnmstances^ and as far
' as prevision is humanly possible, every attempt of the party
' to measure its forces with those of its antagonists is foredoomed
to disastrous failure. The logical consequence of these con-

siderations is in direct conflict with the hopes entertained by the

founders of the party. Instiud uf gdluiiig iuvuluLloiiaiy ea^rgy

as ^^^^P_F£^T^Pe rniH fsnlif^ity nf ilu m niiil II I'M Ihmj—inprppgpt^^ 'the

pre(SSe oppusifei- has ucjCurfed";' Lhei^e-iasLxesulted, pari passu^

' with its growth, a continued increase in the_grudence, the timid-'

ity even, which inspires its policy. The paMyr"CDMinually
i| threatffwd by fha fftq.te upon which its existence deppfCigs. care-

;
fuUy iTVoida ( orfce it has attained to maturity) evg;ig4bing^hich

is the fallacy of Marxism (R. Friedeberg, Sistorische Materialismus und
Klassenkampf, "Polis, " a review published at Zurich, 1907, i, No. 5).

But this reasoning is erroneous, for in the class situation of the proletariat,

a situation clearly recognized by Marxism, there exist all the elements

which combine to make the proletariat the natural enemy (in the in-

tellectual sphere) of the bourgeoisie, and thus lead to the "class strug-

gle." Ideologically to remove the members of the working class from

the world of their material sphere of production could not mean any-

thing else than to impose upon them an essentially strange mentality, to

embourgeoiser them. In actual fact this process occurs to-day upon a

large scale, not in consequence, however, of historical materialism, but

in opposition to it, being due above all to the suggestive influence exer-

cised upon the masses by leaders who have themselves become em-

hourgeois6s. It is true that the process of embourgeoisemeut can itself

be explained in conformity with the doctrine of historical materialism,

on the' ground that it depends upon the changed mode of life and

changed position in life of the leaders, upon the organization that is

necessary for the conduct of the class struggle, and upon the consequences

inherent in this organization which have been studied in the text.
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mighLimtat&Jiifi--state-4e-t-excess. The party doctrines are, •

whenever requisite, attenuated and deformed-in aceordanae^ with

the exteraal nccda of th e nrgRniration.^ Or^gjiigatiee-beacunfis

the vital essence of the party. During the first years of its

existence, the party did not fail to make a parade of its revolu-

tionary character, not only in respect of its ultimate ends, but
\

also in respect of the means employed for their attainment

—

although not always in love with these means. But as soon as

it attained to political maturity, the party did not hesitate to

modify its original profession of faith and to affirm itself revolu-

tionary only "in the best sense of the word," that is to say, no

longer on lines which interest the police, but only in theory

and on paperJ This same party, which at one time did not

° A classical example of the extent to which the fear of injuring the

'

socialist organization will lead even the finest intelligences of the party

to play tricks with socialist theory is afforded by the history of that

celebrated preface which in 1895 Frederick Engels wrote for a posthumous
edition of Marx's book. Die KlassenJcampfe in Frankreich, 1848-9. This

preface became the subject of great international discussions, and has

been justly considered as the first vigorous manifestation of reformism

in German socialism. For Engels here declares that socialist tactics will

/jnave more success through the use of legal than of illegal and revolutionary

^/means, and thus expressly repudiates the Marxist conception of the socialist

[revolution. It was not tiU some years later that Kautsky published a
letter from Engels in which the latter disavowed his preface, saying:

"My text had to suffer from the timid legalism of our friends in Berlin,

who dreaded a second edition of the anti-socialist laws—a dread to which
I was forced to pay attention at the existing political juncture" (Karl

Kautsky, Der Weg zur Macht, Buehhaudlung "Vorwarts," 1909, p. 42).
From this it would appear that the theory (at that time brand-new) that

socialism could attain to its ends by parliamentary methods—and this ,

was the quintessence of Engels' preface—came into existence from a fear

lest the socialist party organization (which should be a means, and not

an end in itself) might suffer at the hands of the state. Thus Engels was
fSted, on the one hand, as a man of sound judgment and one willing to

look facts in the face (cf. W. Sombart, Friedrich Engels, Bin Blatt zur
ErUwicklungsgeschichte des Sozialismns, Separat-Abdruek der "Zukunft,

"

Berlin, 1895, p. 32), and was attacked, on the other hand, as a pacifist

utopist (cf. Arturo Labriola, Siforme e Sivoluzione socioXe, ed. cit., pp. 181
and 224) ; whereas in reality Engels would seem to have been the victim
of an opportunist sacrifice of principles to the needs of organization, a sac-

rifice made for love of the party and in opposition to his own theoretical

convictions.

' Maximilian Harden is not far wrong when he compares the revolutionary
parties in their attitude towards the state authorities to a cock which is as
it were glued to its place because a chalk-line has been drawn in front of
its beak, a line which to the bird represents an insuperable obstacle.
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hesitate, when the triumphant guns of the bourgeois governors
of Paris were still smoking, to proclaim with enthusialm its

solidarity with the communards,® now announces to the whole
world that it repudiates anti-militarist propaganda in any form
which may bring its adherents into conflict with the penal code,

and that it will not assume any responsibility for the conse-

quences that may result from such a conflict. A sense of re-

sponaibilitv is-sudJuuly bccnnniTKT n ative in,the-s0ciali5t party.

Consequentiy_it-jeact3 WTlir
;;

^l-~tfie2ajJjjioriifey at ito disposal

flfrflinsf. thu ri'uiilifttfinaTy pmrrpntg Tgtiinli p-g-ig-l- wtfhiTi its own
organization, and--;whieh-Tt-ira&^^ift€rt2.j;egaxdei^wtEE' an in-

- dulgMiteye. In the name of the grave responsibilities attach-

ing toTfe position it now disavows anti-militarism, repudiates the

general strike, and denies all the logical audacities of its past.

The history of the international labour movement furnishes

innumerable examples of the manner in which the party be-

comes increasingly inert as the strength of its organization

grows ; it loses its revolutionary impetus, becomes sluggish, not

in respect of action alone, but also in the sphere of thought.'

More and more tenaciously does the party cling to what it calls

the "ancient and glorious tactics," the tactics which have led

*As is well-known, in 1871 Bebel, in open Eeichstag, declared himself

opposed to the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine, an annexation which had
already been completed, and, with the sole support of Liebkneeht, pushed
his theoretical opposition to war to the point of voting, in war-time, against

the military credits. Bakunin cherished no afEection either for the Marx-
ists or for the Germans, but he was unable to refuse his admiration to

the youthful Marxist party in Germany, which had had the sublime courage

to proclaim "in Germany, in the country where freedom is least known,
imder the triumphant military regime of Bismarck, its ardent sympathies

for the principles and heroes of the Commune" (M. Bakunin, II Socialismo

e Massini, ed. cit., p. 9).

"In this connection it may be observed that the intellectual decadence

of the socialist party, and its incapacity for producing men of talent, or at

least for attracting such men to its ranks, are often demonstrated by critics

who dwell upon the contrast between the present and the past. Ludwig
Stein writes (Die sosiale Frage, im Lichte der PMlosopMe, Encke, Stutt-

gart, 1897, p. 438) : "The intellectual growth of the socialist party is in

inverse ratio to its geographical extension. What an intellectual vacuum
has existed since the death of Engels. Millions of votes, but not a single

man. A vast number of respectabilities, but not one leading intelligence.

The columns of the 'Neue Zeit' are largely filled with matter which is

nothing better than an insipid Alexandrianism. " A similar opinion by

Sombart has been previously quoted (ef. p. 63, note 2).—There is at least

this amount of truth in such accusations, that everywhere in the socialist

parties the new generation is weakly and intellectually insignificant.
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to a continued increase in membership. More and more invin-

cible becomes its aversion to__gIl aggressive action.

The r4a:gad iiMhi ii u lidii ^\\ w liii li Ihi socialist party is

haunted-jp^9!y^esall its activities, renders impossible all mani-

festation of force, and deprives it of all energy for the daily

struggle. It attempts to justify its misoneism by the false pre-

tence that it must reserve its strength for the final struggle.

Thus we find that the conservative tendencies inherent in all

forms of possession manifest themselves also in the socialist

party. For half a century the socialists have been working in

the sweat of their brow to create a model organization. Now,
when three million workers have been organized—a greater num-
ber than was supposed necessary to secure complete victory

over the onQmylo
-(^l^fi pai'ty in mml i lui i l il iiiiini i h iiim-apv

which, in respect of its consciousness of its dujjes,_l'^^« 7P.a1^ a.Tid

itis bubmiij^iuil LUtne nierarchy. rivals that of thr rtntr- itself;

the treasgrfegTii'c full; ^^ a COhi^lex ramilication of financial and

"In 1893, in a speech at Bielefeld, Liebkneeht, referring to tte Cologne

congress, made a comparison between the political-socialist and trade-union

movements, saying: "I do not believe that the trade-union organizations

in Germany will ever attain a degree of development comparable with that

of the kindred organizations in England; for I am of opinion that before

such a development can be reached the red flag of victorious socialism will

be waving over the Bastille of capitalism and the entrenchments of the

German bourgeoisie" (Wilhelm Liebknecht, Ueier den Kolner Parteitag,

etc., ed. cit., p. 18). To-day, the German trade unionists are as numerous
as the English, while in the intervening years the numerical strength of the

socialist movement has more than doubled, but the conquest of power seems
more remote than ever.

"In the year 1906 the total funds of the German trade unions amounted
to about 16,000,000 marks. The richest union, that of the compositors,

had accumulated funds amounting to 4,374,013 marks. Next came the

bricklayers' union, with 2,091,681 marks; the metalworkers' union, with

1,543,353 marks; and the woodworkers' union, with 1,452,215 marks (Karl
Kautsky, Der neue Tarif der BuchdrucTcer, "Neue Zeit, " anno xxv, vol. 1,

No. 4, p. 129). Since then, notwithstanding the intervening years of crisis

involving exceptionally high claims for out-of-work pay, the financial posi-

tion of the unions has become yet stronger. In 1909 the compositors owned
7,929,257 marks; the bricklayers, 6,364,647 marks; the metalworkers, 6,248,-

251 marks; the woodworkers, 3,434,314 marks (Statistisches Jahrbuch fiir

das deuische Meich, 1910, anno xxxi, pp. 376-7). These ample funds are

of great importance for defensive purposes, but their value for offensive'

purposes is extremely restricted. It would be utterly absurd for the union
to pursue the policy of heaping up funds in the hope of thus overthrowing
capitalism. In Germany there are hundreds of capitalists in whose private

treasuries are available means exceeding those of all the unions put to-
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moral interests extends all over the country. A bold and enter-

prising tactic would endanger all this: the work of many dec-

ades, the social existence of thousands of leaders and sub-leaders,

the entire party, would be compromised. For these reasons tha

idea of such a tactic becomes more and more distasteful. It

conflicts equally with an unjustified sentimentalism and a justi-

fied egoism. It is opposed by the artist's love of the work he

has created with so much labour, and also by the personal in-

terest of thousands of honest bread-winners whose economic life

is so intimately associated with the life of the party and who
tremble at the thought of losing their employment and the conse-

quences they would have to endure if the government should

proceed to dissolve the party, as might readily happen in case

of war.

Thus, fron^
,-^iiiHMiiM

j^Tf^jjjlitL^ftT]! >'"""ni"r-Tr-f"'^ To the

insfffiStiMis and" qualiifi^'wi^''iib ^* the outset wece—^estined
giTnp)y-t.n fTirMTP. thn f»nn<tmorkin p

- qf fhr p nrty Trmfhinr ("Jlh' /

ordmation^ the haiaioHious^cooperati"Tl n^ in/iiid>^n iJ-«iw.TTi>»prg,

'

hierarchicaL-relatioBships, diso^etion, prQ£ri£tj£-<rf'Tn»i.duct) , a

greater importance comes ulti!riflt<>1y-fe»-ttp_af.j;3jJ»<'i^''fTuiTr^t,f> the

prQdwi '
. l .i>;i liv-Qf- the Tnachine. Henceforward the sole preoccu-

pation is to avoid anything which ma3y-ctogsJJ3£_machinery.
Should the party be attacked, it will abandon valuable positions

previously conquered, and will renounce ancient rights rather

than reply to the enemy's offensive by methods which might

"compromise" its position. Naumann writes sarcastically:

"The war-cry 'Proletarians of all countries unite!' has had its

due effect. The forces of the organized proletariat have gained

a strength which no one believed possible when that war-cry

was first sounded. There is money in the treasuries. Is the

signal for the final assault never to be given? ... Is the work

of preliminary organization to go on for ever?"^^ As the

gether. Moreover, on the present system of depositing savings with private

banks, the earnings of this accumulated capital yield profit, not to the trade

unionist, but to the enemies of the working class who are shareholders in

these banks, so that the trade-union funds are '
' ultimately employed against

the labour movement" (Bruno Buchwald, Die GewerTcschaftsbank, "Die

neue GeseUschaft," anno iii, fasc. x). Hence the trade-union funds help

to strengthen the opponents of the trade unions. For this reason a scheme

has long been on foot among trade onionists to institute a bank of their

own.
"Friedrich Naumann, Das SchicTcsal des Marxismus, "Hilfe," October

11, 1908, p. 657.
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party's need for tranquillity increases, its revolutionary talons

atrophy. We lia«enow a finely conservative part^^siiclL (since

the effect survives me <jaU!Se) cuuLiuueh lu eutjjt^^rey^^ronary

termiaologXiJbut which in actual practiceJ^its-no oLher func-

tion thffTTthiit of a fiftrRt^tional opposition.

" All this has deviated far from the ideas of Karl Marx, who,

were he still alive, ought to be the first to revolt against such

a degeneration of Marxism. Yet it is quite possible that, car-

ried away by the spectacle of an army of three million men
acting in his name, swearing on solemn occasions in verba

magistri, he also would find nothing to say in reprobation of so

grave a betrayal of his own principles. There were incidents

iu Marx's life which render such a view possible. He cer-

tainly knew how to close his eyes, in public at any rate, to the

serious faults committed by the German sodal democracy in

1876."

In our own day, which may be termed the age of the epigones

of Marx, the character of the party as an organization ever

greedy for new members, ever seeking to obtain an absolute

majority, cooperates with the condition of weakness in which

^

it finds itself vis-a-vis the state, to effect a gradual replace-

ment of the old aim, to demolish the existing state by the new

faim,
to permeate the state with the men and the ideas of the

party. The struggle carried on by the socialists against the

parties of the dominant_classes-iS" no - l-^geg~one__Qf_Bripgiple,

but simply 'Sffi'lSProH^etition. The revolutionary party has be-

)

come a rival of the bourgeois parties for the conquest of power.

It therefore opens its doors to all those persons who may assist

in the attainment of this end, or who may simply swell its

battalions for the struggle in which it is engaged. "With the

necessary modifications, we may well apply to the international

socialist party the words which de Maupassant puts into the

mouth of the Neveu de I'Oncle Sosthene in order to describe the

essence of French freemasonry: "Au lieu de detruire, vous
organisez la concurrence: ca fait baisser les prix, voila tout.

Et puis encore, si vous n'admettiez parmi vous que des libres

penseurs, je comprendrais ; mais vous recevez tout le monde.
Vous avez des catholiques en masse, meme des chefs du parti.

Pie IX fut des votres avant d'etre pape. Si vous appelez une

"Karl Kautsky, Preface to Karl Marx, Sandglossen zum Programm der

deutsdhen Arheiterpartei (1875), "Neue Zeit," anno ix, vol. 1, pp. 508

et seq.
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societe ainsi composee une citadelle contre le cleriealisme, je

la trouve faible, votre citadelle. ... Ah! oui, vous etes des

malins ! Si vous me dites que la Franc-MaQonnerie est une usine

a elections, je vous I'accorde; qu'elle sert de machine a faire

voter les candidats de toutes nuances, je ne le nierai jamais;

qu'elle n'a d 'autre fonetion que de berner le bon peuple, de

I'enregimenter pour le faire aller a I'ume comme on envoie au
feu les soldats, je serai de votre avis; qu'elle est utile, indis-

pensable meme a toutes les ambitions politiques parcequ'elle

change chacun de ses membres en agent electoral, je vous crierai:

'C'est clair comme le soleil!' Mais si vous me pretendez qu'elle

sert a saper I'esprit monarchique, je vous ris au nez." ^*
^

Thv^ the hatred of tho pail^' iK dliected, not ill Lhe lu-st' fflace 1

against the opprnipntg nf its own view nf tlie world ftrd^^j ^^'•^
I

against the dreaded rivals in the political field, against those f

wha..are competing for-4h6 sgTnp pnrl—pnwp~ It is above aUj
in the electoral agitation carried on by the socialist parties when
they have attained what is termed "political maturity" that this

eharactei:istic_is most plainly manifest. The party no longer

. feekij tu fight its opponeBtsr-bat cimply to outbid„^iem^__ For
this reason we observe a continual recurrence in socialist

speeches of a claim which harmonizes ill with socialist prin-

ciples, and which is often untrue in fact. Not the nationalists,

they say, but we, are the best patriots ; not the men of the gov-

ernment, but we, are the best friends of the minor civil servants

[in Italy] or of the peasants [in Germany] ; and so on. Evi-

dently among the trade unions of diverse political colouring,

whose primary aim it is to gain the greatest possible number of

new members, the note of competition wUl be emphasized yet

more. This applies especially to the so-called "free unions" of

Germany, neutrally tinted bodies which on principle hold in

horror all definiteness in respect of political views or conceptions

of the world order, and which are therefore distinguishable in

name only (a few trifling terminological differences apart) from

the Christian unions. If we study the speeches and polemic

writings directed by the leaders of the free unions against the

leaders of the Christian unions, we find that-^^se speech^_

and writings~TOntaaB-na_declarations of pnnciple anf no thea^'

"Guy de Maupassant, Mademoiselle Fifi, Libr. Ollendorff, Paris, 1907,

p. 69.
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tionSj^and above all accusations of treachery to the cause of

labour. Now'it is obvious ^Eat these are no more than the means

vulgarly employed by competitors who wish to steal one an-

other's customers."

By such methods, not merelv doe." fhr pnrty -ff
^^^-fi""

J |h

poEScaL-gigeHirityr1?y~eirtering i^|Q. promiscuous relationshipa

^ith f^'^ TTin-gt Viqterogeneous political elements, relationship!!

wMchJn mRTiy rases have-disastrous and end ^T-infr pnnsequeacfis.

hn% \t pvpnsps itsplf in gHHitinTi t,n |}ifi riRV^vFJ oainfr itS-^.SSentJaj

nhayantay aa a ^a-rty The tcml "pdWy" piLfeUi*:POSea_Jljat

amtmg the individual components of the party there should
PYJgf g >iav^f|]^^f>^ifi flirnntinTi nfwiHTitnwnTrifi idrntirnl ffhjPfMvp

and practical aims.^° Whsre t.hi?^ ifi ^^r>^h^\^n{r^ t^a pjiir^^y ^Qp^rnog

a mere "
nrpr^ininntimi

"

"An article was published not long ago in the "Neue Zeit" (anno xxv,

No. 5) entitled Zur Taktik gegenuber den gevierksdhaftlichen Konkurrenz-
Organisationen [Tactics to be employed against the competing Trade-Union
Organizations].

"Antonio Labriola, Seritti varl d% filosofia e PoUtica (eollected by B.
Croce), Laterza, Bari, 1906, p. 321.



CHAPTER II

DEMOCRACY AND THE IRON LAW OF OLIGARCHY

"Whu^t the majority of_ ê ROfiialist
, spTionl n hplinyn thnt in a

ifn tj^irp Tnnrp ivrllpgg rprrmto it will Hp pf^gcihlo tn ntt il'" tf> a

CPmy'Tiely '^Prn/y^Tati/. »T-/laT^ gnH wTiilct flio jryp^fpr TmTnhp.li.nf

those who adhere to aristocratic political views consider that

democracy, however jgnpfPTong in gnninty^ i<a qt Ipggt Vpa]|7Qh1o

we ^td-4fl-fee"8cieirtffte-^yfflM-A_conservative tendency voiced

by those who deny

j

fisfdutely and once for all that there"is any
such possibility. As was- shown in an earlier chapter,^ this

tendency is particularly strong in Italy, where it is led by a

man of weight, Gaetano Mosca, who declares that no highly

developed social order is possible without a "political class,"

that is to s€bjK^a politically dominant class, the class of a mi-

nojityr^ Those who do not believe in the god of democracy are

never weary of affirming that this god is the creation of a

childlike mythopoeic faculty, and they contend that all phrases

representing the idea of the rule of the masses, such terms as

state, civic rights, popular representation, nation, are descrip-

tive merely of a legal principle, and do not correspond to any
actually existing facts. Thej '

' tuntund LhuiUthe^.eternal strug-

gle?t>l>i lull r II ni'i'.l.ui'.i ^.(il ann nemocracv y)]! WltililT tre-rj

history have never hpen anvthin^ more than struggies Between

fl^ ffM tniT'^r'tyj flpfPTidiTig its gptnal pvPfJnTniTianpp, flTid a new
and gTi-iKi'ti'nng Tn^'T^^Ti'ty, jntcnt upon the rnnnunut of power, de-

RiT^irt^i-QifTiPT- f^ fn,se with the former nr t.n dp.t.hr""" ""'^ rpplanp

it.'^Gn this theory, these class struggles consist merely of strug-

gles between successively dominant minorities. The social

classes which under our eyes engage in gigantic battles upon

the scene of history, battles whose ultimate causes are to be found

in economic antagonism, may thus be compared to two groups

of dancers executing a chasse croise in a quadrille.

^Cf. supra, p. 41.
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The ill' iiii'j linn nn inTi nTTnt prpfprpnrp ff}V f^p smthnri-

tarian s^lnt^''^n "'*' i"i pnrt,a.Tit giioatit^ng 2 it thirsts simultane-

ously for splendour and for power. "When the English burghers

had conquered their liberties, thev marlf! it their highest ambi-

as_j.il aristecraey. Gladstone declared thift the love

of the BnglisiTpeople for their liberties was equalled only by

their love for the nobility.^ Similarly it may be said that it is

i a matter of pride with the socialists to show themselves capable

\of maintaining a^discipline which; althongh it 4» to a certain

VytPTit volTrrrt!ri77-TronBHAiB-fesir-^i^ifiesHM^bmissi^^
majority to the orders issuea py tne minority,, nr~at, leaSHo-

the rules issued by the minority in obedJeTi^'^ •^" the ma
.
iority 's

instructions. Vilfredo Tareto has even recommended socialism

as a means favourable for the creation of a new working-class

elite, and he regards the courage with which the socialist lead-

ers face attack and persecution as a sign of their vigour, and

as the first condition requisite to the formation of a new "po-

litical class."* Pareto's theorie de la circulation des elites'

must, however, be accepted with considerable reserve, for in

most cases there is not a simple replacement of one group of

elites by another, but a contiauous process of intermixture, the

old elements incessantly attracting, absorbing, and assimilating

the new.

This phenomenon was perhaps recognized at an earlier date,

in so far as the circulation des elites was effected within the

limits of a single great social class and took place on the political

plane. In states where a purely representative government pre-

vails, the constitutional opposition aims simply at such a circula-

tion. In England, for instance, the opposition possesses the same
simple and resistant structure as the party which holds the reins

of government; its programme is clearly formulated, directed

to purely practical and proximate ends; it is thoroughly dis-

ciplined, and is led by one lacking theoretical profundity but

endowed with strategic talent; all its energies are devoted to

overthrowing the government, to taking the reins of power into

its own hands, while in other respects leaving matters exactly as

they were; it aims, in a word, at the substitiition of one clique

of the dominant classes for another. Sooner or later the com-
petition between the various cliques of the dominant classes

' W. E. H. Lecky, Democracy and Liberty, ed. cit., vol. i, p. 267.
' Quoted by J. Novicow, Conscience et Volenti sociales, ed. cit., p. 42.

•V. Pareto, Les Syst&mes socialistes, ed. cit., vol. i, pp. 62 et seq.
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ends in a reconciliation, which is effected with the instinctive
aim of retaining dominion over the masses by sharing it among
themselves. The opinion is very generally held that as a result
of the French Revolution, or that in any case in the Third
Republic, the old order had socially speaking been completely
suppressed in France. This view is utterly erroneous. In the
present year of grace we find that the French nobility is repre-
sented in the cavalry regiments and in the republican diplo-
matic service to an extent altogether disproportionate to its

numerical strength; and although in the French Chamber
there does not exist, as in Germany, a declared conservative
party of the nobility, we fimd that of 584 deputies no less than
61 belong to the old aristocracy {noblesse d'epee and noblesse
de robe).

As we have said, the theory thatajjiceetisesocial group iq^

atpekifRly'g!?spTrt:f7iX4s-l^::Be-^aea^ one7~7jaetano Mosca.
the most distinguished living advocate of this sociological con-
ception, and, with Vilfredo Pareto, its ablest and most authorita-
tive exponent, while disputing priority with Pareto, recognizes
as precursors Hippolyte Taine and Ludwig Gumplowicz.^ It is

a less familiar fact, but one no less interesting, that the leading'
inteUeetual progenitors of the theory of Mosca and Pareto are
to be found among the members of the school against which these
writers more especially direct their attacks, namely among so-

cialist thinkers, and especially among the earlier French so-

cialists. In their work we discover the germs of the doctrine
which at a later date was elaborated by Mosca and Pareto into

a sociological system.

The school of Saint-Simon, while holding that the concept
of class would some day cease to be characterized by any eco-

nomic attribute, did not look for a future without class dis-

tinctions. The Saint-Simonians dreamed of the creation of

a new hierarchy which was to be founded, not upon the privileges

of birth, but upon acquired privileges. This class was to con-

sist of "les plus aimants, les plus intelUgents, et les plus forts,

'Gaetano Mosea, Ficeola Polemica, "Eiforma SociaJe," anno xiv, vol.

svii, fase. 4.—Among the foUowers of Mosca may be mentioned Carmelo
Caristia, who in his book Analisi odierna del Costitutionalismo (Bocca,

Turin, 1908), whilst he does not deny that an absolutist regime of the old

style cannot pass into a modern republican regime by a simple process of

gradual differentiation (p. 107), nevertheless concludes that every demo-
cratic principle ends by generating an aristocratic principle (p. 229).
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personnification vivante du triple progres de la; soeiete," and

"capables de la diriger dans une plus vaste carriere."* At
the head of their socialist state the Saint-Simonians desired to

place those whom they termed "hommes generaux," who would

be able to prescribe for each individual his quantum of social

labour, the individual's special aptitudes being taken into ac-

_£Ount in this connection; here it is obvious that dependence

I

must be placed upon the discretion of these supermen/ One
! of the most ardent followers of Saint-Simon, an enthusiastic ad-

\ vocate of the "nouvelle dynastie," when forced to defend him-

self against the accusation that his doctrine paved the way for

(despotism, did not hesitate to declare that the majority of human
jbeings ought to obey the orders of the most capable ; they should

vdo this, he contended, not only for the love of God, but also on

grounds of personal egoism, and finally because man, even if he

«ould live in isolation, would always need some external sup-

1 gort. The necessity for issuing orders on one side and the

necessity for complying with them on the other are furnished

with metaphysical justification. Such authority would only

be "une transformation politique de 1 'amour qui unit tons les

hommes en Dieu. Et pouvez-vous lui preferer cette triste in-

dependanee qui aujourd'hui isole les sentiments, les opinions,

les efforts, et qui, sous un nom pompeux, n'est rien autre chose

que I'egoisme accompagnee de tons les maux qu'il enfante?"*
The Saint-Simonian system is authoritarian and hierarchical

through and through. The discip'les of Saint-Simon were so

little shocked by the Csesarism of Napoleon III that most of

them joyfully accepted it, imagining that they would find in

it the principles of economic socialization.

The school of Fourier went further still. With a wealth
of detail bordering on pedantry and exhibiting more than one
grotesque feature, Fourier thought out a vast and complex
system'. To-day we can hardly restrain a smile when we study
the tables he drew up describing his "spherical hierarchy,"

consisting of a thousand grades and embracing all possible forms
of dominion from "anarchic" to "omniarchie," each of them
having its special "hautes dignites," and its appropriate

"E. Barrault, La HierarcMe, in Beligion Saint-Simonienne, Receuil et

Predications, Aux bureaux du "Globe," Paris, 1832, vol. i, p. 196.
' CEuvres de Saint-Simon et Enfantin, vol. xli, Doctrines Saint-Simonien-

nes. Exposition par Bozard, Leroux, Paris, 1877, p. 275.

'E. Barrault, La HierarcMe, etc., ed. cit., p. 196.
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"hautes fonctions."* Sorel has well shown that the socialism

of the days prior to Louis Blanc was intimately connected with
the Napoleonic era, so that the Saint-Simonian and Fourierist

Utopias could not live and prosper elsewhere than in the soil of

the idea of authority to which the great Corsican had furnished

a new splendour.^" According to Berth, Fourier 's whole system
presupposes for its working the invisible but real and indis-

pensable ubiquity of Fourier himself, for he alone, the Napoleon,

as it were, of socialism, would be capable of activating and har-

monizing the diverse passions of humanity.^^ -^
Socialists of the subsequent epoch, and above all revolutionary

socialists, while not denying the possibility, in the remote future,

of a democratic government by majority, absolutely denied that

such a government could exist in the concrete present. Bakunin^
opposed any participation of the working class in elections. He
was convinced that in a society where the people, the mass
of the wage-earners, is under the economic dominion of a

minority consisting of possessors, the freest of electoral systems

could be nothing more than an illusion.
'

' Qui dit pouvoir, dit

domination, et toute domination presume I'existence d'une masse
dominee. '

'
^^ Democracy is even regarded as the worst of all

the bourgeois regimes. The republic, which is presented to us

as the most elevated form of bourgeois democracy, was said by
Proudhon to possess to an extreme degree that fanatical and
petty authoritative spirit (zele gouvernemental) which believes

that it can dare everything with impunity, being always ready

to justify its despotic acts under the convenient pretext that

they are done for the good of the republic and in the general

interest.^' Even the political revolution signifies merely "un
deplacement de I'autorite."^*

/ The*! ouiy (suiniiliQu dO(iLi 'lne which can boast ^of" abililj^ Lo

j T^ti''^ nn pffpctiyp rijlj In nil 111" P in''"^', "^'^ '^" ""'",, "'•ni ii[-tT^.T

"Ferdinand Guillon, Accord des Principes. Travail des Ecoles socie-

tawes. Charles Fourier, Libr. Phalanst., Paris, 1850, p. 97.

"Preface by Georges Sorel to the work of Fernand Pelloutier, Ristovre

des Bourses du Travail, ed. cit., pp. 7 et seq.

"Edouard Berth, Marchands, intellectuels et politiques, "Mouvement
Socialiste," anno ix. No. 192, p. 385.

"Bakunin, L'Empire Knouto-Germanique et la BSvolution sociale, ed.

cit., vol. ii, p. 126.

"Proudhon, Idee generale de la devolution aux XIX siecle, vol. x of

CEuvres completes de Proudhon, Paris, 1868, p. 65.

"Proudhon, Les Confessions d'un BSvolutionnaire, ed. cit., p. 24.
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jliP JTTimaTiPTit ]iP<:^ff«sfl,y -f()r Lhc pcronnial caistcnocgof the "po-
'.

-iitica1 _r,1nri,'i
"

i r. th e Marsist_d«eferine. In fhjfa rlnP,t,yiriP t.hg-^.atp.

is identifi£4jd±h_l^e£ulmg class—an identification from w^ieli

fiaMminfMaira's pipH, drewthe extreme consequences. The

state is merely the executive committee of the ruling class ; or,

to quote the expression of a recent neo-Marxist, the state is

Imerely a "trade-union formed to defend the interest of the

jpowers-that-be. " ^^ It is obvious that this theory greatly re-

sembles the conservative theory of Gaetano Mosca. Mosea, in

fact, from a study of the same diagnostic signsyasauees a similar '

prognosis, but abstains from lamentations,^d recriminations

on account of a phenomenon which, injhe light of his general

political views, he regards not merely as inevitable, but as.

actuaUyaHyanta_|eou£jto_ society^ ArStide Bri'and, in the days

when he was an active nlemBer of the socialist party, and be-

fore he had become prime minister of the "class-state," pushed

the Marxist notion of the state to its utmost limits by recom-

mending the workers to "abandon isolated and local economic

struggles, to refrain from dissipating their energies in

partial strikes, and to deliver a united assault upon the state in

the form of the general strike, for, he said, you can reach the

bourgeoisie with your weapons in no other way than by at-

tacking the state.^°

The Marxist theory of the state, when conjoined with a faith

in the revolutionary energy of the working class and in the

democratic effects of the socialization of the means of produc-

tion, leads logically to the idea of a new social order which to

r~lhe school of Mosea appears Utopian. According to the Marxists

"le capitalist mode of production transforms theg2;§&t_.ma-

. jMiiim impuialiuli niLu ui'ulnTnriTn;
]^_^_

ana t^usLdigs its

f own grave;__^ssoon as it has attainea maturity, the" pPDietariat

rwill seizepolitical power, and will immediately transform

[j)rivate property into state property.
'

' In this way it will elimi-

nate itself, for it will thus put an end to all social differences,

and consequently to all class antagonisms. In other words, the

proletariat will annul the state, qua state. CapitaUgtsocieSp, /

divided into classes, has ne£d> of the atnte as ^n ^^i^gamzatmn.

o£-tbe^3iU]lg_class, whqsejn^P""^ it. is tn Ttiamtain the capitalist

'^Angelo Oliviero Olivetti, Froblema del Socialismo Contemporaneo, ed.

cit., p. 41.

"Ariatide Briand, La GrSve GenSrale et la BSvolution. Speech published
in 1907. Grirard, Paris, p. 7.
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;' SJ^g^em-of nrnrluction in its own interest and in order to p.ffpnt.

i
-fea-CQntinued exploitation of th^ rT-n1ptt|,T-^fiT Thus to pu? an
end to the state is synonymous with putting an end to the exist-

\ ence of the dominant class." " But jho ne-w eelleetisaglsocigty,

ruins of the_aneient state, will also need elective elements. It
may be said tharby""the adopt-iG&-of-the^Feventiv6 rules formu-
lated by Rousseau in the Contrat Sociale, and subsequently
reproduced by the French revolutionists in the Declaration des
Droits de l'Homme, above all by the strict application of
the principle that all offices are to be held on a revocable
tenure, the activity of these representatives may be confined
within rigid limits.^^ It is pobo the less true Lhat-aeeialr-wealth

' camtoPBe tialltifactOi'lly admliiitjLered In-any other manneii^than
bysJihe creation of an extensive bureaucracy. In this way W6?
are led by'^aJgLe:£igbte'io^»4o- the flat~3cnial of tlle~p?5ssibility

of -ar Etato without dasi£S^_ The aanmiistratiOli ot an immeas-^
urably large capital, above all when this capital is collective

property, confers upon the administrator influence at least equal
to that possessed by the private owner of capital. Consequently
the critics in advance of the Marxist social order ask whether
the instinct which to-day leads the members of the possessing

classes to transmit to their children the wealth which they (the

parents) have amassed, will not exist also in the administrators

of the public wealth of the socialist state, and whether these

administrators will not utilize their immense influence in order

to secure for their 'children'the succession to the offices which
they themselves hold.^"

-

" Friedrich Engels, Die EntwicMung des Sozialismus von der Utopie zur

Wissensohaft, Buchhandlung "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1891, 4th ed., p. 40.

"Many believe with Hobson {Boodle and Cant, ed. cit., pp. 587 and 590)
' that the socialist state will require a larger number of leaders, including

political leaders, than any other state that has hitherto existed. Bernstein

declares that the administrative body of socialist society will for a long

time differ very little from that of the existing state (Bduard Bernstein,

Zur GescMchte, etc., ed. cit., p. 212).

"Gaetano Mosca, Bisposta ad un' Inchiesta sul Socialismo, published in

the annual "Bios," Marescotti, Milan, 1904.—This is a point to which the

critics of collectivism have drawn attention vrith much emphasis (cf. Paul

Leroy-Beaulieu, Le Collectivisme, Paris, 1884, vol. i, pp. 350 et seq.; F. S.

Merlino, Pro e contro il Socialismo, ed. cit., p. 194) .—Jean Jaur6s proposed

a national council of labour which, with many safeguards, was to direct

production in the socialist state (Jaurfes, Organisation Socialiste, "Eevue
Socialiste," August 1895); such a body, however,' would have a fatal ten-
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The constitution of a new dominant minority would, in addi-

tion, be especially facilitated by the manner in which, according

to the Marxist conception of. the revolution, the social trans-

formation is to be effected. Marx held that the period between
the destruction of capitalist society and the establishment of

communist society would be bridged by a period of revolu-

tionary transition in the economic field, to which would cor-

respond a period of political transition, "when the state could

not be anything other than the revolutionary dictatorship of

the proletariat. "^° To put the matter less euphemistically,

there will then exist a dictatorship in the hands of those

leaders who have been sufficiently astute and sufficiently power-

ful to grasp the sceptre of dominion in the name of social-

ism, and to wrest it from the hands of the expiring bourgeois

society.

-'A revolutionary dictatorship was also foreshadowed in the

minimum programme of Mazzini's republican party, and this

led to a rupture between Young Italy and the socialist ele-

ments of the carbonari. Filippo Buonarroti, the Florentine,

friend and biographer of Gracchus Babeuf, a man who at one
time played a heroic part in the French Revolution,^^ and who
had had opportunities for direct observation of the way in

which the victorious revolutionists maintained inequality and
endeavoured to found a new aristocracy, resisted with all his

might the plan of concentrating the power of the carbonari

in the hands of a single individual. Among the theoretical

reasons he alleged against this concentration, the principal was
that individual dictatorship was merely a stage on the way
to monarchy. To Mazzini and his friends, Buonarroti objected,

that aU the political changes they had in view were purely
formal in character, aiming simply at the gratification of

dency to concentrate power in the hands of a few.—Joseph Sarratne, the
reformist socialist, describes the coUectivist form of socialist society as
"une taehe audacieuse dont on voudrait investir non pas un Dieu, mais
un tyran ou un comite de salut publique entre les mains de qui devrait
nficessairement abdiquer la nation souveraine" (Sarratne, Sooialisme d'Op-
position, Sooialisme de Gouvernement et Lutte de Classe, Jacques, Paris,
1901, p. 46).

^"Karl Marx, Eandglossen sum Programm der deuisehen Arbeiterpartei,
" Waffenkammer des Sozialismus, " 10th semi-annual vol., Frankfort-on-
the-Main, 1908, p. 18.

"Filippo Buonarroti, Conspiration pour I'EgaliU, dites de Babeuf, Brus-
sels, 1828. Of. especially p. 48.
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personal needs, and above all at the acquirement and exercis(
of unrestricted authority. For this reason Buonarroti opposec
the armed rising organized by Mazzini in 1833, issuing a secrei
decree m which he forbade his comrades of the carbonari t(
give any assistance to the insurgents, whose triumph, he said
could not fail to give rise to the creation of a new ambitious
aristocracy. "The ideal republic of Mazzini," he wrote, "dif-
fers from monarchy in this respect alone, that it possesses a
dignity the less and an elective post the more." ^^

,
There is little difference, as far as practical results are

I

concerned, betwee^>]4i»jtfiuaLdictatorGhip and tbo dictatopship

[

of a^^^02iP-^>.£^igpehs,--Now
,
it, -i«-«ictuiresL LhdL Lhe wiic^pl

dktaU»:shJ^lJsJhe direct antithesis of the concept democracu.
' The jjjienipt t(Pm^4i dicLalorsmp servejjifi-.«ads-ttf~tt5^cracv
is tantamottOt to the~~endeavour to utilize war as the most
efficient means for the defence of peace, or to employ alcohol
in the struggle against alcoholism.^^ It is extremely probable
that a social group which had secured control of the instruments
of collective power would do all that was possible to retain
that control.^* Theophrastus noted long ago that the strongest
desire of men who have attained to leadership in a popularly
•governeji state is not so much the acquirement of personal
wealth as Jhe gradual establishment of their own sovereignty
at the^xpense of popular ~sdvereign1;y.^^ The danger is immi-

tangiWe^^^manfclasses wEIch~Tlow nexist^andaJyT opeTTiy _by
a^la«deaiine|^^3g©giejQ]jgaE^3i^=paisiriSf^^^
eloakofecgialr^T""

The Marxist economic doctrine and the Marxist philosophy
of history cannot fail to exercise a great attraction upon think-

' ers. But the defects of Marxism are patent directly we enter

the practical domains of administration and public law, with-

out speaking of errors in the psychological field and even in

"" Giuseppe Romano-Catania, FiUppo Buonarroti, Sandron, Palermo, 1902,

2nd ed., pp. 211-12, 213, 218, and 228.

*"' There continually recurs the dream of Schiller's Marquis Posa (in

Don Carlos), who endeavours to make absolutism the instrument of libera-

tion; or the dream of the gentle Abbe Pierre (in Zola's Some), who wishes

to use the church as a lever to secure socialism" (Kropotkin, Die histo-

rische Bolle des Staates, Grunau, Berlia, 1898, p. 52).

"Those among the reformists who have been scientifically trained begin

to recognize this (cf. FourniSre, La Sociooratie, ed. cit., p. 10).
" liahruyhie, Charaetires, ed. cit., p. 38.
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/ more elementary spheres.^' Wherever socialist theory has en-

dea'^oured tnfnrnirh ypiarnntpes^for^^erMoual jifa^'^rit^a-in

the pr^^PT^^fv lapgprl intn tlin Hrm^Iarta ot maivSualist^an-

1
arniiiiS^pivr pIha Tiaa- mndft-proposals which (doubtless in op-

l position to the excellent intentions of their authors) couldr-iiOt

[fail tp PTiHlaye the individual toJh^mass. Here is an example

:

to ensure that the literature of socialist society shall be ele-

vated and moral, and to exclude a priori all licentious books,

August Bebel proposed the nomination of a committee of ex-

perts to decide what might and what might not be printed. To
obviate all danger of injustice and to secure freedom of thought

and expression, Bebel added that every author must have the

right of appeal to the collectivity.^^ It is hardly necessary to

point out the impracticability of this proposal, which is in

effect that the books, however large, regarding which an appeal

is made, must be printed by the million and distributed to the

public in order that the public may decide whether they are

or are not fit for publication!

The problem of socialism is not merely a problem in eeo-'

nomics. In other words, socialism does not seek merely to

determine to what extent it is possible to realize a distribution

of wealth which shall be at once just and economically produc-

Jtive. Socialism is also an administrative problem, a problem
iof democracy, and this not in the technical and administrative

sphere alone, but also in the sphere of psychology. In the

individualist problem is found the most difficult of all that

complex of questions which socialism seeks to answer. Rudolf
Goldscheid, who aims at a renascence of the socialist move-
ment by the strengthening of the more energetic elements in

that movement, rightly draws attention to a danger which
socialism incurs, however brilliantly it may handle the prob-

lems of economic organization. If socialism, he says, fails to

study the problem of individual rights, individual knowledge,'

and individual will, it will suffer shipwreck from a defective

understanding of the significance of the problem of freedom
for the higher evolution of our species—^will suffer shipwreck
no less disastrous than that of earlier conceptions of world
reform which, blinded by the general splendour of their vision,

^George Sorel, Dove va il Marxismo?, ed. cit., p. 17.

" A. Bebel, Die Frau und der Sozialisnms, J. H. W. Dietz Naehf., Stutt-

gart, 34th ed., 1903, p. 423.
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have ignored the individual light-sources which comhine to
produce that splendour.^^

The youthful German labour party had hardly succeeded in
detaching itself, at the cost of severe struggles, from the bour-
geois democracy, when one of its sincerest friends drew at-
tention to certain urgent dangers. In an open letter to the Leip-
zig committee of the Allgemeine Deutsche Arbeiterverein, Rod-
bertus wrote: "You are separating yourselves from a po-
litical party because, as you rightly believe, this political party
does not adequately represent your social interests. But you
are doing this in order to found a new political party. Who
will furnish you with guarantees against the danger that in this
new party the adversaries of your class {die antisozialen Ele-
mente) may some day gain the upper handf'^s In this ob-
servation Eodbertus touches the very essence of the political
party. An analysis of the elements which enter into the com-
position of a party will show the perfect justice of his criticism.
A party is neither a social unity nor an economic unity. It
is based upon its programme. In theory this programme may
be the expression of the interests of a particular class. In
practice, however, anyone may- join a party, whether his in-

terests coincide or not with the principles enunciated in the
party programme. The socialist party, for example, is the
ideological representative of the proletariat. This, however,
does not make it a class organism. From the social point of
view it is a mixture of classeSplSeTng^ composed_of"eWnfint.a

fulfflfer^-dwrptimr^'ri^mJ-iifris'lTi the pp.nTif^yni" pr-^^^^i^—Etijtsince

the programme has a class origin, an ostensible soeial^;amty is

tberettBL fonVf^rT-ofi li pon liw [mhI^/t—All auclallsts as such, what-
ever their economic position in private life, admit in theory
the absolute pre-eminence of one great class, the proletariat.

Those non-proletarians affiliated to the party, and those who
are but partial proletarians, "adopt the outlook of the work-
ing class, and recognize this class as predominant."^" It is

tacitly presupposed that those members of a party who do not

belong to the class which that party represents will renounce

'^ Rudolf Groldscheid, GrwnSlimien zu evner Kritik der Willenskraft, W.
Braumiiller, Vienna and Leipzig, 1905, p. 143.

"Eodbertus, Offener Brief, etc., in F. Lassalle's Folitische Beden u.

Schriften, od. cit., vol. ii, p. 15.

"Eduard Bernstein, Wird die Sozialdemokratie Volkspartei? "Sozial.

Monatshefte," August 1905, p. 670.
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tlieir personal interests whenever these conflict with the in-

terests of the proletarian class. On principle, the heterogeneous

elements will suhordinate themselves to the "idea" of a class

to which they themselves do not belong. So much for theory.

In practice, the acceptance of the programme does not suffice

to abolish the conflict of interests between capital and labour.

Av^^jnn, t!i" Tv.nTvi]^oT.q ^.oir^Ti g'iTig to higher socjal il l 1 1 ill w 1iiii<(ave

'made their adhesion to the political organization of the working

class, T.hfirft wi LL^ix*-mTm> wVi n wil l whpn the occasion demands
it. know-hnw tr> nnnriflfP tTipmsplves, who wiU be able tounelasa^

,/wi]I__C0ntinUe t.npnrHnP pomnrvrmc. intprpats OPpOSCd tO-tbose- of 1-^

' tTipp^S^TYpg, ,
'[hp'rnajnT-ity nt snpb pf.v,c|>^T|f;, lipwgypjp^ptwith-

standing their, outward community ofJdfias-ffitjartfie prSletariai:,

/the proietaria.ti There is. in tabt'/acorrflIcE''of'interegs^nti''

the aeeisionTin this conflict will be determined by the relation-

ship which the respective interests bear towards the principal

necessities of life. Consequently it is by no means impossible

j

that an economic conflict may arise between the bourgeois mem-

I

bers and the proletarian members of the party, and that as this

l_
conflict extends it will culminate in political dissensions. Eco-

nomic antagonism stifles the ideological superstructure. The
programme then becomes a dead letter,^^nd beneath the banner

of "socialism" and within the bosom of the party, a veritable

class struggle goes on. "We learn from actual experience that

in their conduct towards persons in their employ the bourgeois

socialists do not always subordinate personal interests to those

of their adoptive class. When the party includes among its

members the owners of factories and workshops, it may be

noticed that these, notwithstanding personal goodwill and not-

withstanding the pressure which is exercised on them by the

party, have the same economic conflict with their employees

as have those employers whose convictions haTmonize with their

economic status, and who think not as socialists but as bourgeois.

But there exists yet another danger. The leadership of the

socialist party may fall into the hands of persons whose prac-

tical tendencies are in opposition with the programme of the

working class, so that the labour movement will be utilized for

the service of interests diametrically opposed to those of the

proletariat.^* This danger is especially great in countries where

"Cf. Arturo Labriola, Biforme e Mivohizione Sociale, ed. cit., pp. 225-6.—^Labriola applies his hypothesis to the socialist leaders of bourgeois ori-
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tte working-class party cannot dispense with the aid and guid-
ance of capitalists who are not economically dependent upon the
party; it is least conspicuous where the party has no need of
such elements, or can at any rate avoid admitting them to

leadership.

"Whfin thf^eaders, whether dt'Tiy"'^ fvnm the hnnrfypnisip. or
frnm ^^j^p. -yyr^^-^Trr^'-rn

g|,l^^ '^^p^ttachcd to the part^Ljo^gamsm as

employees, tTieir economic interest coincides as a rule with
the^interest of the party. TJiis, Jiowevtil", servya lo elimiaate

only one aspect of the danger. 'A'riof.ht^r ijsrp*mi^ ^ravpy T^ppansp

TTin^f. pfonoT-gl^ rippo^<^P upou the oppositiou which ineyijably

arises between the leaders and the rank and file as Jhe party,
gfo^^lrrstr^ggth.^

~ ~—
" -

The, TTa rt,y. regardpd aa.?<n prifify , as a piece of mechanism.
is not TiPPPfi.qari1y ii^pn|ifia^]r Tyjth tliP tfitnlitj nf itfi TnnTtihrrri;

aai^ «ti]] l*"̂ so witji. thfl olnsn! to whlrh thp'iP halong. The
parjy jg f^^nr^f"^ 'np H TTipa^'f t" p°"nT-o—aB gad. Having,

however, become an end in itselL endowed v'v lLh d,im& ' alt^nn-
~ tereats. of its own, it.4:^dergoes detacTi ^pTit, frAm the t.p1pf>1<7pip.aT

point ofvieW;^jp^a-"Efae-elMS which it reproponta. In a party,

it is far from obvious that theiaterests nf the mgaapg whi&h

Via.Ba^p.f)TnbiTipf| ^c^ fnT"* ^^^" PH^^y '"^^^^ pmnnidp wit.Ti t.hp jntpr-

eatt! nf the hnrea.^iCT-g ny in -which thp party hecxmicii, [ic.i MiiiifTTid.

Thliil illll ll' I'l llT lihn body "f PTy^plr^yppp prp alwayg pnnr-prTritwp^

"^j^in fli s"^p^ rn1iti"fl1 f^tnatimi tTiPgp in tpresta TTiav dictate a

dpfpTifiivp i^yid PVPT1 a. reactionary policy when the interests, of

the, wprkigg class demand a bold and aggressive policy; in

other cases, although these are very rare, the roles may be

reversed. Tty p nniYfTgally j^,pp]]>ah1p gnpial 1t],yy, evcrv organ

olthe collectivity.
,

brnnfrht ir^-" "^j^'+oripo +>iJiiM*
f»

ii t ht. n i^rfl tav

the division of labour, creates for itself, as soon as it becomes

pnTiair^ lif^atprl iT)ri!-^ri^|^a_ae«Biiar to itself. The existence of these^

r!ppriiTt"tnTfrr"t-i iuynhT'T n ti'"""^'"'"^^"'''*'^^'^^ '°°^^^h ^^^ rntpr-pata

of-tfie-6o]iedis£i±y. NayrOBore,. social Rtr?it.a. fnlfillin^ peculiar

fui^gtions tend to become isolated, to produce organs fitted for

thedateace-trf their own "peculiar mterestsT" In theJi^grun they

tend to undergo transform

n

tinn into rfrH'""! -lAggpg

The sociological phenomena whose general chara«tefistics

have been discussed in this chapter and in preceding ones

gin, lyhereas, for the reasons previously discussed, it should be made gen-

erally aiplicable, disregarding the social origin of the labour leaders.
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jjffer numerous vulnerable points to tlie scientific opponents

of democracy. Tlirrj: pTi rnnTnim n Trnn lrl nrrm tn_r'^"^^ hrj'mirl

dispute that socie^^y ^^Ti^pf pxiat wiflimit. n "flmnirmrrt." or

"pftiitinpl" n^^aa an^ that the ruHng class, whilst its elements

are subject to a frequent partial renewal, nevertheless consti-

tutes l li i mi l J- fn ctnr nfpnffl^ipTitIxIdu?able efficacy in the his-

tnyy nf Vmmgn rlPVPlf>]TTTipiTit. According to this view, tHe gov-

ernment, or, if the phrase be preferred, the statfi,_caiffi2t be

anything other tluin tbp ftrgfw*-^^"" "f D rr^ir^nr-Viy It is the

aim of this minority tn iinpngp nponjherest of society a "legal

nrrli T^" wUlpTi i? tVio nntpoTTip nf tbeexfgRTipTes of domimon_and
/^f +tia-cTFplmtn+irm nf +TiP mas^^ ftf helots efEectcd by the rulmg

minority, and can never be truly representative of the

/imajority.^^ Tb£t-ma4»rity is Lhuu purmuucuLl^ ' iiteapable of

self-gQvemTnent. Even when the discontent of the masses cul-

/minates in a successful attempt to deprive the bourgeoisie of

[power, this is after all, so Mosca contends, effected only in

appearance; always and necessarily there springs from the'

masses a new organized minority which raises itself to the

rank of a governing class.^^ - Thus the majority of hufflan_be-

ings,Jffir-ar-ee«d4tion of eternal tutolagc, arc pjzpdestiaed by

itvrtgid must bfe coulenl to conotitutfi^the pedestal of an oli-

_gamhj^
~> The principle that one dominant class inevitably succeeds to

another, and the law deduced from that priuHplr thnt ftHfra«^hy

¥j -q° ^* WP^P, " r^°"Hl^in "'^ fnrni of thp onmvnan life nf..ffreat

nnn'nl njfyTPfyatpH far from conflicting with or replacing the
'

'mntnrinlilt rrmrpr^""" "^ Vn'ot^T-y r.rvTnplotoa that /lAnopp+i/^n ^-nA

reinforces it. Q'>i<^rf
^"° ^" Pggpntini nnntT-lHl'n+i'nTi TintTTrcnTt-tTlP

dnflVin f that h ifitftry h th i^-r""'^rrl fif ti i f nntirin " rl ritlT'igLI!.^ flpsq

"V^i'tnT^"'' "^"^ ^^" flnptminn ihnf nlggg «trji {irip1nr
. imiflriably Cul-

minate in the creation of new nlip-arp.bips -which nnrlprgo fijSTi^n

with the old/) The existence of a political class does not con-

""This train of reasoning approximates to Mommaen's theory that

democracy continually destroys itself.

^Gaetano Mosca, Elemente de Sciensa politiea, ed. cit., p. 62.—Among
the socialists there are a few rare spirits who do not deny the truth of this

axiom. One of these is the professor of philosophy, and socialist deputy
of the Swedish Upper House, Gustaf F. Steffen, who declares: "Even
after the victory, there will always remain in political life the leaders and
the led" (Steffen, Die Bemokratie in England, Diederichs, Jenp., 1911,

p. 59).
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fliet with the essential content of Marxism, considered not as
an economic dogma But as a philosophy of history ; for in each
particular instance the dominance of a political class arises as
the resultant of the relationships between the different social

forces competing for supremacy, these forces being of course
considered dynamically and not quantitatively.

The Russian socialist Alexandre Herzen, whose chief perma-
nent claim to significance is found in the psychological interest

of his writings, declared that from the day in which man be-

came accessory to property and his life a continued struggle

for money, the political groups of the bourgeois world under-
went division into two camps: the owners, tenaciously keeping
hold of their millions ; and the dispossessed, who would gladly

expropriate the owners, but lack the power to do so. Thus
historical evolution merely represents an uninterrupted series

of oppositions (in the parliamentary sense of this term), "at-

taining one after another to power, and passing from the

sphere of envy to the sphere of avarice."^*

-^asjjie sociaL-rcvolution wouhtaigtr ofppct any rQ^i "^"difi-

^^JlWi^^^*^ •'"ternal struoturo of_.th (ff mass?—The socialists

mi^ii-xioxiauef. JjuLJXttt-j^>daJisriv.-whiah would ner^ m the

moment of ito adbareutg' triumph - We are tempted to speak

• ofTEis process as aTtfagicomedy in which' the.masses^are-CQntent

t.o3gX^g_aii tiieij. energies tojiteciing3::33feafig£L4iLiai^«tj-j's.7 AIT"

that isleft for the workers is the honottF~^^3e- participer au
recrutement gouvernemental. " ^^ The result seems a poor one,

;"'

especially if we take into account the psychological fact that i''-\

even the purest of idealists who attains to power for a few years |'-'^

is unable to escape the corruption which the exercise of power -^

carries in its train. In France, in working-class circles, the ..^^

phrase is current, homme elu, homme foutu. The social revo- ?"/

lution, like the political revolution, is equivalent to an operation ^^
by which, as the Italian proverb expresses it: "Si cambia 11,(07^

maestro di cappella, ma la musica e sempre quella."^" «. /^

Fouri&r defined modern society as a mechanism in which the
j

extremest individual licence prevailed, without affording any I

guarantee to the individual against the usurpations of the mass, '

'* Alexandre Herzen, Erinnerungen, German translation by Otto Buek,

Wiegandt u. Grieben, Berlin, 1907, vol. ii, p. 150.

*> FSlicien Challaye, Syndicalisme rivolutionnavre et Syndicalisme rSform-

iste, Alcan, Paris, 1909, p. 16.

" There ia a new conductor, but the music is just the same.
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7)r to the mass againKt the usurpations of the individual.^^

History "rrmr'tTT-l-mtji nn thnt nn popular moYement, however

enefgetie and vigofSugf^^caiJahle af~pro(inciiig urofotmid and

,
ppVrrigrip'^iTnKargPg-lTrlrh-s-BnTrral organism"of3Ei£gYinged world.

"TjiB.j^^epeadBCiiiii elemcnto of the in6vcmoT\ i.f^^e men who
IpgH j^Ti.9 nf^nr-l'gTl it^ ptk^ hy Undsra
Ft-^tv, tj,p "iniS°°°i "TiH gyp, attracted within th e orhit of the

''.DoHtiealelass.'' They perhaps contribute to this class a cer-

i^̂ ^r^:^-Ti^n^f '^^np^ jA^^itf^Ul^hut thev also endo.ffi. it wriTrmore

creative energy and enhanced- practical intplliffpripf^, thns -pm-'

viclJyB>Joi 'tllu Ta.'i"g' o\paa ^p;^r-vpr^P^^Pf\ ynnth. The "po-

litical class 'nconti'nuing"t6 employ Mosca's convenient phrase)

has unquestionably an extreme fine sense of its possibilities and

its means of defence. It displays a remarkable force of at-

traction and a vigorous capacity for absorption which rarely

fail to exercise an influence even upon the most embittered and

uncompromising of its adversaries. From the historical point

of view, the anti-romanticists are perfectly right when they

sum up their scepticism in such caustic phraseology as this:

"'^n'pRt Pf' fiu'mir rrrnlutinn ? P^in C"ti

°
' T^i ^^ t^'TPTltf* "" coups

de fusil dans une rue: eela casse beaucoup de carreaux; il n'y

a guere que les vitriers qui y trouvent du profit. Le vent emporte

la fumee. Ceux qui reste dessus mettent les autres dessous. . . .

C'est bien la peine de remuer tant d'honnetes paves qui n'en

pouvaient mais!"^^ Or we may say, as the song runs in

Madame Angot: "Ge n'est pas la peine de changer de

gouvernement ! " In France, the classic land of social theories

and experiments, such pessimism has struck the deepest roots.*®

"Charles Fourier, De I'AnarcMe industrielle et scientifique, Libr. Pha-

lanst., Paris, 1847, p. 40.

"TMopMle Gautier, Les Jeunes-France, Charpentier, Paris, 1878, p. xv.

" The disillusionment of the French regarding democracy goes back to

the Eevolution. Guizot declared that this terrible experiment sufficed "S.

dfigoiiter k jamais le monde de la recherche de la liberty, et s6cher, jusque

dans leur source, les plus nobles esp^rances du genre humain" (F. Guizot,

Vw Gouvernement de la France, ed. cit., p. 165).



CHAPTER III

PARTY-LIFE IN WAR-TIME

Nevee is the power of the state greater, and never are the
forces of political parties of opposition less effective, than at

the outbreak of war. This deplorable war, come like a storm
in the night, when everyone, wearied with the labours of the

day, was plunged in well-deserved slumber, rages all over the
world with unprecedented violence, and with such a lack of

respect for human life and of regard for the eternal creations

of art as to endanger the very corner-stones of a civilization

.

dating from more than a thousand years. One of the corner- I

stones of iistorieal materialism is that the working classes all !

over the world are united as if by links of iron through the i

perfect community of economico-soeial interests which they

possess in face of the bourgeoisie, this community of interests
{

effecting a horizontal stratification of classes which runs athwart
\

and supersedes the vertical stratification of nations and of races. '

The greatest difference, in fact, in the views taken of eeonomico-

social classes and of linguistico-ethieal nationalities, as between

the respective adherents of nationalistic theories and of the

theories of historical materialism, consists in this, that the

former propound the hypothesis that the concept "nation" is

morally ajid positively predominant over the concept "class,"

whilst the latter consider the concept and reality "nation"

altogether subordinate to the concept "class." The Marxists,

in fact, believed that the consciousness of class had become im-

pressed upon the entire mentality of the proletariat imbued

with socialist theories.

The war has shattered this theory at one terrible blow. The

German socialist party, the strongest, wealthiest, and best or-

ganized section of the working-class international, for thirty

years past the leading spirit in that international, suddenly and

emphatically declared its entire solidarity with the German

Emperor. Throughout the proletarian mass there has not been

reported a single instance of moral rebellion against the struggle

393
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which enlists socialists to fight on behalf of German imperialism

and to contend with the comrades of other lands. Unquestion-

ably, the tactics of the German socialists were largely due to

the oligarchical tendencies which manifest themselves in mod-
ern political parties, because these parties, even if they pursue a
revolutionary aim, and indeed precisely because they do so,

that is to say because they make war against the existing state-

system and desire to replace it by another, have need of a vast

7 organization whose central strength is found in a trusted and

,
stable bureaucracy, the members of which are well paid, and
which has at its disposal the powers of a journalistic system

and of a well-filled treasury.^ This organization constitutes a

state within the state. Now the forces of party, however well- •

developed, are altogether inferior and subordinate to the forces

of the government, and this is especially true in such a country

as Germany. Consequently one of the cardinal rules governing

the policy of the socialist party is never to push its attacks upon
the government beyond the limits imposed by the inequality

between the respective forces of the combatants. In other words,

the life of the party, whose preservation has gradually become
the supreme objective of the parties of political action, must
not be endangered. The result is that the external form of the

party, its bureaucratic organization, definitely gains the upper
hand over its soul, its doctrinal and theoretic content, and the

latter is sacrificed whenever it tends to involve an inopportune

conflict with the enemy. The outcome of this regressive evolu-

tion is that the party is no longer regarded as a means for the

attainment of an end, but gradually becomes an end-in-itself,

and is therefore incapable of resisting the arbitrary exercise

of power by the state when this power is inspired by a vigorous

will.

' Inevitably such a party is unable to sustain so terrible a test

, as that of upholding its faith in principles when the state, de-

I termined upon war, and resolved to crush anyone who gets in

the way, threatens the party in case of disobedience with the

I dissolution of its branches, the sequestration of its funds, and
'the slaughter of its best men. The party gives way, hastily

'At the end of 1913 the central treasury of the German socialist trade
unions owned property amounting to 88,069,295 marks (£4,400,000), whilst

the local and independent unions owned 3,152,636 marks (£150,000). Now
a rebellion against the government and its foreign policy would have en-

dangered all these fxmds.
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sells its internationalist soul, iand, impelled by the instinct of
self-preservation, undergoes transformation into a patriotic
party. The world-war of 1914 has afforded the most effective
confirmation of what the author wrote in the first edition of
this book concerning the future of socialist parties.

This natural tendency of the modem political party is rein-
forced, in the particular case under consideration, by the de-
cision of the German socialists to support their government in
all respects, owing to their fear and hatred of Czarism. This
invincible aversion, upon which is dependent the general agree-
ment with which the entire Germanic democracy has accepted
the war, arises not solely from the foolish prejudice that the
Slavs belong to an inferior race, but is also the outcome of a
special historical theory held by Marx. Marx, in fact, regarded
Russia as responsible for "the reaction" wherever this became
manifest. More particularly, he considered that the militarist

regime of the Prussian nobles, which he ardently abhorred, was
merely the vanguard of the Eussian autocracy. He added that

the most infallible means for destroying the predominance of

the German junkers would be to crush Russia, without whose
aid the rule of the Prussian reaction would be impossible. This

Marxist conviction had become a party dogma, deep-rooted in

the mind of every individual member and diffused in a hundred
writings. The German socialists who enthusiastically obeyed

the mobilization order issued by the Emperor believed them-

selves to be fulfilling a sacred duty, not only from the patriotic

- point of view, but also from the democratic, considering that

they were thus hastening the day of their own final deliver-

ance. It was by such a state of mind that were inspired the

principal speeches delivered and the most authoritative articles

written by the German socialists when William II declared

war against the Czar.

Moreover, an attitude which harmonized ill with the theo-

retical principle of historical materialism was defended by the

socialists themselves as absolutely essential for the German

proletariat. Substantially what the German socialists said

was that, in the event of a defeat of the state to which they

belonged, the proletarians would necessarily suffer greatly from

unemployment and poverty; consequently it was their supreme

interest, and must be the supreme aim of their representatives,

to avoid this eventuality; hence it was their first and greatest

duty to aid the German army by all the means at their disposal
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in its arduous task of defeating the enemy. Now, there is no
lack of positive clearness about the view which underlies this

reasoning. Since the proletariat is an integral part of the state,

it cannot but suffer when the state falls upon evil days. Above
all, the lot of the workers is dependent upon the degree to

which manufacture and commerce flourish. No doubt the most

prosperous condition of manufacturing industry does not af-

ford the workers an absolute guarantee that they will receive

good wages and be able to enjoy a high standard of life, since

there is no proof that the curve of wages will always follow

that of industrial profits; indeed, it is notorious that whilst

after 1870 the development of German manufacture was rapid

and extensive, the condition of the German workers remained
stationary for nearly two decades. But if the lot of the workers

and that of the manufacturers are not always on the same
footing in the matter of good fortune, it cannot be doubted

that when bad times come they have to share the same dis-

tresses; if manufacturing industry is stagnant, any rise of

wages is excluded a priori. While, however, this view of a

community of interests in the national sphere between the

bourgeoisie and the proletariat has a basis of reality, there can

be no doubt that not only is it absolutely antagonistic to the

idealism of class, that is to say, to the fraternal affection which
denies national solidarity in order to affirm with enthusiasm

the international solidarity of the proletariat, tending and aim-

ing at speedy class-emancipation ; but further that it under-

mines the very concept of class. In fact, the theoretical posi-

tion assumed by the German socialists, and imitated more or

less faithfully by their comrades in other lands, is dictated by
a criterion altogether different from that which forms the basis

of historical materialism. This latter doctrine presupposes the

existence of a working class by nature one and indivisible,

whereas in the nationalist view there exists only a national prole-

tariat, included within a given state, living within definite geo-

graphical boundaries, and subject to all the influences of force

or of destiny. Indeed, the social democratic concept of class

(as manifested under stress of war by the majority of the Ger-
man socialists) constitutes the negation of the Marxist concept,

in so far as the former degrades the latter, and, instead of be-

coming the instrument of world liberation as it was conceived
by the internationalist theorists, is made the instrument of

patriotic, social, and military cooperation. Historical material-
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• ism aimed at securing the solidarity of the human race under
the guidance of the revolutionary proletariat and through the
OYerthrow of the bourgeoisie and of national governments. The
social democratic concept of class aims at the aggrandizement of
the fatherland and at the prosperity of the proletariat and of
the bourgeoisie therein, through the ruin of the proletariat and
of the bourgeoisie of other lands. Between these two concep-
tions there is, in fact, so great a gulf fixed, that the most learned
attempts to bridge it over will inevitably prove futile. If the war
has not demonstrated the fallacy of the theory that the working
classes of various countries, considered as a whole, possess com-
mon interests in opposition to the interests of the various na-
tional bourgeoisies also considered as a whole, it has at least

demonstrated the non-existence of the reaction which this sup-
posed phenomenon ought to have exercised upon the mentality ''

and consequently upon the activity of the proletariat which
prolonged socialist propaganda had endeavoured to indoctrinate

with Marxist principles. /

But while the German socialists appealed to their right to

' be guided by strictly economic interests and to make common
cause with those who had hitherto been their worst enemies,

they had the bad taste to deny this right to their foreign com-

rades. Paul Lensch, socialist member of the Reichstag, editor

of the ultra-Marxist "Leipadger Volkszeitung, " has, with a

seriousness worthy of a better cause, sustained the following re-

markable assertions: that the victory of Germany is necessary

for the destruction of militarism, which will become superfluous

as soon as the enemies of Germany have been definitely defeated,

whilst the defeat of Germany will necessarily provide militar-

ism with new aliment (since Germany will have to take her re-

venge) ; for the German proletariat, the defeat of Germany

would be equivalent to an economic catastrophe, to the loss of

the most essential means of subsistence, and to the ruin of the

fruits of many years of labour; whereas for the English prole-

tariat, the consequences of the defeat of England would un-

questionably be extremely beneficial, by leading to the rapid

diffusion of socialist ideas, to the distribution of monopolies, and

to "the disappearance of the stupid pride which characterizes

the English race."^ According to this profound thinker, the

'Paul Lensch, Die deutsche Sozidldemokratie- u. der Welthrieg, Bueh-

handlung "Vorwarts," Berlin, 1915, pp. 26, 42, 58.
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same causes would produce different effects in England and

France, on the one hand, and in Germany on the other. For

Germany a defeat must be avoided at all costs, for its results

would be disastrous, whilst in the case of England and France

they could not fail to be salutary

!

Speaking generally, it may be said that the war has further

accentuated the oligarchical character of party leadership. In

no country (Italy, of course, excepted, for Italy has had ten

months for mature deliberation) were the rank and file of the

party active factors in the adoption of a policy for which every

single member was accountable ; in no country, except Italy, was

the great question of the attitude of parties in relation to the

problem of peace or war laid before the ordinary members;

everywhere the supreme decision was in the hands of the lead-

ers, and the masses had merely to accept an accomplished fact.

In most cases the majority of the leaders established their abso-

lute supremacy over the minority by means of the so-called

party discipline which obliges the minority to accept the will

of the majority. This explains the almost incredible unanimity

with which, in the Eeichstag, in the memorable August sitting,

the German socialist parliamentary group voted the war credits.

In the secret session of the group on the eve of the official session

the opponents of the war were in the minority, and were there-

fore compelled on the following day, by the obligations of party

discipline, to confound themselves publicly with the majority,

and to give a vote which ran counter to their most sincere con-

victions. This amounts to saying that party life involves strange

moral and intellectual sacrifices.

Moreover, by not a few party leaders the war was looked

upon as a useful means of propaganda for the attraction of new
recruits. This applies above all to the socialist party, eager to

overthrow the barriers which separate from the party many
sympathizers among the manual, operative, and shopkeeping

classes, who are loth to join a party professing internationalist

views. In a great public meeting held at Stuttgart on February

22, 1915, Heymann, a deputy to the diet of Wiirtemberg and one

of the best-known leaders of the socialist party in that state,

triumphantly declared: "Many have ardently desired to join

our party. But there was an obstacle. Well, that obstacle no
longer exists

! " ^ Unquestionably principles are often a stum-

' Zwei Beden, by HUdebramd and W. Heine, Dietz, Stuttgaxt, 1915, p. 44.
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bling-bloek to a party whose main desire is to increase its mem-
bership; and to disregard inconvenient principles may bring

electoral advantage, if at the cost of honour. The leaders are

the first to favour such a tendency, for the more widely extended
the foundations of their party, the greater grows their own indi-

vidual power. In fact, the individual power of the leaders un-

dergoes an immeasurable increase at a time when the majority

of the members of all parties are under arms, and for this

reason may be considered as politically non-existent because they

are unable to exercise any influence upon the executive of the

party to which they belong. On the Continent, even those mem-
bers who have not been summoned to the colours no longer

possess any power of controlling their leaders, owing to the

suppression of the freedom of the press and of the rights of

public meeting and of combination. Wherever martial law pre-

vails, the leader is omnipotent.



CHAPTER IVi

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

"A prendre le terme dans la rigueur de I'acception il n'a jamais exists

de v&itable democratie, et il n'en existera jamais. II est centre I'ordre

naturel que le grand nombre gouverne, et que le petit Boit gouverne. ' '

—

J.' J. EoussEAiT, Contrat Social.

life._jponsequently it is not the task of science to inquire whether
this phenomenon is good or evil, or predominantly one or the

other. But there is great scientific value in the demonstration
i-h}],\. fvpTy syHtnn of Irnili I liiji il iiii iiiiijiiililili -mth thn jmnit

essent'l
'

ul puijLula Lco of domecracy. Ws-arre llOW awaj.u thu4,-the

law rf th f hintorif nf'nps'dty nf olifrarcTiy is prinn fi-'-iiy yx^^"^ upon\
fl. cPTipq nf fgptg nf rTprrinnpp Like all other scientific laws,'

sociological laws are derived from empirical observation. In
order, however, to deprive our axiom of its purely descriptive

character, and to confer upon it that status of analytical ex-

planation which can alone transform a formula into a law, it

does not suffice to contemplate from a unitary outlook those

phenomena which may be empirically established; we must
also study the determining causes of these phenomena. Such
has been our task.
' Now, if we leavennt-fhP i-iillHideratiort Him Irml y nf tt^^^

leaders to organize '•^Tiprnf^flvpT fiTulto consolidate their interests.
'^lurTrwc leave also oal -at consideration the gratitudg~uf Ihc-

led towards the leaders, ajid the ffpneral iTmnnbilify ^nH paagivit.y

•^ th^ mflP°f'°j •^n arn led j^wvvnnrnHpJ-lia± +Tic pfinpipal f.-anpn nf

n|lifrarp,Tiy in the deTrnrvraticj^arfiPf;} js in bp fnnnrl in tTiP fpclinipgl

infli'gppi^fjpb^lTty nf Iparlpraliip

The process which has begun in consequence of the differentia-

tion of functions in the party is completed by a complex of

qualities which the leaders acquire through their detachment
from the mass. At the outset, leaders arise spcpj i'ai<imo u t>Ly

;

thi i l f lll irtinn n nrn i-irrTi^nr'^'^Y and QRATUITOJTS ,
Snnn

,
hnwpvpr^
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the-w^pr'nmp T»Bm?mg«Tnxj^T. Ioo^^t-^ ^^^r] ip this second-stage ofj^

It follows that the explanation of the oligarchical phenome-
non which thus results is partly psYCHOLOgaAL^ oligarchy de-
rives, that is to say, from the pwy LhiLal trgggformaTions which
the leading personalities in the parties undergo in the course
of their lives. BuFSliJO, and alill muiu, uligarohy doponda upon
what w£_may term the psychology of OBGANizATiONr TTsmi.Ti'

,

fhat

is to say, upon thp tnt^tifinl anrl trrhr'^""' ""^psjities which re-

suitltrom the. XJonsr'lirlatjpTi nf a^Tayj '^ii"ip]iued politi£a£aggre-
gatej_^ Eeduced to its most concise expression, the fundamental
sociological law of political parties (the term "political" being
here used in its most comprehensive significance) may be formu-
lated in the following terms :

" It is organization which gives

birth to the dominion of the elected over the electors, of the

mandataries over the mandators^ of the delegates over the ;

delegators. "Whn finyti nrgiinT-rrHTTn. nnyn nlignrfhy
"

I

Every partjrorganization rpprpserit^ff an ftliggrAJnVaJ- power '

inded^gpoBr«.4jgg^ra;)a*r'Diic5l§r'"Ve find everywhere electors

"Slld-eleeled. AlbUfvvFuud "everywhere that the power of the

elected leaders over the electing masses is almost unlimited. /^

The oligarchical structure of the building suffocates the basic

democratic principle. That which t?; oppresses thas. which
OUGHT TO BE. For the masses, this essential difiference between

the realtt^ and the ideal remains a mystery. Socialists often

cherish a sincere belief that a new elite of politicians will keep

faith better than did the old. The notion of the repre-

sentation of popular interests, a notion to which the great

majority of democrats, and in especial the working-class masses

of the German-speaking lands, cleave with so much tenacity

and confidence, is an illusion engendered by a false illumina-

tion, is an effect of mirage. In one of the most delightful

pages of his analysis of modern Don Quixotism, Alphonse

Daudet shows us how the "brav' commandant" Bravida,

who has never quitted Tarascon, gradually comes to persuade

himself, influenced by the burning southern sun, that he has

been to Shanghai and has had all kinds of heroic adventures.^

Similarly the modern proletariat, enduringly influenced by

glib-tongued persons intellectually superior to the mass, ends

. " Alphonse Daudet, Tartarvn de Tarascon, Marpon et Plaimnarion, Paris,

1887, p. 40.
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by believing that by flocking to the poll and entnistiag its

social and economic cause to a delegate, its direct participation

in power will be assured.^

TTiQ^formation of oligarchies within thft various forms of

democracy is the outcome of organic necessi^]^JUi^ Cunseq^ntly

affects every organization, be iL suuialiStor even anarchist.

Haller long ago noted that in every form of social life rela-

tionships of dominion and of dependence are created by Nature

herself.* The supremacy of the leaders in the democratic and^

revolutionary parties has to be taken into account in every

historic situation present and to come, even though only a few
and exceptional minds will be fully conscious of its existence.

The mass will never rule except in abstracto. Consequently the

question we have to discuss is not whether ideal democracy is

realizable, but rather to what point and in what degree democ-

racy is desirable, possible, and realizable at a given moment. In

the problem as thus stated we recognize the fundamental prob-

lem of politics as a science. Whoever fails to perceive this

must, as Sombart says, either be so blind and fanatical as not

to see that the democratic current daily makes undeniable ad-

vance, or else must be so inexperienced and devoid of critical

faculty as to be unable to Tinderstand that all order and all

f»wi1wg'fT7Tn~T«npt nvTiiliit <iTigtru»T-ati>» fpptnypg ^ The great CrrOr

of socialists, an error committed in consequence of their lack

of adequate psychological knowledge, is to be found in their *

combination of pessimism regarding the present, with rosy op-

timism and immeasurable confidence regarding the future. A
realistic view of the mental condition of the masses shows be-

yond question that even if we admit the possibility of moral

'Militant democrats wUl not admit this publicly. According to them
the power of the masses is unlimited. This unrealistic view, in its applica-

tion to political elections, wiU be found in a number of socialist writings,

although its expression is apt to be somewhat veiled. It is only in the

work of Dr. P. CouUery, of La Chaui-de-Fonds, a somewhat eccentric Swiss
internationalist, that we find a categorical expression of the thought :

'
' Par

le suffrage universel le peuple des travailleurs devient tout-puissant"
(CouUery, Jesus le Christ et sa Vie, sa Doctrine morale, politique, 6cono-
mique et sodale, Les Lois naturelles et le Socialisme, Schweizer, Bienne,
1891, p. 303). In its application to party organization this same notion
makes no closer approximation to the real facts of the case.

' Ludwig von Haller, Bestauration der Staatswissenschaften, Winterthur,
1816, vol. i, pp. 304 et seq.

* Werner Sombart, Dennoch!, ed. eit., p. 90. Cf. also P. S. Merlino, Pro
e contro il Socialismo, ed. cit., pp. 262 et seq.
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improvement in mankind, the human materials with whose use
politicians and philosophers cannot dispense in their plans of
social reconstruction are not of a character to justify exces-
sive optimism. Within the limits of time for which human
provision is possible, optimism will remain the exclusive
privilege of Utopian thinkers.

The socialist parties, like the trade unions, are living forms
of social life. As such they react with the utmost energy
against any attempt to analyse their structure or their nature,
as if it were a method of vivisection. When science attains to
results which conflict with their apriorist ideology, they revolt

with^jlL-tlteir
^
power. Tpt. tVipir /lofonno ^c; p^tii/^jmniy Joo'hio

Those among~the represefltativftfi-ft£-siich nrp^a.nizati(;ins w^nse
scieatific earnestrifisa-anrl pprsnTial gnnd faith maJa»—ft—impng-

silue *fec;-ffieml^,_d£njzu-e«tright the oxistonoo e^ullgaTchieal
tendgncies jig_ every form of democracy, endeavour to explain

these-4eB^iESfi±&riBriSS=^^ffi^^^^^^S5F'aiEviffl°m^he
mentaiity Tjf -the^jnasses, characteristic of the youth of the

movement. The masses, they assure us, are still infected by
the oligarchic virus simply because they have been oppressed

during long centuries of slavery, and have never yet enjoyed

an autonomous existence.® The socialist regime, however, will

" Such an opinion has been expressed by the syndicalist theorists in espe-

cial, as, for instance, by Enrico Leone ("Divenire Sociale," vol. v, Nos.

18, 19) in a criticism of my own preliminary studies on this theme, and by
Adolpho MomigUano ("Propaganda," Naples, December 2, 1910). Many
of the reformists give utterance to a similar opinion. In a lengthy critical

examination of my views (whose justice he by no means denies) Pausto
Pagliari comes to the conclusion that the oligarchical tendencies of the so-

cialist movement are not indications of what is going to continue in the

future, but merely transitional forms of a movement which is stiU walking

in darkness; signs of youth, not of age (OUgarcJiia e Democrazia nell' Or-

ganizzasione operaAa, "Critiea Sociale," February 1, 1909). Others, like

the 6(yndicalist Sergio Panunaio, accept my proposition without reserve but

fail to apply its consequences to their own theory {Syndicalisme et Bepre-

sentation OuvrUre, "Mouvement Socialiste," anno xii, No. 221). Eduard
Bernstein, who also fails to rebut my demonstrations (cf. Die DemoTcratie

in der SozialdemoJcratie, "Sozial. Monatshefte, " 1908, fase. 18 and 19),

reproaches me with overstressing the psychological note, but does not him-

self fall into the error of the Marxists and syndicalists. He continues to

hold to-day the realistic conception of the future which he expressed in

1897, when he compared the process of internal democratic administration

with that of industrial production, writing: "At the door of the workshop

we may be equal, but are equal no longer when we have gone inside. Here

the engineer must issue his orders, and the various subordinate workmen
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soon restore them to health, and will furnish them with all the

capacity necessary for self-government. Nothing could be more
anti-scientific than the supposition that as soon as socialists

have gained possession of governmental power it will suffice for

the masses to exercise a little control over their leaders to

secure that the interests of these leaders shall coincide perfectly

with the interests of the led.* This idea may be compared
with the view of Jules Guesde, no less anti-scientific than anti-

Marxist (though Guesde proclaims himself a Marxist), that

whereas Christianity has made God into a man, socialism will

make man into a god/
The t\hjPof.^Yt^ ijYiTnf»tin'ity nf t>in nnnm iV nnf_ajnnpri^ transitOry

phenom^L^T which_s:i 11 dinnpprnr with thrprnrriTrr qf de-

-mOEratization oj^JMmk^'I^Mn-au.-.'tSSMiitme,,^ On the onrvtrarj, it

when organized, suffers from an incurable incompetence for

the solution of the diverse problems which present themselves

for solution—^because the mass per se is amorphous, and there-

fore needs division of labour, specialization, and guidance,

"L'espece humaine veut etre gouvernee; eUe le sera. J'ai

honte de mon espece," wrote Proudhon from his prison fii

1850.^ Man as individual is by nature predestined to be guided,

and to be guided all the more in proportion as the functions of

life undergo division and subdivision. To an enormously greater

degree is guidance necessary for the social group.

From this chain of reasoning and from these scientific convic-

tions it would be erroneous to conclude that we should renounce
all endeavours to ascertain the limits which may be imposed
upon the powers exercised over the individual by oligarchies

must carry them out. The stoker cannot act according to his own fancy
'"

and draw the fires whenever it pleases him" (Das demoTcratische Frinzip
und seine Anwendung, "Neue Zeit," anno xix, p. 25 [1897] ). Bernstein,
however, has not attained to clearness of vision regarding the results of the
division of labour and of the differences in technical competence among the
democratic masses. Consequently he remains faithful to a concept of
democracy which has little more than the name in common with the democ-
racy advocated by the great democratic thinkers of the eighteenth century
and the socialists of the nineteenth.

°Cf. L6on Trochet (deputy of Li6ge), Socialdemooratie et AnarcMsme,
Discours, Brussels-Ghent-Liege, 1902, p. 42.

'Jules Guesde, La Probleme et la Solution, Libr. du Parti Socialiste,

Paris, p. 17.

' Charles Gide et Charles Eist, Histoire des Doctrines iconorrdques depuis
les Physiocrates jusgu'a nos jours, Larose et Tenin, Paris, 1909, p. 709.
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(state, dominant class, party, etc.). It would be an error to

abandon the desperate enterprise of endeavouring to discover '

a social order which wiU render possible the complete realiza-

tion of the idea of popular sovereignty. In the present work,
j

as the writer said at the outset, it has not been his aim to

indicate new paths. But it seemed necessary to lay consider-

1

-able stress upon the pessimist aspect of democracy which is

forced on us by historical study. We had to inquire whether,

and within what limits, democracy must remaia purely ideal,

possessing no other value than that of a moral criterion which
renders it possible to appreciate the varying degrees of that

oligarchy which is immanent in every social regime. In other

words, we have had to inqTr TPi if ?"'^ ^ wlint.-ii1p,gT-Po^ democ-
racy is an idcSTwhich we can noyovlirjtg +n f^a]^7.c^ iTi"'iVT»a,oii«»P

A further aim.~^f-^feisrwurk wasrtEe"^^olition of some of the

facile and superficial democratic illusions which trouble science

'and lead the masses astray. Finally, the author desired to

throw light upon certain sociological tendencies which oppose

the reign of democracy, and to a still greater extent oppose the

reign of socialism.

The writer does not wish to deny that every revolutionary

• working-class movement, and every movement sincerely in-

spired by the democratic spirit, may have a certaiu value as

contributing to the enfeeblement of oligarchic tendencies. The

peasant in the fable, when on his death-bed, tells his sons that

a treasure is buried in the field. After the old man's death

the sons dig everywhere in order to discover the treasure. They

do not find it. But their indefatigable labour improves the soil

and secures for them a comparative well-beiug. The treasure

in the fable may well symbolize democracy. Democracy is a

treasure which no one will ever discover by deliberate search.

But in continuing our search, in labouring indefatigably to

discover the indiscoverable, we shall perform a work which will

have fertile results in the democratic sense. "We have seen,

indeed, that within the bosom of the democratic working-class

party are born the very tendencies to counteract which that

party came into existence. Thanks to the diversity and to the

unequal worth of the elements of the party, these tendencies

often give rise to manifestations which border on tyranny.

"We have seen that the replacement of the traditional legitimism

of the powers-that-be by the brutal plebiscitary rule of Bona-

partist parvenus does not furnish these tendencies with any
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moral or sesthetie superiority. Historical evolution mocks all

tlie prophylactic measures that have been adopted for the pre-

vention of oligarchy. If laws are passed to control the dominion
of the leaders, it is the laws which gradually weaken, and not

the leaders. Sometimes, however, the democratic principle car-

ries with it, if not a cure, at least a palliative, for the disease

of oligarchy. When Victor Considerant formulated his "demo-
cratico-pacificist" socialism", he declared that socialism signified,

not the rule of society by the lower classes of the population, bu^
Ithe government and organization of society in the interest of all,

'through the intermediation of a group of citizens; and he added
that the numerical importance of this group must increase pari

passu with social development.' This last observation draws
attention to a point of capital importance. It is, in fact, a
general characteristic of democracy, and hence also of the

labour movement, to stimulate and to strengthen in the indi-

vidual the intellectual aptitudes for criticism and contffl^^We
have seen how the progressive bureaucratization of"the demo-
cratic organism tends to neutralize the beneficial effects of such'

criticism and such control. None the less it is true that the

labour movement, in virtue of the theoretical postulates it pro-

claims, is apt to bring into existence (in opposition to the will

of the leaders) a certain number of free spirits who, moved by
principle, by instinct, or by both, desire to revise the base upon
which authority is established. Urged on by conviction or by
temperament, they are never weary of asking an eternal

'
'Why ? '

'

about every human institution. Now this predisposition towa;rds

free inquiry, in which we cannot fail to recognize one of the

most precious factors of civilization, wiU gradually increase in

proportion as the economic status of the masses undergoes im-

provement and becomes more stable, and in proportion as they

are admitted more effectively to the advantages of civilization.

"A wider education involves an increasing capacity for exercis-

ing control. Can we not observe every day that among the

well-to-do the authority of the leaders over the led, extensive

though it be, is never so uiirestricted as in the case of the lead-

ers of the poor? Taking in the mass, the poor are powerless

and disarmed vis-i-vis their leaders. Their intellectual and
cultural inferiority makes it impossible for them to see whither

•Victor Considerant, Principes dv, Sodalisme. Mamfeste de la D6mo-
cratie ait xix Siecle, Librairie PhalaaBt^iieune, Paris, 1847, p. 53.
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the leader is going, or to estimate in advance the significance
of his actions. It-BypcmsoqucBtly, Ihu giuuL taak of sOciaj^
education to raise the intelle^^il 1<^vft1 nf t.hp ma-sses. so that_
they may be eUatlfedTlyi^n^ Ijinila-fll whalispossible. to
coiiHlfiraj,t -the nligaiashicaj^ tendencies of~lEe~"working-cIass~
m6veift«*t.

~ ' ~^

III vie^r-^-th»-pcreumal inoomputcmiu of Ihu massBS, wti llUVH -

to recogHiBo thajezistence of two regulative principles :

—

1. TES~ideolagical tendency of democracy^^EoWards^ criticism

andjeoatrgl

;

2. The effective counter-tendency of <1eTnp"T^ry t.owf'T'^g thp
orpfitinTi nf partJPS flVf I' IIIUI'I''" I' Ill»ll1l"l illlll \i{TiV TTIftrp dlfyprCTI

tiated—pajT^^iVg, thaf iatnsaY which are increasingly hased^npon
the compet^ce of theJewT
- To the ideallbx, the analysis of the forms of contemporary
democracy cannot fail to be a source of bitter deceptions and
profound discouragement. Those alone, perhaps, are in a posi-

tion to pass a fair judgment upon democracy who, without
lapsing into dilettantist sentimentalism, recognize that all sci-

entific and human ideals have relative values. If we wish to

estimate the value of democracy, we must do so in comparison

with its converse, pure aristocracy. The defects inherent in

democracy are obvious. It is none the less true that as a form
of social life we must choose democracy as the least of evils.

Tfift idpargnvprTvmgrrisjgniilrl dmibf1 f'aaJi(> jjhatjvf/aji n irintinnrney

^l^^'^p^5TfW'W a,t AT-"" "'^rfjUy pr"*^*^ "t^*^ ipohmically fifficient. But
wheVe shall we discover such an aristocracy? We may fijid it

sometimes, though very rarely, as the outcome of deliberate se-

lection ; but we shall never find it where the hereditary principle

remains in operation. Thus monarchy in its pristine purity

must be considered as imperfection incarnate, as the mosli

incurable of ills; from the moral point of view it is inferior

even to the most revolting of demagogic dictatorships, for the

corrupt organism of the latter at least contains a healthy prin-

ciple upon whose working we may continue to base hopes of

social resanation. It' may be said, therefore, that the more

humanity comes to recognize the advantages which democracy,

however imperfect, presents over aristocracy, even at its best,

the less likely is it that a recognition of the defects of democ-

racy will provoke a return to aristocracy. ^partJ£riffla..ce^tain

formal d^fferepees-anrl froni th&-t[t[SlitieS-which,£a^e acquired

only by gnnfi pflii patinT) fi.nd4Bh«4famcfi (qualitieinnwhidrarts-
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tocracy will always liavejhe_adiantage over democracy—quali-

ties which democracy either neglects altogether^-^or, attempttag

to imitate them, falsifies them to the point of caricature), the
iiofon^a nf ^omnovooy wi'll Vio fmm/1 to inhere inJAHr-Jnatritity tO

Ĉ rifl "^ '^•° '"•^stfr^ ri i

^^'^ fnnfiaa. —Qn the Other hand^nojhing
hnf_a^gprppp a.iirl frnnlr n-irnTninntioTi jjFjjhp^Ti^aiv'htp.al flarigpra

nf ^(^mnoraoY will ATigh]^ pfj tf> Tninitni^A tTiPgP dangers, eVCn

though they can never be entirely avoided.

Th'e'demoa'a^ic uui'l'enLs ol; nistoryresemble successive waves.

They break ever on the same shoal. They are ever renewed.

This enduring spectacle is simultaneously encouraging and de-

pressing. When democracies have gained a certain stage of

development, they undergo a gradual transformation, adopting

the artistocratic spirit, and in many cases also the aristocratic

forms, against which at the outset they struggled so fiercely.

Now new accusers arise to denounce the traitors; after an era

of glorious combats and of inglorious power, they end by
fusing with the old dominant class ; whereupon once more they

are in their turn attacked by fresh opponents who appeal to

the name of democracy. It is probable that this cruel game <

will continue without end.
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